Zeolites Defined
Origin of the Name
The name zeolite was created in 1756, by Freiherr Axel Fredrick Cronstedt, a Swedish mineralogist, from the Greek word "zein" (to boil) and "Iithos" (stone), to describe a group of silicate
minerals that expel water when heated and seem to boil and puff up in a borax bead, followed by
melting to a white glass. The in in "zein" was dropped, an 0 was inserted, and lithos was changed
to lite and added to ze-o- to create the word zeolite.

Early History
•

Zeolites were known by many local names in the eighteenth century. Most of the research in
zeolite mineralogy was done, at that time, in Germany, Italy, France, and Great Britain. Because
of differences in language, nationality, and obscurity of some of the publications, no uniform system of nomenclature had been developed. There was no governing body, like the International
Mineralogical Association (IMA) of today, to determine if a proposed name and description was
the same as another species.
The general acceptance of the mineral names used in Traite de Mineralogie by HaUy (1801)
formed a basis for more consistent nomenclature. Haily is given credit for naming stilbite, analcime, harmotome, and laumontite although he only popularized and more completely described
mineral names already used in obscure publications. These few zeolites formed the basis of the
zeolite group, which has 48 species accepted by the IMA today (see Zeolite Time Line, p 9).
Mineralogical testing in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries consisted of blow pipe reactions and determinations of physical properties (hardness, cleavage, density, streak), morphology, optical properties, and chemical properties. Chemical analysis was performed by wet
bulk analysis in which a considerable amount of mineral sample was powdered, dissolved in
acids, and precipitated as oxides, dried, and weighed. Pure samples produced accurate reSUlts,
but chemically zoned minerals, intergrown minerals (several zeolites or other species), and
unknown elements produced erroneous results. For instance, the zeolite wellsite was named
because it contained a composition (determined by bulk wet chemical analysis) between harmotome and phillipsite. Much later, these "wellsite" crystals were found to be phillipsite in the core
and harmotome at the rim; therefore, the name "wellsite" was not needed. A continuous series
in chemical composition was found between the fibrous zeOlites, natrolite, mesolite, and scolecite because intergrown samples were powdered and analyzed. Much later, gaps in chemical
composition were found between these species. Pollucite was first described as a sodium and
potassium silicate because cesium had not been discovered yet.
Mineralogists of the nineteenth century believed that the internal crystal structure of minerals.
might be understood by the extensive study of crystal morphology. Victor Goldschmidt brought
together the morphological studies from this period in his eighteen-volume Atlas der

Kristallformen (1913-1923).
Dana (1898) defined zeolites as a family of hydrous Silicates, closely related in composition, in
conditions of formation, and hence, in method of occurrence. They are silicates of aluminum,
chiefly with sodium and calcium, also rarely, barium and strontium.
With the introduction of X-ray diffraction in the 19205, the internal structure of minerals
could finally be examined. Many old zeolite species, separated by morphology and chemical
properties, were found to be identical and were discredited (see zeolite synonyms). The aluminosilicate structure of analcime was the first zeolite structure to be determined (Taylor, 1930).
At the same time, Hey (1930) recognized that all zeolites had hydrated aluminosilicate frameworks with loosely bonded alkali and alkaline earth cations and these provided the first chemical
criteria for distinguishing zeolites from other minerals.
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Chemical Criteria for Zeolites
Hey (1930) showed that a mineral has a three-dimensional framework structure when
O/(Si + AI) = Z. Framework structures are found in zeolites, feldspars, feldspathoids, scapolites,
quartz minerals, and danburite. The relationship between the exchangeable cations and aluminum content in framework aluminosilicates is always (Ca + Mg+ Ba + NaZ+ KZ)/AI = 1. Zeolites differ from all the other framework silicates by the presence of water molecules.
The general formula for a zeolite mineral is
(Ca,NaZ,KZ,Ba,Sr,Mg,CsZ,LiZ)a[AlaSi n_a 0Zn] •xHZO
The part in the square brackets represents the framework atoms and the part outside the
brackets, represents the exchangeable cations plus water molecules. The variables (a, n, and x)
depend on the composition of each species.
In some synthetic zeolites, aluminum and silicon cations have been replaced by beryllium, iron,
gallium, germanium, or phosphate ions (Gottardi and Galli, 1985). In synthetic zeolites, all
alkali, alkaline-earth, rare earth elements, and organic complexes, such as tetramethylammonium, can occur as exchangeable cations (Gottardi and Galli, 1985).

Relationship of Framework Minerals
Zeolites are just one of the several groups of minerals with a framework structure. Quartz minerals are composed of tetrahedra with four oxygen ions 0- 2 at each of the four corners and a
silicon ion Si+ 4 in the center. To electrically balance the mineral, each tetrahedra is linked by
sharing the two negative charges of oxygen between adjoining tetrahedra.
In the feldspar, feldspathoid, scapolite, and zeolite groups, aluminum ions AI+3 substitute for
silicon in the center of some of the tetrahedra and produce an electrical imbalance in the framework that must be counterbalanced by adding positively charged cations (Ca, K, Na, Li, Mg, Sr,
Ba, Cs) to produce an electrically neutral stable mineral.
The feldspars have a compact aluminosilicate structure with sodium, calcium, potassium, and
barium ions in relatively small cavities completely surrounded by oxygens of the framework. The
cations and framework in feldspars are so strongly interdependent that cations cannot be easily
exchanged.
The feldspathoid minerals (leucite, nepheline, sodalite, and others) have a somewhat more
open aluminosilicate framework with channels running through the structure. Ions in
feldspathoids can be exchanged and can accommodate small molecules.
The aluminosilicate frameworks of zeolites are similar to feldspathoids but are still more open,
with large channels and interconnected voids occupied by loosely bound cations and water
molecules that can be removed and replaced without disrupting the framework bonds. In some
zeolites, cation exchange or dehydration may produce structural changes in the framework.

Zeolite Framework Analogy
The internal structure of a zeolite can be compared to that of a house. The walls, floors, and
ceiling of the house are the silicon-aluminum-oxygen tetrahedral framework of a zeolite. The
walls can be arranged in different ways to form interconnected hallways (channels) and rooms
(cages). The framework or walls commonly meet at 90° but some can be inclined by a few
degrees. There is a lot of open space in a house and in the structure of a zeolite. Some of the
rooms (cages) and hallways (channels) are of different sizes. Furniture (exchangeable cations)
and people (water molecules) can be moved about within the rooms, be replaced, or be totally
removed without collapse of the house or framework. The furniture can be neatly arranged like
ordered cations or placed at random like disordered cations.
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Zeolite-Related Minerals
The term zeolite includes both zeolite minerals and synthetic hydrous aluminosilicate compounds. Natural zeolites or zeolite minerals are those that occur in nature and are the only ones
covered in this book. Other minerals that show ion-exchange or reversible dehydration but do
not conform to the definition of a zeolite are called zeolitic or zeolite-like. A broad group of natural minerals and synthetic compounds (regardless of their chemical composition) that possess a
zeolitic structure, which remains intact after complete dehydration, are called molecular sieves
because they have the ability to selectively pass or reject ions and molecules through their structures.
Mineralogists working with zeolites generally take a much more strict view of the definition of
a zeolite than mineralogists working with phosphate minerals or chemists in the chemical industry. Some chemists and mineralogists suggest expanding the definition of a zeolite to include
beryllium and phosphate minerals, which contain no aluminum or silicon. They propose a zeolite
be defined as a substance that contains tunnels or larger polyhedral cavities interconnected by
windows large enough to allow ready diffusion of the polyatomic guest species through the crystal (Liebau, 1983). Several minerals, with a zeolite-like structure, contain beryllium in place of
aluminum (hsianghualite) or phosphate in place of silicon (kehoeite), and other minerals with a
zeolite-like structure do not have any aluminum or silicon at all (pahasapaite and tiptopite). It is
appropriate to include substitution of aluminum and silicon by other atoms as long as aluminium
and silicon remain the dominant atoms in the framework.
Some zeolite-like minerals, such as roggianite and partheite, have some hydroxyl molecules
(OH) at the corners of aluminum-bearing tetrahedra. This is called an "interrupted structure"
since the oxygen molecules in the tetrahedra are not shared with adjoining tetrahedra as they are
in zeolites. Minerals with "interrupted structures" do not have a framework defined by ratio
O/(Si + AI) = 2 and should not be considered zeolites.

A Definition of a Zeolite Mineral
A zeolite mineral is principally an aluminosilicate with a three-dimensional framework structure
composed of Al04 and Si04 tetrahedra linked to each other by sharing all of the oxygens to
form interconnected cages and channels that contain mobile water molecules and alkali (sodium,
potassium, lithium, and cesium) and/or alkaline earth (calcium, strontium, barium, and magnesium) cations. Subordinate amounts of other elements such as phosphorus and beryllium can
replace silicon and aluminum, respectively, in amounts up to 50 percent. In many zeOlites, the
water molecules and exchangeable cations can be removed or exchanged without affecting the
structure, while other zeolites undergo small distortions in their framework. Water is lost
between 250° to 400" C and is reversibly reabsorbed at room temperature. Ion exchange is possible at temperatures below 100° C. Higher polyvalent ions, such as rare earths, are readily
introduced by cation exchange.

Complications in Nomenclature
A mineral species should have a unique crystal structure and/or chemical composition. In recent
years this has lead to the establishment of many new species that are compositional and structural analogs of existing species (same structure with different composition or same composition
with different structures). Zeolites have special complications, involving the several kinds of
structural and compositional variations in the (Si,AI)-O framework, exchangeable cations, and
water molecules.
In the zeolite group, the cations are exchangeable within a particular framework that results in
numerous compositions, many with no real end members. Order and disorder of silicon and
aluminum ions in the framework, without any real end members, produce different symmetry
and crystal systems.
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The general application of the traditional rules governing mineral species to represent every
end member composition, and all structural states in the zeolite group, would produce two or
three times the number of zeolite species we now have. With all the different chemical compositions and structural states of analcime alone, up to 25 species could be named, that would all
have the same morphology. Detailed chemical and structural analysis of each crystal would be
required for identification. This would be a hindrance rather than a help to continuing zeolite
research and to cataloging specimens in museums and private collections. A system is needed
where zeolite minerals can be reasonably recognized by sight and be distinguished easily by simple X-ray diffraction techniques.
The purpose of establishing a system of nomenclature, in every field of science, is to allow science to improve communications. If the system becomes so large and complex that communication is impeded, it no longer serves science. Systematic nomenclature of a mineral group should
reduce the total number of species rather than increase it.

Guidelines for Determining Natural Zeolite Species
As an aid to systematizing the nomenclature in the zeolite group of minerals, a set of rules was
proposed by the Subcommittee for Zeolite Nomenclature of the Commission on New Minerals
and Mineral Names (CNMMN) of the International Mineralogical Association (IMA) and is still
under consideration. These rules have, to a large extent, been adopted for the nomenclature
used in this book. Even though these rules will be most useful in evaluating proposed new
species, it is difficult to apply them rigidly to accepted species.
1. A new zeolite mineral must have a unique framework. Evidence of a framework, different
from existing species, must be demonstrated as a condition for approval of new species.
Zeolites that have the same framework and are separated by a well-established gap in chemical composition that is controlled by the structure are acceptable as separate species.

2. A new zeolite mineral cannot be defined solely on the basis of its exchangeable cations.
Because cations in zeolites are largely exchangeable, the dominance of one over all the others
should not be the basis for a mineral species. End members or intermediate members of a zeolite cannot be considered new species. Existing species with the same framework that are defined
only by the exchangeable cations should be redefined.
3. A new zeolite mineral cannot be defined solely on the basis of the Si/A! ratio in the
framework.
4. A new zeolite mineral cannot be defined solely by the symmetry difference from order or disorder of the aluminium and silicon in the framework.

Use of Descriptive Modifiers
Variations in chemical composition and structure can be described by use of optional descriptive
modifiers rather than creating hundreds of new zeolite species. Since descriptive modifiers are
not part of the species name, zeolites such as analcime, chabazite, stilbite, and heulandite can be
easily identified, named, and cataloged. Later, when additional information is determined about
the chemistry or structure of the mineral, the new information can be indicated with descriptive
modifiers without changing the name of the species.
Descriptive modifiers precede the species name and are not connected to the species name by
a hyphen. The chemistry of phillipsite, for example, can be written in a number of ways (Ba-rich
phillipsite, barium-rich phillipsite, barian phillipsite, calcium-dominant phillipsite, K-dominant
phillipsite, K-Na-dominant phillipsite, etc.). The -ian suffix means that the cation is subordinate
to some other cation in the zeolite. For example, cesian analcime is a sodium-rich analcime that
contains a lesser amount of cesium. Differences in silicon/aluminum ratio can be written, for
example, as silica-rich heulandite rather than clinoptilolite. Descriptive modifiers can be used to
indicate differences in structure such as monoclinic analcime, tetragonal analcime, tetragonal
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wairakite, tetragonal edingtonite, triclinic edingtonite, monoclinic ferrierite and orthorhombic
ferrierite. Disorder or ordering of aluminum and silicon in the framework can be indicated simply by the modifiers such as ordered chabazite rather than willhendersonite or disordered natrolite rather than tetranatrolite.

Application of the Guidelines to Existing Natural Zeolites
Although the guidelines can limit the number of new species, applying them to existing zeolites
presents many problems. In the past when new rules were made, preexisting species have been
exempted or were considered individually. One case was the rule to use the suffix "-ite" to indicate a mineral for all new species. Preexisting minerals like analcime, levyne, harmotome, quartz,
and feldspar were not changed. The nomenclature of several mineral groups has been changed
and systematized (pyroxenes, amphiboles, clays, tou.rmalines, mica, etc.), which involved changing the limits of some species and deleting others. The status of each existing zeolite species
needs to be considered separately.
A unique framework clearly defines many zeolite species and is present in each of the zeolites
bikitaite, boggsite, brewsterite, cowlesite, dachiardite, edingtonite, epistilbite, erionite, faujasite,
ferrierite, gmelinite, goosecreekite, laumontite, levyne, mazzite, merlinoite, montesommaite,
mordenite, offretite, paulingite, perlialite, thomsonite, tschernichite, and yugawaralite. These
zeolites are clearly distinct species.
Evidence from X-ray diffraction or optics shows that the framework of a zeolite can be warped
or distorted due to order or disorder of the aluminum and silicon in the framework or from
bonding of the exchangeable cations, which causes the angle between the crystal axes to change
0.5° to 3° from 90°. These distorted structures are technically classed in a crystal system with an
inclined axis (monoclinic or triclinic). Zeolites, which crystallize in more than one crystal system
due to the distortions in the framework, include analcime, bikitaite, edingtonite, ferrierite, mordenite, natrolite, thomsonite, tschernichite, and wairakite. Species in other mineral groups are
commonly defined by such changes in the symmetry. Most mineralogists currently working with
zeolite minerals do not consider these distorted frameworks to be grounds for dividing these
existing species into additional species; therefore, no new zeolite species has been accepted, by
IMA, due to distortion in an existing framework.
Ideally, there should be only one species name for each framework (including distorted
frameworks). The species status of existing zeolites that have the same framework and were
named before the guidelines were developed are here considered individually by the following
suggested set of rules.

Suggested Species Name Rules
1. Given several names for a single framework, the species that has priority (was described and
named first) is always retained as a valid species.
2. Preexisting zeolites species with the same framework that were defined on the basis of a
chemical compositional gap (end members or several members) should be reduced to the
species with priority when a continuous series of chemical compositions is found.
3. Retention of clearly defined preexisting end members of an existing series is acceptable if it
aids in communication.

Zeolite Groups
Groups of zeolite species with the same framework include (underlined name has priority)
analcime (pollucite and wairakite), chabazite (herschelite and willhendersonile), gismondine
(amicite, garronite, and gobbinsite), heulandite (clinoptilolite), natrolite (mesolite and scolecite),
harmotome (phillipsite and wellsite), and stilbite (barrerite and stellerite).
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ANALCIME GROUP
Analcime, poilu cite, and wairakite represent one framework with wide variation in chemical
composition and order-disorder in the framework, which causes the minerals to be classed in
several different crystal systems. Analcime was the first zeolite in this group to be named and has
priority. Poilucite, the cesium-bearing member, and wairakite, the calcium-bearing member,
form continuous series with analcime. Most mineralogists working with zeolites find these names
useful if clearly defined; therefore, they are retained as species. Pollucite is defined as the
member with greater than 50 percent cesium exchangeable cations, wairakite as the member
with greater than 50 percent calcium exchangeable cations, and analcime containing all other
chemical compositions, regardless of the crystal system.
CHABAZITE GROUP
Chabazite, herschelite, and willhendersonite represent one framework with a wide variation in
composition and disorder-order in the framework. Most chabazite crystals are calciumdominant, although potassium-, magnesium-, and sodium-dominant compositions are well
established. Mason (1962) argued that herschelite should be a species since there was, at that
time, a gap in chemical composition between Ca-rich chabazite and Na-rich herschelite and that
herschelite had morphology distinct from chabazite. Passaglia (1970) found that there was a
continuous series between calcium and sodium compositions; therefore, there is no longer a gap
between the chemical composition of chabazite and herschelite. Rhombohedra and phacolitic
habits of the sodium-dominant member (herschelite) have been found, which makes it impossible to assign a distinctive morphology to the sodium member. Furthermore, many crystals that
have been identified as herschelite are intergrowths of sodium-rich chabazite and gmelinite.
Since potassium-dominant and magnesium-dominant chabazite have not been granted species
status and the reasons for retaining herschelite as a distinct species are no longer valid, the use of
the species name herschelite should be discontinued.
Chabazite and willhendersonite have the same triclinic framework and can have the same
potassium-rich chemical composition. They differ only in the amount of silicon and aluminum
ordering. Chabazite has a disordered silicon-aluminum framework with portions that are
ordered. The framework ofwillhendersonite is fully ordered with aluminum and silicon in alternating tetrahedra. The amount of ordering in a mineral should not be considered the basis for a
separate species; therefore, willhendersonite is considered an ordered chabazite.
GISMONDINE GROUP
Gismondine, amicite, garronite, and gobbinsite have the same framework and differ by chemical
composition and order-disorder of the aluminum and silicon. Although a few intermediate
members are now being found, a complete series has not been established; therefore, a chemical
gap or ordering gap may exist. All four of these minerals are temporarily retained as species until
further studies are completed. Since gismondine has priority, if a series is found between these
members, gismondine should be the only member to retain species status. The other members
could be considered disordered gismondine or Na-K-rich gismondine.
HEULANDITE GROUP
Heulandite and clinoptilolite have the same framework. They have been divided on the basis of
three independent sets of criteria: (1) a gap in silicon/aluminum ratio, (2) a gap in sodiumpotassium-magnesium-calcium content, and (3) a gap in the heating characteristics of the
framework (a criterion not accepted by CNMMN). Members with intermediate chemical
composition and heating characteristics have been found in this group. The conflicting criterion
for separating the heulandite and clinoptilolite, which allows a crystal to be classed a heulandite
under one and clinoptilolite under the another, makes the distinction between these two
members inconsistent. Although the name clinoptilolite is widely used in industry, most
mineralogists working with zeolites consider clinoptilolite to be a silica-rich heulandite. Clinoptilolite should not be retained as a species.
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NATROLITE GROUP
Natrolite, mesolite, scolecite, tetranatrolite, and gonnardite have the same framework. Natrolite,
mesolite, and scolecite all have a dominantly ordered framework, with different chemical
compositions, varying within a narrow range, with well defined gaps between their different
cation compositions. The ordered stacking of sodium, calcium, or alternating sodium and
calcium sheets actually prevents a complete series in cation compositions, and is, therefore,
sufficient reason for these three zeolites to be distinct species.
Natrolite, tetranatrolite, and gonnardite have the same framework (Mazzi et al., 1986). They
differ in the amount of order or disorder of aluminum and silicon in the framework and sodium
and calcium content. Although Nawaz (1988a) found variations in optics between gonnardite
and tetranatrolite, they both have the same kind of disordered frameworks and differ only by the
amount of calcium present. Since gonnardite has priority, tetranatrolite should not be retained
as a species. Tetranatrolite will be considered a soqium-rich gonnardite in this book.
Gonnardite could be considered a disordered natrolite or retained as a separate species. Most
mineralogists working with zeolites prefer to retain gonnardite to represent the disordered
member defined by the disorder index (difference between the length of the b-axis and a-axis) =
between 17.5 Aand 0 A (50 to 100 percent disorder).
.
HARMOTOME GROUP
Phillipsite, wellsite, and harmotome represent a single framework with a continuous chemical
series ranging from potassium-calcium-sodium-rich phillipsite to potassium-calcium-barium-rich
wellsite to barium-dominant harmotome. Harmotome has priority; therefore, it must be
retained as a species. All chemical compositions with this framework could be described with
descriptive modifiers, but since phillipsite is the most common member of this group, most
mineralogists working with zeolites consider the name phillipsite to be useful, and it is, therefore,
retained as a species. On the other hand, wellsite, which has a chemical composition between
phillipsite and harmotome, is not necessary and should be discontinued. Harmotome is defined
as the member in this series with 50 percent or more barium and phillipsite is the member with
all other chemical compositions.
STiLBITE GROUP
Stilbite, stellerite, and barrerite all have the same framework and identical morphology. Warping
of the framework, due to ordering of the silicon and aluminum in the framework, and the
exchangeable calcium and sodium ions, causes members of this group to be classed in several
different systems. Many crystals have orthorhombic sectors intergrown with triclinic or
monoclinic sectors in the same crystal. In stellerite, calcium is the only exchangeable cation and
most of the sectors are orthorhombic. In barrerite, sodium, potassium, and calcium are present,
with most of the sectors orthorhombic. In stilbite crystals, a wide range of calcium, sodium, and
potassium are possible with various amounts of orthorhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic sectors.
Most stellerite, stilbite, or barrerite crystals are not purely orthorhombic, monoclinic, or triclinic
but represent a continuous series of chemical compositions and various amounts of warped
sectors. X-ray diffraction patterns, used to distinguish these members, only reflect the most
dominant structure. If the sample used for X-ray work was taken primarily from a single sector
in the crystal, the results do not represent the entire crystal. Stilbite has priority; therefore, it is
considered the only species in this group. Stellerite and barrerite are orthorhombic varieties of
stilbite.

Process of Change
The process of discrediting mineral species is reviewed by Dunn (1991). The Subcommittee for
Zeolite Nomenclature, International Mineralogical Association (IMA) has reviewed the
inconsistencies in the zeolite group and will recommend a system of nomenclature for the group.
Official discrediting of names and species must be approved by the Commission on New
Minerals and New Mineral Names, IMA, and must be published in a mineralogical journal.
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The new definitions, limitations, and changes in nomenclature mentioned in this chapter are
implemented in this book. In most cases where new mineral nomenclature is used, the old name
is in parentheses. Example: sodium-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) or silica-rich heulandite
(= clinoptilolite). Obsolete and discredited zeolites are listed in the chapter Zeolite Synonyms.

Minerals Related to Zeolites
Zeolite-like minerals with a dominance of beryllium or phosphate include:
hsianghualite Ca3LiZ[Be3S3i012]Fz
kehoeite (Zn,Ca)AlZ(P04)z(OH)z° SHZO
lovdarite (Na,K,Ca)z[(Be,AI)Si30S] ° ZHZO
pahasapaite (Ca,Li,K,Nah 1LiSBeZ4(P04 )z4 °3SH ZO
tiptopite KZ(Na,Ca)zLi3Be6(P04)6(OH)z° HZO
viseite Ca lO[AlZ4 Si 6(PO4)7046]F3 ° 72HZO
Zeolite-like minerals with interrupted OH in the structure include:
partheite CaZ[Al4Si401S](OH)z°4HZO
roggianite (Ca,K,Nahs[AI lSBeSSiZS090](OH)16° 34HZO
Minerals found with zeolites that contain no aluminum or the wrong O/(Si + AI) ratio include:
apophyllite (K,Na)Ca4[SiSOZO](F,OH) °SHZO
gyrolite NaCa16[AlSiZ3060](OH)olSHZO
maricopaite PI>JCaZ[(Si,AI)480100]o3ZHZO (not associated with zeolites)
okenite CalOSilS04601SHZO
tacharanite CalZAlZSi lS0SlolSHZO
tObermorite CaSSi6016(OH)z °4HZO
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Zeolite Time Line

(species recognized by IMA as of 1991)

* = recommended to be discredited
Date
1756:
1792:
1801:
1801:
1801:
1803:
1808:
1813:
1816:
1817:
1820:
1820:
1822:
1825:
1825:
1825:
1825:
1825:
1826:
1842:
1846:
1864:
1890:
1896:
1897:
1898:
1906:
1909:
1918:
1932:
1952:
1955:
1957:
1960:
1962:
1974:
1975:
1975:
1977:
1979:
1980:
1980:
1980:
1982:
1984:
1984:
1990:
1991:
1992:

Mineral
ZEOLITE GROUP
CHABAZITE
STILBITE
ANALCIME
HARMOTOME
NATROLITE
LAUMONTTITE
SCOLECITE
MESOLITE
GISMONDINE
THOMSONITE
HEULANDITE
BREWSTERlTE
EDINGTONITE
PHILLIPSITE
HERSCHELITE
GMELINITE
LEVYNE
EPISTILBITE
FAUJASlTE
POLLUClTE
MORDENITE
OFFRETITE
GONNARDITE
WELLSlTE*
ERIONITE
DACHIARDITE
STELLERITE*
FERRIERITE
CLINOPTILOLITE*
YUGAWARALITE
WAIRAKITE
BIKITAITE
PAULINGITE
GARRONITE
MAZZITE
BARRERITE*
COWLESlTE
MERLINOITE
AMICITE
PARANATROLITE
TETRANATROLITE*
GOOSECREEKITE
GOBBINSITE
WILLHENDERSONITE*
PERLIALITE
BOGGSlTE
MONTESOMMAITE
TSCHERNICHlTE

Described and named by
Cronstedt
Bose d'Antic
Haiiy
Haiiy
Haiiy
Klaproth
Haiiy
Gehlen and Fuchs
Fuchs and Gehlen
Leonhard
Brooke
Brooke
Brooke
Haidinger

Uvy
Uvy
Brewster
Brewster
Rose
Damour
Breithaupt
How
Gonnard
Lacroix
Pratt and Foote
Eakle
D'Achiardi
Morozewicz
Graham
Schaller
Sakurai and Hayashi
Steiner
Hurlbut
KambandOke
Walker
Galli, Passaglia, Pongiluppi, and Rinaldi
Passaglia and Pongiluppi
Wise and Tschernich
Passaglia, Pongiluppi, and Rinaldi
Alberti, Hentschel, and Vezzalini
Chao
Chen and Chao
Dunn, Peacor, Newberry, and Ramik
Nawaz and Malone
Peacor, Dunn, Simmons, Tillmanns, and Fischer
Men'shikov
Howard, Tsehernich, Smith, and Klein
Rouse, Dunn, Grice, Schlenker, and Higgins
Boggs, Howard, Smith, and Klein

Origins of Zeolites
Introduction
Zeolites crystallize in a water-rich environment under a wide range of temperatures. Most zeolites crystallize in a low pressure enviornment. Increasing pressure seems to have little effect on
which zeolite species crystallizes. Zeolites are low density, open framework structures that high
pressure collapses. At high pressure heulandite or laumontite is replaced by lawsonite, and analcime by albite or jadeite.
Minute zeolite crystals that form at low temperatures (4° to 40" C) require long periods of
time, sometimes millions of years, to crystallize. Heat speeds up chemical reactions. Large crystals of the same minerals can crystallize at elevated temperatures (40° to 200" C, rarely higher)
in a few months or years. Although hydrothermal solutions produce most of the specimens of
interest to collectors, much knowledge is gained about starting materials, solution composition,
pH, and conversion of one species to another from the study of zeolites at low temperature. At
low temperatures, zeolites crystallize in slow motion with pauses that preserve intermediate
stages that would otherwise go to completion at higher temperatures.
Zeolites form at low temperature by alteration of volcanic ash and larger pyroclastic material
on the land surface; in freshwater lakes; shallow marine seas; saline, alkaline lakes; and in deep
sea sediments. Very rarely do zeolites form at low temperature in vesicular volcanic rocks.
Zeolites form at high temperature from localized hydrothermal water in hot springs on the
continents and black "smoker vents" under the oceans, and in broad regions heated by
hydrothermal solutions or burial metamorphism. At high temperatures, zeolites form from the
cooling of volcanic flows; late phases in pegmatites and miarolitic cavities in plutons; and as
phenocrysts in basaltic magma.
Many of these apparently different environments grade from one to the other and overlap to
form a complicated geothermal history. A brief description of these processes will be given
starting with origins at low temperature and proceeding to those at higher temperatures.

Low-Temperature Origins (4° to 40° C)
Explosive volcanic events produce large amounts of glassy ash that are carried and deposited by
the wind, and thick layers of pyroclastic material that form loose or welded tuff. The glass in the
ash and pyroclastic material is altered by different processes depending on whether it fell on the
land surface, freshwater lake, or shallow sea; into a saline, alkaline lake; or into the ocean.
LAND SURFACES
Zeolites can form as the result of meteoric or fresh ground water moving downward though
thick strata of volcanic ash or pyroclastic deposits that settled on the land surface, into
freshwater lakes, or into a shallow marine environment. This process is referred to as an open
hydrologic system since the water passes downward through the rock, changes composition,
precipitates zeolites and other minerals, and flows out of the rock unit. Most of the Miocene and
Pliocene tuff deposits in the western United States were derived from volcanic explosions of
rhyolite or andesite to produce glassy ash. This ash was carried by the air onto the land surface
where it is reworked by streams, shallow freshwater lakes, or the wind. In Japan and
southeastern Europe the original pyroclastic material was laid down in shallow seas close to the
volcanic source (Hay and Sheppard, 1977).
.
Silica-rich volcanic tuff deposits with a rhyolite or andesite composition that are under 500
meters thick do not develop zeolites but thicker tuff deposits that extend several tens of kilometers wide can contain up to 90 percent silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) (Hay and Sheppard, 1977; Hay, 1978). These deposits are of considerable economic significance.
The zeolite species present in altered volcanic tuff is controlled by the composition of the ash. In
silica-rich tuffs, derived from rhyolite or andesite, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) and
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mordenite are of major importance, with minor phillipsite, analcime, and potassium feldspar at
deeper levels, Tuffs with a trachyte composition alter to chabazite and phillipsite (Capaldi et ai"
1971), Low-silica tuffs and pyroclastics with a basaltic composition produce phillipsite, natrolite,
gonnardite, analcime, chabazite, and rarely faujasite and gismondine (Iijima and Harada, 1969),
Volcanic ash and pyroclastic deposits show a vertical zonation (Fig, 1) that reflects the chemical change of meteoric water moving down through the deposit (Hay, 1978), Surface water
soaks into the tuff and by hydrolysis produces hydrogen ions that raise the pH and enrich the
solution in Sodium, potassium, and silicon along its downward flow path, Much of the glass is
altered to clay minerals that release additional hydrogen ions to the ground water. After passing
through a considerable thickness of ash, the pH is raised to 95. At this pH the solution rapidly
dissolves the glass in the ash, producing numerous dissolution cavities, followed by precipitation
of zeOlites, most often silica-rich heulandite (Hay, 1963a; Hay and Sheppard, 1987), Deeper in
zeolite tuffs, the earliest formed zeolites react with the solution to produce analcime and less
often potassium feldspar.
An example of altered volcanic ash from meteoric water is found in thick, silica-rich tuff
(rhyolite composition), 600 to 900 meters thick, in the Oligocene to Lower Miocene John Day
Formation in central Oregon (Hay, 1963a), The ash was wind-lain and reworked by streams.
Single ash falls, up to 8 meters thick, are found. The formation consists of an upper zone (200 to
500 meters thick) containing fresh glass, montmorillonite clay, and opal; a transition zone (up to
20 mOl thick) composed of cavities produced from dissolved glass; a zeolite zone (500 meters
thick) composed of silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals (0.01 to 0.1 mOl long), mordenite, and phillipsite replacing 50 to 90 percent of ash; and a replacement zone composed of
analcime (with or without potassium feldspar and quartz) resulting from reaction of the solution
with earlier formed zeolites (Hay, 1963a). The ash in these deposits came from eruptions
between 20 and 32 million years ago. Potassium-argon dating of potassium feldspar in the base
of the John Day Formation shows that it crystallized 22 million years ago, which is near the end
of the period of ash falls (Hay, 1963a).
In low-silica tuffs or pyroclastics (nephelinitic or basaltic composition) zeolites form in much
thinner (12 to 20 meters thick) deposits than rhyolite tuffs because the alkali-rich silica-poor
glass is much more reactive that the silica-rich glass. A nephelinite tuff (35,000 years old) at
Koko Crater, Oahu, Hawaii, consists of a top zone (up to 12 meters thick) that contains fresh
glass, opal, and montmorillonite; a middle zone (up to 10 meters thick) containing altered glass,
phillipsite, and chabazite with lesser amounts of natrolite, gonnardite, gismondine, and faujasite;
and a lower zone (up to 8 meters thick) that is analcime-dominant (Hay and Iijima, 1968), Lowsilica tuff must be at least 10 meters thick to dissolve enough ions from the glass to precipitate
zeolites.
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ALKALI E LAKES
Volcanic ash that falls into saline, a kaline akes (containing sodium and potassium) in cl'Qsed
basins in arid or semia .id- regions, such as the western United States, is slowly a] ered by the
mineral-rich water '0 zeolites over a period of time of abo,ut 1,000 to 0,000 years (Ta,ylor and
S,uf,dam, 1981)" This type of occurrence forms in a close,d hyd ,olog,ic system, because th,e water
enters the lake and can only leave by evaporation. The zelolite deposits, which resu,lt from
alteration of the glass in th,e volcanic ash in saline, a kaline lakes, are zoned ~ om the edge of the

former lake to the center" reflecting the differences in, chemical compos·tlon and pH of the water
in the lake (Fig. 2). Ash that falls ,on the shore of the lake is not alt1ered. Ne,ar the shore of the
Jake where the water is least saline only glass and clay are fo,und. As the wiater beeQ,mes more
saline, and the pH increases to 8.5, phillipsite, silica.. rich h'eu.landite (- clinoptilolite), erionite,
and chabazite form (Surdam and Sheppard, 1978)" N ea, the center of the ake, where the water

isa highly saline br:ne with pH - 9 to 110, analcime" potassium felds,par, trona, and borosJlicates
are dominant..
In salin,e, alkaline lakes the 'brines are very rich in sodium" potassiu,m, bicarbonate-carbonate,
chloride, and sulfate with a n'ear absence of calcium a,nd 'magnesium, (Taylor and Surdam, 1981)"
The Na/K and Si/Al ratio of the solution controls the Na/K and Si/AI ratios of the zeolites
formed in th'e la" e' (Mariner and, Surdam, 1979; Hawkins, 1981).
In Teels Mars'h, Nevada, the rhyolite gJass reacts with the saline, alkaline water to produce an
alkali aluminosihcate gel from whichphiHipsite crystallizes (Taylor and Surdam" 1981). AnalCIme
forms at a higher pH by dissolving phillipsite, erionite, chabazite, or silica-rich heulandite that
crystallized when. the solution was ,ess saline.
Sodium,-potassium-rich phillipsite and erionite are the most co,mmon zeolites in saline, alkaline
la,ke deposits; an,alcime, sodium-rich ,chabazite, sodium-potassium-silica rich heulandite
(= clinoptilolite), andmordenite ar,e common; and ferrleri e" merlinoite, and harmotome are
rare.. Clay is com,mon near the e-dge of the lake w'here the pH ·s near n,eutral, but near th,e center
of the lake, potassium-rich feldspar, carbo,nates, quartz., fluorite, dawsonite, trona, nahcolite,
plrssonite, gaylussite, searJesit1e, and b,a} te are found.
When borate is present, the formation ,of searlesite buffers the silica content and pH of the
brine and keeps it at a lowSi/Al ratio (Surdam and, S,heppard, 1978).
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DEEP-SEA ZEOLITES

Phillipsite and silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) are the most common zeolites in deep-sea
sediments. Some of these deposits reach 100 to 600 meters thick. Although some of the deepsea zeolites alter from fine-grained volcanic ash found in the ocean sediments, most of the
zeolites are derived from a reaction between fossil-rich oozes containing biologic radiolarians
and seawater (Boles, 1977). Reaction of the seawater with the silica-rich fossils increases the
silica content and pH of the water. Because of the low silica content of the pore water, phillipsite
is the first to form, rather than silica-rich heulandite. Crystallization of phillipsite in this lowtemperature environment takes approximately 150,000 to 10 million years (Boles, 1977). The
phillipsite is potassium-dominant with sodium, calcium, magnesium, and small amounts of
barium (Honnorez, 1978). Crystals range in size from minute up to "large" crystals 0.2 mm long
(Boles, 1977). Phillipsite forms as a meta-stable phase within a few centimeters of the sedimentwater interface at a pressure under 0.7 kb and a low temperature (under 4° to 34° C) on the
ocean floor (Fig. 3). Over millions of years, phillipsite, biogenic silica, and water react to form
silica-rich heulandite deeper in the sediments (Boles, 1977). The silica-rich heulandite crystals
occur up to 0.04 mm long, and are rich in potassium and sodium (Boles, 1977). It takes
approximately an additional 100 million years for phillipsite and heulandite to alter to analcime
and even longer to convert to potassium feldspar.
Phillipsite makes up to 80 percent of the sediment in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, while
silica-rich heulandite is more abundant in the Atlantic Ocean. Analcime is present at many
widely scattered sites. Rarely, erionite, mordenite, and laumontite are found. Merlinoite is found
with plagioclase, stilbite, chabazite, and quartz in manganese nodules, on the South Indian
Ridge, east of Kerguelen Island, in the Indian Ocean (Mohapatra and Sahoo, 1987). Phillipsite is
also found in manganese nodules (Boles, 1977).

DEEP- SEA

MARINE

ZEOLITES

Phillipsite fonns
very slowly from a reaction of
silica-rich fossils and
seawater in the muds on the
ocean floor. Over millions of
years the phillipsite is
converted to heulandite.
Figure 3.

SEAWATER

Elevated-Temperature Origins (40 0 to 2500 and rarely above)
As the temperature of a solution increases, chemical reactions proceed at a faster rate; leaching

of ions from preexisting rocks is speeded up; and zeolites crystallize at an accelerated pace. The
heat is provided by large magma bodies near the surface of the earth's crust or by molten volcanic rock on the surface. Most zeolites crystallize rapidly at temperatures between 40° and 250°
C with a few species crystallizing at temperatures as high as 400° and 650° C. The water needed
for zeolite crystallization originates principally from meteoric water (surface water) that has
flowed downward in the rocks and is heated at depth from the hot surrounding rocks. Less
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commonly, water originates as a primary fluid expelled from crystallizing granitic magma or is
part of minerals undergoing metamorphism.
COOLING OF A VOLCANIC FLOW

Fine specimens of zeolites can crystallize within a hot volcanic flow as it cools from a molten
state, if water is present. When a molten volcanic rock comes in contact with water (river, lake,
or damp surface) the base of the flow is quenched to form glass, gas bubbles are frozen into
vesicles, and breccia or pillows develop. Abundant open spaces in the base of the flow become
circulatory paths for heated fluids. The glass in the base of the flow is much more easily altered
than the microcrystalline rock in the upper parts of the same flow; therefore, the base of the flow
becomes the source of elements needed to form clay minerals and zeolites. The glass and olivine
in the hot rock are the first to alter, whereas the plagioclase is only slightly or not at all affected.
The ions sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, and silicon are released into the solution, with
titanium, aluminum, and iron remaining in place (Robert et al., 1988). With intense alteration,
all the sodium and calcium are removed from the base of the flow and move upward into
cavities in the middle portion of the flow. Given a basalt flow 25 meters thick with an initial
molten temperature of 12000 C, after two years the temperature would still be 3000 C at its
base, and 1200 C after five years (Robert et al., 1988). If water is present during the cooling
stages (from a rain, streams, or a lake), the flow cools at a much faster rate and chlorite/clay
minerals will generally line the cavities, followed by high-temperature to low-temperature
zeolites as the temperature falls from 2000 to 400 C.
Zones of zeolites within a flow depend on the cooling history of the flow, the increase or
decrease in the amount of meteoric water entering the system, the density of the rock, the presence or lack of pathways for migrating fluids, covering of the flow by additional flows before the
lower flow has cooled, differences in chemical environment between open interconnected cavities and isolated vesicles; presence of carbon dioxide; initial composition of the glass; and transfer of ions in solution along porous portions of the flow to be deposited in another area that may
be hotter or cooler.
Alteration of volcanic glass at first produces a solution that has a Si/Al ratio and chemical
composition near that of the glass. The magnesium, iron, aluminum, silicon, sodium, calcium,
and potassium are commonly in solution as cations. Magnesium-iron-rich clays form dark green
to black linings in the cavities or veins and remove the magnesium and iron from the solution.
The resulting fluid is now rich in aluminum, silicon, sodium, calcium, and potassium that can
crystallize zeolites as the temperature decreases in a general sequence controlled by a decrease
in silica content. For example, clay> phillipsite> chabazite or clay> levyne-offretite >
mesolite-scolecite-thomsonite > chabazite or clay> heulandite-mordenite > stilbite >
scolecite-mesolite > chabazite.

Figure 4. An

alteration halo
develops around cavities in
volcanic rock when hot fluids
react with the minerals in the
surrounding rock. The
elements dissolved from the
halo migrate into the cavity to
form clays and zeolites.
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The interconnected open spaces in the base of the flow allow the fluids to circulate and mix to
form a uniform chemical composition and pH. The minerals in this area are commonly the same
in all the open spaces. In the dense portions of the flow, each cavity is isolated and acts independently of the others. Heated solutions slowly penetrated the rock and filled these cavities. After
the initial filling of the cavities, the fluid became stagnant. The elements needed to form the
zeolites in isolated cavities are derived from the walls of the cavity. These alteration rims, or
halos, are a few millimeters to several centimeters wide, and are colored gray, brown, black, or
red from porous altered rock and clay minerals (Fig. 4). Since the temperature of the fluid was
nearly the same in all the cavities, small differences in pH, cation composition, and
silicon/aluminum ratio produce slightly different species or a lack of mineralization. The fluids in
all the cavities have undergone the same decrease in temperature; therefore, the minerals crystallize in the same order, although some species may be absent in some cavities due to insufficient chemical components.
Robert et at. (1988) believes the zeOlites, produced from the cooling of a volcanic flow, predate development of columnar jointing; therefore, the clay minerals and zeolites are not found
on the joint surfaces. In most cases columnar jointing of lavas occurs very soon after the initial
solidification of the lava, at a temperature well above 5000 C, a temperature far too high for
zeOlites to crystallize (William Wise, pers. comm.)
Zeolites formed from the cooling of a flow do not develop uniformly at the base of the flow. In
the Plateau des Coirons, Ardeche, France, zeolites are present only where the basalt flowed into
a Pliocene lake or river (Fig. 5)(Robert et at., 1988). The massive
, flow tops contain few zeolites.
The interior of the flow contains columnar basalt with small vesicles connected by minute veinlets containing phillipsite, calcite, and smectite. Jointing of the columns across zeolite-filled vesicles indicates that the jointing occurred after the zeolites had crystallized. The base of the flow
(covering sediments from a lake or river) contains highly altered vesicular blocks of basalt
(containing phillipsite and tiny rhombohedra of chabazite) embedded in dark brown clay cement
with many interconnecting spaces for circulation of the heated fluids.
Zeolites in the Eocene olivine basalt flows in the Cairns Bay and Little Bird Rock areas, near
Flinders, Victoria, Australia, are believed to have formed near the surface of an older basalt flow
when it was covered and reheated by a younger flow (Rew, 1969). The reheating partly dissolved
existing zeolites and redeposited new minerals as the solutions cooled.
Chabazite, phillipsite, pyrite, siderite, and montmorillonite are found on sandstone breccia and
in the vesicular base of Oligocene to Lower Miocene columnar basalt in the Narre Warren
Quarry, near Melbourne, Australia. The minerals are believed to have formed when a hot basalt
flow covered wet stream sediments elevating the temperature to an environment favorable to
crystallization of the minerals (Birch et at., 1979).

ZEOLITES FORMED DURING COOLING OF A
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Figure S. When a molten
volcanic flow encounters water
the base of the flow is
fractured, produces vesicles,
and the glass becomes altered.
During the cooling of the flow,
if water is present when the
temperature falls below 250" C,
zeolites will form in the vesicles.
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Extensive zeolite-bearing Miocene olivine basalt flows cover zeolite-bearing volcanic tuff
deposits of the John Day Formation, in central Oregon. The zeolites in the tuff deposits formed
from surface water reacting with the glass (low-temperature open system) before they were
covered with basalt (Hay and Sheppard, 1977). Zeolites are abundant in the gray, porous altered
basal breccia and scattered vesicles in the central portions of the basalt flows but are absent from
joint surfaces. The gray to black porous alteration rims (composed of altered rock and clay), up
to 4 cm thick, surround many of the vesicles and were the source of the elements needed to
form the zeolites in the cavities. The underlying tuff shows no evidence of hydrothermal
alteration or veins superimposed on the zeolites and glass that formed before the basalt flow;
therefore, there are no pathways for deep-seated hydrothermal solutions to reach the overlaying
basalt flows without passing through the tuff. The zeolites in these basalt flows must have
formed from meteoric water heated by the molten flow.
Many volcanic flows in Hawaii and Washington (in the U.SA) and Iceland, show that basalt
flowed into lakes or rivers and formed pillows and breccia on top of sediments, without producing clay minerals or zeolites. The presence of water when the volcanic rock first forms, aids in the
production of cavities and partly alters the glass, but water must also be present many years later
when the flow has cooled to temperatures from 200° to 40° C when chlorite/clays and zeolites
can crystallize. lfwater is not present in this temperature range, the cavities will remain empty.
PEGMATITES AND MIAROLITIC CAVITIES

When granitic magma (containing some water) crystallizes at high temperature, most of the
minerals are anhydrous. Formation of quartz and feldspar in the magma results in a water-rich
pegmatite magma within the granitic magma. If it is allowed to cool, it will form anhydrous
pegmatite minerals followed by hydrous minerals and finally zeolites (Fig. 6). If the confining
pressure of the cavity is low the pocket will explode and crystallization stops. If the pressure of
the overlaying rock is great enough, the earily formed pegmatite minerals are altered by the
solutions to form minerals stable at lower temperatures. The resulting pegmatites or miarolitic
cavities are lined with minerals within the intrusive rocks. Surrounding country rocks fall into the
magma chamber and form xenoliths, each reacting with the magma and solutions to form
numerous mineral species. Some water-rich pegmatite magma, containing silicates and rare
elements, penetrates into the overlaying country rock and forms pegmatite dikes rich in quartz,
feldspar, spodumeme, tourmaline, and, rarely, high-temperature zeolites such as cesiumsodium-rich pollucite, analcime, or bikitaite. Primary pollucite crystallizes in middle to late
pegmatite crystallization, at temperatures from 400° to 300° C, whereas cesian analcime forms
during a cooler hydrothermal phase from 250° to 150° C (Cerny, 1979). Upon further cooling,
water is incorporated into the micaceous minerals lepidolite and muscovite. Other primary
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pegmatite minerals are altered to form new species, and in the final stages of a pegmatite
crystaUization, the water-rich zeolites natrolite, analcime, edingtonite, stilbite, and laumontite
crystallize at temperatures below 2500 C. Primary, silica-rich, hydrothermal water rich in exotic
elements (cesium, rubidium, niobium, tantalum, lithium, boron, etc.) is expelled from the
crystallizing magma and pegmatites and moves along fractures in the overlaying country rock,
altering the invaded rock, mixing with meteoric water, and crystallizing zeolites and other
minerals when the temperatures decreases from 2500 to 400 C. Trace amounts of cesium,
rubidium, lithium, boron, and other unusual elements in the minerals indicate that part of the
hydrothermal solution originated from primary water.
REGIONAL AND LOCALIZED HYDROTHERMAL SOLUTIONS
Most of the water reaching the surface of the earth in hot springs and geysers is heated meteoric
water, although some mixing with primary water occurs in some areas. Extensive hydrothermal
areas in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming; Wairakie, New Zealand; Japan; Iceland; and
thousands of smaller magmatic areas are all actively forming zeolites.
Hydrothermal solutions emanating from young volcanic areas, within the earth's crust produce
many fine zeolite crystals treasured by mineral collectors. Most of the water originates from
meteoric (surface) water that flows down cracks or faults in the rock until it is heated enough by
the hot surrounding rocks to rise as mineral-bearing hydrothermal solutions. During the heating
of the water, the surrounding rock is highly altered and releases ions into solution that later
forms zeolites and other minerals. Lesser amounts of primary water, expelled from crystallizing
granitic or rhyolitic magma, are mixed with the meteoric water. In some areas, seawater replaces, or mixes with, meteoric water. The hydrothermal solutions crystallize minerals on the
walls of cracks, joints, and fault surfaces to produce zeolite-lined veins. Calcite commonly is a
late forming mineral and fills many of the veins. When the hydrothermal solutions reach volcanic
rocks, they commonly flow along the porous interconnected brecciated base and slowly penetrate the denser rock to fill isolated cavities (Fig. 7). Open spaces in rocks not only provide
spaces for zeolites to crystallize, but serve as pathways for the fluids to circulate. The large surface area of breccia cavities and vesicles commonly reacts with the fluid, becoming highly altered
and contributing ions to the solution, or it may be passive and only provide space for the minerals to crystallize. Hard, dense, massive volcanic flows can stop the upward movement of the
fluids and cause the hydrothermal solutions to move laterally or become highly concentrated
below the cap rock. Joints, fractures, or any other open spaces in the rock become covered with
clay and zeolites. Hydrothermal solutions that originate from a deep source produce alterations
crossing stratigraphic bedding, folding, and faults. The reactions of a deep-seated hydrothermal
fluid within the rock are the same as those found listed under cooling of a molten volcanic flow
on the surface.
LOCALIZED HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION
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Figure 7. Hydrothermal
solutions coming up vertical
faults follow porous breccia
zones and the vesicular bases
and tops of volcanic flows to
form zeolites.
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Regional hydro hermal metamorphism occurs when the heating covers a broad area. It is ,dif..
ferentiated from 'burial metamorpbism (transformation into different minerals in place) by th,e
presence of hydrothermal solutIons th,at transport ions from ,altered rocks dee,p in th.e earth
upwar'd and deposit ze,olites and 0 her minerals in a different place. Localized hy,drotherrnal
areas are deve ope'd in sm,at areas a ong faults or near hot springs. Regiona metamorphis,m is

found in Iceland, which sits across the hot upflowing magma of the Mid-Atlantic: ridge; rocks in
India that are heate,d over a wide are·a from the sliding and colUdillg of tectonic plates; an,d in
Japan the rocks are heated from an active subduction zone (sliding of a continental tecto,nic
plate over tbe ocean floor).
Geothermal wells hav,e been drilled theo'ugh a thick series of olivine basalt and tholeiitic basalt
flows and pyroclastics in western Iceland (Fig. 8). Low-temperatu,re geoth,ermal 'wells (under
150°' C) are zoned (from the surface to ,depth) in th.e lorder: empty cavities> cha·bazite zone
(levyne, phillipsite) at 55°-70° C> mesoHte·..scolecite zone (thomsonite, gismondine) at 60°-'90°
C > stilbite-heulandite zone (epistilbite, mordenite) at 90°-110° C > laumontite 'la,ne
(mordenite, analcime) at 110°-230° C > analcime..wairakite z'one at 170,0-,300° C> prehnile
zone> 'epidote zone (chlorite) at over 2300 ,e> Be inoHte zone (chlorite) (Fig.. 9)(T6masso.n
and Kristmannsd,6t ir, 1972; Kris mannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978,; Mehegan et- al~, 1982;
Kristmannsd6ttir, 1982). Calcite and m,ontm,orilonite clay were fo,u'nd throughout the zeolite

Figur,e 9'. Volcanic rocks that
lave been heated over a wide
area by a large mass of magma
develop zones of minerals that
fornl at high t~mperature at
,depth and at low temperature
near the surface.
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bearing section. Analcime and phillipsite were not confined to a distinct zone. The geothermal
fluid is generally meteoric water, with a pH of 9 to 10, at 20° C, or is mixed with seawater with a
pH of7 to 8 (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978). High-temperature geothermal wells (over
200° C) have a very thin zeolite-bearing zone that contains mordenite, heulandite, laumontite,
and analcime (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978).
The zones of zeolite assemblages that form due to regional hydrothermal metamorphism are
not parallel to the volcanic flows but cross the strata, folds, and faults, indicating that the zeolites
formed long after the volcanic flows cooled. Zoning in basaltic rock proceeds from silica-rich,
less hydrous heulandite-stilbite-epistilbite at depth (hottest) to scolecite-mesolite-thomsonite
(more hydrous and lower temperature) and chabazite at the lowest temperature zone.
Zones composed of zeolite assemblages have been mapped in exposed basaltic rock in County
Antrim, Northern Ireland, and eastern Iceland. Walker (196Gb) shows that the zones of minerals are dependant on the rock type. In olivine basalt, the zeolites were zoned (from the surface
to sea level) in the order empty cavities> chabazite zone (thomsonite, phillipsite, levyne, gismondine) > analcime zone (chabazite, phillipsite, thomsonite, levyne, analcime and less commonly mesolite, stilbite, heulandite) > scolecite-mesolite zone (chabazite, thomsonite, analcime,
stilbite, heulandite, levyne, laumontite). Mordenite, epistilbite, quartz, and chalcedony are absent in the olivine basalt flows. At the same levels, in a more silica-rich tholeiitic basalt, the top
zones (at depth the same as the chabazite and analcime zones in olivine basalt) contain empty
cavities followed at depth by quartz, chalcedony, mordenite, and clay, and at the lowest level, a
zeolite zone containing an abundance of stilbite, heulandite, scolecite, epistilbite, quartz, mordenite, chalcedony, and clay (Walker, 1960b). Analcime, phillipsite, levyne, gismondine, and
gyrolite are not found in the tholeiitic basalt, and little chabazite and thomsonite are present.
Low silica basalt is easily altered and forms zeolites over a short period of time. Tholeiitic basalt
appears to be slower to alter and produce zeOlites, but once it achieves the conditions for zeolite
crystallization, it produces them in abundance.
Regional zoning, in Rio Grande Do Sui, Brazil, is controlled more by composition of the rock
than temperature. The base of the volcanic pile contains tholeiitic basalt overlain by basaltic
andesite, with the top of the pile consisting of dacite and rhyolite (Murata et al., 1987). Stilbite,
heulandite, scolecite-mesolite, calcite, and quartz are found throughout the basaltic rocks with
laumontite only present in the lower levels. The silica-rich zeolites mordenite, heulandite, and
stilbite, plus quartz and calcite, are the only minerals found in the dacite and rhyolite. The presence of laumontite in the bottom of the volcanic pile is the only evidence given in support of
mineral assemblage zoning controlled by temperature (Murata et al., 1987). The laumontite is
not found with other high-temperature minerals such as prehnite, pumpellyite, or epidote.
Lieber (1978) described laumontite on top ofheulandite and stilbite in basalt at Bento Gonsalves, Rio Grande Do SuI. If laumontite formed late in the crystallization sequence in the cavities, the laumontite was formed at low temperature and was not due to high temperature
resulting from depth of burial.
Hot springs and geysers are localized surface expressions of active hydrothermal water that has
followed cracks or faults in the rocks (Fig. 10). Zeolites are crystallizing from the hydrothermal
water not too far below the surface in hot spring areas. Chabazite, phillipsite, natrolite, opal,
chalcedony, calcite, apophyllite, and plombierite are found in pores of old tiles and mortar that
formed from hot spring water (maximum 70° C) in Roman baths at Plombieres (Daubr§e,
1879).
In active hydrothermal areas, such as Iceland, New Zealand, Japan, and Yellowstone National
Park, in the U.S.A, calcium-rich zeolites can be deposited in sodium-rich rock when the source
of the ions has a different composition.
With ideal temperature and fluid compOSition, zeolites can crystallize rapidly. A geothermal
well drilled to 1600 meters in the Ngatamariki geothermal field, North Island, New Zealand, was
capped and let stand for 472 days before it was opened (Browne et al., 1989). Solids that had
formed on the walls of the well, after it was capped, were discharged and captured for study.
From a hot (210°-270° C) dilute alkaline chloride water of near neutral pH (7), crystals of
wairakite, up to 1.5 mOl across, had crystallized with epidote, prehnite, quartz, and pyrite during
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Figure 10. Hot springs and
geysers are surface expressions
of hydrothermal activity and
zeolites forming at greater
depths.
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the period the well was capped. The crystals grew from circulating water, since the amount of
ions required to form the minerals was greater than that present in the stagnant water.
Wairakite was estimated to have grown at the rate of 0.19 cubic millimeters per day. If the pH of
the solution had been higher (8 to 10) and richer in elements needed to form zeolites, the rate of
growth would have been much faster. On the other hand, the same-sized crystals in a low-temperature open system would have taken several thousands of years to form, and in a deep sea
environment, millions of years.
Most hydrothermal fluids that form zeolites are heated meteoric water, sometimes mixed with
primary water. In some geothermal wells in western Iceland, seawater has penetrated up to 30
km inland, and replaced or mixed with meteroic water to produce a sodium-potassium-rich solution that affects the chemistry of the minerals that crystallize. Walker (1960a) proposed that
seawater followed faults along the eastern coast of County Antrim and was the fluid in the cavities that produced the gmelinite zone in Northern Ireland. Sodium-rich zeolites (gmelinite,
natrolite, analcime) are also common in basalt pillows and breccia that formed in a marine environment. When basaltic magma is quenched in seawater, some of the sodium and potassium is
incorporated into the basaltic glass. Later, hydrothermal alteration of this glass releases the
sodium and potassium into the solution to form sOdium-potassium-rich zeolites. Many localities
in Tasmaina and Victoria in Australia; Nova Scotia, Canada; Northern Ireland; and in
Washington and Oregon, in the U.S.A, produce sodium-rich zeolites either in submarine basalt
or surface flows near the seawater.
Laumontite has been used as an indicator'of high temperature because it is found with
prehnite, pumpellyite, and epidote in the lower portions of areas that have undergone burial
metamorphism and in the deeper levels in geothermal wells. Laumontite is very difficult to synthesize in the laboratory, requiring temperatures of 250° C and 1000 bars pressure, yet it crystallizes rapidly in natural conditions at low temperatures and pressures where the solutions are
of the appropriate composition (McCulloh et al., 1981). Laumontite crystallizes from water
issuing from the Sespe Hot Springs in California at temperatures from 89° toO 43 C and at pH
7.74 (McCulloh et al., 1981). In basaltic rocks, laumontite is commonly the last zeolite to crystallize in cavities from hydrothermal solutions. Laumontite alone cannot be used as an indicator of
temperature. Laumontite associated with prehnite, pumpellyite, and epidote does indicate a
high-temperature origin, while laumontite formed late in the crystallization sequence on other
zeolites indicates a low-temperature origin. For example, laumontite that is found near Bombay,
India, crystallized before most of the zeolites in the cavities, and is associated with prehnite,
probably formed at a high temperature, whereas laumontite found near Nasik, India, occurs on
top of heulandite and stilbite and probably crystallized at a low temperature.
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Yugawaralite is pressure-sensitive. It can occur only at depths shallow-:r than 500 meters in
geothermal systems with a maximum temperature of 234 0 C and pressure of 550 bars (Zeng
and Liou, 1982). An increase oftemperature favors formation ofwairakite, quartz, and water,
whereas an increase of pressure favors formation of laumontite, quartz, and water.
Hydrothermal alteration of volcanic rocks is developed near "black smoker" hydrothermal
vents in hot spots, in the ocean floor, commonly in tholeiitic basalt along mid-ocean ridges and in
andesite and dacite of submarine calderas in island-arc volcanism. The results of "black smoker"
vents are often Kuroko-type ore bodies. They contain black, sooty ore composed of pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena that formed at 2500 C (Utada, 1988). The rock surrounding a
hydrothermal vent is zoned as the temperature decreases away from the vent, in the order: the
potassium feldspar zone (potassium feldspar, clay, chlorite, pyrite, gypsum, anhydrite); the clay
zone (montmorillonite, Chlorite, quartz, pyrite); the analcime zone (analcime, clay, chlorite); and
the mordenite zone (mordenite, ferrierite, montmorillonite, quartz, opal) (Utada, 1988). The
zeolites crystallize below 1200 C.
Sporadic occurrences of zeolites in the Eocene marine basalt pillows and breccia that formed
along an ancient sea ridge now found in western Washington and Oregon may have resulted
from localized hydrothermal systems.
Although zeolites can rapidly crystallize from hot solutions, the cooler the SOlution, the slower
the reaction and the smaller the resulting crystals. Water-filled cavities, lined with chabazite,
natrolite, calcite, chalcedony, and clay, found in Tertiary basalt in New South Wales, Australia,
were studied to see if cold meteoric water found in the cavities produced the zeolites (Nashar
and Davies, 1960). No trace of sodium, calcium, magnesium, iron, aluminum, or silicon was present; therefore, the solution found with the zeolites could not have produced the minerals. Volcanic rocks, although appearing to be hard and impervious, are porous and easily absorb water
during wet seasons to fill preexisting mineralized cavities. The presence of water in such cavities
does not represent the fluid that formed the minerals.
Evidence of rather low-temperature crystallization of zeolites is found in a basalt flow under
Borax Open Pit at Boron, California. Fluids that produced the borates in the lake also produced
sodium chabazite, gmelinite, sodium heulandite, analcime, Na-K-rich phillipsite, stilbite, sodium
mazzite, sodium mordenite, greigite, clay, pyrrhotite, and, rarely, searlesite, ulexite, borax,
rhodochrosite, and calcite in the underlaying basalt (K1eck and Wise, 1984). An initial generation
of zeolite crystallization may have formed from the water heated by the lava flow, but later ones
clearly formed after the overlying lake had flooded the basin and became sodium borate rich
(William Wise, pers. comm.). Since analcime is found on searlesite, heulandite on colemanite,
and borax crystals are present in some of the cavities, the zeolites formed at temperatures compatible with borate crystallization. Since the borax beds, which cover the basalt, are only slightly
converted to kernite (a reaction at occurs at 60 0 C), the zeolites must have crystallized below
that temperature (William Wise, pers. comm.).
Zeolite assemblages, formed by burial metamorphism and contact metamorphism, commonly
are zoned due to dehydration with increasing depth and temperature. In basaltic rocks, the zoning of zeolite assemblages found in geothermal areas, and from mapping of surface deposits,
correlates with sequences of crystallization seen in individual cavities. They show that the zeolites
increase in hydration with increasing temperature. Since water is abundant in the cavities in
geothermal areas, the zeolites are controlled by silica content rather than water content. Zeolites
listed by silica content (Table 1, p 32) show the general crystallization sequence found in
hydrothermal cavities and in geothermal wells. Zeolites with the highest silica content crystallize
first, followed by zeolites of progressively lower silica content. They crystallize roughly in the
order mordenite-boggsite-ferrierite-dachiardite > heulandite-epistilbite-stilbite > analcimelevyne-laumontite-garronite-scolecite-mesolite-natrolite > cowlesite-phiIlipsite-gismondinethomsonite-chabazite.
BURIAL METAMORPHISM
As thick strata of sediments, volcanic ash, and other rocks become buried, they are subjected to

an increase in heat with depth. The glass and minerals in the original rock change or metaorphose to different minerals that are more stable at the new temperature and pressure
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BURIAL METAMORPHISM

UNALTERED ROCK

ZEOLITE FACIES

GREENSCHIST FACIES
EPIDOTE - AMPHIBOLITE FACIES
AMPHIBOLITE FACIES

Figure 11. Thick beds of rocks
when buried are subjected to an
increase in heat with depth. The
minerals in the rock alter in
place to become new minerals
more stable at the existing
conditions. Zeolites form in the
shallowest and lowest
temperatures with other groups
of minerals, called faces, at
greater depths and high
temperature.

GRANULITE FACIES

conditions. This process is called burial metamorphism. The minerals are transformed to
different minerals in place without migrating by solution to another place; therefore, the
chemical composition and water content of the original minerals greatly influence the newly
forming minerals. With increasing depth of burial, temperature is the main factor controlling
metamorphism. An increase of temperature causes a decrease in hydration of minerals. Zeolites
become unstable at elevated temperatures and transform into feldspar, prehnite, pumpellyite,
and actinolite that are anhydrous or contain (OR) ions that are more stable. Further heating
produces epidote and hornblende. Thick sections of crust are divided into zones based on
assemblages of minerals (mineral facies) in equilibrium with the surrounding temperature and
pressure conditions (Fig. 11). Proceeding from the surface downward are zones of unaltered
sediments and volcanic rocks, the zeolite facies, greenschist facies, epidote-amphibolite facies,
amphibolite faces, and granulite facies.
Rhyolitic glass in tuffs and sedimentary rocks, in a 3 to 12 km thick section in South Island,
New Zealand, are altered to zeolites from burial metamorphism (Coombs et al., 1959). In these
rocks, the following zones are defined (with increasing depth) as unaltered glass 2 km thick, the
zeolite facies in the order silica-rich heulandite (mordenite-quartz) > analcime-heulandite >
wairakite > laumontite-albite-pumpellyite, and at the greatest depth, the greenschist facies
composed of albite-prehnite-pumpellyite-epidote (Coombs et al., 1959). Zeolites found with
prehnite, pumpellyite, quartz, and epidote are approaching their upper temperature limit. These
zones cross stratigraphic boundaries (strata, folds, faults); therefore, they have formed at a
much later time than when the rocks were deposited.
CONTACT METAMORPHISM

The heat from a hot magma chamber or intrusive dike bakes the surrounding rocks. Minerals
form in zones or halos surrounding the hot mass arranged in the order highest temperature
minerals with the lowest water content nearest the intrusive proceeding to lower temperature
and higher water content minerals away from the intrusive (Fig. 12).
Zones of minerals are found in Cretaceous trachytes to andesite surrounding monzonitic to
granodioritic intrusions in Bulgaria in the order (with increasing temperature) mordenite-quartz
> cha bazite-sti! bite-heulandite-gmelinite > mesol ite-scolecite-natral ite-thomsonite-Iaumontiteanalcime> albite-epidote-prehnite-pumpellyite > granitic intrusion (Fig. 13)(Kostov, 1969).
Similar zoning is present in andesitic to rhyolitic volcanic rocks in the eastern Rhodope Mountains in Bulgaria in the order (with increasing temperature) quartz-chalcedony-mordeniteferrierite > sti!bite-heulandite-chabazite-harmotome-laumontite > natralite-analcime > albiteepidote> granitic intrusion (Kostov, 1969). KOSIOV (1969) defined zoning in the silica-rich volcanic rocks as normal when a decrease in temperature produces a sequence of minerals with an
increase in silica content and the reverse when a decrease of temperature produces a sequence
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CONTACT HYDROTHERMAL METAMORPHISM
STILBITE - HEULANDITE
MORDENITE ZONE (UNDER 150°)
LAUMONTITE - QUARTZ ZONE
(150-180°)

Figure 12. Heat from a granitic
intruction can produce zones of

WAIRAKITE - YUGAWARALITE
PREHNITE ZONE (180-280°)

minerals with the highesttemperature minerals nearest
the heat source and lowesttemperature minerals further
away.

EPIDOTE - ACTINOLITE ZONE
(280-390°)
HORNBLENDE -BIOTITE ZONE
(390-600°)
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of minerals with a decrease of silica. The sequence of crystallization of minerals in silica-rich
rocks also appears to follow the rule that with falling temperature, zeolites are deposited solely
by their water content (Kostov, 1969). This explains fibrous zeolites (low water content) crystallizing near the hot intrusive or at greater depth, and platy zeolites such as stilbite and heulandite
(high in water content) forming further away from the heat source.
Although the normal crystallization sequence of Kostov is common in contact metamorphic
zones and burial metamorphism, the reverse sequence is most common in hydrothermal areas

(RWT).
CONTACT

METAMORPHISM

MORDENITE - QUARTZ ZONE

CHABAZITE - STILIBITE - HEULANDITE ZONE

MESOLITE - SCOLECITE - NATROLITE
THOMSONITE - LAUMONTITE - ANALCIME ZONE

Figure 13. Heat from a granitic
intruction can produce zones of
minerals with the highesttemperature minerals nearest

the heat source and the lowesttemperature minerals further
away.

ALBITE - EPIDOTE - PREHNITE
PUMPELLYITE ZONE

PRIMARY ZEOLITES
Most zeolites are considered secondary minerals since they are produced by alteration of
primary minerals that make up the rock. Analcime is the only zeolite that crystallizes directly
from molten rock. Euhedral analcime phenocrysts occur embedded in VOlcanic flows (analcime
basalts, analcime phonolites) and large analcime crystals are dominant in volcanic bombs and
blocks in the rock blairmorite. Analcime phenocrysts crystallize in deep basaltic magma
chambers at temperatures between 600° andO 640 C, and at pressures from 5 to 13 kilobars
(Roux and Hamilton, 1976). Rapid vertical transport to the surface by an explosion and
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quenching is required for analcime to survive the decrease in temperature and pressure (Fig.
14). A slow decrease in temperature and pressure would allow the analcime to react with the
basaltic magma to produce albite. Analcime phenocrysts in these rocks form complete trapezohedra (colored dark red, brown, orange, black, or green from iron inclusions) up to 5 cm in
diameter and make up 30 to 90 percent of the rock. At Crowsnest Pass, Alberta, Canada, analcime, sanidine, augite, and melanite garnet phenocrysts are found in solid blocks and bombs, up
to a meter across, in a thick section of agglomerate (MacKenzie, 1914; Pearce, 1970). A review
of other localities containing primary analcime can be found in Gottardi and Galli (1985).
Some analcime phenocrysts in volcanics originated as leucite and were altered slowly to analcime by warm saltwater in a shallow marine sea or from sodium-rich hydrothermal fluids
(Cundari and Graziani, 1964). Analcime formed from leucite can be recognized by the presence
of residualleucite in the crystals.
PRIMARY ANALCIME PHENOCRYSTS:
BOMBS & FLOWS
Figure 14. Basaltic magma can
contain analcime phenocrysts at
depth. If the magma is quickly
brought to the surface and
quenched, the analcime
survives embedded with the
rock.
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SUMMARY

Zeolites form in a number of related water-rich environments, generally at temperatures
between 4° and 200° C and at low pressure. The Si/Al ratio and pH of the solution are the
principle variables that control which zeolite framework will crystallize (Wise and Tschernich,
1976a, 1976b). The abundance of the exchangeable ions (Ca, Na, K, Mg, Sa, Sr, Li, Cs) in the
solution has less significance in controlling which of two zeolitic frameworks crystallize than does
the Si/Al ratio (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a).
Dissolution of volcanic glass in a vesicular rock produces a solution in the cavities with a silica
content a little lower than that of the glass. Crystallization of clay raises the pH in the solution
(becomes more basic), decreases the amount of aluminum in the solution, and creates the necessary conditions for zeolites to crystallize (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a).
Low-temperature alteration of volcanic glass in saline, alkaline lakes and on land surfaces produces phillipsite, erionite, and heulandite that are commonly replaced by analcime and potassium feldspar as a result of an increase in ionic concentration and pH. Zeolites that crystallized
from hydrothermal solutions rarely grow at the expense of an earlier mineral. The Si/Al ratio
and ionic content (Ca, Na, L, Sr, Sa, Mg) of the solution changes when a zeolite crystallizes to
produce a solution with a different Si/Al ratio and ionic content. Once a zeolite framework starts
to crystallize, the changing composition of the solution has little effect on the Si/Al content of the
framework. The changing solution does produce changes in the amounts of exchangeable ions in
1he crystals (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a). Many zeolites show some compositional difference in
the exchangeable ions between the core or base of the crystal to the outer edge (Wise and
Tschernich,1976a).
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Some crystals are calcium-rich in the core and become barium-rich or sodium-rich at the
edges; offretite and erionite needles are often zoned; needles of natrolite, mesolite, and scolecite
commonly grow epitaxially on each other; and some crystals of dachiardite are zoned from
calcium- to sodium-rich. Compositional gaps in silica content found between each zeolite
framework indicate that their crystallization is controlled by the silica activity of the solution
(Wise and Tschernich, 1976b). Most zeolites do not grow simultaneously but grow sequentially
in response to a lowered activity of silica. The crystallization of a high-silica calcium-rich zeolite
decreases the amount of silica and calcium in the surrounding solution. The next zeolite framework to crystallize will be stable at a lower Si/AI ratio and may require less calcium and more
sodium or potassium in its structure. If the solution does not receive additional nutrients (ions)
from the rock or from incoming solution, the zeolites crystallize with progressively lower Si/AI
ratios. This progressive decrease in silica content is commonly observed in the sequence of crystallization quartz> mordenite > heulandite > stilbite > mesolite > thomsonite > chabazite>
calcite. Where the fluid in the cavities has moved through the rock, the simple decrease of silica
content is interrupted when the chemical composition of the fluid, pH, or temperature changes,
producing a second crystallization of an earlier formed mineral. A high silica content, pH, and
(Ca + Na + Mg)/K ratio of the solution favors crystallization of erionite or silica-rich heulandite. A
low silica concentration, pH, and (Na + Ca + Mg)/K ratio of the solution favors crystallization of
phillipsite.
The Si/AI ratio of the solution affects the stacking ratio in the framework of offretite, erionite,
and levyne (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b). Crystallization of levyne, which has a low Si/AI and
potassium content, can cause a relative increase of these ions in solution. Potassium, an essential
constituent in some minerals, is necessary to form some of the cages prior to framework construction of offretite and erionite. A small increase of silica and potassium in the solution due to
crystallization of levyne produces an offretite framework. If a higher silica content was present in
the solution, erionite crystallizes. Since levyne crystallizes from a low silica SOlution, offretite is
the more common overgrowth on levyne than erionite. If amount of potassium is high, phillipsite
will crystallize.
Intergrowths of chabazite and gmelinite are examples of where cation content does have an
effect on which framework crystallizes. The chabazite framework crystallizes with a wide range
ofSi/AI ratios and contains many different cations (Ca, K, Na, Mg, Ba, Sr) while gmelinite, with
a similar framework, crystallizes within a very narrow Si/AI range and sodium-calcium content.
Gmelinite is favored over chabazite in a sodic SOlution, although sodium-rich chabazite is not
uncommon. A solution with equal amounts of sodium and calcium favors gmelinite crystallization, but commonly develops gmelinite-chabazite intergrowths (Barrer et al., 1959, 1974). The
presence of potassium and barium in the solution favors chabazite because they can be incorporated into the structure of chabazite and not into gmelinite.1f phillipsite (a potassium-bearing
zeolite) is present at a locality, pure gmelinite crystals will not crystallize (Passaglia et al., 1978b).
Fluctuations in the Ca+K!Na ratio of the solution can cause alternating overgrowths of
chabazite and gmelinite.
Small inconsistencies in the progressive decrease of silica in the solution also occur from differences in nucleation. Some species seem to have difficulty in developing some of the cages that
are needed for framework construction. These minerals crystallize from only a few sites in a cavity. Other species nucleate much easier and crystallize from many sites. The rate at which a zeolite nucleates and grows is highly dependent on the amount of aluminum in the solution
(Donahoe and Liou, 1985). Some zeolite frameworks that have a higher Si/AI content may crystallize after one of lower Si/A1 content because its framework grows more slowly or needs to be
supersaturated in order to crystallize. When the solution becomes supersaturated with respect to
a specific zeolite, many nuclei crystallize, forming numerous small crystals (Fyfe et al., 1978).
These small, rapidly growing crystals have simple crystal forms, grow from large numbers of
nucleation sites, and commonly form dendritic growths (Wise and Tschernich, 1978b; Wise and
Pierce, 1981).
High carbonate concentrations in the solution act as a catalyst in the dissolution of silica from
the rock and increase the growth rate of zeolites (Hawkins, 1981). Calcite and less commonly
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siderIte frequently

precede th,e crystalliz,ation of zeolites. Calcite is ,also, common y the last min-

eral to crystan·z,e in the cavities and In some eases crystalliz,es throughout ze,oIite growth.
The silica content of tholeiitic basalt is higher than that of ollivine 0 nepheline basalt. The Si/AJ
ratio of the fluid produced from alterat+1on of tholei-tic basalt :is high,er ·0 silica than solutions
produced from low silica basalts.. Since the framework of the first zeolttes 0 form f1 om the solu
t+oo ·s co,ntroled by the Si/Al ratio of the so ution, zeo j, es with a higher Si/Al rat+o woul,d be
expected to form In tholeiitic basalts than in low siFca olivine or nephernebasalt. The seq,u,ence
of crystallizatio'n found in tholeiitic 0 ,other sdica-rJchvo,,_canic rocks commo,nly progresses fr,om
hig,h silica to ',OW silica content in the orlder: clay> q,uar z > mordenite-heulandite > eplstilbite
> stilbi e > thomsolnite..mesolite-sco ,ecite > chabazite> ;calcite. In silica-poor volcanic rocks
the seq'ue,nce of crystalHzation comm,onty star,:s at a nluch I,ower silica content with cowlesite >
levyne..offretite > an,a c·me > thomsonite-mesolite-scolecite > chabazite> calcite, ,end,~ g w~th
the same sequence fbun,d in the hig:her silica, volcapic rocks. In I,ow 81 'icavolcanic rocks the high
silica zeolItes ferrierite, dachlardite" mordenite, heuland·te, epistilbite" and stHbite ar,e scarce. In
a ew cases th,e fluid In the cay· ies acts independen, from c'avities only a few centimeters away.
Some of these cavities develop a high pH, sdica COlltent, and crystallize silica-rich minerals. The
nearby cavities with a lower pH and lower sihca CO'lltent fornllow-silica minerals or may be
1

l

empty.

.
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Cleaning Zeolites
Many methods are used to clean zeolites. This book cannot go into the details of all of the
methods but will provide the fundamental procedures most commonly used by collectors.
Special recommendations can be found in the species sections.
The materials that most often need to be removed from zeolites are (1) soil, dust, and rock
fragments, (2) iron oxides, (3) manganese oxides, (4) chalcedony, quartz, and opal, (5)
crystallized clay, and (6) calcite.
The methods and chemicals needed to clean zeolites are listed in the order of increasing
possible damage to zeolites (weakest = 1 to strongest = 10).
1. Mechanical
2. Pressurized air or propellant
3. Running water
4. Pressurized water
S. Biz bleach or soap
6. Bleach
7. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid)
8. Oxalic acid
9. Acetic acid
10. Hydrochloric acid (HCI) = Muriatic acid (28% HCI in water)
The first step in cleaning zeolites is to avoid unnecessary contamination by dust, mud, and
rock fragments while collecting and storing. Keep fibrous zeolites as clean as possible during
collecting, sometimes mounting them in plastic boxes at the collecting site or placing them in
covered containers for storage. When wrapping zeolites, use clean white paper (paper towels or
toilet tissue). Colored dyes used in some paper, when in contact with a damp zeolite, can
penetrate the crystals and permanently stain the specimen.
Always trim excess matrix and broken crystals before attempting to clean the specimen.
Mechanical trimmers are widely used for this purpose. Diamond saws can be used to remove
excess rock from the back of specimens so that a mechanical trimmer can more accurately trim
the edges. If a diamond saw is used, avoid using oil coolants because the muddy oil is difficult to
remove from the spaces between crystals. If possible, use a clean flow of water on the blade,
opening the sump drain so that water does not recirculate.
1. Small rock fragments or mud between crystals can be removed with dental tools, dissecting
needles, or even a toothbrush before chemical techniques are tried. White caliche (calcium
carbonate and opal) cannot be entirely removed with hydrochloric acid and must be flaked off
with a needle or dental tools. A sandblasting gun, using soft particles, might be employed. Clay
minerals that have crystallized on the zeolites cannot be removed chemically without harming
the zeolites; therefore, if they need to be removed, it must be done mechanically. Great care
must be taken when mechanically removing coatings so as not to destroy the zeolite crystals.
Long, thin, fibrous zeolites can be held upside down and a needle carefully run between the
zeolite needles to remove rock fragments. Be careful not to get the fibrous needles in your skin.
They break off and are difficult to remove. Rock fragments can also be removed with a vacuum
cleaner.
2. Pressurized air or canned (ozone-safe) aerosol propellant (used to clean camera or electronic
equipment) can be used to blow dust and rock fragments from between fibrous zeolites that do
not tolerate water. A squeeze bulb (used to clean camera equipment) delivers a weaker flow of
air. Be careful not to inhale needles floating in the air.
3. Many zeolite specimens only require cleaning with a stream of running water or by scrubbing
with a soap solution and toothbrush, followed by rinsing with clean water. Some stiff fibrous
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zeolites will tolerate water without collapsing. They can be gently dipped into the water upside
down to remove soil or rock fragments. Some thin needles mat together when placed in any
liquid. Test a poor-quality sample first. Some already matted mordenite specimens can be
cleaned by a gentle flow of water from the faucet to remove dirt and rock fragments. When dry,
the mordenite will still be matted but clean.

4. Pressurized water is very useful for cleaning zeolites. A simple device can be made from a
garden or laundry hose and a blank brass screw-on cap. Drill a small-diameter hole or series of
holes in a row into the metal cap. When the water is turned on, you have high pressure with a
small volume of water, which can be controlled, to remove dirt, mud, and rock fragments from
between crystals. Several different caps can be made with different sizes and patterns of holes.
This setup can be used outside with a garden hose or in a laundry tu b where both hot and cold
water can be used. A clamp on the end of a rubber laundry hose also works well. Durable
crystals clean very quickly and effectively with pressurized water, although some delicate crystals
can be broken and washed away. Specimens composed of thin needles will be destroyed by pressurized water. Some thin needles (commonly mesolite or mordenite) are beyond cleaning or are
damaged can be blown off with pressurized water to reveal other undamaged crystals
underneath them.

5. Biz bleach (a complex mixture of enzymes, sodium perborate bleach, water softeners, and
sodium phosphates) is excellent for loosening mud or soil from crystals. It can be found in the
laundry section at most grocery stores. Mix approximately one teaspoon of powdered Biz per
quart of warm tap water. Powdered laundry detergent or liquid soap can also be used. Stir until
dissolved and the solution is transparent. Soak the dirty crystals for a few minutes, hours, or days
depending on the thickness of the coating. Biz will not harm zeolites. It does not remove the soil.
It only loosens it. After soaking the specimen in Biz, remove the mud or soil with pressurized
water or an ultrasonic cleaner.
Delicate crystals are best cleaned in a Biz solution in an ultrasonic cleaner. Remove as much
loose dirt as possible with running water, then place the specimen upside down in a wire basket
so that mud and rock fragments can be vibrated loose and fall from the crystals to the bottom of
the ultrasonic cleaner. Overloading the cleaner with too many specimens will reduce the
effectiveness of the vibrating solution. After removing the crystals from the ultrasonic cleaner,
rinse them immediately with running water to remove any soap or soil suspended in the solution.
Repeat the process if necessary. Crystallized clay, iron oxides, manganese oxides, or other
minerals will not be removed with Biz.
If the crystals are stiJrdy, soak them in a pan of Biz solution and scrub with a toothbrush or use
pressurized water.

6. A chlorine bleach solution (10 to 25 percent laundry bleach with water) will remove or loosen
lichens, moss, and other organic material. Soak the specimen a few hours to days, as needed;
then rinse and scrub with soap and water. Never mix chlorine bleach with hydrochloric acid as
deadly chlorine gas results.

Use of Acids
Zeolites are commonly believed to be so reactive in chemicals that they can only be cleaned with
soap and water. Most zeolites can be cleaned in some kinds of acids, if the reaction time is short.
Zeolites with a high silicon content are stable in some acids. Use the least damaging chemical
that will effectively clean the specimen. Strong and dangerous acids such as nitric, sulfuric,
hydrofluoric, and aqua regia as well as strong bases such as sodium hydroxide are never required
to clean zeolites.
The silicon content is the main factor that governs the reactivity of zeolites in acids. Table 1 on
page 32 provides the percentage of silicon in zeolites. Knowing the reactivity of a zeolite in acid is
important, especially when using hydrochloric acid. In all acids the low-silica zeolites react more
quickly than high-silica zeolites. When a zeolite has a wide range of silica content, it is safer to
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use the lowest silicon percentage. Thomsonite has the lowest amount of silicon and is easily
affected by acids. High-silicon zeolites like mordenite are highly resistant to acid.
Identify the zeolites, associated minerals, and the mineral you want to remove so that you can
determine which acid to use and how long the crystals can safely be immersed. Most zeolite
specimens consist of more than one mineral. Treat the specimen as if it is entirely composed of
the most easily attacked mineral. For example, if thomsonite, stilbite, and heulandite are covered
by calcite, the specimen must be treated as if it were all thomsonite. Many minerals associated
with zeolites such as apophyllite, gyrolite, okenite, prehnite, datolite, tacharanite, and clay are
easily affected by acids. Green or black clay linings, which precede zeolites in most cavities, are
highly altered in acid. Any crystals on top of the clay will fall off when the clay is altered by acid.
Before placing zeolites in acid, trim as much matrix, calcite, and damaged crystals from the
specimen as possible. This will allow you to use a smaller container and less acid.
Small crystals have more surface area than large blocky ones; therefore, they react more
quickly in chemicals. Some zeolites that are partly altered when collected (soft, pitted, hollow, or
dull milky-white in color) react more quickly in acids than fresh samples of the same species.
Brown and red zeolites (colored from iron oxide inclusions) show the effects of frosting from
acids more than white crystals. Some zeolites are naturally altered, dull, or etched on their surface before, or resulting from, the coating of iron or manganese oxides. When the coatings are
removed, the resulting crystal will be dull or rough since the original crystal never had a smooth
lustrous surface. Heat always speeds up the chemical reaction but should be increased slowly so
that the crystals do not shatter.
Calcite can grow before, after, and during crystallization of zeolites. When calcite that formed
after zeolite crystallization is removed with acid, the zeolite crystals are well formed and
undamaged since they were protected by the calcite. When calcite is removed that formed
before the zeolites, a hollow shell of zeolites remain. Calcite that co-crystallized with the zeolites
commonly interferes with the growth of the external faces of the zeolites. When the calcite is
removed, malformed zeolite crystals result. Zeolites will crystallize between thin plates or
cleavage planes of the calcite, and when the calcite is removed, stacked parallel plates of the
zeolite remain. If dolomite is present, rather than calcite, the reaction rate in acid is much
slower.

Test Specimen
Always run a test on a specimen of poor quality first. Record the amount of time the specimen
was immersed in the acid. Flush the test specimen with running water and allow to dry or use a
hair dryer if you are in a hurry. Check the surface of the crystals to see if they have been frosted
or etched during that length of time. If crystals are affected by the acid, either use a different
acid or shorten the length of time the specimen is in the acid.

Safety Procedures
Although the acids recommended in this chapter do not produce an exothermic reaction (give
off heat) when mixed with water, it is good practice to always pour acid into water.
When working with oxalic acid, acetic acid, or hydrochloric acid, wear eye protection and
rubber gloves. Avoid breathing the fumes. Work in a well-ventilated place, preferably outside,
since fumes from hydrochloric acid rust steel tools very rapidly. A fuming hood is needed
indoors. Work in an area where children and animals cannot get into the acids. Dropping a
specimen into acid can cause spattering. If any acid gets on your skin or clothes flush with
running water. Clean up any spills immediately. Never place a lid on a container containing acid
and a reacting mineral. Store acid in a well-marked container in a place where children cannot
get into it.
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Neutralizing Acid-Treated Specimens
When the specimen is taken out of the acid, always thoroughly flush it with a slow running
stream of water for up to 30 minutes to remove residual acid, odor, and yellow coloration. If the
specimen was heated, graduate the temperature change to room temperature over a period of
time to avoid thermal shock and cracking.
Soaking the specimen in a weak solution of sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) helps neutralize
the acid but still must be followed by flushing to remove the yellow stains and traces of baking
soda that will turn white when the specimen dries. Never use sodium hydroxide to neutralize the
acid because it will affect most zeolites.
If the specimen is not well flushed with fresh water, a yellow-orange stain will occur between
the crystals, in the clay, and in the matrix. Once this stain has dried it is difficult to remove. If this
occurs, some specimens can be salvaged by placing them outside where they are exposed to rain
and weathering.
.
7. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) is excellent for removing black manganese oxides from zeolites. It
can be purchased in powder form at any drugstore. Mix approximately a half tablespoon of
powdered vitamin C per cup of warm water. If the black coating is a manganese oxide, it will be
removed in less than one minute. If the coating is iron oxide it will only be partially removed
after several hours. Mix only enough vitamin C with water to clean the specimen. The solution
will turn yellow after 12 hours and loses effectiveness. This weak acid is not harmful to people or
minerals.
8. Oxalic acid is preferred for the removal of iron oxide stains because it is weaker than
hydrochloric acid and less harmful to the minerals. It can be purchased from a chemical supply
company and some pharmacies. It comes in powder form and should be mixed with hot water at
approximately one tablespoon per cup of water. Mix only the amount that is needed to clean the
specimen. Monitor the progress every 15 minutes, rinse, scrub the crystals or use an ultrasonic
cleaner, and repeat the process if needed. Do not leave the specimen in the acid solution any
longer than is required to remove the iron stain. If the solution becomes yellow, replace it with
fresh acid. Do not clean zeolites associated with calcite in oxalic acid because a yellow calcium
oxalate that is difficult to remove can precipitate on the crystals. Follow the directions under
neutralizing acid-treated specimens.
9. Acetic acid is very good for removing calcite from all zeolites, even those with low silica
content. Vinegar is only 5 percent acetic acid and is too weak to be useful. Concentrated acetic
acid (100 percent) is called glacial acetic acid. It can be purchased from chemical supply
companies. Dilute the concentrate with an equal amount of warm water. Glacial acetic acid has
a very strong vinegar odor and can cause serious burns and irritation to the skin. At room
temperature the reaction rate is far too slow tp be practical; therefore, heating is required. Place
the specimen in a plastic container, such as the lower half of a clean gallon bleach or acid bottle.
Pour the warm diluted acetic acid solution over the specimen. Hang a 250-watt infrared heat
lamp 30 to 40 Col (12 to 16 inches) above the top of the container to heat the solution. Active
bubbling should be seen as C02 gas is released during removal of the calcite. If the calcite is just
a thin coating, it will be removed in about 30 minutes. If you are etching a solid calcite vein, it
may take up to 6 hours. After a few hours the acid may become depleted and the release of C02
slows or stops, with some calcite still remaining. Pour off the depleted acid and replace it with
new acid. If the solution becomes yellow, it will penetrate the rock matrix and discolor the
specimen; therefore, pour off the yellow acid and replace it with new acid. Follow the directions
under neutralizing acid-treated specimens.
10. Hydrochloric acid (HCI) can be used to remove iron stains and calcite. HCI rapidly removes
calcite at room temperature (heating is not required); it is inexpensive; and it is easy to purchase.
Muriatic acid (28 percent HCI in water) can be purchased at most hardware or building supply
stores since it is used to clean bricks and cement. Mix approximately equal amounts of muriatic
acid and water. Calcite can be removed quickly from some zeolites, with HCI, without any harm
to the crystals. Some zeolites are slightly frosted on the surface and others are highly corroded or
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completely dissolved. It is very important to know how each zeolite species reacts in HCL The
reaction in HCl can be predicted by the silicon content in the framework of the zeolite species in
Table 2 page 00. Although the silicon content is the main factor in determining the reactivity of a
zeolite in HCl, it can only be used as a guide. Always run a test specimen.
Calcite can generally be removed with HCI from any of the high-silica zeolites (silicon content
over 75 percent) such as ferrierite, mordenite, dachiardite, and silica-rich heulandite without
harm to the zeolite. calcite can be removed with HCl from zeolites, with a little lower silicon
content, such as brewsterite, stilbite, and heulandite, if the immersion time is kept to a
minimum (no longer than 3 minutes). As the silicon content decreases below 70 percent, the
zeolites become more quickly affected by HCl and can be immersed for no more than 1 minute.
The lower the silicon content, the more reactive the zeolite becomes in HCL Thomsonite, with
the lowest silicon content, is frosted immediately in HCL Zeolites in the 50- to low 6O-percent
range should never be placed in HCL Such zeolites should be cleaned with acetic acid. Follow
the directions under neutralizing acid-treated specimens.

Use of Mineral Oil
Some zeolites such as stilbite, heulandite, and analcime commonly lose water in altered surface
cavities and become milky white. They become translucent when placed in water but quickly
turn white again when they dry. Oil molecules can be absorbed into many of the zeolites and
apparently replace the absent water molecules. A clear, colorless, thick oil such as "mineral oil"
(obtain at any pharmacy in the U.S.A.) can be applied to the surface of the zeolite. The oil will
penetrate the zeolite and turn it translucent. The surface of the specimen can be washed with
water to remove any oil on the surface and the specimen will permanently remain translucent.
Once the oil is applied, it cannot be removed; therefore, test it on a poor-quality specimen to see
if you want that effect.
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Table 1

Percentage of Silicon in the Framework of Zeolites
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Industrial Uses of Zeolites
The properties of zeolites, which consist of cation exchange, adsorption and molecular sieving
(passing a gas or liquid through a zeolite), dehydration and rehydration, siliceous composition,
and resistance to radiation, make zeolites useful in industry. Zeolites are used for acid-stable
catalysts, ion exchange, and adsorption in the petroleum and chemical industry and as an aid in
eliminating pollution from industrial wastewater and sewage (Flanigen and Mumpton, 1977;
Barrer, 1978; Ma and Lee, 1978; Vaughan, 1978).
The best zeolite frameworks for industrial applications have a high-silica content that is resistant to acids and chemicals, a three-dimensional pore system that is resistant to blockage, and
large effective pore diameter that allows a number of molecules to pass through the pores.
Industrial chemists have extensively used faujasite, mordenite, chabazite, and synthetic zeolite A
but have ignored most of the other zeolites. A synthetic form of faujasite has become an indispensable catalyst in the production of gasoline. Synthetic zeolite A substitutes for phosphates in
detergents (Smolka and SChwuger, 1978; Vaughan, 1978). The minute high-silica natural zeolite, boggsite, which has large three-dimensional channels, has been used as a seed to grow synthetic crystals. Derivatives of this framework should become very useful to the chemical
industry.
Only a few of the natural zeolites are found in sufficient quantity and purity to be useful in
industry. They are listed in the order of importance: silica-rich heulandite (=, clinoptilolite),
mordenite, chabazite, erionite, phillipsite, analcime, and ferrierite. Large quantities of these zeolites are found in altered volcanic tuff deposits that can be obtained by open-pit mining.

Construction Materials
Silica-rich heulandite and mordenite are used as a lightweight aggregate in strong, acid-alkaliresistant cement and lightweight bricks used in chimneys (Torii, 1978).

Water Softening
Powdered zeolites, commonly natrolite, have been used to remove calcium from hard water by
passing calcium-bearing water through a drum of powdered sodium-rich zeolite. The calcium is
exchanged for the sodium in the zeolite to produce calcium-free, soft water. When the drum of
zeolite powder is saturated with calcium it is flushed with a sodium chloride solution to recharge
the zeolite with sodium and is reused.

Gas and Petroleum Applications
Mordenite, chabazite, and silica-rich heulandite are used to remove water and carbon dioxide
from petroleum. Although natural zeolites are not as effective as large pore synthetic zeolites,
mordenite, erionite, chabazite, ferrierite, and silica-rich heulandite are used as catalysts in
cracking, isomerization, hydrogenation, and polymerization of petroleum (Mumpton, 1977).
Synthetic zeolites, based on the faujasite framework, are widely used in the petroleum and
chemical industry. ZeOlites are also used as an adsorbent in oil spill cleanup.
Silica-rich heulandite is used to remove sulfur dioxide from smokestack-gas emissions from oil
and coal burning power plants and chemical plants (Hayhurst, 1978). The removal of the sulfur
dioxide, which can form sulfuric acid when combined with moisture in the air, allows high-sulfur
coals to be used as a source of energy. Phillipsite is used to remove carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and water from contaminated or sour natural gas, and methane generated in landfills and
sewage treatment plants (Hayhurst, 1978).
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Radioactive Waste Applications
High ion-exchange selectivity and resistance to degradation and radiation makes zeolites useful
in cleaning up waste from nuclear facilities. Radioactive cesium, strontium, potassium, rubidium,
cobalt, calcium, and chromium can be removed from wastewater when run through columns of
powdered silica-rich heulandite, chabazite, mordenite, or erionite (Mercer and Ames, 1978).
Depending on which zeolite is used, the zeolite selectively absorbs certain radioactive ions and
allows the fluid to pass through the powder, thus purifying the effluent. When the zeolites are
saturated with the radioactive ions, the ions can be removed from the zeolite by chemical
processes and purified for use or can be simply stored in the zeolite as a solid, rather than a
liquid, placed in drums, and buried.
Pellets of silica-rich heulandite were fed to reindeer in Lapland to remove radioactive cesium
that had accumulated in the reindeer from eating plants that had absorbed the cesium from fallout after the Chernobyl nuclear accident. Addition' of silica-rich heulandite to soils, contaminated with radioactive strontium or cesium from fallout, reduces the intake of the radioactive
elements by plants.

Mining
Silica-rich heulandite and mordenite are used to remove and recover the heavy metals,
cadmium, lead, and copper, from wastewater in mining and metallurgical operations (Mumpton,
1977).
•

Sewage Treatment
Ammonium ions, from sewage treatment plants and runoff of fertilizers used in agriculture, are
toxic to fish and promote rapid growth of algae in rivers and lakes. The ammonia can be
removed by passing the sewage water through powdered silica-rich heulandite or mordenite
(Hagiwara and Uchida, 1978; Mercer and Ames, 1978; Murphy et al., 1978). When the zeolites
become ammonia-saturated, they can be used as fertilizer.
Silica-rich heulandite is used to reduce order, control moisture, and remove ammonia in
animal manure from poUltry, cattle, and pigs in stockyards, feedlots, barns, and dairy farms
(Torii, 1978). The ammonia-saturated zeolite can then be used as fertilizer. Silica-rich heulandite is used to remove toxic ammonia from fish tanks, fish hatcheries, and commercial fishbreeding pens (Torii, 1978).

Applications in Agriculture
Silica-rich heulandite acts as a carrier of herbicides, fungicides, and pesticides (Mumpton, 1977).
Silica-rich heulandite is used to carry nutrients and nitrogen in fertilizer and slowly releases them
into the soil. Silica-rich heulandite can selectively remove the heavy metals, copper, cadmium,
lead, and zinc, from fertilizers and sludges from waste treatment plants (Mumpton, 1977).
Ammonia-saturated zeolites, from sewage plants and animal manure, are used as fertilizers.
Coating granular fertilizers with zeolites also prevents caking of the pellets (Torii, 1978). Silicarich heulandite is used as a soil conditioner when plowed into fields (Torii, 1978).
I

Paper Products
Fine powdered silica-rich heulandite is used as a filler in high-brightness paper, as bulk in heavy
kraft paper, and replaces clay as a filler in non-ink blotting paper (Torii, 1978). Silica-rich
heulandite and mordenite are used with dyes to coat colored pbotocopying papers.
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Other Applications
The hydration-dehydration properties of chabazite and silica-rich heulandite are used to adsorb
and release refrigerant gases, to produce heat from solar panels on the roofs of buildings, and to
heat water or produce energy for air conditioning (Tchernev, 1978).
Zeolites are used to remove nitrogen from air in poorly ventilated rooms. Silica-rich heulandite is used as an abrasive and a carrier of fluoride ions in toothpaste (Mumpton, 1977). Silicarich heulandite and mordenite are used as dietary supplements, to increase weight and reduce
sickness in poultry and pigs (Torii, 1978). Additional information on uses of natural and synthetic zeolites can be found in Dyer (1988).

Species

Amicite

(Ah-me-chite)

K2Na2[Al4Si4016]·5H20, Z

=2

Named in 1979,by Alberto Alberti, Gerhard Hentschel, and Giovanna Vezzalini, for Giovan
Battista Amici (1786-1863), physicist, optician, and inventor of the Amici-lens and of
microscope-objectives with hemispherical front-lens.
Type Locality: H(lwenegg, Hegau, Germany
Nomenclature: From its framework structure and morphology, amicite could be considered an
alkaline gismondine. Alberti and Vezzalini (1979) find the distribution of interchangeable
cations to be sufficiently different to consider amicite a separate species. Variations in chemistry
or order-disorder should be handled by using optional descriptive modifiers (such as Ca-rich,
calcium, calcian, calcium-dominant, potassium, ordered, disordered) rather than creating new
species.

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic (pseudotetragonal)
Space Group: 12
Crystal Axes: a = 10.226-10.26 A
b = 10.422-10.44 A 13 = 88° 19' to 91° 30'
c = 9.884-9.92 A
Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of amicite is characterized by untwisted
double-crankshaft chains developed in two perpendicular directions, as in gismondine (structural
code GIS), and the disordered phases gobbinsite and garronite but with the symmetry and
distribution of cations and water molecules being completely different (Alberti and Vezzalini,
1979). The Si/A1 and Na/K distributions are perfectly ordered. Sodium replaces calcium in the
gismondine sites and occupies another site causing slightly different symmetry; potassium occupies sites that are filled by water in gismondine (Alberti and Vezzalini, 1979). Amicite is closely
related to gismondine, garronite, gobbinsite, and synthetic zeolite P. Amicite can be considered
the ordered equivalent of gobbinsite.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 4.5
Density: 2.06 to 2.23 gm/cm 3
Fracture: conchoidal
Cleavage: none

Refractive Indices:
ex = 1.485
13 = 1.490
"y = 1.494-1.498
biaxial negative
2V=82°
beta = b, gamma c = 12°
intergrown lamellar twins
A

Morphology
Amicite crystals are tiny, ranging from 0.1 to 5 mm, most not showing a well-defined habit.
Crystals commonly exhibit {llO} and {OIl} rhombic prisms simulating a pseudotetragonal
dipyramid that resembles the morphology of gismondine (Figs. 16,19). The form {Ill} in
combination with {110} and {OIl} is found only at Hegau, Germany (Figs. 15,18,26,27) while
{WI} and {OW} in combination with {llO} and {OIl} are found only at Khibiny, U.S.S.R.
(Figs. 17,20,21,24). Twinning is common on (011) or (110) (Figs. 22,23,25).
Some dipyramidal crystals of gismondine and garronite are intergrown with gobbinsite.
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Point Group: 2/m (pseudo 4/m 2/m 2/m = 4/mmm)
Crystal Class: Prismatic (pseudoditetragonal-dipyramidal)
Forms:
{llO}, {OIl}, {lOl}, {OlO}, {Ill}
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Figure 26. Colorless amicite dipyramids, 0.25
mm across, from HOwenegg, Hegau, Germany; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 27. Colorless, twinned amicite dipyramids, 0.25 mm across, from HOwenegg,
Hegau, Germany; SEM photo by Milton L.
Speckels.

Chemical Composition
HOwenegg, Hegau, Germany (Alberti et al., 1979)
K3.75 Na 3.61 CaO.05[Al7.86Si8.24 032]· 9. 67H 2 0
Mt. Kukisvumchorr, U.S.S.R. (Khomyakovet al., 1982)
K3 .88Na 3.84CaO.22[Al8.06 Fe O.04Si7.90032]· 9.86H 2 0
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
This very alkaline zeolite is known from only two localities; therefore, compositional range is not
well established. Composition appears nearly the same at both localities. Si/Al and NalK ratios
are close to 1.0 with a small calcium content. Amicite is a Na-K-dominant gismondine (both with
ordered structures) and isochemically equivalent to the disordered gobbinsite. T Si = Si/(Si+Al)
0.50-0.52; Si/Al 0.98-1.05

=

=

Identification
Amicite crystals closely resemble gismondine or unusual forms of phillipsite. Specimens
suspected of being amicite require X-ray diffraction (XRD) powder pattern for positive
identification. The XRD powder pattern of amicite is similar to that of the natural zeolites
garronite, gobbinsite, and gismondine but has some distinct differences.

Cleaning
Most crystals only require water for cleaning. Soak in Biz bleach or soap solution if mud is to be
loosened and clean in an ultrasonic cleaner. The Si/Al ratio is very low (similar to thomsonite);
therefore, amicite should never be cleaned in hydrochloric acid. It slowly decomposes in cold 10
percent hydrochloric acid (Khomyakov et al., 1982). If calcite must be removed, use warm acetic
acid. Use oxalic acid to remove iron stains and vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution if manganese
oxides are to be removed.
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Origin
Pressure and temperature conditions, where amicite crystallizes, have not been measured in an
active hydrothermal area. Amicite is one of the last phases to crystallize from hydrothermal
solutions (it forms on natrolite or merlinoite); therefore, its crystallization temperature is
expected to be low. Gismondine has been crystallized artificially in an open system at
temperatures of 100° C (Wirsching, 1981); therefore, a similar temperature is expected for
amicite.

Occurrence
Amicite is a very rare zeolite, currently found only at two localities: one in a zeolite-rich basaltic
rock, the other in late-stage hydrothermal veins in a plutonic alkaline complex. Microcrystals are
available from the German locality.

Worldwide Localities
GERMANY
(Type locality) Tiny, colorless, pseudotetragonal dipyramids of amicite, under 1 mm in diameter,
exhibiting the forms {1l0}, {Oll}, and rarely {Ill} (Figs. 15,16,18,19,26,27), are found on a
thin layer of radiating merlinoite fibers that cover calcite and aragonite in veins cutting through
Tertiary melilite-nephelinite basaltic rock at H6wenegg, Hegau (Alberti et al., 1979). Other
minerals reported from H6wenegg include phillipsite, thomsonite, chabazite, natrolite, garronite,
phillipsite, harmotome, mountainite, torbermorite, stilbite, paulingite, and makatite (Walenta,
1974; Walenta et al., 1981). Twinning is very common at H6wenegg (Figs. 22,23,25).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Colorless, transparent, well-faceted, pseudotetragonal dipyramids of amicite, ranging in size
from 0.1 to 5 mm, commonly display equally developed forms {lD1}, {110}, {OlD}, and {OIl},
(Figs. 13,20,21,24); less commonly dipyramidal crystals without {OlD} (Fig. 19) are found in
veins several centimeters thick cutting ijolite-urtite pegmatites and apatite-nepheline rock in the
S.M. Kirov Mine, in the Khibiny alkalic pluton on Mt. Kukisvumchorr, Kola Peninsula
(Khomyakov et al., 1982). The edges of the veins contain acicular aegirine, sheaf like pectolite,
and vinogradovite while open cavities in the center of the veins are lined with druses of fibrous
natrolite covered by amicite crystals.

Analcime

(An-al-seam)

(Na2,Ca,Cs2,Mg)2 [Al 2Si 40 12 ]· 2H 20, Z = 8
Named in 1801, by Abbe Rene-Just Hally, from the Greek word for "forceless" or "matter without vigor" because of its feeble ability to acquire frictional electricity when rubbed. Hally
adopted the name from Daubenton's Tableau Melhodique des Mineraux and fully described the
mineral.
Type Localities: Hally (1801) reported analcime from three localities. The Island of Cyclopes
(= Isola dei Ciclopi), near Catania, Sicily, Italy is the first locality described and the one generally
selected as the type locality. Analcime was described from this locality as "zeolithe dure" (= hard
zeolite) by Dolomieu (1784). The other localities, described by Hauy (1801), are Mount Etna,
Sicily, Italy; and Dumbarton, Scotland, United Kingdom.
Obsolete Synonyms: analcidite, analcite, analzim, cubicite, cubic zeolite, cuboite, doranite,
eudnophite, euthalite, euthallite, kubizite, kuboite, pikranalcim, zeolithe dure
Nomenclature: Analcime has a wide variation in calcium, sodium, cesium, and magnesium,
along with order/disorder of silicon-aluminum in the framework, which causes it to be classed in
several crystal systems. A complete series between analcime and wairakite, and between analcime and pollucite, is well established. In the past, analcime has been defined as the isometric
sodium end member of these series. Analcime is here defined as the member of these series with
greater than 50 percent sodium, regardless of the structure. Variations in chemistry or orderdisorder should be handled by using optional descriptive modifiers (such as Ca-rich, calcium,
calcian, cesian, Mg-rich, disordered, isometric, monoclinic, tetragonal) rather than creating new
species.

Structure
Crystal System: Isometric, Tetragonal, Orthorhombic, Monoclinic, Triclinic
Space Group: Ia3d, 141/acd, Ibca, I2/a
Crystal Axes: a = 13.72-13.73 A
b = 13.71-13.73 A
13 = 90 to 90.5 0
c = 13.69-13.74 A
Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of analcime (structural code ANA) is the
same as wairakite and pollucite. The framework is composed of 4-ring chains wrapped around
square prisms and interconnected to form cages (Gottardi and Galli, 1985). Isometric analcime
has disordered silicon and aluminum in the framework. Different symmetries were found for
noncubic analcime due to ordering of aluminum and silicon in the tetrahedra and the related
sodium-calcium occupancy (Mazzi and Galli, 1978). Optically anisotropic zones in analcime are
due to partial ordering of silicon and aluminum into specific tetrahedra that cause the
tetragonal, orthorhombic, or monoclinic frameworks (Mazzi and Galli, 1978; Hazen and Finger,
1979). Some monoclinic and triclinic frameworks are partially or fully ordered. Akizuki (1981a)
studied thin sections of analcime crystals and found the disordered isometric structure occurred
in sectors on the small side faces on growth hillocks of the crystal and an ordered tetragonal
structure on large flat {21l} faces.
In the isometric analcime, sodium is found in the center of 66 percent of the cages with water
molecules in other sites (Gottardi and Galli, 1985). In the other analcime frameworks, the cages
are not all the same. The sodium and aluminum are in different proportions in the various cages
and tetrahedra (Mazzi and Galli, 1978). Calcium is located in tetrahedra sites near the aluminum while other sites are empty or contain sodium (Takeuchi el al., 1979). Cesium occupies
the large voids in the framework (Beger, 1969; Beger and Buerger, 1967).
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Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, yellow, pink, orange,
red, green, blue, brown, black
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 5 to 5.5
Density: 2.22 to 2.63 gm/cm3
Fracture: subconchoidal, brittle
Cleavage: {I OO} poor

Refractive Index:
n = 1.479-1.493
isotropic to biaxial
2 V = small, negative
noncubic analcime is polysynthetically twinned
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Morphology
The most common crystal form of analcime is the trapezohedron {211} (= icositetrahedron =
leucitohedron = trisoctahedron) (Figs. 32,40). Small cube faces {100} are commonly present on
the dominant trapezohedron (Figs. 28,29,41). Rarely are the cube faces dominant, with small
sets of triangular {21I} faces on the corners (Figs. 30,42). The cube form alone has not been
found on analcime, although old publications show a hypothetical primitive cube. All other
crystal forms for analcime appear to be very rare. Many forms are overlooked because they are
small and inconspicuous (Figs. 31,33-36,38,39). Analcime also forms massive radiating columnar
prisms, which when terminated, are complex intergrowths of trapezohedra. Analcime, which is
commonly transparent, colorless, can appear black from the color of the cavity lining, red (iron
inclusions), or greenish from clay-chlorite or copper inclusions. Notched trapezohedra (Fig. 37)
are due to complex multiple secondary overgrowths on a single crystal core.
Point Group: 4/m'5 21m = m3m
Crystal Class: Hexoctahedral
Forms:
Common {211}, {100}
Rare {lID}, {lII}, {233}, {345}, {012}, {42I}

Figure 40. Transparent, colorless lrapezohedron of

Figure 41. Trapezohedron of analcime, 2 mm

analcime, 5 mm in diameter, from Heidarvatn,
Breiddalsheidi, Iceland; photo by Volker Betz.

across, with cube faces from the Magheramore
Quarry, Lame, County Antrim, Northern Ireland,
U.K.; SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.

Figure 42. Colorless cube of analcime with tri-

Figure 43. Trapezohedra of analcime, 0.2 mm

angular trapezohedral corners, from Cyclopean
Islands, italy; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.

across, on cowlesite from the Neer Road Pit,
Goble, Oregon, U.S.A.; SEM photo by Donald G.
Howard.
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Chemical Composition
Val di Fassa, Trento, Italy (Mazzi and Galli, 1978)
Nal.86Ko.02[AIl.90Si4.10012l°xH20
Cyclopean Islands, Catania, Italy (Mazzi and Galli, 1978)
Nal.89CaO.07[AI2.04Si3.9501VoxH20
Sugashima, Mie Prefecture, Japan (Harada et aT., 1972)
Nal.85CaO.14M&o.53[AIl.98FeO.04Si3.93012lo2.17H20
Tanzawa Mountains, Japan (Seki and Oki, 1%9)
Nao.93CaO.48M&o.04Ko.oI[AIl.84Si4.10012lo2.18H20
Na1.55CaO.llM&o.08Ko.Ol [AIL75 Si4.21 0IV o2.19H 20
Yellow Lake, Olalla, British Columbia, Canada (William Wise, pers. comm.)
Nal.84Ko.05CaO.04[AIl.96Si4.05012loxH20
Bernic Lake, Manitoba, Canada (Cerny, 1972)
Na1.01 Cso.64Ko.02[AI1.70Si4.30012l°1.22H20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Most analcime crystals are sodium-dominant, but there are some that show a wide range in the
exchangeable cations, sodium, calcium, cesium, and magnesium. Two complete series exist: one
between the sodium analcime and the calcium wairakite; and another between the sodium analcime and sodian pollucite. Most hydrothermal analcime, found in basalt, is nearly a pure sodium
analcime, with only traces of calcium, potassium, cesium and an absence of barium, strontium,
magnesium, and iron. Mg-rich analcime (23% magnesium) has been found (Dyer et aT., 1987).
There are a considerable number of chemically analyzed specimens that indicate a complete
calcium-sodium series between wairakite and analcime (Surdam, 1966; Seki and Oki, 1%9;
Harada et aT., 1972; Aoki and Minato, 1980). Intermediate sodium-calcium members are
frequently found in low-grade metamorphosed volcanics. Analcime with trace amounts of cesium is found in geothermal wells in rhyolite and considerable cesium is found in cesian analcime
in lithium pegmatites.
Analcime is here defined as the member of these series with greater than 50% sodium, regardless of the structure. Cerny (1974) defined the nomenclature for the analcime-poilucite series according to the formula Poll = Cs x lOO/(Cs+Na+K+ Li+ Rb+Ca+Mg+Mn).
As the sodium content decreases in cesian
analcime so does a corresponding amount of
water. Analcime and pollucite are the only two
species in the series. The modifiers, cesian and
sodian, only reflect ranges in composition.
Small amounts of Cs (170 to 4700 ppm) are
found in analcime and wairakite in high-temperature geothermal drill cores (Steiner, 1955;
Keith et aT., 1983). No nearly anhydrous,
cesium-rich natural pollucite (Poll 82 to
100%) has been found. There is a considerable
range in the silicon-aluminum content in analcime (Iijima and Hay, 1968; Coombs and
Whetten, 1%7). TSi = Si/(Si + AI) . 0.60 to
0.73; Si/AI = 1.93 to 2.81
Figure 44. Transparent, colorless aggregate of anal·

cime trapezohedra, 2 mm across, on cowlesite from
the Neer Road Pit, Goble, Oregon, U.S.A; SEM
photo by Donald G. Howard.
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Identification
The distinctive trapezohedron crystal form (Figs. 32,40) distinguishes analcime, wairakite, and
pollucite from all other zeolites, yet these three cannot be distinguished from each other by
morphology.
Rock type is useful in field recognition of analcime, wairakite, and pollucite. Analcime is the
most common member of this group in basalt and pegmatites. Pollucite is found only in lithiumbearing pegmatites. Both wairakite and analcime are found in geothermal wells and metamorphosed volcanic rocks. Wairakite is more common in rhyolite.
A chemical analysis is required to distinguish analcime, wairakite, and pollucite. X-ray diffraction will not distinguish between the species.
Presence or absence of crossed polysynthetic twinning does not distinguish the analcime from
wairakite. The refractive indices and density of analcime and cesian analcime are lower than
pollucite.
Distinguishing between isometric, tetragonal, and orthorhombic structures of analcime requires single crystal X-ray investigation of an untwinned zone in the crystal (Mazzi and Galli,
1978).

Cleaning
Most analcime crystals can be cleaned with running water or by soaking in a Biz bleach solution
or a soap solution and rinsed with pressurized water or an ultrasonic cleaner. Analcime has a low
Si/A1 ratio; therefore, calcite should not be removed with hydrochloric acid. Calcite can be removed with warm acetic acid. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese oxides
and oxalic acid removes iron stains.

Origin
Analcime crystallizes in many different enVironments, including hydrothermal solutions in volcanics, pegmatites, alteration of volcanic ash in saline alkaline lakes, deep-sea sediments, and as
a primary mineral crystallizing from basaltic magma.
The temperature, pressure, and solution composition in which analcime crystallizes is well
known from data obtained in geothermal areas in Iceland, Japan, and the U.S.A Geothermal
wells, drilled through Tertiary basalt in Iceland, show that analcime crystallized at temperatures
from 60° to 300° C, at depths from 72 to 1600 meters, and is dominant above 175° C
(Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978). Calcium-rich analcime is believed to have crystallized
at 280° to 380° C in thermally metamorphosed aureoles in Miocene basalt and andesite tuff
breccia in Japan (Seki and Oki, 1969; Seki et al., 1969a). Analcime is found in a low-temperature
zone (below 120°-150° C) surrounding the Kuroko ore (= black ore) derived from "Black
Smoker" hydrothermal vents, under water in Miocene seafloor volcanics (Utada, 1988).
Liquid inclusions in calcite, associated with analcime, indicate that the zeolites crystallized at
133° C on the Keweenaw Peninsula, Michigan (Stoiber and Davidson, 1959). Cesium-bearing
analcime crystallized at 170° C at 80 meters, and at 198° C at 124 meters, in obsidian-rich sands
and gravels in the Upper and Lower Geyser Basins, in Yellowstone National Park (Keith et al.,
1983).
Analcime crystallizes from late-stage hydrothermal fluids, estimated at 2000 to 300° C, in
nepheline syenite complexes on the Kola Peninsula, U.S.S.R. (Fersman, 1926).
Volcanic ash, which fell into an Eocene saline, alkaline lake in Wyoming, was first altered by
the saline, alkaline solutions (Si02= 10 ppm, K = 50 ppm, Na = 1000 ppm, pH 8) to heulandite
and mordenite. Later, sodium carbonate brines (Si02 = 1000 ppm, K = 5000, Na = 100,000,
pH 9 to 10) replaced heulandite and mordenite by analcime (Surdam and Parker, 1972; Ratterman and Surdam, 1981). High-alkaline brines in the lakes take up to 3.18 million years to
produce beds of analcime from rhyolitic glass tuff (Hay and Guldman, 1987).
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Analcime and other zeolites form a white, natural cement between volcanic fragments at surface conditions from a reaction between seawater spray altering nephelinite tuffs near Honolulu
Oahu (Iijima and Harada, 1969).
Analcime can crystallize from magma only under special conditions (5 to 13 kb pressure and at
600" to 640" C) when water is present (Roux and Hamilton, 1976). The analcime crystals then
must be brought quickly to the surface and quenched for them to survive. Analcime phenocrysts, found embedded in tuffs, can also be derived by metasomatic replacement of leucite
(Gouardi and Galli, 1985). Additional information on the origin of analcime can be found in
Gouardi and Galli (1985).

Occurrence
Analcime is a very common zeolite in volcanic rocks, low-grade metamorphosed volcanic rocks,
pegmatite, altered volcanic ash, deep-sea sediments, and as a primary mineral in basalt, phonolites, and pyrolastic rocks. Exceptional display specimens of analcime are found at many localities, particularly at Mont Saint-Hilaire, Quebec and Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia, Canada; Glasgow region, Scotland, and England, U.K; Italy; U.S.S.R; and Michigan, Washington, Oregon,
Colorado, and New Jersey, U.S.A Micro-sized crystals are extremely numerous with some of
the best from Arizona, Oregon, Arkansas, and New Jersey, in the U.S.A; Italy; Northern Ireland, U.K.; and Australia.

Worldwide Localities
ALGERIA

Trapezohedra of analcime, up to 10 mm in diameter, are found in volcanics at Cape Bengut
(Hintze, 1897).
AUSTRALIA

New South Wales: Analcime is a primary mineral in the Permian olivine-analcime dolerite at the
Prospect Hill Quarries, near Parramatta, in the Sydney district (Chalmers, 1968). It also forms
colorless, transparent to opaque trapezohedra with an abundance of botryoidal, yellow-green
prehnite, white bladed pectolite, calcite, chalcedony, opal, apophyllite, ilmenite, pyrite, aragonite,
siderite, and barite in cavities in the dolerite (Chalmers, 1968). Analcime is found with deep red
stilbite and calcite in Permian latites at Mount Osborne and Burra Creek, near Jamberoo
(Chalmers, 1968).
Colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 5 mm in diameter, are common on chlorite and stalactites, up to several centimeters long, with natrolite and calcite, rarely, chabazite and gmelinite, in
cavities in Tertiary basalt flows and breccia zones at the Ardglen Quarry, Ardglen (Chalmers,
1968; England and Sutherland, 1988). The minerals crystallized in the order: chlorite>
gmelinite-analcime > natrolite-gmelinite > apophyllite-gyrolite-chabazite-prehnite > aragonitecalcite (Hodge-Smith, 1924; England and Sutherland, 1988).
Colorless to milky trapezohedra of analcime, 1 to 5 cm in diameter, are associated with bright
red heulandite and stilbite, laumontite, calcite, quartz, and, rarely, natrolite, in cavities, 7 to 12
em in diameter, in decomposed Jurassic olivine basalt and trachytes in the extensive Garrawilla
volcanics (which cover 240 square kilometers), primarily in the valleys of Garrawilla Creek and
Mitchell's Creek, northwest of Tambar Spring, near Gunnedah (Head, 1979). The minerals crystallized in the order: heulandite-platy calcite> stilbite > analcime> laumontite> quartz> calcite (England and Sutherland, 1988).
Trapezohedra of analcime, up to 4 mm in diameter, (some with form {100}) (Figs. 28,32) are
found with chabazite variety phacolite, calcite, and, rarely, mesolite in cavities in altered Tertiary
basalt at Fairy Mount, near Kyogle (Hodge-Smith, 1929; England and Sutherland, 1988). The
minerals crystallized in the order: clay> chabazite> calcite> chabazite> mesolite > analcime
> calcite and are believed to have been the result of heating of solutions from an overlying
basalt flow (Hodge-Smith, 1929).
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Tiny, transparent, glassy trapezohedra of analcime, 2 mm in diameter, are found in small vesicles in Tertiary basalt at Ben Lomond (England and Sutherland, 1988). The minerals crystallized
in the order: nontronite > analcime > mesolite > chabazite> calcite.
Queensland: Analcime occurs in Tertiary basalt at Clermont; the Morinish gold field, northwest
of Rockhampton; and with thomsonite, laumontite, and prehnite on tributaries of the Bowen
River (Chalmers, 1%8).
Tasmania: Analcime occurs with chabazite, stilbite, phillipsite, natrolite, mesolite, and aragonite
in Tertiary basalt at Mount Bell, in the Moina district (Chalmers, 1968). Analcime is found along
the northern coast at Penguin River and with natrolite in trachydolerite at Circular Head, Stanley and Table Cape, near Wynyard (Chalmers, 1968).
Excellent, clear to opaque-gray trapezohedra of analcime, up to 35 mm in diameter, form single crystals (filled with kaolin inclusions) associated with phillipsite, natrolite, gmelinite, apophyllite, calcite, aragonite, chabazite, tacharanite, tobermorite, gypsum, and thaumasite in submarine Tertiary breccia and vesicular basalt in the base of the sea cliffs south of Cape Grim, in the
extreme northwest corner of Tasmania (Lancaster, 1981; Mike Adams, pers. comm.).
Analcime is found on the tips of radiating natrolite needles in vesicular basalt at Bonney's
Quarry, South Burnie (Sutherland, 1965a). At the base of Table Cape, near Wynyard, small
analcime crystals are found with natrolite, chabazite, apophyllite, phillipsite, and gmelinite
(Graham Rowbottom, pers. comm.).
Victoria: Colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 10 mm in diameter, are common in the Lower
to Middle Pleistocene olivine basalts of the Newer Volcanics in Victoria, especially in the Melbourne area at Clifton Hill (= BrunswiCk) in the city of Collingwood; the F19 Freeway in the city
of Fairfield; Burnly Quarry, in Richmond; Preston Vale; and Bundoora (Chalmers, 1%8; Vince,
1980; Vince, 1989). Zeolites are found in the deeper portions of the flows that cover river sediments (Vince, 1980). The Clifton Hill Quarries expose three basalt flows. The upper flow contains empty vesicles, followed by the middle flow that contains cavities lined with carbonates,
ferro-calcite, dolomite, and aragonite, while cavities in the lower flow contain analcime,
chabazite, phillipsite, natrolite/gonnardite, thomsonite, aragonite, ferro-calcite, and clay (Vince,
1980; 1989).
Colorless to white or pink trapezohedra of analcime, to 8 mm in diameter, are very abundant
with some crystals up to 2 cm across, in the highly vesicular Eocene olivine basalt flows of the
Older Basalt found along the coastline of the Mornington Peninsula between Flinders and Cape
Schanck, particularly at Cairns Bay (= Simmons Bay) and Little Bird Rock (BirCh, 1976;
Coulsell, 1980; Birch, 1988b; Hall, 1989). Analcime is the first zeolite to crystallize in the cavities
(preceded only by montmorillonite) and is commonly covered by gmelinite/chabazite intergrowths, natrolite, thomsonite, copper, aragonite, calcite, or dolomite (Birch, 1988b). Rarely,
tiny analcime crystals are found on natrolite and calcite (Hall, 1989). Analcime, cowlesite,
levyne-offretite, chabazite, and montmorillonite are found in vesicular basalt at Carins Bay, near
Flinders (Birch, 1988a). In the Cairns Bay and Little Bird Rock areas, it is believed that zeolites
forming near the surface of an older basalt flow were covered and reheated by a younger flow
(Rew, 1969). The reheating partly dissolved existing zeolites and redeposited new minerals as
the solutions cooled.
Small, colorless trapezohedra of analcime, associated with natrolite, gmelinite/chabazite, and
calcite, are abundant in basalt along the coastline of Phillip Island from Point Sambell to Kitty
Miller Bay (Leach, 1989). White trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 cm across, are found in
basalt at Kennon Head and Point Sambell (Birch, 1988b; Leach, 1989).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 1 mm across, are very rarely found with chabazite
variety phacolite in vesicular basalt in the Cape Grant Quarry, Portland, in western Victoria
(Bosworth, 1989). Colorless to white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 4 mm in diameter, are
very rarely found with natrolite in basalt from the Ballarat and Clunes Mine, at Clunes (Henry,
1989).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 mm across, are found before and after levyne in
vesciular olivine basalt at Howitt Plains (Haupt, 1989b).
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Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 mm across, are found before and after levyne-offretite in basalt at Jindivick (Haupt, 1989a). Nearby cavities contain chabazite, cowlesite, phillipsite, and thomsonite.
AUSTRIA

Styria: Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 5 mm in diameter, with small {100}, are
found on parallel groups of of Na-rich dachiardite, silica-rich heulandite, and mordenite on
joints and cavities of chlorite schists and amphibolites in the tunnels through Tanzenberg, near
Kapfenfberg (Postl and Walter, 1983b; Postl et al., 1985). Nearby cavities contain ferrierite,
pyrite, marcasite, quartz, siderite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, millerite, opal, rutile,
anatase, goethite, dolomite, calcite, magnesite, ankerite, and barite.
Tiny analcime trapezohedra are found with phillipsite, and, rarely, with Na-rich gonnardite
(= tetranatrolite), natrolite, apophyllite, and rhodesite lining cavities in basalt at the Steinberg
Quarry, Muhldorf, near Feldbach (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Carinthia: Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 mm in diameter, are found with anatase
in the Wolfsberg tunnel, near Spittal/Drau (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
BRAZIL

Murata et al. (1987) report analcime with heulandite, stilbite, chabazite, scolecite, mesolite,
thomsonite, calcite, apophyllite, and, rarely, with mordenite, quartz, or laumontite scattered
throughout Jurassic-Cretaceous volcanics (tholeiitic basalts, basaltic andesite, and andesite) at
11 percent of the localities near Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do SuI.
Analcime is found on sodalite in syenite in the Serra de Tingua, Rio de Janiero (Hintze, 1897).
Analcime occurs near Pocos de Caldas in Minas Gerais and in Sao Paulo (Hintze, 1897).
BULGARIA

Analcime is found in cavities in basalt at Dealu Mosuluj, near Pojana, Siebenburgen (= Transylvania) (Hintze, 1897).
CANADA
AJ herta: Red, orange, green, and dark brownish-black phenocrysts of primary analcime (colored

from the oxidation state of iron) form euhedral trapezohedra, up to 3 cm in diameter, embedded in a dark volcanic matrix in bombs and blocks, in agglomerate and tuffs of the Lower Cretaceous Crowsnest Formation at Crowsnest Pass, Coleman (Pearce, 1970). Analcime accounts for
30 to 90 percent of the rock (blairmorite); the remainder is made up of sanidine, clinopyroxene,
and andradite garnet (Pearce, 1970). The analcime crystallized from molten rock at depth and
was rapidly transported to the surface under explosive volcanic conditions and quenched in a
shallow freshwater sea (MacKenzie, 1914, 1915; Pearce, 1970). These crystals are not found in
pockets, but as phenocrysts, embedded in volcanic rock. The larger analcime trapezohedra are
easily separated from the rock, producing complete single crystals.
British Columbia: Large plates of light-green trapezohedra of analcime, up to 12 mm in diameter, (filled with clay inclusions), are found on the coast, west of Masset, Graham Island, in the
Queen Charlotte Islands (Smithsonian, R WT).
Analcime and wairakite are found in Triassic tholeiitic pillow lava, breccia, tuff, and vesicular
basalt flows in the Buttle Lake area, west of Campbell River, in the central part of Vancouver
Island (Surdam, 1966, 1968, 1970). This area has undergone low-grade metamorphism in the
zeolite facies and pumpellyite-prehnite facies. The vesicles are filled with analcime, wairakite, natrolite, laumontite, montmorillonite, chlorite, prehnite, pumpellyite, epidote, and potassiumfeldspar. Analcime, wairakite, and laumontite (along with minor prehnite) are found in the upper half of the volcanics that were subjected to 0.5 to 1 kilobar pressure and temperatures from
50" to 150" C (Surdam, 1973). The lower half of the volcanics contain pumpellyite, epidote,
prehnite, and albite that formed during 2 to 3 kilobars pressure and temperatures from 2300 to
3300 C. Entrapped seawater was the main source of fluid. Zoning of the minerals is due to hydration of glass and ionic activity of Na, ca, Mg, CaC03, Si02, and H+, rather than differences
in temperature or pressure (Surdam, 1973).
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Small, colorless trapezohedra of analcime are found with natrolite, heulandite, thomsonite,
calcite, stilbite, levyne, and chabazite in vesicular basalt at Burns Lake (Mary Hillsdon, pers.
comm.). Colorless trapezohedra of analcime are found with chabazite-gmelinite, levyne, gyrolite,
tacharanite, apophyllite, thomsonite, aragonite, and calcite at Horse Lake, near 100 Mile House,
and with chabazite-gmelinite, calcite, thomsonite, and phillipsite in basalt at Green Lake, near 70
Mile House (Mary Hillsdon, pers. comm.). Small, colorless analcime crystals are found with
cowlesite, thomsonite, chabazite, phillipsite, mesolite, levyne, stilbite, and heulandite in red
vesicular basalt south of Monte Lake (Mary Hillsdon, pers. comm.).
Milky-white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 mm in diameter, commonly are overgrown by
transparent to light red, second-generation analcime, in vesicular Eocene trachyte, and
analcime-phonolite flows at Yellow Lake and Twin Lakes, near Olalla (RWf). The second generation of analcime enlarges the small trapezohedra to crystals, up to 10 mm in diameter, or develops along open spaces between thin plates of white calcite to form wafer-thin plates or
pagoda structures on earlier-formed analcime. The complex crystallization history at this locality
appears to represent shallow hot springs activity where the zeolites, phillipsite> analcime>
thomsonite > scolecite-mesolite-natrolite, which were crystallizing in vesicles, were invaded by
fractures followed by solutions depositing Sr-bearing heulandite > brewsterite-yugawaralite-f1uorite La-bearing wakefieldite-(Ce) > laumontite, along with large amounts of calcite (RWf).
Opaque-white masses, and, rarely, well-formed trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 cm in diameter, are covered by transparent, light-yellow, hexagonal prisms of apatite, siderite, and feldspar
in cavities in the Ice River Alkaline Complex, along the Ice River and Moose Creek, in Yoho
National Park, near Golden (RWT).
Manitoba: Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 10 mm in diameter, are found covering
spherical aggregates of natrolite, in cavities, between a quartz-feldspar gneiss and a high-temperature copper-zinc ore body (composed of pyrrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and sphalerite) at
the Sherritt Gordon Mine, in northern Manitoba (Brownell, 1938).
Water clear, milky, and brownish-yellow trapezohedra of cesian analcime (some with small
cube faces), which decrease in cesium content from the core to the rim of the crystals, are found
in hydrothermally altered areas near extensive sodian-pollucite zones in the tantalum-Iithiumrich Tanco pegmatite, on the north shore of Bernic Lake. The cesian analcime formed near the
end of pegmatite crystallization from residual solutions below 220" C (which had dissolved many
of the earlier phases of petalite, spodumene, and quartz) and deposited the new minerals, cesian
analcime, cesian beryl, Iithiophosphate, cookeite, adularia, albite, apatite, calcite, quartz, and
montmorillonite-illite clay minerals in the sequence: cesian beryl> quartz-albite> adulariacookeite > cesian analcime-clay-apatite > calcite (Cerny, 1972).
Newfoundland: Colorless to milky-White, and reddish, flattened trapezohedra of tetragonal analcime, up to 7 mm in diameter, are found on fracture surfaces in Upper Precambrian tuff, near
diabase dikes, at Baker Cove, at the head of Placentia Bay, on Sound Island (Papezik and Elias,
1980). The analcime is believed to have formed by reaction of seawater with silicon-aluminumrich solutions derived from the volcanic tuff at near surface temperature.
Nova Scotia: Small, water-clear, red, or yellOW, transparent analcime crystals and larger, translucent or opaque white trapezohedra, up to 60 mm in diameter, are found in large cavities in Triassic basalt sea cliffs along the Bay of Fundy, particularly at Amethyst Cove, Cape Blomidon,
Cape d'Or, Pinnacle Rock, Swan Creek, and Two Islands (Smithsonian, RWT). Analcime is
found on quartz, chabazite, heulandite, and stilbite at Wasson's Bluff, and is covered by
apophyllite at Horseshoe Cove (Walker and Parsons, 1922). Colorless analcime crystals are
found on salmon-red-colored gmelinite-chabazite covered by colorless natrolite needles at Pinnacle Island, in the Five Islands group (RWT). The minerals crystallized in the order: quartz>
chabazite-gmelinite > heulandite-stilbite-heulandite > laumontite> apophyllite-analcime >
thomsonite> natrolite-mesolite (Walker and Parsons, 1922; Aumento, 1964).
Ontario: Analcime occurs with chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipSite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, dato-
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lite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Velthuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Exceptional specimens of large, opaque white, analcime trapezohedra, commonly 2 to 8
cm in diameter, with some reaching 25 cm across, are abundant in the late hydrothermal stage in
zoned pegmatite veins and large miarolitic cavities in the Cretaceous nepheline syenite, which intruded Upper Ordovician sediments and limestones, at the Poudrette, Desourdy, and De Mix
Quarries, at Mont Saint-Hilaire, east of Montreal (Currie et al., 1986; Wight and Chao, 1986).
Pegmatite veins, 10 to 30 cm wide, contain zoned pockets, up to 1.3 by 1 by 2.6 meters, lined
with eudialyte, cancrinite, aegirine, and catapleiite covered by orange-pink serandite (manganese
analogue of pectolite) and microcline, followed by analcime, paranatrolite, Na-gonnardite (=
tetranatrolite), natrolite, chabazite, harmotome, gismondine, rhodrochrosite, astrophyllite,
polylithionite, wurtzite, and ancylite (Chao et al., 1967; Horvath and Gault, 1990). Other cavities
contain phillipsite, thomsonite, edingtonite, gobbinsite, gmelinite, garronite, and apophyllite
(Chao et al., 1967; Marble and Regis, 1979; Wight and Chao, 1986). Less commonly, analcime is
found in cavities in marble, sodalite syenite, breccia, and sodalite xenoliths. Small crystals are
colorless and transparent, while the larger crystals become white or gray and opaque. Analcime
crystals commonly form distorted trapezohedra and hexagonal-shaped pseudomorphs, up to 15
cm long, possibly after cancrinite or burbankite (Horvath and Gault, 1990).
Colorless, white, yellOW, green, brown, and orange-red trapezohedra of analcime, up to 5 mm
in diameter, are commonly found in a dawsonite-bearing silicate-carbonate sill at the Francon
Quarry, SI. Michel, Montreal Island (Bonardi et al., 1981). The analcime is commonly associated
with white, matted fibers of mordenite, ankerite, dolomite, calcite, quartz, weloganite, and,
rarely, Na-rich dachiardite (Bonardi et al., 1981).
Analcime occurs with chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite, gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite,
prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks Bridge; and
Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991).
CANARY ISLANDS
Tiny, colorless, transparent trapezohedra of analcime, 2 to 3 mm in diameter (with small cube
faces) (Fig. 28), are found in vesicular Pliocene basalt and tuff at Punta del Aguila, Playa Blanca,
near Yaiza, Lanzarote Island (Betz, 1986). Colorless, radial hemispheres of analcime, up to 5
mm in diameter, which show a columnar structure with numerous tiny trapezohedra on the surface, are also present (RWT). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> clay> levyne >
offretite-erionite > analcime> phillipsite> chabazite> thomsonite > mesolite-natrolite >
drusy chabazite> calcite (R WT).
COSTA RICA
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 4 mm in diameter, are found with heulandite,
chabazite, phillipsite, stilbite, mesolite, apophyllite, and calcite in cavities in volcanics at Quebrada Grande (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.). Analcime is found with heulandite, thomsonite,
mesolite, chabazite, stilbite, copper, and laumontite at La Cruz (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.).
Volcanics at Rio Viejo contain tiny, colorless trapezohedra of analcime, only a few millimeters in
diameter, with mesolite, thomsonite, calcite, chabazite, phillipsite, and clay (Ronald Boyd, pers.
comm.).
CYPRUS
Transparent analcime trapezohedra, up to 8 mm in diameter, are found in clay-lined basalt at
Pyrgos (British Museum, R WT).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
In Bohemia, small colorless analcime, up to 1 cm in diameter, are found with white phillipsite
aggregates in vesicular basalt at Schieferberg, Zalezly (= Salesl), Ustf nad Labem (= Aussig)
(British Museum, R WT). Colorless, transparent, tetragonal analcime crystals cover the surface
of basalt at Veseli, near Ustfnad Labem (Mazzi and Galli, 1978). Kaspar (1939) reports analcime in amygdaloidal basalt at Morcinov, near Lomnice nad Popelkou.
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Analcime and phillipsite are covered by needles of natrolite-mesolite, thomsonite, and
chabazite in vesicular nepheline-basalt between Mlada Boleslav and Jicin, in northeast Bohemia
(Pacak, 1947).
Analcime is found with colorless, Sr-Ba-bearing chabazite variety phacolite and Sr-rich
heulandite lining fractures and vesicles in Lower Permian basalt at Kozakov, northeast of
Turnov, in northern Bohemia (Kaspar, 1942; Cerny and Povondra, 1969; Passaglia, 1970). The
cavities are lined with rose-colored, jasper-like chalcedony covered by botryoidal aggregates of
quartz crystals followed by calcite > analcime> chabazite > heulandite.
Colorless to milky-white analcime is found with natrolite, thomsonite, calcite, and prehnite in
Silurian diabase at Budnany, southwest of Praha, Bohemia (Kratochvil, 1933). Analcime occurs
with natrolite, laumontite, and calcite on yellowish-green to pink prehnite in cavities in amphibolite near Markovice, Caslav, in eastern Bohemia (Kratochvil, 1934).
Trapezohedra of analcime, up to 0.5 mm in diameter, are found with thin, platy levyne-offretite in vesicular leucite tuff at Farsky Hill, Zezice, near Ustf nad Labem (Ridkosil and Danek,
1983). The minerals crystallized in the order: analcime> thomsonite > levyne > offretite > calcite; chabazite and phillipsite were present in separate cavities (Ridkosil and Danek, 1983).
Small white trapezohedra of analcime are found in basalt at Huhnerwasser; and large white
trapezohedra of analcime occur with apophyllite and natrolite in vesicular basalt at Kautnerberg,
Ceska Lipa (= Bllhmisch-Leipa) (Hintze, 1897). Analcime also occurs in the Scharfenstein
Tunnel near Bensen and at Stabigt, near Tetschen (Hintze, 1897).
Colorless to white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 15 mm in diameter, are found in cavities in
nepheline volcanics at Kalen Berg, near Jakuben, and in vesicular basalt at Wargotsch Berg,
near Ust! nad Labem (= Aussig) (Hintze, 1897). Analcime occurs at Wostrai Berg, near
Schreckenstein; in phonolite at Thai, Luschwitz; at Tollen Graben, near Wesseln; and forms
clear to white or flesh-red crystals from Schibenz, near Mosern (Hintze, 1897). Small analcime
crystals are found on quartz in basalt, at Kosakow Berg, near Semil; in basalt near WernstadU;
as clear crystals on leucite-volcanics at Eulenberg, near Schuttenitz; as clear crystals in phonolite
near Rongstock; and as drusy crystals, under blocky thomsonite, at Seeberg, near Kaaden
(Hintze, 1897).
Trapezohedra of analcime, commonly skeletal, up to 12 mm in diameter, are found with natrolite in vesicular basalt at Kunetitzer Berg, near Pardubitz (Hintze, 1897). Milky-white analcime crystals are found with natrolite on hornblende-gneiss at Tempelstein, Moravia (Hintze,
1897; Cerny and Povondra, 19600).
Clear to yellow-white trapezohedra of analcime (with small cube faces) (Fig. 28) are found, up
to 2 cm in diameter, on bladed calcite in the Baranetzer Schlucht, Janowitz, near A1ttitschen
(Hintze, 1897). Analcime crystals, up to 3 mm in diameter (with dominant {lOO} and smaller
{21l}), are found with calcite in basalt from Leskowitz, near Friedek (Hintze, 1897). Analcime
is also found at Marklowitz; Kalembitz; Sohla; and Teufelsgrund (Hintze, 1897).
FAROE ISLANDS
Analcime is scarce in the Faroe Islands. Transparent analcime trapezohedra, up to 3 cm in diameter, are found with thomsonite, gyrolite, apophyllite, and chabazite at Ljosa, on Eysturoy
Island (= Ostero Island) (Betz, 1981). Fine, lustrous, transparent, colorless trapezohedra of
analcime, up to 4 cm in diameter, are found on the Island of Mykines and at Kollefjordur, on
Streymoy Island (British Museum, R WT).
FRANCE
Analcime and phillipsite occur in an Upper Pleistocene volcanic conglomerate cemented by
dolomite, calcite, and siderite at Puy de la Piquette, near Tallende, Puy-de-Drme (Pongiluppi,
1976). Analcime and natrolite are found in basalt at Puy de Marman and Puy de St. Sandoux
(Lacroix, 1913).
Small, clear trapezohedra of analcime are found in fractures in diorite-porphyry at Var, Agay;
in phonolite from Puy Grioux, near Saint Jacques des Blats, Cantal; in phonolite at Roche-Tuilliere, Puy de Dome; with natrolite in basalt at Tour de Boulade, near Issoire; and in basalt at
Puy de la Piguette and Peperin, at Puy de Chalus, near Clurnon (Hintze, 1897). Colorless trape-
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zohedra of analcime are found at Carriere de Basalles, Espalion, Aveyron (Robert Ray, pers.
comm.).

GERMANY
Water-clear, colorless to yellow trapezohedra of analcime, up to 5 mm in diameter, commonly
with cube faces (Fig. 28), occur with stilbite, quartz, fluorite, and calcite in silver ore veins and
schist at the Samson Mine and Neufang Mine, Andreasberg, Harz Mountains, Niedersachen
(Hintze, 1897; British Museum, RWf). Clear trapezohedra of analcime, with small cube faces,
are found on stilbite, in fissures in gabbro, at Radauthal, Harz (Hintze, 1897). Analcime occurs
with chabazite, laumontite, stilbite, natrolite, and prehnite in diabase near Bad Harzburg, Harz
(Wittern, 1990).
Clear, colorless trapezohedra of analcime, commonly with large cube faces (Fig. 28,29), are
found with gonnardite, Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), paranatrolite, gismondine,
chabazite, phillipsite, thomsonite, apophyllite, brenkite, calcite, zeophyllite, and thaumasite in
the volcanics at Schellkopf, near Brenk, Eifel (Hentschel, 1983).
Analcime occurs in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Arensberg, near Zilsdorf, Eifel (Hentschel,
1978). Other cavities contain phillipsite, gismondine, gonnardite-thomsonite, natrolite, mesolite,
scolecite, chabazite, offretite, tobermorite, tacharanite, thaumasite, calcite, montmorillonite, gyrolite, apophyllite, and heulandite.
Analcime occurs with phillipsite, gismondine, levyne, fluorite, calcite, nordstrandite, chabazite,
apophyllite, thomsonite, chabazite variety willhendersonite, ettringite, and thaumasite in
calcium-rich xenoliths in the Quarternary Bellerberg volcano near Mayen, eastern Eifel
(Wittern, 1990).
Colorless to red analcime trapezohedra, up to 15 mm in diameter, occur on Lower Cretaceous
ferriferous clay near Duingen, near Hannover, Alfeld/Leine, (British Museum, R Wf).
Tiny, colorless, clear trapezohedra of analcime are found with chabazite, phillipsite, natrolite,
thomsonite, mesolite, levyne with offretite overgrowth, and calcite on montmorillonite in basalt
at Ober-Widdesheim, near Vogelsberg, Hessen (Hentschel and Vollrath, 1977).
Analcime occurs in vesicular alkaline-olivine basalt at the Ortenberg Quarry, Vogelsberg, Ressen (Hentschel, 1979; 1986). Nearby cavities contain merlinoite, apophyllite, chabazite, phillipsite, calcite, paulingite, silica-rich heulandite, erionite, dachiardite, gismondine, thomsonite, natrolite, calcite, thaumasite, montmorillonite, and pyrite.
Analcime occurs with natrolite, phillipsite, chabazite, faujasite, and calcite at Stempel, near
Marburg, Vogelsberg, Hessen (Wittern, 1990). Analcime occurs with phillipsite, chabazite, natrolite, calcite, and apatite in phonolite at Ebersberg, Hessische Rhon, and with phillipsite,
chabazite, calcite, aragonite, and montmorillonite at Rupsroth, Hessische Rhon (Wittern, 1990).
Analcime occurs in veins in melilite-nephelinite basalt and pyroclastics that built up a Tertiary
volcano at H6wenegg, Hegau (Wittern, 1990). Other cavities contain phillipsite, garronite, amicite, merlinoite, calcite, aragonite, harmotome, natrolite, chabazite, thomsonite, stilbite, mountainite, torbermorite, paulingite, and makatite (Walenta, 1974; Alberti et al., 1979; Walenta et
al., 1981). Analcime occurs at Magdelbergy and Rosenegg, Hegau (Wittern, 1990).
Analcime occurs in vesicular olivine-nepheline basalt at Teichelberg, near Pechbruun, northern Bavaria (Wittern, 1990). Nearby cavities contain phillipsite, gismondine, chabazite, clay, calcite, offretite-erionite, Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), paranatrolite, thomsonite, okenite,
apophyllite, natrolite, and montmorillonite (Pollmann and Keck, 1990; Wittern, 1990).
Tiny, colorless trapezohedra of analcime, commonly with cube faces (Fig. 28), are rarely found
with natrolite, calcite, pseudobrookite, and hematite in Tertiary basalt, at the Zeilberg Quarry,
near Maroldsweisach, Franconia, Bavaria (Wolfgang Hampel, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain sodium-rich dachiardite, silica-rich heulandite, aragonite, phillipsite, rhodesite, tobermorite,
and hydroxyapophyllite, gmelinite, chabazite, thomsonite, phillipsite, stilbite, laumontite, thaumasite, ettringite, gyrolite, and okenite (Wolfgang Hampel, pers. comm.).
Analcime is found with chalcopyrite and sphalerite at Duingen, south of Hannover, and with
chabazite, gonnardite, phillipsite, thomsonite, natrolite, apophyllite, okenite, tacharanite, opal,
calcite, and montmorillonite in basalt at Bramberg, near Adelevbsen, northwest of Gottingen
(Wittern, 1990).
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Analcime with the forms {100} and {211} (Fig. 28) is found in fissures in phonolite at Heldburg, Thuringen (Hintze, 1897).
Analcime occurs with natrolite, apophyllite, phillipsite, thomsonite, and calcite at Roth, near
Herborn, Westerwald, and with chabazite, apophyllite, heulandite, laumontite, stilbite, prehnite,
pumpellyite, datolite, quartz, and calcite in diabase at Herborn, Westerwald (Wittern, 1990).
Analcime occurs with chabazite, heulandite, and stilbite in gabbro at Nieder-Beerbach; with
natrolite, apophyllite, prehnite, pumpellyite, and calcite in dolerite at Niederkirchen, Pfalz; and
with chabazite and natrolite at Endhalden, near Botzingen (Wittern, 1990).
GREENLAND

Small, colorless analcime trapezohedra, natrolite, and calcite form columns, 3 cm long and 1 mm
wide, in cavities in basalt on Ubekendt, at Naqerdlok, in the Umanak district (B0ggild, 1953).
In eastern Greenland, transparent, clear trapezohedra of analcime, up to 15 mm in diameter,
with white edges, occur in vesicular basalt on the east side of Henry Land and colorless to white
analcime crystalS, up to 4 mm in diameter, in vesicular basalt at Turner Sund (B0ggild, 1909).
GUAM

Colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 15 mm in diameter, are found with natrolite near
Umatac (Smithsonian, RWT).
HUNGARY

Small, transparent trapezohedra of analcime, up to 5 mm in diameter, modified by cube faces
(Fig. 28), are found with stilbite, chabazite, and calcite in cavities in andesite at Csodi Mountain,
Dunabogdany, near Budapest (Reichert and Erdelyi, 1935; Koch, 1978).
Analcime occurs with other zeolites in the Pliocene basalt, north of Balaton Lake. The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> gmelinite > chlorite> phillipsite> chabazite> analcime
> stilbite > thomsonite > natrolite-mesolite-scolecite > calcite-aragonite (Koch, 1978). Analcime occurs with phillipsite, calcite, stilbite, natrolite-mesolite-scolecite, chabazite, and Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) at Gulacs, Topolca (Mauritz, 1938; Koch, 1978; Alberti et al.,
1983).
Hintze (1897) reports transparent trapezohedra of analcime with calcite on syenite at NeuMoldava; with calcite in syenite at Sevier Szaska and Oravicza; and green to white crystals, up to
10 mm in diameter, in altered andesite at Schemnitz.
ICELAND

Small analcime crystals are widely found in Iceland. In eastern Iceland, Walker (l%Ob) mapped
analcime as one of the three zeolite zones in Tertiary olivine basalt at Berufjordur-Breiddalur.
The lowest zone, which extends from below sea level to 762 meters above sea level, was named
the mesolite-scolecite zone because it contains an abundance of mesolite-scolecite along with
chabazite, thomsonite, analcime, stilbite, heulandite, apophyllite, gyrolite, levyne, and laumontite. On top of the mesolite-scolecite is found a 152-meter-thick analcime zone that contains an
abundance of colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 cm in diameter, associated with mesolite, chabazite, thomsonite, levyne, and phillipsite, and small amounts of heulandite and stilbite.
Above the analcime zone is the chabazite-thomsonite zone, which contains an abundance of
chabazite, thomsonite, phillipsite, and lacks analcime, mesolite, stilbite, and heulandite (Walker,
l%Ob). Above this zone, the cavities are empty. Analcime is very common in olivine basalt, yet
in the adjacent zeolite-rich tholeiitic basalt, analcime is absent (Walker, 1960b; Kristmannsd6ttir
and Thomasson, 1978).
In western Iceland, small analcime crystals are found in Tertiary olivine basalt at Skorradalur,
and with cowlesite, levyne, and chabazite at Hvammur (Betz, 1981). Analcime, thomsonite,
phillipsite, and chabazite, variety phacolite, are found at Kota Canyon near Nordurardalur, in
northern Iceland (Betz, 1981). In western and northern Iceland, analcime is found scattered
throughout zeolite zones in low-temperature geothermal wells, at temperatures ranging from
7fY> to 20fY' C and at depths to 500 meters (Kristmannsd6ttir and Thomasson, 1978).
Zeolites are scarce or lacking in the high-temperature geothermal wells in Iceland, due to the
steep thermal gradient and inflow of water at the upper surface (Kristmannsd6ttir and Thomas-
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son, 1978). Some analcime and wairakite are present in those wells at temperatures from 200" to
300"C at depths over 1600 meters.
On the Reykjanes Peninsula in southwest Iceland, water in the high-temperature geothermal
wells originated from seawater (which had penetrated the basalt up to 30 km inland) and caused
precipitation of anhydrite in the upper zones of the wells followed by the zeolites, analcime,
mordenite, stilbite, and mesolite, while in the lower zones, analcime and minor amounts of
wairakite are present, with prehnite and epidote found at even greater depths (Thomasson and
Kristmannsd6ttir, 1972).

INDIA
Analcime is very scarce in the Deccan Basalts of western India. Small analcime trapezohedra, up
to 3 mm in diameter, are found in vesicular basalt at Bhopal (RWI). Nearby cavities contain
levyne with an offretite-erionite overgrowth and heulandite (Chatterjee, 1971).
Massive, transparent, Ca-rich analcime, with a spangled appearance due to blebs and wires of
native copper, is found in a mineralized area between two basalt flows near Jalampura (Talati,
1978).
IRAN
Pink, euhedral, trapezohedral phenocrysts of analcime, up to 1 cm in diameter, are found embedded in phonolite, clastic volcanics, and dikes in Upper Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary volcanics at Sehjafarlu, in eastern Azerbaijan (Comin-Chiaramonti et al., 1979a). White to pink,
trapezohedral phenocrysts of analcime, up to 5 cm across, make up 50 to 70 percent of the rock
at the Teic Dam, in eastern Azerbaijan (Comin-Chiaramonti et al., 1979a). The analcime at both
localities is believed to have originated either by ion exchange of leucite or from alteration and
interaction with nepheline, feldspar, and glass (Comin-Chiaramonti et al., 1979a).
Small, water-clear trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 mm in diameter, are found with
chabazite, in veins and vesicles in analcime phonolites, and with mesolite, chabazite, thomsonite,
stilbite, heulandite, and phillipsite in Upper Eocene to Oligocene K-rich basalt (= shoshonite) in
the Meshkin Shar and Ardebil districts, northeast Azerbaijan (Comin-Chiaramonti et al.,
1979b). The minerals crystallized in the order: analcime> mesolite-thomsonite > phillipsite>
heulandite > stilbite > chabazite> apophyllite > calcite as a result of low-temperature hydrothermal fluids reacting with meteoric water in the vesicular top and base of flows (CominChiaramonti et al., 1979b).
IRELAND
Large, opaque analcime crystals are found in dolomite veins (containing garnet, idocrase, and
quartz) in a contact zone with basalt near Gweedore, County Donegal (Greg and Lettsom,
1858).
Analcime is found with thomsonite and heulandite in the contact aureole of a dolerite dike at
Blind Rock, southwest of Mount Charles, County Donegal (Nawaz, 1979). Cobbing (1%1) reports analcime and thomsonite in amygdules in olivine-dolerite dikes west of Connemara,
County Galway. Contact zones in dolerite dikes at Killala Bay, Inishcrone, County Sligo, contain
analcime, thomsonite, and mesolite (Nawaz, 1974).
ITALY
(Type locality) Exceptional specimens of colorless, transparent to opaque-white, tetragonal analcime, with dominant cube faces and small trapezohedra modifications (Fig. 30), are found, up to
2 cm in diameter, in basalt on the Cyclopean Islands (= Isola dei Ciclopi), near Catania, Sicily
(Mazzi and Galli, 1978; British Museum, RWT). Haiiy (1801) reported analcime on Sicily, in
basalt in Valle di S. Giacomo, on Mount Etna, near Catania; small trapezohedra in tufa in the
Valle del Bove, Monte Finnochio; in porous greenstone at Monte Calanna; and as primary and
secondary cavity linings in dolerite on Trezza Island.
Di Franco (1926,19318) reports primary analcime (Which crystallized from magma) is filled
with inclusions of anorthite, magnetite, augite, and pyrite, and is covered by augite and anorthite,
which make up the volcanics on the Cyclopean Islands. A secondary analcime crystallization almost completely replaced the analcime basalt and formed simple trapezohedra (rarely with
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thomsonite and gyrolite) in cavities. The forms {2ll} and {100} are always present, with either
one dominant (Figs. 28-30,32). Rarely, the small forms {332}, {31l}, or {lll} are present
(Figs. 31,33) with the the dominant {21l} and {l00} (Goldschmidt, 1913).
Tiny trapezohedra of analcime, with small {1l0}, are found at San Georgio, Laverda
(Gottardi and Galli, 1985). Exceptional specimens of opaque, creamy-white to pink analcime
trapezohedra, 3 to 15 cm diameter, occur with colorless to pink, tabular apophyllite and calcite,
rarely with thomsonite and natrolite, in large pockets in porphyritic basalt at Frommer Lahn;
Frombach; and Lafreider Holle in Alpe di Siusi (= Seiser Alps), near Bolzano, South Tyrol
(British Museum, R Wf).
Pinkish-white, red, or green tetragonal pseudotrapezohedra of analcime (commonly with large
cube faces) (Fig. 30) are found, up to 8 cm diameter, with apophyllite, albite, quartz, calcite, and
pumpellyite in large cavities in altered alkali-basalt at Val di Fassa (= Fassathal), Trento
(Hintze, 1897; Mazzi and Galli, 1978; British Museum, R Wf). At the same locality colorless
analcime cubes, up to 8 mm across, are found with three small triangular faces {211} on each
corner (Fig. 30). Nearby localities, in Trento, contain large, clear, white, red, or green analcime
crystals with large {100} and smaller {211} in large cavities between volcanic breccia fragments
in the Ciamol Alpe of the Drio, Palle Gebirges; large white crystals come from Pozza Alpe; and
small trapezohedra are from Sotto i Sassi, Ciaplaja and Odai (Hintze, 1897).
Colorless, transparent to brick-red, tetragonal and orthorhombic analcime (colored by finely
disseminated hematite) forms irregular, radial, prism like aggregates, up to 7 mm long, in cavities in Middle Triassic basaltic-andesite submarine flows at Val Duron and Val di Fassa, Alpe di
Siusi (= Seiser Alpe) in Trento (Monese and Sacerdoti, 1970; Mazzi and Galli, 1978).
Clear, analcime trapezohedra occur with laumontite at Murlo, Tuscany (Curio, 1928). Clear,
transparent, green, white, or red, Mg-rich trapezohedra of analcime, commonly with {l00}, are
found in cavities of red gabbro or between gabbro and serpentine in the mines of Monte Catini,
at Monte Caporciano, Val Di Cecipa, Tuscany (Hintze, 1897).
Transparent to white analcime trapezohedra are found with natrolite, heulandite, stilbite,
chabazite, gmelinite, apophyllite, and calcite in vesicular basalt at Montecchio Maggiore, Vicenza (Hintze, 1897; Gottardi and Galli, 1985). Analcime is found in nearby localities: Euganeen; Monte Pedisetta, near Teolo; with apophyllite at Castel Gomberto; and forming colorless,
white, yellOW, red, or green crystals in basalt in the Lavanda Valley (Hintze, 1897).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 mm across, are found with K-rich gmelinite, natrolite, garronite, phillipsite, gonnardite, and Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) in vesicular
basalt at San Giorgio Di Perlena, Fara Vicentino, Vicenza (Vittorio Mattioli, pers. comm.).
Small, colorless, transparent trapezohedra of analcime (with smaller {l OO}, and, rarely, {ll O} )
(Fig. 38) are found in the volcanics on Monte Somma-Vesuvius, near Naples (Hintze, 1897;
Goldschmidt, 1913). Colorless, trapezohedra of analcime are found with laumontite at Pita Su
Libezzo Strada, Algherok Bosa, Sardinia (RObert Ray, pers. comm.).

KERGUELEN ISLANDS
Excellent, transparent to opaque-white trapezohedra of analcime, rarely with {332}, are found,
up to 4 cm in diameter, on the Kerguelen Islands, in the southern Indian Ocean, near Antarctica
(British Museum, RWT). Lacroix (1915) reports the analcime to be associated with calcite,
mesolite, stilbite, and natrolite in geodes derived from decomposed basalt, while other geodes
contain heulandite, chabazite, chalcedony, or quartz.

JAPAN
Colorless, transparent analcime, up to 15 mm in diameter, are found covering thomsonite,
gonnardite, natrolite, and calcite in cavities, up to 10 cm in diameter, in altered Middle Miocene
olivine pillow basalt along the seashore of Maze in the Iwamure district, Niigata Prefecture
(Harada et al., 1967; Shimazu and Kawakami, 1%7). Nearby vesicles contain phillipsite,
chabazite, apophyllite, and clay. Overlying dacitic tuff and basaltic tuff contain heulandite, erionite, mordenite, quartz, and chalcedony.
Well-developed trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 cm in diameter, are found with natrolite at
Irakawa, Yamagata Prefecture (Akizuki, 1981a). Tetragonal Ca-rich analcime is found in low-
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grade, metamorphosed volcanics in the Sambagawa metamorphic belt near Sugashima, Mie
Prefecture, southwest Japan (Harada and Sakurai, 1%7; Harada et at., 1972).
Ca-rich analcime and wairakite (with a wide range in calcium-sodium content) are found with
yugawaralite, chlorite, prehnite, pumpellyite, and calcite, in veins and cavities, in thermally
metamorphosed aureoles in Miocene basalt and andesite tuff breccia (which were heated by a
quartz-diorite intrusion) in the Tanzawa Mountains, in central Japan (Seld and Old, 1%9; Seld
ef at., 1%9a). A distinct zoning is found, as the intrusion is approached, in the order (from lowest to highest temperature) stilbite (below 150" C) > laumontite (150"-280" C) > Na-rich
wairaldte-prehnite-pumpellyite (280"-380" C) > actinolite greenschist (380"-400" C) >
hornblende-andradite-quartz-magnetite (400"-600" C) > quartz-diorite (Seld et at., 1%9a).
Analcime is found with thomsonite in cavities in dolerite at Sanikotan and Tosanporo, on the
northwest side of the Nemuro Peninsula, Hokkaido, and with natrolite, heulandite, and mordenite on the southeast shore of the Nemuro Peninsula (Ito, 1976). Analcime is found covering
natrolite and prehnite in veins cutting monzonite at Hamanaka, eastern Hokkaido (Ito, 1976).
Analcime crystals are found with petrified wood in Tertiary sandstone in the Tsuyazaki area,
Fukuoka Prefecture (Ueno and Hanada, 1982).
Analcime, gyrolite, thomsonite, natrolite, and opal line cavities in olivine dolerite at Irakawa,
Yamagata Prefecture (Mizota, 1969). Analcime is found with gyrolite and calcite in basaltic
breccia at Otemo, Niigata Prefecture (Mizota, (1%9). Analcime, heulandite, and laumontite are
found in Lower Cenozoic sedimentary rocks (resulting from burial diagenesis) in the Munakata
coal field, Fukuoka Prefecture (Mild and Nakamuta, 1985).
Analcime commonly replaces fibrous mordenite or forms irregularly shaped crystals with
quartz, clay minerals, carbonates, and sulfides in Kuroko-type (= black ore) deposits in the
Waga-Omono, Hokuroku, and Aizu Districts (Utada, 1988). The zeolites formed in a low-temperature zone (below 120° to 150" C) surrounding the Kuroko ore (pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena) derived from "Black Smoker" hydrothermal vents (250" C), under water, in
Miocene seafloor volcanics (Utada, 1988). The rising hydrothermal solutions spread horizontally
through porous rock and were confined by a dense cap rock. The solutions mixed with alkaline
interstitial fluid and reacted with the rock as the temperature decreased to a point favorable for
zeolite crystallization (Utada, 1988).
MADAGASCAR

Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 cm in diameter, are found at Itrongahy
(Smithsonian, R WT).
MARIANA OCEAN BASIN

Analcime, natrolite, Na-rich chabazite, Chlorite, smectite, celadonite, albite, potassium-feldspar,
apophyllite, and gyrolite are found in Cretaceous tholeiitic and olivine basalt tuffs (which have
undergone low-temperature alteration) in the seafloor east of Guam (Viereck and Schminke,
1986).
MARTINIQUE (French)

Analcime, thomsonite, mesolite, mordenite, heulandite, stilbite, laumontite, and chabazite are
found in Pliocene submarine tuffs, pillow lava, and dikes on the Island of Martinique
(Westercamp, 1981). Shallow magmatic intrusions formed zones in the surrounding rocks characterized by laumontite in the hottest (100° to 200° C) innermost zone, followed by a stilbite.
zone> analcime-thomsonite zone> and finally, by the outer, low-temperature mesolitechabazite zone (Westercamp, 1981).
MEXICO

Baja California: Analcime and stilbite are found at Rancho Ballistero, near Rosarito, south of
Tijuana, Muinicipio of Tijuana (Panczner, 1987). Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3
mm in diameter, are found with natrolite-mesolite needles, thomsonite, calcite, and chabazite in
vesicular volcanics in the San Felipe Desert (R WT).
Hidalgo: Analcime occurs at Lomo del Toro, Zimapan, MunicipiO de Zimapan (Panczer, 1987).
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Jalisco: Analcime occurs with natrolite at San Gaspar, Municipio de Tonala; and with gmelinite
at Cerro del Narizon, near Teocaltiche (Salinas, 1923).
Morelos: Analcime is found with mesolite and natrolite at the San Felipe Mine, near Jalostoc,
Municipio de Ayala (Salinas, 1923).
MOZAMBIQUE

Gray to red, primary, euhedral analcime phenocrysts form trapezohedra, up to 15 mm in diameter, with potassium-feldspar and nepheline phenocrysts in analcime-rich volcanics (= blairmorite) in the Lupala Gorge district, along the zambezi River, southeast of Tete (Woolley and
Symes, 1976; British Museum, RWT). The analcime phenocrysts formed by partial melting
(under high water presssure) at the base of the crust or upper mantle (20-50 km) and were
rapidly transported to the surface and quenched (Woolley and Symes, 1976).
NEW ZEALAND

North Island: Analcime, heulandite, thomsonite, natrolite, laumontite, stilbite, and gonnardite
are found in veins and vesicles in basalt between North Cape and Cape Reinga, North Auckland
(William Ulrich, unpublished report). Colorless trapezohedra of analcime are found with
chabazite, natrolite, and thomsonite in cavities at Waiwera Beach; at Fletcher Bay on the Coromandel Peninsula; at Wainui, near Auckland City; and in tuff at Kaipara, north of Orongo Point,
Okahukura Peninsula (William Ulrich, unpublished report). Analcime occurs at Panguru, and
with natrolite and calcite at Opononi (Jocelyn Thornton, pers. comm.).
Analcime is found with natrolite, gonnardite, and thomsonite, and is covered by Na-K-rich
chabazite (= herschelite) in a Miocene andesite plug (which intruded into Tertiary limestone) at
the Simpkins Quarry, near Tokatoka, southeast of Dargaville (Black, 1%4; Courtney and
Rodgers, 1988). Other cavities contain orthoclase, chlorite, siderite, ilmenite, apatite, barite,
harmotome, and quartz. Analcime is found with thomsonite, gonnardite, and natrolite in vesicles
and breccia in a nephelinite dike at Todd's Quarry, Dargaville, Auckland (William Ulrich, unpublished report).
At Golden Gully, near Tokatoka, tiny grains of analcime are found intergrown with thomsonite and calcite (possibly with gismondine, harmotome, and brewsterite) covering aggregates
of hydrogrossular in blocks of Eocene limestone that were assimilated during intrustion of an
olivine basalt dike (Baker and Black, 1980). Whitish trapezohedra of analcime are found with
natrolite, calcite and chlorite in Tertiary basalt at the Te Hana Quarry, north of Wellsford,
Auckland (Alun Baines and Karl Von B1aramberg, pers. comm.).
At Maunganui Bluff, west of Aranga, Northland, colorless, transparent trapezohedra of analcime, up to 1 mm in diameter, are found on clay in vesicular basalt (Jocelyn Thornton, pers.
comm.). Other cavities contain chabazite, levyne-offretite-erionite, thomsonite, and siderite.
Analcime is found with natrolite, stilbite, and thomsonite at Maunganui; with chabazite, natrolite, phillipsite, and thomsonite at Whangaparoa Gap; with chabazite, heulandite, natrolite,
phillipsite, and thomsonite at Maori Bay; and with chabazite, erionite, heulandite, levyne, natrolite, offretite, phillipsite, stilbite, and thomsonite at Waitakere (Alun Baines and Karl Von
Blaramberg, pers. comm.).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime are found on mordenite needles and heulandite in Tertiary basalt at the Flat Top Quarry, north of Auckland city (Alun Baines and Karl Von Blaramberg, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain chabazite, stilbite, apophyllite, calcite, and chlorite.
Analcime is found with heulandite, laumontite, and thomsonite in submarine tuff in northern
Taranaki and in the Brocken Range, East Wairarapa, Wellington (William Ulrich, unpublished
report). Analcime occurs with chabazite, heulandite, natrolite, stilbite, and thomsonite at
Kauaeranga (Alun Baines, pers. comm.).
South Island: Fine, lustrous, colorless to white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 10 mm in diameter, with a few reaching 3 cm, are found with acicular natrolite, white plates of apophyllite,
harmotome, calcite, and hyalophane in cavities in Middle Tertiary submarine basalt flows along
the Pahau River, Culverden, Balmoral District, North Canterbury (Mason, 1946; RWT).
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Colorless trapezohedra of analcime are found with levyne, offretite, cowlesite, chabazite, analcime, natrolite, phillipsite, thomsonite, pyrite, and todorokite in vesicular basalt in the Lyttelton
Quarry, at Evans Pass, Banks Peninsula, Christchurch, canterbury (Donald Howard, pers.
comm.; Alun Baines, pers. comm.). Analcime is also found at the Rakaia Gorge and along the
Acheron River in canterbury (William Ulrich, unpublished report).
Tiny, colorless trapezohedra of analcime are found with natrolite, gonnardite, thomsonite,
chabazite, aragonite, calcite, and filiform and cubic pyrite on a drusy phillipsite in vesicular basalt
at Blackhead Quarry, near Dunedin, Otago (Alun Baines and Gordon Auton, pers. comm.;

RWT).
Colorless, transparent trapezohedra of analcime (with tiny octahedral faces) are very rarely
found with phillipsite and calcite on clay in altered vesicular Eocene basalt and breccia at Moeraid, North Otago (Alun Baines and Gordon Auton, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain erionite, chabazite, heulandite, laumontite, pyrite, marcasite, and barite.
Analcime is found with natrolite and laumontite at Hooper's Inlet, near Dunedin, and in
nepheline volcanics, near Portobello, Otago (William Ulrich, unpublished report).
Analcime, laumontite, epistilbite, natrolite, and thomsonite are found in veins and vesicles in
Lower Permian submarine andesitic flows in the central Takitimu Mountains, western Southland (Houghton, 1982). The zeolites occur in a low-grade metamorphic zeolite facies that grades
into the deeper, higher-temperature, prehnite-pumpellyite facies, assemblage of minerals
(Houghton, 1982). Analcime, natrolite, and thomsonite occur on Red Island (Alun Baines and
Gordon Auton, pers. comm.).
NORWAY

Fine, opaque analcime trapezohedra, up to 3 cm in diameter, are associated with natrolite and
calcite on feldspar and ferrian biotite at Aroskjoer, Langesundfjord, Brevig (British Museum,

RWT).
Transparent to white trapezohedra of analcime (rarely with cube faces) are found in Southern
Norway at Laven (= Lamo); the islands of Little Aro, Big Aro, and Sigteso; Barkevik-Schieren,
Lavo, Hasle, near Eidanger; between Kvelli Church and Farrisvand Sea; and, rarely, between
Fredriksvarn and Laurvik (Hintze, 1897).
Near Arendal, colorless transparent analcime trapezohedra, up to 15 mm in diameter, are
found with heulandite at the Morefjoer Mine, Noeskilen, and with catapleiite, astrophyllite, and
leucophanite at Lamoe, Aust Agder (British Museum, RWT).
POLAND

Analcime is found in basalt of the Breitenbergs near Streigau; with prehnite in diorite near
Hirschberg between Reibnitz and Berthelsdorf; as clear crystals in vesicular basalt at
Annaberges, Leschnitz, near Gross-Strehlitz; and as clear crystals in basalt from Dembio near
Oppeln (Hintze, 1897).
Analcime forms a cement in the Clum formation (replacing plagioclase or kaolinite) in the
Gory Sowie Mountains, Lower Silesia (Lapot, 1987).
PORTUGAL

Analcime trapezohedra (with equal-sized {11O}) (Fig. 39) are found at caldus de Monchique
(Goldschmidt, 1913). Analcime occurs at Rinocovo, Monchique, Algarve (BritiSh Museum,

RWT).
REUNION

Colorless trapezohedra of analcime are found in vesicular basalt (Robert Ray, pers. comm.).
SPAIN

Analcime is found in basalt at Vera, Almeria (Hintze, 1897).
SWITZERLAND

Good crystals of analcime (some covered with chabazite) occur with epidote in cavities of
garnet-actinolite-bearing limestone-silicate rock at Pollux, southeast of Breithorn, near Zermatt
(Parker, 1973).
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TAHITI
Colorless trapezoheda of analcime are found with thomsonite, natrolite, and chabazite at
Punaruu (RWf).
TURKEY
Analcime is found with sanidine and quartz in Miocene-Pliocene saline alkaline volcanic tuff deposits near Miahaliccik, in the Eskisehir district (Echle, 1975).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Analcime, natrolite, chabazite, heulandite, mesolite, thomsonite, neptunite, astrophyllite,
sphene, ancylite, ilmenite, aegirine, and zircon occur in the Hibina and Lujavr-Toundra
nepheline syenite complexes on the Kola Peninsula (Fersman, 1926). The zeolites, which formed
from a late-stage hydrothermal phase of pegmatite crystallization, are believed to have crystallized at a temperature between 200" and 300" C.
Analcime and chabazite are abundant in the upper portions of basalt flows at Little Kunalei, in
the Khilk Basin, at Selenginsk Dauria (Fersman, 1923). In the same flows, stilbite is abundant in
the lower part of the flows, and heulandite, thomsonite, natrolite-mesolite, celadonite, and calcite are found throughout the flows (Fersman, 1923).
Trapezohedra of analcime (with a cloudy, slightly Ca-rich center, and a clear Na-rich rim) are
found filling vesicular volcanics at Chaitsyn Cape, Timan tundra, in arctic Russia (Zeberg, 1915).
Along the Lower Tunguska River, Siberia, trapezohedra of analcime, up to 7 cm in diameter,
are found on calcite, heulandite, and stilbite, particularly at the Tuktycha Forest; at the Dage
forest with stilbite and natrolite-mesolite; and at the Kiramki Cliff, with natrolite, prehnite, chalcedony, barite, and calcite (Kostyleva, 1916). Lustrous, white analcime trapezohedra, up to 4 cm
in diameter, are found at Nizhni-Tungusk, Siberia (British Museum, RWT). Exceptional specimens of milky-white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 10 cm in diameter, are found in volcanics
at Tura, Siberia (Leo Bulgak, pers. comm.). Analcime, mordenite, heulandite, stilbite, thomsonite, natrolite, mesolite, laumontite, chabazite, and calcite are reported in cavities in basalt
breccia and tuffs in the Lower Tunguska region (Shkabara and Shturm, 1940).
Clear to cloudy analcime occurs with red gmelinite and large Ba-rich phillipsite (= wellsite)
lining fissures in an igneous rock at Kurtzy near Simferopol, in the Crimea, in the sequence:
prehnite > quartz> heulandite > clay> gmelinite > Ba-rich phillipsite> phillipsite> analcime > laumontite> calcite> quartz (Shkabara, 1940).
Fibrous, radial analcime is found on radial aggregates of garronite in cavities in diabase dikes
near Nevon, along the Angara River, in southern Siberia (Feoktistov et ai., 1%9). Nearby cavities contain levyne. Transparent green and reddish-white trapezohedra of analcime are found in
magnetite in the Blagodat Mountains, Urals (Hintze, 1897).
UNITED KINGDOM
England: Colorless to white, analcime trapezohedra, up to 4.5 cm in diameter (many contain
solution cavities or have been altered to montmorillonite), are found with natrolite, pale green
prehnite, and calcite in veins and cavities, within a gabbro, in the Dean Quarry, on the Lizard
Peninsula, near Coverack, Cornwall (Seager, 1%9). Hydrothermal veins (dated to have crystallized 210-220 million years ago) cross metamorphic amphibolites and granulites at Porthkerris
Point, on the Lizard Peninsula, Cornwall (Seager, 1978). These veins contain white analcime, up
to 20 mm in diameter, that possess a resistant outer surface, 1 mm thick, and a skeletal interior
composed of a boxwork of thin pia tes (partially or completely replaced by bright orange adularia). The minerals crystallized in the order: prehnite-calcite > analcime> natrolite > partial
dissolution of analcime> adularia> quartz> calcite> stilbite (Seager, 1978).
Small, pale-brown trapezohedra of analcime are found associated with sphalerite, barite,
dolomite, celestite, quartz, pyrite, and solid hydrocarbon inside aragonitic shells (notably ammonites) or replacing the shells in Upper Jurassic marine sediments at L. Lias of West Somerset
(Alabaster, 1980).
At the Croft Quarry, Leicestershire, small, colorless analcime are found with quartz and calcite
(British Museum, R WT). White trapezohedra with reddish laumontite are found at Enderby,
Leiscestershire (RObert Ray, pers. comm.).
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Northern Ireland: Walker (l960a) reports dull-white trapezohedra of analcime associated with
chabazite, calcite, apophyllite, gyrolite, phillipsite, and levyne at many localities in the Tertiary
olivine basalts of County Antrim. Analcime crystals, up to 2.5 cm in diameter, occur in the
analcime-natrolite zone (below the chabazite-thomsonite zone) in the lower 107 meters of lavas
along the Garron coast (Walker, 1960a). Transparent analcime trapezohedra, up to 3 cm in diameter, are found with gyrolite at Collinward, and 2 cm white trapezohedra occur with thomsonite at Cushendall (Walker, 1960a).
Small, transparent, glassy trapezohedra of analcime (with {loo}, {332} and rarely {Ill}) or
radiating prismatic aggregates are abundant in the gmelinite zone (which overlaps the regional
zoning) in a narrow zone along the eastern coast of County Antrim at Glenarm; Magheramorne
Quarry at Lame; and on the Island of Magee (Walker, 1959). The minerals crystallized in the
order: levyne > phillipsite> chabazite> gmelinite > thomsonite > analcime> natrolite > calcite (Walker, 1959). Walker (l960a) believes that during normal regional zeolite crystallization,
fau lting occurred, allowing seawater to penetrate along the faults and replace normal surface
water. This resulted in crystallization of the Na-rich zeolites in the order: gmelinite > analcime
> natrolite, which are found only along the sea coast and on islands of the area.
Small, transparent analcime trapezohedra are rarely found in tholeiitic basalt along Giant's
causeway, along the northern coast of County Antrim (RWf). Analcime occurs near Dunluce
Castle; at O'Hara's Rocks, near Port Stewart; at Doon Point; and with natrolite on Rathlin Island, County Antrim (Greg and Lettsom, 1858).
Tiny, yellowiSh-white, tranSlucent, crude trapezohedra of Mg-rich analcime (= doranite), are
found in the Knockagh escarpment near Carrickfergus, County Antrim (Greg and Lettsom,
1858; Dyer et al., 1987). In County Londonderry, large yellow analcime crystals are found at
Craignashoke; at Slieve Gallion; Donald's Hill; near Aghanhoo; and in greenstone at Castle
Rocks, Magilligan (Greg and Lettsom, 1858).
Scotland: Excellent, large, opaque-white analcime crystals occur in the Devonian to Permian
andesite and basalts around Glasgow (Goodchild, 1903). In Dumbartonshire, white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 10 mm in diameter, occur with mounds of pink thomsonite pseudomorphs after stilbite (= cluthalite), harmotome, stilbite, long needles of thomsonite, and edingtonite in the Kilpatrick Hills and Glenarbuck, near Old Kilpatrick (Heddle, 1901). Excellent
specimens of opaque, cream-colored analcime trapezohedra, up to 25 mm in diameter, were
abundant in prehnite veins, and on red-stained, thomsonite pseudomorphs after stilbite, followed by long needles of thomsonite, harmotome, and edingtonite cavities in andesite at the
Bowling Quarry (Heddle, 1901). Small, transparent, reddish analcime crystals are found with red
stilbite or pinkish-white thomsonite pseudomorphs after stilbite at Long Crag (Heddle, 1901;
RWf).
Vesicular olivine basalt and tuffs of Carboniferous Period, in the Boyleston Quarry at Barrhead, Renfrewshire, contain excellent, white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 cm in diameter,
associated with large mounds of yellow-green prehnite, long prisms of thomsonite, and calcite,
and less commonly, native copper, natrolite, malaChite, erythrite, chabazite, laumontite, and
quartz (Heddle, 1901; Bluck, 1973; Meikle, 1989a). Heddle (1901) reports colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 mm in diameter (with tiny {loo}, {233}, {345}) (Figs. 34,35) on the
surface of green prehnite at the Boyleston Quarry. At the same quarry, Meikle (1989a) found
colorless to reddish-brown trapezohedra, under 10 mm in diameter (filled with volcanic ash inclusions), to be albite pseudomorphs after analcime.
Opaque white analcime trapezohedra, up to 1 cm in diameter, were found associated with
prehnite, greenockite, and datolite in the Gryfe Tunnel and Bishopton Tunnel, near Greenock,
Renfrewshire (Heddle, 1901).
Large, opaque-White to pink analcime trapezohedra, up to 7 cm in diameter, are accompanied
by calcite, prehnite, and stilbite in basaltic andesite at Campsie Fells, Stirlingshire (Heddle, 1901;
Royal Scottish Museum, R Wf). Highly distorted, white to pink analcime crystals were found
with harmotome, quartz, laumontite, red stilbite, and thomsonite pseudomorphs after stilbite
(= cluthalite) at Earlsburn Reservoir, Touchadam Muir, Stirlingshire (Heddle, 1901; Royal
Scottish Museum, RWf).
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Transparent, colorless to milky-opaque trapezohedra of analcime, up to 25 mm in diameter
(covered with hematite), are associated with natrolite, thomsonite, and calcite on fractures and
vesicles in Carboniferous Peroid basalt in the Loanhead Quarry, near Beith, Strathclyde
(Meikle, 1989b). In the same quarry, smaller, colorless to white trapezohedra of analcime, up to
2 mm in diameter, are found alone or with low-temperature garnet (grossular and andradite),
thomsonite, prehnite, calcite, laumontite, epidote, and c1inozoisite near a Tertiary tholeiitic dike,
which cuts across the older basalt flows, and may have provided the heat for the second generation of minerals (Meikle, 1989b). Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 cm in diameter,
are found with calcite at Ruddon's Point (= Shooters Point), Elie, Fifeshire (Royal Scottish Museum, RWT).
Excellent, opaque-white to red trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 cm in diameter with few
reaching 15 cm in diameter, were found with calcite, yellow-green prehnite, datolite, and barite
in dolerite of the Salisbury Crags, near Edinburgh (Heddle, 1901). Rarely, white analcime crystals, up to 12 cm across, were found at the Ratha Quarry, near Edinburgh and in the basalt
below Edinburgh Castle (Heddle, 1901).
Heddle (1901) reports analcime associated with pale, brick-red natrolite and amethyst quartz
at North Berwick, Haddingtonshire. Opaque, pinkish-cream analcime trapezohedra (with
smaller cube faces), up to 5 cm across, are associated with natrolite, laumontite, prehnite,
saponite, and datolite at Glen Farg, Perthshire (Heddle, 1901).
Transparent, red trapezohedra of analcime, up to 1 cm in diameter, are found at Bowdens,
Gapol, Kincardineshire (Royal Scottish Museum, R Wf). Analcime crystalS, with a dominant
cube {100} and smaller {211}, are found at Kellie Laro, in Fifeshire (Goldschmidt, 1913).
Analcime is found at Auchindoir, Aberdeenshire (Hintze, 1897).
Small, colorless trapezohedra of analcime are found in the Tertiary basalts on the Island of
Skye, Inverness-shire (R WT). At Talisker Bay, white to pale-blue analcime, up to 30 mm in
diameter, are found with golden calcite on thin needles of mesolite; and analcime trapezohedra,
up to 20 mm in diameter, are found with gyrolite, apophyllite, mesolite, and stilbite at Quiraing
and Rudha nan Clah, Lock Bracadale (Heddle, 1901; Royal Scottish Museum, RWf). Paleblue analcime trapezohedra, up to 4 cm in diameter, are found with chabazite, gyrolite, laumontite, and scolecite at Sguar nam Fiadh (Heddle, 1901). Analcime is present on the islands of
Canna, Sanda, Eigg, and Much (Heddle, 1901; Royal Scottish Museum, RWf).
Porcellaneous, Ca-rich masses of analcime (intergrown with bytownite), associated with
reyerite and tobermorite, fill or line vesicles in olivine basalt near Drynoch, on the Island of Skye
(Livingstone, 1988, 1989b). The Ca-rich analcime is partially replaced in patches and veins by
normal Na-rich analcime and may represent a partially sodium-exchanged calcium analcime or
wairakite (Livingstone, 1988, 1989b).
White analcime trapezohedra, up to 10 mm in diameter, are found associated with stilbite,
natrolite, scolecite, and thomsonite in basalt at Bac Mor, on the Treshnich Islands, Argyllshire
(Heddle, 1901). Analcime, stilbite, mesolite, and scolecite occur in basalt at Carsaig Arches and
Dearg Sgeir, on the Island of Mull (Heddle, 1901).
Analcime trapezohedra, up to 3 cm in diameter (with large cube faces), are found at Sands
Geo, on Walls Island, in the Orkneys (British Museum, RWf). Analcime pseudomorphs after
plagioclase, and masses of analcime and natrolite are found between plagioclase crystals along
the chilled margins of an analcime-olivine dolerite intrusive sill on the southeast part of the
Island of Arran (Henderson and Gibb, 1977).
Wales: Colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 2 cm in diameter, are found on quartz crystals at
Gimblet Rock, Pwllheli, on the Lleyn Peninsula (BritiSh Museum, RWf).
UNITED STATES
Arizona: Attractive, colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 4 mm in diamter, are found on a
green to brown saponite and are associated with thin plates of Na-rich chabazite (= herschelite),
phillipsite, calcite, and natrolite in altered vesicular olivine basalt near Horseshoe Dam,
Maricopa County (Shannon, 1983; RWf).
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Analcime is widespread in the basalt at Hopi Buttes volcanic field, in Apache County
(Williams, 1936). Analcime is found in vesicular basalt in the Rosemont area, in the Santa Rita
Mountains, Pima County (Anthony et al., 1977).
Arkansas: Brilliant, colorless to white trapezobedra of analcime, from a few millimeters to 3 cm
in diameter (some filled with white kaolinite inclusions), line miarolitic cavities in brown syenite
dike rocks on Granite Mountain, Little Rock, Pulaski County (Barwood, 1989). The analcime
(the first zeolite to crystallize) commonly coats nepheline crystals, dark green aegirine needles,
and is associated with deep red heulandite, amber-brown stilbite, natrolite, apopbyllite, calcite,
epidote, and fluorapatite (Barwood, 1989).
Milky-white analcime trapezohedra, up to 2 cm in diameter, are associated with natrolite on
orthoclase, biotite, and sphene in miarolitic cavities in syenite at 65th Street, North Little Rock

(RWf).
California: Colorless to white trapezohedra of analcime, averaging 12 mm in diameter, with exceptional crystals reaching 3 cm in diameter, are found in cavities in an intrusive Jurassic-Cretaceous analcime-bearing diabase (= teschenite) at Point Sal, Santa Barbara County (Moller,
1960) The minerals crystallized in the order: thomsonite > calcite> analcime> natrolite (Wise
and Tschernich, 1978b). Brilliant analcime trapezohedra are found with acicular natrolite in
vesicular andesite in the Berkeley Hills, Alameda County (Lawson and Palache, 1902).
Colorless drusy analcime crystals and pyrite are rarely found on bakerite in asphaltum shale at
the Sterling Borax Mine and with natrolite cavities in volcanic rock at Tick Canyon, Los Angeles
County (Sharp, 1959; Pemberton and Alexander, 1968). Analcime crystals, up to 15 mm in diameter, are found with natrolite in basalt at Mount Blanco, Death Valley, Inyo County (Foshag,
1924).
Analcime forms colorless trapezohedra, up to 1 cm in diameter, with radiating groups of natrolite and calcite in andesitic lava near the Russell Borax Mine and Frazier Borax Mine, Furnace Creek, Death Valley, Ventura County (Gale, 1914; (Foshag, 1924). Vesicular basalt flows
in Red Rock Canyon, Kern County, contain analcime, natrolite, calcite, opal, and, less commonly, thomsonite, mesolite, heulandite, and stilbite (Murdoch and Webb, 1942).
Glass-clear trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 mm in diameter (some with cube faces), commonly form single isolated crystalS, crusts, or complex intergrown aggregates on green, brownish,
or black ferroan-saponite clay in vesicular basalt at the U.S. Borax Open Pit, Boron, Kern
County. The analcime is associated with heulandite, gmelinite, Na-rich chabazite, Na-K-rich
phillipsite, stilbite, mazzite, greigite, pyrrhotite, and rarely, searlesite, ulexite, borax,
rhodochrosite, and calcite (Morgan and Erd, 1969; K1eck and Wise, 1984, William Wise, pers.
comm.).
Trapezohedra of analcime, up to 15 mm in diameter, are found with natrolite, laumontite,
celadonite, apophyllite, sea-green prehnite, and thomsonite in vesicles and veins in a Middle
Miocene basalt sill at the Pacific Electric Quarry, Brush Canyon, in the Santa Monica Mountains, Hollywood, Los Angeles County (Neuerburg, 1951; Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Natrolite
is found with calcite, and aragonite in amygdaloidal agglomerate at Laurel Canyon (Neuerburg,
1951).
Analcime trapezohedra, up to 10 mm in diameter, are found with natrolite and calcite in veins
and vesicles in Middle Miocene pillow basalt in the Cold Canyon area, Cahuenga Pass, in the
Santa Monica Mountains, Hollywood, Los Angeles County (Neuerburg, 1951; Fred DeVito,
pers. comm.). Other cavities contain mordenite, heulandite, stilbite, thomsonite, pyrite, quartz,
apophyllite, chalcedony, gyrolite, laumontite, and green prehnite.
Analcime trapezohedra, up to 8 mm in diameter, are found in cavities in basalt near Malibu
Lake, Los Angeles County (Sinkankas, 1964). Analcime occurs with natrolite and laumontite on
fractures cutting schist at the Gillette Gold Mine, in Bear Canyon, Los Angeles County (Sharp,
1959).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime (with small cube faces) are found with apophyllite on
white phillipsite in vesicular basalt at the Canwood Mall site, Agoura Hills, Los Angeles County
(Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain silica-rich heulandite (= c1inoptilolite),
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chabazite, ferrierite, mordenite, offretite, dachiardite, Fr-rich saponite, opal, aragonite, calcite,
gypsum, pyrite, and chalcedony.
Analcime is found with natrolite, laumontite, thomsonite, heulandite, and chlorite on the Cirde X Boy Scout Camp, Tapia Park, Agoura Hills, Los Angeles County (Fred DeVito, pers.
comm.). Analcime is found with albite and barkevikite in cavities of Na-rich syenite at White
Creek, Fresno County (Arnold and Anderson, 1910). Analcime is abundant in vesicular basalt
along Coyote Creek, near the Anderson Reservoir, Santa Clara County (Kartchner, 1963).
Analcime is found at the base of sedimentary lacustrine ash layers (690 meters deep) deposited in Searles Lake, San Bernardino County (Hay and Guldman, 1987). The analcime is a
result of highly saline and alkaline solutions altering the ash (over 3.18 million years). Heulandite
is found at intermediate depths while merlinoite and phillipsite are found in the mud that is
130,000 years old (Hay and Guldman, 1987). Analcime replaces nephelite and lines cavities in
diabase dikes at San Luis, Obispo County (Fairbanks, 1895)
Colorado: Fine specimens of colorless to white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 25 mm in diameter, with a few reaching 5 cm across, are common on chabazite and thomsonite in large pockets
in Tertiary potassic basalt (= shoshonite) at North and South Table Mountains, near Golden,
Jefferson County (Cross and Hillebrand, 1882). At South Table Mountain, analcime, which is
the most common zeolite, makes up the floor of cavities, and, rarely, is covered with natrolite
(Cross and Hillebrand, 1882). The minerals crystallized in the order: laumontite, red thomsonite, stilbite sandstone-like layers > chabazite > gray bladed thomsonite > bladed thomsonite, mesolite > white thomsonite > apophyllite-analcime > mesolite > aragonite crust
(Cross and Hillebrand, 1885; Patton, 1900; RWT). Other cavities contain cowlesite, levyneoffretite, garronite-phillipsite, and gonnardite (Wise and Tschernich, 1975; Kile and Modreski,
1988).
Analcime, natrolite, stilbite, and thomsonite occur in an alkaline intrusive at the South Park,
Park County (Modreski, 1985). Analcime and natrolite form an alteration of nepheline in a carbonatite at Iron Hill, Gunnison County (Modreski, 1985). Analcime and stilbite occur in altered
nepheline in phonolite at Cripple Creek (Modreski, 1985).
Connecticut: Small analcime trapezohedra are found with natrolite, chabazite, calcite, datolite,
and prehnite in small seams in diabase in the Cheshire Quarry, Cheshire, New Haven County
(Brunet, 1980).
Analcime is found with stilbite, barite, datolite, prehnite, pumpellyite, quartz, epidote, and
chalcopyrite in diabase at the Woodbury Traprock Quarry, Litchfield County (Ulrich, 1975).
Analcime occurs with stilbite, prehnite, and pumpellyite at East Haven, New Haven County;
with laumontite, anhydrite, chalcopyrite, chlorite, datolite, and quartz at Meriden, New Haven
County; and with apophyllite, prehnite, stilbite, and chlorite at New Haven, New Haven County
(Ulrich, 1975).
Hawaii: Analcime, natrolite, gonnardite, chabazite, and phillipsite form a white cement between
volcanic fragments or in vesicles near Honolulu, Oahu, primarily at Salt Lake Craters, Ulupau
Head, Diamond Head, Punchbowl, and Manana Island (Iijima and Harada, 1969). The zeolites
formed slowly, at surface conditions, from the reaction of surface water and seawater spray with
nephelinite tuffs in the sequence: phillipsite> chabazite> gonnardite > natrolite > analcime
(Iijima and Harada, 1969).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 5 mm in diameter, are found with epistilbite,
chabazite, scolecite, calcite, quartz, pyrite, and aragonite in vesicular olivine basalt at the Kapaa
Quarry, Kailua, Oahu (Bragaw and Cregmile, 1975).
Idaho: Colorless to milky-white analcime trapezohedra, up to 14 mm in diameter (some with
{loo} and {233} ), are found in the center of large mordenite pockets, in andesite flows, interbedded with Miocene zeolitized volcanic tuff, south of Challis, Custer County (Ross and
Shannon, 1924; Shannon, 1926; Ream, 1989). Where the analcime was confined by thin blades
of calcite, it formed thin disk like plates, up to 1 cm in diameter, and only 0.2 mm in thickness
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(Ross and Shannon, 1924; Shannon, 1926). The minerals crystallized in the order: heulandite >
mordenite > quartz> calcite> analcime.
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 mm in diameter, coat fractures in granite at the
Golden Bell Mine, near Bellevue, Blaine County (Shannon, 1926). Tiny, analcime trapezohedra
are found with stilbite and chabazite in vesicular basalt, north of New Meadows, Idaho County
(Ream, 1989).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 mm in diameter, are found with chabazite,
heulandite, and thomsonite in red vesicular basalt along Squaw Creek and Papoose Creek, near
Riggins, Idaho County (Mary Hillsdon, pers. comm.). Colorless needles of natrolite are found
with analcime in vesicular Miocene basalt at Slate Creek, Idaho County (RWT).
Maine: Analcime is found with apophyllite in greenstone at Perry (Dana, 1898).
Maryland: Lustrous, white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 cm in diameter, are found with
calcite at the Powder Mill Dump, Baltimore City water tunnel, Baltimore (Smithsonian, R WT).
Michigan: Analcime, natrolite, thomsonite, chabazite, laumontite, datolite, prehnite, calcite,
adularia, apophyllite, native copper, chlorite, and saponite are found widely distributed in the
uppermost low-temperature zone in the regional hydrothermally metamorphosed Precambrian
vesicular basalt flow tops on the Keweenaw Peninsula and Lake Superior basin (Broderick,
1929; Stoiber and Davidson, 1959). Analcime forms colorless to white trapezohedra (many with
hollow centers) or fibrous, pink to red masses in veins (Butler and Burbank, 1929). At the
Phoenix Mine, Keweenaw County, excellent specimens of colorless to pink analcime trapezohedra, up to 3.5 cm in diameter, were found on calcite and on large masses of native copper, and
are associated with apophyllite and tiny quartz crystals (Penfield, 1885; Heinrich, 1976). Some of
the larger analcime crystals have a reentrant angle or groove along the edges due to a secondary
growth over a simpler trapezohedral nucleus (Penfield, 1885).
Exceptional specimens of reddish analcime trapezohedra, up to 2.5 cm in diameter, are found
on native copper and are covered with apophyllite in the Copper Falls Mine, at Eagle Harbor
and in the Northwestern Mine in Keweenaw County (Whitney, 1859). Analcime at these localities is commonly associated with natrolite, datolite, and adularia with some specimens covered
by a thin crust of chrysocolla (Whitney, 1859; Spiroff, 1964). Fine analcime crystals are also
found at Keweenaw Point (Whitney, 1859) and Owl Creek, near Copper Falls in Keweenaw
County (Spiroff, 1938).
In Houghton County, analcime crystals, up to 6 cm across, were found in the Franklin Mine;
good analcime crystals are reported from the Old Colony Mine at Calumet; the Isle Royale
Mine; and in deeper levels of the Osceola Mine (Heinrich, 1976). After the lavas and conglomerates were tilted, the minerals formed, as a result of hydrothermal solutions dissolving copper
and other elements from very deep portions of the flows, and were then carried up the porous
tilted tops of the lava flows, where the minerals crystallized at temperatures of 360° C in the
deeper zones (suggested from liquid inclusions), to 133° C in the shallower zones (Stoiber and
Davidson, 1959).
Montana: Round, glassy analcime crystals are rarely found with thomsonite, datolite, prehnite,
and calcite in scattered cavities, up to 2.5 cm in diameter, at the top of a vertical monzonite dike
crossing potaSSium-rich basalt (= shoshonite) along Beaver Creek, in the Bearpaw Mountains,
near Havre, Hill County (Pecora and Fisher, 1946). The minerals crystallized in the order:
albite-magnetite-hornblende > actinolite> epidote> axinite> chlorite> pyrite> calcitedatolite-prehnite > analcime-thomsonite (Pecora and Fisher, 1946). The zeolites were produced
when the primary minerals reacted with the fluid as the temperature decreased.
Nevada: Analcime is found in rhyolitic volcanic tuff in Teels Marsh, Mineral County (Taylor and
Surdam, 1981). The high-alkaline brines in the lake, which are rich in sodium and potassium and
low in silica concentration, react with rhyolitic glass tuff at pH 9.1 to 10.1 and 25° C, to form a
hydrous alkali aluminosilicate gel that crystallizes into phillipsite (Taylor and Surdam, 1981). The
brines completely alter the sedimentary beds to phillipsite in about 1000 years. Na-rich brines
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react with phillipsite to produce analcime. Precipitation of searlesite controls the silica content of
the brines (Taylor and Surdam, 1981).
New Jersey: Analcime is common and widely distributed in Lower Jurassic pillow basalts and diabase sills in New Jersey. Colorless to white analcime trapezohedra (some colored red-orange
due to inclusions of hematite or green from chlorite inclusions), up to 3 cm in diameter with a
few reaching 6.2 cm in diameter, are found in large cavities between pillows in basalt at Prospect
Park Quarry (= Warren Brothers Quarry = Vandermade Quarry = Sowerbutt Quarry),
Prospect Park, Passaic County and the Lower New Street Quarry in Paterson (Peters and
Peters, 1978). The analcime is commonly found with prehnite, datolite, pectolite, calcite,
chabazite, gmelinite, stilbite, heulandite, thomsonite, natrolite, apophyllite, albite, and laumontite.
In the Prospect Park Quarry, zeolites and quartz are found in the highly mineralized top flow
in cavities, in the center of pillows, spaces between pillows, and in breccia (Vitali, 1978a). Under
the zeolite-bearing flow is found a basalt flow containing prehnite and calcite, a dense flow without cavities, and Triassic sandstone (Vitali, 1978a).
Excellent, colorless analcime crystalS, up to 5 cm in diameter, are found with sprays of natrolite
needles, calcite, apophyllite, and pectolite on pale green datolite in cavities and veins, exposed in
railway cuts and tunnels, crossing the Triassic diabase sill at Bergen Hill, Hudson County
(Manchester, 1919).
Facciolla (1981) reports colorless to milky trapezohedra of analcime in the basalt at Laurel
Hill (= Snake Hill), Secaucus. The minerals crystallized in the order: prehnite-datolite > pectolite> apophyllite > heulandite > stilbite > mesolite > gmelinite > analcime> natrolite >
laumontite (RWT).
Opaque-white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 5 cm across with a few reaching 8 cm in diameter, were found in a vertical breccia zone in Lower Jurassic basalt at the Chimney Rock Quarry,
Bound Brook (Sassen, 1978). Analcime is the first zeolite to crystallize. It formed on plates of
rectangular anhydrite and was followed by large crystals of natrolite and drusy heulandite.
Movement along a fault reshuffled the contents of the pockets (breaking or deforming the natrolite and analcime), and was followed by healing of broken natrolite to produce doubly terminated crystals and continued crystallization of drusy heulandite and large brown calcite crystals
(Sassen, 1978). Dissolution of anhydrite resulted in rectangular solution cavities within the analcime and produced etching and rounding of the analcime surfaces (RWT).
White to transparent trapezohedra of analcime, up to 15 mm in diameter, are associated with
radiating balls of natrolite in the upper flows in Triassic vesicular basalt at the Millington Quarry,
near Bernardsville, Somerset County (Cummings, 1985). The lower flows contain quartz, datolite, and apophyllite in the sequence: anyhdrite > chalcedony-quartz> datolite > apophyllite >
natrolite > analcime> stilbite > calcite. Nearby cavities contain pyrite, pyrrhotite, hydrocarbons, thomsonite, heulandite, and chabazite. Analcime also occurs at Upper Montclair; Plainfield; Moore; Totowa; and at Fort Lee (Mason, 1960; RWT).
Chlorite psuedomorphs after analcime, up to 10 mm in diameter, are rarely found in Jurassic
vesicular basalt flows at Summit and the adjacent Interstate 78 road cut, Union County
(Cummings, 1987). Nearby cavities also contain stilbite, heulandite, prehnite, datolite, and
chabazite, and, rarely, natrolite, albite, calcite, chalcopyrite, galena, greenockite, apophyllite,
quartz, and pectolite (Cummings, 1987).
New Mexico: Distorted opaque-gray analcime crystals, up to 3 cm in diameter, with smaller
transparent to white crystals, are associated with natrolite, Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite),
aegirine, feldspar, calcite, and barite in cavities in a phonolite sill at Point of Rocks, near
Springer (DeMark, 1984). Analcime, natrolite, and thomsonite occur at Wind Mountian, Otero
County (Russell Boggs, pers. comm.).
Radiating, white to green analcime is found in vesicular basalt in the White Rock Canyon of
the Rio Grande, Sandoval County; in vesicular basalt along the Sierra Grande, Union County;
and in basalt in the Caballo Mountains and Bear Springs Canyon, Mimbres Range, Sierra
County (Northrop, 1959).
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Analcime, natroIite, and thomsonite are found in cavities and fractures in altered Tertiary andesite at Valle del Ojo de la Parida, northeast of Socorro (Needham, 1938). Analcime is associated with chabazite, heulandite, stilbite, and quartz in vesicles in volcanics at Gila Springs
(RWf).
Analcime is found in olivine basalt flows and dikes northwest of Cerillos Hills, Santa Fe
County (Northrop, 1959). Analcime is found with mesolite, heulandite, chabazite, and stilbite,
and, rarely, with levyne, gonnardite, and thomsonite in vesicular andesite near the junction of the
East Fork of the Gila River and the Gila River, in Catron and Grant COunties (Haynes, 1982;
Modreski, 1985).
New York: Small analcime crystals occur with heulandite, thomsonite, stilbite, laumontite, and
harmotome in narrow crevices in gneiss in Manhattan, New York County (Chamberlain, 1888;
ManChester, 1931). Analcime is found at the Half-Moon Emery Mine, near Peekskill (Marcelle
Weber, pers. comm.).
North Carolina: Tiny, colorlesss to white trapezohedra of analcime are covered by natrolite in
contact zones at the Foote Spodumene Mine, Kings Mountain, Cleveland County (Marble and
Hanahan, 1978). The zeolites formed from late-stage hydrothermal fluid from pegmatite dikes
that issued from a Devonian quartz monzanite batholith and cross layered metamorphic marble
and mica schist to produce a large number of tin-beryllium minerals, phosphates, spodumene,
eucryptite, quartz, bikitaite, analcime, natrolite, laumontite, and other minerals (Marble and
Hanahan, 1978).
Oregon: Colorless to white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 cm across, are covered by clay, natrolite, and apophyllite in basalt along the Nestucca River, Tillamook County (RWT).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 12 mm in diameter, are commonly covered with
sprays of natrolite in cavities within Eocene pillOW basalt and breccia in the Eckman Creek
Quarry, near Waldport, Lincoln County (Groben, 1970).
Transparent colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 cm across, are found with natrolite in
vesicular basalt boulders on the ocean beach at Strawberry Hill, Lane County (RWT). The
basalt is derived from under-water flows and brought to the beach by the surf.
Colorless, transparent trapezohedra of analcime (Fig. 43), up to 8 mm in diameter, are found
in highly vesicular Eocene olivine basalt near Goble, Columbia County (Tschernich, 1986;
Tschernich and Howard, 1987). In some cavities, analcime forms radiating columnar aggregates
(with complex multiple terminations). Analcime also forms rough-surfaced crystals (from a secondary growth over existing trapezohedra), twins (with notches where the normal edges of the
trapezohedra are found), rounded trapezohedra, and pseudo-QCtahedral crystals. The second
generation of analcime co-erystallized with cowlesite and is found with garronite, phillipsite,
levyne, stilbite, heulandite, and thomsonite (Tschernich, 1986). In the denser central portion of
the flow, analcime formed on curved opal-gel membranes or okenite and was later altered to an
irregUlar white mass by a second hydrothermal phase, and, in some cases, was covered by a second generation of colorless analcime with complex surface growths (Tschernich and Howard,
1987). The minerals crystallized in the order: copper-ealcite > clay> okenite > tschernichiteboggsite > okenite > opal-analcime> levyne-offretite > erionite > chabazite> (2nd hydrothermal phase) heulandite-mordenite-heulandite > opal-ehalcedonly-quartz > stilbite >
apophyllite-okenite-apophyllite > celadonite > analcime-eowlesite-analcime > garronite >
phillipsite-Ievyne > offretite > thomsonite-mesolite-thomsonite > chabazite> calcite
(Tschernich, 1986; Tschernich and Howard, 1987; Howard et aT., 1990).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 15 mm in diameter, are found covering natrolite
needles and are associated with stilbite, heulandite, chabazite, apophyllite, and calcite in large
pockets in basalt at the Lambert Quarry, near Kings Valley, Benton County (RWf).
Exceptional specimens of colorless to white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 7 cm in diameter,
are found on thomsonite, natrolite, and clay, and are associated with apophyllite, stilbite, and
calcite in Eocene, marine, basalt pillows and breccia in the Price Creek Quarry, south of Kings
Valley, Benton County (RWT).
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Colorless to white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 em in diameter, enclose natrolite needles
in gas pockets in the center of pillows in tholeiitic basalt at the South Wren Quarry, near Wren,
Benton County. The minerals crystallized in the order clay> natrolite-mesolite-natrolite >
analcime> laumontite> yellow calcite (RWT).
Veins, brecciated zones, and gas cavities in Eocene pillow basalt at Coffin Butte, north of Corvallis, Benton County, contain colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 5 mm in diameter, which
crystallized on radial groups of acicular natrolite-mesolite crystals (Staples, 1946). A changing
solution composition completely dissolved the unprotected natrolite and produced hollow
spheroidal clusters or rings of analcime, 2 to 12 mm in diameter, with inclusions of natrolitemesolite needles (Staples, 1946). The minerals crystallized in the order: nontronite > natrolite >
mesolite > analcime> stilbite > apophyllite > chabazite with other cavities containing stilbite,
heulandite, and mordenite (Staples, 1946).
Analcime, thomsonite, calcite, nontronite, natrolite, stilbite, laumontite, and pyrite rarely occur
in a brecciated zone in Miocene diabase at Coberg Butte, near the McKenzie River, Lane
County (KJeck, 1960, 1972).
Vesicular olivine basalt flows, north of Springfield, Lane County, contain zeolites in vesicles intersected by fractures (KJeck, 1960; 1972). Analcime, chabazite, calcite, nontronite, heulandite,
stilbite, and copper dominate the lower portion of the flows, while thomsonite and mesolite
dominate the upper part of the flows (KJeck, 1960, 1972).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 10 mm in diameter, along with heulandite and stilbite, are found inside open portions of fossil gastropods and pelecypods in Oligocene sandstone
near diabase dikes at Eugene, Lane County (Staples, 1%5). The minerals crystallized in the order: heulandite-stilbite > nontronite > analcime> calcite.
Colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 8 mm in diameter, are scarce in the natrolite-rich
pockets in highly altered volcanics at the Old Springfield Butte Quarry, Springfield, Lane County
(KJeck, 1960; 1972). Very rarely, the trapezohedra are modified by the form {421} (Milton
Speckles, pers. comm.). The minerals crystallized in the order: mordenite-heulandite > native
copper> thomsonite > analcime-natrolite-analcime > chabazite> gmelinite > natrolite > calcite (RWT).
Excellent specimens of transparent colorless trapeohedra of analcime, up to 2.5 cm in diameter, are found with mesolite-natrolite, drusy heulandite, thomsonite, chabazite, native copper,
calcite, and clay in volcanic breccia in the New Springfield Butte Quarry, Springfield, Lane
County (RWf).
Transparent, colorless to opaque-white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 15 mm in diameter
(commonly stained pink or red from hematite), are covered with thomsonite, mesolite, laumontite' chabazite, and calcite in green fine-grained volcanics at the Bear Creek Quarry (= Whipple
Quarry), near Drain, Douglas County (RWT). The minerals crystallized in the order: clay>
analcime> thomsonite > mesolite > chabazite-laumontite> calcite (RWT).
Tiny, colorless trapezohedra of analcime are found intergrown with tiny blades of thomsonite,
thin mesolite needles, small doubly terminated stilbite, and tiny, colorless chabazite on dark
brown calcite in cavities in basalt east of Spray, Wheeler County (RWT). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> analcime> chabazite-mesolite-thomsonite-analcime > apophyllite
> stilbite > calcite. The small crystal size and overlapping crystallization sequence indicate very
rapid crystal growth.
Small, colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 3 mm in diameter, are found lining vesicles,
up to 6 cm across, in olivine basalt flows at Burnt Cabin Creek, near Spray, Wheeler County
(Tschernich, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order: clay> calcite> cowlesite > levyneoffretite > analcime> phillipsite> thomsonite-mesolite-chabazite-mesolite > apophyllite.
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 5 mm in diameter, are found with natrolite-mesolite, thomsonite, gyrolite, and apophyllite in the top of a dense Miocene basalt flow at Big Bend,
east of Kimberley, Grant County (Howard, 1990). Other cavities contain tacharanite, phillipsite,
chabazite, clay, and calcite.
Colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 5 mm in diameter, are found with natrolite, apophyllite, and gyrolite in cavities in a dense, vesicular, Miocene basalt at Monument, Grant County
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(RWf). The minerals crystallized in the order: gyrolite > analcime> natrolite > gyrolite >
apophyllite > clay> calcite.
Colorless, transparent trapezohedra of analcime, up to 8 mm in diameter, are found covering
black clay and white gyrolite hemispheres in dense, vesicular Miocene basalt flows at Devils
Backbone, near Stony Creek, along the North Fork of the John Day River, Grant County
(Tschernich, 1989b). The minerals crystallized in the order: chabazite > phillipsite> tacharanite
> phillipsite> gmelinite-chabazite > dissolution of gmelinite > tacharanite > gyrolite > thomsonite > natrolite > mesolite > thomsonite > analcime> tacharanite > gyrolite > chabazite >
tacharanite> apophyllite > calcite (Tschernich, 1989b).
Colorless analcime trapezohedra, ranging from 4 to 15 mm in diameter, are found lining cavities in Tertiary basalt near Ritter Hot Springs, Grant County (Hewett et aI., 1928). Analcime is
commonly covered with bladed thomsonite and cottony, white, mesolite needles in basalt cliffs
and quarries along the Middle Fork of the John Day River, near Ritter Hot Springs (RWf).
Nearby cavities contain phillipsite, apophyllite, gyrolite, tacharanite, chabazite, natrolite, stilbite,
heulandite, scolecite, gonnardite, cowlesite, levyne-offretite, clay, and calcite (RWf).
Tiny, colorless analcime trapezohedra are found in highly vesicular basalt in the Beech Creek
Quarry, north of Mount Vernon, Grant County (RWf). Rarely, analcime encloses bright
masses of native copper and is covered by other zeolites. The minerals crystallized in the order:
clay> native copper> levyne-offretite > analcime> phillipsite> radial thomsonite > white
thomsonite > chabazite> mesolite > calcite (RWf).
Water-clear, colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 2 mm in diameter, are found on bright
blue cavansite and pentagonite and are associated with stilbite, heulandite, calcite, and light
green apophyllite in cavities on the surface of a mineralized vertical fault crossing Upper
Miocene volcanic tuff near Gordon Gulch, at Owyhee Dam, Malheur County (Staples et ai.,
1973). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> cavansite > pentagonite > heulandite >
stilbite > pentagonite > calcite> analcime> apophyllite (Staples et ai., 1973). Nearby vesicular
basalt contains chabazite, variety phacolite, and offretite (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b).
Pennsylvania: Excellent specimens of colorless to white analcime trapezohedra, up to 3 cm in
diameter, are associated with needles of natrolite, rosettes of colorless, tabular apophyllite, stilbite, pryite, laumontite, and dark-green clay-chlorite along faults in a Triassic diabase at the
Cornwall Number 3 and Number 4 magnetite mines, Cornwall, Lebanon County (Montgomery,
1%9; Leet, 1970; RWf). The mineralization is believed to be the result of contact metamorphism between diabase and limestone (with hydrothermal solutions derived from the crystallizing diabase magma) (Montgomery, 1%9; Brookmyer, 1978).
Analcime, laumontite, natrolite, stilbite, heulandite, chabazite, apophyllite, calcite, and
prehnite are found on fracture surfaces in Precambrian amphibolitic gneiss at Fairmount Park,
Philadelphia County (Gordon, 1922; Montgomery, 1969).
Texas: Gray to white trapezohedra of analcime, up to 6 mm in diameter (rarely with cube faces),
are found in altered Tertiary basalt in the mercury mines at Terlingua, Brewster County
(Lonsdale, 1928). Colorless trapezohedra of analCime (colored brown by bitumens) are very
abundant in the igneous country rock in the Two-Forty-Eight Mine, Terlingua, Brewster County
(Origlieri, 1990). The analcime was deposited from late-stage hydrothermal fluids from a Tertiary soda latite intrusion at temperatures ranging from 100" to 200" C at the same time as mercury minerals (Origlieri, 1990). Fine, lustrous trapezohedra of analcime, up to 5 cm in diameter,
are found in Presido County (Smithsonian, R Wf).
Washington: Transparent, colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 8 mm in diameter, are associated with thomsonite, natrolite, laumontite, and calcite in the vesicular basalt at Matts Matts
Bay Quarry, Port Ludlow, Jefferson County (RWf). Some of the analcime crystals contain inclusions of native copper and are covered with small chalcocite twins (covered by chalcopyrite).
Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 10 mm in diameter, and, rarely, up to 5 cm in diameter, are found with levyne, laumontite, stilbite, calcite, copper, and dark black clay in basalt at
the Bear Valley Quarry, near Port Ludlow, Jefferson County (Douglas Merson, pers. comm.).
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Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 20 mm in diameter (some filled with green claychlorite inclusions), are commonly covered with long natrolite needles and yellow calcite in large
pockets, up to 10 by 15 by 35 cm, in the centers of pillows in an Eocene submarine pillow basalt
(formerly a marine seamount along an ancient ocean ridge) at the Robertson Quarry, near Dayton, Mason County (Lasmanis, 1988). A second generation of skeletal, white analcime encloses
some of the natrolite needles in the sequence: chlorite> pyrite> clear analcime> natrolite >
white analcime> mesolite > chabazite> calcite> clay (Tschernich, 1989c).
Colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 8 mm in diameter, cover greenish-black clay and are
covered by natrolite, laumontite, and calcite in vesicular Eocene basalt and breccia at the Lincoln Creek Quarry, near Doty, Lewis County (RW1).
Vesicles, within columnar basalt, west of Pe Ell, Lewis County, are lined with colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 8 mm in diameter, on a black clay and are covered with scattered colorless natrolite, calcite, and drusy pyrite (R Wf).
Tschernich (1972) reports colorless, translucent, and opaque white trapezohedra of analcime,
up to 2 cm in diameter with a few reaching 4 cm in diameter, in Eocene olivine basalt flows on
the north side of the valley at Skookumchuck Dam, near Tenino and Bucoda, in Thurston
County. Many of the analcime crystals contain skeletal cavities within the crystals. One exceptional pocket was over one meter in diameter, lined with lustrous analcime trapezohedra, up to 6
cm in diameter, attractively perched on cream to colorless apophyllite and stilbite and covered by
bladed thomsonite and drusy chabazite (Fig. C-4). Nearby cavities contained thin mesolite needles covered by analcime (R Wf). Other basalt flows at this locality were devoid of the analcimethomsonite-mesolite-chabazite assemblage but rich in stilbite, heulandite, quartz, apophyllite,
and okenite.
Colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 8 mm in diameter, are commonly found with colorless
needles of natrolite in vesicles and veins in brecciated basalt and vesicular flows at Mount Solo,
Longview, Cowlitz County (RWT). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> clay> stilbite> small analcime> natrolite > chabazite, variety phacolite > gmelinite > dissolving of the
chabazite> 2nd generation of gmelinite > 2nd generation of analcime enlarging existing crystals
and forming new smaller crystals> calcite (RWT). Thomsonite also occurs on analcime but not
in cavities containing gmelinite.
Excellent specimens of colorless analcime trapezohedra, up to 2.5 cm in diameter, are found
on drusy heulandite, in cavities, up to 14 cm in diameter, in Eocene olivine basalt during construction of the Interstate 5 Freeway south of Kalama, Cowlitz County (R Wf). Other cavities
contained stilbite, thomsonite, mesolite, quartz, mordenite, phillipsite, epistilbite, calcite, and
chabazite.
West Virginia: Tiny, colorless trapezohedra of analcime are commonly associated with phillipsite, chabazite, thomsonite, natrolite, calcite, and filiform pyrite in smectite-lined vesicles in
basalt at Sugar Grove, Pendleton County (jules Bernhardt, pers. comm.).
Wyoming: Colorless trapezohedra of analcime, up to 0.2 mm in diameter, line cavities and veins

in drill cores taken from glassy Na-K-rich Pleistocene rhyolite lava, breccia, and volcanic tuff
(which is covered by interbedded siliceous sinter and travertine) in the Upper and Lower Geyser
Basins, in Yellowstone National Park (Bargar and Beeson, 1981; Honda and Muffler, 1970).
Analcime is found on quartz and calcite crystals and is covered by montmorillonite, illite, and
celadonite in zones that alternate with cristobalite-mordenite-silica-rich heulandite zones, at
nearly all depths in the geothermal area (Bargar and Beeson, 1981). Fluctuations of the fluid
composition from hydrothermal alteration of the Na-K-rich rhyolite glass and surface travertine
deposits account for the rapid variation in calcium and sodium minerals. In some areas, the
analcime varies from the nearly ideal sodium end member to zoned crystals that are Ca-rich
analcime in the core, Na-rich wairakite in the middle, and Ca-rich analcime on the surface
(Bargar et al., 1981; Bargar and Beeson, 1981).
Cesium-bearing analcime (2200 to 4700 ppm cesium) is found in drill cores in obsidian-rich
sands and gravels (where there is high permeability and an abundance of fluids) near the centers
of up-flowing hot water (1700 C at 80 meters and 1980 C at 124 meters) in the Upper and Lower
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Geyser BaSins" in YellowstoD.e National Park (Keith et al., 1983).1be cesium found in the alter
natlng zones, analcime, quartz, smectite, adularia; an·d silica-rich h,eulandite, ,cristo'balite, and
smectite, origin.at,ed fro,m eaching of the underlying rhyolite and from high-cesium fluids emanating from the roof of an n:derlying silica-rich ma,gma, which heats the hydroth.ermal water in
the park (KeLh ,et al., 1983).
Mottled brown, interlocking, trapezohedr,a ,of analcime,up to 3, mm·n dia.meter, are found

scattered with mordenite and heulandite in volca.nic tuff beds,. In layers in carbonate, and In nod.Jes (which rep ace up to 90 per,cent of some r~yolite tuff beds) in the Green River Formatio.n,
southwest Wyoming (SI rdam and P,arker, 972; Ratterman and Surdam, 19'81).. The zeolites

are the result of glassy volcanic ash faltin,g in the saline, alkaline Eocene Lake 'Gosiute. Th,e glass
was firs altered by the saline, alkaline sol lions (Si02- 10 ppm, K = 50 ppm, a - tOOO pp1m,
pH 8) to heulandite and mordenite. Later, sodium ,carbonate brines (Si02- 1000 ppm, K =
5000, Na = 100,000, pH 9 t,o 10) m,ovingupward along fractures In oil shales from underlying
evaporite deposits i "·cr1eased the activity of sodium ao,d repla,ced heulandlteand mordenite by
a_."",alcime (Su dam and Park,er, 1972; Ratterman, and Surdam, 1981).
"
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Bikitaite

(Bih-key-ta-ite)

Li[AlSi20610 H 20, Z = 2
Named in 1957, by Cornelius S. Hurlbut, Jr., after the type locality.
Type Locality: Bikita, Zimbabwe (formerly Southern Rhodesia)
Nomenclature: Although slight variation in silicon-aluminum in the framework produces both
monoclinic and triclinic varieties, only one species name is needed because the descriptive modifiers monoclinic or triclinic can precede bikitaite if necessary.

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic and Triclinic
Space Group: PI and P2 1
Crystal Axes: a = 8.61-8.63 A 0: = 89.89"
b = 4.95-4.962 A ~ = 114° 27' to 114° 45'
c = 7.599-7.64 A 'Y = 89.96°

Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of bikitaite (structural code BlK) is in the
mordenite structural group and is related to mordenite, dachiardite, epistilbite, and ferrierite.
Oxygen in the Li04 tetrahedra is bridging, forming zig-zag chains, parallel to [OlO], which develop a three-dimensional network with one large channel (containing Li and H 2 0) with several
smaller empty channels (Kocman et al., 1974). The atomic positions are nearly the same for both
monoclinic and triclinic structures, although the silicon-aluminum distribution is considerably
different (Bissert and Liebau, 1986).
The silicon-aluminum order in the tetrahedral framework of bikitaite varies from the fully
ordered triclinic structure found bY Bissert and Liebau (1986) to a partially ordered siliconaluminum distribution found in the monoclinic structure (Kocman et al., 1974).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless and cream
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 6
Density: 2.29 to 2.34 gm/cm3
Fracture: conchoidal, brittle
Cleavage: {loo} perfect, {ool} good

Refractive Indices:
0:
1.509-1.510
~ = 1520-1.521
"y
1.522-1.523
biaxial negative
2V 45°
X"c = 28°
elongation positive

=
=
=

Morphology
Bikitaite forms pseudo-orthorhombic prismatic blades elongated in the b-direction, ranging
from a few millimeters up to 6 cm long, flattened on {ool}, {lOO}, or {l0l} with smaller {loo},
{l02}, {20l} and highly etched terminations composed of the forms {OlO}, {l10}, {210},
{OIl}, {121} (Figs. 45-50)(Hurlbut, 1958; Leavens et al., 1968). Crystals are highly striated parallel to the b-axis. Most crystals have glassy broken ends. Less commonly, undamaged crystals
are found with dull or rough terminations.
Point Group: 2/m (pseudo 2/m 2/m 2/m = mmm)
Crystal Class: Prismatic (pseudorhombic-dipyramidal)
Forms:
{ool}, {loo}, {OlO}, {1Ol}, {l02}, {20l}, {llO}, {2lO}, {OIl}, {l2l}
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Chemical Composition
Bikita, Zimbabwe (Kocman et aI., 1974)
LiZ.OO[AlZ.O 1Si3.990 12] 0 Z.04HZO
King's Mountain, North Carolina, U.S.A. (Leavens et al., 1968)
LiZ.1O[AlZ.OOSi3.97012l°1.95HZO

VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Bikitaite is the only lithium-bearing zeolite known at this time. Chemical composition is similar
to spodumene, Li[AlSiZ06]' with the addition of water. Due to its limited occurrence, very little
variation in composition is seen. TSi = Si/(Si+Al) = 0.66; Si/Al = 1.98.

Identification
The occurrence of bikitaite only in lithium-rich pegmatites helps distinguish it from other zeolites that commonly occur in volcanics. Bikitaite crystals closely resemble gemmy spodumene but
can be easily distinguished by a much lower refractive index (spodumene R.I. = 1.65-1.8Z). Bikitaite has a large inclined optical extinction angle that also helps distinguish it from other zeolites.
Colorless bladed crystals, strongly striated in the direction of elongation with very poorly etched
terminations, are typical of the mineral. X-ray diffraction is required for positive identification.

Cleaning
Running water will remove most dust or rock debris from bikitaite specimens. The Si/Al ratio of
bikitaite is moderate; therefore, it can be cleaned in hydrochloric acid for only short periods of
time (under 2 minutes). Warm acetic acid can be used to remove calcite. Oxalic acid can be used
to remove iron oxides and vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution can be used for manganese oxide
removal.

•
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Origin
Little is known about the temperature/pressure conditions under which bikitaite forms. No synthetic bikitaite has been produced. It crystallized before stilbite and after primary pegmatite
minerals at Bikita; therefore, it may form at higher temperatures than stilbite.

Occurrence
Bikitaite is a very rare zeolite currently found only in lithium-rich pegmatites at two localities in
the world. Fine, display specimens and microcrystals are available only from North Carolina.

Worldwide Localities
UNITED STATES
Excellent, colorless, transparent, bladed bikitaite crystals are found on large flat joint surfaces in a lithium and spodumene-rich pegmatite, extending from a Devonian quartz
monzonite batholith that cuts amphibolite,
fine-grained, muscovite gneiss, and schist at the
open pit Foote Mineral Company Spodumene
Mine, King's Mountain, Cleveland County,
North Carolina (Leavens et aI., 1968).
Hydrothermal alteration, along joints cutting a
primary spoctumene-microcline-quartz unzoned pegmatite, and reaction with the wall
rock produced vast amounts of Li along with
Be, K, Na, Mn, P, and Sn, which precipitated
bikitaite and many other minerals on joint surfaces and in brecciated areas, followed byoxidation of many of the minerals near the surface (White, 1981). Bikitaite forms deeply striated blades, up to 30 mm long, elongated in
the b-direction, flattened on the {DOl} or
{I0l}, with small {l00} and {210}, and deeply
etched terminations rarely showing {DID},
{Oll}, {lID}, and {12l} (Figs. 47-50)
(Leavens et al., 1968). Most bikitaite is associated with colorless quartz crystals, albite,
fluorapatite, rhodochrosite-siderite, and fairfieldite; nearby veins contain eucryptite, vivianite, switzerite, analcime, natrolite, laumontite, and over 100 other species (Hanahan,
1985; RWT).

Figure SO. Transparent, colorless, striated prism of
bikilaite,3 mm wide, with rough termination and
oovered with rhodochrosite from the Foote Mine,
King's Mountain, North Carolina, U.S.A.; photo by
Rudy W. Tschernich.

ZIMBABWE (= Southern Rhodesia)
(Type locality) Bikitaite forms colorless small grains, under O.I111111long, intergrown with masses
of fine-grained eucryptite, and granular quartz in the lithium-rich petalite-Iepidolite pegmatites
at Bikita, east of Victoria, principally at the Bikita Mine, EI Hayat Mine, and Nolan Mine
(Hurlbut, 1957; 1958). Bikitaite very rarely forms prismatic cream-colored crystals, up to 1 cm
wide and 6 cm long. The minerals crystallized in the order: feldspar> replaced by petalite >
replaced by eucryptite-quartz > bikitaite > stilbite > calcite and allophane. Most bikitaite,
found at Bikita, forms anhedral grains, although a few crystals were found elongated in the bdirection with dominant smooth {DOl} and {I0l}; etched terminations composed of {OlD},
{lID}, and {210}; and rarely with deeply etched {I02} and {100} (Figs. 45,46)(Hurlbut, 1958).
Both monoclinic and triclinic bikitaite are found at Bikita (Bissert and Leibau, 1986).

Boggsite

(Bahgs-ite)

Ca2.5Na[Al6Si26064]o23HZO, Z = 3
Named in 1990, by Donald G. Howard, Rudy W. Tschernich, Joseph V. Smith, and Gerald L.
Klein, in honor of Robert Maxwell Boggs, who rediscovered the tschernichite locality at Goble,
Oregon, in 1986 (where boggsite was later discovered) and his son Russell Calvin Boggs, who
characterized and named tschernichite.
Type Locality: Neer Road Pit, Goble, Columbia County, Oregon, U.S.A.
Nomemclature: Boggsite has a unique framework unrelated to other zeolites. Since calcium ions
are weakly attached to the framework, a wide variation in composition is to be expected. If
sodium- or potassium-dominant varieties are eventually found, they should be preceded by
adjective modifiers (such as Na-rich, K-rich, sodian, or potassian) rather than creating separate
species.

Structure
Crystal System: Orthorhombic
Space Group: Imma
Crystal Axes: a = 20.21-20.24 A
b = 23.77-23.80 A
c = 12.80 A
Type of Structure: The boggsite aluminosilicate framework (structural code BOG) is constructed of a complex arrangement of 4-,5-,6-,10-, and 12-rings in which nearly circular 12-ring
channels (along the a-axis) have lO-ring windows (along the b-axis) in a staggered arrangement
that generates a three-dimensional system of intersecting channels, which could be very useful as
a molecular sieve since blockage of the channel system is not as likely to occur as in one- or twodimensional systems (Pluth and Smith, 1990). Disordered distribution of silicon and aluminum
in the framework is coupled with highly disordered sodium, calcium, and water molecules that
are weakly attached to the framework (Pluth and Smith, 1990).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless to white
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous to dull
Hardness: 3.5
Density: 1.98 to 1.99 gm/cm3
Fracture: conchoidal, brittle
Cleavage: none

Refractive Indices:
ex = 1.480 terminations
f3 = 1.4805
'Y = 1.487
n = 1.464-1.477 (White base)
biaxial negative
2V = 25°
length slow

Morphology
Most boggsite aggregates are smooth, colorless to white hemispheres, 0.5 to 2 mm in diameter,
without discernible crystal terminations (Fig. 55). When terminated, boggsite forms tiny, fibrous,
zoned, composite hemispheres covered (Figs. 54,56) with blades, up to 0.5 mm long, flattened
on (001), elongated along the b-axis, with chisel-shaped terminations (Figs. 56-58). Crystals have
the dominant forms {OIl}, {OlO}, and {102}, along with smaller {001} and {lOO} (Figs. 51-53).
No twinning has been observed.
Point Group: 2/m 2/m 2/m (= mmm)
Crystal Class: Rhombic dipyramidal
Forms: {OOl}, {OlO}, {lOO}, {Oll}, {l02}
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COMMON HABIT
GOBLE, OREGON, U.S.A.

Fig. 52
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Fig. 53

100

BOGGSITE AGGREGATE WITH COARSE CRYSTAL CRUST
AND PARTIALLY ETCHED INTERIOR
GOBLE, OREGON, U.S.A.

Chemical Composition
Neer Road Pit, Goble, Columbia Co., Oregon, U.S.A. (Howard et al., 1990)
Ca7.8NaZ.9Ko.oZM~.01 [Al18.3Fe O.l Si77.6 0 192]· 70HZO
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Although boggsite hemispheres are highly zoned in respect to refractive index, color, and crystal
size, no systematic change in composition has been found to date. Boggsite is calcium-dominant
with considerably more silicon and sodium than coexisting tschernichite. Due to the weakly
bonded nature of its exchangeable cations, considerable variation ill composition is expected in
this mineral. TSi = Si/(Si+Al) = 0.81; Si/Al = 4.24

Identification
Boggsite is very tilly and difficult to identify. It
resembles hemispherical aggregates of many
other species and requires X-ray diffraction
(XRD) for identification. At the type locality,
boggsite is recognized by its association with
drusy cavity linings of tschernichite. White
hemispheres of boggsite are obvious when
surrounded by colorless tschernichite but can
be overlooked when the boggsite is also
colorless. Tschernichite is optically length fast
while boggsite is length slow. Boggsite is very
similar in morphology to coarse chisel-shaped
thomsonite but is easily distinguished by a
much lower refractive index and distinctive
XRD pattern. The refractive index of boggsite
is much lower than any other bladed zeolite.
Careful observation of the surface of boggsite
hemispheres (Which commonly show
numerous rectangular (010) faces) helps
distinguish it from hexagonal zeolites and
tschernichite.

Figure 55. White hemisphere of boggsite, 1 mm in
diameter, on drusy tschernich from the Neer Road
Pit, Goble, Oregon, U.s.A.; photo by Rudy W.
Tschernich.
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Mineral association aids in recognition of boggsite. At the type locality, boggsite is associated
with the other high-silica minerals such as tschernichite, chalcedony, opal, heulandite, and clay
but never with the low-silica zeolites thomsonite, mesolite, levyne, phillipsite, chabazite,
cowlesite, and analcime, which are abundant in nearby rocks. At the type locality, most
hemispherical aggregates of other species that resemble boggsite are found on top of a drusy
colorless heulandite lining. Boggsite formed before heulandite and is rarely covered by it.

Cleaning
Boggsite is a high-silica zeolite with a Si/A1 ratio of 4.24, which indicates great resistance to acids.
Normally, only water is needed to clean specimens. Hydrochloric acid can be used to remove
calcite since the associated zeolites are also resistant to acid. The clay on which boggsite is found
is affected by hydrochloric acid; therefore, a weaker acid, such as warm acetic acid, would be
safer. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) can be used to remove manganese coatings and oxalic acid can
be used to remove iron stains.

Origin
Boggsite formed in very dense olivine basalt where hydrothermal solutions were stagnate.
Boggsite and tschernichite, which crystallize together, were the first zeolites to crystallize in claylined cavities. This may have resulted because of high pH, silica content, and temperature.

Occurrence
Boggsite is a very rare zeOlite, found very rarely at one locality in the dense center of a poorly
vesicular olivine basalt flow that grades into a highly vesicular basalt and breccia base containing
an abundance of other zeolites. Boggsite is always associated with tschernichite and rarely with
other high-silica minerals. Display specimens of boggsite have not been found. Micro-sized
aggregates of boggsite are extremely rare.

Worldwide Localities
UNITED STATES
Tiny, colorless to white boggsite aggregates are
only 0.8 to 1 mm in diameter, with a few
reaching 2 mm in diameter. The mineral is
extremely rare in a small zone, no larger than 2
by 3 meters and 1.5 meters thick, in a very finegrained, dense, poorly vesicular central portion
of an Eocene olivine basalt flow on the sou thwest side of Neer Road, north of Goble,
Columbia County, Oregon (Howard et al.,
1990). Normally, only a single boggsite
aggregate is found per vesicle. However, a few
vesicles have been found containing 2 to 7
boggsite aggregates. Boggsite is found in only a
few of the small, widely scattered, 1 to 10 mm
in diameter, vesicles in the densest rock. It is
always associated with a lining of drusy
tschernichite. Boggsile forms zoned composite
Figure 56. White aggregate of boggsite, 2 mm in diaggregates composed of an inner hemisphere,
ameter, with chalcedony and clay from the Neer
White, fibrous layer under 1 mm in diameter,
consisting of fine-grained milky-white radiating Road Pit, Goble, Oregon, U.S.A.; photo by Rudy
W. Tschernich.
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Figure 57. Transparent, colorless blades of boggsite, Figure 58. Transparent, colorless blades of boggsite,
0.1 mm wide, with chalcedony and mordenite from
0.1 mm wide, with chalcedony and mordenite from
the Neer Road Pit, Goble, Oregon, U.S.A.; SEM
the Neer Road Pit, Goble, Oregon, U.S.A.; SEM
photo by Donald G. Howard.
photo by Donald G. Howard.

fibers,which are commonly covered by a thin, opaque, white, fibrous layer. If crystallization
ceased at this point, a nearly smooth-surfaced hemisphere resulted (Fig. 55). Rarely, a third
generation consisting of "coarse," colorless blades of bogsite, maximum width of 0.2 mm and
length of 0.5 mm, with chisel-shaped terminations formed, on the surface of the thin white
boggsite layer (Figs. 53,56-58).
The order of crystallization observed in tschernichite-boggsite cavities commenced with
formation of alternating layers of Ca-poor and Ca-Fe-rich smectite, followed by co-crystallization
of boggsite and tschernichite. Widely scattered, tiny, smooth-surfaced hemispheres of
tschernichite were fOllowed closely by the formation of a single fine-grained, smooth hemisphere
of boggsite. Boggsite appears to have difficulty nucleating, frequently forming from only one
point in the cavity. Rapid growth from that point produced a single, larger, fine-grained,
radiating bladed aggregate. Tschernichite nucleated at many points, enlarging existing, tiny,
smooth hemispheres and rapidly lined the cavities with small, radial, pyramidal crystals.
Conditions became unfavorable to both tschernichite and boggsite. Tschernichite crystals
became etched, corroded, and often turned partly white; the surface of the boggsite became
etched and turned white while the interior of the hemisphere was part Iy to totally etched out.
Small amounts of tiny, dark green, Fe-rich smectite sphcres formcd on the etched tschernichite,
boggsite, and inside of the hollow boggsite hemispheres. Conditions conducive to tschernichiteboggsite growth resumed and a colorless overgrowth of tschernichite enlarged existing white
pyramidal crystals, often forming phantoms, and grew around clay spheres. The largest,
colorless, boggsite crystals crystallized on the surface of the smooth-surfaced, white, boggsite
hemispheres often enclosing clay spheres. In boggsite cavities, rarely, small spheres of chalcedony, opal, heulandite, or calcite are present on the boggsite. Nearby cavities in dense basalt
contain tschernichite, quartz, chalcedony, opal, radial rectangular prisms of heulandite elongated
along the b-axis, thin needles and hard compact hemispheres of mordenite, colorless and
opaque-white levyne, colorless to white analcime, calcite, copper, chalky-white masses of
okenite, and, very rarely, thomsonite, chabazite, offretite, cowlesite, apophyllite, phillipsite, and
erionite.
The base of the same flow is highly vesicular or brecciated and contains an abundance of
thomsonite, mesolite, chabazite, heulandite, stilbite, and, less commonly, levyne, analcime,
cowlesite, phillipsite, garronite, apophyllite, okenite, calcite, and, very rarely, mordenite and
epistilbite.

Brewsterite

(Brew-ster-ite)

(Sr,Ba,Na,Ca)[A12 Si 6 0 16]·5H2 0, Z = 2
Named in 1822, by H. J. Brooke, in honor of Sir David Brewster (1781-1868), Scottish scientist
and mineralogist, who described and named gmelinite and levyne.
Type Locality: Strontian, Scotland
Obsolete Synonyms: diagonite, morvenite
Nomenclature: Brewsterite has a unique structure and strontium content. If specimens with the
same structure but other dominant cations are found, they should be considered only a chemical
variation of the species, and the name brewsterite should be preceded by descriptive modifiers
(such as Na-rich, Ba-rich, barian, calcium-dominant) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Triclinic (psuedomonoclinic)
Space Group: PI
Crystal Axes: a = 6.75-6.82 A. *
b = 17.46-17.51 A. f3 = 94° 18'
c = 7.73-7.759 A.* * orientation used by Perrotta and Smith (1964)
b>c>a is selected
Type of Structure: Brewsterite is composed of a unique sheet-type aluminosilicate framework
composed of layers of tetrahedra formed from linked 4-, 6-, and 8-membered rings that are
cross-linked by additional tetrahedra to produce a framework containing many tilted 5-member
rings (Perrotta and Smith, 1964). There are two sets of intersecting channels each defined by 8member rings. The strontium atom lies near the intersection of these channels in contact with
five water molecules and four slightly more distant oxygen atoms (Perrotta and Smith, 1964).
Akizuki (1987a) found the ordering of aluminum and silicon in the framework causes a slight
distortion of only 0.5° from the c-axis, producing a triclinic framework.
The structure of brewsterite (structural code BRE) is related to heulandite, stilbite, and
goosecreekite.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless to White, pink, light yellow,
and brown
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous pearly on (010)
Hardness: 4.5 to 5.5
Density: 2.32 to 2.45 gm/cm 3
Fracture: uneven, brittle
Cleavage: {01O} perfect, {100} poor

Refractive Indices:
ex = 1.506-1.510
f3 = 1.510-1.512
'Y = 1.522-1.523
biaxial positive
2V = 22° to 65°
positive elongation
ex ~ a = 22° to 28°
f3 ~ c = 0.5°, 'Y = b
microscopic twinning
elongated along the a-axis

Morphology
Brewsterite crystals have a blocky to prismatic, pseudomonoclinic crystal form. Crystals are
elongated along the a-axis and striated parallel to the elongation from alternating growth of the
forms {Old}, {Ok!}, {Oll}, and {OIl} (Figs. 59-64). The original orientation for brewsterite,
chosen by Brooke (1822), was elongation along the a-axis, with cleavage horizontal. Most
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mineralogists reoriented the crystals to show elongation along the c-axis. The orientation was
changed to elongation along the a-axis, with cleavage vertical, by Perrotta and Smith (1964), in
order to agree with X-ray notation, and was confirmed by Nawaz (1990).
Brewsterite crystals are commonly 1 to 2 mm in diameter and 4 mm long, with the largest
reaching 7 mm wide and 10 mm long. Twinning is extremely frequent parallel to the dominant
{OlO} cleavage, forming wedge-shaped individuals. Crystals are often flattened along the c-axis
(Fig. 59-61,64,64) and less commonly flattened along the b-axis (Fig. 62). Brewsterite has a high
luster on {100} and numerous reentrant angles from alternating prism faces between {OlO} and
{OOl} .
Point Group: i (pseudo 21m 21m 21m = mmm)
Crystal Class: Pinacoidal (pseudorhombic-dipyramidal)
Forms:
Common {OlO}, {OOl},{100}, {Oll}, {610},
Rare {12·1·0}, {052}, {02l}, {032}, {043}, {054}, {078}, {0·1·12}, {O·I·B}
•
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610
FLATTENED ON (010)
ELONGATED ALONG (100)
BAIKAL REGION, SIBERIA, U.S.S.R.
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Fig. 64

COMPLEX STRIATED HABIT
STRONTIAN, SCOTLAND
YELLOW LAKE, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA

Chemical Composition
Strontian, Argyll, Scotland, U.K. (Strunz and Tennyson, 1956)
Sr0.58BaO.30CaO.14[A11.99Si6.04016] o4. 9H 20
Yellow Lake, Ollala, British Columbia, Canada (William Wise, pers. comm.)
SrO.8SNaO.24BaO.Q6I<o.02CaO.02[A12.17SiS.84 16] oxH 20

°

Burpala Pluton, Siberia, U.S.S.R. (Khomyakov et at., 1970)
SrO.7SBaO.13CaO.09NaO.04Ko.02[A12.06SiS.94 16] 0 5.04H20

°

011
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VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Brewsterite is always very Sr-rich with considerable amounts of barium and sodium, as well as
small amounts of calcium. Samples from Strontian, Scotland, are dominant in strontium plus
barium with small amounts of calcium and absence of sodium, while brewsterite from Yellow
Lake, British Columbia is dominant in strontium plus sodium with very little barium or calcium.
Brewsterite has not been synthesized. T Si = Si/(Si+ AI) = 0.720 to 0.752; Si/AI = 2.69-3.03

Identification
Morphology and cleavage of brewsterite can be similar to blocky forms of thomsonite and
stilbite, showing only pinacoidal faces. Viewing of the crystals along the b-aJds (perpendicular to
the cleavage) shows a small but discernible inclination between the (100) and (001) faces (about
6°) while the angle between the same two faces on stilbite and thomsonite is 90".
The X-ray diffraction pattern of brewsterite is distinctive, similar only to goosecreekite, which
has considerably different morphology. The high strontium content in brewsterite is distinctive,
although heulandite, thomsonite, and chabazite can have strontium contents of up to 33 percent
of the exchangeable cations.

Cleaning
With a hardness of about 5, brewsterite resists damage and weathering. Lichens, which are often
on crystals from mine dumps, can be removed with bleach (sodium hypochlorite).
"'Warning'" Do not use bleach and hydrochloric acid together for they give off chlorine gas.
Brewsterite is commonly covered with mud in the mines at Strontian. Soak mud-covered crystals
in Biz bleach or soap solution for several hours; then use pressurized water and an ultrasonic
cleaner to remove the mud. Repeat several times if necessary.
Brewsterite has a moderate Si/AI ratio that indicates it can be placed in hydrochloric acid for
short periods of time (up to 5 minutes) to remove calcite. This is often done with specimens
from the British Columbia locality. Brewsterite will decompose in hydrochloric acid without
gelatinizing if left for a longer period of time. Warm acetic acid is much slower at removing
calcite but does not harm associated minerals. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution is used to remove manganese oxides and oxalic acid will remove iron stains.

Origin
Brewsterite is found in hydrothermal veins and late stages of ore deposits but little is known
about the range of temperature and/or pressures needed for crystallization.

Occurrence
Brewsterite is a very rare zeolite, yet its long availability from Strontian, Scotland, makes it seem
more common. Brewsterite is found in hydrothermal ore veins crossing numerous rock types
including metamorphic gneiss and schists, plutonic syenites, limestone, and volcanics. Authentic
brewsterite localities are only known in Scotland, Canada, France, and the U.S.S.R., although
many doubtful occurrences are listed in Germany, Mexico, New Zealand, and the U.S.A. The
occurrences in Northern Ireland have been discredited. Excellent display specimens and
microcrystals are available from Strontian, Scotland, and Yellow Lake, British Columbia,
Canada. The French localities need further exploration.
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Figure 65. Transparent, colorless, striated prism of
brewsterite, 5 mm across, from Yellow Lake,
Olalla, British Columbia, Canada; photo by Volker
Betz.

Figure 66. Transparent, colorless, striated prisms
of brewsterite, 1 mm across, from Yellow Lake,
Olalla, British Columbia, Canada; SEM photo by
Milton L. Speckels.

Worldwide Localities
CANADA
Excellent specimens of brewsterite, consisting of transparent, colorless to opaque, pink, stubby
prisms, commonly 1 to 4 mm long (with some reaching 5 by 7 mm wide and 10 mm long), line
veins cutting across amygdaloidal trachytes and rarely are found in vesicles with other zeolites,
along the north side of Yellow Lake, and in cliffs near Twin Lakes near Olalla, in southern
British Columbia (RWT). One exceptional vein (extending over 50 meters) that varied from 5
mm to 2 cm wide was lined with colorless stubby prisms of brewsterite (Fig. 65) oriented perpendicular to the fracture wall. One side of the vein consisted primarily of brewsterite covered with
calcite crystals and brown goethite needles, while the other side of the vein, only a few
millimeters away, contained approximately equal proportions of red, Sr-bearing heulandite,
colorless brewsterite, and calcite crystals. Major forms observed include {lOO}, {OlO}, {OOl},
{OIl}, with small {6lO} on the edge of the termination (Figs. 60,61,65,66), or complex crystals
with the additional forms {Oolo12}, {032}, {02l} (Figs. 63,64). Doubly terminated brewsterite
crystals are often found. Small, colorless
octahedra of fluorite, up to 0.2 across, are
often perched on brewsterite crystalS,
embedded in the prism faces or included within
some transparent brewsterite crystals (Fig. 67).
On some of the brewsterite crystals are found
light yellow calcite crystals, small, brown,
radiating groups of goethite needles, white
laumontite prisms, and dark red to black
prisms of La-bearing wakefieldite-(Ce).
Nearby cavities contain
mesolite, scolecite, natrolite, thomsonite,
stilbite, chabazite, yugawaralite, and pyrite
(RWT). The complex crystallization history at
this locality appears to represent shallow hot
springs activity where zeolites that crystallized
Figure 67. Transparent, colorless octahedra of
in the order phillipsite> analcime>
fluorite, 0.25 mm across, on brewsterite from
thomsonite > scolecite-mesolite-natrolite
Yellow Lake, Olalla, British Columbia, Canada;
(crystallizing in vesicles) were invaded by
SEM photo by William S. Wise.
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fractures followed by Sr-rich solutions depositing Sr-bearing heulandite > brewsterite-f1uorite >
wakefieldite-(Ce) > laumontite, along with large amounts of calcite. Veins in the rock, only 20
meters above the brewsterite area, contain zeolites that crystallized in the order chabazite>
calcite-stilbite-calcite > laumontite> calcite, and may represent a lower temperature extension
of the brewsterite veins.
FRANCE
White prisms ofbrewsterite, up to 10 mm long, with the forms {lOO}, {010}, {OOl}, {OIl},
{02l}, {6lO} (Figs. 60,61), were found on 3-cm long, terminated, colorless, quartz crystals at St.
Cristophes near Bourg d'Oisans, Department de l'Isere (Hintze, 1897; British Museum, R WT).
Several localities near Bareges in the Hautes-Pyrenees (= Upper Pyrenees) have produced
brewsterite. The best brewsterite is found covering fractures in a limestone quarry in the Riou
Maou Mountains between Gavarie and Luz, near the Saint-Sauveur River, Bareges (Lacroix,
1896). The brewsterite crystals are blockly, colorless to white prisms, up to 15 mm long
(elongated in the a-direction) and display the forms {OOl}, {100}, {OlO}, {Oll}, {021}, {6lO},
{12·1· O} (Figs. 59-61)(Lacroix, 1896; Goldschmidt, 1913). Brewsterite is associated only with
lamellar calcite while nearby cavities contained chabazite and laumonite (Lacroix, 1896).
Small brewsterite crystals were found on massive quartz in calcareous schists in contact with
granite from Mont Caperan, from Piquette to Tourmalet, near Bareges (Lacroix, 1896; Hintze,
1897).
A single specimen of brewsterite on granitic gneiss (exactly like that found at Strontian,
Scotland) was reported from a collection labeled from Col du Bonhomme, southwest of Mont
Blanc, although it has never been found in place (Lacroix, 1896).
GERMANY
A single specimen of brewsterite was reported in a collection from the lead mines of St. Turpet,
in the Black Forest, Munsterthal, Baden, but may have come from Strontian (Hintze, 1897).
Brewsterite was also listed from Freiburg in Breisgau (Dana, 1898).
MEXICO
Baja California Sur: Limited amounts of brewsterite associated with native copper are reported
in the Santa Rita Mine near Santa Rosalia, Municipio de Mulege (Panczer, 1987).

Mexico: Brewsterite was reported by Salinas (1923) to occur at zacualpan, Municipio de
zacualpan, but may have been mistaken for stilbite, which is reported in the same area (RWT).
NEW ZEALAND
At Golden Gully, near Tokatoka, North Island, tiny anhedral grains (Which are possibly
brewsterite) are found intergrown with analcime, thomsonite, calcite, and harmotome covering
aggregates of hydrogrossular in blocks of limestone that were assimilated during intrusion of an
olivine basalt dike into Eocene sediments (Baker and Black, 1980).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Tiny, colorless, transparent, white, cream, or yellowish-green prisms of brewsterite, under 1.5
mm long and less than 1 mm wide, are associated with stilbite, heulandite, natrolite, and pyrite,
on joints and cavities cutting aplite and syenite in the Burpala Pluton, North Baikal Region,
Siberia (Khomyakov et al., 1970). The crystals, which are elongated along the a-axis, are slightly
flattened along the b-axis and have the crystal forms {100}, {OlO}, {OOl}, {OIl}, and, rarely,
dull {610} and {052} (Figs. 60,62).
UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland: Brewsterite, reported by Greg and Lettsom (1858) to coat vesicles in basalt
at the Giant's Causeway, County Antrim, is now discredited. Specimens labeled brewsterite from
the Giant's Causeway in the British Museum of Natural History were found to be stilbite with a
flat termination (John Fuller, pers. comm.). Samples of brewsterite, mislabeled from the
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Mourne Mountains, were shown to have come from Strontian, Scotland, while other specimens
in County Antrim basalt were blocky thomsonite or stilbite with flat terminations (Nawaz,
1988b).
Scotland: (Type locality) Brewsterite was first reported by Brooke (1822) in the lead mines at
Strontian, Argyll, after most of the mining had ceased. The shafts, now present, were dug during
the period between 1722 and 1740 with intermittent work done by independent miners up to
1871 (Jeremy Landless, unpublished report). The mines are located along a nearly vertical
contact of the Moine schist and Strontian granite, and can be traced in almost a straight line for
over 5 kilometers from the Corrantee Mine on the west, to the Fee Donald Mine on the far east.
Brewsterite is found only in the Whitesmith, Middleshop, and Bellsgrove Mines in the middle of
the series of mines. The ore vein consists of galena imbedded in gangue rock consisting of calcite
and barite with brewsterite, harmotome, calcite, and strontianite lining pockets and breccia
openings (RWT).
The Whitesmith Mine is the source of most
brewsterite specimens from Strontian.
Brewsterite cements and lines breccia
fragments of Moine schist and massive
calcite!barite gangue rock inside the
Whitesmith Mine, and covers much of the
schist or gneiss on the dumps (R WT).
Brewsterite, inside the mine, is covered with
mud, which protects the crystals from damage.
Harmotome, which is found in all the other
mines at Strontian, is noticeably scarce in the
•
Whitesmith Mine and is not associated with
brewsterite. Light green sprays of strontianite
are rarely found on brewsterite. Brewsterite is
rarely found in the adjoining Middleshop and
Bellsgrove Mines where harmotome is
common. A few specimens from the Bellsgrove Figure 68. Transparent, colorless, prisms of
Mine have brewsterite covered by harmotome brewsterite, 1 mm across, [rom the Whitesmith
Mine, Strontian, Scotland, U.K.; SEM photo by
(Brian Jackson, pers. comm.). The brewsterite
Milton L. Speckels.
crystals are small, prismatic, light yellow to
colorless prisms, up to 1 to 4 mm in diameter, and commonly 2 to 4 mm long (elongated along
the a-axis), usually flattened in the c-direction, and commonly displaying the forms {OlO},
{II0}, {OOl} terminated by {lOO} and {12 0 1 o 0}, less commonly with {6lO}, {043}, {032}, and
{02l} (Figs. 59-61,68) (Goldschmidt, 1913; RWT).
Brewsterite was reported to form 3 to 4 mm, stout, clear crystals on calcite in volcanic rock
from Kilpatrick (Groth, 1878). Goodchild (1903) and Heddle (1901) claimed brewsterite was
found only at Strontian. Extensive reexamination of the COllection of specimens, from all
localities at Kilpatrick in the Royal Museum of Scotland, confirms that brewsterite is not present
but that short, stout, prismatic, highly striated thomsonite with a basal pinacoid (present at
Kilpatrick) is similar in crystal form to the Strontian brewsterite (Brian Jackson, pers. comm.).
UNITED STATES
California: Brewsterite and edingtonite were reported along Ash Creek, near the MendocinoSonoma county line (Murdoch and Webb, 1956). Study of edingtonite specimens from this
locality has failed to find brewsterite (William Wise, pers. comm.).

Connecticut: Tiny crystals of brewsterite (identified by X-ray diffraction) were reported to occur
with epistilbite in a single cavity in pyroxene in a contact metamorphic zone at Danbury
(Pawloski, 1965). This occurrence cannot be confirmed (RWT).

Chabazite

(Kab-uh-zite) or (Chab-uh-zite)

(Ca,Na2,K2,Sr,Mg)[Al2Si4012] 0682°, Z

=6

Named chabasie in 1792 by Bosc d'Antic, from the Greek, chabazios (a variation of the Greek
chalazios, meaning hail), and one of the 20 stones mentioned in the poem Peri iithon by the poet
Orpheus. Changed by Breithaupt in 1818 to chabasit, the form is still used in Germany. Later,
the name was changed to chabazite, the spelling used by the English and French. Chabasie is still
used in Italy. Chabazite is accepted by the International Mineralogical Association (IMA); therefore, other spellings must be discontinued.
Type Locality: Oberstein, Germany
Obsolete Synonyms: acadialite, acadialith, acadiolite, adipite, cabasite, chabasie, chabasite,
chabazie, ferrochabazite, glollalite, haydenite, herschelite, metachabazite, phacolite, phakolite,
phakolith, schabasite, seebachite, willhendersonite, wurfelzeolith, zeolite en cubes
Nomenclature: Chabazite has a wide variation in the exchangeable cations calcium, sodium,
potassium, strontium, and magnesium. There is also a wide range in silicon and aluminum content that is related to order or disorder of these ions in the framework. Variations in chemistry
or order/disorder should be handled by using adjective modifiers (such as Na-rich, sodian,
sodium, potassium, Sr-bearing, ordered, disordered) rather than creating new species.
Although herschelite is still accepted as a distinct species by IMA, it is considered an obsolete
synonym in this book. Chabazite and herschelite have the same framework. Mason (1962) believed herschelite should be retained as a distinct species from chabazite because a compositional gap appeared to exist between herschelite and calcium-rich chabazite and herschelite
appeared to have a distinctive morphology. Passaglia (1970) showed that there is a complete
series between calcium-rich and sodium-rich chabazites without any correlation to crystal morphology. Na-rich chabazite can form rhombohedra, phacolite twins, or the flattened, curved
crystals. Many crystals identified as herschelite are intergrowths of Na-rich chabazite and gmelinite.
Willhendersonite is also accepted as a species by IMA. It has the same framework as chabazite
and differs from chabazite only by of complete ordering of aluminum and silicon in the framework. The high potassium content in willhendersonite is also found in disordered chabazite.
Willhendersonite will be considered an ordered variety of chabazite in this book. Phacolite will
be used to describe the bean or lens-shaped variety of chabazite, which is repeatedly twinned
around the {OOOl} axis.

Structure
Crystal System: Triclinic (pseudohexagonal)
Space Group: pI (Triclinic), R~m (Hexagonal)
Crystal Axes: Triclinic cell
Hexagonal cell
a = 9.23 A a = 92.7
a = 13.71-13.86 A
b = 9.21 A 13 = 92.4
c = 9.52 A "y = 90.1 0
c = 14.83-15.42 A
Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of chabazite (structural code CRA) is composed of tetrahedra linked to form parallel double 6-rings stacked in three different positions
(A,B, and C) in the repeating arrangement AABBCCAABBCC... (Dent and Smith, 1958;
Nowacki et al., 1958).
The silicon and aluminum atoms in the tetrahedra are in a disorder distribution, with areas
that are regularly ordered (Mazzi and Galli, 1983). Complete order of aluminum and silicon
(alternating) in the tetrahedra is found in the framework of chabazite variety willhendersonite
(Peacor et ai., 1984).
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Early X-ray studies of chabazite were interpreted to fit the space group R~m (Wyart, 1933).
Later, Smith (1962) and Gibbs et al. (1963) determined the symmetry to be PI.
Observation of crystal surfaces and optical sectors of chabazite show that a single rhombohedron consists of six twinned sectors corresponding to six {lOll} faces with triclinic symmetry pI
(Becke, 1879; Akizuki, 1981b). Smaller symmetrical twinned sectors correspond to the faces on
growth hillocks. Chabazite crystals are formed by the piling up of growth hillocks that are related
to the degree of aluminum-silicon ordering produced during the crystal growth. If the growth
rate is very fast, rhombohedral disordered chabazite is produced, but if the growth rate is slow, a
rhombohedral structure will not form (Akizuki, 1981b).
The exchangeable cations calcium, sodium, potassium, and strontium are located in four sites:
in the center of the double 6-ring; outside the double 6-ring; near the center of the large cage;
and near the center of the 8-ring (Gottardi and Galli, 1985). Most of the water molecules are
located outside of the double 6-ring with the other water molecules scattered over many other
sites.
The framework of gmelinite is composed of the same double 6-rings that are found in
chabazite but are stacked in two different positions (A and B) in the repeating arrangement
AABBAABB... (Fischer, 1960; Gottardi and Galli, 1985). Intergrowths of gmelinite and
chabazite on {OOOl} are a result of faults in the stacking sequences (Smith, 1%3).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, cream, yellOW, pink,
red, green, brown
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 3 to 5
Density: 1.97 to 2.20 gm/cm3
Fracture: uneven, brittle
Cleavage: {OlO}, {100}, {010} distinct
equals {lOll} (rhombohedral)

Refractive Indices:
w = 1.478-1.517
E = 1.475-1.517
biaxial negative and positive
2V = 30" to 85°
Z axis slightly inclined to c-axis
polysynthetic twinning

Morphology
The basic crystal of chabazite is a distorted cube or pseudorhombohedron. This simple appearing crystal is actually composed of six triclinic twins (Fig. 73) (Akizuki, 1981b). Sets of intersecting striations on the pseudorhombohedron are external indications of these twins (Figs. 75,77).
Although these crystals are really triclinic, the basic twinned crystal will still be referred to as a
rhombohedron and references to crystal faces will be in the hexagonal rhombohedral system.
The triclinic property of chabazite is related to ordering of aluminum and silicon ions on the surface of the crystal during growth (Akizuki, 1981b). Chabazite has various degrees of silicon and
aluminum ordering from a highly disordered arrangement, with areas of ordered silicon-aluminum, to perfectly ordered (alternating) aluminum and silicon in the variety willhendersonite
(Gottardi and Galli, 1985). Chabazite rhombohedra commonly are found, up to 2 cm across,
with a few reaching 4 em.
All chabazite crystals are twinned, commonly along several different planes or axes at the same
time. Contact twins on the dominant rhombohedral face {lOll} (Figs. 69,72) are relatively rare.
Penetration twins (Figs. 74,76) are very common at all localities.
Twinning around the c-axis, which results in bean- or lens-shaped crystals, will be referred to as
the variety phacolite (includes forms attributed to herschelite). Phacolite crystals have a wide
variety of shapes due to different faces present on the original rhombohedron and the manner in
which the crystal grew. Numerous combinations of a modifed rhombohedra and the resulting
twin, rotated around the c-axis by 60", are illustrated (Figs. 71,78-106). The name phacolite is
commonly restricted to only complex twins rotated around the c-axis that have rounded or
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curved domes (Figs. 79-83). The use of the term phacolite is being extended in this book to include all lens-shaped twins around the c-axis. All phacolite have triclinic sectors with fine-scale
twinning.
Chabazite variety phacolite crystals (including herschelite) are complex aggregates of fibrous
twinned crystals that have a complex crystallization history produced during rapid crystal growth
(Akizuki and Konno, 1987). Many phacolite crystals grow from a single penetration twin in the
core (Fig. 78). If the growth rate was slow and constant, a larger penetration twin would result. If
a sudden increase in the growth occurs (due to changes in the the chemical composition and
aluminum-silicon ordering), then many small polysynthetic twinned rhombohedra form rods that
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are normal to the c-axis on a pseudo (0001) face. Near the final stages of growth, on some phacolite crystals, a thin shell, consisting of a single twinned chabazite crystal with (1123) faces,
covers the internal polysynthetic twins (Figs. 79,80) (Akizuki and Konno, 1987).
Other phacolite crystals with rough, grooved, striated pseudo {lOlO} prism faces are composed of platy polysynthetic twins stacked along the c-axis (twin planes normal to the c-axis)
(Akizuki et al., 1989). The curved biconvex lenslike pseudo {0001} faces of these crystals are
covered by small rhombohedra, which are the external expression of rodlike rhombohedra
stacked nearly parallel to the c-axis (Figs. 81-83)(Akizuki et al., 1989). Many of the phacolite
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twins (including herschelite crystals) are internally composed of stacked platy twins alternating
with plates of gmelinite (RWf). Gmelinite commonly forms a thin shell on selected faces of a
phacolite-gmelinite crystal, resulting in a crystal with an external morphology from both species.
Chabazite is commonly dissolved from composite chabazite-gmelinite crystals, leaving
cavernous or hollow cores covered with a thin, intact shell of gmelinite. Hexagonal dipyramids of
gmelinite generally have overgrowths of chabazite variety phacolite and rhombohedralappearing gmelinite has overgrown rhombohedra of chabazite. The twinned phacolite crystals
commonly are found, up to 10 mm in diameter, with exceptional crystals up to 5 cm in diameter.
Trellislike aggregates ofwillhendersonite are composed of rectangUlar-appearing laths with
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the forms {lOO}, {OIO}, and {OIO} (flattened on {ool}) in the triclinic system (Figs. 119-121)
(Peacor et al., 1984). This form corresponds to a fattened rhombohedron {lOll} in the
hexagonal system. Twinning in willhendersonite, described as roatation around (111] in the
triclinic system, equals rotation around the c-axis in the hexagonal system.
Point Group: I (triclinic) (pseudohexagonal ~ 21m)
Crystal Class: Pinacoidal (pseudohexagonal-scalenohedral)
Forms:
Common {10Il}, {0221}, {1120}, {0112}, {21~4}, {1123}
Rare {12·1· I3·14}, {202l}, {1Ol2}
{lOll} (hexagonal system) = {100}, {OIO}, {DOl} (triclinic system)
Pseudoforms {101O, {OOOl}, {0223} (rough surfaces composed of tiny rhombohedra)

Figure 107. Transparent, colorless rhombohedron
of chabazite, 7 mm across, from Keller, near
Nidda, Vogelsberg, Hessen, Germany; photo by
Volker Betz.

Figure 108. Transparent, colorless, simple
rhombohedron of chabazite, 1 mm across, on
thomsonite blades from the Jaquish Road, Goble,
Oregon, U.S.A.; SEM photo by Donald G.
Howard.

Figure 109. Transparent, colorless, penetration
twinned, complex rhombohedra of chabazite, 5 mm
across, on stilbite from the Goble Quarry, Goble,
Oregon, U.S.A.; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Figure no. Twinned chabazite variety phacolite, 2
mm in diameter, with thomsonite blades and
mesolite needles from Burnt Cabin Creek, Spray,
Oregon, U.S.A.; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.
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Chemical Composition
Osa Quarry, Rome, Italy (Passaglia, 1970) (phacolite)
Ca1.31K1.0SSr0.57N aO.1SBaO.04M~.03[Al4.92FeO.OZSi7.0Z024] ·13.SSHZO
Vallerano Quarry, Rome, Italy (Passaglia, 1970) (phacolite)
KI.36Cal.04SrO.4oNao.28BaO.06M~.OZ[Al4.S7FeO.01 Si7.17 0 24] • 13. 16H ZO
San Venanzo Quarry, Terni, Italy (Peacor et aI., 1984). (willhendersonite)
CaZ.OZKl.S[AlS.86Si6.16024] .10.86HZO
Aci Castello, Sicily, Italy (Passaglia, 1970) (phacolite) (= herschelite)
NaZ.91 Ko.68Ca0.33SrO.OsMgO.OZ[Al4.1SFeO.OZSi7.79 0 24]·11.6SHZO
Kozakov, near Turnov, Bohemia, Czechoslovakia (Passaglia, 1970) (phacolite)
Ca 1.49Ko.3ZNaO.17BaO.04SrO.04M~.02[Al3.39SiS.5S0Z4]· 1Z.44HZO
Vaalvo, Faroe Islands (Passaglia, 1970) (phacolite)
Nal.S9Ca l.13Ko.13 Sr0.01 MgO.0 1[Al 3.93Fe O.01SiS.04 024]· 14.ZZHZO
Yerandowana, Poona, India (Sukheswala et al., 1974) (rhombohedra)
Cal.66Na0.4ZKo.03[Al3.9SSiS.04 0Z4] ·lZ.ZZHZO
Richmond, Victoria, Australia (Passaglia, 1970) (phacolite)
Na1.4SCa1.03Ko.3SSr0.07BaO.OZM~.01[Al4.lOFeO.01 Si7.90 0 Z4] • 12.S7HZO
Narre Warren, Victoria, Australia (Birch et al., 1979) (phacolite)
Nao.84Ko.6SM~.53 Ca0.3SBaO.01 [Al3.41SiS.5S 0 Z4]·xHZO
Gads Hill, Tasmania, Australia (Passaglia, 1970) (phacolite)
Ca1.70NaO.17Ko.1SSrO.01MgO.01[Al3.72SiS.270Z4] ·13.9ZHZO
Fossil Canyon, San Bernardino Co., California, U.S.A. (Passaglia, 1970) (rhombohedra)
Nal.64CaO.19M~.19Ko.13[AlZ.46Feo.OZSi9.S1024] .10.lOHZO
Bowie, Arizona, U.S.A. «Sheppard et al., 1975) (rhombohedra)
NaZ.ZzMgO.zzKo.1SCaO.OZ[AlZ.SSFeo.36SiS.88024] ·lZ.79HZO
Nova Scotia, Canada (Passaglia, 1970) (rhombohedra)
Ca1.39N aO.Z7 Ko.Z1SrO.OSMgO.OZ[Al3.3SFeO.OZSiS.600Z4]· 1Z.9SHZO
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

The exchangeable cations and silicon-aluminum content of chabazite can vary widely. Calciumrich chabazite is the most common, although there is a complete series with sodium- and
potassium-dominant compositions (Passaglia, 1970). Considerable strontium is present at some
localities, especially near Rome, Italy, and in Czechoslovakia (Passaglia, 1970). Magnesium is
present in considerable quantities at some localities. Water content is variable.
The sodium or potassium content of chabazite cannot be associated with a particular crystal
form. Sodium-dominant rhombohedra of chabazite are found at Bowie, Arizona, U.S.A.;
sodium-dominant chabazite with a phacolite habit are found in the Faroe Islands and Victoria,
Australia; potassium-dominant chabazite crystals with a phacolite habit are found near Rome,
Italy; and calcium-dominant chabazite exhibits many different crystal forms (Passaglia, 1970;
Sheppard et al., 1975). Sodium-rich chabazite, identified as herschelite, has the same twinning
found in some phacolite crystals and is commonly intergrown with gmelinite. TSi = Si/(Si + AI) =
0.50 to 0.79, Si/AI = 1.00 to 3.S3
Synthetic chabazite can easily be grown from volcanic glass at surface pressures and temperatures below l()()o C (Tomita et aI., 1969; HOlier and Wirsching, 1988).
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Identification
Cubelike rhombohedra, with intersecting striations and bean- or lens-shaped phacolite twins, distinguish chabazite from most zeolites.
Gmelinite crystals have smooth, flat prism faces, pyramidal faces, and a {0001} pinacoid
whereas the edges of chabazite variety phacolite are rough from the "V" notches of reentrant
faces. The smooth {000l} pinacoid, common on gmelinite, is absent on the twinned chabazite
variety phacolite and is replaced by a rough slightly curved pseudo {0001} surface composed of
numerous minute rhombohedra. Intergrowths of gmelinite-chabazite are common. Flat prism
faces or {000l} pinacoid faces on phacolite crystals are a selective gmelinite overgrowth.
The poor cleavage of chabazite helps distinguish it from many zeolites with well-defined cleavage. X-ray diffraction patterns of chabazite and gmelinite are similar; therefore, intergrowths of
the two species are difficult to determine.
Rhombohedra and penetration twins of calcite are commonly confused with chabazite. Calcite
has much better cleavage and effervesces in hydrochloric acid.

Figure 111. Enlargement of Figure 110 showing
rough surfaces and notched edges around the
middle of the twinned crystal and a rhombohedral
growth pattern on the pyramidal surfaces; SEM
photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 112. Top view of transparent, colorless,
twinned chabazite variety phacolite, 5 mm in
diameter, on stilbite from the Goble Quarry,
Goble, Oregon; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 113. Side view of transparent, COlorless,
twinned chabazite variety phacolite, 2 mm across,
from the Goble Quarry, Goble, Oregon; SEM
photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 114. Top view of complexly twinned
chabazite variety phacolite, 3 mm in diameter, on
stilbite from the Goble Quarry, Goble, Oregon;
SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.
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lea II'
Most c:habazite crystals are quite durable,. 'They can be scrubbed with a brush ,and cleaned with
running ,or pressurized water. Chabazite is very heat-sensi ive 3n:d will sh,att,er if pl,aced in aho!
solution. :Crystals covere,d with so,·1 or mu,d can be soaked in laundry presoak Biz bleach or a liquid soap solution and then cle,ane,d with pressurized w,ater or an u rasonic c·eaner" The Si/Al
ratio of ,chabazite is quite variable. Most large chabazite crysta s have a very ow s~lica content"
and, therefore, should never be, place,d In hydr,ochloric acid to remove ,ealcit,e. High-sIlica
chabazite, fo,und ~n altered volcan·c ash 'deposits, does not form Iarge crystals. A warm solution
of acetic acid is effective in removing calcite. Vitamin C (ascorb c a,cid) solution will remov,e
manganese ,oxid'es and oxalic acid wit. rem10ve iron oxides.
9

Figure 115. Transparent, colorl,ess, striated
sodium rich chabazite varie~phacolite,2 mm
wide, wi h rough cUIVe,d pseudo, {OOOl} faces from
the Boral Quany, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia;
SEM photo 'by Milton L.Speckels.

Fig- ,re 117. Transparent, colorl,ess intergrowth of
sodium-nch chabazite and gme inite, 3 mm across,
with curved pseudo {OOOl} face, associated wi h
sid,erite fro,m the Bicker's 'Quarty, Dargaville, New'
Zealand; SEM photo by Donald 'G. Howard.

: igur:e 116. Enlargement of pseudo {OOO } face in

Figure 115 is composed of tiny O.Ol-mm
rhom,bohedra; SEM p,ho,to by Milton L. Speckels.

Figur;e 118. '. in, rnilk)'-whiteplates of Na-rich
chab,azite (= herschelite), 0.75 mm in diameter,

with curved pseudo {OOOl} surface, on clay
aggregates from Horseshoe' D'am, Maricopa
C,ounty, Arizona'; SEM ph:oto by Milton L.
Specke:ls.
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Origin
Data from geothermal wells, in basalt in Iceland, show that chabazite crystallizes at depths from
50 to 400 meters and at temperatures from 55° to 75° C (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson,
1978). With increasing depth, empty cavities are first encountered followed by clay-{;habazitephillipsite-levyne > thomsonite-mesolite-scolecite > stilbite-heulandite-epistilbite-mordenite >
laumontite> analcime-wairakite (Kristmannsd6ttir a9d T6masson, 1978). Mapping of zeolites
exposed in basalt in eastern Iceland and Northern Ireland also showed that chabazite was the
characteristic zeolite in the shallowest zone, and, therefore, it crystallized at a lower temperature
and presssure than all the other zeolites in those areas (Walker, 1951, 1960a, 1960b). Mapping
of chabazite into zones, based on crystal morphology (rhombohedra, complex twins, and phacolite) in Northern Ireland by Walker (1951), is not valid since several of these habits are commonly present at a single locality and the morphology of synthetic chabazite is related to pH
rather than temperature or pressure (RWT).
Chabazite has been synthesized from silica-poor basaltic and phonolitic glass in a sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) or postassium hydroxide (KOH) solution with low pH at a wide range of
temperatures (50° to 1000 C), but in silica-rich rocks like rhyolite, chabazite only crystallizes in a
solution with high pH (HOller and Wirsching, 1988). The composition of the reacting solution
influenced the morphology. In solutions with low pH concentration, all the habits can form,
commonly in the same sample. In solutions with a high concentration of NaOH, simple rhombohedra (some with penetration twins and negative rhombohedral faces) were produced, while a
high concentration of KOH in the solution produced lenslike phacolite disks or rosettelike
aggregates (HOlier and Wirsching, 1988). Surface morphology of the crystal is determined by the
amount of time the crystal reacts with the solution. Poorly shaped crystals are first produced,
which in time, develop into rhombohedra on the phacolite disks. In a KOH solution, chabazite
commonly forms alone, but in NaOH it crystallizes with phillipsite and analcime (HOller and
Wirsching, 1988). In rhyolite, phillipsite formed first, but over a longer period of time, it was
converted to chabazite. These reactions simulate conditions found in the center of a salinealkaline lake where a high pH (high-alkaline concentration) is present.

Occurrence
Chabazite is a very common and widespread low-silica zeolite. It is common in most volcanic
rocks, altered volcanic ash deposits in both fresh and saline alkaline lakes, pegmatites, and
granitic and metamorphic rocks.
Exceptional display specimens are available from Bombay, India; Nova Scotia, Canada; Faroe
Islands; Northern Ireland; Germany; Czechoslovakia; Australia; and New Jersey and Oregon in
the U.S.A Micro-size crystals are very common throughout the world.

Worldwide Localities
AUSTRALIA

New South Wales: Exceptional specimens of twinned, colorless chabazite variety phacolite, up to
2.8 em in diameter, with the forms {lOll}, {1l20}, {II23}, {01l2}, and {On1}, rarely covered
with mesolite and analcime, are found on large calcite crystals in spaces between altered blocks
of Tertiary basalt at Fairy Mount, near Kyogle (Hodge-Smith, 1929; England and Sutherland,
1988). The minerals crystallized in the order: clay > chabazite > calcite > chabazite > mesolite
> analcime> calcite.
White rhombohedra of chabazite are found with thomsonite and gonnardite in basalt on
Mount Lyon, north of Kyogle (England and Sutherland, 1988). Colorless to white, twinned
chabazite variety phacolite, up to 4.5 cm across, and heavily striated rhombohedra and penetration twins, are associated with calcite and mesolite in cavities, up to 30 cm in diameter, in Tertiary basalt at Ben Lomond (England and Sutherland, 1988). The minerals crystallized in the
order: nontronite > analcime> mesolite > chabazite> calcite.
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Clusters of white aragonite crystals are covered with colorless chabazite rhombohedra, up to 8
mm across, in Reidy's Shaft, near Emmaville (Chalmers, 1968). Colorless rhombohedra of
chabazite, up to 5 mm in diameter, arc found alone or covered with radiating hairli.ke needles of
natrolite in vesicular Tertiary olivine basalt f\ows in the Mount Royal and Barrington Highlands,
northwest of Newcastle (Nashar and Davies, 1960). The minerals crystallized in the order:
manganite > montmorillonite-illite> chabazite> natrolite > manganite > chalcedony> calcite. The minerals are believed to still be forming by slow crystallization from cold saturated
meteoric water at a temperature of 50 C, although water from water-filled pockets contains no
trace of sodium, calcium, aluminum, or silicon (Nashar and Davies, 1960).
Colorless rhombohedra and interpenetrant twins of Chabazite, up to 10 mm in diameter, arc
common in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Willy Wally GUlly, in the Hunter Valley, near Merriwa
(England and Ostwald, 1979; England and Sutherland, 1988). The minerals crystallized in the
order: levyne > offretite > chabazite-phillipsite> thomsonite > calcite. Chabazite variety phacolite is found with natrolite in vesicular basalt at a nearby locality in the Hunter Valley (England
and Sutherland, 1988).
White, twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up to 6 mm in diameter, are found on natralite
needles in cavities in Tertiary basalt nows and breceia zones at the Ardglen Quarry, Ardglen
(Chalmers, 1968; England and Sutherland, 1988). The minerals crystallized in the order: chlorite
> gmelinite-analcimc > natrolite-gmelinite > apophyllite-gyrolite-chabazite-prehnite >
aragonite-caleite (Hodge-5mith, 1924; England and Sutherland, 1988).
Queensland: Chabazite occurs with natrolite, analcime, and calcite in Tertiary basalt near Spring
Bluff and Mount Davidson, near Toowoomba (Chalmers, 1968). Chabazite occurs at Clermont;
Killarney; and Warwick (Chalmers, 1968). Chabazite is found with mesolile in the Main Range
basalts (England and Sutherland, 1988).
Tasmania: Colorless, transparent chabazite variely phacolite, commonly 9 mm in diameter with
a few reaching 15 mm across, and,less commonly, rhombohedra of chabazite are abundant at
Gads Hill, Mole Creek, ncar Liena (Anderson, 1984). Chabazite and white phillipsite form
stalactite-likc growths in cavities, up to 8 by 8 meters, in partly decomposed Tertiary basalt nows
and breccia thal were extruded into freshwater rivers and lakes. The minerals crystallized in the
order: phillipsite> chabazite> levyne > thomsonile > tacharanite > apophyllite > tobermorite > nontronite clay> calcite (Anderson, 1984). Nalrolite and analcime rarely occur in
nearby pockets (Rowbollom, pers. comm.).
Chabazite occurs in pre-Pleislocene brecciated basalt and pillOWS (which formed in a
freshwater lake) at the Liawcnec Canal and Murderers Hill, ncar Great Lake, central Tasmania
(Sutherland, 1965a, 19700; Sutherland and Hale, 1%9). The minerals eryslallized in the order:
calcite> phillipsile > chaba'l.ite > taeharanite-tobcrmorite-opal-nontronite > apophyllite >
calcite.
Chabazite occurs in the Waratah-Hellyer River District; at Mount Claude; ncar Sheffield; ncar
Springfield; and at LefrO}' (Chalmers, 1968). Chabazite also is found at Mount Hand, ncar Deloraine, Lefro)'; at Inspection Head, near Craigburn; ncar catamaran; and near Goodwood; at
Maggs Mountain; along thc Hcllyer River; and with phillipsite from Springfield (Tasmanian
Department of Mines, 1970).
Excellent, colorless to milky-white, Na-rich chabazite crystals (= herschelite) (intergrown with
gmelinite), up to 2 em in diameter, are found in cavities, up 10 30 em across, in an OligoceneMiocene olivine basalt now breccia (that erupted into seawater) at the Rcdpa Quarry, ncar
Grccns Point, between Redpa and Marrawab (Sutherland and Corbett, 1%7; Sutherland,
19700; Heron, 1988). The chabazile-gmelinite intergrowths commonly exhibit a thin sbell of
gmelinite that imparts a morpbology witb a {101O} prism, {lOll} dipyramid, and {OOOl} pinacoid. Tiny, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are rare. The minerals crystallized in the order
tacharan.ite > analcime-chabazite-gmelinile-lhomsonite-natrolite > opal> apophyllite-gyrolitephillipsite-mcsolite > saponitc > tevensite·toberrnorite (Heron, 1988).
Colorless to Iighl yellow rhombohedra of Chabazite, up to 5 mm across \vith a few rcaching 2
em across, arc associated with stilbite on calcite in clay-lined large pockets, up to 2 meters long,
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in brecciated Jurassic dolerite in the Giblin Street Quarry, in Hobart (Sutherland, 1977; Shane
Dohnt, pers. comm.). The floor of the large pockets consists of chabazite on calcite while the
roof is predominantly stilbite.
Chabazite occurs with scolecite along joints in Jurassic dolerite at Ben Lomon and Exton, near
Deloraine; at the Gorge, Launceston; at Hillwood, East Tamar River; near the Douglas River;
and at Knights Creek, Glenorchy (Sutherland, 1977).
Transparent, golden rhombohedra and golden to pink, twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up
to 6 mm in diameter, are found with radial calcite-siderite hemispheres and form stalactitic
growths with phillipsite and aragonite in vesicular Tertiary basalt along the Bass Highway, at
Don Hill, near Devonport (Mike Adams, pers. comm.).
Colorless to pink rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 10 mm in diameter, are found in submarine
Tertiary breccia and vesicular basalt in the base of the sea cliffs south of Cape Grim, in the
extreme northwest corner of Tasmania (Lancaster, 1981; Mike Adams, pers. comm.). The
chabazite is found on phillipsite and is associated with analcime, natrolite, gmelinite, apophyllite,
calcite, aragonite, tacharanite, tobermorite, gypsum, and thaumasite.
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found with natrolite needles, apophyllite, phillipsite,
and aragonite in cavities in Tertiary basalt at the West Ridgley Quarry, near Burnie (Polden,
1983; Rowbottom, pers. comm.). At the base of Table Cape, near Wynyard, small chabazite
crystals are found with natrolite, analcime, apophyllite, phillipsite, and gmelinite (Rowbotlom,
pers. camm.).

Victoria: Na-<iominant chabazite is abundant in the Lower to Middle Pleistocene olivine basalts
in the suburbs of Melbourne, particularly at the Clifton Hill Quarry, in Collingwood; Brunswick
Quarry, in Brunswick; F19 Freeway, in Fairfield; Burnly Quarry, in Richmond; Bundoora
Quarry, in Whittlesea; and Preston Vale (Chalmers, 1968; Vince, 1980, 1989). The zeolites are
found in the deeper portions of the flows that filled in ancestral valleys and covered river sediments containing fossilized wood (Vince, 1980). The Clifton Hill Quarries expose three basalt
flows. The upper one contains empty vesicles, the middle flow contains the carbonates, ferro-<:alcite, dolomite, and aragonite, and the lower flow contains excellent, colorless, twinned chabazite
variety phacolite crystalS, up to 15 mm in diameter, analcime, gonnardite-natrolite, phillipsite,
thomsonite, aragonite, and ferro-<:alcite on clay (Vince, 1980). The other quarries in the Melbourne area contain the same minerals. The sodium-rich chabazite crystals in the Melbourne
area all have a twinned phacolite habit with a rough, curved, domelike surface on the top of the
crystalS, which are composed of minute rhombohedra. The edges of the crystals are rough from
numerous reentrant angles between twinned {022l} faces (Figs. 80-83). Smooth {OOOl} and
prism faces, which are very rarely present, are interpreted as a thin gmelinite overgrowth on
selected portions of the sodium-rich chabazite (RWT).
Colorless Na-K-Mg-rich chabazite crystals are found with phillipsite, filiform pyrite,
manganoan siderite, and montmorillonite on sandstone breccia and in the vesicular base of
Oligocene to Lower Miocene columnar basalt in the Narre Warren Quarry, near Melbourne
(Birch et al., 1979). The minerals are believed to have formed by a hot basalt flow covering
stream sediments, which elevated the temperature to create an environment favorable to crystallization of the minerals.
Chabazite is the most common and widely distributed zeolite in the highly vesicular Eocene
olivine basalt flows along the coastline of the Mornington Peninsula, between Flinders and Cape
Schanck, particularly at Cairns Bay (= Simmons Bay) and Little Bird Rock (Coulsell, 1980;
Birch, 1988b; Hall, 1989). Pinkish-orange to brown rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 8 mm
across, are found on montmorillonite in basalt flows and dikes near West Head and Little Bird
Rock (Hall, 1989). Colorless to orange, hexagonal plates of chabazite variety phacolite, up to 3
mm in diameter with a few reaching 8 mm across, are found with montmorillonite and analcime
in the Eocene basalt in the Cairns Bay and Little Bird Rock areas (Hall, 1989). The most
common occurrences of chabazite, in the Cairns Bay and Little Bird Rock areas, are colorless to
orange intergrowths with gmelinite that form hexagonal dipyramids, up to 4 cm across, with
natrolite, analcime, thomsonite, calcite, phillipsite, aragonite, dolomite, montmorillonite, and
copper (Birch, 1976, 1988b). Gmelinite, found in the core of naturally etched gmelinite-
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chabazite crystals, intergrew with chabazite and formed a thin shell over the aggregate (Birch,
1976; RWf). The dark pinkish-orange to red gmelinite-chabazite crystals contain a greater proportion of gmelinite than those that are colorless or yellow. Chabazite is found in cavities near
those containing cowlesite, levyne-offretite, analcime, and montmorillonite in vesicular basalt at
Cairns Bay, near Flinders (Birch, 1988a). In the Cairns Bay and Little Bird Rock areas, it is
believed that zeolites, forming near the surface of an older basalt flow, were covered and
reheated by a younger flow (Rew, 1%9). The reheating partly dissolved existing zeolites and
redeposited new minerals as the solutions cooled.
Brick-red to orange rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 10 mm across, are found with ferrierite,
heulandite, and barite in Eocene olivine basalt at Red Cliff Head, on Phillip Island (BirCh,
1988b). Colorless, lens-shaped twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up to 4 mm across, are found
in Eocene basalt at Point Sambell and Kennon Head on Phillip Island (LeaCh, 1989). Colorless,
pink, and orange rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 10 mm across, occur in Eocene olivine basalt
at Helens Head and Sunderland Bluff on Phillip Island.
Colorless rhombohedra, interpenetrating twins, and phacolite twins of chabazite, up to 8 mm
across, are found on black clay in vesicles, up to 15 cm in diameter, in columnar-jointed Quaternary olivine basalt at the Tylden Quarry, near Tylden (Hollis, 1979; Henry, 1989). Other cavities
contain gonnardite, levyne, phillipsite, and thomsonite.
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 4 mm in diameter, are found with phillipsite, aragonite, and calcite on clay in vesicular basalt at Trentham Falls Quarry, in the Colibar River
Gorge, near Trentham (Hollis, 1979; Henry, 1989). Colorless, twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up to 17 mm in diameter, are found with mesolite, thomsonite, and levyne in vesicular basalt
at Clunes (Hollis, 1979; Henry, 1988).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 4 mm across, are found with calcite and phillipsite
in the volcanics at Malmsbury (Hollis, 1979; Henry, 1989). Colorless, twinned chabazite variety
phacolite (Figs. 115,116), up to 3 mm across, are found with gonnardite and natrolite in basalt at
the Boral Quarry, Dunnstown (Henry, 1989). Opaque, yellow to orange rhombohedra of
chabazite are found on clay in vesicular basalt at Pentland Hills (Henry, 1989).
White rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 4 mm across, are found in vesicular basalt at Gelantipy; colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 3 mm across, occur with calcite on phillipsite at
Howitt Plains; and rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 0.5 mm across, are found with calcite in the
Avon Quarry, at Seaton (Haupt, 1989b).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 5 mm across, are found with thomsonite and calcite in vesicular Eocene basalt near Jindivick, northwest of Drouin, in West Gippsland (Birch,
1987; Haupt, 1989a). Nearby cavities contain levyne-offretite, thomsonite, phillipsite, analcime,
cowlesite, green montmorillonite, and calcite (Birch, 1987).
Massive white chabazite, and, rarely, rhombohedra, up to 3 mm across, form bands, up to 10
mm across, in coal at Yarragon (Haupt, 1989a). Small rhombohedra of chabazite occur at Lilydale and Willow Grove (Haupt, 1989a).
Colorless, twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 4 mm in diameter, are found on
augite or andesine crystals in vesicular basalt in the Portland Harbour Trust Quarry, at Cape Sir
William Grant (= Cape Grant), near Portland (Bosworth, 1989).
AUSTRIA
Carinthia: Colorless to white chabazite crystals, up to 1 cm across, occur with scolecite, heulandite, laumontite, prehnite, epidote, stilbite, titanite, muscovite, and albite in granitic gneiss at
Pfluglhof, Malta-Tal, near Gmund (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Chabazite occurs with stilbite, scolecite, prehnite, albite, and laumontite at Riekener Hochalm;
with laumontite and heulandite at Riekener Sonnblick; with stilbite and scolecite at Mooshutte;
with stilbite in the Ankogel Mountains, Kleiner Ankogel; and with stilbite, heulandite, and
prehnite in cavities in gneiss at Schwussnerhutte, near Mallnitz, in the Ankogel Mountains
(Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Chabazite occurs with heulandite, laumontite, and pyrite on amphibolite near Brandhutte,
Weinebene, Koralpe, and forms yellow crystals with stilbite and pyrite on biotite gneiss in the
Kalcherkogel Tunnel (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
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Niederosterreich (= Lower Austria): Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite occur with gismondine, phillipsite, cowlesite, calcite, aragonite, and levyne in cavities of altered schistlike rock in a
graphite mine at Trandorf, near Amstall, Waldviertel (Gerhard Niedermayr and Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Chabazite crystals, up to 5 mm across, occur with heulandite, laumontite, stilbite, prehnite,
and epidote in amphibolite at Hartenstein, Waldviertel (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Salzburg: Chabazite occurs with albite and chlorite at Hohne Saule, in the Hollersbachthal;
Weisseneck; and Grossen Weidalpe, in Habashtahal (Hintze, 1897). Chabazite occurs on smoky
quartz at Breitfuss, Habachtal; on epidote, feldspar, and smoky quartz at Schlieferspitze,
Krimmler Achental; with stilbite on Rifflkees, Stubachtal; and on granitic gneiss at Schleierfallstollen, near Bockstein (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Styria: Colorless rhombohedra and twinned chabazite variety phacolite are found with
gonnardite, natrolite, gismondine, stilbite, phillipsite, analcime, thomsonite, aragonite, calcite,
tobermorite, and apatite in vesicular Pliocene nepheline basalt near K1ceh (Meixner et a!., 1956;
Postl and Walter, 1983a).
Tiny, colorless, trellislike twins of ordered chabazite variety willhendersonite, up to 0.2 mm
across, are found with gismondine, phillipsite, chabazite, hydrotalcite, and calcite in nepheline
basalt at Stradner Hill, near Wilhelmsdorf, south of Bad Gleichenberg (Walter and Postl, 1984).
The minerals crystallized in the order: willhendersonite > phillipsite> gismondine > hydrotalcite> calcite.
Chabazite occurs with stilbite, heulandite, and laumontite on gneiss at Schwanberg, Koralpe;
with heulandite, laumontite, and stilbite on amphibolite between Reih A1pe and Weinebene,
Koralpe; with stilbite and scolecite on amphibolite at Trafossgraben, near Kirchdorf an der Mur,
Gleinalpe; with heulandite, stilbite, and lamontite in silicate-rich marble at St. Johann ob Hohenburg; with stilbite, heulandite, chlorite, magnetite, hornblende, epidote, and garnet in
amphibolite at Glattjoch, Wolzer Tauern, Niedere Tauern; and with stilbite and sulfides on
gneiss at Plettental, near Pusterwald, Niedere Tauern (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).

BRAZIL
Chabazite is reported in the basalts of southern Brazil (Franco, 1952; Mason and Greenberg,
1954). Drusy chabazite is found with stilbite and heulandite, in the contact zone between tactite
with mica SChist, in the the scheelite mines of northeastern Brazil (Rao and Cunha e Silva, 1963).
BULGARIA
White, twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystals occur at Madzarovo (Passaglia, 1970). Kostov (1%2) reports reddish colored chabazite from several basalts and tuffs in Bulgaria.
Chabazite, mesolite, scolecite, natrolite, thomsonite, laumontite, analcime, harmotome, mordenite, ferrierite, and stilbite are found in zones related to sulfide mineralization around granodioritic to monzonitic intrusions in a volcanic belt extending along the Balkan Mountain range
to the Black Sea, and in the Eastern Rhodopes Mountains (Kostov, 1%2, 1970).
Colorless rhombohedra and penetration twins of chabazite were found with pyrite, sphalerite,
chalcopyrite, and calcite at Buna, near Bururesd, Transylvania (Hintze, 1897). Chabazite occurs
near Csebve, in the Magura-Gebirge Mountains and between Pijano and Tekero (Hintze, 1897).
CANADA
British Columbia: Small, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found with thomsonite,
levyne-offretite, phillipsite, stilbite, heulandite, cowlesite, and mesolite in talus slopes and basalt
cliffs along the Douglas Lake Road, west of Westwold (Tschernich, 1987).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found with cowlesite, thomsonite, levyne, stilbite,
heulandite, and chabazite in red vesicular basalt south of Monte Lake (Wise and Tschernich,
1975). Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 5 mm across, are found on stilbite, erioniteoffretite, paulingite, and heulandite in vesicular basalt at Twig Creek, in the Monte Hills, west of
Monte Lake (RWT). The minerals crystallized in the order: erionite-offretite > paulingite >
clay> heulandite > stilbite > chabazite. Colorless rhombohedra and twinned chabazite variety
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phacolite, up to 8 mm across, are commonly found with thomsonite, phillipsite, analcime, aragonite, and heulandite at Painted Chasm, north of Clinton (Tschernich, 1987).
Colorless chabazite variety phacolite is covered by a very thin, colorless to milky-white, gmelinite shell, less than 1 mm thick, in the vesicular basalt near Horse Lake, 100 Mile House (Mary
Hillsdon, pers. comm.). Some of the crystals display external gmelinite morphology whereas on
other crystals the gmelinite is discontinuously formed on the phacolite crystal (allowing the crystal morphology of both minerals to be observed on one crystal) (RWf). The gmelinite is brittle
and can be separated from the underlying chabazite. The minerals crystallized in the order: analcime > chabazite> gmelinite > natrolite (RWf).
Colorless chabazite crystals are found with gmelinite, analcime, thomsonite, and natrolite on
white, phillipsite-lined vesicular basalt at Green Lake, near 70 Mile House (Mary Hillsdon, pers.
comm.). Chabazite, gmelinite, natrolite, apophyllite, and laumontite are reported in vugs and fissures in the Centre Star Mine, Rossland (Drysdale, 1915).
Light-mange to pink rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 4 mm across, are found with stilbite,
laumontite, and calcite in vertical veins crossing vesicular Eocene trachytes at Yellow Lake, near
Olalla (RWf). The complex crystallization history at this locality appears to represent shallow
hot springs activity where the zeolites, phillipsite > analcime> thomsonite > scolecite-mesolitenatrolite, crystallizing in vesicles, were invaded by fractures, followed by solutions depositing Srbearing heulandite > brewsterite-yugawaralite-fluorite and La-bearing wakefieldite-(Ce) >
laumontite, along with large amounts of calcite (RWf). At shallower depths, the same veins
deposited only chabazite> calcite> stilbite > calcite> laumontite (RWf).
Manitoba: Chabazite, analcime, and natrolite are found in the Sherrill Gordon Copper-zinc
Mine, in northern Manitoba (Brownell, 1938).
Nova Scotia: Exceptional specimens of salmon-orange-colored rhombohedra and simple penetration twins of chabazite, commonly up to 15 mm across with a few reaching 25 mm in diameter, are found in veins and pockets in the Triassic basalt sea cliffs near Parrsboro, in the Bay of
Fundy (RWT). Chabazite is found north of a line connecting Cape Split with Cape d'Or, the
best specimens coming from Wasson's Bluff. Good chabazite crystals are found at Cape d'Or,
Captain Kidd's Cove, Clarke Head, Partridge Island, Two Islands, and Five Islands (Walker and
Parsons, 1922). The minerals crystallized in the order: quartz> chabazite> gmelinite > stilbite
> heulandite > laumontite> apophyllite > analcime> thomsonite > natrolite > mesolite
overgrowth> calcite (Aumento, 1964). Orange gmelinite overgrowths on orange chabazite are
common at Two Islands and Pinnacle Island, in the Five Island Group (RWT). Colorless,
twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystalS, up to 5 mm in diameter, are found on stilbite, analcime, and quartz in the basalt cliffs from Cape Blomidon to Cape Split (RWf). In the same
area, some chabazite crystals are intergrown with gmelinite in the core and covered with a thin
shell of gmelinite (RWT)'
Ontario: White to light pink rhombohedra and penetration twins of chabazite are found on
pyroxene, biotite, scapolite, and quartz in cavities in granite at Monteagle, Hastings County
(Hintze, 1897).
Chabazite occurs with analcime, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite, gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite,
prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Velthuizen,I991).
Quebec: Chabazite occurs with analcime, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991).
Colorless, white, pink, or reddish-brown rhombohedra and thin hexagonal plates of chabazite,
up to 1 mm in diameter, with a few reaching 12 mm across, are rarely found with analcime,
natrolite, Na-gonnardite (== tetranatrolite) and paranatrolite in altered pegmatites, marble and
sodalite xenoliths, and vugs in the nepheline syenite of the Cretaceous alkaline gabbro-syenite
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complex at Mont Saint-Hilaire, east of Montreal (Marble and Regis, 1979; Horvath and Gault,
1990). Nearby cavities contain gmelinite, harmotome, phillipsite, garronite, gismondine, thomsonite, edingtonite, gobbinsite, serandite, microcline, albite, catapleiite, and many other minerals
(Wight and Chao, 1986; Marble and Regis, 1979).
CANARY ISLANDS (Spain)
Colorless rhombohedra, penetration twins, and complexly twinned chabazite variety phacolite
crystals (Fig. C-40), up to 8 mm in diameter, are abundant in vesicular Pliocene basalt and tuff
at Punta del Aguila, Playa Blanca, near Yaiza, Lanzarote Island (Betz, 1986). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> clay> levyne > offretite-erionite > analcime > phillipsite>
chabazite > thomsonite > mesolite-natrolite > drusy chabazite> calcite (R Wf).
On Fuerteventura Island, small, colorless, transparent rhombohedra of chabazite are found
with phillipsite, gismondine, offretite, natrolite, and calcite in volcanics near Morro de Jable
(Singen, 1988). Chabazite occurs in basalt near La Veja, on Grand canary Island (Hintze,
1897).
CHILE
Large crystals of chabazite were found with prehnite, stilbite, and barite in the silver mines of
Rodadito, near Arqueros (Hintze, 1897). Chabazite occurs in the Andes, west of Atacama
(Hintze, 1897).
COSTA RICA
Colorless, lustrous, twinned chabazite, up to 3 mm in diameter, are found in volcanic cavities at
Puente La Garita in the sequence: calcite > chabazite > thomsonite > calcite (Ronald Boyd,
pers. comm.; R Wf).
Fine crystals of colorless chabazite variety phacolite, up to 8 mm in diameter, are found on
heulandite and are associated with thomsonite, phillipsite, analcime, mesolite, stilbite, apophyllite, and calcite in volcanics at Quebrada Grande (Ronald Boyd, pers. camm.).
Colorless chabazite variety phacolite, up to 3 mm in diameter, occurs in volcanic cavities at La
Cruz in the sequence: heulandite > thomsonite > mesolite > chabazite (Ronald Boyd, pers.
comm.; RWf). Colorless chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 3 mm across, are found in
volcanics at Rio Barbilla. Other cavities contain thomsonite, phillipsite, clay, calcite, natrolitemesolite, levyne, and offretite (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.). Volcanics at Rio Viejo contain
chabazite, thomsonite, analcime, mesolite, calcite, phillipsite, and clay (Ronald Boyd, pers.
comm.).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Chabazite rhombohedra and the twinned-variety phacolite are found with natrolite-mesolite and
thomsonite on analcime and phillipsite in vesicular nepheline basalt between Mlada Boleslav and
Jil:(n, in northeastern Bohemia (Pacak, 1947).
Colorless to white strontium-bearing chabazite variety phacolite crystals (1.6% SrO), up to 22
mm in diameter, and rhombohedra, up to 10 mm across, occur at Repeice, Bohemia (Ulrych
and Rychly, 1981). Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 cm across, are found at
Schlackenwalle and Leitmeritz (R Wf). Smaller chabazite crystals are found at Lobosity; Aussig;
and Rubenderfel (RWf).
Colorless, water-clear rhombohedra of strontium-bearing chabazite (3% SrO), up to 11 mm
wide, occur in fissures in thermally metamorphosed argillite xenoliths in an andesite sill at
Bucnik HIlI, southwest of Komilna, near Bojkovice, in Moravia (Cerny and Povondra, 1965b).
The minerals crystallized in the order: pyrite-galena-sphalerite> calcite-laumontite> chabazite.
Chabazite is found with stilbite, natrolite, heulandite, laumontite, prehnite, datolite, calcite,
pyrite, sphene, axinite, epidote, and chlorite in hydrothermally altered, fine-grained, albite-quartz
veins along the border of amphibolite in gneiss in the Amphibolite Quarry at Mirosov, near
Strazek, western Moravia (Cerny, 1955; Cerny and Povondra, 1966b).
Chabazite occurs in the amphibolite of Cervena Hora, near Kouty, in Moravia (Novotna,
1926). The minerals crystallized in the order: scolecite > heulandite > stilbite > chabazite>
laumontite.
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Chabazite occurs with scolecite, epistilbite, laumontite, stilbite, heulandite, and apophyllite in
cavities in andesite near Siatorosska Bukovinka, in the Cerova Vrchovina area (Duda et 01.,
1984). Small chabazite crystals occur on amethyst quartz in nepheline basalt at Kosakow Hill,
near Semil (Hintze, 1897). Colorless, white, yellow, or red rhombohedra and twinned chabazite
variety phacolite are found in vesicular basalt in the teska Lipa (= BOhmisch-Leipa) area,
Bohemia, at Spitz; Kahl; Neubauer; and Kautner Hill (Hintze, 1897).
Large, colorless, strontium-barium-bearing chabazite variety phacolite crystals are found with
strontium-rich heulandite lining fractures and vesicles in Lower Permian basalt at Kozakov Hill,
northeast of Turnov, in northern Bohemia (Kaspar, 1942; Cerny and Povondra, 1969; Passaglia,
1970). The minerals crystallized in the order: jasper> quartz crystals> calcite > analcime >
chabazite > heulandite.
Chabazite rhombohedra, up to 5 mm in diameter, are found in vesicular leucite-bearing volcanics at Farsky Hill, Zeiice, near Ustf Dad Labem (RfdkoSil and Danek, 1983). The minerals
crystallized in the order: analcime> thomsonite > levyne > offretite > calcite.
Excellent, colorless, White, and yellow, striated, complex rhombohedra and penetration twins
of chabazite are found in phonolite at Rubendorfel (Hintze, 1897). Chabazite occurs in basalt at
Skalken; Galgenberg; and Binnowe-Thal, near Ustf nad Labem (= Aussig) (Hintze, 1897).
Chabazite occurs with phillipsite and gyrolite at Neubauerberg, Bezirk, Leipa (R WT).
Colorless to milky-white rhombohedra and twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up to 15 mm
in diameter, are found with natrolite and heulandite in phonolite at Ustf nad Labem (British
Museum, RWT). Chabazite occurs at Muhlber, near Ober Kreibitz; Pihler-Berg; Schwayka;
Scharfenstein Tunnel, near Bensen; Walder, near Ober-Politz; Welhotta, near Hummel; and
Babina, near Hummel (Hintze, 1897).
Chabazite is found with quartz, heulandite, mordenite, and calcite in fissures in amygdaloidal
basalt at Kozakov, northern Bohemia (Cerny, 1967). Chabazite variety phacolite occurs in basalt
at Daubitz; zalesly (= Salesel), near Schieferberge; Wannow; Tschering, near Ustf nad Labem
(= Aussig) (Hintze, 1897).
Chabazite is found at Lettenhugel, near Bohm-Kamnitz; at Markersdork, near Schima; at
Antoni and Laurenzi-Zecke, near Wernstadtl; at Eulenberg, near Schuttenitz; at Kuchelbad,
near Prague; at Kostenblatt; and at Pribram (Hintze, 1897).
FAROE ISLANDS
Excellent specimens of colorless to white rhombohedra and twinned chabazite variety phacolite,
up to 2 cm in diameter, with a few reaching 4 cm across, are abundant in the Tertiary basalts of
the Faroe Islands.
Fine, colorless to white chabazite rhombohedra and twinned phacolite, up to 25 mm across,
have been found at Sku tin, Nolso (= Nolsoy) Island (RWT). Betz (1981) reports chabazite
crystalS, up to 3 cm in diameter, at Haeddin, Eysturoy Island. On Sandoy (= Sando) Island,
exceptional rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 4 cm across, are found with levyne, apophyllite,
stilbite, and heulandite in road cuts and in boulders at the base of a 2oo-meter-high cliff at
Dalsnipa (= Dalsnypen) (Betz, 1981).
On Vidoy Island, chabazite crystalS, up to 4 cm in diameter, are found with heulandite at
Hvannasund and Malinsfjall (Betz, 1981). Na-rich chabazite with a phacolite habit is found at
Vaalvo (Passaglia, 1970). Chabazite variety phacolite is found at Norddepil, Bardoy Island
(Betz, 1981).
Chabazite and stilbite in the Faroe Islands have been dated by fission track techniques to be 40
to 50 million years old (Koul and Chadderton, 1980).
FRANCE
Colorless to white rhombohedra of chabazite are found with phillipsite and offretite-erionite in
fractures and vugs in basalt near Araules (= Yssingeaux), Haute-Loire (Pongiluppi, 1976).
Rhombohedra of chabazite are found with calcite and prehnite at Pouzac, Hautes Pyrenees
(Robert Ray, pers. comm.). Rhombohedra of chabazite are found with phillipsite and thornsonite in vesicular basalt at Le Meynial-Laveissiere and Le Martinet, near Murat, Cantal
(Pongiluppi, 1976).
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Chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 3 mm in diameter, are found in vesicular basalt
boulders, used to build low walls, dividing tracks of land, near Gignat, Puy-de-D6me
(Pongiluppi, 1976). The minerals crystallized in the order garronite > phillipsite> cbabazitethomsonite. Gonnardite occurs on garronite-phillipsite but is never associated with chabazite
and thomsonite.
Colorless to white chabazite variety phacolite occurs with phillipsite in basalt near Perrier (=
Issoire), Puy-de-D6me (RWI). Small, colorless, twinned chabazite variety phacolite is found
with natrolite in basalt at Puy-de-Marman, Puy-de-D6me, Auvergne, and Chaux-de Bergonne
(Hintze, 1897; RWI).
Colorless rhombohedra and penetration twins of chabazite, up to 5 mm across, are found with
phillipsite, offretite, mazzite, and calcite in olivine basalt near the top of the south slope of Mont
Semiol (= Mont Semiouse), near Montbrison, Loire. (Galli et a/., 1974).
Chabazite, natrolite, and phillipsite were deposited in tbe cement wall-work of Roman baths at
Plombieres where tbe water from the hot springs emerges at a maximum temperature of 700 C
(Daubree, 1879). Chabazite occurs in warm springs (45° C) at Luxeuil, Department of Haute
Saone (Daubree, 1879).
Rhombohedra of chabazite occur on fissures in biotite gneiss at Cambo, Basses-Pyrenees
(Hintze, 1897). Chabazite and phillipsite occur in basalt at Chenavari and Rhone, Department
of Ardeche (Hintze, 1897). Rhombohedra of chabazite occur in basalt at Araules, Haute-Loire;
Croix-des-Boutieres, near Mezene; Fay-Ie-Froid; Prudelles; Luxereil, Haute-Saone; Mauerwerk
of Bader; and near Bourbonne-Les-Bains (Hintze, 1897).

GERMANY
(Type locality) Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 cm across, are found with phillipsite
and calcite in quartz-lined geodes at Idar-Oberstein and with heulandite on quartz at Heimbach,
Idar-Oberstein (RWI).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 4 mm across, are found with harmotome and stilbite on bladed calcite, goethite, and smoky quartz in geodes at Freisen, Saarland, Pfalz (RWI).
Twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystalS, up to 2 cm in diameter, occur at Weilberg, Rheinland (RWI).
Chabazite occurs with stilbite at Andreasberg, Harz Mountains (RWI). Chabazite occurs with
analcime, laumontite, stilbite, natrolite, and prehnite in basalt at Bad Harzburg, Harz; with stilbite, fluorite, quartz, and feldspar in granite at Wurmberg, north of Braunlage; and with analcime, gonnardite, phillipsite, thomsonite, natrolite, apophyllite, calcite, okenite, tacbaranite, opal,
and montmorllionite in basalt at Bramberg, near Adelebsen, nortbwest of Gottingen (Wittern,
1990). Colorless chabazite variety phacolite crystalS, up to 12 mm in diameter, line vesicular
basalt at Einsiedertal, Siebengebirge (RWI).
Chabazite is found with harmotome, natrolite, scolecite, and calcite in basalt at Bad Marienberg, Westerwald; with natrolite, phillipsite, thomsonite, and calcite in basalt at Nergenroth, near
Westerbury; with analcime, heulandite, laumontite, stilbite, apophyllite, prebnite, pumpellyite,
quartz, datolite, and calcite in diabase at Herborn; and with natrolite, stilbite, calcite, and aragonite in basalt near Eschwege (Wittern, 1990).
Chabazite occurs with analcime, natrolite, phillipsite, calcite, and apatite in phonolite at Ebersberg, Hessische Rhon; witb analcime, phillipsite, calcite, aragonite, and montmorillonite at Rupsroth, Hessische Rhon; and with analcime, beulandite, and stilbite in gabbro at Nieder-Beerbach
(Wittern, 1990).
Fricke (1971) reports chabazite and phillipsite in volcanics at Eichert, Sasbacb, Kaiserstuhl.
Strontium-bearing chabazite (8% SrO) occurs at Kaiserstuhl, Baden (Livingstone, 1986).
Chabazite occurs with analcime and natrolite at Endhalden, near Botzingen; with natrolite in
basalt and phonolite at Kirchberg, near Niederroltweil; and with faujasite, offretite-erionite,
phillipsite, montmorillonite, and calcite at Limberg, near Sasbach (Wittern, 1990).
Chabazite occurs with amicite, analcime, apopbylite, barmotome, merlinoite, mesolite, natrolite, paulingite, phillipsite, scolecite, stilbite, thomsonite, tobermorite, calcite, aragonite, and
montmorillonite in volancic rocks at HOwenegg, Hegau (Wittern, 1990).
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Chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 1 cm in diameter, are found with natrolite and harmotome in basalt at Nidda, Ober-Widdersheim, and with faujasite, phillipsite, and natrolite at
Annerod, Hessen (Leyerzapf, 1978). Colorless rhombohedra, penetration twins, and the complex phacolite habit of chabazite (Fig. C-19), up to 1 cm in diameter, are associated with phillipsite, natrolite, thomsonite, mesolite, levyne-offretite, analcime, and calcite in montmorillonitelined vesicles in basalt at Ober-Widdersheim, near Vogelsberg, Hessen (Hentschel and Vollrath,
1977).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 3 mm in diameter, are found with offretite-erionite, phillipsite, montmorillonite, and, rarely, gismondine in vesicular basalt near Gedern, Vogelsberg, Hessen (Betz and Hentschel, 1978). Chabazite occurs with faujasite, phillipsite, offretite,
and montmorillonite at Attenberg, near Grossen-Buseck, Vogelsberg, Hessen (Hentschel,
1980a).
Tiny, colorless, trellislike aggregates of
silicon-aluminum-ordered chabazite variety
willhendersonite (Figs. 119-121), up to 0.06
mm across, are found with gismondine,
phillipsite, thomsonite, ettringite, and
thaumasite in cavities in a limestone xenolith in
basalt at Ettringer Bellerberg, Eifel (Peacor et
al., 1984).

Chabazite occurs in vesicular Tertiary basalt
at Arensberg, near Zilsdorf, Eifel (Hentschel,
1978a). Other cavities contain phillipsite, gismondine, gonnardite, thomsonite, mesolite,
scolecite, chabazite, offretite, tacharanite,
thaumasite, gyrolite, apophyllite, and
heulandite.
Figure 119. Twinned, flattened rhombohedra of
In the Eifel, chabazite occurs with
chabazite variety willendersonite with modified
gismondine and chabazite in basalt at
comers from the San Venanzo Quarry, Terni, italy;
Hanneback; with levyne, phillipsite,
SEM photo by William Henderson, Jr.
tobermorite, gismondine, calcite, and
montmorillonite at Emmelberg, near Uderdorf; with gismondine, phillipsite, and calcite at Loley,
near Underdorf; and with natrolite, phillipsite, apophyllite, calcite, and montmorillonite in basalt
(

Figure 120. Twinned, trellislike intergrowths of the
silicon-aluminum ordered chabazite variety
willhendersonite, 0.3 mm across, with phillipsite
(on right) from the San Venanzo Quarry, Terni,
Italy; SEM photo by Erberto Tealdi.

Figure 121. Thin, flattened, rectangular-appearing,
twinned rhombohedra of chabazite variety
willhendersonite (enlargement of Figure 120);
SEM photo by Erberto Tealdi.
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at Dungkopf, near Unkelback (Wittern, 1990).
In the Vogelsberg, Hessen area, chabazite occurs at Giessen; with levyne, natrolite, offretite,
phillipsite, calcite, aragonite, and montmorillonite at Herbstein; with faujasite, erionite-offretite,
ferrierite, levyne, phillipsite, and thomsonite at Hungen; with natrolite, offretite, and phillipsite
in basalt at Laubach; with faujasite, natrolite, phillipsite, analcime, and calcite at Stempel, near
Marburg; and with phillipsite and thomsonite at Rainrod (Wittern, 1990).
Chabazite crystals, up to 2 cm across, are found with thomsonite, phillipsite, gonnardite, gryolite, apophyllite, and calcite in basalt at Niederofleiden, near Vogelsberg, Hessen (Wittern,
1990). At Ortenberg, near Vogelsberg, Hessen, chabazite occurs with analcime, phillipsite,
apophyllite, thomsonite, and natrolite in basalt, while sandstone xenoliths contain paulingite,
silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite), erionite, merlinoite, and dachiardite (Wittern, 1990).
Colorless rhombohedra of cbabazite are found with phillipsite, calcite, gismondine, and
brenkite in the volcanics at Schellkopf, near Brenk, Eifel (Hentschel, 1983). Other cavities contain gonnardite, Na-rich gonoardite (= tetranatrolite), paranatrolite, analcime, thomsonite,
apophyllite, zeophyllite, and thaumasite.
Small, colorless, lense-shaped twins of chabazite are rarely found with calcite, phillipsite, and
siderite in Tertiary basalt, at the Zeilberg Quarry, near Maroldsweisach, Franconia, Bavaria
(Wolfgang Hampel, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain sodiim-rich dachiardite, silica-rich
heulandite (= clinoptilolite), aragonite, phillipsite, rhodesite, tobermorite, hydroxyapophyllite,
gmelinite, oatrolite, analcime, thomsonite, stilbite, laumontite, thaumasite, ettringite, gyrolite,
okenite, and other minerals (Wolfgang Hampel, pers. comm.).
Colorless, transparent chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 3 mm in diameter, are found
with gismondine, phillipsite, clay, calcite, and offretite-erionite in vesicular basalt at Teichelberg,
near Pechbruun, Bavaria (Erich Keck, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain phillipsite, Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), and natrolite.
Chabazite occurs with harmotome, heulandite, and stilbite at Silberberg, near Bodenmais;
with heulandite at Saustein, near Schonberg; with stilbite at Tittling, near Stutzerdorf; and with
heulandite, laumontite, and stilbite at Lindber-Gipfel (Wittern, 1990).
GREENLAND

Chabazite is widely distributed in the basalts on Disko Island (B0ggild, 1953). In the Godhavn
District, on Disko Island, colorless rhombohedra and twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 12 mm across, are associated with apophyllite, stilbite, thomsonite, calcite, and mesolite in basalt cavities (B0ggild, 1953). Twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up to 15 mm in diameter, is associated with stilbite, levyne, heulandite, calcite, and mesolite in the basalt at Unartorssuaq; Tuapagssuit; and Augpalartoq, in the Godhavn District (B0ggild, 1953).
Grayish, twinned, chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 5 mm in diameter, are found alone
in dolerite at Tuapagssuit and with levyne and calcite in basalt at Aumarutigss, in the Umanak
District (B0ggild, 1953).
In the Upernavik District, chabazite crystals, up to 3 mm across, are found with analcime,
apophyllite, and tbomsonite (B0ggild, 1953). White rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 3 cm
across, and twinned phacolite crystals, up to 2 mm in diameter, are found with thomsonite at
Tuapaussatr, in the Ritenbenk District (B0ggild, 1953). Tiny chabazite crystals, up to 0.5 mm
across, occur on joints in nepheline syenite at Kangerdluarssuk, in the Julianehaab District
(B0ggild, 1953).
Na-rich chabazite (= herschelite) is covered with an overgrowth of gmelinite and is associated
with natrolite and apophyllite in hydrothermally altered ussigite in the Ilimaussaq nepheline
syenite intrusion, Kangerdluarssuk Fjord, in southern Greenland (Karup-M0I1er, 1976).
In eastern Greenland, grayish rhombohedra and phacolite twins of chabazite, up to 8 mm in
diameter, are found alone with thomsonite, stilbite, and apophyllite in basalt fragments in glacial
moraines at Scoresby Sund (B0ggild, 1909). Colorless rhombohedra and twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up to 5 mm across, occur with stilbite, heulandite, levyne, and thomsonite in glacial
medial moraine basalt fragments on the Henry Glacier (B0ggild, 1909). Colorless rhombohedra
of chabazite, up to 5 mm across, were found with levyne and celadonite on floating ice near
I1uilek in southern Greenland (B0ggild, 1909).
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HUNGARY
Colorless, white, light pink, and yellow rhombohedra of chabazite, with many extra faces, and
exceptionally large phacolite twins, up to 8 cm in diameter (some with large curved {OOO1}
faces), are found with analcime, stilbite, and calcite in cavities in andesite at Csodi Mountain,
Dunabogdany, near Budapest (Reichert and Erdelyi, 1935; Koch, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> chabazite > stilbite > calcite.
Chabazite variety phacolite is found in vesicular Pliocene basalt north of Lake Balaton at
Halyagos, near Diszel; Badacsony; Gulaacs; and Halap, near zalahalap (Koch, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> gmelinite > chlorite > phillipsite> chabazite> analcime > stilbite > thomsonite > natrolite-mesolite-scolecite > calcite-aragonite (Koch, 1978).
Chabazite occurs in trachyte at Schemnitz, near Stephani; Schachte; Silberhute; and between
Dilln and Kozelnik (Hintze, 1897). Chabazite occurs in basalt at Giesshubel (Hintze, 1897).
Chabazite, epistilbite, heulandite, stilbite, and laumontite occur in andesite at Satoros (Erdelyi,
1942). Chabazite is found with laumontite, heulandite, and stilbite in andesite of the Matra
Mountians (Mezosi, 1965).
Chabazite occurs in andesite near Visigrad; at Tolmacs; Sagh Berge; and Sofia Grube, near
Neu-Moldava (Hintze, 1897).
ICELAND
Small, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 1 cm across, are common in Tertiary basalt in
Iceland. Chabazite is commonly associated with thomsonite, gismondine, analcime, garronite,
phillipsite, levyne, and other minerals in vesicular basalt along Berufjordur (Walker, 1960b).
Betz (1981) reports chabazite from the Nordura River bed, at Hvammur, and twinned chabazite
variety phacolite at KOla Canyon and Breiddalsheidi.
Small rhombohedra of chabazite are found lining fossil clam shells at Husavic (Dana, 1898).
Walker (1960b) found chabazite and thomsonite were the dominant minerals in the shallowest
zeolite zone in a thick section of basalt flows in eastern Iceland. The zones, mapped by Walker
(1960b), listed from the top to the bottom of the section, are a zeolite-free zone> chabazitethomsonite zone> analcime zone> mesolite-scolecite zone (at sea level).
Chabazite is found in the upper parts of low-temperature geothermal wells (at depths from 50
to 400 meters and temperatures from 55° to 75° C) drilled in basalt in Iceland (Kristmannsd6ttir
and T6masson, 1978). With increasing depth, empty cavities are first encountered, followed by
clay-chabazite-phillipsite-Ievyne > thomsonite-mesolite-scolecite > stilbite-heulanditeepistilbite-mordenite > laumontite> analcime-wairakite (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson,
1978).
At Laugaland, Eyjafjordur, in northern Iceland, geothermal drill holes, through 4 kilometers
of basalt, encountered alteration from low-temperature, regional, burial metamorphism
(Kristmannsd6ttir, 1982). The upper levels contain empty cavities followed by the zones (with
increasing depth) chabazite-thomsonite > scolecite-mesolite > laumontite> epidote
(Kristmannsd6ttir, 1982).
INDIA
Chabazite is rare in the Tertiary basalt of western India. White, yellow, and pink rhombohedra
of chabazite are found on white sheaves of stilbite and plates of heulandite at Yerandowana,
Poona (Sukheswala et aI., 1972, 1974). Colorless to white rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 1 cm
across, with a few crystals reaching 2 cm across, are rarely found with stilbite, calcite, and green
apophyllite at Panvil (Currier, 1976).
Excellent specimens of colorless, White, pink, and orange-red rhombohedra of chabazite (Fig.
C-52), up to 4 cm across, are found with prehnite scattered on drusy quartz crystals, in cavities in
the center of greenish pillow basalt in the Number 10 Bombay Quarry, at Khandivali (RWf).
Other cavities contain epistilbite, stilbite, scolecite, yugawaralite, heulandite, calcite, okenite,
gyrolite, laumontite, and babingtonite.
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INDIAN OCEAN
Chabazite is found with merlinoite, plagioclase, stilbite, and quartz in manganese nodules, on the
South Indian Ridge, east of Kerguelen Island, in the Indian Ocean (Mohapatra and Sahoo,
1987). The minerals probably resulted from diagenetic alteration of volcanic ash on the ocean
bottom.

IRAN
White to pink rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 mm across, are found with analcime in veins
and vesicles in analcime phonolites and with mesolite, analcime, thomsonite, stilbite, heulandite,
and phillipsite in Upper Eocene to Oligocene potassium-rich basalt ( = shoshonite) in the
Meshkin Shar and Ardebil Districts, northeastern Azerbaijan (Comin-Chiaramonti et aI.,
1979b). The minerals crystallized in the order: analcime> mesolite-thomsonite > phillipsite>
heulandite > stilbite > chabazite> apophyllite > calcite.

ITALY
Milky-white, twinned, Sr-K-rich chabazite variety phacolite crystals form spherical aggregates, up
to 5 mm in diameter, with phillipsite and gismondine in cavities of leucite bearing volcanics near
Rome, particularly in quarries at Osa; Acquacetosa; Vallerano; and Casal Brunori (zambanini,
1902; Barbieri and Penta, 1%9; Passaglia, 1970).
Colorless to milky-white hexagonal plates of Na-rich chabazite (= herschelite) occur with
phillipsite and faujasite in basalt at Aci Castello (type locality for herschelite) and Aci Reale, on
the flanks of Mount Etna, Catania, Sicily (Levy, 1825; Mason, 1%2; Passaglia, 1970; Wise,
1982). Na-rich chabazite (= herschelite) occurs with phillipsite and natrolite in the volcanics at
Aci Trezza and Palagonia, Sicily, and nearby Cyclopean Islands, Catania, Sicily (Di Franco,
1942). Hexagonal prisms of chabazite (= herschelite) occur with phillipsite and analcime in
altered glassy basalt tuffs at Portella, in Palagonia, Catania, Sicily (Coppola, 1948). Chabazite
described as herschelite from Sicily is commonly intergrown with gmelinite and exhibits morphology of both species (R Wf).
Yellow rhombohedra of chabazite are found on biotite gneiss from Miage, Monte Blanc
(Passaglia, 1970). White to dark yellow rhombohedra of chabazite are found with heulandite,
stilbite, and laumontite covering fissures in granite at Baveno, Lago Maggiore (Hintze, 1897;
Pagliani, 1948). Colorless to red rhombohedra and twinned chabazite variety phacolite are
found with heulandite, analcime, and stilbite at Montecchio Maggiore, Vicenza (Hintze, 1897).
White rhombohedra of chabazite are found in basalt at Valle Rossa, Cene, Bergamo and Col
del Lores, Val di Fassa (Passaglia, 1970). Chabazite is found in the volcanics at Val Duron, A1pe
di Siusi (Vezzalini and Alberti, 1975). Nearby rock contains heulandite and mordenite.
Yellowish rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 mm across, are found with dachiardite, heulandite, laumontite, chabazite, mordenite, quartz, tourmaline, pollucite, and lepidolite in pegmatites
at Masso Foresi and the Speranza Vein, San Piero, in Campo, Elba (Orlandi and Scortecci,
1985).
Chabazite, gismondine, phillipsite, thomsonite, and natrolite-mesoJite occur in altered gabbros
of the Gruppo di Voltri formation, Liguria (Cortesogno et al., 1975). Potassium-rich chabazite is
found in leucitic welded tuffs at Ercolano, on Mount Vesuvius, near Naples (De Gennaro and
Franco, 1976).
Colorless, transparent rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 1 mm across, are found on thomsonite and are associated with gismondine, aragonite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite in veins and fractures in fault brecciated serpentinites at Panigaro, along Rio Cassinelle, near Sestri, Liguria, and
with thomsonite, stilbite, and apophyllite at Rio Acquestriate, Molini, near Voltaggio, Liguria
(Argenit et aI., 1986).
On Sardinia, colorless to white rhombohedra and twinned chabazite variety phacolite are
found in volcanics at Monastir, Cagliari; Pita Su Loibezzo Stradda, Bosa; and Nora, Cagliari
(Robert Ray, pers. comm.).
Colorless, transparent, twinned, trellislike intergrowths of silicon-aluminum-ordered chabazite
variety willhendersonite, up to 0.2 mm across, are found with phillipsite, thomsonite, and
apophyllite in olivine-rich volcanics in the San Venanzo Quarry (= Vispi Quarry), Terni, Umbria
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(Peacor et al., 1984). The crystals are tabular, flattened on {ool}, with smaller {lOO} and {OlO}
and tiny triangular faces on the corners. Twinning is about the {Ill} axis.
Large, colorless to white rhombohedra, penetration twins, and contact twins are found with
stilbite in basalt at Forra di Bulla (= Puflerloch), South TyrOl (Hintze, 1897).

JAPAN
White rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 cm across, are found at Amagi (British Museum,
RWT). Shimazu and Mizota (1972) report chabazite with levyne-erionite and stilbite in vesicular
basalt at Chojabaru, Iki Island, Nagasaki Prefecture. Chabazite occurs with cowlesite, levyne,
and thomsonite in vesicular Pliocene trachybasalt at Dozen, Oke Island (Tiba and Matsu bara,
1977).
Chabazite is the last zeolite to crystallize in hydrothermal veins in olivine basalt at Hayata,
Chinzei-cho, and Vmezaki, Hizen-cho, on the Higashi-matsuura Peninsula, northern Kyushu
Island, Saga Prefecture (Veno et aI., 1982; Veno, 1983). The minerals show a decreased sodium
and increased calcium content in the sequence of crystallization sodian phillipsite> Na-rich
gonnardite> thomsonite > chabazite (Veno et al., 1982; Veno, 1983). At Iwano, on the
Higashi-matsuura Peninsula, chabazite and Na-rich chabazite are found in basalt in the reverse
sequence of crystallization: calcite> chabazite> Na-rich chabazite (= herschelite) > thomsonite > natrolite > analcime> clay (Ishibashi, 1974).
Chabazite, found in the upper zones in andesite at Kuma-machi, Ehime Prefecture, is believed
to have formed from hydrothermal solutions at temperatures ranging between 1500 and 2000 C
(Ishibashi, 1971). Below the chabazite zone is an intermediate zone of heulandite-mordenitestilbite and a lower zone containing natrolite, datolite, and apophyllite (Ishibashi, 1971).
Potassium-sodium-bearing chabazite and gmelinite occur at Bishamondake, Fukuoka Prefecture (Kuwano and Matsueda, 1982). Colorless, clear rhombohedra and penetration twins of
strontium-bearing chabazite (6% Sr), up to 5 mm across, are found in veins, up to 1 cm wide,
cutting Permian basic tuff at Miyanohira, Orne, Tokyo (Nakao et al., 1969).
Chabazite is found with analcime, calcite, gonnardite, thomsonite, natrolite, phillipsite,
apophyllite, and clay minerals in cavities, up to lO cm in diameter, in Middle Miocene olivine
pillow basalt along the seashore of Maze, in the Iwamure District, Niigata Prefecture (Harada et
al., 1%7; Shimazu and Kawakami, 1%7). Covering the pillow basalt are dacitic tuff and basaltic
tuff that contain heulandite, erionite, mordenite, and quartz-chalcedony.
Milky-white, lustrous rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 1 cm across, are found at Washi-noyama, Ayauta Gari, Kagawa Prefecture; rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 4 mm across, occur
with calcite at Kozuke (Smithsonian, R WT).
Twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up to 3 mm in diameter, occur in networklike cavities cutting through a massive tuff at Mitaki, Sendai City (Akizuki and Konno, 1987). The crystals consist of a single penetration twin in the core overgrown by numerous, small, twinned individuals,
covered with a thin layer of a single chabazite twin (Akizuki and Konno, 1987).

KERGUELEN ISLANDS
Chabazite is found with heulandite, mesolite, analcime, stilbite, natrolite, calcite, or chalcedony
and quartz in geodes derived from decomposed basalt in this island chain in the southern Indian
Ocean, near Antarctica (Lacroix, 1915).

MARIANA OCEAN BASIN
Na-rich chabazite, analcime, natrolite, chlorite, smectite, celadonite, albite, potassium feldspar,
apophyllite, and gyrolite are found in Cretaceous tholeiitic and olivine basalt tuffs that have
undergone low-temperature alteration (Viereck and Schminke, 1986).
MARTINIQUE (French)
Chabazite, heulandite, mesolite, and mordenite are found in Pliocene submarine tuffs, pillOW
lava, and dikes on the island of Martinique (Westercamp, 1981). Shallow magmatic intrusions
formed zones in the surrounding rocks, characterized by laumontite in the hottest (100° to 200°
C) innermost zone followed by a stilbite zone> analcime-thomsonite zone> and finally, by the
outer, low-temperature, mesolite-chabazite zone (Westercamp, 1981).
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MEXICO
Baja California: Colorless chabazile rhombohedra and the twinned-variety phacolile, up to 10
mm in diameter, occur with natrolite in vesicular II01canics at Table Mountain, near Rosarilo,
Municipio de Tijuana (R WI).

Guanajuato: Chabazite is commonly associaled with heulandite and laumontite at Veta Madre,
near Guanajuato, Municipio de Guanajualo (Panczer, 1987).
Hidalgo: Salinas (1923) reports rhombohedra and phacolite twins of chabazite in the Barranca
de Regia, near San Miguel RegIa, Municipio de Hua.sca de Ocampo. Rhombohedra of
chabazite are found at the Tctitlan Mine, Mineral del Chico, Munidpio de Mineral del Chico
(Sa linas, 1923).
Jalisco: Chabazite oceurs at Mesa Yahualica, Guadalajara (Salinas, 1923). Chabazite is found at
EI Narizon and San CristObal, Barraoca del Rio Grande (Hintze, 1897).
•

Oaxaca: Chaba7jle is associated with heulandite in the La Plaehita Mine,La Plachila, Municipio
de la Pe (Panczer, 1987).
NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Colorless, transparent rhombohedra of Chabazite, up to I cm across (some with
inclusions ofnativc copper), are associaled wilh white aggrcgates of gismondine, levync, thomsenile, and calcite in vesicular basalt at the Stone's Quarry, north of Aranga, Norlhland (Jocelyn
Thornton, pers. comm.). Colorless, transparent rhombohedra of chabazite are found with
IcvynC-offrclitc-crionile, analcime, thomsonile, siderite, and clay in vesicular basalt al Maunganui Bluff, west of Aranga, Northland (Jocelyn Thornton, pers. comm.).
Colorless to whilisb, hexagonal, tabular, Na·K·rich chabazite crystals (= herschelite) arc found
with analcime, gonnardile, natrolite, thomsonite, cblorite, siderile, ilmenite, apatite, barite, bar·
motome, quartz, and orlboclase in a Miocene andesite plug (intruded into limestone) at the
Simpkins Quarry, near Tokatoka, southeast of Dargaville (Black, 1964; Courtney and Rodgers,
1988). The cbabazite crystals have a rough, pseudo (0001) face composed of numerous tiny
rhombohedra and striated pyramidal faces due to stacking of parallel pyramidal faces. XRD patterns show Ibat some of these chaba7jte are inlergrown with gmelinitc, whereas other crystals
arc gmelinite-dominant (Don Howard, pers. comm.).
Chabazite occurs with analcime, natrclitc, and tbomsonite at Waiwera; with analcime, natrolite, phillipsile, and thomsonite at Whangpaparoa Gap; with analcime, heulandite, natrolite,
phillipsite, and thomsonite at Maori Bay; and with analcime, eriooite, heulandite, levyne, natro·
lite, offretite, phillipsite, slilbite, and thomsonile at Waitakere (AJun Baines, pers. comm.).
Chabazite is found at Takapuna Beach and Karaka Bay, near Aucl(land City; with phillipsite at
Puha, near Whangarei, and on the Okahukura Peninsula, at Orongo Point, Kaipara (William
Ulrich, unpublished report).

South ISland: Colorless, twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystalS, up to 2 rom in diameter,
are found with phillipsite, natrolite, analcime, thomsonile, lev)'ne-offretite. cowlesite. and todor·
oldte in vesicular basall io the Lyttellon Quarry, Evans Pass, Christchurch, Danks Pcninsula,
Ca.nterbury (William Ulrieh, unpUblished report; Donald Howard, pers. camm.).
Tiny, colorless to white rhombohedra, penelralion twios, and, less commonly, phacolite twins
of chabazite are found on natrolile-gonoardite aggregates, tbomsenile, and phillipsile and arc
associated with aragonite, filiform, and cubic pyrite, calcite, and analcime in vesicular basalt at
Blackhead Quarry, ncar Dunedin, Olago (AJun Baines and Gordon Auton, pers. camm).
Chabazite occurs with heulandite, natrolite,laumontite, quartz, mordenile, stilbile, scolecitc,
and apophyllite at Slew Point, Rangitata Gorge, south canterbury; with stilbite and natrolitc in
metamorphic and inlrusive rocks at Copperstain Creek, northwest Nelson; with heulandite at
StOke, Nelson; al Smithy Creek, Knobs Flat, EgJinlon, nordland, Southland; and with
gonnardite, thomsonite, and laumontite in a natural cement in a Tertiary gabbroic boulder
deposit at Bluff Hill, Southland (William Ulrich, unpUblished report).
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Colorless, transparent, striated rhombohedra of chabazite, only a few millimeters across, form
aggregates associated with hexagonal prisms of erionite, phillipsite, heulandite, calcite, clay, and
pyrite in altered vesicular Eocene basalt and breccia at Moeraki, North Otago (A1un Baines and
Gordon Auton, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain laumontite, analcime, marcasite, and
barite.
NICARAGUA

Colorless to milky-White rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 10 mm across, are found on heulandite in volcanics at La Cruz de la India, Department of Leon (Charles Trantham, pers. comm.).
Other cavities contain stilbite, scolecite, and mesolite.
NORWAY

Yellow to brown rhombohedra and penetration twins of chabazite, several millimeters across,
commonly occur with heulandite, harmotome, stilbite, chlorite, muscovite, dickite, calcite, and
opal in miarolitic cavities and pegmatites in the contact zone between Permian biotite granite
and sediments (transformed into hornfels and wollastonite) at Nedre Ecker ChurCh, west of
Drammen, in the Oslo region (Raade, 1%9).
PANAMA

Colorless, lustrous chabazite rhombohedra, up to 10 mm across, are found with natrolite and
stilbite northeast of La Pintada, Cocle (Smithsonian, R Wf).
POLAND

Exceptional specimens of deep red chabazite rhombohedra, up to 20 mm across, are found with
golden-brown stilbite, smoky quartz, orthoclase, fluorite, calcite, chlorite, albite, and epidote in
granitic pegmatites at Strzegom (= Striegau), Lower Silesia (zabinski, 1976).
SOUTH AFRICA

Thin, colorless to light yellow, hexagonal plates of chabazite (= herschelite), up to 4 mm in
diameter, are found with analcime, calcite, heulandite, and phillipsite in fissures cutting tillite and
a dolerite sill at the Clairwood Quarry, Umhlatuzana Valley, Durban, Natal (Hugh Heron, pers.
comm.).
Colorless to white, twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 4 mm in diameter, are
rarely found with gismondine, gmelinite, mesolite, thomsonite, scolecite, and apophyllite in veins
in a dolerite sill in the Leach and Brown Quarry, Durban Townland, Ladysmith, Klipriver District, Natal (Hugh Heron, pers. comm.). Gmelinite crystals at this locality contain an interior
that is intergrown with chabazite (R Wf). The minerals crystallized in the order: gmelinitechabazite > gismondine > thomsonite > mesolite (R Wf).
Colorless, twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 3 mm in diameter, are rarely
found on heulandite in joint fissures in dolerite at the J.W. Smith and Sons Quarry, zaailager,
Estcourt, Natal (Hugh Heron, pers. comm.).
SPAIN

Colorless to white rhombohedra of chabazite form curved aggregates with calcite, phillipsite,
scolecite, thomsonite, mesolite, natrolite, tobermorite, and tacharanite in olivine basalt at Fogars
de Tordera, La Selva, catalunga, Girona (Bareche, 1988). Chabazite occurs in basalt at Vera,
Almeria (Hintze, 1897).
SWEDEN

Chabazite rhombohedra, up to 12 mm across, are found with stilbite, natrolite, strengite, beraunite, fluellite, cacoxenite, kidwellite, variscite, rockbridgeite, calcite, apatite, microcline, magnetite, hematite, prehnite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, epidote, and quartz in the Leveaniemi Iron Mine,
Svappavaara, north of Gallivare, in northern Sweden (Bjallerud, 1988).
Gray-white rhombohedra and penetration twins of chabazite are found with stilbite on schist,
and with chalcopyrite, garnet, and gangue minerals at Jemtland, near Gustavsberg (Hintze,
1897).
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SWITZERLAND
Tiny, milky-white rhombohedra of chabazite are found on colorless quartz crystals at Schienstock, Felli-thai, St. Gotthard (British Museum, R Wf).
Parker (1922) reports chabazite, adularia, apophyllite, stilbite, heulandite, and scolecite in cavities in granitic and gneissic rocks in the Aar and St. Gotthard Massifs.
Colorless rhombohedra and twinned, strontium-bearing chabazite crystals (4.0% SrO), up to 8
mm in diameter, are found on heulandite and quartz, covering veins in syenite at Chruzlistock,
Val Strem, near Tavetsch, Graubunden (Weibel, 1963).
Colorless chabazite crystals, up to 2 mm across, are found on large, colorless, quartz crystals,
octahedral fluorite, and chlorite at Schattigwichel and Schierstock, Fellital, Uri (Smithsonian,
R Wf). Cream-colored rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 8 mm across, are foune with flattopped stilbite hemispheres and quartz at Reckingen, Vallis (Smithsonian, R Wf).
Chabazite occurs with stilbite and heulandite on smoky quartz, calcite, epidote, milarite, titanite, fluorite, apatite, and chlorite at Piz Giuv; with stilbite, laumontite, and heulandite at Chli
Mutsch; and with scolecite, heulandite, apophyllite, and stilbite at Schattig Wiehel, near Piz
Giuv; and at Val Val (Parker, 1973).
At Reiental, near Goschenen, chabazite is found with heulandite, stilbite, hematite, apatite,
and calcite on smoky quartz and in hollow cavities after anyhdrite (Parker, 1973). Chabazite is
found at Bachenstock, Fellital; Caschle, Val Strem; and Chruzlistock (Parker, 1973). Chabazite
occurs with stilbite and heulandite on pink fluorite and smoky quartz at Schijenstock (Parker,
1973).
Large, yellowish chabazite crystals, up to 25 mm across, are found with heulandite on quartz at
Altbach and Mund in the Rhone Valley; rarely, white to brownish chabazite crystals are found
with epistilbite, heulandite, laumontite, and stilbite on green octahedra of fluorite on aplitic
gneiss at Gibelsbach, near Fiesch, in the Rhone Valley (Parker, 1973). Small chabazite crystals
are found at Fieschergletscher; Grosstal, near Zumdorf, Urserental; Barcuns, Val Russein; and
Val Sogn Placi, upper Rhine Valley (Parker, 1973).
Chabazite is found with stilbite and heulandite on hematite (Eisen roses), bertrandite, quartz,
and in cavities after anhydrite at La Fibbia, near Gotthardpass; yellow chabazite crystals occur
with albite, hematite (Eisen roses), rutile, xenotime, titanite, pyrite, and anatase at Pizzo
Lucendro; chabazite crystals coat uranophane in cavities in granite at Albigna, in the Bergell
Mountains; and chabazite occurs with scolecite, laumontite, heulandite, apophyllite, and,stilbite
on fluorite, quartz, feldspar, apatite, tourmaline, and prehnite at Arvigo, Val Calanca (Parker,
1973). Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found with pyrite while other cavities contain
stilbite, laumontite, heulandite, and apophyllite in the Ceneritunnel, southern Tessin (Parker,
1973). Chabazite occurs at Ofenhorn, Mont Albrun; coats analcime in cavities of garnetactinolite-bearing limestone-silicate at Pollux, southeast of Breithorn; and is found with stilbite,
scolecite, and laumontite in chlorite-bearing rock at Glacier de Piece, Serre de Vuibe, near
Arolla (Parker, 1973).
White to yellow rhombohedra of chabazite occur with heulandite, stilbite, quartz, and green
miea in cavities in granite at Mutsch, in Etzlithal, near Amsteg, Uri (Hintze, 1897). Rhombohedra of chabazite are found with orthoclase and quartz at Goschenen, Rienthal, in the Medelasar
Thai (Hintze, 1897).
TAHITI
Colorless, striated rhombohedra of chabazite are found with thomsonite, natrolite, and analcime
at Punaruu (RWT).
TAIWAN
Chabazite is found with scolecite, thomsonite, phillipsite, and clay minerals in vesicles and fissures in basalt near Hsin-jin on Penghu Island (Lin, 1979).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Chabazite occurs with natrolite, analcime, heulandite, mesolite, thomsonite, neptunite, astrophyllite, sphene, ancylite, ilmenite, aegirine, and zircon in the Hibina and Lujavr-Toundra
nepheline syenite complexes, on the Kola Peninsula (Fersman, 1926).
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Chabazite, analcime, heulandite, thomsonite, natrolite-mesolite, celadonite, stilbite, and calcite
are found in basalt flows at Little Kunalei, in the Khilk Basin, at Selenginsk Dauria (Fersman,
1923). Chabazite variety phacolite occurs with calcite, stilbite, heulandite, and analcime in the
Magnitny Range (Shkabara, 1940). Rhombohedra, penetration twins, and twinned chabazite
variety phacolite are found with heulandite and flat-topped stilbite on mica-gneiss at Mount
Medvezhyi, Mama-Vetim Region, Siberia (Shkabara,1941).
Chabazite, mordenite, heulandite, stilbite, analcime, natrolite, mesolite, laumontite, thomsonite, and calcite are found in cavities in basalt breccia and tuffs in the Lower Tunguska Region
(Shkabara and Shturm, 1940).
UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland: Colorless to milky-white rhombohedra, penetration twins, and complex,
twinned chabazite variety phacolite are found with thomsonite, analcime, natrolite, gmelinite,
levyne, gismondine, garronite, phillipsite, stilbite, heulandite, mesolite, scolecite, laumontite, and
cowlesite at many localities in the Tertiary basalts in County Antrim (Walker, 1951; RWT). The
minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> levyne > phillipsite> thomsonite-chabazite >
gmelinite > analcime> natrolite > calcite (Walker, 1959).
Walker (1951, 1960a) mapped zones of chabazite (based on morphology of the crystals) in a
thick sequence of Tertiary olivine basalt flows on the Garron Plateau, County Antrim. Simple
rhombohedra and twins of chabazite were more predominant at higher elevations (indicating
possible crystallization at a lower temperature) than the more complexly twinned phacolite crystals that were predominant in the lower basalt flows (Walker, 1951).
Exceptional specimens of lustrous, colorless, twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystals,
commonly up to 15 mm in diameter with a few reaching 3 cm across, are found in cavities, up to
60 cm in diameter, in brecciated basalt at the Craigahulliar Quarry, Portrush (RWT). Rarely,
deep amber-colored chabazite variety phacolite crystalS, up to 2 cm in diameter, were encountered that fluoresced a cream color under long-wave ultraviolet light (Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Small, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are commonly associated with gismondine, thomsonite, levyne, and cowlesite at the Parkgate Quarry, Templepatrick (RWT). Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 30 mm across, were found in a large pocket at the Ballynulto Quarry,
Broughshane, County Antrim (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Colorless to milky-white chabazite is
commonly intergrown with gmelinite in the core of gmelinite crystalS at most of the localities
along the east coast of County Antrim (Walker, 1959; Passaglia, 1978).
Salmon-orange-colored rhombohedra of chabazite occur in a beach boulder at Two Mouth
Cave, south of Portmuck, on the Island of Magee (Harry Fay, pers. comm.). Other cavities in
the boulder contained gobbinsite, garronite, phillipsite, levyne, analcime, natrolite, and scolecite.
A colorless, second generation of chabazite overgrows the gmelinite and other minerals at severallocalities on the Island of Magee (Walker, 1959). The minerals crystallized in the order:
chabazite> gmelinite > analcime> natrolite > mesolite > scolecite. Thin, white plates of
twinned Na-rich chabazite variety phacolite are covered by a thin, colorless shell of gmelinite,
with a large lustrous {OOOl} pinacoid and prism faces, in vesicular basalt at The Gobbins
escarpment, in the southern part of the Island of Magee (Harry Foy, pers. comm., R WT).
Colorless rhombohedra and the twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up to 10 mm across, were
found along Giant's Causeway, on the north shore of County Antrim (RWT). Pink chabazite
variety phacolite is found with stilbite and mesolite in vesicular basalt at the Trummery Quarry,
White Mountains, Lisburn, County Antrim (Kennedy, 1982). Honey-colored chabazite variety
phacolite, up to 20 mm in diameter, are found at Kellyflugh (RWT). Colorless, smooth-surfaced
chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 10 mm in diameter, are found at Benevene, County
Londonderry (RWT).

Scotland: Fine specimens of colorless, light brown, and orange rhombohedra of chabazite,
commonly up to 15 mm across, with a few reaching 25 mm across, are associated with stilbite,
heulandite, mesolite, and calcite at Graingers Quarry, Kilmalcolm, Renfrewshire (Royal Scottish
Museum, RWT).
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Salmon-orange-colored rhombohedra of chabazite occur with calcite and mesolite at Gryffe
Tunnel, Renfrewshire (Goodchild, 1903). Small, colorless, complex chabazite crystals were
found at Long Craig and the Bowling Quarry, Dumbartonshire (Royal Scottish Museum,
RWI). Clear, transparent rhombohedra and penetration twins of chabazite, up to 0.4 mm
across, are rarely found coated with malachite and calcite in the Boyleston Quarry, Barrhead
(Meikle, 1989a).
Small, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are common in the Tertiary basalts on the Isle of
Skye. Colorless, white, or light orange rhombohedra and twinned chabazite variety phacolite
crystals, up to 10 mm in diameter, are found with thomsonite, mesolite, and analcime, at
Talisker Bay and along the coast to Loch Eynort, on the Isle of Skye (Royal Scottish Museum,
RWT). Pale brown chabazite variety phacolite crystals occur with analcime and mesolite at
Quiraing (Royal Scottish Museum, RWI). Chabazite variety phacolite occurs at Lyndale
(Heddle, 1901). Small, brilliant white rhombohedra and phacolite twins of chabazite are associated with thomsonite, levyne, garronite, calcite, and other minerals in the Tertiary basalt flows at
the Storr, north of Portree (RWI).
Opaque rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 4 mm across, are found with low-temperature
grossular and andradite garnet, thomsonite, analcime, and natrolite in Carboniferous basalt in
the Loanhead Quarry, near Beith, Strathclyde (Meikle, 1989b). Nearby cavities also contain
heulandite, harmotome, laumontite, epidote, prehnite, c1inozoisite, and calcite.
UNITED STATES
Arizona: Thin, colorless, cream and White, hexagonal plates of chabazite (= herschelite) (Fig.
118), up to 2 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm thick, are found with analcime, phillipsite, natrolite,
and calcite on green saponite in decomposed basalt near Horseshoe Dam, Maricopa County
(Shannon, 1983). The large, curved {0001} faces of the chabazite plates are composed of
minute rhombohedra that closely resemble levyne in appearance.
Rhombohedra of chabazite occur with thin, hairlike mesolite, pink stilbite, and sulfides in
hydrothermally altered andesite in the contact zone with diorite at the Christmas Mine, Banner
District, Gila County (Anthony el aI., 1977).
Tiny rhombohedra of Na-rich chabazite, up to 0.0008 mm across, form radial groups composed of thin plates, up to 0.025 mm across, with erionite, silica-rich heulandite (= c1ino- ptilolite), and small amounts of analcime, smectite, calcite, quartz, plagioclase, halite, gypsum, and
thenardite in yellowish, altered, volcanic ash beds, up to 125 em thick, north of Bowie, on the
Graham-Cochise County line (Sheppard el al., 1978)

Arkansas: Dark, reddish-brown rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 1 cm across, replace calcite in
large xenoliths in syenite at the 3M Quarry, on Granite Mountain, Little Rock, Pulaski County
(Barwood, 1989). Miarolitic cavities in the syenite contain stilbite, heulandite, natrolite, analcime, mesolite, aegirine, nepheline, and orthoclase.
California: Tiny, colorless to milky-White, thin, hexagonal plates of sodium chabazite (= herschelite)(containing no calcium), up to 1 mm in diameter, are found rarely as isolated, single
crystals or as overgrowths on gmelinite on green, brownish, or black, ferroan-saponite clay in
vesicular basalt at the U.S. Borax Open Pit, Boron, Kern County (K1eck and Wise, 1984;
William Wise, pers. comm.). Hollow shells of gmelinite crystals indicated that chabazite probably
was intergrown with gmelinite in the core of those crystals (RWI). The chabazite is associated
with sodium heulandite, analcime, sodium-potassium phillipsite, stilbite, sodium mazzite, greigite, pyrrhotite, and, rarely, searlesite, ulexite, colemanite, borax, rhodochrosite, and calcite
(Morgan and Erd, 1%9; K1eck and Wise, 1984; William Wise, pers. comm.). Analcime, found
on searlesite, and heulandite on colemanite, indicate that the zeolites formed at very low temperatures compatible with borate crystallization. Since borax beds that cover the basalt are only
slightly converted to kernite (a reaction that occurs at 60° C), the zeolites must have crystallized
below that temperature (William Wise, pers. comm.).
Chabazite is found with natrolite, analcime, and tridymite in vesicular basalt at Round Mountain, Shasta County (Melhase, 1934). Pink rhombohedra of chabazite are found in the lavas in
the Mount Blanco area, in the Furnace Creek District, Death Valley, Inyo County (Funk, 1942).
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Chabazite has been found deposited directly from hot spring water at Amadee Spring, Lassen
County (White, 1%7). Lustrous, light yellow chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 2 cm in
diameter, are found at LaJolla, San Diego County (Smithsonian, RWT).
Colorless to white rhombohedra of chabazite are found at the 372-foot level of the main tunnel at the Commercial Limestone Quarry, at Crestmore, near Riverside, Riverside County
(Woodford et al., 1941). Other rocks contain stilbite, phillipsite, natrolite, scolecite, mordenite,
thomsonite, gonnardite, laumontite, epistilbite, and many other minerals (Woodford et al., 1941;
Pemberton, 1983; Fred DeVito, pers. comm.).
.
Clusters of intergrown rhombohedra of chabazite (that resemble willhendersonite) occur with
ferrierite, iron-rich saponite, opal, and chalcedony in vesicular basalt at the Canwood Mall site,
Agoura Hills, Los Angeles County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain mordenite, offretite, dachiardite, analcime, phillipsite, apophyllite, aragonite, calcite, gypsum, pyrite, and
chalcedony.
Colorado: Cololress, white, and, rarely, pink rhombohedra and penetration twins of chabazite,
up to 1 cm across, are common in vesicular potassic basalt (= shoshonite) at North and South
Table Mountain, Golden, Jefferson County (Cross and Hillebrand, 1882; Patton, 1900; ElIermeier, 1947). The minerals crystallized in the order: laumontite, red thomsonite, stilbite sandstone-like layers> chabazite> gray, bladed thomsonite > bladed thomsonite-mesolite > white
thomsonite > apophyllite-analcime > mesolite > aragonite crust (Cross and Hillebrand, 1885;
Patton, 1900; RWT). Other cavities contain analcime, cowlesite, levyne-offretite, garronitephillipsite, apophyllite, natrolite, and gonnardite (Wise and Tschernich, 1975; Kile and
Modreski, 1988).
Rhombohedra of chabazite are found on vesuvianite and are associated with heulandite,
scolecite, stilbite, thomsonite, prehnite, epidote, grossularite, fluorapatite, orthoclase, albite,
diopside, and chlorite in a metamorphosed quartz monzonite in the Italian Mountains,
Gunnison County (Kosnar, 1986).
Connecticut: Golden to red rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 5 mm across, are found with
natrolite, heulandite, laumontite, stilbite, and calcite on gneiss at Newtown, Fairfield County
(Smithsonian, RWT; Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).
Chabazite is found with analcime, datolite, prehnite, and chlorite at the Cheshire Traprock
Quarry, Cheshire, New Haven County; with prehnite at Durham, Middlesex County; with stilbite, prehnite, quartz, barite, and chlorite at Farmington, Hartford County; with prehnite at
Simbury, Hartford County; and with laumontite at Pine Rock, New Haven County (Ulrich,
1975).
Orange, twinned chabazite variety phacolite is found with stilbite, natrolite, and gonnardite at
the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Plant site, Haddam Neck (Marcelle Weber, pers.
comm.). Chabazite occurs with heulandite and stilbite at the Shepaug Dam site; with stilbite,
heulandite, and laumontite at Watertown; and on grossular-diopside rock within schist at
Reynolds Bridge (Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).
Large, light-red rhombohedra of chabazite were found on scapolite, titanite, and apatite near
Paugatuck Quarry, Stonington, New London County (Hintze, 1897). Yellow to red rhombohedra of chabazite occur on gneiss near Hadlyme and in pegmatites near Branchville, Fairfield
County (Hintze, 1897).
Hawaii: Colorless to pale-yellow rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 mm across, are found with
phillipsite, white fibrous aggregates of gonnardite (= hydronephelite), and, rarely, with gismondine in veins in a nephelite-melilite basalt at the Moiliili Quarry, on the University of Hawaii
Campus, Honolulu, Oahu (Dunham, 1933; RWT).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 mm across, are found with epistilbite, quartz,
heulandite, laumontite, and, rarely, with mordenite in vesicular basalt at the Puu 0 Ehu Quarry,
near Enchanted Lake, Oahu (White, 1984).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 0.8 mm across, are abundant with other zeolites in
veins, vesicles, and natural cement in altered Pleistocene alkali basalt and nephelinite tuffs at
Koko Craters, Salt Lake Crater, Diamond Head, and Round Top, in Honolulu, Oahu (Iijima
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and Harada, 1969). The zeolites formed from a reaction between surface water and saltwater
with the rock at surface temperatures. The minerals crystallized in the order: phillipsite> gismondine > chabazite> faujasite > gonnardite > natrolite > analcime.
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 3 mm across, are found with epistilbite, analcime,
scolecite, calcite, quartz, pyrite, and aragonite in vesicular olivine basalt at the Kapaa Quarry,
Kailua, Oahu (Bragaw and Cregmile, 1975).

•

Idaho: Beige-colored rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 8 mm across, are found on green clay in
basalt near Eagle Bar, Snake River Canyon (Smithsonian, R Wf). Colorless, light orange, and
green (filled with clay inclusions) rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 4 em across, are found with
thomsonite, mesolite, heulandite, stilbite, and phillipsite in basalt breccia and pillows near
Oxbow Dam, Baker County (RWf).
Amber-colored rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 mm across, are found with heulandite and
stilbite coating joint surfaces in massive garnet rock on the Blue Jacket Claim, Seven Devils District, Adams County (Shannon, 1926).
Tiny, rhombohedra of chabazite are rarely found in diabase dikes in the Sawtooth Mountains,
central Idaho (Ream, 1989). White chabazite rhombohedra, up to 5 mm across, are found with
phillipsite, thomsonite, and calcite in vesicular basalt along the Snake River, near Glenns Ferry,
Elmore County (Shannon, 1926).
Tiny colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found with calcite in vesicular basalt near White
Bird, Idaho County (Lanny Ream, pers. comm.). Tiny, colorless, twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up to 3 mm in diameter, are found with analcime, heulandite, and thomsonite in red
vesicular basalt along Squaw Creek and Papoose Creek, near Riggins, Idaho County (Mary
Hillsdon, pers. comm.).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found with heulandite, stilbite, mesolite, calcite, mordenite, gyrolite, and apophyllite, south of Riggins, Idaho County (Lanny Ream, pers. comm.).
Colorless chabazite rhombohedra are found with stilbite and analcime in vesicular basalt north
of New Meadows, Idaho County (Ream, 1989).
Colorless to white rhombohedra of chabazite are found with thomsonite in vesicular basalt
along Warm Spring Creek, near Boise, Boise County (Shannon, 1926). Colorless rhombohedra
of chabazite are found with calcite, phillipsite, and levyne-offretite in basalt at Lucky Peak Dam,
east of Boise, Ada County (Lanny Ream, pers. comm.).
Maryland: Large, red rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 1 em across, are found with heulandite
and stilbite on joints in gneiss at Jones Falls, near Baltimore (Shannon, 1925; Passaglia, 1970).
Some rhombohedra have been replaced by olive green clay/chlorite.
Massachusetts: Rhombohedra of chabazite occur in syenite at Somerville and Chester,
Beckshire County (Dana, 1898).
Michigan: Colorless to pink rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 6 mm across, occur with analcime,
thomsonite, laumontite, natrolite, datolite, prehnite, calcite, adularia, apophyllite, native copper,
chlorite, and saponite in the uppermost low-temperature zone in the regional hydrothermally
altered Precambrian vesicular basalt flow-tops along the northern coastal strip at the east tip of
the Keweenaw Peninsula (Broderick, 1929; Stoiber and Davidson, 1959). Chabazite is found on
native copper and analcime at the Quincy Mine, Houghton County. After the lavas and conglomerates were tilted, the minerals formed as a result of hydrothermal solutions dissolving copper and other elements from very deep portions of the flows, and were then carried up the
porous tilted tops of the lava flows, where the minerals crystallized at temperatures from 360" C
in the deeper zones (suggested from liquid inclusions) to 1330 C in the shallower zones (Stoiber
and Davidson, 1959).
New Jersey: Rhombohedra and penetration twins of chabazite, up to 15 mm across with a few
reaching 45 mm across, are found in Triassic basalts at Paterson, particularly at the Upper and
Lower New Street Quarries, Paterson, Passaic County and the Prospect Park Quarry (= Warren Brothers Quarry = Vandermade Quarry = Sowerbutt Quarry), Prospect Park, north of
Paterson (Peters and Peters, 1978; Peters, 1984). The chabazite crystals are colorless, cream,
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red and brown (colored by hematite inclusions) or green (colored by chlorite inclusions) and are
commonly associated with analcime, datolite, calcite, apophyllite, prehnite, quartz, pectolite,
thomsonite, natrolite, stilbite, heulandite, laumontite, gmelinite, anydrite, babingtonite,
pumpellyite, greenockite, thaumasite, silver, pyrite, chalcopyrite, covellite, bornite, and barite
(Peters and Peters, 1978).
In the Prospect Park Quarry, zeolites and quartz are found in the highly mineralized top flow
in cavities in the center of pillows; in spaces between pillows; in breccia; and in vertical fault
zones in the order of crystallization: quartz> prehnite > pectolite > heulandite > stilbite >
laumontite, with calcite crystallizing throughout the sequence (Vitali, 1978a). Under the zeolitebearing flow is a basalt flow that contains only prehnite and calcite covering a dense flow withou t
cavities and Triassic sandstone (Vitali, 1978a).
Milky-pink chabazite is found in the Route 80 road cut in West Paterson (Sasson, 1971).
Small, white rhombohedra of chabazite are found in the railway cuts and tunnels cutting through
the Triassic diabase at Bergen Hill, Hudson County; at the Franciso Brothers Quarry, Great
NotCh, Passaic County; and at Laurel Hill (= Snake Hill) (Mason, 1960). Blood-red rhombohedra of chabazite are found with stilbite and heulandite in basalt in the Houdaille Quarry, near
Great Notch (Sasson, 1971).
Deep-red rhombohedra of chabazite are found with stilbite, calcite, heulandite, datolite,
prehnite, pectolite, analcime, apophyllite, and quartz in Triassic basalt at Upper Montclair
(Drake, 1943). Pink to brownish-pink rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 5 mm across, are rarely
found in Jurassic vesicular basalt flows at Summit and adjacent Interstate 78 road cut, Union
County (Cummings, 1987). Nearby cavities contain stilbite, heulandite, analcime, natrolite,
albite, calcite, chalcopyrite, galena, greenockite, apophyllite, quartz, and pectolite.
New Mexico: Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 3 cm across, are found with heulandite,
stilbite, quartz, apophyllite, levyne, calcite, mesolite, thomsonite, and gonnardite in vesicular
andesite along the Gila River in Catron and Grant Counties (Haynes, 1982; Modreski, 1985;
DeMark,1989).
Colorless to white rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 mm across, are found with other zeolites, calcite, and quartz in veins and brecciated andesite in Dry Legget Canyon, San Franciso
Mountains, near Reserve, Catron County (Northrop, 1959).
Chabazite, heulandite, and stilbite line cavities in rhyolite porphyry in Rabb Canyon, Grant
County (Northrop, 1959). Chabazite is reported in basalt at the junction of the Rio del Oso and
the Chama River, at the base of Abiquiu Peak, Rio Arriba County (Northrop, 1959). Rhombohedra of chabazite are found in vesicular lava at canjilon Hill, near Bernalillo, and along Church
Creek, at Mission, Sandoval County (Northrop, 1959).
New York: Chabazite occurs with harmotome and stilbite in narrow veins in gneiss at subway
excavations in New York City, Bronx County (Manchester, 1931). Chabazite occurs at the Tilly
Foster Mine, near Brewster, Putnam County (Smithsonian, RWf). Chabazite occurs at Piermont, Rockland County (Dana, 1898).
North Carolina: Yellow, orange, and salmon-red rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 3 mm
across, are found with stilbite on joints in diorite at the Woodleaf Quarry, Western Rowan
County. Nearby rocks contain prehnite, calcite, heulandite, fluorite, scolecite, epidote, and
laumontite (Privett, 1985).
Chabazite is found with stilbite, laumontite, and calcite on gneiss at the Stokedale Quarry,
Guilford County (Privett, 1985). Chabazite occurs with stilbite at the Martin Marietta Quarry,
near Jamestown, Guilford County (Smithsonian, R Wf). Chabazite occurs with stilbite, apatite,
and bornite at the River Mica Mine, Spruce Pine County (Smithsonian, RWT).
Oregon: Colorless to white rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 8 mm across, are found on erionite,
heulandite (= clinoptilolite), mordenite, phillipsite, calcite, dachiardite, pyrite, and barite in
vesicular basalt flows and breccia that make up the Tertiary volcanic neck at Yaquina Head,
Agate Beach, Lincoln County (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b, 1978a). The minerals crystallized in
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the order: clay> erionite-elay > mordenite > phillipsite-pyrite > clinoptilolite > chabazite >
calcite (RWI).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 1 cm across, are found with stilbite, calcite, and
pyrite in veins in basalt at Rainier, Columbia County (RWI). The minerals crystallized in the
order: heulandite > amber-eolored calcite> stilbite > chabazite> cream-eolored calcite>
pyrite.
Colorless to milky-white rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 15 mm across with exceptional crystals up to 25 mm across, are commonly found with heulandite, apophyllite, stilbite, thomsonite,
and mesolite in vesicular Eocene olivine basalt along Neer Road, Goble, Columbia County
(Tschernich, 1973, 1986). Nearby cavities contain analcime, cowlesite, levyne-<lffretite, okenite,
native copper, garronite, phillipsite, mordenite, quartz, opal, epistilbite, erionite, tschernichite,
boggsite, clay, and calcite (Tschernich and Howard, 1987; Howard et aI., 1990). The minerals in
the base of the flow crystallized in the order: smectite > heulandite > opal > chalcedony>
quartz> celadonite > okenite > calcite> apophyllite-stilbite-apophyllite > analcime-eowlesiteanalcime> smooth thomsonite > garronite-phillipsite > bladed thomsonite-Ievyne > mesolite,
white thomsonite > chabazite> calcite (Tschernich and Howard, 1987; Howard et al., 1990).
Colorless to white rhombohedra, penetration twins (Fig. 109), and twinned chabazite variety
phacolite crystals (Figs. 112-114), up to 10 mm across, are commonly found with stilbite,
heulandite, thomsonite, and calcite in Eocene basalt flow breccia in the Goble Quarry, Goble,
Columbia County (RWT).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, commonly up to 3 mm across with a few up to 10 mm
across (Fig. 108), are found on thomsonite-mesolite hemispheres, stilbite, heulandite, and copper in cavities in red volcanic breccia between Eocene olivine basalt flows at Jaquish Road, south
of Goble, Columbia County (Tschernich, 1990). Other cavities contain mordenite, okenite,
apophyllite, quartz, and analcime. Tiny, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found with stilbite, scattered on carpets of thin, white, undamaged mordenite needles, in veins and pockets in
dense basalt at the Roadside Quarry, south of Goble, Columbia County (Tschernich, 1973).
Colorless to orange rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 8 mm across, are found with stilbite,
heulandite, erionite-<lffretite-Ievyne, and calcite in vesicular Tertiary basalt in Milwaukie,
Clackamas County (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b).
Tiny, colorless, transparent rhombohedra of chabazite are found with stilbite, calcite, quartz,
diopside, and heulandite in vesicular basalt at Shellrock Mountain, Hood River County
(Howard, 1989a). The minerals crystallized in the order: pyrite> chalcedony> clay> diopside
> quartz> calcite> heulandite > stilbite > chabazite> calcite.
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 mm across, commonly occur with gismondine,
thomsonite, levyne, calcite, and yellow-<lrange montmorillonite clay in vesicular volcanic rock
near Lake Harriet, along the Oak Grove Fork of the Clackamas River, northeast of Ripplebrook, Clackamas County (Tschernich and Howard, 1988). The minerals crystallized in the
order: clay-thomsonite > calcite> levyne > chabazite-thomsonite > gismondine (Tschernich
and Howard, 1988).
Colorless rhomboheda of chabazite are found with natrolite-mesolite, analcime, stilbite, and
apophyllite in veins, breccia zones, and gas cavities in Eocene pillow basalt at Coffin Butte, north
of Corvallis, Benton County (Staples, 1946). The minerals crystallized in the order: nontronite >
natrolite > mesolite > analcime> stilbite > apophyllite > chabazite, and nearby cavities contain stilbite, heulandite, and mordenite.
Complex, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 15 mm across, are found with natrolite,
apophyllite, chabazite, stilbite, heulandite, calcite, and analcime, in large pockets in basalt at the
Lambert Quarry, Kings Valley (RWT).
Chabazite is found with analcime, thomsonite, mesolite, calcite, nontronite, heulandite, stilbite,
and copper in Miocene olivine basalt flows on Buck Mountain, north of Springfield, Lane
County (K1eck, 1960, 1972).
Exceptional specimens of milky-white, twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 15
mm in diameter with a few up to 25 mm across, are found with natrolite, analcime, thomsonite,
heulandite, mordenite, copper, calcite, and phillipsite in large pockets in altered, reddish basalt
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at the old Springfield Butte Quarry, Springfield, Lane County (KIeck, 1960, 1972; RWf). The
phacolite crystals have a large, curved dome and rough edges due to numerous tiny rhombohedra. The chabazite crystals are rarely covered by a thin overgrowth of gmelinite (R Wf).
Exceptional specimens of highly lustrous, complex rhombohedra, penetration twins, and
twinned chabazite variety phacolite, up to 5 cm across, are found with mesolite-natrolite, thomsonite, heulandite, stilbite, calcite, copper, and clay in brecciated basalt at the new Springfield
Quarry, Springfield Butte, Springfield, Lane County (RWf). The minerals crystallized in the
order: clay- copper> heulandite > stilbite > analcime> mesolite-natrolite > thomsonitechabazite> calcite (RWf).
Colorless transparent rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 3 mm across, are found with stilbite
and heulandite suspended on thin mordenite needles at the Lost Creek Dam, Douglas County
(R Wf). The minerals crystallized in the order mordenite > heulandite > stilbite > chabazite.
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 8 mm across, are found with levyne-offretite-erionite, phillipsite, cowlesite, calcite, and clay in vesicular basalt near Adel, Lake County (RWf).
Small, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found with mesolite, apophyllite, and thomsonite in vesicular Miocene basalt at Service Creek, Wheeler County (RWf). The minerals crystallized in the order: chabazite> thomsonite > mesolite > apophyllite.
Colorless to milky-white rhombohedra, penetration twins, and twinned chabazite variety phacolite (Fig. 110), up to 3 cm across, are commonly found with mesolite and thomsonite in cavities, up to one meter across, in Miocene basalt at Burnt Cabin Creek, northeast of Spray,
Wheeler County (Tschernich, 1978). Stalactite-like growths of small bladed balls of thomsonite,
skeletal growths of phacolite, and thin mesolite needles form delicate dendritic-like growths that
seem to indicate very rapid simultaneous crystallization. The minerals crystallized in the order:
clay> calcite> analcime> cowlesite > levyne-offretite > phillipsite> thomsonite-chabazitethomsonite > mesolite > apophyllite (Tschernich, 1978). Gyrolite, heulandite, and stilbite are
scarce.
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found with mesolite-natrolite, thomsonite, analcime,
apophyllite, gyrolite, phillipsite, calcite, tacharanite, and clay in dense, vesicular, Miocene basalt
at Big Bend, near Kimberly, Grant County (Howard, 1990). Small, colorless rhombohedra of
chabazite are commonly found with thomsonite, phillipsite, and mesolite in vesicular, Miocene
basalt along Wall Creek, north of Monument, Grant County (R Wf).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 5 mm across, are found with mesolite and golden
calcite lining large cavities between basalt pillows near Monkey Creek, along the North Fork of
the John Day River, Grant County (Tschernich, 1989a). Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite
are found with levyne-offretite-erionite, thomsonite, and cowlesite at Deer Creek, along the
North Fork of the John Day River, Grant County (Tschernich, 1989a).
Complex epitaxial overgrowths of chabazite and gmelinite occur in phillipsite-lined Miocene
vesicular basalt at Devils Backbone, along the North Fork of the John Day River, Grant County
(Tschernich, 1989a). Colorless chabazite variety phacolite is covered with dipyramids of gmelinite and is intergrown in alternating layers with gmelinite in crystals that have a thin shell of
gmelinite. Colorless gmelinite crystals are found scattered on the faces of much larger phacolite
crystals in an epitaxial orientation. Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite have grown epitaxially on
the terminations of the gmelinite and formed doubly terminated caps on the gmelinite. Tiny
rhombohedra of chabazite are oriented on the striations on the prism faces of the gmelinite.
Other associated minerals include analcime, natrolite, mesolite, tacharanite, thomsonite, gyrolite, levyne-offretite, clay, and apophyllite.
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 6 mm across, are found on Ca-rich paulingite,
phillipsite, heulandite, and clay in vesicular Tertiary basalt, near Three Mile School, along Three
Mile Creek, northwest of Ritter, Grant County (Tschernich and Wise, 1982). The minerals crystallized in the order: c1ay-Ca-rich paulingite > heulandite > phillipsite> chabazite (Tschernich
and Wise, 1982).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are commonly found with thomsonite, natrolite-mesolite,
stilbite, gyrolite, apophyllite, and laumontite in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Ritter Hot Springs,
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Grant County (Hewett et a/., 1928). Tiny rhombohedra of chabazite are found on stilbite variety
stellerite in fault breccia near Ritter Hot Springs (RWf).
Vesicular basalt, along the Middle Fork of the John Day River, east of Ritter, Grant County,
contains inconspicuous, colorless, rhombohedra of chabazite associated with tacharanite, gyrolite, analcime, natrolite-mesolite, stilbite, gonnardite, apophyllite, scolecite, cowlesite, levyneoffretite, heulandite, clay, and calcite on drusy phillipsite (RWf).
Colorless to white rhombohedra and twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystals, up to 15 mm
across, are found with thomsonite, mesolite, levyne-offretite-erionite, copper, analcime, and
phillipsite in vesicular Miocene basalt in the Beech Creek Quarry, on the East Fork of Beech
Creek, north ofMt. Vernon, Grant County (RWf).
Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found on cowlesite, thomsonite, garronite, levyne,
and phillipsite in vesicular basalt at Pete's Point, west of Aneroid Lake, near Joseph, Wallowa
County (Howard, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> clay-gyrolite >
cowlesite > analcime> levyne-garronite-phillipsite-thomsonite > stilbite > offretite-apophylIite-natrolite > chabazite (Howard, 1986).
Exceptional specimens of creamy-yellOW and green rhombohedra and penetration twins of
chabazite, up to 4 cm across (filled with clay inclusions), are found with stilbite, heulandite,
thomsonite, mesolite, calcite, and an abundance of green clay in vesicular Miocene basalt at
Oxbow Dam on the Snake River, near Copperfield, Baker County (RWT).
Colorless, twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystals are found in vesicular Upper Miocene
volcanic tuff near Gordon Gulch, Owyhee Dam, Malheur County (RWT). Nearby cavities contain stilbite, cavansite, pentagonite, analcime, heulandite, light green apophyllite, calcite, and
offretite.
Pennsylvania: Colorless to orange-colored rhombohedra of chabazite are found on fractures in
hornfels near the contact with a Triassic diabase intrusive into shale at the Kibblehouse Quarry,
Perkiomenville, Montgomery County (Gregory, 1970; Keidel, 1978). Other veins contain stilbite,
heulandite, pyrite, gmelinite, and natrolite.
Colorless to white rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 5 mm long, are found with heulandite and
stilbite on epidote and albite on fractures in hornfels at the contact of shale and limestone with a
Triassic diabase sill at Campbell's Quarry, near Gettysburg, Adams County (Hoff, 1978). The
minerals crystallized in the order: epidote-chlorite > albite> laumontite> chabazite> heulandite > stilbite-natrolite > hematite> calcite.
Chabazite occurs with natrolite, scolecite, thomsonite, stilbite, laumontite, apophyllite, and
prehnite in Triassic diabase at Birdsboro, Berks County (Gordon, 1922; Montgomery, 1%9).
Colorless, White, and red rhombohedra of chabazite occur with natrolite, thomsonite, laumontite, apophyllite, stilbite, heulandite, and calcite on joint surfaces of Precambrian amphibolitic
gneiss at the Lenni Quarry, Delaware County (Gordon, 1922).
Chabazite, natrolite, analcime, stilbite, heu!andite, laumontite, apophyllite, calcite, and
prehnite are found on fracture surfaces in Precambrian amphibolitic gneiss in Philadelphia
County at William Quarry, Burbers Quarry, and Clark Quarry, in the Frankford area; Rittenhouse Quarry, near Germantown; and at Fairmount Park (Gordon, 1922; Montgomery, 1969).
Colorless to white rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 8 mm across, are found with mesolite,
thomsonite, apophyllite, stilbite, and gismondine in Triassic diabase at Fritz Island, near Reading, Berks County (Gordon, 1922). Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 2 mm across, are
found at the Teter Quarry, Gettysburg, Adams County (Smithsonian, R WT).
Rhode Island: Rhombohedra of chabazite, up to 3 mm across, are found with flat-topped stilbite along Route 102 near Oakland, Providence County (Smithsonian, RWT).
Virginia: Small, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite occur with datolite at the Bull Run Quarry,
Loudoun County; with prehnite at the Belmont Quarry, near Leesburg, Loudoun County; with
prehnite and apophyllite at the Virginia Trap Rock Company Quarry, near Leesburg, Loudoun
County; and with prehnite, stilbite, and heulandite at the Vulcan's Manassas Quarry, Manassas,
Prince William County (Smithsonian, R WT).
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Washington: C1olorless to white rhombohedra of chabaz:ite,up to 15 mm ,across, are found with
calcite in. cavities In basalt ,at th,e IOrting Q'uarry, Orting, Pierce County (Bruce Wood, pers.
cOlmm.). Tiny, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are foun,dwith stilbite, mordenite, calcite,
,and levyne at Rock candy Mountain" Thurston County, and with mesolite, thomsonite,
apoph,yllite, and an,alcim,e at Kennedy Cr,eek" 'Thurston County (RWI)..
Colorless rho,mbohedra, of chabazite, up to 3 mm across, cover mesolite, thomsonite, anal-

cime, stil.b,ite" aumontite, mordenlte, an,d heulandite in E,ocene basalt at Sk(x)kumchuc - D·am,
near Te ino, Thurston County (Tschernich" 1972). The min,erals. crystalhzedin the order:' ~Icite
> he ~landite mordenite-quartz-,heu'landite > okenite >, ap()phyllite > stilbite >mesolite >
analc·m,e> thomsonite > mesolite > la,u,montite > cha'baz.ite > calcite (Tsch:ernich, 1972).
Colorless rho,mbo,hedra of ch:abazite, up to 10 mm ,across, are foun,d 'with epistilbite, mordenite" quartz, ,phillips"te, heulandite, stilbit,e, scolecite, laum,on·ite, and calcite in Tertiary volcanics
along the northeast side of 'Riffe Lake, n'ea.r Kosmos, Morton, Lewis County (RWf).
Colorless, twinned chabaz.ite, variety' phacolite crystals, up tal 3 mm in diameter, are, found with,
thomsonite, ,natro,l.tte,8'nalcim'e, and ,cal,cite in veins and vesicles in Eocene marine breccia at
Mount Solo, Longview, 'Cowlitz County' (RWT). Some phacolite crystals are covered by a colorless gmelinite shlell,up, tO 2 mm thick. The chabazite core 'in many ,of these chabaz·te-g.melinite
crysta s was dissolved awa.y·, leaving intact only tbe thin" co'larless,. ,gm,e.linite shell (over an empty
phaco_ite mold) Shar1ds of gmelinite shells from eve,n more extensively dissolved gmlelinitechabazite crysta s are found still attached to nat olite prisms. Themin erals crystallized in the
order: calcite> clay> stilbite > analcime> natrolite, > cha,b,azite va,riety pha,oolite > gm,elinite
> dissolVIng of th:e chabazite> g.melinite > an,alcime > calcite (RWI).
Colorl,ess rho,mbohedra and, twinned ,chab,a,zlte variety phacoh e, u,p to 15 mm ,across, were
found with heulandite, analcime, sttlb,jte, mOf,denite, and thomsonitelnvesicularbasalt ·during
construction of the Interstate 5 Freeway, near Kalama, Cowlitz County (RWT).
Tiny, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found on mesolite, gonnardite, th'omsonite,episti bite, calcite, ,and heulandite in vesicular basa ,at Big Tree, Creek" Yacolt, Clark County
(Tschern~ch, 1988b). Other cavities co,ntain sco]ecite, laum,ontite, levyne, cowlesite" quartz, and
clay. The minerals ,crystal ized j,- the ,order: clay> cowlesite > mord,enite > quartz> heu ,andite
> episti bite> heulandite > stilbite > scolecite > laumontite> epistilblte-levyne > gonnar,dite
> ,garrontte> phIllipsite> thomso,n'te > mesolite> ch,abazite > calcite (Tschern.ich, 1988b).
White, 'brown, ,3,nd light-blue chabazite crystals ,are found a one, or with heulandite, on montmoriUonite-'no,ntronite in caVities indriJl cores, between 653 and 1041 meters deep, in Miocene
basalt at Hanford:, Benton County. Other cavities ,contain beulan,dlte, clay, opal, pyrite, chal,ced,ony, gme]ln~te, harm,oto,me, mordenite'I erionite, and J.aumontite (Raymond and Tillson,
I
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1968; Am,es" 1980).
West Virginia: Colorl,ess rhombohedr,a and twinned chab,azite varie,ty ph,acolite crystals are
foun,d with phillipsite, analcime, tho.msonite, natrolite, calcite and fir form pyrite in smectite-lined .
vesicu,lar basa t at Sugar Grove" Pendleton County (Jules B,ernhardt, pers. comm.).

V 'GOSLAVI _
Chabazite is found with, stilbite in andesite at Bor, in eastern Serbia (Majer', 1953). Chab,azite is
found with laumontite, natrolite, mesolite, :sco)ecite" stilbite, ,an,d th1omson.ite ,at the boundary of
a serpentine zone in, Bosnia HerC',eg,ovi'na and with mesoJite in cavities in gabbro at Jablan.ica
(Trubelja et aI., 197'6).

Cowlesite

(Kohls-ite)

Ca [Al2Si 30 lO lo S~H20, Z = 6
Named in 1975, by William S. Wise and Rudy W. Tschernich, in honor of John Cowles (19071985) of Rainier, Oregon, amateur mineralogist and enthusiastic zeolite collector, whose deep
interest in zeolite mineralogy led him to discover new localities for ferrierite, dachiardite, erionite, and one of the co-type localities of cavansite.
Type Locality: Neer Road, Goble, Columbia County, Oregon, U.S.A.

Nomenclature: Although some variation in X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns are known, there
is no reason to subdivide this species.

Structure
Crystal System: Orthorhombic
Space Group: possibly P2221
Crystal Axes: a = 11.27-11.29 A
b = 15.24-15.25 A
c = 12.61-12.68 A
Type of Structure: Because of the extreme thinness of individual crystals, a single crystal of

cowlesite, with the required thickness needed for complete structural determination, has not
been found.
Different methods employed in sample preparation and the amount of preferred orientation
in the sample often produce XRD patterns that differ from published data. Nawaz (1984) found
the unit cell dimensions of cowlesite published by Wise and Tschernich (1975) (and used in this
chapter) might be doubled in all three dimensions.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, gray, white, yellow
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous, greasy, pearly
Hardness: very low, 2
Density: 2.05 to 2.14 glcm 3
Fracture: unknown
Cleavage: (010) perfect, very easy

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.505-1.512
13 = 1.515
-y = 1.509-1.517
biaxial negative
2V = _300 to -53 0
very.low birefringence
a = b, 13 a, -y c

=

=

Morphology
Cowlesite forms very small, simple, pointed, blade-shaped laths, commonly from 0.2 to 2 mm in
length and 0.1 mm wide, but extremely thin (less than 0.002 mm thick)(Fig. 126). Crystals have a
broad {DID}, extremely narrow {loo}, and are terminated by steeply pointed {l0l} (Fig. 123).
Forms {I DO} and {1Ol} are only inferred from their ou t1ine when viewed down the b-axis with a
scanning electron microscope (SEM). Even at 70,000 magnification, the thin forms {100} and
{l01} cannot be resolved. Some crystals are so thin and soft that they are curved (Fig. 126).
Weathered cowlesite crystals often are irregular or ragged. Most cowlesite aggregates form
dense cavity linings (Fig. 122). Ball-like aggregates are uniformly 2 to 3 mm in diameter, although a few reach a maximum of 8 mm in diameter. The larger aggregates often are hollow.
Rarely, cowlesite forms tiny radiating doubly terminated crystal groups.
With 20 power magnification, radial aggregates of cowlesite appear to have a rough surface
composed of brilliant sparkling reflections from the {OlO} faces. Twinning has not been
observed.
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Point Group: 21m 21m 21m = mmm
CI')'Stal Class: Rhombie.<Jipyramidal

COWLESITE

Forms:

{01O}, {100}, {l0l}

.100~1

10T.-'\

010

fig. 123

THill POINTED BLADE
ALL LOCAUTlES

Figure 122. Colorless aggregates of oowIesite. 2 moo
in diameler. from Burnl Cabin Creek, Spray.
Oregon. U.S.A; phOlO by Rudy W. Tschernich.

Chemical Composition
Goble. Columbia Co., Oregon, U.S.A. (Type locality) (Wise and Tschernieh, 1975)
Cao.96 Nao.IO[A12.00S i2.990 10)- 5.6H 20
Burnt cabin Creek, Spray. Wheeler Co., Oregon, U.S.A. (Wise and Tschernieh, 1975)
ca 1.0 INao.IO(A12.()9Si2.900 I0) - xH 20
Table Mountain, Golden, Colorado, U.S.A. (Wise and Tschernieh, 1975)
Cao.91 NaO.09[A11.97Si3.050 10J- 3.94H 20
Dunseveriek, Co. Anlrim, Northern Ireland, U.K. (Nawaz, 1984)
Cao.87 Nao.l1 Ko.02M80.Q3[ Al 2.02Si3.00 0 101 - 3. 95H 20
Kingsburgh, Island of Skye, SColland, U.K. (Gollardi and Galli, 1985)
Cao.84 Nao.Q7Ko.03M8().O I[AI 1.95 Si 3.080 101 - 4. 99H 20
cairns Bay, Riooers, Victoria, Australia (Birch, 1989)
Cao.81 Nao.17Ko.OI[A1I.83Si3.170101-xH20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Cowlesite has vel)' lillie variation from the ideal formula. It is always caleium.<Jominant with only
small amounts of SOdium. Waler contenl varies with the freshness of samplcs and melhod of
analysis. TSi = Si/(Si+A1) = 0.56-0.63; Si/AI = 1.32-1.73.

Identification
Cowlesite is vcry consistent in chemical composition, physical, and optical properties. 'The XRD
pallern of cowlesite is vel)' distinctive although it varies with \VlItcr content and samplc prcpara.
tion. The size and morphology of lhc cryslals arc rcmarkably uniform at mOSI localities.
Cowlesitc is often mistaken for Illomsonitc. Both zcolites form tiny gray 10 while, lath-shaped
crystals in compact vc ide linings. For this reason, cowlesitc has gone unnoticed even in actively
collected zeolite localities. Thc criteria used to distinguish belwecn thcm involves surface charae-
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teristics, hardness, and cleavage. The surface of bladed thomsonite aggregates appear relatively
smooth because of multiple flat crystal terminations, while cowlesite aggregates appear rough
(with 20x magnification) because of their sharply pointed blades. Thomsonite is extremely tough
for a zeolite (hardness of 5 to 5.5) while cowlesite (hardness 2) is easily scratched, much like gypsum. A steel needle will easily scratch the side of a cowlesite aggregate while thomsonite is
scratched with great difficulty or not at all. Specimens suspected of being cowlesite from new
localities should be confirmed by XRD.
Mineral association and rock type are valuable aids in identification of cowlesite. Cowlesite
commonly is found in olivine-basalt associated with clay, levyne, offretite-erionite, thomsonite,
chabazite, garronite, calcite, heulandite, and analcime, while the fibrous zeolites, mesolite,
natrolite, and scolecite, which can occur at the same locality, are not found in the same cavity as
cowlesite. Cowlesite is not found in high-silica volcanic rocks (rhyolite, andesite, or tholeiitic
basalt) that characteristically contain quartz, chalcedony, and opal, along with the high-silica
zeolites, ferrierite, dachiardite, high-silica heulandite (= clinoptilolite), yugawaralite, and
mordenite.

Cleaning
Because cowlesite is very soft, the surface of exposed crystal groups should never be handled or
wrapped, even with soft paper. Wrap around the cavity and not over the cowlesite surface. The
best specimens are those protected in cavities. Most cowlesite specimens only require cleaning
with a gentle stream of compressed air or water to remove dust and rock debris from collecting.
Clean, if needed, with an ultrasonic cleaner using water with mild soap or Biz bleach. Brushing
cowlesite crystals will destroy the terminations.
The thinness of cowlesite blades, which gives them a large reactive surface area, and their low
silicon content, allow them to be quickly altered by chemicals. Acetic acid can be used to remove
calcite. Oxalic acid will remove iron stains and vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution removes manganese oxides. Be sure to test all chemicals on an expendable sample to be certain the cowlesite
or associated minerals are not damaged. Hydrochloric and stronger acids quickly dissolve cowIesite. Mount clean cowlesite specimens in covered containers.

Origin
Cowlesite is a low-silica zeolite formed from hydrothermal solutions only in low-silica volcanics
(commonly olivine basalt), never in rhyolite, andesite, or tholeiitic basalt. Cowlesite is commonly
preceded by clay, rarely by calcite or gyrolite; at some localities it co-crystallizes with analcime
and heulandite; and commonly crystallizes in the order: cowlesite > levyne-offretite >
thomsonite > chabazite.
Cowlesite has never been found in drill cores in geothermal areas although heulandite and
analcime, which commonly co-crystallize with cowlesite, are well docu mented. Kristmannsd6ttir
and T6masson (1978) found that minerals from geothermal wells in basaltic rocks in Iceland
were zoned in respect to temperature. In these wells, heulandite crystallized in a zone from 65°
_ to 110° C and analcime from 70° to 300° C, while levyne and chabazite, which always follow
cowlesite crystallization, form below 70° C. Cowlesite probably crystallizes between 70° and 110°
C, which is common to both analcime and heulandite.

Occurrence
Cowlesite is still considered a scarce zeolite although it is very abundant in olivine basalt in
Northern Ireland and scattered localities throughout the world. It is commonly found in lowsilica olivine basalts at localities containing levyne. Searching at levyne-producing localities
should reveal more occurrences of cowlesite.
Display specimens of cowlesite are scarce; the best are found at Burnt Cabin Creek, Spray,
Oregon, U.S.A. Micro-size specimens are available from many localities.
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Worldwide Localities
AUSTRALIA

Small, soft, radiating, white, pearly, thin blades of cowlesite, up to 0.5 mm long, very rarely line
cavities, up to 8 mm across, in vesicular Eocene olivine basalt on the Mornington Peninsula, at
cairns Bay (=Simmons Bay), near Flinders, Victoria (Birch, 1988a). The cowlesite is rarely
covered by analcime, while nearby cavities contain chabazite, levyne-offretite, or montmorillonite.
Vesicles, up to 2 cm across, in the Eocene Older Basalt suite near Jindivick, northwest of
Drouin, in West Gippsland, Victoria contain brilliant, radiating, white plates of cowlesite that
form hemispheres, up to 0.5 mm across; and nearby cavities contain an abundance of chabazite,
levyne with offretite overgrowth, botryoidal crusts and fine, spider weblike thomsonite,
phillipsite, analcime, green montmorillonite, and calcite (Birch, 1987; Haupt, 1989a).
AUSTRIA

Tiny, gray-white hemispheres, under 0.5 mm in diameter, composed of bladed cowlesite, are
scattered on calcite crystals in cavities of altered schistlike rock in a graphite mine, at Trandorf,
near Amstall, Waldviertel, Niederosterreich (= Lower Austria) with nearby cavities containing
gismondine, phillipsite, chabazite, aragonite, and levyne (Gerhard Niedermayr, pers. comm.;
Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
CANADA

British Columbia: Cowlesite forms 0.5-mm-thick gray linings, in 5-mm to lO-mm cavities, in red
vesicular basalt found south of Monte Lake; and nearby cavities contain analcime, thomsonite,
levyne, stilbite, heulandite, and chabazite (Wise and Tschernich, 1975). A nearby locality, southeast of Monte Lake, found on the up side of a fault block, contains cowlesite in the same red
vesicular basalt flow at the summit of Ferrierite Cliffs, while lower flows contain an abundance
of stilbite, apophyllite, mesolite, and chabazite (Sid Baker, pers. comm.) and the base of the hill
contains primarily the silica-rich minerals ferrierite, heulandite, calcite, and quartz (Wise and
Tschernich,1976a).
Talus slopes and basalt cliffs along the Douglas Lake Road, west of Westwold, rarely contain
light-gray cowlesite blades, lining vesicles, up to lO em in diameter, while nearby cavities contain
thomsonite, levyne (with a thick offretite overgrowth), phillipsite, stilbite, heulandite, chabazite,
and mesolite (Tschernich, 1987).
Ontario: Cowlesite occurs with analcime, chabazite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Velthuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Cowlesite occurs with analcime, chabazite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991).
FAROE ISLANDS

At Dalsnipa (= Dalsnypen), the type locality for levyne, on Sandoy Island, gray radiating aggregates of cowlesite, 1 to 2 mm in diameter, richly line 2-cm vugs in basalt (British Museum,
RWT). Nearby cavities contain water-clear plates oflevyne. Cowlesite is found in vesicular
basalt at Satan on Streymoy Island; and nearby cavities contain levyne, chabazite, thomsonite,
mesolite, stilbite, and apophyllite (Betz, 1981).
ICELAND

At Mjoadalsa Canyon near Sanddalstunger, north of Hvanmmur, cowlesite is found alone, in 2em vesicles in basalt, while nearby cavities contain an abundance of levyne (Betz, 1981). Grayish
cavity linings of cowlesite are found with mesolite and levyne in vesicular basalt at A1ftafjordur,
Snaefellsnessysla (Sigurour Jonsson, pers. comm.).
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JAPAN

Cowlesite forms feltlike linings, covered by levyne, in 3- to 4-cm vesicles, in a Pliocene trachybasalt from the Kuniga Tunnel, Nishi-no-Shima, Dozen, Oki Islands (Tiba and Matsubara,
1977; Matsubara et al., 1978). Nearby cavities contain chabazite, thomsonite, phillipsite, and
analcime.
NEW ZEALAND

North Island: Rarely, minute blades of colorless to white cowlesite form 1-mm radiating aggregates on analcime, phillipsite, and calcite in vesicular volcanics at Waiwera Beach, north of
Auckland, while other cavities contain chabazite (Jocelyn Thornton, pers. comm.).
South Island: Tiny, white, thin, radiating blades of cowlesite are found lining vesicular basalt in
the Lyttelton Quarry, at Evans Pass, Christchurch (Howard and Thornton, 1989). Nearby cavities contain levyne, offretite, analcime, natrolite, phillipsite, thomsonite, pyrite, chabazite, and
todorokite.
UNITED KINGDOM

Northern Ireland: Cowlesite is common, either alone or associated with other zeolites, in the
chabazite and thomsonite zones (defined by Walker, 1960a) in Tertiary olivine basalt in County
Antrim, but is very rare in the sodium-rich gmelinite zone (defined by Walker, 1959) and is absent from the tholeiitic basalt (RWT). The percentage of thomsonite occurrences in County
Antrim, determined by Walker (1959), probably include many cowlesite occurrences since
cowlesite was discovered after his studies were completed (RWT).
Cowlesite is very abundant along the northern sea coast near Dunseverick, County Antrim, in
altered olivine basalt boulders that have fallen from the cliffs onto the beach (RWT; Nawaz,
1984). This locality probably contains more cowlesite than any other known locality in the world,
although beach specimens are more weathered than those found away from the beach. Vesicles
range from 1 to 5 em, generally lined with colorless to gray radiating soft blades of cowlesite, only
2 to 4 mm long (RWT). Nearby cavities contain levyne-offretite-erionite, chabazite, gismondine,
scolecite-mesolite, thomsonite, or phillipsite. Another nearby beach locality rarely contains
cowlesite, which formed inconspicuous radiating cavity linings in vesicular basalt and is covered
with waxy, white clay, chabazite, levyne, and offrelite-erionite (RWT). Considerable quantities of
cowlesite are found in basalt flows along the shore at Stookan Rock (Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Cowlesite is rarely present in vesicular basalt in the Craigahulliar Quarry, Portrush, northern
County Antrim, where nearby rocks contain chabazite, analcime, and calcite (Harry Foy, pers.
comm.). A nearby locality at Islandmore (in the same series of basalt flows) contains an abundance of cowlesite with chabazite and levyne-offretite in 5- to 20-mm cavities (Volker Betz, pers.
comm.; R WT).
Large quantities of fresh, colorless to gray, radiating aggregates of cowlesite, 2 to 4 mm in diameter, with some reaching 7 to 8 mm in diameter, are covered with chabazite, thomsonite, or
levyne-offretite-erionite in vesicles, up to 4 cm in diameter, at the Green Road Quarry, Ballyclare, County Antrim, with nearby vesicles containing scolecite, mesolite, analcime, and
chabazite variety phacolite (Harry Foy, pers. comm.; Nawaz, 1984; RWT).
Cowlesite is found in basalt, containing levyne-offretite, at Shane's Hill, near Killylane Reservoir, north of Ballyclare (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Rarely, grayish cavity linings of cowlesite are
found in basalt at the Catcairn Quarry, south of Dundrod, County Antrim, with nearby cavities
containing chabazite, apophyllite, gyrolite, and thomsonite (Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Gray-appearing linings of cowlesite are scarce in red vesicular basalt at the Parkgate Quarry,
Templepatrick, County Antrim. Nearby cavities contain chabazite, levyne-offretite-erionite,
thomsonite, calcite, rarely gismondine, mesolite, and scolecite (RWT).
Cowlesite is rare in the Glenariff Valley, County Antrim, at the type locality for garronite, and
in other parts of the valley (R WT). Cowlesite also forms colorless to gray linings in vesicular
basalt at Galboly District, west of Garron Point, County Antrim (Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Nearby cavities contain chabazite, analcime, and garronite.
Cowlesite, associated with chabazite and levyne-offretite-erionite, occurs in black, vesicular
basalt at Kane's Quarry, Glengormley, Belfast, County Antrim, while a nearby red basalt flow
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contains cavities lincd wilh goldcn erionile prisms, chaba7jte, thomsonite, stilbite, heulandite, 'l::!'
rolilc, nuorapophyllite, and okenite (Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Thin linings of cowlesite are fairly common in brown altcred vesicular basalt in the Ladyhill
Road Quarry, Tardree Hill. near Anlrim Town. County Anlrim (Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Cowlesile occurs in the Killylane Quarry and other quarries northwest of Glenwherry, County
Antrim (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Cowlesite is rarely found in vesicular basall containing lhe
sodium-rich zeolites nalrolite and analcime allhe lOp of lhe Magheramoume Quarry, near
Lame, County Anlrim (Harry Foy, pcrs. comm.).
Colorless 10 grayish radialing blades of cowlesite are found in vesicular basalt thaI also con·
lains chabazile and levyne-offrelile near Brigh Church, near Stewarlslown, Counly Tyrone
(Harry Foy, pers. camm.; RWI). Cowlesile is found in basall on Keady Mounlain, norlhem
Sperrins Range, near COleraine, Counly Londonderry (Harry Foy, pcrs. camm.). Nearby cavities
contain analcime, chabaZite, and mesolile.
AI Loup, near Moneymore, Counly Londonderry, cowlesile is found in vesicular basalt (Harry
Fey. pcrs. camm.). Nearby cavities conta.in levyne-offrelite-erionite, garronilc, gonnarditc,
thomsonilc, chabaZile, and calcile.
Gray 10 colorless radialing aggregales of cowlesile, normally 2 to 3 mm in diameler, rarely with
somc aggregates up to 8 mm in diameter, are found alone or covered wilh lhomsonite in red
vesicular basall al the Ballygruby Quarry, County Londondcrry (Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Nearby cavities contain bladed 10 blocky Ihom'iOnile and calcile.
Scotland: Cowlesile has been found covered wilh chabazite in Teniary vesicular basalt at Kingsburgh, Isle of Sky (Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
UNITED STATES
Arizona: AI Superior, Pinal Counly, cowlesile forms gray radiating groups closely associated
with garronite in I-mm 10 2-<:m vesicles in the oUler margins of gray-<:olored olivine basall
bombs and scoria fragments in Ihc lowcr part of an cxhumed Middlc Teniary cindcr conc (Wise
and Tschernich, 1975, R WT). Othcr cavitics contain Ihomsonilc, chabazilC, analcimc, and calcite, while higher in the exposure, Ihe main zeolites are mordenile, thomsonitc, and chabazilc.
Colorado: Small, colorless, while, lan, or yellow, bladed radiating spherules or roseues of cowie·
sile, often 0.5 to 1 mm in diamclcr, wilh a few up 10 3 mm in diameter, are commonly found
alone in small cavities, under 2 cm in diameter. in polas.sium-rich basall (= sboohonilc) at Nonh
Table Mountain, near Golden, Jefferson Counly, bul have also been found closely associaled
wilh Icvyne-offrctilc, thomsonite, gonnardite, and garronilC (Wise and Tschernich, 1975; Kile
and MOOreski, 1988). Olber cavities contain chabazile, analcime, nuorapophyllile, mesolite,
laumontite, stilbite, and calcite (Cross and Hillebrand. 1882; Kile and Modreski. 1988).
Cowlesitc li.fSt forms a small, 1-mm, cavily lining follov.'Cd rarcly by largcr, yellow cowlcsitc
groups, 3 mm in diameter (R\VI). The sequence of cryslalli7.alion observed in tbe small cavilies
commenced with chlorite followed by cowlesile > garronile-thomsonile > cbabazitc >
gonnardilc > analcimc > Icvync-offrctitc > thomsonile > phillipsilC > calcite (Kile and
MOOrc ki, 1988). SColecile, described by Cross and Hillcbrand (1885). at Table Mountain, was
found 10 be cowlesile by Kile and MOOreski (1988).

Oregon: (T>1~ localily) Cowlesile is commonly found in I- 10 6-cm vcsicles of Eocenc olivine
basall along Ncer Road, nOrlh of Goble, Columbia County, whcre il forms thin gray, blue-gray,
and white radially oriented cavity linings commonly 0.5 mm lhick, wilh a few blades up to 2 mm
long, and only 0.002 mm lhick, rarely forming radiating aggrcgatcs up to 8 mm in diamcter
(Wise and Tsehcrnich, 1975). Cowlesite gcnerally occurs alone, but is found to co-<:rystallizc with
analcime (Fig. 124) and rarely cryslallizes directly on Ischcrnichite, hculandilc, analcimc, and
apophyllitc. and is covercd by garronite-phill.ipsiIC, Icvync, Ihomsonilc (Fig. C-15), and calcite;
nearby cavilics also contain stilbile, chabazite, mcsolite, erionile, offrelile, mordenile, epistilbile,
quartz., boggsilc, and okenile (Tschcrnich. 1986; Tschernich and Howard, 1987; Howard et a/.,
1990).
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Figure 124. Transparent,
colorless, pointed cowlesite
blades, 0.04 mm wide, covered by
trapezohedra of analcime from
Neer Road Pit, Goble, Oregon,
U.S.A; SEM photo by Donald G.
Howard.

•

Colorless to gray cowlesite crystals rarely occur in vesicles, up to 3 cm across, in basalt at the
Beech Creek Quarry, north of Mount Vernon, Grant County (Wise and Tschernich, 1975).
Rarely, the cowlesite is covered by levyne-offretite-erionite, while nearby cavities contain an
abundance of analcime, phillipsite, thomsonite, chabazite, and mesolite, and rarely, heulandite
and stilbite (R WT).
Burnt Cabin Creek, north of Spray, Wheeler County, has a similar zeolite assemblage to the
Beech Creek Quarry, with the addition of apophyllite and gyrolite. This locality produces the
largest and finest display specimens of cowlesite known. Most cowlesite pockets are small, under
13 mm, and are completely lined with colorless, gray, or white radiating cowlesite blades, or contain tiny crystal sprays of sharply terminated cowlesite crystals widely scattered on smectite clay
(Figs. 122,125,126)(Wise and Tschernich, 1975). Cavities lined with cowlesite are found, up to 8
cm across, with some exceptional cavities 16 cm in diameter (Tschernich, 1978). Cowlesite covers smectite clay aggregates and calcite, and is followed by levyne-offretite or, very rarely, small

Figure t25. Transparent, colorless, radiating, thin
blades of cowlesite (aggregate 2 mm in diameter)
on clay aggregates from Burnt Cabin Creek, Spray,
Oregon, U.S.A; SEM photo by William S. Wise.

Figure 126. Extremely thin, transparent, colorless,
pointed blades of cowlesite, 0.02 mm across, (some
so thin they curve) from Burnt Cabin Creek, Spray,
Oregon, U.S.A; SEM photo by William S. Wise.
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white hemispheres of gyrolite. Although large pockets lined with thomsonite-chabazite-mesolite
are abundant, cowlesite is never present in those cavities.
Small, gray, radiating cowlesite blades rarely line vesicular basalt near Deer Creek along the
North Fork of the John Day River, Grant County; nearby cavities contain levyne-offretite,
thomsonite, and chabazite (Tschernich, 1989a).
In the quarries on the Middle Fork of the John Day River, east of Ritter, Grant County, gray
radiating cowlesite blades, associated with levyne-offretite, rarely line cavities in vesicular basalt
(RWT). Nearby cavities contain gonnardite, mesolite, natrolite, chabazite, analcime, phillipsite,
thomsonite, scolecite, heulandite, stilbite, gyrolite, tacharanite, tobermorite, apophyllite, calcite,
and an abundance of clay.
Cowlesite forms rare, gray, radial, cavity linings with levyne-offretite in basalt along Drews
Reservoir, Lake County, and rarely, in vesicular basalt near Adel, Lake County, near cavities
containing levyne, offretite, phillipsite, chabazite, calcite, and clay (RWT).
Pete's Point, west of Aneroid Lake, near Joseph, Wallowa County, contains vesicular basalt,
lined with colorless to gray, radiating cowlesite, alone or covered with either thomsonite, garronite, levyne, phillipsite, or chabazite (Howard, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order:
calcite> c1ay-gyrolite > cowlesite > analcime> levyne-garronite-phillipsite-thomsonite > stilbite> offretite-apophyllite-natrolite > chabazite (Howard, 1986).
Washington: Sparkling bladed aggregates of colorless to milky-colored cowlesite blades are scattered on greenish-black chlorite in vesicles, up to 3 em in diameter, in basalt, near Big Tree
Creek, Yacolt, Clark County (Tschernich, 1988b). The freshness and contrast of cowlesite on
dark chlorite make exceptional micro specimens. Cowlesite is commonly found alone in the vesicles or co-crystallizing with unusual, colorless, radiating, rectangular prisms of heulandite
(elongated along the b-axis), or rarely, covered with gonnardite, garronite-phillipsite, thomsonite, analcime, or cal.cite (Tschernich, 1988b). Nearby cavities contain orange-colored
heulandite, chabazite, stilbite, epistilbite, mordenite, quartz, laumontite, levyne, mesolite, and
scolecite.
Blue-gray blades of cowlesite line vesicular Eocene basalt near Porter, Grays Harbor County
(RWT). In some of the cavities, the cowlesite is covered with levyne, thomsonite, or chabazite.
Cowlesite is found alone in vesicular basalt at CapitOl Peak, Thurston County (Wise and
Tschernich, 1975).

Dachiardite

(Dak-e-yar-dite)

(Ca,NaZ,KZ)[A14SiZ0048]oI4HZO, Z = 1
Named in 1906, by Giovanni D'Achiardi, after his father Antonio D'Achiardi (1839-1902), an
Italian mineralogist.
Type Locality: San Piero di Campo, Elba, Italy
Obsolete Synonyms: d'achiardite, Na-dachiardite, and svetlozarite

•

Nomenclature: A wide variation in calcium, potassium, and sodium is found in dachiardite.
Variations in chemistry or order-disorder in the framework should be handled by using optional
descriptive modifiers (such as Na-rich, Ca-rich, K-dominant, sodian, calcium, or potassian)
rather than creating new species.
Na-dachiardite is incorrectly listed as a species in the Glossary of Mineral Species by Fleischer
and Mandarino (1991). Na-dachiardite was submitted to the International Mineralogical Association (IMA) but was rejected as a new species on the grounds that it was just a chemical variation of dachiardite (William Wise, pers. comm.).

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Space Group: CZ/m
Crystal Axes: a = 18.65-18.69 A
b = 7.49-7.52 A
c = 10.24-10.30 A

~

= 107° 54' to 108° 22'

Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of dachiardite (structural code DAC), a
member of the mordenite group, is closely related to epistilbite and ferrierite while less so to
mordenite and bikitaite. Dachiardite consists of sheets of 6-rings (which are aluminum-free)
connected with 4-rings (which are aluminum-rich) while the exchangeable cations are distributed
between the 6-ring sheets (Gattardi and Meier, 1963; Vezzalini, 1983; Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
Dachiardite, from Elba, Italy, is (Si,A1) ordered while bladed dachiardite from most other localities shows irregular {OOl} twinning and {l00} stacking faults that indicate disordered silicon and
aluminum in the framework (Alberti, 1975b; Yoshimura and Wakabayashi, 1977; Gellenset al.,
1982).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, pink, and orange-red
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous to silky
Hardness: 4 to 4.5
Density: 2.14 to 2.18 glcm3
Fracture: conchoidal, uneven
Cleavage: {100} and {00l} perfect

Refractive Indices:
0. = 1.471-1.494
~ = 1.475-1.496
"y = 1.476-1.500
biaxial positive and negative
2V = 23° to 80°
inclined extinction 2° to 38°
X=borZ=b

Morphology
Only dachiardite from the type locality, Elba, Italy, forms the unusual cyclic-twinned eightlings
(Fig. 131), perhaps due to its high cesium content (Gottardi and Galli, 1985). The crystals are
blocky, eight-sided twins, up to 5 mm across, composed of sectors repeatedly twinned on {11O},
at nearly 45° to the next sector, which yields a reentrant angle toward the center of the eightling
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(which resembles a shallow octagonal hopper) (Fig. 131). Rarely, a hollow core is present. The
forms {DOl}, {lDO}, {201}, and {UO} are reported by Berman (1925). Structural explanation
of the {lID} twinning is given by Meier (1968). Since twinnings on (110) and (110) are really
45.8° apart, eight twins make 366.4° or 6.4° too much to close the eightling. The result of this
mismatch is a spiral crystal, with su bsequent tiers rotated 6.4° to the one below (Figs. 140143)(Donald Howard, pers. comm.). Twinning on {DOl} is also common (Bonnatti and Gottardi, 1960); rarely on {lDO} (Bonnatti, 1942). Horizontal striations are present on {loo}. Simple, untwinned crystals (Figs. 132,144), elongated along the c-axis and bound by {DOl}, {loo},
{201}, and {DID}, are also found along with the cyclic-twinned eightlings at Elba (RWT).
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Dachiardite, from most other localities, forms blades, elongated along the b-axis, with tiny
irregular terminations or thin fibrous masses due to cleavage in two directions parallel to elongation. These crystals are often fla ttened on {OO1}, less commonly on {IOO}, and have the forms
{001}, {100}, {1I0}, {lOll, {201l, {lOI} (Fig. 137-139) with repeated parallel twinning on
{00l} with {100} as the twin axis, producing striations parallel to {010} (Bargar et al., 1987).
Bushlike groups, composed of thin dachiardite blades (Fig. 128), up to 4 mm long, elongated
parallel to the c-axis, with an inclined {001} cleavage, are described by Wise and Tschernich
(1978a). These blades are commonly flattened on {010} with small {l00} and are terminated by
{001}, {10l}, and {403} (Figs. 127,129,130,133,146,147), although some crystals are flattened
on {100} with vertical striations due to offset faces (Figs. 134-136). No evidence of cyclic twinning has been found in the bladed dachiardite crystals. However, polysynthetic twinning (Fig.
130) is commonly developed on the [100] twin planes (seen from numerous reentrant angles on
the terminations and by optics) (Wise and Tschernich, 1978a).
Point Group: 21m
Crystal Class: Prismatic
Forms:
{00l}, {100}, {201}, {201}, {010}, {l10}, {l01}, {403}

'I.~

. ~II

Figure 140. Cyclic-twinned eightling of
dachiardite, 4 mm in diameter, from the Speranza
dike, San Piera, Campo, Elba, Italy; SEM photo by
Donald G. Howard.

Figure 141. Top view of Figure 140 shows that the
cyclic-twinned dachiardite eightling really forms an
offset spiral; SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.

Figure 142. Cyclic-twinned eightling of
dachiardite,2 mm in diameter, from the Speranza
dike, San Piero, Campo, Elba, Italy; SEM photo by
Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 143. Top view of Figure 142 shows that the
cyclic-twinned dachiardite eightling forms an offset
spiral; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.
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Chemical Composition
San Piero di Campo, Elba, Italy (Banardi, 1979)
Ca1.76Ko.73 Na O.70Cso.12SrO.OZ[AlS.0SSi 18.930 4sl° 1Z.7HZO
Alpe di Siussi, Balzano, Italy (Alberti, 1975b)
NaZ.59Ko.71 Ca0.53BaO.01[Al4.Z7Feo.11Si19.61 048)o13.4HZO
Altoona, Wahkiakum Co., Washington, U.S.A (Wise and Tschernich, 1978a)
NaZ.74Ko.60CaO.09[Al3.38FeO.OZSiZ0.57048)-14.ZHZO (base of cluster)
Altoona, Wahkiakum Co., Washington, U.SA (Wise and Tschernich, 1978a)
Ca1.D1 NaO.61Ko.34[Al3.43FeO.OZSiZO.67048)-14.ZHZO (tip of cluster)

•

Cape Lookout, Tillamook Co., Oregon, U.SA (Wise and Tschernich, 1978a)
Cal.14Ko.91 Na O.61[Al 4.0Z SiZO.03048)-xHZO
Yaquina Head, Agate Beach, Lincoln Co., Oregon, U.S.A. (Wise and Tschernich, 1978a)
NaZ.1zKo.93CaO.Z1[Al3.53FeO.01SiZO.48048)-xHZO
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, U.S.A. (Bargar and Beeson, 1981)
K1.0ZCaO.92NaO.92[ AlS.31 FeO.OSSi19.15°48)- xHZO
Tsugarwa, Niigata Prefecture, Japan (Yoshimura and Wakabayashi, 1977)
NaZ.93Ko.36 CaO.16M 80.01 [Al4.37 F eo.06Si 19.76°48)olZ.6HZO
Hatsuneura, Chichijima Island, Japan (Nishido and Otsuka, 1981)
Ca1.77Na1.24Ko.49[Al4.80Si19.080 48)olZ.lOHZO
Francon Quarry, St-Michel, Quebec, Canada (Bonardi et aI., 1981)
NaZ.93Ko.36SrO.01 CaO.01 [Al3.59SiZO.470 48)- 1Z.43H zO
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Dachiardite displays a wide variation in calcium, sodium, and potassium with examples of each
cation being dominant. Trace amounts of cesium (under 1% Csz0) are found in crystals with an
ordered aluminosilicate framework (Gottardi and Galli, 1985; Bargar et al., 1987). Bladed crystals are commonly heterogeneous in composition. Zoned blades, which are rich in sodium at the
base and become calcium-rich at the terminations, are reported by Wise and Tschernich (1978).
TSi = Si/(Si+AI) = 0.78 to 0.86; Si/AI = 3.6Z to 6.05

Identification
Eight-sided, cyclic-twinned crystals of
dachiardite are very distinctive, yet they have
been found only at Elba, Italy. Bladed
dachiardite, which is found everywhere else, is
easily confused with many other species, particularly blades and aggregates of thomsonite
and calcite. Observation of the terminations is
difficult because 50 to 100 power magnification
or scanning electron microscope (SEM) photographs are needed. Dachiardite has an irregular, rough termination from multiple faces,
while thomsonite generally has a simple single
flat (001) termination and calcite aggregates
are commonly pointed rhombohedra, and can
be easily dissolved in hydrochloric acid.
Dachiardite is a high-silica zeolite, commonly

Figure 144. Untwinned dachiardite prism (I mm
long) with sloping termination from the Speranza
dike, San Piero, Campo, Elba, Italy; SEM photo by
Donald G. Howard.
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found with the other high-silica zeolites such as ferrierite, mordenite, silica-rich heulandite
(= cIinoptilolite), epistilbite, yugawaralite, erionite, and quartz. Low-silica zeolites such as thomsonite, levyne, natrolite, mesolite, scolecite, and cowlesite would not be expected to crystallize in
this environment. Samples thought to be dachiardite must be confirmed by X-ray diffraction
(XRD). Sharp XRD lines are produced only from samples from Elba, Italy, and Yellowstone,
Wyoming; all others produce diffuse lines or streaks that indicate some disorder in the structure.

Cleaning
Dachiardite is high-silica zeolite; therefore, it is slowly decomposed or not affected by
hydrochloric acid (HCl). Removal of calcite should be possible if the specimen is immersed in
HCl for only a few minutes. Maleyev (1976) reports dachiardite (= svetiozarite) showed no
chanage in transparency, luster, or optical properties after being subjected to concentrated
hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, or nitric acid at room temperature, after 30 hours.
If dachiardite is associated with minerals that do not tolerate strong acids, calcite can still be
removed with the Slower-reacting, milder acetic acid. Use oxalic acid to remove iron-oxide stains,
and vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution to remove manganese oxides.

Origin
Dachiardite is formed in a silica-rich environment in late stages of pegmatites and silica-rich volcanics (tholeiitic basalt, rhyolite, and sandstone xenoliths in basalt). Recorded temperatures in
drill holes at Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, show that dachiardite crystallizes between
100" and 200" C at depths from 20 to 152 meters (Bargar and Beeson, 1981; Bargar et al.,
1981). Synthetic dachiardite is produced from devitrified rhyolite at 2500 C (Knauss and
Beiriger, 1984).

Occurrence
Dachiardite is a rare zeolite found with high-silica zeolites in volcanics and pegmatites. Searches
for additional dachiardite occurrences should be concentrated at localities where high-silica zeolites and quartz are present. Dachiardite has not been reported in sedimentary (diagenetic)
deposits.
Display specimens of dachiardite are available from Cape Lookout, Oregon, U.S.A.; and
orange masses are from Alpe di Sisui, Italy. Bladed micro-sized crystals of dachiardite are available from localities in WaShington, Oregon, and California, U.S.A.; Germany; Italy; and Japan.
Cyclic twins from Elba are very rare and difficult to obtain.

Worldwide Localities
AUSTRIA
Tiny, parallel groups of prismatic Na-rich dachiardite crystals, up to 3 mm long, are found covered by blocky silica-rich heulandite, analcime, and thin hairlike mordenite on joints and cavities
in chlorite schists and amphibolites in the tunnels (constructed in 1980-1981) through Tanzenberg, near Kapfenfberg, Styria (Postl and Walter, 1983b; Postl et al., 1985). At this locality,
dachiardite is associated with bladed ferrierite, octahedral and filiform pyrite, marcasite, quartz,
siderite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, millerite, opal, rutile, anatase, goethite, dolomite,
calcite, magnesite, ankerite, and barite.
BULGARIA
Colorless to white mounds of Ca-rich dachiardite (= svetlozarite), up to 15 mm across, are
found in veins cementing Oligocene andesitic breccia from Zvezdel in Kurdzhali, Eastern
Rhodope Mountains (Maleev, 1976). The minerals crystallized in the order: silica-rich
heulandite-ferrierite > opal-cristobalite-chalcedony > dachiardite-mordenite (Maleev, 1976).
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Figure 145. Radiating group of white dachiarite
blades,3 mm across, with heulandite and clay from
the Zeilberg Quarry, near Maroldsweisach,
Franconia, Bavaria, Germany; SEM photo by
Wolfgang Hampel.

Figure 146. Terminations of bladed dachiardite,
0.2 mm across, in Figure 145; SEM photo by
Wolfgang Hampel.

CANADA
Silky-white bundles of acicular Na-rich dachiardite crystals, up to 2 mm long, some showing an
hourglass-like structure, were found in a single pocket, 23 em in diameter, lined with colorless to
brownish analcime in a dawsonite-bearing silicate-carbonate sill at the Francon Quarry, St.
Michel, Montreal Island, Quebec (Bonardi et al., 1981). Other associated minerals include
ankerite, dolomite, calcite, quartz, weloganite, and white matted fibers of mordenite.
GERMANY
Tiny, white blades of sodium-rich dachiardite (Figs. 148,149), up to 5 mm long, are found with
silica-rich heulandite, aragonite, phillipsite, rhodesite, tobermorite, and hydroxyapophyllite in
Mesozoic sandstone xenoliths (several cubic meters in size) in Tertiary basalt, at the Zeilberg
Quarry, near Maroldsweisach, Franconia, Bavaria (Wolfgang Hampel, pers com). Cavities in the
surrounding basalt contain gmelinite, natrolite, chabazite, analcime, thomsonite, phillipsite, stilbite, laumontite, thaumasite, ettringite, calcite, gyrolite, okenite, and others.
White tufts of dachiardite needles are rarely found on silica-rich heulandite, lining vesicles in a
10- by 2-meter sintered sandstone xenolith (composed of quartz, minor cristobalite, and phillipsite), embedded in alkaline-olivine basalt at the Ortenberg Quarry, Vogelsberg, Hessen
(Hentschel, 1986b). Nearby cavities contain chabazite, erionite, paulingite, merlinoite, and
apophyllite. Cavities in surrounding basalt contain analcime, gismondine, apophyllite, thomsonite, natrolite, phillipsite, calcite, thaumasite, montmorillonite, and pyrite (HentSChel, 1979).
High-alkali hydrothermal solutions produced the mineralization in the order: nontronite-calcite
> phillipsite> paulingite > silica-rich heulandite > dachiardite (Hentschel, 1986b).
ITALY
(Type locality) Dachiardite was first found as a late-stage hydrothermal mineral in cavities in the
center of pegmatite dikes crossing the Miocene granodiorite stock at Monte Capanne, near San
Piero in Campo, on the island of Elba (D'Achiardi, 1905, 1906). This Ca-rich dachiardite, with
nearly 1 % CszO, forms blocky, colorless to white, spectacular eightling twins with a hoppershaped habit that displays the forms {OOl} {100}, {20n, and {1l0} (Figs. 131,140-143)
(Berman, 1925). Untwinned prisms also present are bound by the forms {OOl}, {100}, {201},
and {OlO} (Fig. 132,144)(RWT). Associated minerals include mordenite, stilbite, heulandite,
apatite, pollucite, quartz, feldspar, and tourmaline (RWT). The original dachiardite, found in
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the Speranza vein, formed twinned crystals, up to 5 mm across, but good specimens are also
found in the pegmatite dikes at Fonte del Prete; Masso Foresi; and Grotta d'Oggi at San Piero
in Campo (Orlandi and Scortecci, 1985).
Dark, orange-red masses composed of thin, radiating fibers of Na-rich dachiardite (Fig. C-50)
are covered with pink, massive mordenite, calcite, and, rarely, silica-rich heulandite in porphyritic
basalt at Orli di Fassa, A1pe di Siusi (= Seiser A1pe), Bolzano (Alberti, 1975), and at a nearby
locality at Val di Fassa (Demartin and Stolcis, 1979).

•

JAPAN
Ca-rich dachiardite forms slender, prismatic crystals with mordenite, heulandite, and quartz in
hydrothermal veins at the Onoyama Gold Mine, Kagoshima Prefecture (Kato, 1973). White to
beige needlelike mats of Na-rich dachiardite are found with mordenite, silica-rich heulandite,
barite, and sulfide minerals in veins in altered Miocene rhyolite at Tsugarwa, Niigata Prefecture
(Yoshimura and Wakabayashi, 1977).
Na-rich dachiardite forms radiating aggregates of prismatic fibers with mordenite and
heulandite in vesicular andesite pillow lava at Susaki on the west coast of Chichijima Island in
the Ogasawara Islands (Nishido et aI., 1979). On the east coast of the same island, Ca-Na-rich
dachiardite forms radiating aggregates of platy, prismatic crystals with mordenite in chalcedony
veins crossing altered mafic pillow lava at Hatsuneura (Nishido and Otsuka, 1981). Dachiardite
occurs with mordenite and natrolite at Mount Hokiidake, Nagano, Honshu (Smithsonian,
RWT).
UNITED STATES
Arizona: Dachiardite forms in vesicles and the matrix of Upper Tertiary basalt breccia and
andesite in drill cores extending from surface to the lower levels in the geothermal basin near
Hassayampa, in central Arizona (Sheridan and Maisano, 1976).

California: Excavations of vesicular and brecciated andesite at the Canwood Mall site, Agoura
Hills, Los Angeles County, produced colorless to white bush-like groups of bladed dachiardite,
up to 5 mm long, associated with ferrierite, silica-rich heulandite, mordenite, phillipsite, quartz,
opal, sphalerite, and calcite while other cavities contained chabazite, analcime, offretite, Fe-rich
saponite, apophyllite, aragonite, gypsum, pyrite, and chalcedony (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.).
Tiny, individual, colorless to milky-white
dachiardite blades, up to 2 mm long, with
stepped terminations (Fig. 147) are found with
phillipsite and silica-rich heulandite scattered in
red vesicular Tertiary basalt at the Opal Hill
Mine, "Coon Hollow," in the Mule Mountains,
southwest of Blythe, Riverside County (Violet
Frazier, pers. comm.). The minerals crystallized in the order: dachiardite > heulandite >
opal-chalcedony > phillipsite> fluorapatite
needles.
Oregon: Frosted, colorless, transparent, individual blades and radiating, hemispherical aggregates of Ca-rich dachiardite (Fig. C-l), up
to 15 mm in diameter, are found in 1- to 8-cm
cavities, in vesicular Miocene tholeiitic basalt
Figure 147. Transparent, colorless, complex, bladed
north of Cape Lookout, Tillamook County
aggregate of dachiardite, 2 mm long, from the Opal
(Wise and Tschernich, 1978a). Crystals are
Hill Mine, Blythe, Riverside County, California,
elongated along the c-axis, with inclined {oo I} U.S.A; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.
cleavage across the length of the blades, and
display the forms {OlO}, {loo}, {ool}, {lOl}, and {403} (R WT). Simple-appearing blades with
complex terminations are repeatedly twinned on [100]. An iron-rich smectite first formed in the
cavities, followed by thin hairlike erionite needles that formed radiating sprays or linings, fol-
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lowed by a porcelaneous mordenite on which dachiardite formed; mordenite then formed a second generation of tiny cotton ball-like aggregates, followed by colorless to pale-green blocky
silica-rich heulandite, and, lastly, filiform and cubic pyrite, calcite, and chalcedony (Wise and
Tschernich, 19783). Nearby cavities also contain phillipsite. Erionite and dachiardite are very
rarely present in the same vesicle. Dachiardite is most often found in a 10- to 30-<:m-thick zone
running across the quarry that consists of the assemblage, dachiardite-mordenite-silica-rich
heulandite, with a notable absence of hairlike erionite needles. Vesicles above and below the
dachiardite zone consist of abundant erionite, mordenite, and silica-rich heulandite without any
dachiardite (R WT).
Bushlike groups of terminated Na-K-rich dachiardite with large radiating fan-like extremities
and tapering stemlike bases are very rarely found associated with silica-rich heulandite and pyrite
in the Miocene vesicular basalt at Yaquina Head, Agate Beach, Lincoln County (Wise and
Tschemich, 19783). Nearby rock contains an abundance of erionite, mordenite, phillipsite, calcite, clay, chabazite, and barite.
Washington:
Cavities in Miocene basalt breccia exposed
along the Columbia River at Altoona,
Wahkiakum County, contain silky, white to
colorless, bushlike groups of dachiardite (Figs.
128,148), up to 4 mm long, consisting of wellterminated, tiny, thin crystals that are Ca-rich
at the terminations and Na-rich at the stem or
base of the groups (Wise and Tschernich,
19783). Cavities, up to 3 cm across, are lined
with siderite covered by greenish-black
saponitic clay on which small white furryappearing aggregates of mordenite occur
followed by either monoclinic or orthorhombic
ferrierite > colorless, blocky crystals of silicarich heulandite > silky bushes of thin-bladed
dachiardite > rarely, short hexagonal prisms of
light yellow apatite> and finally calcite
(RWT). Quartz and calcite are very abundant
in nearby brecciated rocks, yet chalcedony only
rarely forms a thin layer under mordenite or

Figure 149. Sloping termination of dachiardite
blades, 0.1 mm across, in Figure 148; SEM photo
by William S. Wise.

Figure 148. Transparent, colorless, blades of
dachiardite (lower half), 3 mm long, with bladed
ferrierite (upper half) from Altoona, Washington,
U.S.A.; SEM photo by William S. Wise.

Figure 150. Tiny termination of dachiardite blades,
0.5 mm across, in Figure 148; SEM photo by
William S. Wise.
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covers all the zeolites. Observation of dachiardite crystal terminations at 25 to 500 power
magnification shows the crystals are elongated along the c-axis, commonly flattened on {OlO}
(Figs. 127,129,130,133,148-150), rarely flattened on {100} (Figs. 134-136), with small {lOO} and
terminated by {OOl}, {lOlL and {403} (Wise and Tschernich, 1978a). Twinning, parallel to
{100} is common.
Wyoming: Research drill holes in the Lower Geyser Basin and along the Firehole River, in
Yellowstone National Park, have encountered a calcium, sodium, and potassium-rich
dachiardite in fractures and cavities in hydrothermally altered Upper Pleistocene rhyolite and
tuffs at a depth of 20 to 155 meters and at temperatures ranging from 1000 to 200° C (Bargar et
al., 1987). The dachiardite forms colorless, transparent to cloudy, radiating groups of bladed to
acicular crystals, elongated along the b-axis and flattened on {OOl}, or, less commonly, flattened
on {100} with the forms {OOl}, {100}, {1I0}, {lOlL {20l}, and {~Ol}; striations are parallel to
{010} from repeated parallel twinning on {OOl} (Figs. 137-139) (Bargar et al., 1987). The
chemical composition of the dachiardite varies widely from very Ca-rich crystals to those dominant in potassium or sodium along with trace amounts of cesium (0.05% to 0.07% CszO). The
dachiardite is found on quartz, heulandite, mordenite, kaolinite, pyrite, and calcite, and is followed by mordenite, yugawaralite, epistilbite, and Na-rich smectite; nearby cavities contain laumontite, fluorite, Ca-rich smectite, Na-rich wairakite, erionite, and truscottite (Bargar and Beeson, 1981; Bargar et al., 1981, 1987). Ca-rich zones in the rock that contain dachardite and associated Ca-rich minerals alternate with Na-K-rich zones that contain analcime, Na-rich heulandite, Na-rich mordenite, Na-rich smectite, aegirine, and adularia due to alternating aquifers of different chemical composition (Barger et al., 1987).

Edingtonite (Ed-ing-ton-ite)
(Ba,CahIAlzSi301Ole4HZO, Z

=Z

Named in 1825, by W. Haidinger, in honor of Mr. Edington from Glasgow, who discovered the
mineral in 1823.
Type Locality: Old Kilpatrick, near Glasgow, Dumbartonshire, Scotland, United Kingdom
Nomenclature: Both barium- and calcium-dominant varieties of edingtonite are known, as well
as varieties with order-disorder in the framework, which produces three slightly different structures. Descriptive modifiers (such as barian, calcian, calcium-rich, triclinic, or orthorhombic) can
be used to denote differences in edinglonite rather than creating many confusing species names.

Structure
Crystal System: Tetragonal, Orthorhombic, and Triclinic (from optics)
Space Group: P421m (tetragonal)
P21212 (orthorhombic)
Crystal Axes: Tetragonal
Orthorhombic
a = 9.581-9.585 A
a =9.537-9.580 A
b = 9.651-9.680 A
c = 6.524-6.530 A
c = 6.509-6.530 A
Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of edingtonite (structural code EDI), like all
fibrous zeolites, is composed of chains of Si0 4 and AI04 tetrahedra parallel to the c-mds. Each
chain is linked through oxygen bridges to four neighboring chains, at the same level, to form a
three-dimensional framework (Galli, 1976; Taylor and Jackson, 1933). Seven of the eight water
positions in the unit cell are located in the zeolitic channels (which lie in planes perpendicular to
the c-axis), while barium atoms are surrounded by framework oxygen and water molecules
(Kvick and Smith, 1983).
Orthorhombic varieties of edingtonite have a framework with nearly perfect aluminum-silicon
order (Kvick and Smith, 1983; Mazzi et al., 1984; Galli, 1976) but tetragonal varieties have a disordered aluminum-silicon distribution (Mazzi et al., 1984). Edingtonite, from the Ice River
Complex, Canada, described as tetragonal by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Mazzi eta!., 1984), was
found by Akizuki (1986) to be optically zoned and, in reality, has an orthorhombic core and triclinic rim. Tetragonal edingtonite is found at Kilpatrick, Scotland (Mazzi et al., 1984) while
orthorhombic edingtonite is present at BOhlet, Sweden (Galli, 1976); Stare Ransko, Czechoslovakia (Novak, 1970); and New Brunswick, Canada (Kvick and Smith, 1983). Both tetragonal
and orthorhombic varieties appear to be present in the Urals, U.S.S.R. (Ismagilov, 1977). Both
triclinic and orthorhombic varieties are present at the Ice River Complex, Canada (Akizuki,
1986). Structure has not been determined at the remaining localities.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, gray, pink, brown, and
yellow
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 4 to 5
Density: 2.72 to 2.82 gm/cm3
Fracture: uneven
Cleavage: {lIO}, perfect

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.535-1.546
(3 = 1.542-1.558
'Y = 1.545-1.562
biaxial negative
2V = 10" to 63 0
2V increases with Si-AI order
positive elongation
parallel or inclined extinction (10 to 10")
a = c, (3 = b, 'Y = a
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Morphology
The general appearance of edingtonite is considerably different at each locality due to changes in
growth along the c-axis and relative size of faces. Even though edingtonite forms in several different crystal systems, all the Miller indices will be given in the orthorhombic system. Edingtonite
ranges in size from 1-mm crystals to those 10 mm long, with exceptional prisms up to 10 cm long
and 2.5 cm wide.
Small, equant crystals are found at Kilpatrick, Scotland (Fig. 152); Stare Ransko, Czechoslovakia; and the Ice River Complex of British Columbia, Canada (Fig. 152). Most of these crystals
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consist of a dominant {Ill} and {I It} with small {llO} or (at Kilpatrick, Scotland only) the
addition of the forms {I~2} and {I23}. Extremely wedge-shaped crystals, found at Shropshire,
England, are {Ill} dominant with small {1l0} and {ool} (Fig. 162). Cubelike crystals (Figs.
153,163) with dominant {1l0} and {ool} with small {OlO}, {Ioo}, {Ill}, and {lIt} are found
only near Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Edingtonite crystals elongated along the c-axis commonly exhibit large {1l0} prisms
(frequently of unequal size), terminated by a combination of {Ill}, {I It}, and small {ool},
and are typical of crystals at the Ice River Complex, British Columbia, Canada (Figs. 154,155,
160,161). More complex crystals are found at BOhlet, Sweden (Figs. 154,157,159,164), and New
Brunswick, Canada (Fig. 158).
Penetration twins (rotated 90° around the c-axis) and twins on (110) are rare. Doubly
terminated crystals display hemimorphic morphology. Some crystals show a tapering of the
prism faces and a change of direction in width at each end of the crystal (Fig. 161).
Point Group: 222 and 42m
Crystal Class: Rhombic-disphenoidal and tetragonal-scalenohedral
Forms:
Common {1l0}, {Ioo},{010}, {ool}, {Ill}, {Ill}
Rare {1l3}, {tI2}, {I21}, {I~1},2I1}, {lOl}, {332}, {l o 10 0 9}

Figure 160. Transparent, colorless, prisms of
edingtonite, 4 mm long, from Ice River, Golden,
British Columbia, Canada; SEM photo by Donald
G. Howard.

Figure 161. Transparent, colorless, tapering,
doubly terminated prism of edingtonite, 8 mm
long, from Ice River, Golden, British Columbia,
Canada; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 162. Transparent, colorless, wedge-shaped
edingtonite crystals, 2 mm across, on prehnite from
Squilver Quarry, Disgwylfa Hill, Shropshire,
England, U .K.; SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.

Figure 163. Transparent, colorless, cubelike
edingtonite crystal, 0.5 mm wide, from the
Jacupiranga Mine, near Sao Paulo, Brazil; SEM
photo by Milton L. Speckels.
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Chemical Composition
Old Kilpatrick, Dumbarlonshire, near Glasgow, Scolland, U.K. (Ma7.7j el al., 1984)
Bal.87Nao.06Ko.oscao.02[AJ3.90Si6. 12020]0 7. 30H20
BOhlet Mine, WestergOtland, Sweden (Bclitsky el al., 1986)
Ba 1.94Ko.08NaO.06[AJ3.96S~.04~OJ· 7.38H 20
Brunswick Mine, Bathurst, New Brunswick, canada (Grice el al., 1984)
B~.ooKo.02[ AJ4.23Si6.2002SJ 07.22H20
Ice River, near Golden, British Columbia, Canada (William Wise, pers. comm.)
Ba1.89Nao.lOKo.04cao.02[AJ3.98Si5.94020)oxH~ (core of cryslal)
Ba1.74Ko.16NaO.04cao.02[AJ3.86Si6.16020]·xIl~ (rim of cryslal above)
VARIATION IN COMPOSmON
Edingtonile contains considerable barium with varying smaller amounts of sodium, potassium,
and calcium. A very caleium·dominant variety is found in the U.S.S.R. Zoned cl)'Slals arc found
in the Ice River Complex, Brilish Columbia, canada, that havc a slight potassium increase along
wilh a corresponding decrease in sodium from the onhorhombic core to the triclinic rim.
A mineral, earlier thought to represent a calcium cdingtonite, was shown to be the calcium
boro-arscnatc, cahnitc (Palache and Bauer, 1927). Scollish cdinglOnitc, considered to be ca-rich
by Hey (1934), was shoym to have only a trace of calcium by Mazzi el al. (1984).
Barrer el al. (1974) produced a synthetic barium·lithium phase similar 10 edingtonite but with
a Ba:Li ratio of 1:2. Other researchers have produced an edinglOnite framework but with a
silicon·aluminum ordering related to thomsonite (Gollardi and Galli, 1985). TSi= Si/(Si+AJ) =
0.60·0.62; Si/AJ = 1.47-1.60

Identification
Elongated types of edingtonite have the general appearance of natrolite. Equant forms resemble
feldspars and highly modified, colorless, transparent eryslals have the appearance of quartz.
The refractive index of cdingtonite is greater than that of mosl zeOlites, quartz, and feldspars.
The trielinic variety of edinglOnite has optical inclined extinction (1° to 100) from the external
crystal faces while thc others have paraUel cxtinction.
1be X-ray diffraction powder pallem of edingtonite is distinctive. The presence of barium in
edingtonite is similar only to harmotome and Da·rich phillipsite.
Careful study of single-crystal X-ray patlerns, along with optics, is required (0 distinguish
whether the c'l)'Stal is orthorhombic, tetragonal, or triclinic. Tetragonal and triclinic varielies appear to have a low 2V = 100 10 22" while orthorhombic varieties have a high 2V = 500 to 63°.

Cleaning
Most edingtonite specimens only require soaking in Brl bleach or a liquid soap SOlution foll0Y0'cd
by rinsing with pressurized waler or ullrasonic cleaning to remove soil or rock debris. Eding.
tonite has a low Si/AJ ratio; therefore, it should nOl be put in hydrochloric acid to remove calcitc.
hydro-chloric acid slowly dissolves cdingtonite, leaving frosled crystals, allhough dilule hydro
chloric acid can be used to remove very thin calcite coalings if edingtonitc is immcrsed for less
than one minute. Etching out edingtonite Ihat is enclosed in solid calcite should be attcmpted
only with slower.reacting warm acetic acid. Oxalic acid is good for removing iron stains and
vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution removes manganese oxidcs.
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Origin
Edingtonite is found in ore veins, late hydrothermal stages of syenite complexes, and volcanics,
yet establishment of temperature and pressure conditions has never been directly observed in
active hydrothermal areas.

Occurrence
Edingtonite is a rare zeolite found at only a few localities. Edingtonite can be found in volcanics;
late-stage phases of carbonatite and alkaline igneous rocks; and hydrothermal ore veins. The
older localities at Kilpatrick, Scotland, and BOhlet, Sweden, are not currently productive but occurrences in Canada and Brazil have provided many fine display specimens and microcrystals.
The largest terminated crystals are found at BOhlet, Sweden, and New Brunswick, Canada. Excellent display specimens covered with small edingtonite crystals are found at the Ice River,
British Columbia, Canada. Superb microcrystals are available from Brazil and England.

Worldwide Localities
BRAZIL

Brilliant, transparent, colorless, 1- to 3-mm, elongated, cubelike edingtonite crystals perched on
flattened white natrolite needles, up to 10 mm long, occur at the Jacupiranga Carbonatite Mine,
Ribeira de Iguape River Valley, southwest of the city of Sao Paulo, in the state of Sao Paulo
(Menezes and Martins, 1984). The Jacupiranga Mine is located in a Cretaceous alkaline intrusion composed of rock types nepheline syenite, pyroxenite, ijolite, dunite, carbonatite, and jacupirangite (composed mainly of titanian augite, magnetite, phlogopite, olivine, and nepheline).
The zeolites were the last minerals to crystallize in vuggy fragments of jacupirangite found inside
the igneous carbonatite orebody. Associated minerals include yellow titanite, thin black needles
of hornblende, green acicular needles of richterite, calcite, and dark brown to black, hexagonal,
barrel-shaped prisms of phlogopite (Menezes and Martins, 1984). Cu belike edingtonite crystals
are composed of dominant {lIO} prism and {OOl} along with very small {100}, {OIO}, {Ill},
and {II l} bevels on the edges (Figs. 153,163) (R WT).
CANADA

British Columbia: Exceptional specimens of edingtonite are found in the Ice River Alkaline
Complex along the Ice River, Yoho National Park, near Golden. Grice et al. (1984) reports edingtonite from Zinc Mountain Ridge on the east side of the Ice River Valley, although most of
the edingtonite is found elsewhere in the complex (RWI). The Ice River Alkaline Complex is
composed of layered rocks rich in pyroxenes, magnetite, nepheline, mica, and calcite
(carbonatite rock) that were intruded by syenite rocks containing feldspar, nepheline, sodalite,
pyroxenes, and zeolites (Currie, 1975). Edingtonite is found in scarce pockets or veins in the
nepheline syenite, and in large cavities in room-sized masses of calcite that formed very late in
the crystallization of the complex (RWI). Small pockets in the syenite contain transparent, colorless to creamy-white, opaque, equant edingtonite crystals that are common on small colorless
natrolite prisms. Rarely, edingtonite forms an epitaxial overgrowth on natrolite crystals (RWI).
The equant edingtonite crystals are composed of large {l10} prisms and {1Il} with very small
{I II} and an absence of {OOl} (Fig. 152). Hemimorphism is very distinctly displayed on doubly
terminated crystals. Other associated minerals include aegirine, ancylite, catapleiite, phlogopite,
zircon, calcite, pyrite, galena, magnetite, ilmenite, analcime, apatite, and siderite (Grice and
Gault, 1981; RWf). Milky-colored, diamond-shaped, barite crystals cover edingtonite in a few
cavities.
Most of the edingtonite specimens recovered from this area came from a series of pockets, up
to a meter wide, located within large calcite pods_ Colorless to beige edingtonite crystalS, up to 7
mm long, formed on the smooth faces of amber-colored calcite crystals, up to 9 em across.
Other pockets contained box works composed of edingtonite crystals lining cavities that were
originally calcite crystals. Apparently after edingtonite grew on the calcite crystals, the calcite and
part of the edingtonite were dissolved. A second generation of colorless edingtonite enlarged
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existing edingtonite crystals, producing strongly zoned crystals with colored phantoms and small
colorless crystals on the inside of the calcite molds. Specimens of edingtonite casts, up to 17 by
12 cm, were recovered. No other associated minerals are found in the large calcite-edingtonite
pockets.
Akizuki (1986) showed the zoned edingtonite in these pockets have a white orthorhombic core
that formed from slow growth, allowing ordering of silicon and aluminum in the structure. After
a period of dissolution, extremely high-speed crystal growth produced a colorless disordered silicon and aluminum triclinic structure on the rim of the crystals. Edingtonite crystals from the
calcite-edingtonite pockets are elongated along the c-axis. Unequal-sized {110} prism faces are
dominant, terminated by large smooth {11l}, a smaller rough {1Il}, and a flat to curved {ool}
face (Figs. 154,155,160). Some of these crystals show a distinct tapering along the c-axis with the
wider direction of the crystal changing from one end to the other (Fig. 161)(RWT). Twinning
around the c-axis at 9()0 is present (Fig. 156).
New Brunswick: Large, white to colorless, lustrous orthorhombic edingtonite crystals (with an
ordered aluminum-silicon structure) occur, up to 14 mm in diameter and over 4.5 cm long, in
open fractures in veins in the sulfide ore body in Ordovician meta-sediments at the 2350 level of
the East Stope of the Brunswick No. 12 Mine, near Bathurst, Gloucester County (Kvick and
Smith, 1983; Grice el aI., 1984). Associated minerals include quartz, chalcopyrite, galena, pyrite,
sphalerite, barytocalcite, calcite, dolomite, greenalite, and lizardite. The mineralization is believed to be derived from ascending hydrothermal fluids reacting with massive sulfides, argillites,
and siliceous tuffs (Grice el aI., 1984). The larger crystals commonly grew completely across the
cavities, leaving only a few large crystals that were terminated. Smaller crystals, attached to the
sides of the large crystals, show a complex combination of faces consisting of a dominant {llO}
prism, rarely with small {loo} and terminated by {Ill}, {III}, {2I1}, {OOI}, and {10l} (Fig.
158) (RWT).
Quebec: Extremely tiny, colorless, tetragonal prisms of edingtonite, up to 0.1 mm long, with fibrous ragged terminations, are found on ilmenite crystals and are associated with analcime, natralite, calcite, and aegirine in miarolitic cavities and pegmatites in the alkaline gabbro-syenite
complex at Mont Saint-Hilaire, east of Montreal (Gault and Horvath, 1987; Horvath and Gault,
1990). The minerals crystallized in the Cretaceous Period intruding Upper Ordovician sediments
and limestones (Currie el ai., 1986). Nearby pegmatites contain analcime, paranatrolite, Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), natrolite, chabazite, harmotome, gismondine, phillipsite, thomsenite, gmelinite, gObbinsite, garronite, apophyllite, aegirine, and astrophyllite(Wight and Chao,
1986; Marble and Regis, 1979).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Small, white, drusy, pseudotetragonal edingtonite crystals, under 1.5 mm in diameter, that
display dominant {111} and {lIl} (Fig. 152)
occur with calcite in cavities and veins in altered basalt near a zinc and copper-sulfide ore
deposit at Stare Ransko, eastern Bohemia
(Novak, 1970). The mineralization appears to
have formed fram very low-temperature hydro-thermal solutions.
SWEDEN
Exceptionally large crystals of edingtonite were
found in the mine and on the dumps at the
BOhlet Manganese Mine, Westergotland
(NordenskjOld, 1895). Single, colorless to
grayish-white, prismatic crystals, up to 10 cm
long and 3 cm wide, were found, some rarely
on radiating black manganite crystals.

Figure l64. Mill)' gray, tenninated prism of
edingtonite, 9 em long, from Bohlet Manganese
Mine, Westergotland, Sweden; Smithsonian
Institution Photo No. C3568.
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Terminated crystals are scarce and highly prized. Some display excellent terminations, including
large unequal {lID} prisms, rarely with {DID}, and complex terminations composed commonly
of {111}, {lIl}, {l21}, or {1'2l} (Figs. 154,157,159,164), and rarely {OOl}, {3~2}, and
{l o lO o 9} (Fig. 157) (Sjogren, 1906; Nordenskjold, 1895). Unfortunately the mine dump has
been removed for road fill.
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

A Ca-rich variety of edingtonite is found closely associated with sulfides in the outer zones of
metasomatic aureoles in the pyrite deposits of Podol'skoye; Baymake; Guy; and Mayskoye in the
southern Urals (Ismagilov, 1977). The edingtonite forms dull, colorless, gray, yellow, or
brownish-pink, granular masses and intergrown clusters, 15 to 20 cm in diameter, filled with inclusions of relic albitized plagioclase and quartz phenocrysts, sulfides, sericite, and chlorite that
are totally embedded in massive chalcopyrite-rich ore; make up the cement in brecciated ore; or
occur along with clinozoisite as rims around sulfide grains. Euhedral crystals of edingtonite are
sporadic and are intergrown with sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite, and tennantite, or replaced by
analcime (Ismagilov, 1977). Stilbite is rarely found on some of the edingtonite, while barite is
present in separate cavities (Ismagilov, 1977). The deposits resulted from low-temperature,
near-surface, metasomatic replacement of the country rock.
UNITED KINGDOM

England: Fine specimens of sharp, colorless to gray, transparent, wedge-shaped edingtonite crystals (Fig. 162), up to 5 mm in diameter, with a few reaching 15 mm across, are associated with
harmotome on prehnite veins crossing dolerite at Squilver Quarry (= Moreswood Quarry),
Disgwylfa Hill, Shropshire (Neil Hubbard, pers. comm.). The edingtonite crystals commonly
have a dominant {lll},small {1l0}, tiny {OOl} and {lIl}.Rarely,elongated {1l0} prisms with
equal-sized {lll}, {l II}, and fOOl} are present. The crystals, twinned on (110), producing "1"shaped twins, are rare.
Scotland: (Type locality) Edingtonite was first found, in 1823, in several small quarries in altered
Carboniferous Period andesitic lava near Old Kilpatrick, Dumbartonshire, west of Glasgow
(Haidinger, 1825). The most productive occurrence was a quarry 0.8 km northeast of Old Kilpatrick with other quarries up to 8 km further north (Greg and Lettsom, 1858). Even when first
discovered, edingtonite was very scarce. During the mid-1850s the Kilpatrick Quarry was operated solely to obtain edingtonite without producing a single specimen (Greg and Lettsom, 1858).
Tiny, equant, 1- to 4-mm, tetragonal edingtonite crystals, composed of small prism {llO} and
disphenoids {lll}, {I I2}, and {lI3} (Fig. 151), commonly formed a curved surface due to alternating faces (Goodchild, 1903). Edingtonite was found on colorless thomsonite needles in
pockets containing blocky white harmotome, calcite, red blades of goethite-hematite, large, wellformed, opaque white analcime crystalS, and flesh-red, bladed, mounds of thomsonite pseudomorphs (= cluthalite) after stilbite (RWf).
Edingtonite is very rare at the Bowling Quarry, at Bowling, Dumbartonshire. Only a few,
small, 1- to 3-mm, colorless, short edingtonite crystals were found on light green prehnite
mounds in veins crossing andesite on the east side of the quarry. Rarely, it was associated with
harmotome, barite, thomsonite, analcime, and calcite (HeddJe, 1901). Edingtonite was also
found with prehnite in Bell's Quarry near the Bowling Quarry (Greg and Lettsom, 1858).
UNITED STATES

Tiny, 0.5- to I-mm, white edingtonite crystals are found in thin calcite-quartz veins running
through Franciscan graywacke boulders in Ash Creek, on the Mendocino-Sonoma County line,
California (Murdoch and Webb, 1956). The crystals consist of unequal-sized prisms {lID}
commonly extending completely across the vein. The few crystals that are terminated are composed of one set of large {Ill} faces with very small triangular {I II} modifications (Fig. 155)
(RWf).

Epistilbite

(Eh-pee-stihl-bite)

(Ca,No2lIAl2Si601610SH20, Z = 3
Named in 1826, by Gustav Rose. Although the name is from the Greek words for ·upon" and
"luster," it was named because of its similarities in morphology, cleavage, and luster with stilbite
and heulandite.
Type Localities: Iceland and the Faroe Islands are the co-type localities, although epislilbite has

nOl been found in the Faroe Islands by any recent mineralogist. II is possible that all the material
originated from Iceland.
Obsolete Synonyms: monophane. orizite, oryzite, parastilbite, reissite
Nomenclature: The name epistilbite has confused mineralogists and mineral collectors from the
beginning. cpistilbitc is a distinct species not related to stilbite, desmine, or epidesmine in any
way, other than confusion wilh the names. Stilbite, bounded by only the three pinacoids, that has
been called epidesmine and desmine in German, is slilbite. but that does not mean epide.~mine is
epistilbite. References in the literature to epistilbite, where the morphology is not clearly staled,
arc all in question.
Calcium is dominant in epistilbite. If other cations are found 10 be dominant or differences in
ordering of silicon and aluminum in Ihe framework are present, adjeetive modifiers (such as Na·
dominant, sodium, sodian, K.rich, ordered, disordered) should be used rather than creating
additional species.

Structure
Crystal S)"Stem: Triclinie and Monoclinic (pseudo-()rthorhombic by twinning)
Space Group: CI, C2, Cm
Cry·stal Axes: a 8.92-9.10 A
b 17.73·17.77 A
13 124.570
c = 10.21-10.25 A

=
=

=

Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of epistilbite (structural code EPI) comains
chains of 4.rings joining sheets parallel to (010). The cation sites, coordinating three oxygens of
tbe 4-rings plus six water molecules, lay on the mirror plane (Kerr, 1964; Merlino, 1965; PerrOlla, 1967; Slaughter and Kane, 1969; GOllardi and Galli, 1985).
Alberti el al. (1985) found the silicon and aluminum in the framework to be highly ordered, although streaking of single<rySlal photographs indicates the framework structure has some disorder (Slaughter and Kane. 1969). Akiz.uki and Nishida (1988) found silicon-aluminum ordering
differs in each sector of the crystal. Alberti el 0/. (1985) show thai epistilbite has two tetrahedral
configurations; one makes up 82 percenl of the framework and the other only 18 percent; this
results in C2 symmctry. Although X-ray diffraction (XRD) pallcrns indicate monoclinic CUm
structural symmetry, a wavy optical extinction shows thc optical vibration Y is not always parallel
to the b-axis. This small deviation ofl" inclination suggests a change from monoclinic 10 Irielinic
symmctry (Akizukj and Nishido, 1988). Telrahedra, coordinated by calcium and sodium atoms
on the mirror plane, are prererenlially occupied by aluminum aloms, which indicates that thc
tetrahedra are formed after the cations on the growth step (Akizuki and Nishido, 1988). If the
tetrahedra formed prior to the cations, they would be occupied by silicon ions (Akizukj and
Nishida, 1988). Atomic ordering, which is apparent in optical analysis, is too small 10 be detected
by XRD. Epislilbile is structurally related to mordenite, daehiardite, fcrricritc, and bikjtaite.
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Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, orange flesh, or red
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 4 to 4.5
Density: 2.22 to 2.68 gm/cm3
Fracture: uneven, brittle
Cleavage: {010}, very good

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.485-1.505
~ = 1.497-1.515
'Y = 1.497-1.519
biaxial negative
2 V = 44° to 46°
~~ b = 2°,'Y~c = 5° to 100
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Morphology
Epistilbite crystals are prismatic, commonly elongated along the c-axis, with a diamond-shaped
cross section. Equant crystals are less common. Epistilbite crystals are frequently 3 to 10 mm
long, with a few exceptional aggregates reaching 3 cm long (Fig. 178). All epistilbite crystals are
twinned on (100) to form a pseudo orthorhombic crystal (Fig. 169). The form {11O} is always
dominant on epistilbite, commonly with a small {01O} pinacoid, and terminated by {001} or
{10l} and a second {00l} or {1OI} on the other side of the (100) twin plane (Figs. 167,169).
Externally, the faces (100) and (101) look alike. Akizuki and Nishido (1988) found that the
(lOI) is present on both sides of the twin plane rather than (001). The four (110) faces are
related to each other by (100) and (010) twins (Akizuki and Nishido, 1988).
Rarely, epistilbite is also twinned on {11O}, producing thin, flat blades that resemble yugawaralite (Figs. 173,175-177). Repeated twinning on (110) and (100) produces cyclic or "V"-shaped
twins (Figs. 171,172). Terminal faces are often dull or frosted due to numerous alternating offset faces (Fig. 177). Very rarely a dull (I12) face is present (Fig. 166).
•

Point Group: 21m (pseudo 21m 21m 21m = mmm from twinning)
Crystal Class: Prismatic (pseudorhombic-dipyramidal)
Forms:
Common {110}, {OOl}, {i0l}, {01O}, {Il2}
Rare {OIl}, {ill}, {i02}

Figure 174. Transparent, colorless prisms of
epistilbite,5 mm long, from Fossarfell,
Berufjordur, Iceland; photo by Volker Betz.

Figure 175. Transparent, colorless, flattened,
twinned epistilbite blades, 1 mm wide, from Big·
Tree Creek, Yacolt, WaShington, U.S.A; SEM
photo by Donald G. Howard.

Chemical Composition
Fonte del Prete, near San Piero, Campo, Elba, Italy (Galli and Rinaldi, 1974)
Ca2.2NaO.7Ko.3[A15.5Si18.60481014.5H20
Giebelbach, near Fiesch, Valais, Switzerland (Galli and Rinaldi, 1974)
Ca2.8Na0.3Ko.3[A16.2Si 17.8°481 0 15. 8H20
Berufjord, at the foot ofMt. Bulandstindr, Iceland (Galli and Rinaldi, 1974)
Ca2.3Nal.1Ko.1[A16.0Si18. 10481 0 15.2H 2 0
Fossarfell, Berufjord, Iceland (Akizuki and Nishida, 1988)
Ca2.69NaO.82Ko.02M~.01[A16.35Si17.670481015.61H20

Kuroiwa, Niigata Prefecture, Japan (Akizuki and Nishido, 1988)
Ca2.77Na0.35Ko.01[Al6.26Si17.820481015.93H20
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Yugawara, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan (Galli and Rinaldi, 1974)
ca2.8Na0.4Ko. 1[A16.4Si17.7048] 0 15.7H20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Epistilbite has very little variation in exchangeable cations. It is always calcium dominant with
moderate amounts of sodium. Potassium is scarce or absent while magnesium, barium, and
stronium are generally not present (Galli and Rinaldi, 1974). TS i Si/(Si+A1) 0.72 to 0.78;
SijAi = 2.77 to 3.39
Barrer and Denny (1961) produced synthetic epistilbite by hydrothermal alteration of powdered glass, with the best results at 2500 C. Similar results were obtained by La (1981).
Wirsching (1981) produced epistilbite in a simulated open hydrothermal system by using a renewed CaCI2 solution with rhyolite glass.

=

=

Identification
Epistilbite is commonly confused with stilbite (= epidesmine), heulandite, goosecreekite, yugawaralite, and orthoclase variety adularia.
Stilbite does not have morphology similar to epistilbite. Confusion between stilbite and epistilbite only exists because of their similar names. These two minerals are not related in any way to
each other. Stilbite is generally rectangular in cross section, terminated by four diamond-shaped
faces or four triangular faces with {lOO} pinacoid. Epistilbite is diamond-shaped in cross section
with only two diamond-shaped faces. Stilbite is flattened along the b-axis, in the same direction
as its Cleavage, while epistilbite is flattened along the a-axis, with cleavage on {010}. Stilbite is
generally optically length fast while epistilbite is length slow. The XRD patterns of stilbite and
epistilbite are considerably different.
Heulandite is confused with epistilbite only because of their close association, similar mineral
associations, and cleavage. Heulandite has considerably different morphology from epistilbite.
Heulandite is generally flattened along the b-axis, parallel to its cleavage, while epistilbite is flattened along the a-axis with cleavage on {OlO}. The XRD patterns of the two minerals are different.
Goosecreekite has the same general morphology and cleavage as epistilbite. Goosecreekite
crystal faces are characteristically curved, although some small crystals are nearly flat. Goosecreekite crystals are generally equant or elongated along the b-axis, while epistilbite crystals are
generally elongated along the c-axis. An XRD powder pattern easily differentiates epistilbite and
goosecreekite.

Figure L76. Flattened epistilbite blade, 1 mm wide,
composed of four simple twinned crystals from Big
Tree Creek, Yacolt, Washington, U.S.A.; SEM
photo by Donald G. Howard.

Figure L77. Top view of twinned epistilbite blade
in Figure 176; SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.
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Flat, bladed twins of epistilbite (Fig. 173) resemble the morphology ofyugawaralite. Careful
study of the forms will separate these two species but an XRD pattern is recommended for positive identification.
Orthoclase variety adularia can have very similar morphology, optics, and chemical properties
to epistilbite (Bishop et al., 1982). Adularia has (001) cleavage while epistilbite has (010) cleavage. Adularia is not common in volcanic rocks but is commonly present in mirolitic cavities and
joints in granitic rocks and gneiss, where epistilbite can also be present. XRD is recommended
for positive identification.

Cleaning
Epistilbite normally only requires soaking in Biz bleach or a soap solution followed by pressurized water or ultrasonic cleaning to remove soil or rock debris. With a relatively high SijAl ratio,
epistilbite is fairly resistant to hydrochloric acid. It is only weakly soluble in hydrochloric acid;
therefore, epistilbite can be placed in hydrochloric acid for short periods of time (2 to 5 minutes)
to remove calcite. Hydrochloric acid might damage associated minerals; therefore, warm acetic
acid is safer for removing calcite. Oxalic acid can be used to remove iron stains and vitamin C
(ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese oxides.

Origin
Epistilbite is found in geothermal wells in basalt in Iceland, at temperatures from 80° to 160° C;
the temperature range is similar to heulandite, stilbite, and mordenite (Kristmannsdotir and
T6masson, 1978). Epistilbite is generally found in silica-rich tholeiitic basalt or in the beginning
of a zeolite crystallization sequence, where the silica content and pH are high.

Occurrence
Epistilbite is a rather uncommon zeolite, found in tholeiitic basalt, dense olivine basalt, or gneiss.
It is frequently associated with the silica-rich minerals heulandite, stilbite, mordenite, and quartz.
The occurrence of epistilbite, at many reported localities, is uncertain, since flat-topped stilbite
was often mistakenly called epistilbite. No sedimentary (diagenetic) epistilbite has been reported. The finest display specimens of epistilbite are found in Iceland, India, and Washington,
U.S.A Fine, micro-sized epistibite crystals are found at many localities, particularly in Iceland,
India, Italy, and Washington and Hawaii, U.S.A.

Worldwide Localities
ARGENTINA
Epistilbite, wairakite, and levyne line vesicular basalt at Cerro China Muerta, Neuquen Province
(Cortelezzi, 1973).

CANADA
British Columbia: Colorless, transparent epistilbite crystals, up to 2 mm long, are rarely found
at Gold Pan Camp, near Spences Bridge, in the Fraser River Canyon (Mary Hillsdon, pers.
comm.).
Nova Scotia: Opaque epistilbite crystals are reported with stilbite, scolecite, mordenite, laumontite, native copper, apophyllite, and gyrolite in basalt at Margaretville, Annapolis County
(Hintze, 1897). Smith (1971) reports epistilbite in the volcanics from Cape Blomidon, Bay of
Fundy.
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Ontario: Epistilbite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, faujasite, garronite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Velthuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Epistilbite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, faujasite, garronite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Epistilbite, stilbite, scolecite, laumontite, chabazite, heulandite, calcite, and apophyllite occur in
cavities in andesite near Siatorosska Bukovinka, in the Cerova Vrchovina area (Duda et al.,
1984).
•

FAROE ISLANDS
(Co-type locality) Epistilbite is attributed to the Faroe Islands (Rose, 1826; Hintze, 1897; Currie, 1907; Gorgey, 1910) although no specific localities are given. Betz (1981) was unable to find
any epistilbite in the Faroe Islands. It is possible that epistilbite specimens in collections labeled
from the Faroe Islands may have been originally collected in Iceland during trips to both areas.
White, translucent, twinned epistilbite aggregates, up to 6 mm long, attributed to the Faroe Islands, were studied by Galli and Rinaldi (1974).
FINLAND
Epistilbite occurs at Lahja, in southwest Finland (Duhovnik, 1949).
GERMANY
Epistilbite is reported at Greinfenstein, near Ehrenfriendersdorf and Schwarzenberg, Saxony
(Tetzner and Edelmann, 1927). Specimens reported as epistilbite from Gelbe Birke Mine,
Schwarzenberg, Erzgebirge, are flat-topped stilbite (RWf). A doubtful occurrence of epistilbite
is mentioned in basalt at Gierwiese, near Honnef, Rheinpreussen (Hintze, 1897).
GREECE
Hintze (1897) reports short, columnar, radiating, white to yellow clusters of epistilbite crystals, 2
to 3 mm long, with the forms {110}, {OlD}, {OOl}, and {Oil}, with quartz, calcite, and stilbite,
in decomposing trachyte near the white rock obelisk at Meer, on the south coast of Akrotiri,
near Santorini Island ( = Thera).
HUNGARY
Small, vitreous, transparent, equant epistilbite crystals, with forms {llD}, {DOl}, {I12}, and
{OIl} and flat, twinned blades, are found with stilbite, sphalerite, pyrite, heulandite, and
chabazite at the contact of granite with andesite at Nadap, VelencC\HiIls, Com. Fejer (Mauritz,
1908; Erdelyi, 1940). Epistilbite, calcite, chabazite, heulandite, stilbite, and laumontite are found
in crevices in andesite at Satoros, Com. Nograd (Erdelyi, 1942).
ICELAND
(Co-type locality) The original epistilbite specimens, described by Rose (1826), are believed to
have been found on the shore of Berufjord, at the foot of Buladstindr, although Hintze in 1883
was unable to find epistilbite at that locality (Hintze, 1897). Hintze (1897) found specimens that
matched those described by Rose (1826), near the Djupivagur Observatory, at the southern entrance to Berufjord Bay. The specimens consist of greenish, clay-lined, massive epistilbite nodules or epistilbite and heulandite. Hollow nodules were lined with transparent to milky-white,
bluish, or yellOW, multiple epistilbite crystals, up to 2 cm long (Hintze, 1897).
Some of the world's finest and largest epistilbite crystals are found in tholeiitic basalt along
Berufjord (= Berufjordur), in eastern Iceland. They are associated with an abundance of
quartz, chalcedony, mordenite, clay, and celadonite, less commonly, with heulandite and stibite,
and, rarely, with chabazite and thomsonite (Walker, 1960b). Epistilbite is never found in olivine-
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basalt with the silica-poor zeolites analcime, phillipsite, levyne, gismondine, garronite, or gyrolite
at this locality (Walker, 1960b).
The nearby locality, at Teigarhorn, produces colorless to white elongated or blocky epistilbite
crystals, up to 1 cm long, in large quartz and mordenite-lined cavities in tholeiitic basalt cliffs
(RWT). Nearby cavities contain exceptional stilbite and heulandite crystals. Epistilbite aggregates, with irregularly shaped prism faces, reach 3 cm long. The crystals display a simple
{llO} prism, terminated by {001}, less
commonly with {010}, {I12}, and {OIl}.
Flattened epistilbite crystals, twinned on (110)
and (100), are also present.
Epistilbite occurs in the lowest zeolite zone in
tholeiitic basalt that extends from sea level to
304 meters above sea level along Berufjord
(Walker, 196Gb). Excellent specimens of
pearly, milky-eolored, epistilbite prisms and
mUltiple crystals, 1 to 2.8 cm long, are
abundant on white mordenite needles in
cavities, 3 to 8 cm in diameter, in a small 2- by
5-meter zone at Fossarfell, on the northwest
side of Berufjord (Figs. 174,178) (Betz, 1981;
Walker, 1960b). Epistilbite is also found at
Raudafell, on the western end of Berufjord,
and at Titlingshagi (Betz, 1981).
Transparent epistilbite crystals, up to 10 mm
long, are found in mordenite-lined cavities at
Skardsheidi, Bargarfjord (Metropolis, pers.
comm.). The crystals are elongated along the caxis and display the forms {1l0}, {OlO},
{00l}, and dull {l12} (RWT).
Epistilbite (= parastilbite) was found with
Figure 178. Transparent, colorless aggregates of
chabazite, heulandite, and stilbite at Thyrill,
Hvalfiorderstrand, Borgarfjord (Hintze, 1897). epistilbite, 2.8 em long, with mordenite from
Fossarfell, Berufjord, Iceland; photo by Volker
Small, clear, colorless, elongated epistilbite
Betz.
crystals, 2 to 5 mm long, displaying the forms
{lIO}, terminated by dull {l12} and {OOl}, are found on drusy, quartz-lined cavities in basalt at
Akureyri (= Ofjord) and Arskogasstrod, along Eyjafjordur, northern Iceland (Betz, 1981).
Epistilbite is found with mordenite, heulandite, and stilbite, in geothermal wells, at temperatures from 80° to 1600 C, drilled through tholeiitic basalt in Iceland (Kristmannsd6ttir and
T6masson, 1978).
INDIA
Colorless to red epistilbite crystals (Fig. 169),3 to 20 mm long, are rarely found in quartz-lined
cavities in greenish pillow basalt at the "Bombay Quarry," at Khandivali, north of Bombay
(RWT). The epistilbite is associated with chabazite, babingtonite, prehnite, heulandite, calcite,
and laumontite while other cavities contain okenite, gyrolite, hydroxyapophyllite, stilbite, scolecite, and yugawaralite (RWT). Milky-White crystals of epistilbite are found in agate-lined cavities
in basalt at Igatpuri, northeast of Bombay (Hintze, 1897).
Excellent specimens of colorless epistilbite crystals and flat twins (elongated along the b-axis),
up to 15 mm wide and 5 mm high, are found scattered on drusy quartz in cavities in basalt at
Aklahare, near Nasik (Dinesh zaveri, pers. comm.). Exceptional specimens of colorless to milky
epistilbite crystals (Fig. 169) and flattened twins, up to 3 cm long, are found on coarse, quartz
crystals lining cavities at Pandulane, near Nasik (Dinesh zaveri, pers. comm.). Small, colorless
epistilbite crystals are rarely found with goosecreekite and heulandite on quartz-lined cavities in
basalt at AIibaug (Dudley Blauwet, pers. comm.).
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Quartz/chalcedony-lined pockets rarely contain white to pink, frosted epistilbite crystals, up to
15 mm long, associated with cream-colored gyrolite, in basalt quarries in the Pune (= Poona)
district (RWT). Epistilbite is rarely found in the sequence: white chalcedony> terminated colorless quartz> mesolite > epistilbite > stilbite > greenish-white fluorapophyllite at Pune
(RWT). Small epistilbite crystals and tiny balls of thomsonite are found scattered on hairlike
needles of okenite from Sirur, northeast of Pune (Hey, 1932a).
Colorless, pink, and orange epistilbite crystals, up to lO mm long, and radiating aggregates, up
to 15 mm in diameter, occur with stilbite, heulandite, mesolite, f1uorapophylite, mordenite,
chlorite, calcite, and drusy quartz in basalt in several quarries at Sawda, near Jalgaon, in the
Aurangbad District (Rusty Kothavala, pers. comm.; RWf).

ITALY
Prismatic, reddish epistilbite crystals and aggregates, up to 15 mm long, displaying the forms
{110} and {OOl} (Fig. 169, are found on colorless quartz and are covered by chabazite variety
phacolite and calcite in volcanic rock at Osilo, Sassari, Sardinia (RWf). Less commonly, the
epistilbite is associated with analcime, chabazite, heulandite, and laumontite.
Small, elongated, transparent crystals of epistilbite, with the forms {llO}, {OOl}, {OIl}, and
{OlO}, are found with chabazite, calcite, stilbite, laumontite, and heulandite at Capo Santa
Vittoria, Pula, Sardinia (Pongiluppi, 1974).
Vitreous, translucent, prismatic crystals of epistilbite (= orizite), up to 2 mm long, frequently
form intergrown and twinned, cross-shaped aggregates, that resemble the shape of rice grains, in
pegmatite veins crossing the Miocene granodiorite stock, Monte capanne, at Fonte del Prete,
near San Piero, Campo, Elba (Galli and Rinaldi, 1974; Merlino, 1972; Orlandi and Scortecci,
1985). The epistilbite is frequently associated with dachiardite, mordenite, stilbite, heulandite,
apatite, pollucite, quartz, feldspar, and tourmaline.
Micro-sized epistilbite crystals are found at Montecchio, Maggiore, and at Palagonia, Sicily
(Sturiale, 1%3). Epistilbite occurs with scolecite, heulandite, and laumontite in calcium-carbonate/silicate rocks at Novate Mezzola, Sondrio (Cerio, 1980).
JAPAN
White, transparent, elongated crystals of epistilbite, up to 2.5 mm long, with the forms {llO},
{OlO}, {OOl}, and {OIl} (Figs. 165,167), are found with quartz in cavities in igneous rock at
Yugawara, Kanagawa Prefecture (Koizumi, 1953). Small, vitreous, transparent epistilbite crystals, with the forms {llO}, {OlO}, {OOn, {OIl} (Fig. 165), are found with chabazite and quartz
at Kumomi, Matsuzoki, Shizuoka Prefecture (Galli and Rinaldi, 1974). At Furuyada, Mitama,
Yamanashi Prefecture, milky-white epistilbite crystals, heulandite, and pumpellyite are found
filling cavities in basalt (Galli and Rinaldi, 1974). Epistilbite is also reported from Amagi, Izu
Prefecture (Wada, 1904) and at Nikko and Ohora (Jimbo, 1899).
Epistilbite, with the forms {IlO}, {010}, {OIl}, and {lOn, is associated with scolecite, laumontite, and levyne in andesite at Kuroiwa, Niigata Prefecture (Takeshita et al., 1975; Akizuki
and Nishido, 1988).
NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Epistilbite in basalt, near North Cape (William Ulrich, unpublished report), is
thomsonite and flat-topped stilbite (RWf).

South Island: Epistilbite is the most common zeolite in Lower Permian submarine vesicular andesite flows in the northern Takitimu Mountains, western Southland (Houghton, 1982). The
epistilbite is found in a low-grade metamorphic (zeolite facies) rock composed of laumontite,
analcime, calcite, and chlorite (with smaller amounts ofprehnite, pumpellyite, and epidote) that
grades into the deeper, higher-temperature (prehnite-pumpellyite facies) assemblage of minerals (Houghton, 1982). Epistilbite is rarely found with heulandite and stilbite at Stew Point,
Rangitata Valley (Jocelyn Thornton, pers. comm.).
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POLAND
White to colorless, transparent epistilbite crystals, up to 2 mm long, with the forms {llO},
{OOl}, {l12}, and {Oll}, twinned on {100} and {l10}, are found in quartz-lined vesicles, up to
10 mm in diameter, in dark red, highly vesicular volcanic rock at Finkenhubel, near Glatz
(= KJodzko), Silesia (Hintze, 1897; Galli and Rinaldi, 1974).
ROMANIA
Epistilbite is reported in trachyte from Mt. Calvary, Carpathian Mountains, near the Nagyag
River, Transylvania, and with heulandite in volcanics from Vacza, Transylvania (Hintze, 1897).
SWEDEN
Lustrous, pearly-white crystals, which might be epistilbite, are reported in quartz-lined cavities in
porphyritic dia base at Lunddorrsfjall (Hintze, 1897).
SWITZERLAND
White to cream-colored, prismatic epistilbite crystals, up to 4 mm long, with the forms {1l0},
{OlD}, {OOl}, and {Oll} (Figs. 165,167), are found with colorless heulandite, stilbite, laumontite, chabazite, and chlorite on quartz crystals and colorless, white or green octahedra of fluorite
in seams cutting gneiss at Giebelsbach, near Fiesch, in the Rhone Valley and at Binnenthal,
Valais (Parker, 1973; RWT).
Epistilbite crystals, up to 4 mm long, are very rarely found with scolecite, heulandite, laumontite, prehenite, fluorite, chlorite, epidote, titanite, albite, calcite, and apatite in cavities in granite
and gneiss at Biasca, in Tessin-Misox region (Parker, 1973).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Although the identification is uncertain, epistilbite has been reported from Kibinsky and Lovozersky (Fersman, 1922), Mt. Tzkharo, Trans-Caucasia (Smirnov, 1924), and with mesolite in andesite at Azerbaydzhan (Amirov, 1979).
UNITED KINGDOM
England: Thin, bladelike, vitreous, colorless, transparent epistilbite crystals, up to 2 mm long,
with the forms {1l0}, {010}, {OOl}, {Oll}, and {l12} (Figs. 165,168,170,173), and larger 2-cm
crystals (Fig. 169), are found in vesicular basalt used in a road bed near Castle Eden, Hartlepool,
Durham. This zeolite-bearing rock is believed to have been imported as ballast from a ship, perhaps from Iceland (Trechmann, 1882; Hintze, 1897; British Museum specimens, R WT).
Epistilbite, from the St. Lawrence Valley, Jersey, reported by Hey and Mourant (1933), has
been found to be orthoclase variety adularia with a habit similar to epistilbite (Fig. 169) along
with similar optics and chemical properties (Bishop et al., 1982).

Northern Ireland: Epistilbite is reported from Rathlin and Port rush, County Antrim (Hintze,
1897), although Walker (196Oa) and Nawaz (1988b) were unable to find any epistilbite. This
material may have been flat-topped stilbite (RWT)
Scotland: Small, pale, flesh-red-colored, transparent crystals of epistilbite, with the forms {llO},
{OOl}, and {OlO} (Fig. 167), and thin flat twins (Fig. 9) are very rarely present in vesicular
basalt at Talisker Bay, Island of Sky (Greg and Lettsom, 1858). Epistilbite is found with scolecite
at Dearg Sgeir, on the Island of Mull (Heddle, 1901).
UNITED STATES
Alaska: Tiny, colorless epistilbite crystals (Fig. 169) and flattened twins (Fig. 173), 1 to 3 mm
long, are found with calcite and chabazite in drusy quartz-lined cavities in basalt at Kuprean Island, southwest of Petersberg (Gary McWilliams, pers. comm.; R WT).

California: Epistilbite (possibly flat-topped stilbite) is reported to be associated with hydrocarbons, cinnabar, metacinnabar, pryite, marcasite, chalcedony, and calcite in hydrothermal mercury deposits in detrital serpentine-shale-sandstone near a hot spring, in the Wilber Springs District, Colusa County (Moiseyev, 1968).
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Epistilbite occurs with scolecite, sulfides, and chlorite in a contact zone between metamorphosed Upper Paleozoic limestone and intrusive quartz monzonite and pegmatites at the Commercial Limestone Quarry, at Crestmore, near Riverside, Riverside County (Woodford et al.,
1941; Jenni, 1957; Pemberton, 1983). Nearby rock contains stilbite, phillipsite, chabazite, natralite, laumontite, thomsonite, scolecite, gonnardite, mordenite, and many other minerals.
Epistilbite crystals, up to 8 mm long, with the forms {110}, {GOt}, {010}, and {I12} (Fig.
170), are found with stilbite and heulandite in vesicular Miocene basalt near Little Sycamore
Canyon, in the Santa Monica Mountains, Thousand Oaks, Ventura County (Fred DeVito, pers.
comm.)
Colorado: Colorless, clear, epistilbite crystals (Fig. 169), up to 4 mm long, are found on quartz
and chalcedony-lined vesicles at Uncompahgre Peak, near Lake City, Hinsdale County (Ray
Ranstram, pers. comm.; R Wf).

•

Connecticut: Colorless epistilbite crystals, up to 2 mm long, associated with chabazite and calcite, are found on quartz in cavities in green volcanic rock along the Wilbur Crass Parkway,
Tolland County (Smithsonian, R WT). Microscopic epistilbite crystals, associated with brewsterite, possibly occur in a cavity of pyroxene in a contact metamorphic zone at Danbury, Fairfield County (Pawloski, 1965).
Hawaii: Excellent specimens of lustrous, colorless, transparent, elongated epistilbite crystals, up
to 3 mm long, composed of the forms {110} and {001} (Fig. 169), are found in a reddish-brown
vesicular basalt at the former Puu 0 Ehu Quarry (now reduced to a bluff in the back yards of a
housing development), along Keolu Drive, on the north shore of Enchanted Lake, in the
Lanakai Hills, near Kailua, Oahu (RWT). Plates of chalcedony divide some of the vesicles into
sections followed by small, colorless quartz crystals> epistilbite > nontronite clay> chabazitelaumontite-heulandite-mordenite (Dunham, 1933; White, 1984).
Transparent, colorless epistilbite crystals, up to 3 mm long, are found with chabazite, analcime,
scolecite, calcite, quartz, pyrite, and aragonite in vesicular olivine basalt at the Kapaa Quarry,
Kailua, Oahu (Bragaw and Cregmile, 1975). Epistilbite, phillipsite, and aragonite are found in
volcanics at the Kaena Quarry, Mokuleia, Oahu (Bragawand Cregmile, 1975).
New Jersey: Epistilbite, reported from Bergen Hill, was found to be thomsonite (Canfield,
1911). Epistilbite from Paterson; Summit; and Upper Montclair is flat-topped stilbite
(Smithsonian, R WT).
New York: Epistilbite, reported from the Baylis Quarry, Bedford, Westchester County (Pough,
1936), is flat-topped stilbite (RWT).
Oregon: Colorless, radial hemispheres of epistilbite crystals, up to 10 mm in diameter, are very
rarely found on mordenite and are covered by radial heulandite and massive garranite in vesicular Eocene basalt at the Neer Road Pit, Goble, Columbia County (Tschernich and Howard,
1987). Nearby cavities contain minerals that crystallized in the order: copper> clay> okenite >
tschernichite-boggsite > levyne-offretite > erionite > heulandite > mordenite > epistilbite >
heulandite > opal> chalcedony> celadonite > okenite > apophyllite-stilbite-apophyllite >
analcime-cowlesite-analcime > garronite-phillipsite > levyne-thomsonite-Ievyne > mesolitethomsonite > chabazite> calcite (Tschernich, 1986; Tschernich and Howard, 1987; Howard et
aI., 1990).
Colorless, transparent, flat epistilbite blades (Fig. 173), twinned on (110) and (100), are rarely
found with siderite in vesicular basalt along the Clackamas River, Estacada, Clackamas County
(Robert Boggs, pers. comm.).
Pennsylvania: Epistilbite from Perkiomenville is flat-topped stilbite (RWT).
Washington: Exceptional specimens of lustrous, milky-white, epistilbite crystals, ranging from 1
to 2.5 cm long, are rarely found on mordenite needles and rice-grain quartz in Tertiary volcanics
along the northeast side of Riffe Lake, Kosmos, near Morton, Lewis County (R Wf). The crystals display the forms {1I0}, {OW}, {GOt}, and {II2} (Fig. 170), rarely with repeated twinning
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on (110) and (100), which form cyclic twins (Fig. 172). Nearby vesicles contain small, colorless to
milky-colored epistilbite crystals, 2 to 4 mm long, elongated along the c-axis, which display the
forms {1l0}, {OlO}, and {i"02}. The epistilbite crystals are found on a parallel growth quartz
and mordenite that line the cavities and are covered by phillipsite, chabazite, heulandite, stilbite,
scolecite, laumontite, and calcite.
Several generations of epistilbite are found in vesicular basalt (in 2 to 5 cm in diameter vesicles) along Big Tree Creek, Yacolt, Clark County (Tschernich, 1988b). Epistilbite first formed
opaque, cream-colored, botryoidal cavity linings or individuals, up to 1 cm long, which cover pink
to salmon-colored heulandite and mordenite. A later, colorless generation of epistilbite enlarged
preexisting crystals, producing phantoms with the forms {110}, {OOI}, {OlO}, and {I12} (Figs.
167,169,170), or tiny, 1- to 4-mm, colorless flat twins (Figs. 171-173,175-177). Levyne, gonnardite, and thomsonite are found on the epistilbite. The minerals crystallized in the order: clay
> mordenite > colored heulandite > chalcedony> quartz> epistilbite > scolecite > laumontite > colorless heulandite > stilbite > epistilbite-levyne > gonnardite > phillipsite>
thomsonite > mesolite > chabazite> calcite (Tschernich, 1988b).
Tiny, colorless epistilbite crystals, with the forms {llO} and {OOI}, are rarely found in quartzlined vesicular basalt along First Creek, near Liberty, Kittitas County (R WT). Epistilbite occurs
in altered basalt south of Vale, near the Thurston-Lewis County line; and on mordenite at the
Todd Road Quarry, south of Kalama, Cowlitz County (Tschernich, 1987).
Transparent, colorless, epistilbite crystals, with the forms {l10} and {OOl} (Fig. 169), are
rarely found associated with heulandite, stilbite, fluorite, datolite, pyrite, and calcite in veins and
vesicles in volcanic rock near Quartz Creek, on the Lewis River, Skamania County (Tschernich,
1987).

Erionite (Ehr-ee-on-ite)
(KZ,Naz,Ca,Mg)Z.l[A14.ZSI13.S036JolSHZO, Z = Z
Named in 1898, by Arthur S. Eakle, from Greek word epiov (wool) for its woolly appearance.
Type Locality: Durkee Opal Mine, Swayze Creek, near Durkee, Baker County, Oregon, U.S.A
Nomenclature: Potassium-, magnesium-, and calcium-dominant varieties of erionite exist. Variations in chemistry or order-disorder in the framework should be handled by using optional descriptive modifiers (such as K-dominant, potassian, Mg-rich, magnesian, or Ca-rich) rather than
creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Space Group: P6:3/mmc
Crystal Axes: a = 13.214-13.80 A
c = 15.041-15.13 A
Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of erionite (structural code ERI) is based on
double 6-member rings and single 6-member rings, in three positions (A, B, and C) linked in a
regularly repeating stacking sequence AABAAC (Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
The exchangeable cations are found in three positions: potassium in the cancrinite cages; double 6-member rings are empty or contain some calcium; and a large erionite cage containing calcium, sodium, and magnesium in several sites (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b; Gottardi and Galli,
1985).
The structures of erionite, offretite, and levyne all have the hexagonal layers (A, B, and C). Errors in the stacking sequences for erionite (AABAAC) and offretite (AAB) produce the intergrowth of these two species and restrict channel size to that of the smaller erionite channel. Similarity in structural units of offretite and erionite with that of levyne (AABCCABBC) accounts
for their epitaxial overgrowth on levyne.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, green, gray, orange
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous, silky
Hardness: 4
Density: 2.02 to 2.13 gm/cm3
Fracture: not determined
Cleavage: parallel to c-axis

Refractive Indices:
w = 1.455-1.483
~ = 1.457-1.485
uniaxial positive
positive elongation
intergrown with offretite

Morphology
Erionite forms very simple hexagonal prisms commonly terminated by a {OOOl} pinacoid (Figs.
184,185,196). Crystals are frequently striated parallel to the c-axis (Figs. 195,199,200). Rarely, a
hex-agonal pyramid {1012} (Fig. 181,182,198) is present or is in combination with a {OOOl}
pinacoid (Figs. 179,180,197). Rarely, erionite forms soft, curly, wool-like masses (Fig. 194)(for
which the mineral is named) that are remarkably flexible and tough. Erionite prisms commonly
form radial aggregates, smooth-surfaced hemispheres (displaying only the {OOOl} pinacoid),
parallel bundles of prisms (Fig. 201), barrel-shaped prisms (Fig. 183,195), and flared pinhead
groups. Erionite forms an epitaxial overgrowth (commonly intergrown with offretite) on the surface of levyne crystals (Figs. 186-188). Single erionite prisms are commonly epitaxially intergrown with offretite in many different growth sequences (Figs. 189-193).
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Erionite crystals are generally small, under 3 mm long, with some thin hairlike needles up to 15
mm long. Radiating aggregates of erionite prisms rarely form smooth-surfaced hemispheres up
to 8 mm in diameter.
Point Group: 6/m 2/m 2/m = 6/mmm
Crystal Class: Dihexagonal-dipyramidal
Forms:

Common {1000}, {OOOI}
Rare {10I2)
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Figure 194. White, woolly erionite showing the
habit for which the mineral was named; the
aggregate, 10 mm across, is from the Durkee Opal
Mine, Swayze Creek, near Durkee, Baker County,
Oregon, U.S.A.; photo by Rudy W. Tschernich.

Figure 195. Colorless, striated, barrel-shaped,
erionite prisms, 2 mm long, with {OOO1}
termination and associated with mordenite and
clay from Elk Creek, Del Norte County,
California, U.S.A.; SEM photo by Milton L.
Speckels.

Figure 196. Simple, transparent, colorless,
hexagonal prisms of erionite, 2 mm long, with
smooth {OOn termination from Boat Harbor,
Moeraki, North Otago, South Island, New
Zealand; SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.

Figure 197. Golden-colored erionite prisms, 1 mm
across, with cavernous {OOOn terminations and
tiny pyramidal bevels on the edges from Twig
Creek, Monte Lake, British Coumbia, Canada;
SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.
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Chemical Composition
Durkee, Oregon, U.S.A (Staples and Gard, 1959)
Ko.9SCaO.7SNaO.67M&l.40[AJ4.39Si13.71036) 0 14.lOHzO
Sasbach, Kaiserstuhl, West Germany (Rinaldi, 1976)
Mg1.11K1.00Ca0.57NaO.15[AJ4.68Si13.36036)oxHZO
Pass Valley, Savona, British Columbia, Canada (William Wise, pers. comm.)
K1.37CaO.72M&l.36NaO.36[AJ4.01Si14.10036]oxHZO (woolly form)
K1.33CaO.96M&l.31 NaO.17[AJ4.14Si13.85036] oxHZO (prisms)
Chase Creek, Falkland, British Columbia, Canada (Tschernich and Wise, 198Z)
Ko.91 CaO.89M&l.63SrO.04Ba0.Q3Nao.OZ[AJ4.64Si13.55036] oxHZO
Yaquina Head, Agate Beach, Oregon, U.S.A (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b)
Kl.36NaO.74CaO.59M&l.37[AJ4.28Si13.78°36] oxHZO
Cape Lookout, Tillamook Co., Oregon, U.S.A. (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b)
Ca l.30K1.0SM&l.Z9NaO.09FeO.OZ[AJ4.33Si 13.65036] 0xHZO
Thumb Butte, Arizona, U.S.A. (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b)
K1.38Ca1.20NaO.Z5M&l.11[AJ4.48Si13.5S036)oxHZO
Montresta, Nuoro, Sardinia, Italy (Passaglia and Galli, 1974)
Ca1.44K1.35NaO.4Z[AJ4.58Si13.41036)016HZO
Nidym River, Siberia, U.S.S.R. (Belitskiy and Bukin, 1968)
Ca1.92Ko.79NaO.Z6M&l.OS[AJ4.60Si13.Z9 0 36) 0 15.5HZO
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Erionite has a wide range of exchangeable cations, commonly with K + Na > Ca + Mg, although there is considerable calcium at some localities. Erionite, from Sasbach, Germany, is very
magnesium-rich. Pure erionite crystals, from Chase Creek, British Columbia, have a
composition similar to offretite with the structure and optics of erionite. The Si/AI ratio range
for erionite is generally 3.0 to 3.6, yet the change from the offretite structure to the erionite
structure at Sasbach occurs at Z.4 (Rinaldi, 1976). The chemical composition of erionite does
not seem to be as important as structure in determining offretite from erionite. Synthetic
intergrowths of offretite-erionite were produced by Rubin (1969). Intergrowths of erionite,
offretite, and synthetic zeolite L were produced by Kerr et al. (1970). TSi = Si/(Si + AI) = 0.75 to
0.77; Si/AJ = Z.85 to 3.52

Identification
Tiny needles of erionite are difficult to distinguish from the other fibrous zeolites, mesolite, natrolite, scolecite, mordenite, perlialite, offretite, and mazzite, and usually require X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and optics to identify them. The presence of a hexagonal prism terminated by
a {OOOl} pinacoid will separate erionite, offretite, mazzite, and perlialite from mesolite, natrolite, scolecite, and mordenite. Other tests are needed to distinguish erionite from offretite,
mazzite, and perlialite.
Mazzite has an optical refractive index (RI) higher than erionite. The optics of perlialite and
natrolite are very similar to erionite; therefore, they must be identified by XRD. Mordenite is
optically negative. Mesolite and scolecite have much higher RI than erionite. Long needles of
apatite rarely found in volcanics with zeolites and having a morphology similar to erionite can be
distinguished by their higher RI.
Offretite and erionite are very closely related and are probably always intergrown to some degree within each needle. Careful examination of XRD powder patterns can distinguish fully ordered offretite from erionite, but fails when there is a high proportion of stacking faults (Kerr et
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al., 1970). Where a subordinate amount of erionite is intergrown with offretite, the XRD pattern appears to be only that of erionite because it overlaps the simpler offretite pattern, causing
a false identification of only erionite. The chemical composition and optics of offretite and erionite have also been found to overlap in some cases. Offretite and erionite, studied by Sheppard
and Gude (1969a), Rinaldi (1976), Wise and Tschernich (1976b), and Hentschel (1976), were
found to require a combination of properties to distinguish them from each other.
Erionite cannot be distinguished from offretite solely from optical properties since an overlap
has been found where the chemistry and XRD pattern matches erionite with optical properties
of offretite (Agate Beach, Oregon; Glengormley and Portrush, Northern Ireland). All overgrowths on levyne have optical properties of offretite, yet XRD patterns can be either that of
erionite or offretite. Zoned crystals of offretite and erionite, described by many authors, may be
questionable if determined solely by optics. Most overgrowths on levyne have been identified as
offretite (by a combination of properties) yet many appear to be an intergrowth of both offretite
and erionite. Single prisms of pure erionite exist, as well as those intergrown (in many different
sequences) with offretite. In the field, a white fibrous overgrowth on levyne should be called offretite or offretite-erionite, while single hexagonal prisms cannot be visually identified and must
be tested.

ERIONITE
K + Na > Ca + Mg
Si/Al = 2.85 to 3.60
Uniaxial positive
RI below 1.485
complex XRD pattern

•

OFFRETITE
Ca + Mg > K + Na
Si/Al = 1.99 to 2.80
Uniaxial negative
RI above 1.485
simple XRD pattern

Cleaning
Most erionite specimens only require running water to remove soil and rock debris. A soap
solution in an ultrasonic cleaner will remove additional debris. With a rather high Si/Al ratio, erionite is fairly resistant to acids. Hydrochloric acid can be used to clean off iron stains or to remove calcite but it may harm other associated minerals. Warm acetic acid is slower at removing
calcite but will not harm any associated minerals. Oxalic acid is safer to use for iron-stain removal. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) will remove manganese oxides.

Origin
Erionite, found in drill cores from rhyolite-derived sediments in geyser basins in Yellowstone
National Park, crystallized at a temperature below 110° C (Honda and Muffler, 1970). Data
from geothermal wells passing through olivine basalt in Iceland indicate that levyne (which
commonly precedes erionite) crystallized in the temperature range from 55° to 70° C
(Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978). Crystallization of levyne, with a low Si/Al ratio and low
potassium content, causes an increase in silica and potassium in the solution. The potassium ion
is the precursor for the cancrinite cage, which is the building block for offretite and erionite
(Gard and Tait, 1972). Offretite forms rather than the more silica-rich erionite because offretite
has a Si/Al ratio nearest that of levyne. As the Si/Al increases in solution, intergrowths with erionite occur. In silica-rich environments, such as andesite and sedimentary ash beds, erionite is
dominant.
Woolly erionite may be a result of low-temperature hydrothermal solutions dissolving locally
abundant sedimentary erionite and redespositing it in cavities and seams in adjacent rhyolite
(Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
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Occurrence
Unlillhe 1960s, erionile was considcred a vcry rarc zeolile, but since Ihen il has been found al
many volcanic and sedimenlary deposils all over Ihc world. Eriooile is vcry common in allercd,
fine-grained sedimentary (diagcnclic) luff, particularly in Ncvada, Oregon, and California
(Deffeyes, 1959; Papkc, 1972; Sheppard and Gude, 1969a), which makes it a common zcolile,
although Ihe number of localities in volcanies lhal produce colleclable crystals are morc Iimitcd.
Tiny erionile cryslals (0.004 100.04 0101 long), from diagenesis of volcanic ash in sedimentary
deposits, form bundlcs and random needles much like the largcr hydrothcrmal erionitc found in
volcanic cavilies (MumplOn and Ormsby, 1976), bUllhcy arc notlargc enough 10 be of interesl
to mool mincral colleclors; lherefore, only a few of Ihcir cxlcnsive occurrcnces \vill be described
in Ihis chaplcr. Epitaxial overgrowths of offretile-erionite on levyne arc lislcd undcr offrclilc.
Overgrowths of erionitc, alonc, 00 levyne are described in lhis chapter.
Display specimens are not common. The bcsl specimcns arc from Cape LookoUl, and Agale
Beach, Orcgon, U.S.A Woolly erionilc masses on malrix are availablc from Brilish Columbia,
Canada. Excellcnt microcrystalS are common from many localities particularly at Mocraki, Ncw
Zealand; Glengormley, Nonhern Ireland; Chase Creek, Brilish Columbia, Canada; Rock Island
Dam, Washinglon, U.S.A.; and sevcrdl areas in Ari'lOna, U.S.A.

Worldwide Localities
AUSTRIA

Sprays of small, hexagonal erionile needles are found on celadonite and arc associated wilh
pyrile, calcile, and aBa-rich phillipsile in lhe basall al Kollnil7" ncar Sl. Paul, Lavanllal, Karnlcn
(= Carinlhia) (Waltiogcr and Zirkl, 1974). Tin)', colorless, hcxagonal crionile nccdles arc found
on Ihc primary mincrals magnelile and hematite in reddish vesicular basall al Pauliberg, Burgenland (Gcrnot Wcisscnstcincr, pers. comm.).
CANADA

Grecnish·whiIC, thin, curly, ....,oolIy threads of erionilc arc found in clongalcd vcsicles in a green·
ish-gray rhyolile at Pass Valley, ncar Deadmans Rivcr, savona, BritiSh Columbia (RWT). Man)'
of thc cavilies are lined wilh hard greenish clay or opal, and arc complctely filled with crionilc inlcrgrown with clay. Small hollow cavities arc lined with silky·white, radialing, hexagonal erionile
prisms Ihat appear orange when viewed down the c-axis. Small, colorless, silica·rich heulanditc
(= clinoplilolite) crystals are associated wilh the orangc-tipped crionitc.
excellent specimcns of colorless 10 gOlden-yellow, hexagonal erionile prisms (without any offrclitc intcrgrOWlh) (Fig. C·27), up 10 0.50101 loog and O. I mm in diameler, are rarcly covered
by paulingilc, harmOlomc, heulandilc, and clay, in rounded vesicular basalt glacial flool found in
Chase Creek, ncar Ihe junctioo of Charcoal Creek, north of Falkland (Tschcrnich and Wise,
1982).
Colorless 10 golden, hcxagonal, zoned erionite-offrctite prisms, lcrminaled by a dominant
{OOOI} pioacoid and small pyramidal modificalions (Fig.~. 179,180,197), Iinc vesiCles in Tcrtiary
basall along Twig Creek, in the Monle Hills, WCSI of Monte Lake (RWf). Thc prisms arc primarily erionite capped by offTclite. The minerals crystallized in the order: erionite-offrelite >
paulingite > clay> heulandite > slilbile > Chaba7.ile.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

In volcanics al Prackovice nad Labem, Bohcmia, single hexagonal prisms of offrelite, under 0.3
0101 long, and zoned aggregates of offretilc covered by crionile arc comed by a spoogelike
amorphous matcrial Ihat was probably a precursor to (he formal ion of l3a-rich phillipsite
(= wellsite) (R)'chly et af., 1982).
FAROE ISLANDS

lIey (1959) reports white, compacl, fibrous erionite needles, up to 5 mm long, covered wilh
chabazilc, from basalt io lhe Faroe Islands.

•
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FRANCE
Rarely, erionite is found on the terminations of offretite prisms in a porphyritic olivine basalt
near the top of the south slope of Mont Semiol (= Mont Semiouse), Montbrison, Loire
(Sheppard and Gude, 1%9a). Associated minerals include mazzite, phillipsite, chabazite, calcite,
and siderite (Galli et al., 1974).
Offretite, intergrown with small amounts of erionite, is found in basalt near Araules, HauteLoire (Pongiluppi, 1976). The offretite-erionite forms tiny isolated spheres, with a smooth surface, and larger rough-surfaced aggregates that are covered with tiny bundles of pinheadlike
groups of offretite-erionite crystals and are associated with phillipsite, chabazite, and calcite
(Pongiluppi, 1976).

GERMANY
Small, colorless, barrel-shaped (Fig. 183), hexagonal prisms, and flared pinhead-like groups of
epitaxial Mg-dominant offretite-erionite (Figs. 183,189,191), only 0.3 mm long and 0.1 mm in
diameter, occur in vesicles in limburgite (nepheline-olivine-augite basalt) at Sasbach, Kaiserstuhl
(the type locality for faujasite). Octahedra of faujasite and the offretite-erionite appear to have
grown simultaneously followed by an amorphous hydrous aluminosilicate from which radial aggregates and pinheadlike groups of phillipsite have grown (Rinaldi et aI., 1975b). Rinaldi (1976)
showed that these offretite-erionite prisms first started as offretite in the lower half of each crystal, then became an intergrowth of both offretite and erionite, and finally the tip of the crystal
became erionite alone (Figs. 1891,191). There is a very slight decrease in magnesium and calcium from the base to tip of the crystals (Rinaldi, 1976).
Tiny, colorless to white, offretite-erionite crystals (offretite covered by erionite), 0.3 mm long,
form bushlike aggregates and plasterlike masses with chabazite and phillipsite in small vesicles in
olivine basalt at Geilshausen, near Vogelsberg, Hessen (Hentschel and Schricke, 1976).
Erionite is found at the extremities of radial bow-tie-like bundles, and parallel bundles of silky
offretite-erionite needles, only a few millimeters long, in vesicu tar basalt near Gedern, Vogelsberg, Hessen (Betz and Hentschel, 1978). These offretite-erionite bundles are associated with
phillipsite, chabazite, montmorillonite, and, rarely gismondine.
Tiny, colorless to white, Silky, hexagonal prisms of offretite-erionite, 1 to 2 mm long, form radiating groups, packed bundles of needles, and spherical aggregates (with the needles laying on
the surface of the sphere) with gismondine, phillipsite, calcite, and chabazite in cavities in basalt
at Teichelberg, near Pechbruun, Bavaria (Erich Keck, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain
phillipsite and Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) covered with natrolite.
Colorless, clear tufts of divergent hexagonal erionite needles, up to 1 mm long, are rarely
found with paulingite, silica-rich heulandite, nontronite, phillipsite, calcite, dachiardite,
merlinoite, apophyllite, and chabazite in vesicles in a 10- by 2-meter, sintered, sandstone xenolith
(composed of quartz with minor cristobalite and phillipsite) embedded in alkaline-olivine basalt
at the Ortenberg Quarry, Vogelsberg, Hessen (HentSChel, 1986b). Nearby volcanics contain
analcime, gismondine, apophyllite, thomsonite, natrolite, phillipsite, calcite, thaumasite, montmorillonite, and pyrite (Hentschel, 1979).
Erionite-offretite occurs with chabazite, faujasite, ferrierite, levyne, phillipsite, and thomsonite
at Hungen, near Vogelsberg, Hessen (Wittern, 1990). Erionite is found with dachiardite, silicarich heulandite (= clinoptilolite), phillipsite, natrolite, heulandite, thomsonite, laumontite, scolecite, stilbite, gmelinite, chabazite, gismondine, apophyllite, calcite, gyrolite, okenite, garronite,
and tobermorite in basalt at the Zeilberg Quarry, Maroldsweisach, near Schweinfurt, Vnterfranken (Wittern, 1990; Toni Wieland, pers. comm.). Erionite-offretite occurs with thomsonite
and montmorillonite in basalt at Wiesau, Pfalz (Wittern, 1990).

ICELAND
Long needles of erionite are found in basalt south of Hvalstod, Hvalfjordur (Metropolis, 1986).

ITALY
Compact, fibrous overgrowths of erionite with the composition of K + Na > Ca are found on
the {OOOI} pinacoid of levyne at Nuoro, Sardinia (Passaglia Galli, 1974).
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JAPAN

Fibrous, white, radial aggregates of erionite associated with chabazite are found in Middle
Miocene volcanics along the seashore of Maze, in the Iwamure district, Niigata Prefecture
(Harada et al., 1967). Nearby rock contains phillipsite, gonnardite, thomsonite, natrolite, analcime, heulandite, apophyllite, quartz, calcite, and iron-rich saponite.
Thin fibers of erionite are found perpendicular to the {OOOl} pinacoid of thin Na-K-rich
levyne crystals, and are associated with chabazite and stilbite in vesicular basalts at Chojabaru,
lid Island, Nagasaki Prefecture (Shimazu and Minzota, 1972). Erionite occurs with heulandite in
the glassy margins of a rhyolite dike at Narushima, Nagasaki Prefecture (Yamamoto et aI.,
1980).
NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Colorless prisms of erionite, surrounded by stacks of levyne crystals, are found in
volcanics at Waitakere, while nearby cavities contain analcime, chabazite, heulandite, natrolite,
offretite, phillipsite, stilbite, and thomsonite (A1un Baines and Jocelyn Thornton, pers. comm.).

South Island: Exceptionally transparent, colorless, radiating, hexagonal prisms of erionite (Fig.
196), up to 2 mm long, terminated by a {OOOI} pinacoid, are commonly associated with
chabazite, heulandite, and phillipsite on clay-lined altered vesicular Eocene basalt at Boat Harbor, Moeraki, North Otago (A1un Baines and Gordon Auton, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain laumontite, analcime, calcite, pyrite, marcasite, and barite. A nearly pure deposit of sedimentary (diagenetic) erionite is found at Kaipara (Aldridge and Pope, 1981).
TANZANIA

Erionite, along with phillipsite, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite), chabazite, and analcime,
is abundant in sedimentary beds in the Olduvai Gorge in the tuff and claystone Bed I and Bed II
of Pleistocene age (Surdam and Sheppard, 1978). Tuff and claystone beds of Pleistocene age, at
Lake Natron, Tanzania, contain erionite, phillipsite, mordenite, analcime, and chabazite
(Surdam and Sheppard, 1978).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Green to silky-white, divergent, Ca-rich erionite needles form aggregates, up to 15 mm in diameter, along with heulandite, between fragments of chilled crust in the Lower Triassic globular
lavas along the Nidym River (left tributary of the Lower Tunguska) in Siberia (Belitskiy and
Bukin, 1968). Nearby cavities contain calcite, laumontite, and apophyllite.
Stout, colorless, hexagonal erionite crystals
form radiating hemispheres in vesicular basalt
at Akhaltshi (Robert Ray, pers. comm.). Silkywhite, radiating erionite needles, up to 5 mm
long, form hemispherical aggregates, up to 10
mm in diameter, with heulandite, chabazite,
mordenite, stilbite, and opal in volcanic rock at
Shurdo (= Shuzio), Caucasus Mountains,
Georgia (Batiashvili and Gvakhariya, 1968;
Leo Bulgak, pers. comm.).
UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland: Golden-colored, hexagonal
bundles of erionite prisms are found, up to 3
mm long and 1 mm in diameter, terminated by
a rare hexagonal pyramid {1012} (Figs.
181,182,198), in red vesicular basalt at Kane's
Quarry, Glengormley, near Belfast (Harry Foy,
pers. comm.). Many of the compound erionite
bundles are composed of a dominant single
crystal in the center, surrounded by tiny
parallel fibers, or they form a nearly rounded

Figure 198. Golden-colored erionite prisms, up to 2
mm across, with pyramidal terminations surrounded
by bundles of smaller erionite fibers from Kane's
Quarry, Glengormley, near Belfast, County Antrim,
Northern Ireland, U.K.; SEM photo by Donald G.
Howard.
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surface, due to numerous tiny terminations. Nearby cavities contain calcite, heulandite, stilbite,
and, rarely, chabazite, levyne, offretite, and cowlesite.
Vesicular basalt at the Craigahulliar Quarry, near Portrush, contains colorless to golden, striated, hexagonal, compound prisms of erionite, 1 to 2 mm long, terminated by a {OOOl} pinacoid,
which appear black due to the "fiber optic" effect of looking down the length of the crystal to the
black cavity lining (Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Colorless to Silky-white, slender, hexagonal needles of erionite, commonly 1 to 2 mm long with
some reaching 10 mm long, form bow-tie groups and bushlike aggregates associated with
heulandite and phillipsite in Tertiary tholeiitic basalt at Giant's Causeway and Dunseverick,
County Antrim (RWf).
Erionite is often intergrown with offretite on the {OOOl} face of levyne at many localities in
County Antrim (see under offretite)(RWf).
Scotland: Cream-colored, fibrous aggregates of erionite, under 2 mm in diameter, are found
with masses of garronite, filling vesicles in Tertiary basalt at the Storr, north of Portree, on the
Island of Skye, Inverness-shire (Macpherson and Livingstone, 1982). Nearby cavities contain
levyne, chabazite, thomsonite, apophyllite, stilbite, mesolite, heulandite, and analcime (RWf).
UNITED STATES

Arizona: Vesicular blocks of Plio-Pleistocene olivine basalt, colored orange by hydrated and
oxidized glass at Malpais Hill, near Winkleman, Pinal County, contain small vugs that are lined
with celadonite and montmorillonite covered by small, colorless, hexagonal prisms of offretite,
about 0.1 mm long, intergrown with numerous zones of erionite (Fig. 192) (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b; Thomssen, 1983). Other minerals present in the cavities include heulandite, phillipsite, chabazite, calcite, and manganese minerals.
Near Horseshoe Dam, in Maricopa County, orange, vesicular cobbles of olivine basalt (from
an ancient river bed) contain small, colorless, hexagonal offretite prisms (with small amounts of
erionite) associated with heulandite and celadonite (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b).
Radiating sprays or bundles, composed of many colorless hexagonal erionite prisms, up to 2
mm long, are commonly associated with quartz, mordenite, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite), phillipSite, and opal in vesicular Tertiary olivine basalt at Thumb Butte, Graham County,
and Clifton, Greenlee County (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b).
Colorless, transparent, hexagonal needles and radial groups of erionite, up to 0.8 mm long, line
red vesicular basalt at Well # 1, near Ajo, Pima County (Violet Frazer, pers. comm.). Associated minerals include phillipsite, heulandite, and calcite on the primary rock-forming minerals,
black hematite, yellow augite, colorless micalike kaolinite crystals, reddish-brown enstatite
needles, long black pseudobrookite blades, and rancieite.
California: Tiny, colorless, striated, barrel-shaped prisms, with a {OOOl} pinacoid, that are
dominantly offretite with a small core of erionite (Fig. 195), are found scattered on clay-lined
vesicles in volcanics at Elk Creek, Del Norte County (Milton Speckels, pers. comm.).
Idaho: Erionite was found with chalcedony and opal in vesicular Miocene basalt near Freedom,
southwest of Grangeville, Idaho County (Reed, 1937).
Nevada: Feltlike mats of woolly erionite, up to 5 cm across, composed of long, thin, curly, raveled fibers, 0.1 to 10 mm long, are found with opal, filling joints in Pliocene lacustrine mudstone
at Reese River, in the southwest end of the Carico Lake Valley, north of Austin, Lander County
(Gude and Sheppard, 1981). Interbedded with the woolly, erionite-bearing mudstone are tuffs
composed of zeolitized volcanic ash that fell into a saline lake and was converted to nearly pure
beds of erionite associated with silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite), chabazite, and phillipsite
(Papke, 1972).
Orange tuff beds of nearly pure erionite that were derived from alteration of volcanic ash
falling into Miocene to Pliocene saline lakes are found in the Jersey Valley, southwest of Battle
Mountain, Pershing County (Deffeyes, 1959; Papke, 1972). Erionite derived from alteration of
volcanic ash in saline lakes also occurs at Pine Valley, south of Carlin, Eureka County, and at the
Eastgate deposit, near Fallon, Churchill County (Papke, 1972).
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Oregon: Erionite occurs in vesicular Miocene tholeiitic basalts extending from Cape Meares to

Cape Lookout in Tillamook County (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b). Near Cape Lookout, erionite forms very thin, soft, white, hairlike crystals (Figs. 199,2(0), up to 15 mm long, lining most of
the vesicles, or it forms radiating groups up to 15 mm in diameter. An iron-rich smectite first
formed in the cavities, followed by thin, hairlike erionite needles, followed by a porcelaneous

•

Figure 199. Transparent, colorless, striated
erionite prisms, up to 0.05 mm across, from Cape
Lookout, Tillamook County, Oregon U.S.A; SEM
photo by William S. Wise.

Figure 200. Striated erionite prism, 0.05 mm
across, in Figure 199 with a {OOO1} termination;
SEM photo by William S. Wise.

mordenite on which dachiardite formed. Mordenite then formed a second generation of tiny,
cotton-ball-like aggregates, followed by colorless to pale-green blocky silica-rich heulandite and,
lastly, filiform and cubic pyrite, calcite, and chalcedony (Wise and Tschernich, 1978a). Nearby
cavities also contain phillipsite.
Thin, colorless to white, hexagonal needles of erionite are abundant in the vesicular basalt
flows and breccia that make up the Tertiary volcanic neck at Yaquina Head, Agate Beach, Lincoln County (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b). Associated minerals include silica-rich heulandite
(= clinoptilolite), white fibrous mordenite balls, colorless phillipsite radial aggregates, coarse filiform and bars of pyrite, and, very rarely, dachiardite and white blades of barite (Wise and
Tschernich, 1976b, 1978a). One large, vesicular, breccia fragment contained vesicles, up to 6 cm
in diameter, that were lined with a dark green clay, covered by lustrous smooth-surfaced spheres
of erionite, up to 8 mm in diameter, color-zoned from core to rim (green> brown> colorless)
(Figs. C-5,C-7,C-12). The erionite spheres or "fish eggs" are composed of many hexagonal
prisms packed closely together and radiating from a common center to form a sphere displaying
only the {0001} pinacoid. Less frequently, radiating groups of loosely packed coarse erionite
prisms, with a lustrous {OOOI} pinacoid, act like natural "fiber optics" (when viewed down the caxis), allowing the observer to see to the base of the crystal through the naturally polished (0001)
face. Associated with the erionite spheres were exceptionally large, colorless, silica-rich
heulandite (= clinoptilolite), up to 10 mm wide, phillipsite, pyrite, chabazite, calcite, and clay
that crystallized in the order: clay> erionite-clay > phillipsite-pryite > clinoptilolite > chabazite
> and calcite. A green clay that lines the vesicles also often covers the erionite spheres.
(Type locality) Pearly-white, curly, woolly threads of erionite (Fig. 194) form solid masses 1 to
7 cm across, completely filling seams, parallel to the flowage or bedding of rhyolite welded-tuff,
at the Durkee fire-opal mine (active in 1897), along Swayze Creek, near Durkee, Baker County
(Eakle, 1898). Masses of common opal, and rarely fire-opal, also fill seams in the tuff and cover
some erionite fibers (Staples and Gard, 1959). When rhyolite-containing masses of woolly erion-
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ite are broken, the rock remains intact, held together by the tough, flexible, soft erionite fibers.
Rarely, vesicles in the rhyolite contain colorless, straight, hexagonal erionite needles, while a
hollow spherulitic phase of the tuff (thundereggs) is lined with small, colorless, silica-rich
heulandite (= clinoptilolite) (William Wise, pers. comm.). Interbedded with the erionite-bearing
rhyolite is a sedimentary rhyolitic tuff containing enormous quantities of diagenetic erionite,
chabazite, and silica-rich heulandite that formed in an ancient saline lake (Sheppard et al., 1983).
Hexagonal rods of erionite are frequently
covered with heulandite, in vesicular basalt
northwest of Aneroid Lake, Joseph, Wallowa
County. Erionite forms bundles of parallel
fibers (Fig. 201) in vesicular basalt near Dollar
Lake, Wallowa County (Howard, 1978).
Washington: Very thin, colorless hexagonal
needles of erionite and larger prisms of
offretite overgrown by epitaxial erionite (Fig.
190) are found in highly vesicular basalt that
was dredged from the Columbia River channel
during construction of Rock Island Dam (the
type locality for paulingite), near Wenatchee,
Douglas County (Kamb and Oke, 1960; Wise
and Tschernich, 1976b). The minerals
crystallized in the order: offretite > erionite >
paulingite > phillipsite> reddish-.golden clay
> silica-rich heulandite > rarely, chabazite>
Figure 201. White bundles of parallel erionite
pyrite and calcite (RWT).
fibers, 1 mm across, from Dollar Lake, Wallowa
Erionite was rarely found in drill cores below County, Oregon, U.S.A.; SEM photo by Donald G.
365 meters in Miocene basalt at Hanford, Ben- Howard.
ton County (Ames, 1980; Raymond
and Tillson, 1968). Other cavities contained heulandite, clay, opal, pyrite, and chalcedony; rarely,
chabazite, gmeJinite, harmotome, mordenite, and laumontite.
Wyoming: Bundles of hexagonal erionite prisms rarely occur in open spaces in drill cores in rhyolite-derived sediments taken at depths less than 18 meters and temperatures below 110° C in
the Upper and Lower Geyser Basins in Yellowstone National Park (Honda and Muffler, 1970;
Bargar et at., 1981). Nearby cavities contained silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite), mordenite, quartz, opal, and clay (Honda and Muffler, 1970). Erionite and silica-rich heulandite
(= clinoptilolite) are found in Eocene altered tuff beds along the Beaver Divide, near Sand
Draw (Deffeyes, 1959).

Faujasite

(Foh-zha-site) or (Fah-jah-site)

(Na2,Ca,Mg)3.S[A17Si17048] ·32H 2 0, Z = 8
Named in 1842, by A A. Damour, in honor of Barthelemy Faujas de Saint-Fond (1741-1819), a
French mineralogist and writer on the origin of volcanoes.
Type Locality: Sasbach, Kaiserstuhl, Baden, Germany
Nomenclature: Faujasite can have a wide range of exchangeable cations and silicon-aluminum
content. Variations should use adjective modifiers (such as Ca-rich, calcian, calcium, Mg-rich,
Mg-dominant) rather than creating new species.

Structure
•

Crystal System: Isometric
Space Group: Fd3m
Crystal Axes: a = 24.64-24.65

A

Type of Structure: Faujasite has the most open structure of all the zeolites. The aluminosilicate
framework (structural code FAU) is formed by (A1,Si)04 tetrahedra linked to form cubo-octahedral cages that are stacked in fourfold (tetrahedral) coordination and are joined by bridges of
hexagonal prisms (Bergerhoff et a/., 1958). Further rings are formed, containing 12 tetrahedra,
and define a system of wide channels running in the [110] direction throughout the crystal
(Bergerhoff et a/., 1958). The exchangeable cations, completely surrounded by water molecules,
are held in the large cavities in the framework (Baur, 1964). Mortier (1982) lists numerous synthetic phases with the faujasite framework but with different Si/A1 ratios and various exchanged
cations.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless to white
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 5
Density: 1.92 to 1.93 gm/cm 3
Fracture: conchoidal to uneven
Cleavage: {Ill} perfect

Refractive Index:
n = 1.47-1.48
isotropic

Morphology
Faujasite commonly forms small single octahedra, generally only 1 to 3 mm in diameter (Figs.
202,204,205). Complex aggregates, up to 10 mm across, are present at some localities. Twinning
on (111) by the spinel law is common (Figs. 203,206,207). Goldschmidt (1913) indicates that
cube and trisoctahedron forms have been found.
Point Group: 4/m :3 2/m = m3m
Crystal Class: HexQCtahedral
Forms:
Common {Ill}
Rare {556}, {100}
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Fig.202
•

Fig. 203

COMMON FORM
ALL LOCALITIES

Figure 204. Transparent, colorless octrahedron of
faujasite, 2 mm across, from Sasbach, Kaiserstuhl,
Baden, Germany; photo by Volker Betz.

SPINEL LAW TWIN
CONTACT TWIN ON {111}

Figure 205. Transparent, colorless octrahedra of
faujasite, 0.5 mm across, Kaiserstuhl, Baden,
Germany; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Chemical Composition
Sasbach, Kaisersluhl, Germany (Rinaldi et al., 1975b)
Nao.SOCa O.6S M&l.soKo.14[A13.2SSiS.7S024] • xH 20
Annerod, Hessen, Germany (Wise, 1982)
Ca1.1SNaO.SsM&l.34Ko.04SrO.02[A13.66SiS.3S024] oxH20
Grossen-Buseck, Germany (Wise, 19S2)
Ca1.26NaO.Sl M&l.20Kom SrO.02[A13.67SiS.3 7024] 0 xH20
Valley Wells, San Bernardino Co., California, U.S.A. (Wise, 1982)
Na1.04CaO.9sM&l.22Ko.02[A13.40SiS.60024] o 16H20
Salt Lake Crater, Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii, U.S.A. (Iiyama and Harada, 1%9)
Na1.29CaO.7SKo.36[A13.56Si8.50024] 0 xH20
Aci Reale, Sicily, Italy (Wise, 19S2)
Na1.76 Ca 1.22M&l.09Ko.1S[A14.37Si7 .S9024] oxH20
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Figure 206. Spinel law twins of faujasite, 0.5 mm
across, covered with an amorphous, hydrated
aluminosilicate from Sasbach, Kaiserstuhl, Baden,
Germany; SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.

Figure 207. Spinel law twin of faujasite, 0.5 mm
across, from Cima Dome, Table Mountain, near
Valley Wells, San Bernardino County, California,
U.S.A.; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.

VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Naturally occurring faujasite has a rather narrow range of variation in exchangeable cations.
Sodium is the dominant exchangeable cation at most localities although calcium-dominant
varieties are known. Magnesium and potassium are present in most specimens. TSi = Si/(Si + AI)
= 0.64 to 0.74; Si/AI = 1.74 to 2.81
Synthetic counterparts of faujasite, which are very important as sorbents and catalysts, are reviewed in Breck (1974), Barrer (1978,1982), and Gottardi and Galli (1985).

Identification
Faujasite has a distinctive octahedral crystal form that should make identification easy. Pseudotetragonal dipyramids of gismondine, amicite, and the surface of radial aggregates of phillipsite
resemble faujasite but these minerals can be distinguished from faujasite by their optical refractive index (RI) and by the fact that faujasite is isotropic. Small colorless octahedrons of fluorite or
cristobalite, which closely resemble faujasite in morphology and twinning, can also be distinguished by the RI: fluorite, RI = 1.43; and cristobalite, RI = 1.484-1.487. The X-ray diffraction
powder pattern is very distinctive.

Cleaning
Most faujasite specimens only require rinsing with water to remove rock debris. Manganeseoxide coatings can be removed with vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution, and oxalic acid removes
iron stains. Calcite should be removed with warm acetic acid since hydrochloric acid will frost the
surface of faujasite in a short time, and will completely decompose it if it is left for long peroids
of time. The blue-gray coating on faujasite from Sasbach, Germany, is an amorphous hydrated
aluminosilicate that cannot be removed with chemicals. Some success has been achieved in removing this coating mechanically with a needle.

Origin
Faujasite is commonly found directly on the vesicle walls of glassy volcanics without being preceded by other zeolites or clay. Tiny crystals of faujasite have been crystallized by hydration and
alteration of volcanic tuff by surface water and seawater spray at surface temperatures (Iijima
and Harada, 1%9). Wise (1982) found that because of the large amount of water that sur-
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rounds the exchangeable cations, faujasite crystallizes from a very dilute water-rich solution, at
surface conditions, when volcanic glass is hydrated to form palagonite. As the concentration of
ions in the water increases, phillipsite or other zeolites crystallize.

Occurrence
Faujasite is a rare low-silica zeolite, now found at several authentic localities, commonly basaltic
volcanics. Display specimens are not known, but micro-crystals are readily abundant from
Sasbach, Germany; Italy; and California, U.S.A.

Worldwide Localities
CANADA
Ontario: Faujasite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite garronite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Velthuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Faujasite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, garronite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991). Milk-white, Na-rich faujasite octahedra, up to
2 mm across, are found with quartz and fluorite in the Daisy Mica Mine, Ottawa County
(Hoffmann, 1901).

GERMANY
(Type locality) Sasbach, Kaiserstuhl, Baden, has been the principal locality for faujasite ever
since it was first described in 1842. Colorless clear octahedra of faujasite (Fig. 202,204,205), 0.1
to 3 mm across, and spinel law twins (Fig. 203,206) are found in highly vesicular Iimburgite
(nepheline-olivine-augite basalt) at Quarry Number 1 (Rinaldi, 1975b). Faujasite formed directly on the vesicle walls without being preceded by clay and was followed by barrel-shaped
hexagonal prisms of offretite (intergrown with erionite), and was commonly covered with a bluegray, amorphous, hydrated aluminosilicate (Rinaldi, 1975b). Colorless prisms and tiny spherules
of phillipSite, and rarely rhombohedra of chabazite, are also found in many of the cavities
(Rinaldi, 1975b; Hentschel, 1976).
Colorless, clear octahedra and spinel law twins of faujasite are found on montmorillonite with
chabazite, phillipsite, and offretite in a series of Iimburgite (basalt) flows at Attenberg and Annerod, Grossen-Buseck, near Vogelsberg, Hessen (Hentschel, 1980a). Faujasite is also reported
from Haingrabenth near Grossen-Buseck and Hasselborn near Ilbeshausen, Hessen (Wise,
1982). Goldschmidt (1913) shows that faujasite, with the rare crystal form {556}, is from
Grossen-Buseck, Hessen. Faujasite occurs with chabazite, erionite-offretite, ferrierite, levyne,
phillipSite, and thomsonite at Hungen, Vogelsberg, Hessen (Wittern, 1990).
Faujasite occurs with natrolite, phillipsite, analcime, chabazite, and calcite in volcanic rocks at
Stempel near Marburg (= Koenen), Vogelsberg, Hessen (Wittern, 1990). Faujasite occurs in
phonolite at Horberig near Oberbergen and at Oberschaffhausen, Baden (Hintze, 1897). Dana
(1898) reports faujasite from Eisenbach.

ITALY
Transparent, colorless aggregates of sodium-rich faujasite, up to 10 mm in diameter, are composed of colorless octahedra and spinel law twins crystallized directly on the glassy vesicular walls
of basaltic volcanics followed by a white porcelainlike mineral> colorless aggregates of phillipsite> and milky-white chabazite (= herschelite) at Aci Reale, Catania, Sicily (Wise, 1982;
RWT). A nearby similar locality, at Aci Castello, Catania, Sicily, produces similar faujasite
(Gollardi and Galli, 1985).
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NEW ZEALAND
The existence of faujasite from Pahau River, Culverden, and Black Head Quarry, Dunedin,
South Island, is doubtful (RWT). Colorless to white, oriented growths of phillipsite form a
pseudo-octahedra that resembles the morphology of faujasite at Lyttelton Quarry, Evans Pass,
Christchurch, on the Banks Peninsula, Canterbury.
SWITZERLAND
Faujasite is associated with other zeolites in the Aar and St. Gotthard Massif (Parker, 1922).
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UNITED STATES
California: Faujasite forms very small, 0.2- to I-mm, water-clear octahedra (Fig. 202) and spinel
law twins (Figs. 203,207) associated with phillipsite in an altered Pliocene to Recent cinder cone
on the Cima Dome, Table Mountain, near Valley Wells, San Bernardino County (Wise, 1982).
The zeolites formed when surface water hydrated and altered the basaltic glass, forming
palagonite at normal surface temperatures. Faujasite grew directly on the walls of the vesicles
from dilute solutions, with no previous clay forming, and was followed by phillipsite when the
solution was more concentrated (Wise, 1982).

Hawaii: Faujasite very rarely forms small clear octahedra with rounded edges, up to 0.17 mm in
diameter; when mixed with other zeolites it cements altered Pleistocene tuffs at Salt Lake Crater
and Round Top Mountain in Honolulu, Oahu (Iijima and Harada, 1969). Faujasite also rarely
forms minute white aggregates that replace plant stems in altered Pleistocene tuffs at Salt Lake
Crater and Round Top Mountain in Honolulu, Oahu (Iijima and Harada, 1%9). Faujasite and
other zeolites crystallized due to hydration and alteration of volcanic tuff by surface water and
seawater spray at surface temperatures in the sequence: phillipsite> gismondine > chabazite>
faujasite > gonnardite, natrolite > analcime (Iijima and Harada, 1%9).
Michigan: Faujasite is listed by Butler and Burbank (1929) as occurring in the uppermost lowtemperature zone in the regionally hydrothermally metamorphosed Precambrian vesicular
basalt flow tops at the Copper Falls Mine, Keweenaw County, on the Keweenaw Peninsula.
Other minerals present in the mine include analcime, natrolite, mesolite, heulandite, stilbite,
thomsonite, laumontite, chabazite, datolite, prehnite, calcite, adularia, apophyllite, native copper, chlorite, and saponite (Broderick, 1929; Stoiber and Davidson, 1959). After the lavas and
conglomerates were tilted, the minerals formed, as a result of hydrothermal solutions dissolving
copper and other elements from very deep portions of the flows, and were then carried up the
porous tilted tops of the lava flows, where the minerals crystallized at temperatures of 360° C in
the deeper zones (suggested from liquid inclusions) to 133° C in the shallower zones (Stoiber
and Davidson, 1959).

Ferrierite

(Fehr-ee-er-ite)

(Na2,K2,Mg,Ca)3[Al6Si300nlo18H20, Z = 1
Named in 1918, by R.P.D. Graham, in honor of Walter Frederick Ferrier (1865-1950), mineralogist and mining engineer, who first found the mineral in 1917, during a survey for the Munition
Resources Commission of Canada.
Type Locality: Kamloops Lake, near Kamloops, British Columbia, Canada
Nomenclature: Ferrierite has a wide range of exchangeable cations. Variations in chemistry or
order-disorder in the framework should be handled by using optional descriptive modifiers (such
as Ca-rich, calcium, calcian, Mg-dominant, or magnesian) rather than creating new species.
Slight distortion of the orthorhombic framework (making a monoclinic framework) is also
possible without creating a new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Orthorhombic and Monoclinic
Space Group: Immm and P21/n
Crystal Axes: Orthorhombic
Monoclinic
a = 18.90-19.45 A
a = 18.89 A
b = 14.12-14.28 A
b = 14.18 A
c = 7.43-7.51 A
c = 7.47 A
f3 90.0"

=

Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework structure offerrierite (structural code FER)
consists of complex chains of 5-rings cross-linked with 4-rings with a two-dimensional intersecting channel system (Vaughan, 1966). Structural faults, that produce diffuse streaks along [010]
and [110] on X-ray diffraction patterns are rare (Gramlich-Meier et al., 1984; Smith, 1986).
A rare, monoclinic variety found at Altoona, Washington, that deviates slightly from the orthorhombic structure by distortion of the framework and makes it energetically favorable over the
orthorhombic structure may have formed due to low magnesium content (Gramlich-Meier et
al., 1985).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, pink, orange; and red
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous to silky
Hardness: 3 to 3.5
Density: 2.06 to 2.23 gm/cm3
Fracture: unveven
'
Cleavage: {loo} perfect, fOOl} imperfect

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.473-1.489
f3 = 1.747-1.489
"y = 1.477-1.492
biaxial positive
2V = 50°
positive elongation
X=aY=bZ=c
,
,

Morphology
Ferrierite crystals are generally small, ranging from 3 to 10 mm long. Rarely, ferrierite formed
thin blades up to 8 cm long. Orthorhombic ferrierite blades are elongated with the c-axis, commonly {100} dominant, with small {01O} and {110}, and terminated by {l01} (Figs. 208213,218,219). A rare {01O} dominant variety, elongated along the c-axis, has a small {lOOt
pinacoid and {101} termination (Figs. 214,215,220). A fOOl} termination may also be present.
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The rare, monoclinic variety of ferrierite forms a diamond-shaped crystal, composed of dominant {OW} with small {lOO} (parallel to the cleavage), and {201} termination (Figs. 216,217,
221) (Gramlich-Meier et al., 1985; Wise and Tschernich, 1976a).
Point Group: 21m 21m 21m = mmm
Crystal Class: Rhombic-dipyramidal
Forms:
Common {100}, {OW}, (11O}, {lOl}
Rare {20l}
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Figure 218. Transparent, colorless blades of
ferrierite, up to 1 mm wide, flattened on {1oo},
from Kamloops Lake, British Columbia, Canada;
SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 219. Sloping terminations of ferrierite
blades in Figure 219; SEM photo by Milton L.
Speckels.

Figure 220. Transparent, colorless ferrrierite
blades, 2 mm long, flattened on {OlO} with
mordenite at the base, from Altoona, Washington,
U.SA; SEM photo by William S. Wise.

Figure 221. Transparent, colorless, diamondshaped, monoclinic ferrierite, 2 mm long, flattened
on {OIO}, from Altoona, Washington, U.S.A.;
SEM photo by William S. Wise.

Chemical Composition
Kamloops Lake, British Columbia, Canada (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a)
Mg1.64 Na l.SSKo.3S Ca O.07 BaO.07SrO.04[AlS.81 FeO.04Si30.ZZ0n] o18HZO
Monte Lake, British Columbia, Canada (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a)
MgZ.Z3 Cao.6sKo.6SNaO.43 Sr 0.09 BaO.07[Al6.80FeO.09SiZ9.0S0n] xHZO
0

Altoona, Washington, U.S.A. (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a) (monoclinic)
Na3.06Ko.97M~.38CaO.OSSr 0.03Bao.OZ[AlS .lSSi30.860n] xHZO
0

Altoona, Washington, U.S.A. (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a) (orthorhombic)
Na1.Z6K1.0SM~.96Ca0.44BaO.06[AlS.43Si30.6Z0n]oxHzO
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Agoura, Los Angeles County, California, U.S.A (Wise et at., 1969)
Na1.8K1.4CaO.OSM80.6S[Al4.4Si31.60n) " 18H20
Sonora Pass, California, U.S.A (Wise et at., 1%9)
Mg1.89Ko.ssFe0.37CaO.26[AlS.56Si30.21 On) " 18. 7H20
Lovelock, Nevada, U.S.A (Regis, 1970) (sedimentary ferrierite)
K2.8SNa1.44Ca0.52M80.32[AlS.~i30.1 0n)"I1.3H20
Weitendorf, Styria, Austria (Passaglia, 1978)
Mg1.87Ko.70Ca0.41NaO.12Sr O.OS MnO.03[AlS.6S Fe O.21Si30.22072)" 21.3H20
Albero Bassi, Vicenza, Italy (Alietti et at., 1967) ;
Mg2.98CaO.99Ko.51 NaO.2S[Al7.2SFel.20Si27.500 n) " 23H20
Oladri Mtn., Monastir, Sardinia, Italy (Orlandi and Sabelli, 1983)
Mg2.0K 1.2NaO.6Ca0.5SrO.l[~.9Si29.00n)"18H20
Itomuka Mercury Mine, Hokkaido, Japan (Yajima et at., 1971)
K1.57 Na 1.32Mg1.09[AlS.03 Si 30.9s0 n) 0 18.8H20
Unanderra, New South Wales, Australia (England and Ostwald, 1978)
Mg2.09CaO.S ISrO.28NaO.S3[AlS.63Si29.220n) oxH20
Na2.27Mg2.22Ca0.51Sr0.23Ko.os[Al7.74Fe O.02Si 28.24On) " xH20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Ferrierite is a good example of a zeolite that has a wide variation in exchangeable cations. Ferrierite is commonly magnesium-dominant but sodium- and potassium-dominant varieties are
also found containing very little magnesium. An analysis, from Unanderra, Australia, shows a
wide variation in composition at a single locality. TSi = Si/(Si + AI) = 0.77 to 0.88; Si/AI = 3.26
to 7.19
Barrer and Marshall (1 %S) report synthesis of a strontium ferrierite as well as synthetic
sodium and calcium-sodium ferrierite.

Identification
Mineral association is an important aid to the recognition of ferrierite. Ferrierite is commonly
found with the high-silica minerals heulandite, dachiardite, mordenite, quartz, and chalcedony. It
is not found with the low-silica zeolites, levyne, cowlesite, thomsonite, mesolite, natrolite, scolecite, gismondine, and garronite.
Ferrierite blades resemble thomsonite, dachiardite, or flat-topped stilbite but can be distinguished by careful study of the terminations from each of those species.The X-ray diffraction
(XRD) pattern of ferrierite is similar to mordenite, dachiardite, and heulandite but is distinct
enough for easy identification. Determination of orthorhombic from monoclinic varieties of ferrierite is very difficult with XRD patterns but may be distinguished by the unique diamondshaped crystals of the monoclinic variety (Figs. 216,217).

Cleaning
Running water is usually all that is needed to clean ferrierite, although long thin blades of ferrierite will mat together when placed in any liquid. Use compressed air to clean rock debris from
long delicate crystals. Ferrierite has a high Si/AI ratio; therefore, it is not affected by hydrochloric
acid. Calcite, which commonly covers ferrierite, can be removed with concentrated or dilute
hydrochloric acid without any harm to the ferrierite crystals. The high-silica zeolites, heulandite,
dachiardite, and mordenite, that are commonly associated with ferrierite are also not affected by
hydrochloric acid. Calcite, which commonly co-crystallized with ferrierite, frequently restricted
ferrierite crystal growth and when removed with hydrochloric acid exposes distorted ferrierite
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crystals. If minerals associated with ferrierite are unstable in hydrochloric acid, slower-reacting
warm acetic acid can be used to remove calcite. Oxalic acid can be used to remove iron stains
and vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solu tion will remove manganese oxides.

Origin
Ferrierite is a high-silica zeolite commonly found in a silica-rich environment. Ferrierite has not
been found in active geothermal areas; therefore, the temperature of crystallization is not
known. The presence of ferrierite in sedimentary (diagenetic) deposits indicates it can crystallize
at low temperatures.

Occurrence
•

For over 50 years, from when Graham first described ferrierite, it was known only at the type locality. Now, it is found at more than 30 localities scattered throughout the world in basic volcanics, sedimentary deposits, and metamorphic rocks. It can no longer be considered rare. This
silica-rich zeolite can be expected to be found at more localities containing quartz and other
silica-rich zeolites. Ferrierite crystals are always small, but good display specimens are found at
Kamloops Lake and Monte Lake, Canada; Italy; Austria; and Australia. Excellent micro-sized
crystals are found at most localities, with the best from Kamloops Lake and Monte Lake,
Canada; Altoona, WaShington, U.S.A.; and Austria.

Worldwide Localities
AUSTRALIA

New South Wales: Colorless, freestanding, 2.5-mm, radial groups of closely packed, bladed, Mgrich ferrierite co-crystallized with transparent heulandite crystals in large vesicles in Permian
latite (= trachyandesite) in the WOllongong City Council Quarry, at Unanderra, New South
Wales (England and Ostwald, 1978). One large pocket showed the sequence: laumontite>
coarse brown calcite> fine-grained light-blue chalcedony-calcite > ferrierite > calcite>
heulandite > bladed calcite> aragonite prisms, while other parts of the rock contained pyrite,
mordenite, and quartz (England and Ostwald, 1978; Hudson and Husdon, 1978; England and
Sutherland,1988).
Victoria: Free-growing, small, radiating, needlelike tufts of Mg-rich ferrierite, up to 2 mm across
(composed of flat blades, colored white to salmon), that commonly appear green from numerous clay inclusions are found in weathered vesicular Tertiary basalt near Pyramid Rock, on the
southern coast of Phillip Island across the Western Port Bay from Flinders (Birch and Morvell,
1978). The ferrierite is associated with water-clear, blocky heulandite and black clay, while
nearby cavities are filled with calcite. Ferrrierite is also found on Phillip Island, in an area from
Red Cliff Head to Berry's Beach. The ferrierite specimens are composed of fibrous snow-white,
pink, greenish, or bluish crusts, and globular coatings consisting of thin plates several millimeters
long that are commonly associated with chabazite, heulandite, barite, calcite, and montmorillonite in Eocene vesicular basalt at Red Cliff Head (Birch, 1988b).
AUSTRIA

Zirkl (1974) reports Mg-rich ferrierite in cavities in columnar K-rich basalt (= shoshonite) of a
volcanic cone at Weitendorf, Styria (= Steiermark). Small needles in basalt have been known at
this locality since 1909, but were thought to be natrolite (Sigmund, 1922). The ferrierite forms
attractive white, yellow, or gray needles not over 0.01 mm across and 2 mm long that form radiating hemispheres or cavity linings associated with small, colorless, blocky, silica-rich heulandite,
harmotome, clay, aragonite, and chalcedony (Zirkl, 1974). The crystals are needlelike, rather
than forming blades, due to nearly equal-sized {100} and {010}, with a sloping termination
composed of possibly {l01}, {OOl}, and other faces (RWT).
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Tiny, radiating aggregates of ferrierite, composed of thin blades with feathered irregular terminations, are found on joints and cavities of chlorite schists and amphibolites in the tunnels
through Tanzenberg, near Kapfenberg, Styria (Post! and Walter, 1983b). The ferrierite is associated with Na-rich dachiardite crystals, silica-rich heulandite, analcime, mordenite, octahedra
and filiform pyrite, marcasite, quartz, siderite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, millerite, opal,
rutile, anatase, goethite, dolomite, calcite, magnesite, ankerite, and barite (Post! et al., 1985).
Ferrierite is very rare in fractures crossing schists and gneiss in the Diabas Quarry, Lieschengraben, Oberhaag, near Eibiswald, Styria (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.). Nearby veins
contain mordenite, dolomite, calcite, barite, millerite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, and
marcasite.
BULGARIA

Mg-rich ferrierite crystallized in the order: silica-rich heulandite and ferrierite > opal-cristobalite
and chalcedony> dachiardite and mordenite, in veins that cement Oligocene brecciated
andesite at Zvezdel in Kurdzhali, Eastern Rhodope Mountains (Maleev, 1976; Wise and
Tschernich, 1976a). Spherical aggregates of a ca-rich ferrierite are found with chalcedony in
Tertiary volcanics at Chernichino in the Eastern Rhodope Moun tains (Kirov and Filizava, 1966).
CANADA

(Type locality) The railway cut on the north shore of Kamloops Lake, west of the city of
Kamloops, British Columbia, is still the best and most prolific locality in the world for ferrierite.
Mg-rich ferrierite is abundant in Lower Miocene weathered olivine basalt pillows and flow-breccia, that extend for 1 km along the railway, on the hill above the railway cut, and along the shore
of Kamloops Lake (Graham, 1918). Calcite-chalcedony-filled nodules, lined with small, red, radiating groups of ferrierite on their surface (terminations pointing inward), commonly reach 8
cm across, with a few reaching 25 cm in diameter. Ferrierite commonly lines the walls of veins,
up to 10 cm thick and 4 meters long, that are filled with an intergrowth of calcite and chalcedony
(RWT). Rarely, geodes, up to 13 cm by 30 cm, are lined with ferrierite, covered by amethyst or
clear quartz crystals, calcite crystals" and small, brown needles of goethite. The ferrierite crystals
have a dominant {lOO}, elongated along the c-axis with small {DID} and {11O}, terminated with
{1Ol} (Figs. 208-213,218,219). The largest crystals reach 3 mm wide, 1 mm thick, and up to 15
mm long, forming large, colorless to cloudy cream-colored aggregates, from 2mm to over 3 em
in diameter (Fig. C-28), while smaller crystals are more transparent shades of colorless pink and
red (Fig. C-18). The cavities are coated by a light green clay is covered by an egg-shell-thin
chalcedony layer that preceded radial groups and linings of bladed ferrierite. Rarely, dark red
and orange to colorless, blocky, silica-rich heulandite crystals are present (Wise and Tschernich,
1976a).
Small, colorless to white blades of ferrierite,
1 to 3 mm long, are found on large masses of
shiny, botryoidal marcasite at the Afton Native
Copper Mine (across the lake from the type locality), on the south shore of Kamloops Lake
(Dave Joyce, pers. comm.).
Colorless, salmon-orange, and red, Mg-rich
ferrierite (Fig. 222) is found in calcite filled
vesicles and veins along the east side of Monte
Lake in altered Middle Tertiary basalts and in
railway cuts southeast of the lake (Wise and
Tschernich, 1979a). The compact blades of
ferrierite commonly co-crystallized with calcite,
followed by a colorless generation of ferrierite
Figure 222. Transparent, colorless blades of
is covered by more calcite. Large chalcedony
ferrierite, up to 0.5 mm wide, flattened on {lOO},
nodules and quartz geodes are present, yet
with {1l0} faces from Monte Lake, British
chalcedony is rarely found with the ferrierite.
Columbia, Canada; SEM photo by Donald G.
Free-growing ferrierite needles (Fig. C-48) are Howard.
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found in 1- to 8-cm vesicles, with the observed sequence: siderite> chalcedony> ferrierite >
clay> calcite. Larger pockets, up to 15 em, are found in the Ferrierite Cliffs railway cut
southeast of the lake where exceptionally long, thin, free-growing ferrierite crystals, up to 8 em
long and only 1 mm wide, are present (Sid Baker, pers. comm.). Basalt flows, above the silicarich Ferrierite Cliffs, contain an abundance of stilbite, apophyllite, mesolite, and chabazite, while
red, vesicular flows, at the top of the hill, contain the low-silica zeolites levyne, cowlesite,
chabazite, stilbite, and thomsonite (Sid Baker, pers. comm.).
Light orange to red blades of Mg-rich ferrierite line calcite-filled nodules, up to 4 em in
diameter, in highly altered Tertiary basalt north of Pinaus Lake, near Westwold (Wise and
Tschernich, 1976a). Less commonly, ferrierite formed orderly rows of blades crossing each aggregate, and is rarely associated with heulandite.
Vesicular Tertiary andesite at Francois Lake, some 480 km north of Kamloops Lake, contains
minute, colorless to white blades of Mg-rich ferrierite, 2 mm long, that form radial groups with
small, brownish heulandite on massive collinsite and carbonate-fluorapatite (Wise and
Tschernich, 1976a).

GERMANY
Radiating, bladed aggregates of ferrierite, up to 5 mm in diameter, are found covered by chalcedony in pyroxene dacite in the Karrenberge Quarry, near Reichweiler, in the Saar-Nahre District (Schorr, 1980). Nearby rock contains natrolite, scolecite, thomsonite, laumontite, heulandite, stilbite, phillipsite, harmotome, and chabazite.
Ferrierite occurs with chabazite, erionite-offretite, faujasite, levyne, phillipsite, and thomsonite
at Hungen, near Voglesberg, Hessen (Wittern, 1990).

ITALY
Mg-rich ferrierite is reported by Brizzi (1983) and Orlandi and Sabelli (1983) in weathered Tertiary andesite of the Oladri Mountains, near Monastir, Cagliari, Sardinia. It forms free-growing,
gray or orange, spherical aggregates of radiating blades, up to 15 mm in diameter, associated
with heulandite and white masses of very thin, hairlike needles of mordenite. Nearby rock contains analcime, stilbite, mesolite, and chabazite.
A red-eolored, Mg-rich ferrierite is found filling fractures a few millimeters thick, or along the
edges of calcite veins, in a green, weathered porphyrite at Albero Bassi, Santorso in Vicenza
(Alietti et al., 1%7). Brownish-red ferrierite blades, 1 mm long, line cavities filled with calcite in
Vicenza at Val Timonchio, Schio and Piovene, Rocchette (RWT).

JAPAN
K-Na-rich ferrierite forms spherical aggregates, 2 mm to 5 mm in diameter, composed of terminated, radiating blades associated with an abundance of heulandite along with calcite, barite, and
pyrite, in openings in an altered Miocene andesite-tuff near native mercury and cinnabar ore
veins in the Itmouka Mercury Mine, Hokkaido (Yajima et al., 1971).
Ferrierite (of diagenetic origin), associated with silica-rich heulandite and mordenite, makes
up 40 percent of the Miocene altered tuff beds at Tadami-machi, Fukushima Prefecture
(Hayakawa and Suzuki, 1%9). Ferrierite is found in tuff beds at Wayanomono, Iwaite Prefecture (Utada et al., 1974). Ferrierite also occurs at Futatsumori, Akita Prefecture and KObayashi,
Fukushima Prefecture (Nambu, 1970).
Platy or short, prismatic, euhedral ferrierite crystals form scattered aggregates or veinlets with
mordenite, Mg-rich smectite, siderite, and pyrite, rarely in Kuroko-type (= black ore) deposits,
in the Waga-Omono District (Utada, 1988). The zeolites formed in a low-temperature zone
(belOW 120" to 150" C) surrounding the Kuroko ore (pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena)
derived from "Black Smoker" hydrothermal vents (250" C), underwater, in Miocene seafloor
volcanics (Utada, 1988). The rising hydrothermal solutions spread horizontally through porous
rock and were confined by a dense cap rock_ The solutions mixed with alkaline interstitial fluid
and reacted with the rock as the temperature decreased to a point favorable for zeolite crystallization (Utada, 1988).
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NEW ZEALAND
North Island: A Ba-Mg-rich ferrierite forms blades, 1 mOl long, lining walls of calcite-filled
veins, up to 3 Col in thickness, crossing Miocene andesite breccia near Tapu, north of Thames,
on the Coromandel Peninsula (Sameshima, 1986).
South Island: Colorless to light-yellOW blades of ferrierite, up to 3 mOl long, commonly with
green clay inclusions, are covered by silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) and chalcedony in
cavities of Cretaceous andesite at McQueens Valley, Canterbury (Jocelyn Thornton, pers.
comm.).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Radial aggregates of ferrierite are found in dark lamprophyre dikes in the Donets Basin
(KJitchenko and Suprichev, 1974).

•

UNITED STATES
Arizona: Small, radiating groups of thin, tabular or acicular, white ferrierite crystals are associated with an abundance of small, clear, heulandite crystals and calcite in the Hospital andesitic
porphyry dike in the New Cornelia Open Pit Copper Mine, Ajo, Pima County (Thomas and
Gibbs, 1983).

California: Wise et al. (1969) report silky-white to colorless, bladed, Na-rich ferrierite that forms
radiating, ball-like aggregates, with silica-rich heulandite in brecciated porphyritic andesite from
Agoura, Los Angeles County. These cavities are lined with montmorillonitic clay and calcite
crystals followed by ferrierite > silica-rich heulandite > a thin layer of colorless chalcedony
(RWT). Colorless to white blades of orthorhombic ferrierite have a dominant {OlO} with small
{100} and {lOl} (Fig. 214). Rarely, diamond-shaped ferrierite crystals, found at Agoura, that
exhibit a dominant {OlO} with small {loo} and terminated by {20t} (Figs. 216,217), may be the
monoclinic variety of ferrierite (RWT).
Radial groups of colorless to white, bladed ferrierite (that fluoresce and phosphoresce strongly
under shortwave ultraviolet light) form aggregates, up to 4 0101 in diameter, with mordenite,
silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite), and chabazite on black, Fe-rich saponite clay in vesicular
basalt at the Canwood Mall site, Agoura Hills, Los Angeles County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.).
Other cavities contain analcime, offretite, dachiardite, phillipsite, apophyllite, opal, aragonite,
calcite, gypsum, pyrite, and chalcedony. Ferrierite is also found at the Kanan Quarry, near
Agoura (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.).
Masses of calcite, lined with small, red, radiating aggregates of ferrierite, are found near
Leavitt Park, Sonora Pass, Tuolumne County. The ferrierite is color zoned from colorless to red
along the length of the blades due to Fe-'H in tetrahedral sites in the framework (Wise et al.,
1%9).
In altered andesite, near the old townsite of Silver Mountain, near Markleeville, Alpine
County, ferrierite forms very thin, white to orange, matted blades and compact oriented rows of
crystals enclosed in calcite (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a). Rarely, heulandite and barite are present. Pale-orange to buff-colored, radiating masses of ferrierite occur with chalcedony on the
north side of Raymond Peak, Alpine County (Pemberton, 1983).
Nevada: K-rich ferrierite (formed from altered glassy VOlcanic ash that fel! into Tertiary saline
lakes) occurs as very small, 0.075-0101, thin, bladed crystals in radiating groups in nearly pure
sedimentary beds at 'Lovelock, Pershing County, and in the Stillwater Range, near Fallon,
Churchill County (Regis, 1970). The ferrierite occurs in zoned lake deposits where the center of
the former lake (now pure ferrierite) becomes mixed ferrierite plus mordenite > mordenite >
silica-rich heulandite as the edge of the lake is approached. The beds are vertically zoned from
top to bottom in the order: mordenite > mordenite plus ferrierite > pure ferrierite (RegiS,
1970).
Washington: Both orthorhombic and monoclinic varieties of ferrierite occur in small vesicles
and open spaces between fragments of brecciated Miocene Columbia River basalt at Altoona,
Wahkiakum County, although the two varieties are never found in the same cavity (Wise and
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Tschernich, 19700). While both varieties of ferrierite are rich in sodium and deficient in magnesium, the monoclinic form is extremely Na-rich. Orthorhombic ferrierite forms colorless to white
blades elongated along the c-axis with a dominant {010}, small {100} and {llO}, terminated by
{101} (Figs. 214,215,220,C-16) (RW1). The monoclinic ferrierite forms colorless to white, balllike aggregates composed of diamond-shaped crystals with a dominant {OlO}, and small {100}
parallel to the Cleavage, and terminated by {201}) (Figs. 216,217,221) (Wise and Tschernich,
1976a; Gramlich-Meier et al., 1985). The cavities are lined with siderite crystals that are covered
by greenish-black saponitic clay> white, furry mordenite > monoclinic or orthorhombic ferrierite > colorless, blocky, silica-rich heulandite > bushes of dachiardite > rarely, short
hexagonal prisms of light-yellow apatite> calcite (RWT). Quartz and calcite are very abundant
in breccia, yet chalcedony only rarely forms a thin layer under mordenite or a thin coating on all
the zeolites.
YUGOSLAVIA

Ferrierite crystals, only 0.01 thick and 0.5 mm long, are found on the surface of calcite-pyrite
veins cutting spilitic basalt in the Gotalovec Quarry, in Hrvatako zagorje, North Croatia (Baric,
1%5).

Garronite

(Gehr-on-ite)

CaSNa2[A112Si200641026H20, Z = 1
Named in 1%2, by George P. L. Walker, after the type locality.
Type Locality: Garron Plateau, County Antrim, Northern Ireland, United Kingdom
Nomenclature: Garronite can be considered either gismondine with a disordered aluminosilicate
framework or a calcium-rich gobbinsite. There are too many members in this group, but currently garronite is retained as the massive disordered calcium-rich member. Variations in chemistry or order/disorder should be handled by using optional descriptive modifiers (such as ordered, disordered, K-rich, Na-rich, sodian, calcium.<Jominant) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Orthorhombic (pseudotetragonal)
Space Group: I4 1/amd
Crystal Axes: a = 9.93 A
b = 9.89 A
c = 10.30 A

•

Type of Structure: Garronite has an aluminosilicate framework (structural code GIS) that is the
same as gismondine, but with disordered silicon-aluminum distribution (Gottardi and Galli,
1985). While complicated single-crystal data do not allow for a precise space group determination, the unit cell is clearly body centered (Nawaz, 1983). Garronite is related to phillipsite, gismondine, amicite, gobbinsite, and merlinoite. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) powder pattern of
garronite is almost identical to synthetic zeolite P.
Garronite was first thought to be tetragonal with the c-axis > a-axis (Taylor and Roy, 1964;
Pongiluppi, 1976). Barrer et ai. (1959) and Feoktistov et ai. (1969) showed the a-axis is greater
than the c-axis. Nawaz (1983) oriented the mineral as orthorhombic with the axes b > c > a,
which is similar to gobbinsite. Later, McCusker et ai. (1985) redefined the axes of gobbinsite so
that c > a > b; therefore, the orientation of the axes for garronite have been changed to agree
with the orientation of gobbinsite.
Garronite probably grew as a disorder phase that later underwent a partial ordering with four
differently oriented domains (Gottardi and Alberti, 1974; Gottardi and Galli, 1985).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, tan, yellOW, orange
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous to greasy
Hardness: 4.5
Density: 2.13 to 2.18 gm/cm3
Fracture: series of concentric fractures normal
to the length of the blades
Cleavage: 2 cleavages at about 90° to each
other (both parallel to the length of the fibers)

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.500-1.512
~ = 1.502-1.511
'Y = 1.512-1.515
biaxial negative and positive
2 V = 25° to 30°
length slow and fast
extinction parallel or inclined
~ = c = elongation, a = 'Y

Morphology
Garronite characteristically forms compact, massive, fibrous, radiating white aggregates, up to 3
cm in diameter, that possess a series of concentric fractures normal to the length of the fibers in
the aggregate (Figs. 224-226). Some fibrous or granular aggregates of garronite do not show the
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GARRONITE

Fig. 223
RARE DIPYRAMIDAL CRYSTALS
SAN GIORGIO 01 PERLENA
FARA VICENTINO, VICENZA, ITALY

Fig. 224
RADIAL GARRONITE (G) WITH CHARACTERISTIC
CONCENTRIC FRACTURE PATTERN
COVERED BY PHILLIPSITE (P)
MANY LOCALITIES

Figure 225. White, massive garronite, 10 mm
across, with characteristic conchoidal parting from
Superior, Arizona, U.S.A.; photo by Jules
Bernhardt.

Figure 226. White massive garronite, 1 em in
diameter, with characteristic conchoidal parting
from Neer Road, Goble, Oregon, U.S.A.; photo by
Rudy W. Tschernich.

concentric fracture pattern and require identification by XRD. When garronite does not completely fill a vesicle, it forms a white, radial aggregate that is always covered with a transparent
overgrowth of phillipsite (Fig. 227). Generally, small phillipsite crystals are found on aggregates,
which are primarily garronite, while large coarse phillipsite overgrowths have much less garronite
in the core of the aggregates (RWT). Hentschel (1978c) reported very crude octahedra of
garronite with cube faces while Horvath and Gault (1990) reported garronite crystals that form
a crude prism with a tetragonal dipyramid termination. Euhedral morphology of garronite can
result from a thin, malformed overgrowth of phillipsite or an intergrowth and dissolution of
calcite (RWT). Tetragonal dipyramids of garronite (Fig. 223)(some intergrown with the phases
gismondine and gobbinsite) resemble crystals of gismondine and amicite. Garronite is twinned
on (110) as seen by single-crystal XRD and optics.
Point Group: 21m 21m 21m = mmm
Crystal Class: Rhombic-dipyramidal
Forms:
Rare {lOn, {Oll}
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Chemical Composition
Garron Plateau, Glenariff, County Antrim, Northern Ireland, U.K. (Walker, 1962a)
CaS.08NaZ.5ZKo.30[A11Z.7Si19.24064)oZ7.64HZO
Black Cave, Island Magee, County Antrim, Northern Ireland, U.K. (Nawaz, 198Z)
Ca4.67N aZ.11Ko.Z9 M&l.Z9[A111.61 SiZO.Z00 64)oxH ZO
Tardree Forest, County Antrim, Northern Ireland, U.K. (Nawaz, 198Z)
CaS.7S Na .49 K.43 MK19[A111.81Si19.890 64)oxHZO
Haefur, Seydisfjordur, Iceland (Walker, 1962a)
CaS.36Nal.18K.40Ba.OZ[A11Z.Z4SiI9.76064)027HZO
Skessa, Reydarfjordur, Iceland (Walker, 1962a)
Ca4.86NaZ.S2K.08 Na .OZ[A11Z.1 OSi19.84°64)027 .46HZO
•

Nevon, Siberia, U.S.S.R. (Feoktistov et al., 1969)
CaS.78 Na 1.00K.S2[A113.24Si19.8064] o24H ZO
Gignat, Puy-de-Dome, France (Pongiluppi, 1976)
Ca5.Z6K.78N a .Z6MK04[A112.58Fe.04Si 19.64°64]0 26.9HZO
Table Mountain, Golden, Colorado, U.S.A. (Kite and Modreski, 1988)
Ca5.60Na.36 K.16 MKo 1[A1 1 1.44Fe _02Si 20.440 64] oxHZO
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Garronite is always calcium dominant, with considerably variable amounts of sodium and potassium. Garronite can be considered the calcium equivalent of gobbinsite and may have been the
precursor that was altered by Na-K-rich solutions to gobbinsite. TSi=Si/(Si+A1) = 0.60 to 0.64;
Si/A1= 1.50 to 1.78
The synthetic calcium zeolite, CASH-II, created by Koizumi and Roy (1960), is identical in optical and XRD patterns to garronite. Barrer et al. (1959) synthesized a group of disordered
silicon-aluminum Na-P phases that correspond to gobbinsite. Taylor and Roy (1964) produced
Ca-P (which is similar to garronite) by ion exchange from the Na-P phase. Colella and Aiello
(1975) demonstrated how the a to c axis ratio varies in synthetic phases With changing alkalinity.
Garronite, which crystallized in cavities where the solution was contaminated by seawater, has
considerably more sodium than those clearly derived from meteoric water. Garronite occurrences along seashores probably have become enriched in sodium and potassium from ion exchange with seawater.

Identification
Garronite commonly forms white, fibrous masses with a characteristic series of concentric fractures across the length of the aggregate (Fig. 2Z4). Presence of these fractures are only an indication that the mineral might be garronite. Some radial forms of phillipsite and apophyllite also
possess this kind of fracture while some garronite does not possess the fracture pattern.
In partially filled cavities, garronite grades in composition and optics toward phillipsite as the
surface of the aggregate is reached. The surface of exposed aggregates shows only terminated
phillipsite. Crystals of garronite (Fig. 223) resemble those of gismondine and amicite. Samples,
suspected of being garronite from new localities, must always be confirmed by XRD.
The refractive index of garronite is higher than merlinoite, amicite, or gobbinsite while generally lower than gismondine (1.512-1.549). The refractive indices of gonnardite (under 1.508) and
phillipsite overlap that of garronite but can be distinguished by the absence of the branching and
inclined extinction at the outer rim that garronite possesses.
Garronite is always found in silica-poor rocks (generally olivine basalt) and is commonly associated with silica-poor zeolites such as thomsonite, chabazite, phillipsite, cowlesite, levyne, and
gismondine.
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Cleaning
Garronite commonly only requires water to remove soil or rock debris. In open cavities, treat it
like phillipsite, since phillipsite is the mineral exposed to chemicals. Like all zeolites with a disorder structure and low SijAl ratio, garronite is easily attacked by acids. Do not put garronite in
hydrochloric acid because it will turn white, become etched, or will be dissolved. If calcite is to be
removed, use warm acetic acid. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese oxides and oxalic acid is useful to remove iron stains.

Origin
Garronite has never been found in active geothermal areas where temperature and pressure
conditions can be directly measured. Phillipsite, which is found on top of garronite in partially
filled cavities at many localities, has been found to crystallize in olivine basalt, in geothermal wells
in Iceland, by Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson (1978), at temperatures from 65° to 85° C. Gismondine, which is closely related to garronite, is found in the same geothermal wells at temperatures from 80° to 90° C. From these observations, garronite is then assumed to crystallize
between 65° and 90° C.

Occurrence
Garronite has been considered a scarce zeolite, although it is now found at many localities in
Northern Ireland, Iceland, and scattered localities thoughout the world. Since it is a massive
white zeolite, it may be more common, but has been overlooked due to its unimpressive nature.
Garronite is commonly found in olivine-basalt associated with the low-silica zeolites, thomsonite,
chabazite, levyne, phillipsite, gismondine, and cowlesite, but is less commonly found with analcime, natrolite, mesolite, scolecite, stilbite, and heulandite. Masses of garronite, from Northern
Ireland and the United States, can be used for display although smaller aggregates covered by
phillipsite from Goble, Oregon, and other localities make more attractive specimens.

Worldwide Localities
ANTARCTICA
A fibrous mineral that has an XRD pattern compatible with that of gismondine occurs in postJurassic tuffs and pillow basalt at the Battlements Nunatak, in the Mawson Glacier, Victoria
Land, along the Ross Sea (Gunn and Warren, 1%2). This mineral is probably garronite (RWT).
Nearby pockets contain okenite, mesolite, scolecite, apophyllite, laumontite, and heulandite
(Gunn and Warren, 1962).

CANADA
Ontario: Garronite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Velthuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Garronite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; I·Iincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991).
Garronite forms extremely rare, grayish-white, tan, and yellowish, small, irregular masses and
aggregates, up to 2 mm across. It is composed of minute, crude prisms, less than 0.2 mm long,
terminated by a pyramid and associated with eudialyte, aegirine, villiaumite, natrolite, sodalite,
and feldspar in small cavities in socIalite xenoliths in the nepheline syenite of the alkaline gabbrosyenite complex in the Poudrette Quarry, at Mont Saint-Hilaire, east of Montreal (Wight and
Chao, 1986; Horvath and Gault, 1990).
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FRANCE
Garronite forms a milky-white crust overgrown by tiny, terminated, prismatic phillipsite crystals
in vesicular Pleistocene basalt boulders that were used to build rock walls east of Gignat in Puyde-Dome, the type locality for gonnardite (Pongiluppi, 1976). White spherulites of gonnardite,
chabazite variety phacolite"and thomsonite occur on the garronite-phillipsite lining.
GERMANY
Radial aggregates of garronite, up to 4 mm in diameter, are covered by phillipsite, in veins
crossing melilite-nephelinite basalt and pyroclastics that built up a Tertiary volcano at
H6wenegg, in Hegau (Walenta, 1974). Nearby cavities contain amicite, merlinoite, calcite-aragonite, harmotome, natrolite, chabazite, thomsonite, stilbite, mountainite, torbermorite, paulingite, and makatite (Alberti et aI., 1979; Walenta et aI., 1981).
Crude, white, stepped garronite crystals, up to 0.1 mm in diameter, that appear to have the
morphology of a malformed octahedron with cube faces are found in irregular hollow cavities in
metasomatic-altered, actinOlite-rich, schist fragments that were ejected from Quaternary volcanoes at Kappiger Ley, Eifel (HentSChel, 1978c, 1987). Thin, parallel ridges on the surface of the
crystals could have resulted from the intergrowth of garronite with calcite, which interfered with
normal growth of garronite. When the calcite was naturally dissolved away, a malformed garronite mass remained (RWT).
Garronite occurs in Tertiary basalt at Zeilberg, Maroldsweisach, Franconia, Bavaria (Wittern,
1990). Other cavities contain analcime, chabazite, dachiardite, erionite, gmelinite, harmotome,
heulandite, laumontite, natrolite, scolecite, stilbite, apophyllite, calcite, thomsonite, phillipsite,
gyrolite, calcite, and tobermorite.
HUNGARY
Garronite is reported at Halap Hill (Alberti et al., 1982).
ICELAND
Garronite is found at over 20 localities in the Tertiary, silica-poor, olivine basalts, in eastern Iceland, ranging from Seydisfjordur in the north, to Berufjordur in the south (Walker, 1962a). Garronite commonly forms milky-white, radial masses that completely fill vesicles, 1 to 2 cm in diameter, and are rarely in the same vesicles as thomsonite, heulandite, chabazite, phillipsite, or
levyne (Walker, 1%2a). Nearby cavities contain analcime, mesolite, stilbite, gismondine, gyrolite,
and apophyllite. When garronite incompletely fills a cavity, a thin layer of colorless to white
phillipsite crystals always cover the outer surface of the aggregate (R WT).
Milky-white, radial masses of garronite, commonly displaying the characteristic concentric
parting, completely fill 1- to 2-cm vesicles, and are rarely directly associated with thomsonite and
heulandite on Mt. Skessa, at the head of Reydarfjordur (Walker, 1962a). Nearby cavities contain chabazite, levyne, or mesolite. Garronite also occurs in olivine basalt associated with
chabazite, thomsonite, and levyne at Mt. Hanefur (= Hanefsstadafjall), Seydisfjordur, and on
Mt. Baejartendur, Breiddalur (Walker, 1962a). It is found along Faskrudsfjordir associated with
chabazite, thomsonite, levyne, gismondine, stilbite, heulandite, mesolite, analcime, and phillipsite
(Walker, 1962a).
ITALY
Milky-white, striated, dipyramidal crystals of garronite (Fig. 223), up to 4 mm across, are found
with phillipsite, analcime, K-rich gmelinite, natrolite, gonnardite, and Na-rich gonnardite (=
tetranatrolite) in vesicular basalt at San Giorgio Di Perlena, Fara Vicentino, Vicenza (Vittorio
Mattioli, pers. comm.).
Tiny, smooth, white spheres of garronite, under 1 mm in diameter, are found with colorless
aggregates of phillipsite, transparent, colorless, trellislike intergrowths of chabazite variety willhendersonite, apophyllite, and thomsonite on the rock-forming minerals phlogopite, apatite,
magnetite, melilite, and others that extend into the cavities in altered, Quaternary, potassiumrich, olivine-rich volcanics at the San Venanzo Quarry, Terni, Umbria (Smithsonian; RWT).
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NEW ZEALAND
Opaque, white hemispherical aggregates composed of intergrown tetragonal-appearing dipyramids (Fig. 223), found in vesicular basalt at the Stone's Quarry, north of Aranga, Northland,
North Island, consist of either gismondine or an intergrowth of the disordered phases of garronite and gobbinsite (Donald Howard, pers. comm.; R WT).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Colorless, semitransparent, fibrous, radial aggregates of garronite, up to 7 mm in diameter,
completely fill amygdules in diabase dikes along the Angara River, near Nevon, in southern
Siberia (Feoktistov et al., 1969). The garronite exhibits the characteristic jointing, perpendicular
to the elongation of the fibers, and is overgrown by fibrous radial analcime (Feoktistovet al.,
1969). Nearby cavities contain Jevyne.
UNITED KINGDOM

Northern Ireland: (Type locality) Garronite was first found on steep talus slopes on the western
side of GlenariffValley, Garron Plateau area, County Antrim (Walker, 1962a). It commonly
forms colorless to white, radiating masses, up to 2 cm in diameter, with characteristic concentric
parting normal to the fiber length that completely fill the vesicles in olivine basalt (Walker,
1962a). The few cavities that are only partially filled with garronite are always covered by a thin,
colorless layer of terminated phillipsite crystals. Nearby cavities only a few centimeters away contain chabazite, thomsonite, analcime, levyne, natrolite, phillipsite (Walker, 1962a), and cowlesite
(RWT).
Garronite is found at many localities on the eastern coastal area of County Antrim. At Garron
Point, white masses of garronite are found alone, filling vesicles, while nearby cavities contain
cowlesite, levyne-offretite, and chabazite (RWT). Garronite is abundant in the olivine basalt at
Galboly, Garron Point, with nearby cavities containing thomsonite, chabazite, analcime, cowlesite, levyne-offretite, and phillipsite (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Walker (1962a) reports garronite
associated with analcime, natrolite, and gmelinite in the coastal cliffs east of Glenarm, although
he could have mistaken it for white, massive natrolite and gonnardite that are present (Harry
Foy, pers. comm.). Garronite is found with chabazite, thomsonite, and levyne at Black Burn and
Ticloy near Carnlough; also near Kilwaughter Castle, Lame, associated with chabazite, thomsonite, natrolite, analcime, and gismondine. At Whitehead, white masses of garronite are found
in olivine basalt containing chabazite, thomsonite, natrolite, analcime, gmelinite, and heulandite
(Walker,l%2a).
Garronite is found in the Langford Lodge borehole that was drilled through 789 meters of
Antrim basalt. Garronite occurred at depths, from 90 to 300 meters, and was associated with
levyne, chabazite, thomsonite, mesolite, scolecite, calcite, and saponite (Walker, 1960b, 1962a).
Nawaz (1982) reports a Na-rich fibrous garronite from Black Cave, Island Magee, and a Ca-rich
garronite from the Tardree forest.
Garronite is associated with Na-K-rich gobbinsite and phillipsite in a basalt beach boulder near
Two-Mouth Cave, south of Portmuck, Island Magee (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). The long, interwoven filaments of garronite appear to be partly replaced by gobbinsite (RWT). Nearby cavities
contain phillipsite, analcime, Na-rich levyne, gmelinite, chabazite, natrolite, and scolecite (Harry
Foy, pers. comm.). Walker (196Oa) suggested that the Na-rich minerals in the gmelinite zone on
the Island of Magee may have resulted due to an incursion of seawater during zeolitization
rather than the more usual meteoric water. Walker (1959) also found a late-stage Na-K-rich
zeolite crystallization superimposed on the gmelinite zone, found on the Island of Magee and
Whitehead, that produced Na-rich chabazite and Mg-rich heulandite and altered natrolite,
levyne, and other minerals. Alteration of the garronite by either of these Na-K-rich events may
have produced gobbinsite, which was even further enriched in sodium by ion exchange with seawater while on the beach (RWT).
Scotland: White masses of garronite are found with erionite, filling vesicles in Tertiary basalt at
the Storr on the Island of Skye, Inverness-shire (Macpherson and Livingstone, 1982). Nearby
cavities contain levyne-offretite, chabazite, thomsonite, apophyllite, stilbite, mesolite, heulandite,
and analcime (RWT).
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Arizona: White masses of garronite (Fig. 225), up to 3 cm in diameter, are rarely associated with
cowlesite, levyne, and phillipsite, found in gray-colored olivine basalt bombs and scoria fragments in an exhumed, Middle Tertiary cinder cone near Superior, Pinal County (RWT). Other
minerals at the site include analcime, thomsonite, calcite, mordenite, and chabazite (Wise and
Tschernich, 1975).
Colorado: Garronite forms radiating, transparent to white masses, commonly with the characteristic concentric parting, completely filling vesicles, up to 2 cm in diameter, in K-rich basalt
(shoshonite) at Table Mountain, Golden, Jefferson County (Kile and Modreski, 1988). It rarely
forms concurrently with an early generation of thomsonite and is followed by chabazite, analcime, and a later generation of thomsonite (Kile and Modreski, 1988). White, chalky, or porcelaneous masses of garronite are intergrown with phillipsite (Kile and Modreski, 1988). Nearby
cavities contain cowlesite, levyne-offretite, laumontite, stilbite, analcime, calcite, aragonite,
apophyllite, mesolite, natrolite, and gonnardite (Cross and Hillebrand, 1882; Patton, 1900;
Modreski, 1985).
Oregon: Garronite is rather common in
vesicular Eocene basalt along Neer Road,
Goble, Columbia County. It forms white
masses, up to 3 cm in diameter, with a
characteristic curved parting, completely filling
cavities (Figs. 224,226). When in partly filled
cavities, it forms 2- to 10-mm, white, radial
aggregates that are always covered with a thin,
colorless layer of tiny, terminated phillipsite
•
crystals (Fig. 227)(Tschernich, 1986). The
aggregates, which contain a large amount of
garronite, are covered with very small
phillipsite crystals, while those with only traces
of garronite in the core of the aggregate are
covered with coarse large phillipsite crystals.
Garronite-phillipsite aggregates are found on
Figure 227. Colorless drusy phillipsite crystals
cowlesite or heulandite and are followed by
thomsonite and levyne. Other minerals present covering white garronite masses, 8 mm in diameter,
from the Neer Road, Goble, Oregon, U.S.A.; photo
include mesolite, analcime, apophyllite, stilbite, by Rudy W. Tschemich.
chabazite, offretite, quartz, mordenite, okenite,
epistilbite, calcite, tschernichite, boggsite, erionite, and clay (Tschernich and Howard, 1987).
Milky-white masses of garronite occur in vesicular basalt at Pete's Point, west of Aneroid
Lake, near Joseph, Wallowa County (Howard, 1978). It commonly completely fills the cavity;
however, in open vesicles, garronite forms spherical aggregates covered with phillipsite. The
garronite/phillipsite aggregates are found on a lining of cowlesite, analcime, or chabazite while
nearby cavities contain thomsonite, calcite, levyne, offretite, natrolite, apophyllite, and stilbite
(Howard, 1978).
Washington: White, radial masses of garronite fill vesicles, up to 15 mm in diameter, in altered
basalt at Capitol Peak, Thurston County (Russell Boggs, pers. comm.).
Garronite is rarely found in vesicular basalt at Big Tree Creek, near Yacolt, Clark County
(Tschernich, 1988b). Commonly it forms white radial masses completely filling green chloritelined vesicles, up to 2 cm in diameter, with a few partly filled cavities containing white spheres,
up 12 mm across, covered with coarse, colorless to white, transparent, parallel overgrowths of
equant pseudo-dodecahedra of phillipsite. Garronite is associated with scattered aggregates of
cowlesite and elongated heulandite in the sequence: chlorite> heulandite > cowlesite >
heulandite > garronite > phillipsite (Tschernich, 1988b). Vesicles only a few centimeters away
contain mordenite, quartz, epistilbite, stilbite, scolecite, mesolite, laumontite, calcite, thomsonite,
gonnardite, and levyne-offretite.

Gismondine

(Giz-mon-dean)

Ca2[Al4Si4016109H20, Z = 2
Named in 1817, by K. C. von Leonhard, in honor of Carlo Giuseppe Gismondi (1762-1824), an
Italian mineralogist who previously discovered a similar mineral. He named it zeagonite, but it
was found to be a mixture of gismondine and phillipsite; therefore, it was not accepted as a
species.
Type Locality: Capo di Bova, near Rome, Italy
Obsolete Synonyms: abrazite, gismondite, zeagonite
Nomenclature: Gismondine is the oldest and best established member of the gismondine group
(gismondine, amicite, garronite, gobbinsite) that has been divided by chemical composition and
disorder in the framework. All four members are currently accepted, although gismondine alone
would be sufficient. Variations in chemistry or order-disorder in the framework should be
handled by using optional descriptive modifiers (such as K-rich, Mg-rich, sodian, or disordered)
rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic (pseudotetragonal)
Space Group: P2 1/c
Crystal Axes: a = 10.02 A
b = 10.62 A
~ = 92.5°
c = 9.84 A
Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of gismondine (structural code GIS) consists
of single 4-member rings stacked in two-dimensional arrays of double crankshaft chains parallel
to [100] and [010] (Fischer, 1%3; Fischer and Schramm, 1971). Gismondine has perfect siliconaluminum ordering in the framework with alternation of silicon and aluminum at the centers of
the tetrahedra; calcium is found in a fourfold position bound by two framework oxygens on one
side plus water molecules (Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
Gismondine is considered the ordered equivalent of garronite, the calcium equivalent of
amicite, and the ordered calcium equivalent of gobbinsite.
X-ray studies by Kalb (1932) indicating gismondine was orthorhombic disregarded optical
anomalies observed by Rinne (1892) that showed the crystals to be composed of four monoclinic
individuals cross-twinned in the form of a pseudotetragonal dipyramid. X-ray studies on optical
homogeneous fragments have proven gismondine has monoclinic symmetry (Fischer and Kuzel,
1958; Fischer, 1963).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless to white
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 4.5
Density: 2.12 to 2.28 gm/cm3
Fracture: conchoidal
Cleavage: two poor cleavages
parallel to form {232}

Refractive Indices:
n: = 1.512-1.538
~ = 1.516-1.544
"y = 1.523-1.549
biaxial negative
2V = 86°
length fast
X normal to [1OI}
Y parallel to b-axis
Z ~ c-axis = 42°
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Morphology
Gismondine crystals appear to be simple pseudotetragonal dipyramids with the form {Ill}
(Figs. 235,236). In reality, they consist of interpenetration twins of two individuals, with four
faces of the form {~2} and four faces of its twin, with twinning normal to {100}, with composition planes approximately parallel to (100) and (001) (Fig. 230) (Nawaz, 1980).
Intergrowths of gismondine and phillipsite are common at some localities with epitaxial phillipsite extending from the {232} of the gismondine crystal parallel to the a- and b-axes (Figs. 231,
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Fig. 228

Fig. 229

RARE TWINNING AROUND THE A-AXIS
CAPO DI BOVE, ROME,ITALY

COMMON TWINNING
ROTATED A FEW DEGREES FROM EACH OTHER
MANY LOCALITIES

Fig. 230
ALL GISMONDINE CRYSTALS ARE COMPOSED OF TWO TWINNED CRYSTALS
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Fig. 232

EPITAXIAL PHILLIPSITE FORMING A THIN SHELL
ON ALL EXTERNAL GISMONDINE FACES
TEICHELBERG, GERMANY

PHILLIPSITE
Fig. 233
EPITAXIAL PHILLIPSITE ON SIMPLE GISMONDINE {232}
CAPO 01 BOVE, ROME, ITALY
TEICHELBERG, GERMANY

PHILLIPSITE
Fig. 234
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237). Rarely, the pseudotetragonal dipyramid of gismondine is modified by small {lOO} and
{DID} or {110} (in the tetragonal setting) (Figs. 233,234). These faces are generally due to a
thin epitaxial overgrowth of phillipsite that parallels the {232} form of gismondine but adds
faces that are only from the phillipsite (Figs. 233,234).
Twinning on {11O} around the a- or b-aJds is rare (Fig. 228). Some complex crystals display
reentrant angles along the edges due to rotation of individuals by a few degrees (Fig. 229).
Point Group: 21m (pseudo 4/m 21m 21m = 4/mmm)
Crystal Class: Prismatic (pseudoditetragonal-dipyramidal)
Forms:
{232} = pseudotetragonal form {11I}

•

Figure 235. Transparent, colorless, pseudotetragonal dipyramids of gismondine, 6 mm across,
with striated surface from Arensberg Quarry,
Zilsdorf, Eifel, Germany; photo by Volker Betz.

Figure 236. Transparent, colorless, pseudotetragonal dipyramids of gismondine, 4 mm across,
on phillipsite from Arensberg Quarry, Zilsdorf,
Eifel, Germany; SEM photo by Donald G.
Howard.

Figure 237. Transparent, colorless, pseudotetragonal dipyramid of gismondine, 1 mm across,
with epitaxial phillipsite extending along the axes,
from the Osa Quarry, near Rome, Italy; SEM
photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 238. Gismondine covered with a thin
epitaxial overgrowth of phillipsite on phillipsite
prisms from Teichelberg, near Pechbruun, Bavaria,
Germany; SEM photo by Wolfgang Hampel.
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Chemical Composition
Capo di Bova, Rome, Italy (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984)
ca3.63NaO.23NaO.llSr0.Q3[Ah.49Si9.4703V· 17.98H 20
Osa, Rome, Italy (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984)
ca3.68Ko.21NaO.l2Sr0.01 [A17.57Si8.3903V·17.98H20
zalesly, Bohemia, Czechoslovakia (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984)
ca3.82NaO.17Ko.01[A17.62Si9.30032J·18.60H20
Wingendorf, near Luban, Poland (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984)
ca3.53NaO.24Ko.05[A17.4SSi8.48032J·18.08 H 20
Bruslee Quarry, Co. Antrim, N. Ireland, V.K. (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984)
ca3.77NaO.22Ko.03[A17.53Si8.4103V·17.76H20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Gismondine has an ordered aluminosilicate framework; therefore, it has a very narrow range of
composition. It is always calcium dominant with various small amounts of sodium, potassium, or
strontium, with no barium, iron, and magnesium (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984). TSi = Si/(Si+A1)
= 0.51 to 0.56; Si/A1 = 1.11 to 1.27
High amounts of potassium and sodium, from older analyses, were commonly due to intergrowth with phillipsite (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984). Gismondine is the calcium equivalent of
amicite and the ordered equivalent of garronite.

Identification
Individual pseudo-octahedral twinned crystals of gismondine are distinctive (Fig. 230). They can
be confused only with amicite, faujasite, fluorite, and cristobalite, all of which have considerably
lower optical refractive indices than gismondine.
Aggregates of gismondine, which only show the edges of the crystals, are similar to aggregates
of phillipsite, thomsonite, and some carbonates. Phillipsite generally has a much lower refractive
index, while thomsonite is bladed and is both length slow and length fast (gismondine is only
length fast). The X-ray diffraction pattern is similar to members of the gismondine group
(gismondine, amicite, gobbinsite, and garronite) as well as phillipsite and harmotome. Gobbinsite and garronite are both massive and have optical refractive indices lower than gismondine.

Cleaning
Gismondine usually only requires soaking in a soap solution and cleaning with pressurized water
or an ultrasonic cleaner to remove soil or rock debris. Gismondine has a very low Si/A1 ratio;
therefore, it should never be put in hydrochloric acid. Calcite can be removed with the slowerreacting warm acetic acid. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese oxides, and
oxalic acid will remove iron stains.

Origin
Tiny, euhedral crystals of synthetic gismondine have been made by alteration of nepheline with a
dilute solution of CaC12, in an open system at 100° C, which simulates natural hydrothermal
conditions (Wirsching, 1981). Data from geothermal wells that pass through olivine basalt in
Iceland indicate that gismondine crystallizes in the temperature range from 80° to 90° C
(Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978).
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Occurrence
Gismondine is a scarce zeolite, although it is found at many localities in the world. It commonly
is found in olivine basalt, less commonly in schist or pegmatites. Aggregates of gismondine crystals from Northern Ireland and New Zealand make the best display specimens. Distinct, scattered microcrystals of gismondine are available from many localities. The most attractive crystals
are from Italy, Germany, and Oregon, U.S.A

Worldwide Localities
AUSTRALIA
Gismondine forms tiny, colorless, platelike double twins, united as fourlings, on chlorite in
miarolitic cavities and veins in the center of blocks of granite in a quarry west of Brisbane,
Queensland (Whitehouse, 1937). The minerals crystallized in the sequence: feldspar-quartz>
chlorite> epidote> pyrite> tourmaline-molybdenite-sphalerite-f1uorite > calcitc > prehnite
> laumontite> calcite> gismondine > calcite (Whitehouse, 1937).
AUSTRIA
Colorless gismondine crystals occur with drusy phillipsite and tiny trellislike groups of chabazite
variety willhendersonite in cavities in nephelinite from Stradner Hill, near Wilhell11sdorf, south
of Bad Gleichenberg, Styria (= Steiermark) (Walter and Post!, 1984). The minerals occur in the
paragenetic sequence: willhendersonite > phillipsite> gismondine > hydrotalcite-motukoreaite
> calcite, alopg with small aggregates of nordstrandite (Walter and Post!, 1984).
Gismondine is very rare in the cavities in Pliocene nepheline basalt at KJ6ch, 1983a).
Associated minerals include phillipsite, gonnardite, natrolite, chabazite, stilbite, analcime,
thomsonite, aragonite, calcite, tobermorite, apatite, thaumasite, and ettringite (Post! and Waiter,
1983a; Meixner et al., 1956).
Colorless pseudodipyramids of gismondine are found on calcite in cavities of altered schist!ike
rock in a graphite mine at Trandorf, near Amstall, Waldviertel, Niederosterreich (= Lower
Austria)(Gerhard Niedermayr, pers. comm.; Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. COI11I11.). Nearby cavities contain cowlesite, phillipsite, chabazite, aragonite, and levyne.
CANADA
Ontario: Gismondine occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum (Velthuizen, 1991).

Quebec: Gismondine occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite,
garronite, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite,
prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks Bridge; and
Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991).
Colorless to pale pink, transparent, pseudotetragonal dipyramids of gismondine, up to 1 mm in
diameter, are extremely rare on large white analcime in pegmatite veins and brecciated
nepheline syenite in the alkaline gabbro-syenite complex at Mont Saint-Hilaire, east of Montreal
(Wight and Chao, 1986; Horvath and Gault, 1990). The mineralization formed in the Cretaceous Period, intruding Upper Ordovician sediments and limestones (Currie et al., 1986). Over
200 species of minerals are found including natrolite, Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite),
paranatrolite, chabazite, gmelinite, edingtonite, harmotome, phillipsite, garronite, gobbinsite,
thomsonite, serandite, microcline, albite, serandite, and catapleiite (Wight and Chao, 1986;
Marble and Regis, 1979; Horvath and Gault, 1990).
CANARY ISLANDS (Spain)
On Fuerteventura Island, tiny, colorless, transparent, pseudotetragonal dipyral11ids of gismondine, up to 1 mm across, are found in volcanics near Morro de Jable while other cavities contain
phillipsite, offretite, natrolite, chabazite, and calcite (Singen, 1988).
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Fine, colorless, transparent, 1- to 5-mm, pseudodipyramids of gismondine are found with calcite
in 4 to 7 em elongated vesicles in basalt at Schieferberg, zalesly (= Salesl) near Ustf nad Labem,
Bohemia (Hibsch, 1917). At Schickenberges, Bohemia, crystals of gismondine are found alone
in cavities in leucite-tephrite (Hibsch, 1939).
Gismondine crystals, 1 to 3 mm in diameter, are found on phillipsite or analcime in vesicular
basalt in the Decin district in northern Bohemia, with tbe crystallization sequence calcitechabazite> phillipsite-analcime> gismondine > thornsonite (Rychlyet al., 1980). Minute gismondine crystais form aggregates in vesicular basalt at Debranka, near Decin (Robert Ray, pers.
comm.).
FAROE ISLANDS
Gismondine is found at Sundelaget on Streymoy Island (Betz, 1981).
FRANCE
Gismondine is found in basalt with thomsonite and phillipsite at Ferme Chabane, Saint-Agreve,
in Ardeche (Hintze, 1897). It is found with thomsonite and phillipsite in alkali-basalt at Aubenas,
Ardeche (Gottardi and Galli, 1985). The gismondine reported by Lacroix (1913) from Ardeche
and Puy-de-Dome areas very likely corresponds to the garronite found by Pongiluppi (1976).
GERMANY
Colorless, clear gismondine crystals (Figs. 235,236), up to 4 mm wide, are perched on small
white phillipsite in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Arensberg, near Zilsdorf, Eifel (RWf). The minerals crystallized in the order: phillipsite> gismondine > gonnardite > thomsonite > natrolite
> tobermorite> calcite. Other cavities contain analcime, mesolite, scolecite, chabazite, offretite,
tacharanite, thaumasite, gyrolite, apophyllite, heulandite, calcite, aragonite, and montmorillonite
(Hentschel, 1978a, 1982).
Hentschel (1977,1983) reports clear, colorless, pseudodipyramids of gismondine (rarely with
epitaxial phillipsite on the faces), up to 1 mm in diameter, are found in cavities near the contact
zone of limestone xenoliths within basalt at Schellkopf, near Brenk, Eifel. Associated minerals
include paranatrolite, gonnardite, phillipSite, apophyllite, chabazite, analcime, thomsonite,
brenkite, zeophyllite, fluorite, apatite, aragonite, calcite, montmorillonite, and thaumasite.
Colorless, clear, tiny gismondine crystals are found in calcium-rich ejecta (xenOliths) of the
Quarternary Bellerberg volcano near Mayen, eastern Eifel (Hentschel, 1983). Associated minerals include levyne, fluorite, calcite, nordstrandite, montmorillonite, chabazite, levyne, apophyllite, analcime, tobermorite, phillipsite, thomsonite, willhendersonite, ettringite, and thaumasite
(Hentschel, 19783, 1980b, 1982, 1983; Peacor et al., 1984). Gismondine is also found in calciumrich xenoliths at Rothenberg, near Maria Laach (Hentschel, 1983).
Gismondine occurs with chabazite, phillipsite, and montmorillonite in cavities in Tertiary
nepheline-leucite basalt at Hannebacher Ley, near Hannebach, Eifel (Hentschel, 1986a).
Nearby cavities contain hannebachite, perowskite, barite, calcite, fluorite, thaumasite, and
whewelite. Gismondine is found in nepheline-basalt at the Kyller Kopf Quarry (= Rockeskyller
Kopf Quarry) near Rockeskyll, Eifel (Hentschel, 1987).
Transparent, colorless, tiny individual pseudotetragonal dipyramids and aggregates of gismondine crystals are found on phillipsite and chabazite aggregates covering the rock-forming minerals diopside, apatite, perovskite, and nepheline that extend from the rock into small cavities in
melilite or olivine-nephelite at the Emmelberg and Liley Quarries, near Udersdorf, Eifel
(Hentschel, 1983).
Colorless, pseudotetragonal dipyramids of gismondine along with chabazite, phillipsite, analcime, levyne, calcite, aragonite, and fluorite are abundant in cavities in nepheline-basalt at the
Kalem Quarry, near Birresborn, Eifel (Hentschel, 1983).
Excellent specimens of colorless to milky-white gismondine crystals, 3 to 10 mm in diameter,
commonly covered with a thin colorless transparent epitaxial overgrowth of phillipsite on all the
faces of the gismondine (Fig. 238), or having a single blocky phillpsite crystal exl ending from
each of the gismondine faces, are found with chabazite, montmorillonite, calcite, and offretiteerionite in cavities in basalt at Teichelberg, near Pechbruun, Bavaria (Erich Keck, pers. comm.).
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Other cavities contain phillipsite, sprays of white Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) and
paranatrolite (covered with colorless natroIite), apophyllite, thomsonite, and okenite (RWT).
Gismondine is found associated with dachiardite, c1inOptilolite, natrolite, heulandite, thomsonite, scolecite, stilbite, gmelinite, chabazite, erionite, and phillipsite in the Maroldsweisach
Quarry, near Schweinfurt, Unterfranken (Toni Wieland, pers. comm.).
Tiny, colorless, clear, pseudodipyramids of gismondine, up to 3 mm in diameter, are rarely
found with bundles of silky offretite-erionite needles, aggregates of phillipsite, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite, calcite, and montmorillonite in vesicular basalt near Gedern, Vogelsberg,
Hessen (Betz and Hentschel, 1978). Gismondine was found at Burkards, north of Gedern, and
is found covered with a yellow opal coating between Gedern and Oberseemen (Hintze, 1897).
Gismondine occurs on white phillipsite crystals in vesicular basalt at Fauenberg, near Fulda,
Hessen, and in dolerite at Elm, near Schluchtern, Hessen (Hintze, 1897). Single, pseudotetragonal dipyramids and twins of gismondine were found in basalt at Schiffenberge, near Vogelsberg,
Hessen; at Ostabhange, Baumgarten, in the Schiffenberges; in basalt at Nidda and Rossberg,
Hessen; and northwest of Steinbach, Hessen (Hintze, 1897).
Brilliant colorless gismondine crystals, up to 3 mm across, are found in vesicular nepheline
basalt at Hamberg (= Hohenburg), near Buhne, Westfalia (Hintze, 1897). Gismondine occurs
in nepheline basalt at Pflasterkaute, near Eisenach, Thuringia (Hintze, 1897).

HUNGARY
Pseudotetragonal twins of gismondine, up to 3 mm across, are associated with stilbite, phillipsite,
thomsonite, chabazite, thaumasite, natrolite-mesolite, Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), and
gonnardite in cavities in Pliocene basalt in the Balaton Lake area, at Halap near Zalahalap
(Mauritz, 1938; Koch, 1978; Alberti et 01.,1983). Gismondine also forms 2-mm crystals associated with phillipsite, gmelinite, aragonite, and chabazite variety phacolite in basalt at Halyagos,
near Diszel (KOCh, 1978).
ICELAND
Walker (1962b) reports gismondine at many localities in the Tertiary olivine basalts in eastern
Iceland. It is associated with the silica-poor zeolites chabazite, thomsonite, phillipsite, and levyne,
and, less commonly, with garronite, mesolite, heulandite, analcime, cowlesite, and gyrolite, and
never in the tholeiitic basalts containing the silica-rich minerals epistilbite, mordenite, chalcedony, and quartz (Walker, 1962b).
Colorless to white, radial aggregates of gismondine (that show only the edges of pseudo-octahedra), or, rarely, clear colorless individuals are common in vesicular Tertiary olivine basalts at
an altitude of 500 meters on the mountains Eyrarfjall, Sauddalsfell, Hoffell, and Godaborgarfjall
on the ridge between Reydarfjordur and Faskrudsfjordur (Walker, 1962b).
The best gismondine specimens are found on Eyrarfjall. They form white aggregates, up to 7
mm in diameter, and octahedralike individuals (that are clear and transparent when freshly dug),
associated with chabazite, thomsonite, phillipsite, and levyne (Walker, 1962b). Radiating aggregates of gismondine are found in cavities, up to 10 cm in diameter, on the southwest faee of Hoffell and in olivine basalt of Fagridalur between Reydarfjordur and Egilsstadir (Walker, 1962b).
Betz (1981) found chalky-white aggregates and spherules of gismondine, up to 5 mm in
diameter, on the northwest ridge of Skagafell, west of Reydarfjordur. The sequence of crystallization is chabazite> gismondine > thomsonite while in other cavities calcite and levyne are
present.
ITALY
(Type locality) Colorless pseudotetragonal gismondine crystals with the form {232} are associated with chabazite, phillipsite, and gonnardite in the leucitic lava at Capo di Bova area, southeast of Rome (Caglioti, 1927; Meixner et 01., 1956). Gismondine from Capo di Bova displays
extra faces on the edges of the pseudo-octahedra (Goldschmidt, 1913) due to a thin epitaxial
overgrowth of phillipsite (Figs. 233,234) (RWT).
Gismondine is common in the leucitic lava around Rome where potassium-rich hydrothermal
solutions produced the potassium-rich varieties of phillipsite and chabazite (Vezzalini and
Oberti, 1984). An abundance of sharp colorless pseudotetragonal dipyramids of gisl11ondine, up
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to 5 mm in diameter, are found at Oso, near Rome, in large pockets, up to 15 cm across
(R Wf). They are associated with radiating groups of colorless phillipsite, aggregates of milkywhite, twinned chabazite variety phacolite, rarely on pink curved fibrous ashcrofine needles,
black ludwigite needles, and small, colorless, smooth spheres of thomsonite (RWT). Some gismondine crystals have epitaxial phillipsite intergrown within and projecting out of the gismondine dipyramids, oriented to the a- and b-axes of the gismondine (Figs. 231,237) (RWT). Thomsonite is the first zeolite to form followed by gismondine > phillipsite> and white, aggregate
balls of chabazite variety phacolite (RWT).
Gismondine at Vallerano, Rome, forms colorless twinned individuals, up to 6 mm in diameter,
commonly with epitaxial overgrowths of phillipsite extending out of the {100} and
{OlO} (RWT). It is found on light yellow calcite crystals and thin black needles of ludwigite
(RWI). Other gismondine localities near Rome include Casal Brunori; Appia Antica; Acquacetosa; Ariccia; Mostracciano; San Paolo Acqueduct, Vallerano; Lageno; Monti Albani; Naples;
and Castel de Decimo (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984; RWT). Gismondine is also found at Montalto de Castro, Viterbo (Passaglia and Turconi, 1982).
Milky-white, transparent, twinned, pseudotetragonal gismondine crystals are found on thomsonite and are associated with chabazite, aragonite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite in veins and fractures in brecciated serpentinites near meta-volcanics (of the pumpellyite-actinolite facies that
contain prehnite, pectolite, and thomsonite), Panigaro, along Rio Cassinelle, near Sestri, Liguria
(Argenit et al., 1986).
Cortesogno et al. (1975) report gismondine at Rio Pan del Foco, Genova. Gismondine is reported in basalt from Sicily at Aci Reale (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984), and at Val di Noto
(Hintze, 1897). Small, white, gismondine crystals are found scattered in vesicles in leucite volcanics at Monte Somma-Vesuvius, Campania (RWT).
JAPAN

Gismondine is reported at Nagahama, Shimane Prefecture (Nambu, 1970).
MEXICO

Massive gismondine is reported associated with pyrite and tobermorite in the volcanic rocks at
Bonanza, Municipio de Concepcion del Oro, zacatecas (Salinas, 1923; Panczer, 1987).
NEW ZEALAND

Opaque, white, hemispherical aggregates of gismondine, up to 15 mm in diameter, composed of
pseudotetragonal dipyramids (with only their edges showing) are found on chabazite, in cavities
in basalt, at Stone's Quarry, north of Aranga, Northland, North Island (Jocelyn Thornton, pers.
comm.; RWI). Other cavities contain native copper, levyne, thomsonite, and calcite. Gismondine from this locality had been previously called a garronite-gobbinsite intergrowth (RWT).
Tiny, 1-mm plates, which possibly are a high-sodium gismondine, are found intergrown with
analcime, thomsonite, harmotome, and calcite covering aggregates of hydrogrossular, in blocks
of limestone (3 meters in diameter) that were assimilated during intrusion of an olivine basalt
dike into Eocene sediments at Golden Gully, near Tokatoka, North Island (Baker and Black,
1980).
POLAND

Gismondine is found at Wingendorf, near Luban (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984). Gismondine
forms hemispherical aggregates and single crystals, up to 3 mm across, with calcite, natrolite, and
thomsonite in basalt at Schlauroth, southwest of Gorlitz, Silesia (Hintze, 1897). Walker (1962b)
reports gismondine from Nicolstadt, Silesia.
SENEGAL

Gismondine occurs at lie aux Serpents (Vezzalini and Oberti, 1984) and at lies de la Madeleine
(Walker, 1962b).
SOUTH AFRICA

White, pseudotetragonal dipyramids of gismondine, up to 3 mm across, are found with mesolite,
thomsonite, chabazite, gmelinite-chabazite, scolecite, and apophyllite in joint fissures in a do-
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lerite sill at the Leach and Brown Quarry, Durban Townlands, Ladysmith, K1ipriver District,
Natal (Hugh Heron, pers. comm.; RWT). The minerals crystallized in the order gmelinitechabazite> gismondine > thomsonite > mesolite (RWT).
SWITZERLAND
Small, white, pseudotetragonal dipyramids and aggregates of gismondine are found with diopside, titanite, and calcite on reddish-brown garnet-bearing metamorphic rock near Gomer
glacier, near Zermatt (Hintze, 1897; Parker, 1973).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Fersman (1922) reports gismondine from the U.S.S.R.
UNITED KINGDOM

Walker (1%2b) reported chalky-white, and, less commonly, colorless aggregates of gismondine
at over 19 localities in silica-poor Tertiary olivine basalt flows of County Antrim, Northern Ireland. The radiating aggregates, which commonly show only the edges of crystal faces on the
outer surface of the aggregates, are commonly confused with aggregates of thomsonite and
phillipsite. Sharp psuedo-octahedrons are rare. Walker (1962b, 1960a) found that gismondine is
commonly found with chabazite, thomsonite, phillipsite, and levyne in the order: levyne >
phillipsite> chabazite> gismondine > thomsonite-chabazite.
White, radiating aggregates of gismondine, up to 8 mm in diameter, are found on small, colorless rhombohedra of chabazite and are associated with thomsonite, apophyllite, gyrolite, and
saponite, in 5-cm elongated cavities in basalt at the Bruslee Quarry, Ballyclare, County Antrim
(Walker, 1%2b; RWT). Nearby cavities contain levyne, mesolite, cowlesite, and calcite.
Tiny, white, pseudodipyramids of gismondine, under 1 mm in diameter, are found on phillipsite in vesicular basalt along the sea coast, near Dunseverick, on the northern coast of County
Antrim (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain an abundance of cowlesite, levyneoffretite-erionite, thomsonite, and chabazite.
The Parkgate Quarry at Templepatrick, County Antrim, produces good specimens of milkywhite aggregates of gismondine, up to 15 mm in diameter, and, rarely, sharp pseudotetragonal
dipyramids of gismondine associated with bladed thomsonite and chabazite (RWT). Nearby
cavities contain cowlesite, levyne, offretite-erionite, mesolite, scolecite, and calcite. Gismondine
is found with thomsonite and chabazite in the Slemish dolerite plug, central County Antrim
(Walker, 1%2b).
In County Antrim, white aggregates of gismondine are found with thomsonite, analcime,
chabazite, apophyllite, gyrolite, mesolite, and thaumasite at Whitewell, on the northeast slopes
of Collinward, north of Belfast (Walker, 1962b). At Carnmony Hill, north of Belfast, gismondine
is found with thomsonite, mesolite, levyne, apophyllite, gyrolite, stilbite, and calcite (Walker,
1%2b). Near Kilwaughter Castle, Kilwaughter, gismondine occurs with chabazite, natrolite,
analcime, thomsonite, garronite, and calcite (Walker, 1962b). At Shanes Hill, near Lame, gismondine is found with chabazite, thomsonite, and levyne (Walker, 1962b). At Craig Hill, Ballyclare, veins in basalt contain gismondine, chabazite, thomsonite, saponite, and calcite (Walker,
1%2b).
UNITED STATES

Arizona: A questionable occurrence of gismondine, associated with dioptase, is reported at
Salome, Yuma County (Anthony et aI., 1977). Gismondine reported from Horseshoe Dam,
Maricopa County (Anthony et al., 1977), is phillipsite (RWT).
Hawaii: Tiny crystals and spherulitic aggregates of gismondine are found in melilite nephelinite
tuffs on Round Top, Honolulu, Oahu (Iijima and Harada, 1969). Gismondine crystals were
found during construction of the Alexander Dam, KauaL The gismondine occurs in olivineaugite-nepheline basalt associated with stilbite and gonnardite (= hydronephelite) (Dunham,
1933; RWT).
Rarely, colorless pseudodipyramids of gismondine, 1 to 2 mm in diameter, are found with
colorless to pale yellow rhombohedra of chabazite, phillipsite, and white fibrous aggregates of
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gonnardite (= hydronephelite) in veins, in a nephelite-melilite basalt, at the Moiliili Quarry, on
the University of Hawaii campus, Honolulu, Oahu (Dunham, 1933; RWT).
Oregon: Clear, colorless to highly altered white aggregates of gismondine, ranging from 1 to 10
mm in diameter, are found on chabazite rhombohedra or calcite in vesicles, 2 to 13 cm in
diameter, in vesicular volcanic rock near Lake Harriet, along the Oak Grove Fork of the
Clackamas River, northeast of Ripplebrook, Clackamas County (Tschernich and Howard,
1988). The aggregates of gismondine commonly display curved edges of twinned crystals.
Rarely, sharp psuedotetragonal dipyramidal individuals are present. At this locality, yelloworange montmorillonite clay, containing tiny suspended thomsonite spheres, commonly partially
fill the cavities (forming a layer on which the other minerals formed) in the order: calcite>
levyne > chabazite-thomsonite > gismondine (Tschernich and Howard, 1988). Weathering of
the rock has altered some of the gismondine to rough white masses or hollow shells.
Pennsylvania: An unconfirmed occurrence of white, translucent, twinned gismondine crystals
are reported with calcite, in Triassic diabase, on Fritz Island, in the Schuylkill River, near Reading, Berks County (Gordon, 1922). Nearby rocks contain stilbite, mesolite, chabazite, apophyllite, and thomsonite.

Gmelinite

(Guh-mehl-on-ite)

(Na2,Ca)4[AI2Si4012106H20, Z = 4
Named in 1825, by Sir David Brewster, in honor of Christan Gottlob Gmelin (1792-1860), professor of chemistry and a mineralogist at Tubingen, Germany.
Type Localities: Little Deer Park, Glenarm, County Antrim, Northern Ireland, United Kingdom, and Montecchio Maggiore, Vicenza (= Vicentine), Italy
Obsolete Synonyms: groddeckite, hydrolite, ledererite, lederite, natrochabazite, natronchabazit,
sarcolite, sarkolith
Nomenclature: Variations in chemistry should be handled by using adjective modifiers (such as
Ca-rich, calcium, calcian, sodian, potassium) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Space Group: P6:3/mmc
Crystal Axes: a ...: 13.746-13.805 A
c = 9.974-10.077 A
Type ofStructllre: The aluminosilicate framework of gmelinite (structural code GME) is composed of tetrahedra linked to form parallel double 6-rings stacked in two different positions (A
and B) in the repeating arrangement AABBAABB... (Fischer, 1960; Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
The framework has no silicon-aluminum order although Na-rich gmelinite has better order and
is more stable than gmelinite containing calcium (Galli et al., 1982; Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
Gmelinite has two cation sites that contain either sodium or calcium (Galli et al., 1982). One is
located outside the cage, in contact with three framework oxygens and the water molecules,
while the second site is attached to the side of the main channel (parallel to the c-axis) and is in
contact with three oxygens and two water molecules (Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
The framework of chabazite is composed of the same double 6-rings that are found in gmelinite but are stacked in three different positions (A, B, and C) in the repeating arrangement
AABBCCAABBCC... (Dent and Smith, 1958; Nowacki et al., 1958). IntergrowthS of gmelinite
and chabazite are due to faults in the stacking sequences on {OOOl} (Smith, 1963).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, cream, yellow, pink,
salmon, red, green, brown, gray, black
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 4.5
Density: 2.04 to 2.17 gm/cm 3
Fracture: uneven, brittle
Cleavage: {lOiO} good, {OOOl} parting

Refractive Indices:
E = 1.474-1.480
w = 1.476-1.494
uniaxial positive and negative
biaxial positive and negative
2V = small

Morphology
Gmelinite forms a wide range of habits due to variation in the size of the pyramid, prism, and
basal pinacoid. Gmelinite crystals (intergrown with chabazite) commonly occur, up to 15 mm
across, with exceptional crystals reaching 4 cm across. The pyramidal or hexagonal habit displays
hexagonal prisms, with equally developed pyramidal faces, with or without a small basal pinacoid
(Figs. 239,243,251-253). The tabular habit is the same as the pyramidal habit but is flattened
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along the c-axis due to a large basal pinacoid (Figs. 240,249). Some thin plates of gmelinile exist
with either tiny or no pyramidal faces. The prismatic habit is the same as the pyramidal habit but
is elongated along the c-axis due to dominant prism faces (Fig. 248). The rhombohedral habit
has small hexagonal prism faces and large, unequally developed pyramidal faces, commonly covered with triangular striations and growth hillocks (Figs. 241,242,244). The hexagonal and tabular habits are the most common. The prism faces are generally smooth or striated horizontally
due to oscillation of pyramidal and prism faces (Fig. 257). Vertical striations are less commonly
found on prism faces due to oscillation of first-and second-order prisms. The {OOOl} pinacoid is
either shiny or more often dull. The rhombohedral habit is common at localities where the
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gmelinite is intergrown with or over rhombohedra of chabazite while the hexagonal habit of
gmelinite occurs where chabazite forms the twinned variety phacolite. The pyramidal faces are
highly covered with triangular growth hillocks and striations or grooves parallel to the edges.
Epitaxial intergrowths and overgrowths of gmelinite with chabazite are very common (Figs.
255,256). Gmelinite commonly forms the outer shell of such gmelinite-chabazite intergrowth, although crystals formerly called herschelite have either chabazite or both chabazite and gmelinite
on the surface (Fig. 257. Twinning on {lOll} is common at some localities (Fig. 250).
Point Group: 6/m 21m 21m = 6/mmm
Crystal Class: Dihexagonal-dipyramidal
Forms:
Common {IOlO}, {lOll}, {GOOI}
Rare {30~2}, {5Ib6}, {52iO}, {1122}, {43i7}, {1120},{21~0}, {21~3}

Figure 251. Yellow gmelinite crystals, 2 mm across,
with analcime and natrolite from Mt. Solo,
Longview, Washington, U.S.A.; SEM photo by
Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 252. Yellow gmelinite crystal, 2 mm across,
with rough prism faces due to intergrowth with
chabazite, associated with analcime and natrolite
from Mt. Solo, Longview, Washington, U.S.A;
SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 253. Transparent, colorless hexagonal
gmelinite crystal, 0.5 mm across, with {OOOI}
termination, associated with clay from Boron,
California, U.S.A; SEM photo by Milton L.
Speckels.

Figure 254. Elongated, transparent, colorless
gmelinite crystals, 3 mm long, with {OOOI}
terminations and strong striations on the prism
faces from Devils Back Bone, North Fork of the
John Day River, Grant County, Oregon U.S.A.;
SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.
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Figure 255. Milky-white hexagonal gmelinite
prism, 2 mm across, covered by colorless, epitaxial
rhombohedra of chabazite on each end, on drusy
phillipsite from Devils Back Bone, North Fork of
the John Day River, Grant County, Oregon
U.S.A; SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.

Figure 256. Mm..y-white gmelinite crystal, 3 mm
across, with pyramidal termination and epitaxial
chabazite rhombohedra aligned on the striations of
the prism faces from Devils Back Bone, North
Fork of the John Day River, Grant County,
Oregon U.S.A.; SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.

Chemical Composition
Mt. Solo, Longview, Washington, U.S.A. (Passaglia, 1978)
Na3.49Ca1.8ZKo.10SrO.06MgO.01[Al7.09Si16.S404S]oZZ.93HZO
Cascade Head, Tillamook Co., Oregon, U.S.A. (Passaglia, 1975)
N~.07CaO.8ZKo.Q7[A17.5ZSi16.4Z048]oZZ.16HZO

Victoria, Australia (Passaglia, 1978)
Na6.5ZCaO.Z4Ko.Z1M~.01[Al7.4SSi16.59048]oZl.S5HZO

Parrsboro, Nova Scotia, Canada (Passaglia, 1975)
Na3.39Ca1.57SrO.16Ko.15[A17.20Si16.85048]· ZZ.15HZO
Prospect Park, Paterson, New Jersey, U.S.A (Passaglia, 1975)
Na3.67Ca1.49Ko.oz[Al7.0SSi 17 .0Z0 48] oZ1.61HZO
Montecchio Maggiore, Vicenza, Italy (Passaglia, 1975)
Na4.64Ca 1.05 Sr O.11Ko.04[A17.51 Si16.6Z0 4S] ZZ17HZO
0

Magheramorne Quarry, Lame, Co. Antrim, N. Ireland (Passaglia, 1978)
Na4.16Ca1.86Ko.13[Al8.19Si15.8604S]oZZ.34HZO (zoned gmelinite)
NaZ.7SCaZ.56Ko.16[Al8.19Si15.8404S]oZZ.30HZO (chabazite)
U.S. Borax Pit, Boron, California, U.S.A (Kleck and Wise, 1984)
N~.72[A16.72Si17.28048] oZ4HZO

VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Gmelinite is always sodium-dominant although considerable calcium, potassium, and strontium
can be present (Passaglia, 1978). The magnesium content is very low and barium is absent.
Older analyses did not distinguish between chabazite-gmelinite intergrowths; therefore, they appear much richer in calcium. Gmelinite has a rather narrow range of chemical composition and
Si/Al ratio that restricts the conditions under which it may crystallize. TSi = (Si/Si + Al) = 0.65 to
0.71; Si/Al = 1.9Z to Z.46
Gmelinite has been synthesized at temperatures below 95° C (Pereyron et al., 1971).
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Identification
The common pyramidal habit of gmelinite distinguishes it from most other zeolites. Quartz and
apatite can have a morphology similar to gmetinite although both of these minerals have higher
optical refractive indices. Quartz is much harder and apatite has excellent {OOOl} cleavage. The
tabular habit of gmetinite resembles that of levyne and the twinned varieties of chabazite, herschetite and phacolite. The presence of a smooth, striated, prism face on gmetinite distinguishes
it from the sloping edge of levyne or rough angular edges on chabazite variety phacolite. Furthermore, chabazite variety phacolite and herschelite have a curved or rounded pseudo {OOOl}
pinacoid from repeated twinning and numerous tiny rhombohedra crystals while the {OOOl} on
gmelinite is flat.
Gmetinite-chabazite intergrowths are difficult to positively identify. Color zoning, milky-white
areas, cavernous etched cores, and hollow crystals within gmetinite crystals generally indicate the
presence of chabazite. Gmetinite is commonly colored red or orange, while in the same crystal
the chabazite portion is commonly transparent colorless, white, or yellow. In colorless to white
crystals, the colorless transparent portion is commonly gmelinite and the milky-white zones are
chabazite. The X-ray patterns of gmetinite and chabazite are similar; therefore, intergrowths are
difficult to distinguish in mixed samples. Ifthe surface shell and core of the crystal can be separated and X-rayed independently, better results are obtained. Sodium-rich chabazite and
gmetinite-chabazite intergrowths can be similar to the composition of gmelinite; therefore,
cation content is not reliable.

Cleaning
Most specimens of gmelinite are very durable and can be cleaned by scrubbing with a brush or
by using pressurized water. Specimens covered with mud or soil can be soaked in Biz bleach or
liquid soap followed by rinsing with pressurized water or an ultrasonic cleaner. Gmelinite has a
low Si/Al ratio; therefore, it is easily frosted or dissolved in hydrochloric acid. Warm acetic acid
should be used to remove calcite and oxatic acid should be used to remove iron stains. Vitamin
C (ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese oxides.

Origin
Gmelinite has not been found in active geothermal wells where direct temperature, pressure,
and fluid composition can be recorded. Since gmelinite commonly co-crystallizes with chabazite
it should crystallize in the same temperature range. Chabazite is found in the shallow, low-temperature portions of geothermal wells at temperatures from 55° to 75° C in basalt in Iceland
(Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978).
Gmelinite is commonly found in pillow basalt and breccia that flowed into seawater or saline
lake water where sodium and chlorine from the water were incorporated into the glass of the
rock and the fluid was rich in sodium and chlorine. Distribution of gmelinite only along the eastern coastline and along faults in Northern Ireland indicates that gmetinite and other sodium-rich
zeolites crystallized when seawater intruded along faults and then mixed with meteoric water in
the cavities of the basalt (Walker, 1959, 1960a). Geothermal wells on the Reykjanes Peninsula,
in southwest Iceland, contain seawater that has penetrated the basalt up to 30 km inland
(Thomasson and Kristmannsd6ttir, 1972). Gmetinite is also found in sodium-rich pegmatites.
The presence of chlorine in fluid inclusions and in minerals from the ltimaussaq nepheline syenite complex in Greenland is believed to indicate that relatively large amounts of chlorine were
present in the original fluids and may have been critical in promoting nucleation of gmelinite
(Karup-M0I1er, 1976).
Gmelinite is found with analcime, heulandite, and other zeolites in vesicular basalt at the U.S.
Borax Open Pit, Boron, Kern County (Morgan and Erd, 1969; K1eck and Wise, 1984). The
analcime found on searlesite, and heulandite on cOlemanite indicate that the zeolites formed at
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very low temperatures compatible with borate crystallization. Since borax beds that cover the
basalt are only slightly converted to kernite (a reaction that occurs at 60° C) the zeolites must
have crystallized below that temperature (William Wise, pers. comm.).
Gmelinite is favored over chabazite in a sodic environment. The presence of potassium and
barium in the solution favors chabazite (which can incorporate these ions into its structure);
therefore, if phillipsite (a potassium-bearing zeolite) is present at a locality, pure gmelinite crystals are not probable (Passaglia et al., 1978b). A solution with equal amounts of sodium and calcium favors gmelinite crystallization, although gmelinite-chabazite intergrowths may be present
(Barrer et al., 1959, 1974). Chabazite can crystallize with a wide range of cations and Si/Al ratios
while gmelinite is restricted to a very narrow chemical composition. This may explain why
gmelinite is much less common than chabazite.

Occurrence
Gmelinite is generally found in silica-poor volcanic rocks, marine basalts and breccias, and
sodium-rich pegmatites where seawater, akaline saline lake water, or the hydrothermal water
was rich in sodium and chlorine. No sedimentary gmelinite has been found. Exceptional display
specimens of gmelinite (intergrown with chabazite) are found in Victoria, Australia; Nova
Scotia, Canada; and Paterson, New Jersey. Excellent micro-sized crystals are found in Northern
Ireland; Victoria, Australia; and New Jersey, Washington, and Oregon, U.S.A. Gmelinite is
noticeably absent from the extensive volcanic rocks in Iceland, the Faroe Islands, India, and
Brazil.

Worldwide Localities
AUSTRALIA

New South Wales: Pale to deep pink gmelinite crystals (Fig. 239) are found up to 3 mm in diameter, either alone or with analcime and natrolite in cavities in Tertiary basalt flows and breccia
zones at the Ardglen Quarry, Ardglen (Chalmers, 1968; England and Sutherland, 1988). The
minerals crystallized in the order: chlorite> gmelinite-analcime > natrolite-gmelinite >
apophyllite-gyrolite-chabazite-prehnite > aragonite-calcite (Hodge-Smith, 1924; England and
Sutherland, 1988).
Queensland: Passaglia et al. (1978b) reported small pure gmelinite crystals on a chabazitegmelinite intergrowth from Queensland.
Tasmania: Opaque white dipyramidal gmelinite crystals (Fig. 239), up to 25 mm in diameter,
are found in submarine Tertiary breccia and vesicular basalt in the base of the sea cliffs, south of
Cape Grim, in the extreme northwest corner of Tasmania. Gmelinite is associated with phillipsite, analcime, natrolite, apophyllite, calcite, aragonite, chabazite, tacharanite, tobermorite, gypsum, and thaumasite (Mike Adams, pers. comm.; Lancaster, 1981).
Colorless to milky-White gmelinite crystals (intergrown with Na-rich chabazite) (Figs. 239,248,
249), up to 2 cm across, are found in angular cavities, up to 30 cm across, in Oligocene-Miocene
olivine basalt flow breccia that erupted into seawater, at Redpa, in northwest Tasmania
(Sutherland and Corbett, 1%7; Heron, 1988). The gmelinite-chabazite intergrowths are associated with apophyllite, natrolite, mesolite, analcime, phillipsite, thomsonite, stevensite, tacharanite, tObermorite, gyrolite, opal, aragonite, calcite, and nontronite (Sutherland, 1976a; Heron,
1988).
At the base of Table Cape, near Wynyard, gmelinite crystals, up to 1 mm in diameter, are
found with natrolite, analcime, apophyllite, phillipsite, and chabazite (Graham Rowbottom, pers.
comm.). Gmelinite, chabazite, analcime, phillipsite, and stilbite are reported in vugs in Tertiary
basalt at Bell Mount, Middlesex (Tasmanian Dept. of Mines, 1970).
Victoria: Some of the world's finest gmelinite crystals are found with analcime, natrolite, thomsonite, phillipsite, calcite, dolomite, aragonite, copper, and montmorillonite in cavities, up to 20
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em in diameter, in highly vesicular Eocene olivine basalt flows of the Older Basalt along the
Mornington Peninsula coastline between Flinders and Cape Schanck, particularly at Cairns Bay
(= Simmons Bay) and Little Bird Rock (Birch, 1980, 1988b; Hall, 1989). Lustrous, pale pink to
orange, flattened, hexagonal dipyramids of gmelinite (Figs. 239,243,245,C-38) (intergrown with
chabazite) are found, up to 4 em in diameter, with small prism faces, {OOOl} pinacoid, and large
pyramidal faces (covered with triangular growth hillocks). The crystals are submicroscopic intergrowths of chabazite and gmelinite, commonly with a greater proportion of chabazite in the core
and a thin surface shell of gmelinite (Birch, 1976). The dark pinkish-orange to red crystals contain the greater proportion of gmelinite than those that are colorless or yellow. Bright red to orange, flattened, skeletal, subhexagonal crystals of pure gmelinite, up to 1 em in diameter, are
also present (Birch, 1976). These skeletal crystals may represent a gmelinite-chabazite intergrowth where the chabazite was later dissolved away (RWf). The zeolites, in the Cairns Bay and
Little Bird Rock area, are believed to have been altered, when a molten lava flow covered the
surface of an older flow (which was already forming zeolites) and reheated the solutions (which
partly dissolved existing zeolites in the older basalt) and redeposited new minerals in the vesicles
as the solutions cooled (Rew, 1%9).
Cream, yellow, and orange-red, flattened,
hexagonal dipyramids of gmelinite (intergrown
with chabazite) (Fig. 240), up to 8 mm across,
are found with analcime and natrolite in
vesicular Eocene olivine basalt near Point
Sambell, on Phillip Island (Birch, 1988b;
Leach, 1989). The crystals have a dominant,
curved, rough {OOOl} pinacoid similar to the
morphology of chabazite variety herschelite.
Colorless, flattened, hexagonal, sodium-rich
chabazite crystals, with a curved rough {OOOl}
surface and rough prism faces, and rarely ones
with flat {OOOl} pinacoid, prism, and
pyramidal faces are found with natrolitegonnardite, analcime, chabazite, phillipsite, and
thomsonite in cavities in fine-grained Pliocene- Figure 257. Transparent, colorless gmelinite
Pleistocene tholeiitic basalt at Bundoora, near intergrown with Na-rich chabazite, I mm across,
with smooth flat {OOOl} face from the Boral
Melbourne (Vince, 1989). The smoothQuarry, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia; SEM photo
surfaced crystals are probably chabaziteby Milton L. Speckels.
gmelinite intergrowths resulting from a very
thin gmelinite shell covering chabazite variety phacolite (Fig. 257)(RWT).
CANADA
British Columbia: Very thin, colorless to milky-white gmelinite shells, less than I 111m thick,
cover colorless chabazite variety phacolite in the vesicular basalt near Horse Lake, 100 Mile
House (Mary Hillsdon, pers. comm.). Some of the crystals display external gmelinite morphology (Fig. 243) while on other crystals the gmelinite discontinuously formed on the phacolite crystal (allowing the crystal morphology of both minerals to be observed on one crystal) (RWT).
The gmelinite is brittle and can be separated from the underlying chabazite. The minerals crystallized in the order: analcime> chabazite> gmelinite > natrolite.
Colorless dipyramidal gmelinite crystalS, up to 10 mm in length (elongated along the c-axis),
with large prism faces, are associated with analcime, chabazite, thomsonite, and natrolite on
white phillipsite-lined vesicular basalt at Green Lake, near 70 Mile House (Mary Hillsdon, pers.
comm.). Gmelinite, natrolite, apophyllite, laumontite, and chabazite are reported in vugs and fissures in the Centre Star Mine, Rossland (Drysdale, 1915).

Nova Scotia: Excellent specimens of light to dark salmon-red gmelinite crystals, up to 2 em in diameter, occur in Triassic basalt along the Bay of Fundy from Swan's Creek to Wasson's Bluff
near Parrsboro (Smithsonian, RWT). The gmelinite has a rhombohedral habit (Figs. 241,244)
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with large triangular faces covered with triangular striations and growth hillocks. The interior of
many of the crystals are cavernous from dissolved chabazite-gmelinite intergrowths. Associated
minerals include orange-red rhombohedral chabazite, red to brown stilbite, red heulandite, colorless natrolite, analcime, calcite, and, rarely, apophyllite, thomsonite, and native copper
(Sabina, 1%4).
Pale-orange gmelinite crystals, up to 2 cm across (covered with triangular growth hillocks), are
found with red heulandite and large, orange-red chabazite in the basalt cliffs at Two Islands ( =
Brothers) in the Bay of Fundy (Howe, 1876; Pirsson, 1891; Smithsonian, RWf).
Excellent, reddish-orange, rhombohedral gmelinite crystalS, up to 4 cm across (with triangular
growth hillocks), are found covering reddish-orange, cavernous, rhombohedral chabazite in
basalt on Pinnacle Island and Moose Island in the Five Islands Group (R Wf). The largest
gmelinite crystals are found on Pinnacle Rock (Fig. C-42) next to Pinnacle Island (Frank
Koterba, pers. comm.). Rarely, the gmelinite-chabazite crystals are covered with transparent
colorless analcime and radiating colorless prisms of natrolite.
Colorless, white and pale orange, hexagonal gmelinite dipyramids (= ledererite) (Figs.
239,243), up to 10 cm in diameter, are found on stilbite, analcime, and quartz at Cape Blomidon
(Jackson, 1834; Marsh, 1867). Early chemical analyses of these crystals indicated a high calcium
content and an abundance of quartz inclusions (Marsh, 1867). Colorless chabazite variety phacolite (which is rare in these areas) appears to be intergrown with gmelinite in the center of these
crystals and gmelinite on the surface (R Wf).
Quebec: Colorless, yellOW, orange, red, brown, black, and green, thin, hexagonal plates of gmelinite (Fig. 240) form spherical aggregates or rosettes, up to 3 mm in diameter, associated with
chlorite, anatase, rutile, and allanite in calcite-dolomite veins crossing fine-grained, grayishbrown, recrystallized shale (= hornfels) or sodalite xenoliths in nepheline syenite in the alkaline
gabbro-syenite complex at Mont Saint-Hilaire, east of Montreal (Wight and Chao, 1986; Glenn,
1987; Horvath and Gault, 1990). Nearby cavities contain analcime, natrolite, Na-rich gonnardite
(= tetranatrolite), paranatrolite, chabazite, harmotome, phillipsite, gismondine, garronite, gObbinsite, edingtonite, thomsonite, serandite, microcline, albite, catapleiite, and many other minerals (Wight and Chao, 1986; Marble and Regis, 1979).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Gmelinite occurs at zalesty, near Ustf nad Labem (= Aussig), Bohemia (Passaglia el al.,
1978b).
GERMANY

Colorless, transparent, rhombohedral gmelinite crystals very rarely occur with analcime,
heulandite, stilbite, apophyllite, harmotome, laumontite, and calcite on argillaceous schist in the
hydrothermal metalliferous vein deposit in the Samson Mine at Andreasberg, Harz (Dana,
1898; Goldschmidt, 1913; (Wittern, 1990). Colorless transparent gmelinite crystals (= groddeckite), up to 3.5 mm across, were found on calcite and gangue rock in the Franz-Auguster
Mine, Andreasberg, Harz (Hintze, 1897). Jakob (1982) reports gmelinite with chabazite, analcime, and laumontite in basalt at Zeilberg, Unterfranken.
Simple hexagonal gmelinite crystals, up to 5 mm in diameter, rarely occur with natrolite,
hydroxyapophyllite, phillipsite, chabazite, analcime, thomsonite, stilbite, laumontite, thaumasite,
ettringite, calcite, gyrolite, and okenite in Tertiary basalt, at the Zeilberg Quarry, near
Maroldsweisach, Franconia, Bavaria (WOlfgang Hampel, pers. comm.). Sandstone xenoliths in
the basalt contain sodium-rich dachiardite, silica-rich heulandite, aragonite, phillipsite, rhodesite,
and tobermorite.
GREECE

On Cyprus, light yellow, white, or pink gmelinite crystals, up to 10 mm in diameter (intergrown
with chabazite), are found with analcime in vesicular basalt at Pyrgos; Mansoura; and at
Malounda, in the Akaki Valley, Nicosia (Passaglia el al., 1978b; British Museum, RWf). Gmelinite occurs in volcanic rocks at Forni-Quelle between Athens (= Athienau) and Larnaca
(Hintze, 1897).
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GREENLAND
Colorless gmelinite crystals, up to 1 mm in diameter, are found on ussingite and Na-rich
chabazite (= herschelite) and are associated with natrolite and apophyllite in cavities, up to 3 cm
in diameter, in the I1imaussaq nepheline syenite intrusion in the Kangerdluarssuk Fjord, southern Greenland (Karup-M011er, 1976). The gmelinite crystals display a very simple hexagonal
prism terminated by only the {000l} pinacoid. The presence of chlorine in fluid inclusions and in
minerals of the complex is believed to indicate that a relatively large amount of chlorine was present in the original fluids and may have been critical in promoting nucleation of gmelinite
(Karup-M011er, 1976).
HUNGARY
Gmelinite crystals, up to 3 mm in diameter, are found in vesicular Pliocene basalt at Halyagos,
near Diszel, north of Lake Balaton (KOCh, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite
> gmelinite > phillipsite > chabazite > calcite-aragonite.
ITALY
(Co-type locality) Yellowish-white to dark red, hexagonal, gmelinite prisms (intergrown with
chabazite) (Figs. 239,243), up to 4 cm across, occur with analcime, natrolite, phillipsite,
chabazite, heulandite, and stilbite at several localities at Montecchio Maggiore, Vicenza
(= Vicentine) (Hintze, 1897; Passaglia et aI., 1978b; Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
Dark red gmelinite crystals (intergrown with chabazite) are found at Tenuta, Mount Gemola,
Cinto Euganeo, Vicenza (Passaglia et al., 1978b). Pink potassium-rich gmelinite crystals, up to 5
mm across, are found with analcime, natrolite, phillipsite, garronite, gonnardite, and Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) in vesicular basalt at San Giorgio Di Perlena, Fara Vicentino,
Vicenza (Vittorio Mattioli, pers. comm.).
Pink gmelinite crystals, up to 5 mm across, occur in vesicular olivine basalt at Ronca, San
Bonifacio District, Verona (Hintze, 1897). Gmelinite occurs with natrolite, analcime, phillipsite,
and chabazite in basalt at Monte Baldo, Trentino (Passaglia, 1966). Gmelinite forms a thin
overgrowth on some Na-rich chabazite variety herschelite crystals and is associated with phillipsite and faujasite in volcanics at Aci castello, Catania, Sicily (R Wf).
JAPAN
Gmelinite is found with potassium-sodium-bearing chabazite at Bishamondake, Fukuoka Prefecture (Kuwano and Matsueda, 1982). Colorless gmelinite crystals, up to 6 mm in diameter,
are found in andesite at Mitaki (BritiSh Museum, R Wf).
Gmelinite covers chabazite variety phacolite, up to 2 mm in diameter, and is associated with
chabazite (rhombohedra and phacolite) and calcite in basalt at Hayata, Saga Prefecture
(Akizuki et aI., 1989). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite-chabazite> gmelinite >
thomsonite > natrolite.
MEXICO

White gmelinite crystals, up to 6 mm across, occur with heulandite, chabazite, and analcime in
basalt at Cerro de Narizon, Barranca del Rio Grande, Municipio del Teocaltiche, Jalisco
(Hintze, 1897; Salinas, 1923).
NEW ZEALAND

North Island: Gmelinite is intergrown with colorless to white, tabular, SOdium-potassium-rich
chabazite (= herschelite) and is associated with orthoclase, chlorite, siderite, ilmenite, apatite,
barite, harmotome, quartz, analcime, gonnardite, natrolite, and thomsonite in a Miocene
andesite plug (intruded into Tertiary limestone) at the Simpkins Quarry, near Tokatoka, southeast of Dargaville (Black, 1964; Courtney and Rodgers, 1988; Don Howard, pers. comm.). The
crystals have a rough pseudo (0001) face and are striated horizontally from stacking of parallel
pyramidal faces.
South Island: Gmelinite occurs in veins in scoriaceous basalt along Taku Stream, on the
Chatham Islands, east of South Island and in the Dunedin District (William Ulrich, unpublished
report).
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SOUTH AFRICA
Colorless to milky gmelinite crystals, up to 5 mm across (intergrown with chabazite in the interior), are covered by gismondine, thomsonite, and mesolite in joint fissures in a dolerite sill at the
Leach and Brown Quarry, Durban Townlands, Ladysmith, K1ipriver District, Natal (Hugh
Heron, pers. comm.; R WT). Nearby veins contain scolecite and apophyllite. The interior of the
gmelinite-chabazite crystals are highly etched although the outer shell of gmelinite is intact. The
minerals crystallized in the order: gmelinite-chabazite> gismondine > thomsonite > mesolite
(RWT).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Zoned, brick-red to pink, hexagonal dipyramids of gmelinite (Fig. 240) occur with Ba-rich
phillipsite ( = wellsite) lining fissures in an igneous rock at Kurtzy, near Simferopol, in the
Crimea, Ukraine (Shkabara, 1940). The minerals crystallized in the order: prehnite > quartz>
heulandite > clay> gmelinite > Ba-rich phillipsite> phillipsite> analcime> laumontite>
calcite> quartz (Shkabara, 1940).
Gmelinite, chabazite, natrolite, analcime, and apophyllite occur in pegmatites in the Lovozero
nepheline syenite complex (Semenov, 1972). The gmelinite formed from hydrothermal alteration of ussingite and commonly is pseudomorphic after chaklovite.
UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland: Gmelinite is abundant in the Tertiary olivine basalt, along the eastern sea
coast of County Antrim (Walker, 1959, 196Oa). The gmelinite crystals are zoned, transparent,
pink, salmon, or red with a cream-colored opaque cap on the {OOOl} pinacoid (RWT). Transparent colorless crystals are scarce. The crystals are a hexagonal dipyramid with narrow to broad
prism faces (Figs. 239,243) and are commonly flattened with a large {000l} pinacoid (Figs. 240,
249). The gmelinite is intergrown with chabazite (cloudy zoned areas within the crystals) and is
covered with a gmelinite shell (Passaglia et al., 1978b; RWT). Some crystals show a discontinuous gmelinite shell covering a twinned chabazite variety phacolite crystal (R Wf). The interior
gmelinite-chabazite is commonly cavernous. Rarely, colorless chabazite is found on the exterior
covering a colored gmelinite crystal.
Walker (1959, 196Oa) believes gmelinite and other sodium-rich zeolites crystallized when seawater intruded along faults, mixing with meteoric water in the cavities of the basalt along the
coast of Antrim County.
(Co-type locality) Flattened, salmon-colored, gmelinite crystals (Figs. 239,240,243,249), up to
1 cm in diameter (intergrown with chabazite), are abundant in cavities, up to 10 cm in diameter,
in basalt cliffs (that overlie chalk beds) and on the beach at Little Deer Park, Glenarm (RWT).
The exterior of the gmelinite crystals is
commonly opaque, red, or orange while the
chabazite-gmelinite interior shows layers or
zones that are milky-white to transparent
(RWT). Associated minerals include small,
colorless trapezohedra and radiating prisms of
analcime; colorless radiating natrolite prisms;
amber-colored calcite; and white gonnardite
(Harry Fay, pers. comm.). Levyne and
phillipsite reported by Walker (1959) are rarely
present.
Flattened, sandwichlike gmelinite crystals
(intergrown with chabazite) contain a light
amber chabazite core covered by creamcolored gmelinite layers and are associated
Figure 258. Elongated, transparent, colorless
with analcime and natrolite in basalt flows that
gmelinite crystals, 4 mm long, strongly striated from
overlie chalk beds in the Magheramorne
Magheramorne Quarry, Lame, County Antrim,
Quarry, at Larne (RWT). Nearby rock also
Northern Ireland, U.K.; SEM photo by Donald G.
Howard.
contains garronite, gonnardite, cowlesite,
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thomsonite, and calcite (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). In the same quarry, colorless, scepterlike
gmelinite crystals, up to 3 mm in diameter and up to 5 mm long, consist of highly striated prism
faces and alternating pyramidal faces that form a small shaft with a large dipyramidal head (Fig.
258)(RWT). Much of the basalt from this quarry was used to fill the bay between the mainland
and the Island of Magee.
Gmelinite-chabazite intergrowths are found in the lower flows at Blackcave and Black Head
(Walker, 1959). Colorless chabazite covers gmelinite in the White Head Quarries, south of
Larne (Walker, 1959). Gmelinite is found on the north and east coastal cliffs on the Island of
Magee. A late generation of colorless chabazite forms layers, up to several millimeters thick, on
gmelinite, thomsonite, gonnardite, natrolite, and preexisting chabazite at The Gobbins
escarpment (Walker, 1959; RWT). A thin, colorless shell of gmelinite, with a large, lustrous
{OOOJ} pinacoid and prism faces, is found covering thin white plates of twinned, Na-rich
chabazite variety phacolite in vesicular basalt at The Gobbins escarpment, in the south of the
Island of Magee (Harry Foy, pers. comm., R WT).
Gmelinite reported from Portrush in northern County Antrim by Dana (1898) is chabazite
variety phacolite (RWT).
Scotland: Colorless to white gmelinite crystals (Figs. 241,247), up to 10 mm in diameter, are
very rarely found at Talisker, Island of Skye (Heddle, 1901).
UNITED STATES
California: Colorless to beige, dipyramidal crystals of gmelinite (Figs. 243,249,253), up to 6 mm
in diameter, form single crystals and ball-like clusters on iron-rich saponite clay in vesicular
basalt under the extensive borate deposits in the U.S. Borax Open Pit, Boron, Kern County
(Kleck and Wise, 1984). Many of the crystals have undergone partial dissolution, starting at the
prism faces and removing the entire center of the crystal. Rarely, the gmelinite crystals are covered with tiny, white, hexagonal plates of sodium chabazite (= herschelite). Associated minerals
include sodium heulandite, analcime, Na-K-rich phillipsite, stilbite, sodium mazzite, sodium
mordenite, greigite, pyrrhotite, and, rarely searlesite, ulexite, borax, rhodochrosite, and calcite
(Kleck and Wise, 1984). Analcime, found on searlesite, and heulandite on colemanite, indicate
that the zeolites formed at very low temperatures compatible with borate crystallization. Since
borax beds that cover the basalt are only slightly converted to kernite (a reaction that occurs at
60" C), the zeolites must have crystallized below that temperature (William Wise, pers. comm.).

New Jersey: Excellent specimens of colorless, pink, salmon to dark red gmelinite crystals are
found in Triassic basalts and diabase in New Jersey. The crystals display a rhombohedral habit
with small prism faces and large unequal terminal faces (Figs. 241,242,244) that are commonly
covered with numerous triangular growth hillocks. Most of the larger crystals are highly etched
and cavernous in the center, which indicates dissolution of a gmelinite-chabazite intergrowth
(RWT).
Excellent, salmon-red, tan, and maroon gmelinite crystals, up to 6 mm in diameter (with a few
reaching 25 mm in diameter), are found with prehnite, analcime, datolite, calcite, and apophyllite in cavities between pillows in basalt at the Prospect Park Quarry (= Warren Brothers
Quarry Vandermade Quarry Sowerbutt Quarry) in Prospect Park, north of Paterson, Passaic County, and the Lower New Street Quarry, in Paterson (Peters and Peters, 1978; Peters,
1984). Other associated minerals include stilbite, heulandite, chabazite, laumonite, natrolite,
thomsonite, quartz, thaumasite, gypsum, greenockite, galena, pumpellyite, covellite, bornite,
chalcopyrite, barite, chalcocite, calcite, babingtonite, and anyhdrite (Peters and Peters, 1978;
Peters, 1984). Eruption of basalt into saline water produced pillow basalt, enriched the glass with
sodium, and filled the cavities with a sodium- and chlorine-rich fluid that promoted gmelinite
crystallization (RWT).
Transparent, lustrous, colorless to light pink gmelinite crystals (Fig. 241,244), up to 25 mm in
diameter (covered with large triangular striations and growth hillocks), are found at Laurel Hill
(= Snake Hill), Secaucus, Hudson County (R WT). The gmelinite is found on apophyllite and
stilbite and is covered by pyrite and chlorite. Nearby cavities contain datolite, natrolite, analcime,
and laumontite.
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Superb, pink to salmon, rhombohedral gmelinite crystals, up to 4 cm across (covered with triangular growth hillocks), are found in large cavities in basalt at the Fransciso Brothers Quarry
(closed 1922), Great Notch, southwest of Paterson, Passaic County (Peters, 1984; Smithsonian,
RWT). Other minerals present include analcime, chabazite, heulandite, stilbite, laumontite,
natrolite, thomsonite, apophyllite, babingtonite, calcite, chalcopyrite, datolite, greenockite, gypsum, pectolite, prehnite, pumpellyite, quartz, and thaumasite.
Fine specimens of colorless to beige, hexagonal dipyramids of gmelinite (with pink centers)
(Fig. 239), up to 8 mm in diameter, occur in veins crossing diabase in the railroad cuts and tunnels at Bergen Hill, Hudson County (ManChester, 1919). Associated minerals include analcime,
natrolite, chabazite, stilbite, laumontite, calcite, chalcopyrite, datolite, pectolite, prehnite,
heulandite, fluorapophyllite, sphalerite, quartz, and opal (Smithsonian, RWT).
Pale-pink, blocky gmelinite crystals (with striated faces) are found on datolite in Jurassic vesicular basalt flows at the Fanwood Quarry (= Scotch Plains Quarry = Weldron Quarry), Fanwood, Somerset County (Cummings, 1987). Nearby cavities contain stilbite, heulandite, bornite,
datolite, prehnite, albite, quartz, pectolite, chalcopyrite, and, rarely, anhydrite and glauberite
casts. Gmelinite was reported from Little Falls, Plainfield, Fort Lee, and Hopewell (Mason,
1960).

Oregon: Yellowish, hexagonal dipyramids of gmelinite (Fig. 239), up to 5 mm in diameter, are
very scarce in basalt at Cascade Head, Tillamook County (RWT)). Milky-colored gmelinite crystals (Figs. 243,249), up to 15 mm in diameter (intergrown with chabazite), are found with natrolite and analcime in altered basalt in the Old Springfield Butte Quarry, at Springfield, Lane
County (RWT). Where the gmelinite shell is thin, the angular faces of chabazite variety phacolite are intermittently exposed on the prism faces (RWT). The minerals crystallized in the order:
heulandite > thomsonite > natrolite > analcime> chabazite> gmelinite-natrolite > calcite.
Complex epitaxial overgrowths of gmelinite and chabazite occur in phillipsite-lined Miocene
vesicular basalt at Devils Backbone, along the North Fork of the John Day River, Grant County
(Tschernich, 1989a). Colorless to milky-white dipyramids of gmelinite (Figs. 239,243,248,249),
and twins (Fig. 250), up to 10 mm in diameter (covering chabazite variety phacolite), are intergrown in alternating layers with chabazite, and are covered by transparent colorless rhombohedra of chabazite. Partial dissolution of some gmelinite-chabazite crystals removed portions of
the dipyramid and was followed by regrowth of colorless gmelinite. Colorless gmelinite crystals,
up to 2 mm, are found scattered on the faces of much larger phacolite crystals in an epitaxial
orientation. Colorless rhombohedra of chabazite have grown epitaxially on the terminations of
the gmelinite and formed doubly terminated caps on the gmelinite (Fig. 255). Tiny rhombohedra of chabazite are oriented on the striations on the prism faces of the gmelinite (Fig. 256).
Other associated minerals include phillipsite, analcime, natrolite, mesolite, tacharanite, thomsonite, gyrolite, levyne-offretite, clay, and apophyllite.
Pennsylvania: Gmelinite is found on fractures in hornfels near the contact of intrusive Triassic
diabase and shale at the Kibblehouse Quarry, Perkiomenville, Montgomery County (Gregory,
1970). Other veins contain stilbite, pyrite, calcite, chabazite, harmotome, heulandite, and natrolite.
Washington: Colorless to yellow, hexagonal prisms of gmelinite, up to 11 mm in diameter, cover
chabazite variety phacolite crystals, in vesicular Eocene basalt near Oakville, Grays Harbor
County (RWT). Other cavities contain natrolite, phillipsite, thomsonite, calcite, and clay.
Colorless to light yellow gmelinite crystals (Figs. 251,252), up to 8 mm in diameter (intergrown
with chabazite), are found on natrolite and analcime in veins and vesicles in Eocene marine
breccia at Mount Solo, Longview, Cowlitz County (RWT). The gmelinite formed a colorless
shell, up to 2 mm thick, over colorless chabazite variety phacolite. The chabazite core was dissolved from some of the gmelinite-chabazite crystals, leaving intact a thin, colorless, gmelinite
shell (with a phacolite mold inside). When chabazite variety phacolite crystals were only covered
by gmelinite on the pyramidal faces, dissolution of chabazite resulted in a crystal that resembles
a partly open clam shell. Shards of gmelinite shells from even more extensively dissolved
gmelinite-chabazite crystals are found still attached to natrolite prisms. The minerals crystallized
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in the order: calcite> clay> stilbite > analcime> natrolite > chabazite variety phacolite >
gmelinite > dissolving of the chabazite> gmelinite > analcime> calcite. Other cavities contain
colorless uncoated chabazite variety phacolite, up to 2 mm in diameter, and bladed thomsonite.
Soft white gmelinite masses were found in drill cores (at 739 and 744 meters depth) in Miocene basalt at Hanford, Benton County (Raymond and Tillson, 1968; Ames, 1980). Other
cavities contain heulandite, clay, opal, pyrite, chalcedony, chabazite, mordenite, erionite, and
laumontite.

Gobbinsite

(Gahb-ins-ite)

Na3(K2,Ca)l.slA.lt;SilO032] o 12H20, Z = 1

Named in 1982, by Rab Nawaz and John Malone, after the type locality.
Type Locality: The Gobbins escarpment, near Hills Port, Island Magee, County Antrim, Northern Ireland, United Kingdom
Nomenclature: Gobbinsite can be considered amicite with disordered aluminum and silicon in
the framework or a calcium-rich garronite. There are too many members in this group, but currently gobbinsite is retained for the massive disordered sodium-potassium-rich member. Variations in chemistry or order/disorder should be handled by using optional adjective modifiers
(such as ordered, disordered, Ca-rich, calcian, calcium-dominant, Na-rich) rather than creating
•
new SpeCies.

Structure
Crystal System: Orthorhombic (pseudotetragonal)
Space Group: Pmn21
Crystal Axes: a = 10.11-10.15 A
b = 9.77-9.80 A
c = 10.10-10.17 A
Type of Structure: According to McCusker et al. (1985), the aluminosilicate framework of gObbinsite (structural code GIS) is the same as gismondine. It is composed of stacked two-dimensional arrays of double crankshaft chains parallel to [100] and [010] with sodium and calcium
ions located in more than half of the 8-rings perpendicular to the a-axis while potassium ions alternate in 8-rings perpendicular to the b-axis (McCusker et al., 1985). The distribution of silicon
and aluminum in the framework is disordered.
Gobbinsite is closely related to synthetic zeolite Na-P2 (Barrer et al., 1959; Taylor and Roy,
1964) with the pseudotetragonal axis parallel to one of the near equivalent axes and not to the caxis (McCusker et al., 1985). Nawaz (1983) determined the mineral was orthorhombic with the
axis lengths b > c > a, and that it is similar to garronite. McCusker et al. (1985) finally redefined
the axes so that c > a > b. Gobbinsite is related to garronite, phillipsite, gismondine, amicite,
and merlinolite.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: white, cream, and tan
Streak: white
Luster: chalky
Hardness: not determined
Density: 2.14 to 2.19 gm/cm 3
Fracture: not determined
Cleavage: none, poorly developed parting
perpendicular to the length of the fibers

Refractive Indices:
€ = 1.489 parallel to length
w = 1.494 across length
uniaxial or biaxial negative
2 V = very small
negative elongation
parallel extinction
c-axis parallel to elongation

Morphology
Gobbinsite commonly forms masses, up to 2 cm in diameter, some intergrown with garronite.
Terminated crystals of gobbinsite have not been found. Gobbinsite forms very small laths, elongated parallel to the c-axis, or fibrous masses of intergrown crystals that completely fill vesicles.
In partially filled cavities, gobbinsite or garronite-gobbinsite masses are overgrown by phillipsite
(Figs. 260,264). Very rarely, gobbinsite forms steep, spikelike tetragonal pyramids, up to 2 mm
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across, or crystals with an external morphology and twinning of phillipsite (Figs. 259,261-263).
What appears to be a terminated gobbinsite crystal is probably a very thin phillipsite overgrowth
over the surface. Crystals of garronite, gismondine, and amicite have the same morphology;
therefore, gobbinsite crystals might be similar.
Point Group: 21m 21m 21m = mmm
Crystal Class: Rhombic-dipyramidal
Forms:

None
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RADIAL MASS OF GOBBINSITE WITH
POORLY DEVELOPED FRACTURE PATTERN
OVERGROWN BY PHILLIPSITE
TWO-MOUTH CAVE, PORTMUCK, ISLAND MAGEE,
COUNTY ANTRIM, NORTHERN IRELAND, U.K.

Fig. 262

Fig. 263

TWINNED EPITAXIAL PHILLIPSITE OVERGROWTH ON GOBBINSITE
MONT ST-HILAIRE, QUEBEC, CANADA

Chemical Composition
Gobbins, Island Magee, Co. Antrim, Northern Ireland, U.K. (Nawaz and Malone, 1982)
Na3.98Ca0.35M80.31 Ko.18[AlS.8SilO.2S032] oll-12H 20
Two-Mouth Cave, Portmuck, Island Magee, Northern Ireland, U.K. (Nawaz, 1982, 1983)
Na3.61 CaO.93M80.08Ko.04[AlS. n Si 10.29032] 0 xH20
Two-Mouth Cave, Portmuck, Island Magee, Northern Ireland, U.K. (McCusker et al., 1985)
Na2.6K2.2CaO.6[Al6SilO0321012H20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Like most zeolites with a disordered aluminosilicate framework, the composition of gobbinsite
varies greatly. Gobbinsite is always sodium dominant, while potassium varies, from being nearly
equal to sodium in content to being only a trace amount. Calcium is present in considerable
amounts in some samples. Magnesium is present in small amounts. Gobbinsite can be considered a sodium-potassium equivalent of garronite and the disordered equivalent of amicite. At
this time, it is not known if there is a complete series in composition between gobbinsite and garronite. TSi = Si/(Si+Al) = 0.62-0.64; Si/Ai = 1.66-1.79
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Identification
Because of its massive nature, gobbinsite is difficult to recognize. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
chemical analysis are required for positive identification. The XRD powder pattern of gobbinsite
is similar to gismondine, phillipsite, merlinoite, garronite, and synthetic Na-P2. Optically, garronite, gismondine, gonnardite, and harmotome have higher refractive indices, whereas
merlinoite, amicite, and phillipsite, of comparable refractive index, have positive elongation.

Cleaning
Gobbinsite only requires running water to remove soil and rock debris. With a low Si/A1 ratio,
gobbinsite should not be put in hydrochloric acid, but if calcite is to be removed, use warm acetic
acid. Gobbinsite slowly dissolves in dilute hydrochloric acid. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution
removes manganese oxides and oxalic acid will remove iron stains.

Origin
Temperature and pressure conditions needed for crystallization of gobbinsite have not been directly observed in geothermal areas. Gobbinsite appeared to form as a replacement of garronite
during a late sodium-potassium-rich phase when seawater pore fluid was superimposed on existing zeolites.

Occurrence
Gobbinsite is a very rare sodium-potassium-rich zeolite found in olivine basalt and in sodalite
syenite. Masses of gobbinsite from Northern Ireland are suitable for display, while aggregates
covered by phillipsite are more suitable for micro-sized specimens.

Worldwide Localities
CANADA

White to tan, crude, steep, spikelike, tetragonal pyramids of gobbinsite, up to 2 mm across, are
very rarely found associated with eudialyte, serandite, aegirine, natrolite, microcline, and Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) in cavities in a eudialyte-rich pegmatite lens in nepheline syenite at
the Poudrette Quarry, Mont Saint-Hilaire, Quebec (Robinson and King, 1988; Horvath and
Gault, 1990). Most gobbinsite crystals from Mont Saint-Hilaire have a thin epitaxial overgrowth
of phillipsite on the surface eXhibiting the morphology and twinning habits of phillipsite (Figs.
259,261-263) (RWT).
NEW ZEALAND
Opaque white hemispherical aggregates, composed of intergrown tetragonal-appearing dipyramids found in vesicular basalt at Stone's Quarry, north of Aranga, Northland, North Island, consist of either gismondine or an intergrowth of the disorder phases garronite and gobbinsite
(Donald Howard, pers. comm.; RWT).
UNITED KINGDOM

(Type locality) Gobbinsite is reported in the basalt talus and cliff face of the Gobbins escarpment, near Hills Port, Island Magee, County Antrim, Northern Ireland (Nawaz and Malone,
1982). It forms aggregates of chalky white fibrous crystals in roughly spherical vugs, 5 mm in diameter, either alone or in association with platy gmelinite (Nawaz and Malone, 1982). Nearby
rocks contain chabazite, gonnardite, and Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite).
Na-K-rich gobbinsite is found near Two-Mouth Cave, south of Portmuck (5 km north of the
Gobbins escarpment), Island Magee, County Antrim, Northern Ireland (McCusker el al., 1985).
The gobbinsite is found in a single isolated basalt boulder on the seashore but not in the
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Figure 264. Cream-colored
gobbinsite mass, 8 mm thick,

covered with orange, terminated
phillipsite crystals from TwoMouth Cave, south of Portmuck,
Island Magee, County Antrim,
Northern Ireland, U.K.; photo by
Rudy W. Tschernich.

adjacent cliffs. The gobbinsite is an off-white to slightly yellowish, sugary-appearing mass that is
commonly alone, filling the cavities. Rarely, it is found with chalky-white garronite and is covered
by salmon-colored phillipsite (Figs. 260,264), and it is rarely associated with colorless trapezohedra and radial prisms of analcime, Na-rich levyne, salmon-colored gmelinite, and salmon-colored
chabazite (Harry Fay, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain radiating hemispheres of natrolite
and sprays of scolecite. The abundance of Na-rich minerals in this area may have occurred due
to an incursion of seawater during zeolitization in place of the more usual meteoric water
(Walker, 1960). Optical studies of gobbinsite from Two-Mouth Cave show long interwoven filaments of garronite partially replaced by gobbinsite (RWT). This demonstrates that the original
mass probably was garronite that underwent Na-K alteration during a later zeOlite-forming
event (RWT) possibly during the late-stage zeolite crystallization that Walker (1959) found superimposed on the gmelinite zone.
Chalky-white radiating masses of gobbinsite are rarely found in vesicular basalt, near the top of
the Magheramorne Quarry, at Lame, Northern Ireland (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain cowlesite, Na-rich gonnardite, thomsonite, analcime, natrolite, calcite, garronite, and
gmeiinite.

Gonnardite

(Gah-nahrd-ite)

(Na2,Ca)9[A19Sill 040] 08-12H 20, Z

=1

Named in 1896, by A Lacroix, in honor of Ferdinand Gonnard, a French mineralogist at Lyons,
who named offretite in 1890, and who originally described gonnardite, in 1871, calling it
"mesole," a term then used for a high-silica thomsonite_
Type Locality: Chaux de Bergonne, Gignat, Puy de Dome, France
Obsolete Synonyms: some hydronephelite, mesole, ranite

•

Nomenclature: Gonnardite and tetranatrolite have the same disordered aluminosilicate framework and differ only by the amount of calcium and sodium cations present in their structure.
Mazzi et al. (1986) showed the existence of a continuous chemical series from tetranatrolite to
gonnardite with no boundary. Nawaz (1988a) further showed the existence of a continuous
series but divided it into the members tetranatrolite-ranite-gonnardite, based on chemical, optical, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns. Furthermore, there is a series between tetranatrolite
and natrolite based on the degree of disorder in the silicon-aluminum in the framework (see under structure). XRD patterns are the same for gonnardite and tetranatrolite and a species
should not be defined solely by inexact optical properties. Two options remain: The first would
be to arbitrarily define a boundary between tetranatrolite and gonnardite based on sodium-calcium content (tetranatrolite would be the member with less than one calcium ion per unit cell);
the second would be to consider them as one species with simply a slightly wider variation in
cations. The latter option is more consistent with the current rules used to determine species in
the zeolite group and is the one followed in this chapter. Tetranatrolite is still considered a valid
species by the International Mineralogical Association, but will be treated as Na-rich gonnardite
in this book.
Variations in chemistry and order/disorder should be handled with adjective modifiers (such as
Na-rich, sodian, sodium, Ca-rich, calcian, disordered, ordered) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Orthorhombic and Tetragonal
Space Group: 142d
Crystal Axes: a = 13.04-13.38 A
b == 13.04-13.38 A
c == 6.22-6.66 A
Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of gonnardite (structural code NAT) is the
same as natrolite, mesolite, scolecite, tetranatrolite, and paranatrolite. The silicon and aluminum
are disordered in both gonnardite and tetranatrolite (Mazzi et al., 1986). Some of the water sites
in the disordered natrolite structure of gonnardite are empty (Mazzi et al., 1986). XRlJ studies
of gonnardite by Amirov et al. (1972) were later found to have been performed on thomsonite
(Gottardi and Galli, 1985). Gottardi and Galli (1985) concluded that gonnardite is more similar
to tetranatrolite than to any other fibrous zeolite.
A series, based on the disorder of the silicon-aluminum in the framework, appears to exist between Na-rich gonnardite and natrolite (Mazzi et al. 1986). Fully ordered natrolite is present
when the disorder index (b-axis minus a-axis) == 0.35 A, becoming a disordered natrolite until (baxis minus a-axis) == 17.5 A(50 percent disorder). Na-rich gonnardite has a disorder index from
17.5 to 0 A (greater than 50 percent disorder).

•
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Morphology
Gonnardite and Na-gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) form very tiny, 0.01- to 3-mm-long, prismatic
crystals bound by a {ltD} prism and a {Ilt} dipyramid (Figs. 267,268,274), rarely, with {lOO}
and {lOO} (Figs. 265,266). Many radial aggregates display only the {H1} on the surface of the
aggregate (Figs. 270,275). Gonnardite and Na-rich tetranatrolite, which form overgrowths on
natrolite crystals, frequently display the same morphology as natrolite (Fig. 271). Gonnardite
and Na-rich gonnardite also form sheaflike groups (Fig. 277), friable crusts, irregular earthy
patches, and hemispherical aggregates (Fig. 273), composed of small needles or blades intergrown with natrolite, thomsonite, or paranatrolite (Figs. 270,272). Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) crystals are pseudomorphs after paranatrolite.
Point Group: 2/m 2/m 2/m = mmm and 4/m 2/m 2/m = 4/mmm
Crystal Class: Rhombic-dipyramidal and ditetragonal-dipyramidal
Forms:

{ltD}, {100}, {111}, fOOl}

Figure 273. White radial groups of gonnardite, 1
cm in diameter, from Kloch, Styria, Austria; photo
by Rudy W. Tschemich.

Figure 274. White prisms of Na-rich gonnardite
(= tetranatrolite) intergrown with Ca-Na-rich
gonnardite, 0.5 mm across, on phillipsite from
Schellkopf near Brenk, Eifel, Germany; SEM
photo by Donald G. Howard.

Figure 275. Pyramidal surface, 0.01 mm across, on
white gonnardite hemispheres from the Moiliili
Quarry, Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii, U.S.A; SEM
photo by Milton L. Speckels.

Figure 276. White, radial fibers of gonnardite
covered with colorless natroHte in a 2-mm
aggregate, covered by gmelinite-chabazite crystals
from the Boral Quarry, Bundoora, Victoria,
Australia; SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.
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Chemical Composition
Chaux de Bergonne, Gignat, Puy de Dome, France (Meixner el a1., 1956)
Na3.7SCa2.86[AlS.5SSi11.29040] 012.92H20
Gigant, Puy de Dome, France (Nawaz,1988a)
Na4.43Ca1.%[AlS.65Si11.42040]0 11.40H20
Na4.11 Ca 2.11 Ko.04[AlS.64Si11.43040]-14.93H20
Aci Trezza, Sicily, Italy (Meixner et a1., 1956)
N~.70Ca1.02[Al8.64Si11.34040]010.28H20

Aci Castello, Sicily, Italy (Meixner el af., 1956)
Na4.42Ca2.22[AlS.5SSi11.3S040]011.94H20
Aci Castello, Sicily, Italy (Nawaz, 1988a)
N~.54 Cao.71Ko.o 1[AlS.66Si 11.53°40]0 13.0!H20 (Na-rich)
Lamo, Norway (Nawaz,1988a)
Na6.09Ca 1.79Ko.01[Al9.54FeO.06Si10.36040] 09.S4H2 0
Na7.42CaO.27KomSrO.01 [AlS.40Feo.OSSi11.65040] 010.60H20 (Na-rich)
Kloch, Styria, Austria (Meixner et a1., 1956)
Na6.4SCa1.20[AlS.72Si11.24040]010.3SH20
Kloch, Styria, Austria (Nawaz, 1988a)
Na7.01CaO.57[AlS.4~i11.59040]012.77H20

(Na-rich)

Melbourne, Australia (Birch, 19S9)
Na6.26Ca1.25[Al7.76Si11.42040] oxH 20
Tvedalen, Langesund District, Norway (Mazzi et af., 1986)
N~.42Ca1.50[Al9.22SilO.74040]012.3SH20

Mont Saint-Hilaire, Montreal, Quebec, Canada (Chen and Chao, 1980)
Na7 .ooCao. 40Ko.36[Al7.80FeO.04Si12.0S040]0 S.24H 20 (Na-rich)
Taseq Slope, Ilimaussaq, Greenland (Anderson et af., 1969)
Na7.16CaO.20[Al7.68Si12.32040]oS.16H20 (Na-rich)
Port Hills, Island Magee, Northern Ireland (Nawaz, 1988a)
Ca2.11Nal.87Ko.55SrO.27MgO.13Bao.Q1[Al7.1SSi 12.75040]0 13. 15H2 0
Na6.53Ca0.5SKo.01[AlS.23 Si 11.91040]- 7. 35H20 (Na-rich)
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Mazzi et af. (1986) proposed a continuous series in cation content from gonnardite to tetranatrolite. Nawaz (1988a) further showed the existence ofa continuous series, but divided it into
the members, tetranatrolite, ranite, and gonnardite, based on chemical, optical, and XRD patterns. Gonnardite should include all tetragonal/orthorhombic, sodium and calcium compositions
with a disordered aluminosilicate natrolite framework, including Ca-rich members, when they
are discovered. Gonnardite has a range in exchangeable cations, from Ca = 2Na to sodium
alone, with a corresponding change in silicon and aluminum, according to the equation NaSi =
CaAl. Sodium is nearly always dominant. Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) is reserved for
those compositions where calcium is less than one per unit cell. Analyses, with calcium slightly
dominant over sodium, might be the result of contaminated analyses due to intergrowths of
gonnardite, natrolite, thomsonite, and paranatrolite, although there is no reason calcium-dominant gonnardite cannot exist. The water content varies greatly. TSi = Si/(Si + AI) = 0.51 to 0.63;
SitAI = 1.07 to 1.77
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Identification
Gonnardite and Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) are difficult to recognize. They either
form milky-colored, simple, prismatic crystals with the same morphology as natrolite, mesolite,
and scolecite, or they occur in zoned aggregates with thomsonite and natrolite. Prisms or zoned
aggregates that display colorless (natrolite or thomsonite) areas with milky phantoms
(gonnardite or Na-rich gonnardite) must be tested by optics and XRD. Samples of what appears
to be colorless transparent natrolite when collected, that turn opaque white when dry, need to be
checked by XRD or optics. The XRD patterns of gonnardite and Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) are the same, and are similar to natrolite, mesolite, scolecite, thomsonite, and
paranatrolite. Gonnardite (with optical parallel extinction) can be distinguished from scolecite
and paranatrolite, which have an inclined extinction angle. The refractive indices of gonnardite
are higher than those of natrolite and mordenite; overlap those of mesolite and paranatrolite;
and are generally less than that of thomsonite. The birefringence of gonnardite is higher than
mesolite (which is nearly isotropic) and lower than thomsonite. Gonnardite is generally optically
negative but some specimens display zoned positive and negative layers. Na-rich gonnardite is
positive.
Colorless to white (or optically zoned) single crystals and radiating aggregates that appear to
be natrolite or thomsonite must be carefully X-rayed or microprobed for a chemical analysis, so
that the results are not from a mixture of minerals.
A field rule for distinguishing gonnardite from Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) is that
generally gonnardite crystallizes before natrolite, whereas tetranatrolite generally crystallizes after natrolite. Therefore, most white phantoms or zoned areas covered by natrolite have a high
probability of being gonnardite while an opaque white coating on a colorless natrolite core has a
high probability of being Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite). All samples must be confirmed
by optics and XRD.

Cleaning
Most gonnardite and Na-rich gonnardite only require running water to remove rock debris.
Specimens covered with mud or soil can be soaked in Biz bleach or a liquid soap solution and
cleaned with pressurized water or an ultrasonic cleaner. Gonnardite, which has a very low Si/Al
ratio and a disorder structure, frosts or dissolves rapidly in hydrochloric acid. If calcite is to be
removed, use warm acetic acid. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese oxides while oxalic acid removes iron stains.

Origin
Gonnnardite and Na-rich gonnardite have not been found in active geothermal areas; therefore,
temperature of crystallization is not directly known. Since gonnardite and Na-rich gonnardite are
commonly found intergrown with natrolite and thomsonite, the temperature of crystallization
should be the same. Data from geothermal wells, in basalt in Iceland, show that thomsonite crystallizes at depths from 100 to 550 meters and at temperatures from 65° to 110° C (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978).

Occurrence
Gonnardite and Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) were, in the past, a rather rare zeolite but
now have been found at many scattered localities in the world. They are commonly found in
zoned aggregates or as prisms with thomsonite, natrolite, and paranatrolite. Careful study of
zoned, fibrous minerals will produce many more occurrences. Gonnardite occurs in silica-poor
volcanics and pegmatites. The best display specimens are from Austria; Mont Saint-Hilaire,
Quebec, Canada; Germany; and Australia. Microsized crystals are found at many localities with
some of the finest at Australia, Austria, New Zealand, and Germany.
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Worldwide Localities
AUSTRALIA
New South Wales: Radiating needles of gonnardite are found with chalky-white thomsonite and
chabazite in basalt on Mt. Lyon, north of Kyogle (England and Sutherland, 1988).

Tasmania: Radiating tufts of gonnardite are covered by small natrolite needles and are associated with phillipsite, opal, nontronite, gyrolite, tacharanite, tobermorite, apophyllite, phillipsite,
and stilbite in vesicular olivine-nepheline basalt at the West Scottsdale Quarry, near Scottsdale
(Sutherland, 1%5a, 1976b, 1977; Lancaster, 1980).
.
Gonnardite, reported by Sutherland (1964), found along joint and fault fissures in Jurassic
dolerite sills throughout Tasmania, is scolecite (Sutherland, pers. comm.).
Victoria: Mesolite, described from quarries in Richmond, Collingwood, Preston, Vale, Tylden,
F 19 Freeway, Dunnstown, and Clifton Hill in the Melbourne District (Chalmers, 1968; Vince,
1980), has been shown to be gonnardite-natrolite intergrowths (BirCh, 1989; Vince, 1989).
Small, white, fibrous hemispheres, up to 6 mm in diameter, composed of colorless natrolite covering white gonnardite (Fig. 276), occur with analcime, chabazite, phillipsite, calcite, and thomsonite in cavities in fine-grained Pliocene-Pleistocene tholeiitic basalt of the New Volcanic Suite,
at Bundoora, near Melbourne (Vince, 1989; Birch, 1989). Fibrous overgrowths of natrolite on
gonnardite are found with phillipSite, thomsonite, chabazite, calcite, and analcime in basalt at
Clifton Hill, Collingwood, Bunnstown, F 19 Freeway, Melbourne, and Richmond, all in the Melbourne area (Birch, 1989).
White gonnardite (covered by colorless natrolite) forms tiny needles in radiating hemispheres,
up to 5 mm in diameter, associated with chabazite, phillipsite, thomsonite, and calcite in vesicular Quaternary olivine basalt at the Tylden Quarry, Tylden (Henry, 1989). Some gonnardite aggregates, from the Tylden Quarry, are terminated by blades or are overgrown by thomsonite.
AUSTRIA
Fine specimens of gonnardite are found in vesicular Pliocene nepheline basalt near KlOCh, Styria
(= Steiermark). The gonnardite forms radiating, white aggregates (Fig. 273), up to 1 cm in diameter, lining cavities, up to 8 cm wide (Meixner et al., 1956). Many of the gonnardite aggregates are covered by colorless natrolite (Figs. 270,271). Nawaz (1988a) found some of the
gonnardite aggregates to be zoned from calcium-sodium-rich to sodium-rich (= tetranatrolite).
Nearby cavities contain gismondine, chabazite, phillipsite, analcime, stilbite, thomsonite, aragonite, calcite, tobermorite, apatite, apophyllite, thaumasite, and ettringite (Meixner et al., 1956;
Post! and Walter, 1983a).
BULGARIA
Kostov (1958) reports gonnardite from Bourgas Spa.
CANADA
Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) is commonly associated with natrolite, microcline, analcime, aegirine, serandite, and many other minerals in the pegmatite veins and large miarolitic
cavities in the nepheline syenite at the De-Mix and Poudretle Quarries, in the Cretaceous alkaline gabbro-syenite complex, at Mont Saint-Hilaire, east of Montreal, Quebec (Currie et al.,
1986; Chen and Chao, 1980; Horvath and Gault, 1990). The Na-rich gonnardite originated as
colorless, transparent paranatrolite (which is unstable in the air and dehydrates irreversibly,
within a few minutes to hours)(Chao, 1980; Chen and Chao, 1980). Na-rich gonnardite is commonly a white, translucent to opaque, flaky crust, up to 1 mm thick, on natrolite crystals (Fig.
269). It also forms O.l-mm-long euhedral crystals, silky fibrous sprays, and earthy patches on
most other minerals (Chao, 1980; Chen and Chao, 1980). The morphology of Na-rich gonnardite on natrolite crystals, {IIO}, {Ill}, some with {I oo} (Figs. 265,267,268), is the same as
the natrolite. There is a sharp boundary between the white, Na-rich gonnardite crust and the
transparent natrolite core (Chen and Chao, 1980). Na-rich gonnardite has been found oriented
perpendicular to laths of montergianite (Henderson, 1982). Many of the minerals, found at
Mont Saint-Hilaire, are found with Na-rich gonnardite including leucosphanite, ramsayite,
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ancylite, narsarsukite, epididymite, catapleiite, rhodochrosite, labuntsovite, ashcroftine, astrophyllite, chabazite, gmelinite, harmotome, phillipsite, gobbinsite, garronite, and thomsonite
(Wight and Chao, 1986; Marble and Regis, 1979).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Radiating, white gonnardite needles are enclosed within spherical aggregates of blocky thomsonite in cavities in basalt at Vinarice Hill, K1adno, Bohemia (Alberti et al., 1982). The
gonnardite was described as a high-sodium mesolite by Antonin (1942). The minerals crystallized in the order: chlorite> calcite-aragonite> phillipsite> gonnardite > thomsonite > chlorite, while nearby cavities contain calcite, phillipsite, chabazite, analcime, and pyrite in the form
of cubes, dodecahedra, and filiform habits (Antonin, 1942). Nawaz (1988a) found the
gonnardite to be sodium- and calcium-rich.

•

FRANCE
(Type locality) White gonnardite spherules, composed of thin fibers, were first reported as
"mesole" (a high-silica variety ofthomsonite) from Chaux de Bergonne, Gignat, Puy de D6me
by Gonnard (1871). Later work by Lacroix (1896) and Hey (19313) showed this material to have
an interior of gonnardite and exterior ofthomsonite (Fig. 272). Nawaz (1988a) found some of
these aggregates to be entirely gonnardite, with calcium-aluminum- and sodium-silicon-rich
zones. The gonnardite is found in vesicular basalt boulders, used to build low walls, dividing
tracks of land, in the Gignat area (Pongiluppi, 1976). The vesicles are lined with a milky-white
layer of garronite, covered by very small, transparent phillipsite crystalS, and followed by white,
fibrous gonnardite spherules, up to 8 mm in diameter (Pongiluppi, 1976). Chabazite and thomsonite are present in other cavities.
GERMANY
Opaque, white, bladed, radiating hemispheres of gonnardite, up to 15 mm in diameter, are covered by a thin, colorless, transparent layer of terminated thomsonite crystals (Fig. 272), in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Arensberg, near Zilsdorf, Eifel (Hentschel, 19783, 1982). The minerals
crystallized in the order: phillipsite> gismondine > gonnardite > thomsonite > natrolite > tobermorite > calcite. Other cavities contain mesolite, scolecite, chabazite, offretite, tacharanite,
thaumasite, gyrolite, apophyllite, and heulandite.
Milky-White prisms of Na-rich gonnardite
(= tetranatrolite), up to 2 mm long, are
overgrown by colorless, transparent natrolite,
to form radiating sprays or bundles (Fig. 277)
on phillipsite in vesicular basalt at Teichelberg,
near Pechbruun, Bavaria (Erich Keck, pers.
comm.; RWT). Other cavities contain
gismondine, phillipsite, chabazite, clay, calcite,
and offretite-erionite (Erich Keck, pers.
comm.).
Gonnardite forms tiny {II O} prisms,
terminated by a {11I} pyramid (Fig. 267), in
veins in Tertiary nepheline basalt and
pyroclastics at H6wenegg, Hegau (Gottardi
and Galli, 1985). Nearby cavities contain
Figure 277. White fibers of Na-rich gonnardite
amicite, merlinoite, calcite, aragonite,
(= tetranatrolite) covered by colorless natrolite, 8
garronite-phillipsite, harmotome, natrolite,
mm long, from Teichelberg, near Pechbruun,
chabazite, thomsonite, stilbite, mountainite,
Bavaria, Germany; photo by Rudy W. Tschemich.
torbermorite, paulingite, and makatite
(Walenta, 1974; Alberti et al., 1979; Walenta et al., 1981). Meixner et al. (1956) reported
gonnardite and phillipsite in vesicular basalt at Weilberg, Rhineland.
Gonnardite and Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) are intergrown in colorless to white,
spherical aggregates, several millimeters in diameter, and bow-tie-like groups in the volcanics at
Schellkopf near Brenk, Eifel (Hentschel, 1983). Also present are prisms of paranatrolite (that
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dehydrate to Na-rich gonnardite)(Fig. 274), gismondine, chabazite, analcime, phillipsite, thomsonite, apophyllite, brenkite, calcite, zeophyllite, and thaumasite (Hentschel, 1983).
Gonnardite occurs with natrolite, thomsonite, scolecite, mesolite, phillipsite, and stilbite in
basalt at Rossdorf, near Darmstadt (Wittern, 1990). Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) crystals, up to 5 mm long, are found with natrolite and phillipsite in the Lautzenbrucken Quarry,
near Bad Marienberg, Westerwald (Toni Wieland, pers. comm.). Gonnardite occurs with
chabazite, thomsonite, phillipsite, gyrolite, apophyllite, and calcite in basalt at Niederofleiden,
near Vogelsberg, Hessen (Wittern, 1990).
Gonnardite occurs with analcime, chabazite, phillipsite, thomsonite, natrolite, apophyllite, calcite, okenite, opal, tacharanite, and montmorillonite in basalt at Bramberg, near Adelebsen,
Hessen (Wittern, 1990).

GREENLAND
Gonnardite forms acicular spherules, up to 2 mm in diameter, that consist of an enamel-like,
white, fibrous layer (with the forms {1l0}, {100}, {OlO}, and {lll} )(Fig. 265) covering a
transparent Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) core, in the Igaliko nepheline syenite complex
at Narssarssuk (B0ggild, 1953; Petersen et al., 1976). Sheaflike aggregates of nordstrandite are
found on top of the zoned gonnardite aggregates. The nepheline syenite intrusion assimilated
sandstone wall rock, created an abundance of quartz in pockets, up to 1 meter in diameter, and
produced the pegmatite minerals feldspar, aegirine, eudialyte, elpidite, astrophyllite, eudidyrnite,
narsarsukite, catapleiite, neptunite, polylithionite, and quartz. After a period of partial resolution, a second crystallization period consisted of calcite-rhodochrosite, fluorite, synchysite,
cordylite, ancylite, chalcolamprite, apatite, and finally Na-rich gonnardite, gonnardite, and nordstrandite (Petersen et al., 1976).
Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) is found in albitite dikes, up to 1 meter thick, at three localities in the IIimaussaq massif: two on the Taseq Slope and the other at Tugtup Agtakorfia
(Andersen et al., 1969). Albite (the major component of the dikes) is bordered by zones, composed of felted aegirine, followed by analcime, natrolite, chkalovite, and beryllite. The centers of
the dikes, up to 50 cm wide, are composed principally of massive Na-rich gonnardite with epistolite, gerassimovskite, and tugtupite (Andersen et al., 1969). Most of the Na-rich gonnardite is a
chalky-white to pink mass, rarely with tiny sheaflike groups of prismatic crystals, up to 0.01 mm
long, bound by a single prism {110} and a basal pinacoid fOOl} (Fig. 266) or bipyramid {Ill}
(Figs. 267,268) (Blilggild, 1953; Andersen et aI., 1969). Rarely, tiny radiating groups of Na-rich
gonnardite needles fill cavities composed of felted aegirine, microline, analcime, steenstrupine,
sodalite, sphalerite, schizolite, and lepidolite (Andersen et al., 1969).
HUNGARY
Gonnardite occurs with Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) in cavities in basalt at Halap Hill,
near Balaton Lake (Alberti et aI., 1983). Nearby cavities contain phillipsite, stilbite, natrolite,
gismondine, chabazite, thomsonite, and thaumasite (Mauritz, 1938; Koch, 1978).
Natrolite (with 30 percent disordered silicon-aluminum distribution) is found on Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) and is associated with phillipsite, calcite, stilbite, chabazite, and
analcime in the Pliocene basalt at Gulacs Hill, Topolca (Alberti and Vezzalini, 1981; Alberti et
al., 1982; Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
INDIA
Gonnardite is found with phillipsite and chabazite in a basic xenolith in syenite of a carbonatite
complex at Korati, Tiruppattur, Tamil Nadu (Ramasamy, 1981).
ITALY
Gonnardite and Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) are found at Aci Castello and Aci Trezza,
in Catania, Sicily (Meixner et aI., 1956; Gottardi and Galli, 1985). They form white spherules, up
to 2 cm in diameter, with calcite, phillipsite, and chabazite in vesicular basalt. At Aci Trezza,
Sicily, Nawaz (1988a) found that the Na-rich gonnardite might contain traces ofparanatrolite.
At Capo di Bove, Rome, white spherules of gonnardite, up to 2 cm in diameter, are found
alone in cavities in leucite-bearing volcanics (Meixner et al., 1956).
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On Sardinia, snow-white spherules of gonnardite, up to 1 cm in diameter, occur in basalt at
Gonnesa, Iglesias (British, RWT). Gonnardite and analcime are found at Monaster, Sardinia
(Pongiluppi, 1974), and snow-white spheres of gonnardite are found scattered in vesicular basalt
at Nuoro, Sardinia (Robert Ray, pers. comm.). Gonnardite found at Rio Cambone, Sardina
(Alberti et al., 1982), was previously identified as mesolite (Deriu, 1954).
Milky-white fibrous masses of gonnardite and Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) are found
with analcime, garronite, phillipsite, K-rich gmelinite, and natrolite in vesicular basalt at San
Giorgio Di Perlena, Fara Vicentino, Vicenza (Vittorio Mattioli, pers. comm.).
JAPAN
Gonnardite is found in zoned aggregates in the order: thomsonite > gonnardite > natrolite, in
altered Middle Miocene olivine pillow basalt cavities, up to 10 cm in diameter, along the
seashore at Maze, in the Iwamure district, Niigata Prefecture (Harada et al., 1967; Shimazu and
Kawakami, 1967). The thomsonite-gonnardite-natrolite aggregates are commonly covered with
analcime and calcite, while nearby vesicles contain phillipsite, chabazite, apophyllite, and clay.
Overlying dacitic tuff and basaltic tuff contain heulandite, erionite, mordenite, quartz, and chalcedony (Harada et al., 1%7; Shimazu and Kawakami, 1967).
White, radiating, Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) needles form spherical aggregates, up
to 3 mm across, on Na-rich phillipsite and are covered by thomsonite and chabazite in hydrothermal veins in olivine basalt at Hayata, Chinzei-cho and Umezaki, Hizen-cho, on the
Higashi-Matsuura Peninsula, northern Kyushu Island, Saga Prefecture. The minerals crystallized in the order: Na-rich phillipsite> Na-rich gonnardite > thomsonite > chabazite, which
shows a decrease in sodium and an increase in calcium content (Ueno et al., 1982; Ueno, 1983).
Gonnardite is found with thomsonite at Waniguchi, Niigata Prefecture (Alberti et al., 1982).
This mineral was previously identified as high Na-mesolite (Harada et al., 1968).
LESOTHO
Gonnardite occurs in the Maluti Mountains (Smithsonian, RWT).
NEW ZEALAND

North Island: Gonnardite is very rarely found with analcime, thomsonite, heulandite, laumontite, natrolite, and stilbite in basalt between North cape and Cape Reinga, Auckland (William
Ulrich, unpublished report). Gonnardite, analcime, natrolite, and thomsonite occur in vesicles
and breccia in a nephelinite dike, at Todd's Quarry, Dargaville, Auckland (William Ulrich, unpublished report).
Gonnardite, natrolite, thomsonite, and analcime occur in a Miocene andesite plug (intruded
into Tertiary limestone) at the Simpkins Quarry, near Tokatoka, southeast of Dargavilie (Black,
1964; Courtney and Rodgers, 1988). Other cavities contain orthoclase, Na-K-rich chabazite
(= herschelite), chlorite, siderite, ilmenite, apatite, barite, harmotome, and quartz.
South Island: White gonnardite (covered by colorless, transparent natrolite) often forms a
phantom at the base of velvety coatings (Fig. 271), radiating sprays, or tufts on phillipsite in
vesicular basalt at Blackhead Quarry, near Dunedin, Otago (Alun Baines and Gordon Auton,
pers. comm.; RWT). Creamy-white, decomposed, natrolite-gonnardite aggregates sometimes
have become crumbly, nearly formless, clay-looking masses in the cavities (RWT). Other minerals in the cavities include thomsonite, chabazite, analcime, aragonite, calcite, and filiform and
cu bes of pyrite.
Gonnardite, chabazite, and thomsonite form a natural cement in a Tertiary gabbroic boulder
deposit at Bluff Hill, Southland (William Ulrich, unpublished report).
NORWAY
Bladed, salmon-colored masses of gonnardite (= ranite) that formed from alteration of
nepheline are found with feldspar, zircon, mosandrite, and aegirine on the island of Lamo
(= Laven), Langesundfjord District (Mason, 1957). Nawaz (1988a) found Na-rich gonnardite
(= tetranatrolite), intergrown with slightly more Ca-rich gonnardite (= ranite), from the same
area. Gonnardite (= ranite) also occurs at Arendal and Brevig (Smithsonian, R WT).
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Tiny, tetragonal-appearing gonnardite prisms, under 0.1 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm long,
with crude pyramidal terminations, are found in a syenite pegmatite at the Vevja Quarry,
Tvedalen, Langesund District (Mazzi et al., 1986).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) forms colorless, transparent, radial aggregates with ussingite and chkalovite in veins cutting a nepheline-aegirine-apatite plutonic rock in the Lovazero alkaline intrusion, in the Karnasurt Mountains (Guseva et aI., 1975). Gonnardite (= ranite) is
found at Khibina Tundras, Kola Peninsula (Smithsonian, RWT).
UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland: Gonnardite forms semitransparent, colorless to blue, concentric bands intergrown with thomsonite in completely filled cavities in basalt at the Quarter Quarry, Loup, Moneymore, County Londonderry (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Nearby vesicles contain cowlesite,
levyne-offretite, chabazite, mesolite, and calcite.
Rarely, zoned, radiating aggregates, up to 6 mm in diameter, that consist of fine-grained colorless thomsonite > white gonnardite > phillipsite> coarse thomsonite blades> and rhombohedra of chabazite occur in vesicular basalt in the Parkgate Quarry, Templepatrick, County
Antrim (Peter Frances, pers. comm.). Nearby rock also contains gismondine, levyne-offretite,
and cowlesite.
White, radiating gonnardite, covered by transparent, colorless natrolite prisms, is found in
veins in Tertiary basalt at the Magheramorne Quarry, near Larne, Country Antrim (Peter
Francis, pers. comm.). In the same quarry, small amygdules are completely filled with white
gonnardite masses; open cavities rarely contain pinkish-white Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) prisms (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain colorless gmelinite, natrolite, garronite, gObbinsite, and analcime.
The basalt cliffs north of Glen Arm, County Antrim, contain opaque, white, radiating
gonnardite masses, completely filling amygdules in basalt, while nearby cavities contain white to
colorless hemispheres of natrolite, gmelinite-chabazite intergrowths, radial analcime, and calcite
(Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Gonnardite forms opaque white to salmon-colored areas in complexly zoned aggregates in
Tertiary basalt south of the Gobbins Cliff, Hills Port, Island of Magee, County Antrim (Nawaz,
1988a). Most of the gonnardite aggregates completely fill the cavities. In some cavities, terminated hemispheres, up to 3 cm in diameter, are zoned from a white gonnardite-thomsonite core
to a transparent, colorless surface composed of Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), natrolite,
and traces of paranatrolite (Nawaz, 1988a; R WT). The aggregates are covered with drusy
chabazite and heulandite (Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Small botryoidal tufts of white Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) needles, Ito 2 mm long,
occur with calcite and magnetite crystals in metamorphosed sedimentary rocks at Kilrout,
Belfast Lough, County Antrim (Harry Foy, pers. comm.).
Gonnardite rarely forms white, botryoidal aggregates on mesolite and montmorillonite in
vesicular basalt at Dunseverick, County Antrim (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain cowlesite, phillipsite, gismondine, chabazite, and levyne-offretite.

Scotland: Gonnardite is found with saponite in vesicular basalt at Alit Ribhein, Fiskavaig Bay,
Island of Skye, Inverness-shire (Mackenzie, 1957).
UNITED STATES
California: Silky-white, radiating fibers of gonnardite occur with wollastonite and pyrite in contact metamorphosed Upper Paleozoic limestone (with intrusive quartz monzonite and pegmatites) in the Commercial Limestone Quarry, at Crestmore, near Riverside, Riverside County
(Pemberton, 1983). Nearby rock contains stilbite, phillipsite, natrolite, scolecite, thomsonite,
chabazite, laumontite, mordenite, and epistilbite and many other minerals (Woodford et al.,
1941; Pemberton, 1983).

Colorado: Gonnardite is rarely found in cavities in Tertiary potassic basalt (= shoshonite) at
North Table Mountain, near Golden, Jefferson County. It forms compact, radiating, silky,
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bluish-white fibers with a faint concentric banding that completely fill cavities, less than 2 em in
diameter (Kile and Modreski, 1988). It crystallized in the order: cowlesite > 1st-generation
thomsonite > gonnardite > 2nd-generation thomsonite. Other cavities contain mesolite,
chabazite, calcite, analcime, laumontite, stilbite, levyne, fluroapophyllite, cowlesite, phillipsite,
garronite, and offretite (Cross and Hillebrand, 1882, 1885; Patton, 1900; Wise and Tschernich,
1975).
Connecticut: Gonnardite, natrolite, stilbite, and chabazite were found at the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Plant site, Haddam Neck (Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).
Hawaii: Gonnardite forms white, fibrous, radiating aggregates (Fig. 275), up to 1 em in diameter, on phillipsite, chabazite, and calcite in veins cutting across nepheline basalt in the Moiliili
Quarry, on the University of Hawaii campus, Honolulu, Oahu (RWT). This mineral was described as hydronephelite by Dunham (1933).
White, fibrous gonnardite, reported by Dunham (1933) as hydronephelite, was found on stilbite, gismondine, and aragonite in basalt during construction of the Alexander Dam, on the island of Kauai (R WT).
White, fibrous gonnardite aggregates, up to 5 mm long, covered by a O.I-mm layer of natrolite,
along with chabazite, phillipsite, and analcime, form a white natural cement between breccia
fragments or in vesicles in altered palagonite tuffs on the island of Oahu, primarily at Salt Lake
Craters; Ulupau Head; Diamond Head; Punchbowl; and Manana Island near Honolulu (Iijima
and Harada, 1969). The zeolites formed slowly, at surface conditions, from the reaction of surface water and seawater spray with nephelinite tuffs in the sequence: phillipsite> chabazite>
gonnardite > natrolite > analcime (Iijima and Harada, 1969).
New Mexico: White, compact spheres of gonnardite are found with white fibrous spheres of
thomsonite in vesicular andesite near the junction of the East Fork of the Gila River and the
Gila River, in Catron and Grant Counties (Modreski, 1985). Nearby cavities contain heulandite,
chabazite, stilbite, analcime, mesolite, and, rarely, levyne (Haynes, 1982). Gonnardite occurs at
Pinos Altos, Grant County (Haynes, pers. comm.).
Short, milky-white, pearly prisms of Na-gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) are found in vugs in a
phonolite sill at Point of Rocks, near Springer (DeMark, 1984). Na-rich gonnardite prisms and
parallel groups are found on dark green aegirine needles, coating hexagonal nepheline crystals,
or on natrolite prisms, up to 2 mm long. Nearby cavities contain analcime, feldspar, calcite,
barite, carbonate-fluorapatite, eudialyte, lorenzenite, neptunite, polylithionite, rasvumite, searlesite, serandite, villaumite, galena, sphalerite, hematite, and pyrrhotite (DeMark, 1984). Rarely,
transparent yellow paranatrolite crystals are present that quickly dehydrate upon exposure to the
atmosphere to opaque-white Na-rich gonnardite (Bob Boggs, pers. comm.).
Oregon: Tiny, white, radiating hemispheres of gonnardite, up to 2 mm in diameter, are rarely
found with levyne-offretite in vesicular basalt along the Middle Fork of the John Day River, east
of Ritter, Grant County (Don Howard, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain soft, white, radiating groups of gonnardite, up to 2 mm in diameter, intergrown with thomsonite (RWT). The
minerals crystallized in the order: thomsonite > thomsonite-gonnardite > phillipsite> mesolite
> clay> heulandite > chabazite.
Washington: Gonnardite forms very hard, tough, fine-grained, colorless, white, and blue, fibrous, radiating masses (some with faint concentric banding) completely filling dark-green
chlorite-lined vesicles in Eocene basalt along Big Tree Creek, Yacolt, Clark County (Tschernich,
1988b). Partially filled chlorite-lined cavities rarely contain gonnardite on cowlesite and colorless
elongated heulandite, and are overgrown by colorless to chalky white thomsonite or garronite.
Nearby cavities contain an orange heulandite lining, rarely covered with scattered groups of
gonnardite, up to 2 mm in diameter, covered by bladed thomsonite, mesolite needles, and colorless rhombohedra of chabazite (Tschernich, 1988b). Other minerals present include epistilbite, mordenite, stilbite, calcite, phillipsite, scolecite, laumontite, levyne, chalcedony, and quartz.

Goosecreekite

(Goose-creek-ite)

Ca[Al2Si60161e 5H 2 0, Z = 2

Named in 1980, by Pete J. Dunn, Donald R. Peacor, Nancy Newberry, and Robert A. Ramik,
after the type locality.
Type Locality: Goose Creek Quarry, Leesburg, Loudoun County, Virginia, U.S.A.
Nomenclature: Variation in chemistry and the amount of disorder in the framework of goosecreekite is not known. If other cations are found to be dominant, adjective modifiers (such as
Na-rich, sodium, sodian, K-dominant, Sr-rich, or disordered) should be used rather than separating goosecreekite into additional species.

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic (pseudo-orthorhombic)
Space Group: P21
Crystal Axes: a = 7.401-7.52 A
b = 17.439-17.56 A
I) = 105°44'
c = 7.293-7.35 A
Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of goosecreekite (structural code GOO) has
(010) layers that resemble those in brewsterite, but are cross-linked by silicon tetrahedra
(sharing two vertices with each adjacent layer) to form a three-dimensional framework (Rouse
and Peacor, 1986). The Si04 and AI04 tetrahedra are grouped into 4-, 6-, and 8-member rings
that share edges to form a distorted layer parallel to {010} (Rouse and Peacor, 1986). The silicon and aluminum are ordered in the framework, with only a few sites showing an exchange of
silicon and aluminum.
There are three sets of channels bounded by 8-rings running parallel to the a-, b- and coaxes
(Rouse and Peacor, 1986). The channels, parallel to the b-axis, follow a zig-zag course through
the structure. Brewsterite (which is similar to goosecreekite) has no channels parallel to the baxis. The exchangeable cations (calcium and water molecules) are located near the channel walls
at the intersection of the three-channel system. The calcium ions are bonded to two framework
oxygens and to five water molecules. Although goosecreekite remembles epistilbite, it is not related structurally to epistilbite or other members of the heulandite group.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, milky white
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous to pearly
Hardness: 4.5
Density: 2.16 to 2.23 gm/cm3
Fracture: not determined
Cleavage: {O 1O}, perfect

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.495
I) = 1.498
"y = 1.502
biaxial negative
2V = 82°
Y parallel to b, c ~ Z = 46°
X and Z in plane of cleavage

Morphology
The morphology of goosecreekite is very similar to epistilbite except for the presence of highly
curved, twisted faces that are characteristic of goosecreekite. Goosecreekite forms tiny single
crystals, up to 3 mm wide, with relatively smooth faces (Figs. 277,279,281,283), and, more frequently, single and intergrown groups with highly twisted, curved faces (Fig. 282). Complex aggregates of goosecreekite, from India, are commonly up to 6 cm long, with some aggregates up
to 10 cm in diameter (Fig. 287).
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A small {01O} pinacoid (parallel to the dominant (010) cleavage), if present, helps in orientation of goosecreekite crystals (Fig. 277). Large {ool} and {loo} pinacoids are always present
along with several forms that have not been indexed (Figs. 277-281). Goosecreekite crystals
from Virginia and California, in the U.SA, and from Germany, are equant (Figs. 277-279,281),
while those from India are frequently elongated along the b-axis (Fig. 280). Some intergrown
aggregates from India exhibit a 90" twist around the b-axis.

Point Group: 21m (pseudo 21m 21m 21m = mmm)
Crystal Class: Prismatic (pseudorhombic-<lipyramidal)
Forms:
{lOO}, {OlO}, {OOl}, and several others that have not been indexed.

Chemical Composition
Goose Creek Quarry, Loudoun Co., Virginia, U.SA (Dunn et al., 1980)
•

Ca2.01 [Al4.08Si11.94°32].10.07H2 0
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Fig. 278
MODIFIED EQUANT HABIT
GOOSE CREEK, VIRGINIA, U.S.A.

COMMON HABIT
WITH {010} PARALLEL TO CLEAVAGE

COMMON EQUANT HABIT
ALL LOCALITIES
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Fig. 280
~

ELONGATED HABIT
USUALLY TWISTED FROM OFFSET CRYSTALS
NASIK REGION, INDIA

100

F Ig. 281

MODIFIED EQUANT HABIT
BAVARIA, GERMANY
KALYAN, INDIA
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VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Although goosecreekite has been found at
several localities, only one chemical analysis has
been pu blished. Goosecreekite appears to be
calcium dominant without other exchangeable
cations. Calcium is the only exchangeable
cation in the Indian goosecreekite (William
Wise, pers. comm.). Rouse and Peacor (1986)
consider goosecreekite to be the chemical
calcium analogue of strontium-barium-rich
brewsterite although the structure is different.
Because of its similarity with brewsterite,
strontium, barium, and sodium might be
possible in goosecreekite. TSi = Si/(Si + AI) =
0.75; Si/AI = 2.93

Identification
The morphology and chemistry of
goosecreekite is very similar to epistilbite.
Goosecreekite crystals are either equant (Figs.
277-279,281) or elongated along the b-axis
(Fig. 280), while epistilbite rarely is equant and
commonly is elongated along the a-axis.
Crystals of goosecreekite and epistilbite can be Figure 282. Transparent, colorless goosecreekite
oriented in relation to the (010) cleavage. The crystals, 1 mm across, with rough curved faces from
most distinctive feature of goosecreekite is
the Goose Creek Quarry, Leesburg, Virginia,
curved distorted faces, especially when the
U.S.A.; SEM photo.
crystals are large. Tiny goosecreekite crystals have relatively smooth, flat faces. An X-ray
diffraction (XRD) powder pattern is required to positively separate goosecreekite from
epistilbite. The XRD pattern of goosecreekite closely resembles brewsterite, although it has
considerably different morphology. Specimens that have the appearance of epistilbite, with
curved faces, must be checked by XRD for positive identification.

Figure 283. Transparent, colorless goosecreekite

Figure 284. Transparent, colorless goosecreekite

crystal, 0.8 mm across, with smooth faces from the
Goose Creek Quarry, Leesburg, Virginia, U.S.A.;
SEM photo by Milton L. Speckels.

crystal, 0.5 mm across, with hexagonal apatite
plates from the Oherbaumuhle Quarry,
Windischeschen-bach, Upper Palatinate, Bavaria,
Germany; SEM photo by Wolfgang Hampel.
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Figure 285. Transparent, colorless goosecreekite
crystals, 0.8 mm across, with complex faces from
the Oberbaumuhle Quarry, Windischeschenbach,
Upper Palatinate, Bavaria, Germany; SEM photo
by Wolfgang Hampel.

Figure 286. Complex growth hillocks on
goosecreekite crystal in Figure 285 with hexagonal
apatite plates; SEM photo by Wolfgang Hampel.

Figure 287. Milky-white,curved aggregate of
goosecreekite crystals, 5 cm long, with stilbite and
quartz from Kalyan, northeast of Bombay, India;
photo by Rudy W. Tschernich.

Figure 288. Transparent, colorless goosecreekite
crystal, 2 mm across, with extra face from KaIyan,
northeast of Bombay, India; SEM photo by Donald
G. Howard.

Cleaning
Most often, goosecreekite crystals only require soaking in Biz bleach or a liquid soap solution
followed by cleaning with pressurized water or an ultrasonic cleaner. Goosecreekite has a high
Si/Al ratio; therefore, calcite can be removed by using hydrochloric acid. Goosecreekite was
found to be insoluble in both hydrochloric acid and nitric acid (Dunn et al., 1980). Hydrochloric
acid might ruin minerals associated with goosecreekite; therefore, warm acetic acid (which is
slower in removing calcite) is recommended because it will not harm other zeolites. Manganese
oxides can be removed with vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution and warm oxalic acid will remove
iron stains.
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Origin
Goosecreekite has not been found in active geothermal areas; therefore, the temperature and
pressure conditions needed for crystallization have not been recorded. In India, goosecreekite
crystallizes on mordenite, heulandite, and stilbite. Since these minerals were found in geothermal wells, in Iceland, at temperatures ranging from 80" to 150" C (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978), goosecreekite probably crystallizes in the lower part of that temperature range.

Occurrence
Goosecreekite is a very rare zeolite in basalt and pegmatites. Excellent display specimens are
available from several localities in India. Micro-sized crystals are available in limited amounts
from India and Germany. More localities for goosecreekite are expected to be found when epistilbite-appearing crystals, with curved faces, are checked by XRD.

Worldwide Localities
GERMANY

Tiny, colorless, equant goosecreekite crystals, frequently under 1 mm across (with a few up to 2
mm across) (Figs. 277,279,281,284-286), are rarely found on epidote, altered potassiumfeldspar, stilbite, and laumontite and are covered with tiny colorless hexagonal tablets of apatite
or Mg-Ca-rich heulandite in cavities in the center of pegmatite veins, 10 to 15 cm wide, cutting
Paleozoic amphibolite and granite at the Oberbaumuhle Quarry, near Windischeschenbach,
Upper Palatinate, Bavaria (Hampel and Keck, 1990).
INDIA

The largest crystals of goosecreekite are found in the Tertiary Deccan basalt at several localities
in the state of Maharashtra, western India. Exceptional crystals of goosecreekite are found in
large pockets in basalt at the Pandulena Quarry (= Panduleni), near Nasik (Ottens et al., 1985).
Nearby cavities contain colorless f1uorapophyllite, pink stilbite, golden calcite, stout laumontite
crystals and powellite crystals. The goosecreekite crystals form milky-white complex individuals,
0.5 mm to over 4 cm long, and hemispherical aggregates up to 8 cm in diameter, on colorless
quartz, white fibrous mordenite, heulandite, stilbite, f1uorapophyllite, and laumontite in the
order: mordenite > quartz> heulandite > stilbite > goosecreekite > f1uorapophyllite (RWT).
Goosecreekite crystals are greatly elongated along the b-axis with severely curved faces and a
small {DID} pinacoid, parallel to the cleavage (Fig. 280). Many of the crystals are twisted 90"
around the b-axis.
Goosecreekite is reported at an unnamed locality 80 km further east of Pandulena (Ottens et
al., 1985). Transparent, colorless, twisted goosecreekite aggregates, up to 5 cm long, are rarely
found with epistilbite and heulandite in drusy quartz-lined cavities in basalt near Alibaug
(Dudley Blauwet, pers. comm.; RWT).
Exceptional specimens of goosecreekite are found at Kalyan, northeast of Bombay (Dinesh
zaveri, pers. comm.). The goosecreekite forms tiny, simple, equant, colorless individuals, up to 2
mm wide (Figs. 277,279,281,288), and twisted milky aggregates, up to 6 cm in diameter (Figs.
280,287,C-2), scattered on drusy quartz, heulandite, and stilbite, and is rarely covered by colorless f1uorapophyllite, chabazite, or calcite (RWT).
UNITED STATES

California: Tiny, colorless, twisted crystals of gooscreekite (Fig. 279), up to 3 mm across, are
very rarely found on microcline, elbaite, albite, muscovite, stilbite, and schorl in cavities in the
center of the lithium-bearing J-27 pegmatite, at the Jensen Quarry, near Riverside, Riverside
County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). The pegmatite crosses marble near an intrusive tonalite. It
contains the magmatic minerals microcline, quartz, garnet, and biotite followed by the replace.
ment minerals schorl, danburite, hambergite, albite, elbaite, and muscovite and late·stage hydrothermal minerals calcite, stilbite, goosecreekite, and stibiotantalite (DeVito and Ordway,
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1984). Other cavities contain beyerite, clinobisvanite, vanadinite, hellandite, microlite, monazite,
pyrochlore, synchysite, xenotime, and zircon (DeVito and Ordway, 1984).
Virginia: (Type locality) Goosecreekite was first found in 1979, by George Brewer, at the Luck

Company Leesburg Quarry (better known by the local name, the Goose Creek Quarry), Leesburg, Loudoun County (Dunn et al., 1980). Goosecreekite forms colorless to white, severely
curved, equant crystals (Fig. 282), up to 3 mm across, very rarely in 2- to 4-cm cavities, in seams
of altered rock cutting through Triassic diabase (Dunn et al., 1980). Goosecreekite crystals are
either equant or slightly elongated along the c-axis, with {100}, OOl}, {OlO} and other curved
faces (Figs. 277-279)(RWf). The cavity that contained the type material was lined with quartz
and fine-grained chlorite covered by acicular crystals of actinolite> albite> chlorite> goosecreekite (Dunn et al., 1980). The minerals generally crystallized in the order: quartz> chlorite
> albite-epidote-actinolite > prehnite > apophyllite-babingtonite > stilbite > goosecreekite >
calcite, with nearby pockets containing titanite, galena, and sphalerite (Dunn et al., 1980).

Harmotome

(Harm-eh-tome)

(Ba,Na2,K2,Ca)2[Al4Si12032] 012"2°, Z = 1
Harmotome has been known from at least 1775 by many local names. The name harmotome
was first used by Daubenton in his Tableau Methodique des Mineraux for the Greek words for
joint (armos) and cutting (tomos). Abbe Rene-Just Hauy adopted the name and fully described
the mineral in 1801. He defined harmotome to mean "that which divides on the joints," alluding
to the division of a hypothetical primitive tetragonal octahedron (that he believed to be an
untwinned basic crystal unit of the mineral) into smaller units, similar to the way octahedrons of
fluorite are cleaved into thin fragments. U ntwinned single crystals of harmotome crystals do not
exist. The harmotome described by Haiiy (1801) contained barium as the only cation. A
calcium-rich variety was later found, and for a time, was also called harmotome, but in 1825 it
was separated into another species and named phillipsite by Levy.
•

Type Localities: Hauy (1801) lists two localities. The oldest and most important is Andreasburg,
Harz, Germany, where twinned "crosses," now known as cruciform twins, were found. The second locality at Oberstein, Germany, produced simple "dodecahedron" and "partial varieties" now
known as Morvenite twins.
Obsolete Synonyms: andreasbergolite, andreasbergolithe, andreolite, ercinite, harmotomite,
hyacinte blanche cruciforme, kreuzkristalle, kreuzstein, Morvenite, pierre de croix, pierre cruciforme (Peter's cross), staurobaryte, staurolith, staurotide
Nomenclature: Harmotome, wellsite, and phillipsite have the same framework structure and are
members of a continuous series in exchangeable cations from barium to calcium. Considerable
potassium and sodium content is commonly present.
Although it would be ideal to have only one species per framework and a wide variation in
exchangeable cations, the well-established usage of harmotome as the barium member and
phillipsite as the calcium member has been retained. Wellsite, the member of this group witha
composition somewhere between harmotome and phillipsite, is still accepted by the International Mineralogical Association (IMA) but is considered a barian phillipsite in this book.
Harmotome is defined here as the member of the phillipsite structural group with greater than
50 percent barium. Phillipsite is the member with less than 50 percent barium. Crystals with considerable sodium and potassium, but with less than 50 percent barium, are potassium-sodiumbarium phillipsite. Variations in chemistry or order-disorder in the framework should be handled
by using optional descriptive modifiers (such as Ca-rich, calcium, calcian, potassium, sodian, Narich, ordered, disordered) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic (pseudo-orthorhombic) and Triclinic (from optics)
Space Group: PI
Crystal Axes: (monoclinic unit cell) (pseudo-orthorhombic cell)
a = 9.87-9.91 A
a = 9.88 A
b = 14.12-14.14A
b = 14.14A
c = 8.71-8.72 A
c = 14.27 A
~ = 1240 57'
~ = 9QO
Type of Structure: Both harmotome and phillipsite have the same framework (structural code
PHI). The framework consists of layers of tetrahedra forming chains of doubly connected 4member rings (double crankshaft chains) on planes where two nearby chains have been alternately rotated by 1800 and mirrored between successive planes (Sadanaga et al., 1961; Steinfink,
1%2; Rinaldi et al., 1974; Smith, 1978). Two sets of intersecting channels are present, one parallel to the a-axis and the other parallel to the b-axis (Rinaldi et al., 1974).
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Rinaldi et al. (1974) found no evidence for silicon-aluminum ordering with X-ray diffraction
(XRD) although very fine-scaled silicon-aluminum ordering is evident by optics (Akizuki, 1985).
Ordering occurs when cations bond to the framework oxygens at aluminum populated sites. If
the cation is completely surrounded by water molecules, the silicon-aluminum structure is disordered (Akizuki, 1985).
Cation sites and water molecule distribution are the same for both harmotome and phillipsite
(Rinaldi et al., 1974). Two cation sites are found outside the framework. One site is fully occupied by barium or potassium, surrounded by eight framework oxygens and four water molecules,
while the other site is only partially occupied by 40 percent sodium and calcium in phillipsite (15
percent calcium and sodium in harmotome), in a distorted octahedral coordination with two
framework oxygens and four water molecules (Rinaldi et al., 1974; Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
Ordering of barium causes deviation from orthorhombic to monoclinic symmetry, while ordering of aluminum and silicon causes deviation, up to 2°, from monoclinic to triclinic symmetry
(Akizuki, 1985). The tetrahedra in harmotome are not equivalent in respect to aluminum on the
side faces of growth steps during growth. If the tetrahedra form before the large cations on the
side face of a growth step, silicon, rather than aluminum, will occupy the tetrahedra, but if the
tetrahedra form after the large cation is filled, then the tetrahedra are preferentially occupied by
aluminum in order to satisfy the local charge balance (Akizuki, 1985). If the two sides of a
growth step are symmetrical, they will be twinned.
Harmotome has a topological orthorhombic symmetry (Cmcm) that reduces to monoclinic
(P2 1/m) from position of the cations, and finally to triclinic PI symmetry from aluminum-silicon
ordering.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, gray, red, yellow,
orange, brown
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 4.5 to 5
Density: 2.38 to 2.50 gm/cm 3
Fracture: uneven to conchoidal
Cleavage: {OlO} good, {00l} fair

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.498-1.508
13 = 1.503-1.509
-y = 1.506-1.514
biaxial positive
2 V = 75° to 85°
-yAb

=2°, a A C = _52° to ·58°

13 c =
A

27° to 34° in the acute angle

Morphology
Harmotome forms pseudo-orthorhombic, twinned, prismatic crystals, commonly elongated
along the a-axis, although elongation along the b-axis also occurs. Blocky, equant crystals and
radiating aggregates are common. Some crystals simulate a tetragonal prism. Shortened or
twinned crystals can form a pseudorhombic dodecahedron.
Harmotome always forms complex penetration twins. Untwinned harmotome has never been
found, although Haliy (1801) believed twinned harmotome could be cleaved into untwinned
units. Harmotome crystals appear to nucleate as twins.
The complex interpenetration twinning of harmotome and phillipsite was classilied by Lacroix
(1923) to include the Morvenite twin, Marburg twin, Perier twin, and Stempel twin after dominant habits that were observed at some localities.
The Morvenite twin is a four ling twin present in all harmotome and phillipsite crystals (Figs.
289-300,313). It is composed of four individuals or sectors, arranged across the twin planes
{DOl} and {20n, and it displays the external forms {OlO}, {001}, {lID}, and {lOO} (Fig. 293).
The four sets of intersecting striations, which indicate the presence of the four individuals, are
seen only on the {OlO} face. Nonintersecting striations are also found on {DOl} and {100}. The
striations on all of the faces point in the direction of {001}. Morvenite twins are commonly elongated along the a-axis, and, less commonly, are elongated along the b-axis, and flattened either
on the {DID} or {001}.
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Cruciform twins (= crossed twins) are produced by penetration twinning of two Morvenite
twins, at 90° to each other, around the a-axis (Figs. 313,214,316). Two types of cruciform twins
are recognized: the Perier twin and the Marburg twin.
The Perier twin consists of two Morvenite twins (flattened on {010}) rotated 90° around the
a-axis, with respect to each other, so that all the outer prism faces are (001) (Figs. 301-303). This
twin is recognized by the absence of intersecting sector striations on all of the outer faces. Striations on the terminations are perpendicular to the outer faces and intersect where the two Morvenite twins meet. Perier twins without reentrant angles appear tetragonal (Fig. 302). A
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Fig. 292
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COMMON MORVEINITE FOURLING IS PRESENT IN ALL HARMOTOME CRYSTALS
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ELONGATION ALONG B·AXIS
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STRIATIONS ALWAYS POINT TOWARD (001)
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cruciform twin is present when the reentrant angles are present (Figs. 301,303). The Marburg
twin is twinned similarly to a Perier twin, but consists of two Morvenite twins (flattened on
{OOl}), rotated 90" around the a-axis, with respect to each other, so that all the outer prism
faces are (010). This twin is recognized by the presence of four sets of intersecting striations on
the surface of all external prism faces (Figs. 304-306, 309). Striations on the terminations are
parallel to the outer faces and intersect where the two Morvenite twins meet. Marburg twins,
without reentrant angles, appear to be tetragonal (Fig. 305). A cruciform twin has reentrant
angles (Figs. 304,306-307).
The Stempel twin is a multiple twin of the Morvenite, Marburg, or Perier type twinned around
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Fig. 302
CRUCIFORM PERIER TWIN
WITH REENTRANTS

PERIER TWIN WITHOUT REENTRANTS
(001) ON ALL PRISM FACES

PERIER CORE-BIT TWIN
(001) ON ALL PRISM FACES
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Fig. 306
CRUCiFORM MARBURG TWIN
WiTH REENTRANTS

COMPLEX MARBURG TWIN

STEMPEL TWINNING
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Fig. 309

Fig. 307
STEMPEL TWIN COMPOSED
OF PERIER TWINS
WITH REENTRANTS

STEMPEL TWIN COMPOSED
OF MORVENITE TWINS
ON TWO AXES

001
Fig. 310
STEMPEL TWIN COMPOSED
OF PERIER TWINS
WITH REENTRANTS

COMPLEX MARBURG TWIN

Fig. 312
STEMPLE TWIN PSEUDODODECAHEDRON
COMPOSED OF PERIER TWINS
WITHOUT REENTRANTS
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all two (Fig. 308) or three axes (Figs. 307,310-312). Stempel twins without reentrant angles
resemble a rhombic dodecahedron (Fig. 312). Stempel twins are more common in phillipsite
than harmotome. The morphology of harmotome is indexed in the monoclinic system. The caxis length is half that used by Hintze (1897) and Dana (1898).
Point Group: I (triclinic) (pseudo-orthorhombic 21m 21m 21m = mmm)
Crystal Class: Pinacoidal (pseudorhombic-dipyramidal)
Forms:
Common {OlD}, {DOl}, {1l0}, {lDO},{S20}, {410}
Scarce {201}, {701}, {350}, {021}, {lOl}, {710}, {S10}

Figure 313. White bloc..) ' MOIvenite twin (left) and

Figure 314. White cruciform twins of hannotome,

crucifonn twins (right) of hannotome, 10 mm long,
from Idar Oberstein, Pfalz, Gennany; photo by
Volker Betz.

8 mm across, with deep reentrant angles from
Andreasberg, Harz, Gennany; photo by Volker
Betz.

Figure 315. Gray MOlVenite twin of harmotome, 1

Figure 316. Transparent, colorless, Perier "core-

mm across, elongated along the b-axis, from
Korsniis, Finland; SEM photo by Milton L.
Speckels.

bit" twin of hannotome, 0.5 mm across, from
Llangynog Cum Org Mine, Wales, U.K.; SEM
photo by Milton L. Speckels.
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Chemical Composition
Korsnas, Finland (Sahama and Lehtinen, 1967)
Ba1.9SNa.86Mg.17K.07[Al4.3#e.14Si11.0S03z] olZ.69HZO
Andreasberg, Harz, Germany (Rinaldi et aI., 1974)
Ba1.9ZCa.46K.07[Al4.6SSi11.Z603z] oxHZO
Glenn Riddle!Pennsylvania, U.S.A (Meier, 1939)
Ba1.5SNa.54K.54MK09Ca.03[Al4.76Si11.1303z] olZ.03HZO
Maungarahu, Tokatoka District, New Zealand (Black, 1%9)
Ba1.S4Na1.03K.Z3Ca.18[Al4.66Si11.3103zl o1Z.39HZO
Buck Creek, Clay Co., North Carolina, U.S.A (Rinaldi et al., 1974)
Ba1.66Ca.7SK.30[AlS.14Si11.7003Z1°xHZO (tip of wellsite crystal)
Chase Creek, Falkland, British Columbia, Canada(Tschernich and Wise, 198Z)
Ba1.17K.86Ca.Z9Na.1SMg.03Sr.03[Al4.11Si11.8603Z1oxHZO
Hrub~ice, Czechoslovakia (Cerny and Povondra, l%Sa)

Ba1.76Ko.44NaO.ZSCaO.14SrO.003[Al4.S3Si11.4703Z101Z.34HZO
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

There is a continuous series in exchangeable cations between harmotome and phillipsite with
harmotome defined as the member with greater than SO percent barium (R WT). Although wellsite is still retained as a species (cermyet al., 1977) it should be considered only a Ba-rich phillipsite since it has less than SO percent barium cation content. Harmotome commonly contains very
little potassium, strontium, and calcium although considerable sodium and potassium have been
found in some crystals. T Si = Si/(Si+AI) = 0.70 to 0.72; Si/AI = Z.33 to Z.88

Identification
The morphology of harmotome is similar to apophyllite, stilbite, and merlinoite and is identical
to phillipsite. Merlinoite and apophyllite can be differentiated by XRD. The presence of excellent (001) cleavage of apophyllite and (010) cleavage of stilbite differentiates them from harmotome. Pseudorhombic dodecahedra of harmotome resemble crystals of paulingite, bu tare
commonly milky to white and possess intersecting striations on the faces.
The presence of four sets of intersecting striations on harmotome helps distinguish it from
other zeolites with the exception of phillipsite. Since all phillipsite and harmotome have the same
morphology, physical properties and XRD pattern determination of the chemical composition is
essential for positive identification of harmotome (barium greater than SO percent of the
exchangeable cations). Harmotome more commonly forms blocky, equant crystals than phillipsite although this cannot be used to identify the two species. Harmotome is more often found in
ore veins and phillipsite is found in volcanics. Rarely, harmotome is found in volcanics.

Cleaning
Most harmotome crystals are quite durable. They can be scrubbed with a brush and cleaned
with running or pressurized water. Mud or soil can be loosened by soaking in laundry presoak
Biz bleach or a liquid soap solution and then removed with pressurized water or ultrasonic
cleaning. The presence of fresh lustrous harmotome on mine dumps indicates harmotome is
fairly resistant to weathering. Harmotome has a low SitAI ratio; therefore, it slowly reacts with
hydrochloric acid and will become frosted if immersed for over one minute. Warm acetic acid
can be used to remove calcite without damage to the harmotome. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) will
remove manganese oxides and oxalic acid will remove iron stains.

•
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Origin
Harmotome has not been found in active geothermal wells; therefore, the exact temperature
and pressure conditions needed for crystallization cannot be directly measured. Phillipsited
commonly found in geothermal wells in basalt in Iceland, at temperatures from 60° to 85 C
(Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978), is considered a good reference to the conditions of
harmotome crystallization.
Harmotome is found in samples from several deep-sea sediments from the Pacific Ocean floor
where a slow sedimentation rate allows harmotome to grow around palagonite nuclei (Bonatti
and Nayudu, 1%5; Kastner and Stonecipher, 1978). Alteration of the volcanic glass with
seawater first produces harmotome and later phillipsite.

Occurrence
Harmotome is still considered a scarce zeolite, although it is found at many localities. Harmotome is much less common than phillipsite. Most of the major occurrences of harmotome are in
late stage hydrothermal lead-silver ore veins. Harmotome found in volcanics is commonly due to
hydrothermal alteration of barium minerals, especially barian feldspar. Harmotome is rarely
found in altered volcanic tuff deposits and deep sea sediments. The finest display specimens of
harmotome have been found at Andreasberg, Germany; Strontian, Scotland; and Korsnils, Finland. The best micro-sized crystals of harmotome occur at the same localities that produce display specimens.

Worldwide Localities
AUSTRALIA

Harmotome and barian phillipsite are found in cavities in garnet-pyroxenite xenoliths in Quaternary volcanic breccia near Proston, Queensland (England and Su therland, 1988).
AUSTRIA

Salzburg: Small, white groups of harmotome are reported on chlorite slate at Hollersbachthal,
(Hintze, 1897). Beautiful cruciform twins ofharmotome (Fig. 301) are found with stilbite, scolecite, and laumontite in cavities at Sattelkar, Obersulzbachthal, Salzburg (Gernot Weissensteiner,
pers. comm.). Harmotome occurs on rutile needles, smoky quartz, titanite, and other minerals
at Seebachkar, Obersulzbachtal (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Styria: Colorless to gray, Morvenite twins of harmotome, up to 2 mm long (Fig. 289), and Perier
twins (Fig. 303) are rarely found with ferrierite, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite), calcite,
aragonite, chalcedony, and opal in potassium-rich basalt (= shoshonite) at Weilendorf, near
Wildon (Machalschki, 1926; Zirkl, 1974).
Tyrol: Small, colorless, cruciform twins of harmotome are found on quartz, orthoclase variety
adularia, and calcite at Hasenkar, Zillerthal (Hintze, 1897).
BULGARIA

Harmotome is found with heulandite and laumontite in fissures in latite (= trachyandesite) at
Iskra, Khaskovo District (Kostov, 1962, 1969).
CANADA

British Columbia: Colorless to white, Morvenite twins of harmotome, up to 0.5 mm long (Figs.
298,299), occur with paulingite, heulandite, erionite, and clay in vesicular olivine basalt fragments in Chase Creek, near Falkland (Tschernich and Wise, 1982). The minerals crystallized in
the order: white montmorillonite clay> erionite > paulingite > harmotome > heulandite >
clay. Harmotome and heulandite are found on diorite at the 3,500-foot level of the Craigmont
Mine, near Merritt (R WT).
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Colorless to white cruciform twins of harmotome, up to 3 mm long, are found in veins cutting
granite in a copper-molybdenum prospect on Omineca Mountain (Joe Nagel, pers. comm.).
Transparent, colorless to amber colored, Morvenite twins of harmotome, up to 3 mm long,
elongated along the b-axis (Fig. 2%), are found on calcite and granitic rock in an open pit near
the Highland Bell Mine, Beaverdell (Ty Balacko, pers. comm.; RWT). Laumontite, native silver,
acanthite, pyrite, and quartz are found within the mine.
Ontario: White cruciform twins of harmotome, up to 4 mm long, are found on amethyst quartz,
purple fluorite, calcite, and pyrite in cavities in veins crossing argillite at the Rabbit Mountain
Mine, southwest of Port Arthur (Ferrier, 1891). Small harmotome crystals are found on calcite
in veins crossing quartz schist at the Beaver Mine, O'Connor Township, Thunder Bay (Hintze,
1897).
Harmotome occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite, gismondine, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite,
prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Velthuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Harmotome occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite, gismondine, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991).
White, colorless, and gray Morvenite and cruciform twins of harmotome, up to 1 mm long, are
rarely found with analcime, natrolite, Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), paranatrolite, and
chabazite in large pegmatite veins, miarolitic cavities, breccia, and sodalite xenoliths in the Cretaceous nepheline syenite of the alkaline gabbro-syenite complex at the DeMix Quarry at Mont
Saint-Hilaire, east of Montreal (Marble and Regis, 1979; Horvath and Gault, 1990). Other cavities contain gmelinite, phillipsite, gismondine, garronite, thomsonite, edingtonite, gobbinsite,
serandite, microcline, albite, catapleiite, and many other minerals (Marble and Regis, 1979;
Wight and Chao, 1986; Robinson and King, 1988).
Gray, claylike crusts of harmotome are found on weloganite, calcite, and fluorite in a
dawsonite-bearing, silicate-carbonate sill at the Francon Quarry, St. Michel, Montreal Island
(Bonardi et al., 1981; William Ulrich, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain analcime, dachiardite,
ankerite, dolomite, calcite, quartz, and mordenite. Cruciform twins of harmotome are found at
the Cupra Mine, Stratford Centre (Hoffman et al., 1973).
Saskatchewan: Harmotome is found with the barium-feldspar hyalophane, microcline, and
albite in veins cutting gneiss at Nisikkatch Lake (Hogarth, 1957).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Colorless to yellowiSh-white, columnar, Perier and Marburg twins ofharmotome, up to 0.5 mm
long, without reentrant angles (Figs. 302,305), are followed by Stempel twins, up to 4 mm long,
which commonly grew into incomplete rhombic dodecahedra (Figs. 310,311) in fissures crossing
hydrothermally altered pegmatite veins in serpentinite at HrubSice, near Moravsky Krumlov,
Western Moravia (Cerny and Povondra, 1%5a). The original pegmatite vein minerals, anthophyllite, hornblende, biotite, and feldspar (barium less than 1 percent), were entirely altered by
hydrothermal action and precipitated as harmotome.
Harmotome is found in basalt dikes in the Ostrava-Karvina coal basin, Moravia (Cerny and
Povondra, 1965a). Kralik (1971) reports harmotome in the groundmass of Carboniferous red
sandstones of the Ostrava-Karvina basin, Moravia. Colorless harmotome crystals, up to 5 mm
long, are found in volcanics at Rubellan, Paschkapole (Smithsonian, RWT). Colorless, transparent, cruciform twins of harmotome, up to 5 mm long, are found on calcite and stilbite at the
Francisci of Segen-Gottes Schachte Mine, near Pribram, Bohemia (Hintze, 1897; British
Museum, RWT).
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FINLAND
Excellent specimens of grayish-white Morvenite and Marburg twins of harmotome, commonly
up to 1 cm across with exceptional crystals up to 2.5 cm across, elongated along the b-axis (Figs.
294-296,304,315), were found perched on yellow fluorapophyllite and were associated with calcite, pyrite, and apatite in the Korsnlls Lead Mine (operated from 1958 to 1962), near Vaasa, in
western Finland (Sahama, 1965; Sahama and Lehtinen, 1967). The fine specimens were found
on the minus-19O-meter level in the mine, when a tunnel crossed a large cavity (1.5 meters in
diameter and over 30 meters long) that was filled with water under pressure.
GERMANY
(Co-type locality) Superb specimens of lustrous, colorless, white, milky-gray, and rarely, pink,
cruciform twinned harmotome crystals, up to 2 cm long, are found on quartz, calcite, galena,
and other metallic minerals in the Samson Mine, Bergmannstrost Mine, Abendrothe Mine,
Andreaskreuz Mine, and Katharina Neufang Mine, at Andreasberg, Harz (Hintze, 1897; RWT).
The small harmotome crystals are composed of Morvenite twinning, elongated along either the
a-axis (Figs. 289-294) or the b-axis (Figs. 295-297). The larger harmotome crystals are cruciform
twins with Marburg twinning (Figs. 304-309,314) or Perier twinning (Figs. 301,302). Stempel
twins are rare (Fig. 307). Harmotome is also found at Mount Ercinio, in the Harz Mountains
and in basalt near Eschwege, Harz (Hintze, 1897).
(Co-type locality) Colorless to cream-eolored, harmotome crystalS, up to 15 mm long
(commonly elongated along the a-axis), consisting of the Morvenite twinning (Figs.
289,290,292,293) and less commonly cruciform twins with Marburg (Figs. 304,305,314) and
Perier twinning (Figs. 301,302), are found on amethyst quartz or agate geodes in the Idar-Oberstein area (Smithsonian, RWT). Harmotome is associated with golden to brown calcite in
quartz-lined geodes in basalt at Achat, Steinbruch Setz, Idar-Oberstein, Rhineland (RWT). Re
ddish to colorless blocky harmotome crystals, up to 5 mm long, are found with altered carbonates in volcanics at KIozberg, Idar-Oberstein (RWT). Harmotome occurs with heulandite, laumontite, and chabazite at Steinbruch Jean, near Baumholder, Idar-Oberstein, Pfalz (Willern,
1990).
Blocky white harmotome crystalS, up to 8 mm long, are found with colorless rhombohedra of
chabazite at the Bedxer Quarry, Freisen, Saarland (RWT). Yellow to brown cruciform twins of
harmotome, up to 3 mm long, are associated with chabazite, heulandite, and stilbite on
pyrrhotite, pyrite, barite, and vivianite at Silberberg, near Bodenmais, Bavaria (= Bayern)
(Smithsonian, R WT). Harmotome crystals, up to 4 mm long, are found in basalt at the Ortenberg Gold Mine, near Rossberg, Rossdorf, Schiffenberg, near Giessen, in Hessen (Hintze, 1897;
Smithsonian, RWT).
Small, colorless, Morvenite twins of harmotome (Fig. 290) are found in melilite-nephelinite
basalt and pyroclastics that built up a Tertiary volcano at HOwenegg, in Hegau (Walenta, 1974;
Alberti et al., 1979; Walenta et al., 1981). Nearby cavities contain amicite, merlinoite, calcite,
aragonite, paulingite, garronite, phillipsite, natrolite, chabazite, thomsonite, stilbite, mountainite,
torbermorite, and makatite.
Opaque-white harmotome crystals are found at Giessen Hess (British Museum, RWT). Clear
to white, Morvenite and Perier twins of harmotome, up to 10 mm long, are associated with
chabazite and quartz at Duppelsberg, Niederbrombach, Birkenfeld (Hintze, 1897; British
Museum, R WT).
Yellowish harmotome crystals are found in basalt near Tannennadelschanke, Saida, Sachsen
(= Saxony), and in nepheline-diorite of Pflasterkaute, near Eisenach, Thuringen (Hintze, 1897).
Milky-eolored harmotome crystals, up to 10 mm long, are found with calcite lining cavities near
Obernkirchen (Smithsonian, RWT). Harmotome occurs with chabazite, natrolite, scolecite, and
calcite in basalt at Bad Marienberg, Westerwald (Willern, 1990).
Harmotome occurs in Tertiary basalt at the Zeilberg Quarry, near Maroldsweisach,
Franconia, Bavaria (Willern, 1990). Other cavities contain gmelinite, natrolite, chabazite, analcime, thomsonite, phillipsite, stilbite, laumontite, thaumasite, ellringite, calcite, gyrolite, okenite,
dachiardite, silica-rich heulandite, aragonite, rhodesite, tobermorite, and hydroxyapophyllite.
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IRELAND

Cruciform twins of harmotome, up to 10 mm long, are found in the Luganure Mines and on the
dumps extending from Glendalough to Glendasan, County Wicklow (Jolly, 1886).
ITALY

Simple Morvenite twins ofharmotome, with the forms {OlO}, {GOl}, {lOO}, {1I0}, and {350},
occur with quartz, sphalerite, and galena in graphite lenses in gneiss at Cerisieri, Valle del
Chisone, Piedmont (Pelloux, 1931).
Colorless harmotome twins, up to 5 mm long, are found on calcite plates in the Giovanni
Bonu Mine, Sarrabus, Sardinia (Smithsonian, R WT). Morvenite and Perier twins of harmotome
(Figs. 290,303) are found at Drio Ie Pale (Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
Potassium-rich harmotome reported from Selva di Trissino, Vicenza (Passaglia and Bertoldi,
1983), is now classified as a barium-rich phillipsite (RWT).
JAPAN

Morvenite twins of harmotome (Fig. 293) are found with calcite, laumontite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and sphalerite in fissures in green tuff at Udo, Shiamane Prefecture (Kinoshita, 1922).
MEXICO
Chihuahua: Excellent colorless twinned harmotome crystals, up to lO mm long, occur with
heulandite and native wire silver at Batopilas, Municipio de Batopilas (Smithsonian, R WT).

Michoacan: Harmotome occurs at Mineral de Angangueo, Municipio de Angangueo (Salinas,
1923).
Sonora: Colorless harmotome twins, up to 4 mm long, occur in a small manganese prospect
northwest of Alamos, Municipio de Alamos (Smithsonian, RWT). Panczer (1987) reports harmotome crystals, up to 2 cm long, with stilbite and calcite in the Sara Alica Mine, San Bernardo,
Municipio de Alamos.
NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Cream-colored, opaque, Morvenite twins of harmotome (Fig. 289), up to 2 cm
long, are found with analcime in joints along the contact between a Tertiary andesite dike and a
barite-concretion-bearing limestone at Maungarahu, Tokatoka District, Northland (Black,
1%9). The crystals are zoned, with a low-barium and high-sodium content in the core, and are
barium-rich phillipsite at the rim (R WT). The harmotome is believed to have resulted from
leaching of the barite concretions to produce a Na-Ba-rich alkaline solution at approximately
2000 C (Black, 1969).
Masses of intergrown harmotome crystals are found in andesite at Rehia, Northland (Black,
1%9). At Golden Gully, near Tokatoka, tiny anhedral grains of harmotome are found intergrown with analcime, thomsonite, and calcite on aggregates of hydrogrossular in blocks of limestone xenoliths (3 meters in diameter) that were assimilated during intrustion of an olivine basalt
dike into Eocene sediments (Baker and Black, 1980).
Harmotome is found with chlorite, siderite, ilmenite, apatite, barite, Na-K-rich chabazite
(= herschelite), quartz, and orthoclase in cavities in a Miocene andesite plug (that intruded into
Tertiary limestone) at the Simpkins Quarry, near Tokatoka, southeast of Dargaville (Black,
1964; Courtney and Rodgers, 1988). Other cavities contain analcime, gonnardite, natrolite, and
thomsonite.

South Island: Lustrous, colorless to milky-white, Morvenite and Marberg twins of harmotome
are found with tabular apophyllite and hyalophane in cavities in Middle Tertiary submarine
basalt flows along the Pahau River, Culverden, Canterbury (Mason, 1946; William Ulrich,
unpublished report). Nearby cavities contain analcime, natrolite, and calcite.
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NORWAY

Colorless to orange, Morvenite, Marburg, and Perier twins of harmotome, up to 8 mOl long
(Figs. 290,301,302,304,305), are found with calcite, and are commonly covered with small pyrite
crystals on schist-gneiss and gangue rock at the Anne Sophie Mine, Kongsberg (Smithsonian,
RWT).
Small, white, cruciform twins of harmotome are rarely found with heulandite, stilbite,
chabazite, chlorite, muscovite, dickite, calcite, and opal in miarolitic cavities and pegmatites in a
contact zone between Permian biotite granite and sediments at Nedre Ecker Church, west of
Drammen, in the Oslo region (Raade, 1969). Tiny, Morvenite twins of harmotome are found on
red quartz syenite at Tonsenas, near Christiania (Hintze, 1897).
POLAND

White harmotome crystals are found with calcite at Friedrike-Juliane, near Kupferberg, Rudelstadt, Silesia (Hintze, 1897). Harmotome is reported in a vesicular basalt at Finkenhubel, near
Glatz, Silesia (Hintze, 1897). Crystals, described as harmotome from Lirgwitz, near Lowenberg,
Silesia (Hintze, 1897), are phillipsite (Smithsonian, RWT). Small salmon-red to pink Morvenite
and Marburg twins of harmotome are found with calcite and pyrite in vesicular basalt fragments
in a conglomerate at the Biala Woda Gorge, Pieniny Mountains (Wieser, 1986).
SWEDEN

Harmotome crystals are found intergrown with kaolinite and montmorillonite, due to alteration
of scapolite in pegmatites, at Ultevis (BystrOm, 1956).
UNITED KINGDOM

England: Colorless harmotome crystals, up to 2 mOl long, are found on large cream-colored
witherite crystals at Settlingstones Mine, Hexham, Northumberland (British Museum, RWT).
Colorless harmotome crystals, up to 2 mOl long, are found on gangue rock at the Stonecroft
Mine, Hexham (Smithsonian, RWT).
Colorless harmotome crystals, up to 5 mOl long, are found with wedge-shaped cdingtonite on
prehnite in veins crossing dolerite at Squilver Quarry (= Moreswood Quarry), Disgwylfa Hill,
Shropshire (Neil Hubbard, pers. comm.).
Northern Ireland: Although harmotome does not occur in the County Antrim basalts, it has
been found associated with calcite in the Conlig Lead Mines, Newtownards, near Belfast (Rab
Nawaz, pers. comm.). Harmotome, reported in basalt from Giant's Causeway by Greg and
Lettsom (1858), is phillipsite (RWT).
Scotland: Exceptional specimens of colorless to white harmotome crystals are found in the lead
mines at Strontian, Argyllshire. The mines were discovered in 1722, and were worked intermit

Figure 317. Block)', white
Morvenite twins of harmotome,
up to 10 mm long, from the
Bellsgrove Mine, Strontian,
Argyllshire, Scotland, U.K.; photo
by Rudy W. Tschemich.
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tently for lead until 1871, and reopened in 1988 for barite to be used in oil well drilling. Harmotome, strontianite, or brewsterite is found in open spaces in ore veins of calcite, barite, galena,
and sphalerite that traverse the Strontian granite, along a near vertical contact with the Moline
schist-gneiss that extends for nearly 8 kilometers in the mines, listed from west to east in the
order: the Corrantee Mine > Whitesmith Mine> Middleshope Mine > Bellsgrove Mine> Fee
Donald Mine (Jeremy Landless, unpublished report). Decomposition of the barite produced the
barium needed for the harmotome. Harmotome is commonly found on calcite, barite, and, very
rarely, on brewsterite (Brian Jackson, pers. comm.). Small crystals ofharmotome are transparent, colorless, spindle-shaped, Morvenite twins, up to 1 cm long, elongated parallclto the b-axis
and tapering off at each end (Figs. 295,297,3(0) (RWT). Morvenite twins, up to 2 cm long, also
are elongated along the a-axis (Figs. 289-294) or form blocky crystals (Figs. 298,317) (RWT).
The larger harmotome crystals form excellent Marburg or Perier cruciform twins, up to 2.5 cm
long, with small reentrant angles (Figs. 301,304) (RWT).
Most of the fine harmotome specimens from Strontian originated from the Bellsgrove Mine or
the Bellsgrove dump, which contains rock from both the Middleshope Mine and Bellsgrove
Mine. Excellent specimens of opaque, white, harmotome crystals, up to 2.5 cm long, were found
on calcite in the Clashgorn stope that was worked all the way to the surface at the west end of
the Bellsgrove Mine (Jeremy Landless, unpublished report). The vein at the bottom of the
engine shaft that was worked to over 110 km below the main level also produced exceptional
large crystallized harmotome. Brewsterite is very rare in the Bellsgrove Mine. This whole area
has become an open pit mine operated for barite.
The Whitesmith Mine produced an abundance of brewsterite but little harmotome. Brilliant
harmotome twins, up to 8 mm long, are found on amber-colored, calcite crystals at the
Corrantee Mine (the most westerly mine in the series of workings) (RWT). Small Morvenite
twins of harmotome are found on barite and calcite in the Fee Donald Mine (the easternmost
mine in the series of workings) (Jeremy Landless, unpublished report).
Colorless, transparent to milky-white Morvenite and Marburg twins of harmotome, up to 15
mm long (Figs. 289-291), are found on pink, bladed masses of thomsonite pseudomorphs after
stilbite (= cluthalite), white opaque analcime crystals, colorless edingtonite, and prismatic needles of thomsonite in cavities in Carboniferous basaltic-andesite in the Kilpatrick Hills, near
Glasgow (RWT).
Colorless harmotome twins, up to 3 mm long, are found with edingtonite and long prismatic
needles of thomsonite, on barite and light green prehnite in basaltic-andesite on the east side of
the Bowling Quarry, Bowling, near Glasgow (Heddle, 1901; Royal Scottish Museum, RWT).
The west side of the quarry consists of tuffaceous rock cut by veins lined with harmotome, stilbite, heulandite, and laumontite (Heddle, 1901).
Cruciform twins of harmotome are found on calcite and analcime in the cliffs on the east side
of Glen Arbuck, Old Kilpatrick (Royal Scottish Museum, R WT). Harmotome is found with
analcime and quartz at Campsie Fells and Earlsburn Reservoir, in Stirlingshire, north of Glasgow (Heddle, 1901).
Simple Morvenite twins of harmotome are found with prehnite, greenockite, erythrite, and
needles of thomsonite at the Bishopton Tunnel, Renfrewshire (Royal Scottish Museum, R WT).
Harmotome is found with analcime at Kilmalcolm, Renfrewshire; with analcime and on green
prehnite from Corstorphine Hill, and the Barnton Brae Quarry, near Edinburgh (Royal Scottish
Museum, RWT).
Water-clear, doubly terminated, Marburg twins ofharmotome, up to 5 mm long (Fig. 306),
are commonly covered with minute crystals of pyrite and marcasite on pinkish-white complex
barite crystals in ore veins traversing the muscovite-biotite Moline schist or pink felspathic rock
at Struy Lead Mines, Alit Tigh Cumhaig burn, near Struy, Inverness-shire (Russell, 1946). The
minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> sphalerite> barite> harmotome > pyrite-marcasite
(Russell, 1946).
Water-clear, lustrous, cruciform Marburg twins of harmotome, up to 6 mm long (Fig. 306),
are found on earthy to mamillary hematite, nail-head calcite, and cockscomb barite in brecciated
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felspathic and hornblendic gneisses in a quarry near Loch an Arbhair, Ross-shire (Waterston,
1953).
Transparent, colorless, slender, cruciform twins of harmotome, up to 3 mm long, are rarely
found with thomsonite and analcime in Carboniferous basalt in the Loanhead Quarry, near
Beith, Strathclyde (Meikle, 1989b). Nearby cavities also contain low-temperature grossular and
andradite garnet, heulandite, thomsonite, chabazite, laumontite, epidote, prehnite, clinozoisite,
and calcite (Meikle, 1989b).
Wales: Tiny, brilliant harmotome crystals are found on pale-brown mica on thin bands of massive barium feldspar banalsite cutting manganese ores at the Benallt Mine, Rhiw, L1eyn Peninsula, Carnarvonshire (Smith, 1945). Transparent, colorless Perier twins of harmotome (Fig.
316), up to 10 mm long, occur in the L1angynog Cum Org Mine (RWT).
UNITED STATES
Arizona: Sodium harmotome, described by Sheppard and Gude (1971) from the lacustrine
Pliocene tuff beds in the Big Sandy Formation, Mohave County, is considered a barium-sodiumrich phillipsite, since barium makes up only 21 percent of the exchangeable cations (RWT).
Harmotome forms a light-gray film that cements basaltic grains in a yellowish-brown sandstone in Pliocene volcanic tuff deposits near Kirkland Junction, Yavapai County (Sheppard and
Gude, 1983). The harmotome formed as a result of alteration of volcanic glass with water containing barium in the order: glass > smectite> opal> harmotome.

California: Harmotome is reported with santaclaraite in a manganese mine in eastern Santa
Clara County (Pemberton, 1983).
Colorado: Harmotome is found with barite in volcanic tuff (oil shale) of the Green River Formation, in the Piceance Creek basin (Sheppard and Gude, 1971).
Connecticut: Cream-colored Morvenite and cruciform twins of harmotome, up to 10 mm long,
are found with pyrite, calcite, sphalerite, wurtzite, and heulandite on quartz and Iluorite in veins
crossing schist and gneiss at the Thomaston Dam, near Thomaston (Henderson, 1979; Segeler
and Molon, 1985). Other cavities contain stilbite, chabazite, barite, kaolin, and galena. Harmotome is found with stilbite and natrolite at Georgetown (Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).
New York: Blocky, red, orange to cinnamon, and brown-colored harmotome crystals, up to 2
mm long, were found with stilbite on gneiss during the Fourth Avenue Tunnel excavations at
Yonkers (Smithsonian, RWT). Pale-pink harmotome crystals are associated with chabazite and
stilbite in narrow veins crossing gneiss at subway excavations in the vicinity of the Southern
Boulevard, Bronx County (Manchester, 1931).
Yellow, brown, and cinnamon-colored harmotome crystalS, up to 12 mm long, were found
with analcime, heulandite, thomsonite, stilbite, and laumontite scattered on schist during
Harlem railroad improvements, in 1871, at 43rd Street, Manhatten, New York County
(Chamberlain, 1888; Manchester, 1931).
Superb colorless to milky-white cruciform twins of harmotome, up to 2 cm long, were found in
Westchester County (Smithsonian, R WT). Colorless to milky-white, cruciform twinned harmotome, up to 7 mm long, are found in Tunnel Number 5, Croton Aquaduct, Croton, Westchester
County (Smithsonian, RWT).
Excellent specimens of colorless, tan, and orange, blocky, cruciform twins of harmotome, up to
8 mm long, are found on schist at Sing Sing, near Ossining, Westchester County (Smithsonian
RWT). Harmotome is also found at Whitson, Westchester County (RWT).
North Carolina: Cream-colored, prismatic, harmotome crystals, up to 5 mm long, are found at
the Sharon Harris Nuclear Power Plant site, Durham County, and with heulandite, barite, laumontite, and saponite in diabase near Apex, Wake County (Privett, 1985).
Colorless to cream-colored, Morvenite and Marburg twins of zoned phillipsite-harmotome, up
to 3 mm long (Figs. 289,306), are associated with chabazite on feldspar, hornblende, or corundum in veins crossing dunite near a contact with gneiss at the Buck Creek Corundum Mine, Clay
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County (type locality for wellsite) (Pratt and Foote, 1897; cermy et al., 1977). The crystals are
strongly zoned from a Ca-K-bearing pbillipsite at tbe core to barian pbillipsite and barmotome at
tbe rim (cermy et al., 1977).
Pennsylvania: Clear to white, cruciform Marburg twins of harmotome, up to 5 mm long (Fig.

304), are found witb tbe barium feldspar byalophane, gibbsite, and corundum on vertical joint
surfaces of serpentine in an altered anorthositic gabbroic dike at Glen Riddle, Delaware County
(Meier, 1939). Some of the barium feldspar bas been resorbed to form harmotome at temperatures near 2CX/ C (Meier, 1939).
Harmotome crystals, up to 3 mm long, are found in tbe north side of the open pit at Cornwall,
Lebanon County (Smithsonian, R WI) Harmotome-pbillipsite crystals, up to 5 mm long, are
found with pale-yellow barite in nodules in shale near Holidaysburg (Robinson and King, 1988).
Harmotome is found on fractures in hornfels near the contact witb an intrusive Triassic diabase into shale at the Kibblehouse Quarry, Perkiomenville, Montgomery County (Gregory,
1970). Other veins contain pyrite, calcite, prehnite, chabazite, gmelinite, stilbite, heulandite, and
natrolite.
Virginia: Harmotome occurs with augite, actinolite, and laumontite at the Goose Creek Quarry,

near Leesburg, Loudoun County (Smithsonian, R WT). Other cavities contain goosecreekite,
quartz, chlorite, albite, epidote, prehnite, apophyllite, babingtonite, stilbite, and calcite (Dunn et
al., 1980).
Washington: Small harmotome crystals are found on nontronite-montmorillonite, in joints of

Miocene basalt, in a drill core, at 432 meters deptb, at Hanford, Benton County (Raymond and
Tillson, 1968; Ames, 1980). Other cavities contain heulandite, clay, opal, pyrite, chalcedony,
chabazite, gmelinite, mordenite, erionite, and laumontite.

Heulandite (Hew-Iand-ite)
(Ca,Na2,K2,Sr,Ba,Mg)S[A1SSi2S0n] 020-249 2

°,

Z =1

Named in 1822, by H. J. Brooke, in honor of John Henry Heuland (1778-1856), a British
mineral collector and dealer.
Type Locality: None
Obsolete Synonyms: beaumontite, c1inoptilolite, euzeolite, euzeolith, lincolnine, lincolnite,
metaheulandite, stilbite anamorphique, stilbite octoduodecimal
Nomenclature: Heulandite was defined as the member of the heulandite-clinoptilolite series
where the sum of calcium, strontium, and barium is greater than the sum of sodium and potassium (Mason and Sand, 1960). Boles (1972) defined heulandite as the member with a Si/Al ratio
less than 4. Mumpton (1960) took a different approach and defined heulandite as the member
that had the framework that would collapse if heated overnight at 450° C, and clinoptilolite as
the member with the framework that was intact after heating. If each of these approaches is
applied to some samples, there is a lack of consistency between them.
Heulandite and c1inoptilolite have the same aluminosilicate framework with only slight differences in those with high-silica or divalent cations. A continuous series between the calciumdominant low-silica heulandite and potassium-sodium high-silica c1inoptilolite has been well
established. Although both heulandite and clinoptilolite are recognized by the International
Mineralogical Association (IMA), there is no reason to maintain two separate species. Since
heulandite has priority (it was named first), the name clinoptilolite has been discontinued as a
species name in this book.
Variations in chemistry or order-disorder in the framework should be handled by using
optional descriptive modifiers (such as Ca-rich, calcium, calcian, sodian, potassium, Sr-bearing,
disordered, ordered, silica-rich) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Space Group: C2/m
Crystal Axes: Monoclinic cell
Pseudo-orthorhombic cell
a = 17.498-17.73 A a = 15.87 A
b = 17.816-18.025 A b = 17.94 A
c = 7.396-7.529 A
c = 7.42 A
f3 = 116° 19' to 37' f3 = 91° 38'
Type of Structure: The framework consists of 4-4-1-1 units that form chains linked by translation to form sheets (Gottardi and Galli, 1985). The aluminum and silicon in the framework has
some ordering. One of the five tetrahedral sites contains 50 percent of the aluminum, two sites
contain nearly zero aluminum, and the other two sites contain the remainder of the aluminum
(Gottardi and Galli, 1985). As the silicon content increases in some crystals, only 30 to 40 percent of the aluminum is found in the main tetrahedral site. Low-silica heulandite contains two
additional sites containing water molecules that are not present in silica-rich heulandite. There
are two types of channels parallel to the c-axis and a third type of channel parallel to the a-axis
(Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
All of the exchangeable cations are found in two sites within the channels parallel to the c-axis.
One of these sites contains all of the calcium while the other site contains all the other cations
(sodium, potassium, magnesium, strontium) (Alberti and Vezzalini, 1983).
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Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, gray, yellow, pink, red,
brown, green, black
Streak: colorless to white
Luster: vitreous, pearly on (010)
Hardness: 3.5 to 4
Density: 2.1 to 2.29 gm/cm 3
Fracture: uneven, brittle
Cleavage: (010) perfect

Refractive Indices:
ex = 1.476-1.506
13 = 1.479-1.510
'Y = 1.479-1.517
biaxial positive
2 V = 10" to 480
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Morphology
Heulandite forms platy trapezoidal crystals commonly with a dominant {01O} pinacoid parallel
to the (010) Cleavage, and one or two sets of triangular faces. Crystals flattened on the b-axis and
elongated along the a-axis are commonly referred to as coffin-shaped because the outline of the
(010) face resembles an old-fashioned coffin (Fig. 322). Pointed crystals occur when the {l01}
and {l01} are large (Figs. 318,321,323,340). Silica-rich heulandite crystals are commonly platy,
blocky, or tabular due to the a and c lengths being nearly equal (Figs. 324-329,341,346).
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Heulandite can be elongated along the c-axis (Figs. 330-332) or elongated along the b-axis
(Figs. 333-339). Simple prisms of heulandite greatly elongated along the b-axis always have
inclined faces when viewed down the b-axis (Figs. 333-336,343,345). Heulandite crystals
elongated along the a-axis (Figs. 318-323) are common, up to 3 cm long, with exceptional
crystals reaching 14 cm long. Blocky, tabular heulandite and the silica-rich varieties rarely reach
10 mm across. Heulandite crystals elongated along the c- or b-axis rarely reach 5 mm long.
The choice of crystallographic axes and cell lengths have been inconsistently used in the past.
This book uses the pseudo-orthorhombic cell, with symmetry 121m for heulandite. In order to
match the unit cell length and orientation, the a- and coaxes of Hintze (1897) and Dana (1898)
have been interchanged and the c-axis length (now the a-axis) is halved.
Point Group: 21m (pseudo-orthorhombic 21m 21m 21m = mmm)
Crystal Class: Prismatic (pseudorhombic-{}ipyramidal)
Forms:
Common {loo}, {010}, {OIl}, {l01}, {I0l}, {1l0}
Scarce {450}, {l03}, {203}, {201}, {20l}

Figure 340. Transparent, colorless heulandite
crystal, 3 cm long, with characteristic luster and
cleavage on {OlO}, from Bulandstindur,
Berufjordur, Iceland; photo by Volker Betz.

Figure 341. Transparent, colorless, silica-rich
heulandite crystals, up to 2 mm across, flattened on
{OlO}, from the Red Bird Mine, Dixie Valley,
Churchill County, Nevada, U.S.A.; SEM photo by
Donald G. Howard.

Figure 342. Transparent, orange heulandite
crystals, up to 3 mm long, flattened On {OIO}, from
Big Tree Creek, Yacolt, Washington, U.S.A.; SEM
photo by Donald G. Howard.

Figure 343. Transparent, colorless heulandite
prisms, up to 3 mm long, elongated along the baxis, from Big Tree Creek, Yacolt, Washington,
U.S.A.; SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.
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Chemical Composition
Cape Blomidon, Nova Scotia, Canada (Boles, 19n).
Ca2.94Nal.46Ko.48Sr0.5S[Al9.2SSi26.840n] o24.82H 20
Faroe Islands (Alberti, 19n)
Ca3.57Na1.26Ko.43BaO.06SrO.OSMJ!,Q.Ol [Al9.37Si26.700n] o26. 02H2 0
Tsuyazaki, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan (Ueno and Hanada, 1982)
Na4.70K.74Ca.6SMg.08[Al8.2SSi28.090n] o22. 87H 20
Kozakov, Turnov, Bohemia, Czechoslovakia (Cerny and Povondra, 1%9)
Ca l .57 Na 1.44Sr1.2SKo.83Ba O.46 MJ!,Q.06[Al9.0SSi26.970n] o2SH20
Campegli Mine, Liguria, Italy (Lucchetti et a/., 1982)
Sr2.1OCa 1.76NaO.4OKo.22BaO.14 MJ!,Q.02[Al9.19Si26.940n] oxH20
•

Richardson's Ranch, Madras, Oregon, U.S.A (William Wise, pers. comm.)
Na1.87 Ca 1.19K 1. 17SrO.08BaO.06MJ!,Q.06[Al6.23FeO.20Si29.800n] oxH20
Clackamas River, Clackamas County, Oregon, U.S.A (William Wise, pers. comm.)
K2.04Ca 1.84NaO.20M~.1 OBa O.Q7[~.29Si29. nOn] oxH20
Yaquina Head, Agate Beach, Oregon, U.S.A. (William Wise, pers. comm.)
Na2.1SK1.76Ca1.0SM~.37[Al6.9SSi29.100nl°xH20

Succor Creek, Malheur County, Oregon, U.S.A (William Wise, pers. comm.)
Ca2.04Na 1. 70Ko.59M~.42BaO.1SSrO.08[Al7.69FeO.03Si28.300n] oxH20 (edge)
Nal.73Cal.62Ko.68M~.53BaO.lOSrO.06[Al7.17Fe0.04Si28.840n]oxH20 (core)
Kamloops Lake, British Columbia, Canada (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a)
Na2.87MgO.80CaO.70K0.37BaO.1SSrO.08[Al6.80FeO.06Si29.200n]oxH 20
Altoona, Wahkiakum County, Washington, U.S.A. (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a)
Ca2.17Ko. 79M~.42Na0.39Ba0.Q7SrO.06[ Al6.43Si29.S30n] oxH20
Agoura, Santa Monica Mountains, California, U.S.A (Wise et al., 1969)
Na2.4SK 1.88CaO.49M~.30[ Al6.01 Si30.02 0 n ] 0 xH20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Heulandite has a wide range in exchangeable cations and aluminum and silicon in the framework. Most large heulandite crystals are calcium-dominant with a low silica content. The silicarich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) is commonly dominant in potassium or sodium. Strontium and
magnesium are present in small amounts and rarely are the dominant cations. Barium is present
in small amounts. Water content varies over a wide range. TSi = Si/(Si+AI) = 0.71 to 0.83;
Si/AI = 2.84 to 4.99
The general formula for heulandite can vary from the common low-silica variety
(Ca,Na2,K2>Mg)9[AI~i270n]o24H20, to the high-silica variety
(Na2,K2,Ca,Mg)6[Al6Si300n] o20H20 .

Identification
The morphology of heulandite and its excellent cleavage, with a pearly luster on the {OlO} pinacoid, is very characteristic of the mineral. The presence of one or two sets of triangular ar truncated triangular faces {Oll} and {1l0} on the edges help distinguish heulandite from most
other zeolites. The large nu mber of habits of heulandite are due ta variation in the size af a
small group of forms, rather than a large number of different farms.
Thin heulandite crystals with modified faces on the edges can resemble some forms of
yugawaralite. Heulandite can be distinguished by the presence of excellent {010} and the
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absence of good cleavage on yugawaralite. X-ray diffraction will also differentiate these two
specIes.
Heulandite crystals that are elongated along the b-axis (Figs. 333-336) resemble flat-topped
stilbite but can be distinguished by the inclined cross section in heulandite and cleavage parallel
to this cross section. Silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) commonly consists of habits seen in
Figures 324-329, and is associated with the high-silica zeolites ferrierite, dachiardite, mordenite,
and erionite plus quartz or chalcedony.

Cleaning
Most heulandite crystals are quite durable. They can be scrubbed with a brush and cleaned with
running or pressurized water. Soil- and mud-covered crystals can be soaked in laundry presoak
Biz bleach or a liquid soap solution and rinsed with pressurized water or ultrasonic cleaning. The
Si/A1 ratio of heulandite is quite variable. The low-silica heulandite crystals (which include most
of the larger crystals) can be placed in hydrochloric acid for short periods of time (up to 3 minutes), but this should be avoided if possible. High-silica heulandite (= clinoptilolite) is more acid
resistant and can be etched from solid calcite with hydrochloric acid. A warm solution of acetic
acid is just as effective in removing calcite and causes less damage to heulandite and associated
minerals. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese oxides, and oxalic acid will
remove iron oxides.

Origin
Data from geothermal wells, in basalt in Iceland, indicate that heulandite crystallizes at depths
from 30 to 1200 meters, and at temperatures from 65° to 2000 C (Kristmannsd6ttir and
T6masson, 1978). With increasing depth, empty cavities are first encountered, followed by
chabazite-phillipsite-levyne > thomsonite-mesolite-scolecite > stilbite-heulandite-epistilbitemordenite > laumontite> analcime-wairakite (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978).
Heulandite commonly crystallizes in a cavity in the order: heulandite-mordenite-quartz > stilbite
> mesolite-scolecite > thomsonite > chabazite (RWT).
Regional mapping of zeolites in Iceland, Northern Ireland, India, and Brazil shows that
heulandite is found in the lower, deeper, and, therefore, hotter zones (Walker, 196Oa, 196Ob;
Sukheswala et al., 1972; Murata et aI., 1987). At Boron, California, heulandite crystals on colemanite, and analcime on searlesite, indicate that the zeolites formed at a very low temperature,
compatible with borate crystallization. Since borax beds that cover the zeolite-bearing basalt are
only slightly converted to kernite (a reaction that occurs at 60° C), the zeolites must have crystallized below that temperature (William Wise, pers. comm.). Silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) commonly crystallizes at surface temperatures in volcanic tuff beds, saline alkaline
lakes, and as an alteration of phillipsite in deep-sea sediments.

Occurrence
Heulandite is one of the most common zeolites. It is found widely in volcanic rocks, metamorphic rocks, pegmatites, altered volcanic tuff deposits, and in deep-sea sediments. Due to the
extremely small size of silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals in volcanic tuff and deepsea sediments, only a few of those extensive occurrences are described.
Exceptional display specimens of heulandite are available from India; Iceland; Brazil; New
South Wales, Australia; and New Jersey, Washington, and Oregon in the United States. Microsized crystals are very common.
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Worldwide Localities
ANTARCTICA

Pink heulandite crystals, up to 1 mm long, are found with quartz, calcite, stilbite, and mesolite on
joints, and in vesicular Post-Jurassic tholeiitic basalt, at the Westhaven Nunatak, in the Darwin
Glacier, Victoria Land, along the Ross Sea (Gunn, 1962; Gunn and Warren, 1962). Heulandite,
laumontite, mesolite, scolecite, and apophyllite occur in Post-Jurassic tuff at the Battlements
Nunatak, in the Mawson Glacier, Victoria Land (Gunn, 1962; Gunn and Warren, 1962).
AUSTRALIA

New South Wales: Exceptional specimens of colorless, salmon-pink, orange, deep red, and
burgundy-<:olored wedge-shaped heulandite crystals, up to 2 em long with some fan-shaped
aggregates 10 em across, are found in seams and cavities, up to 1.5 meters wide, in decomposed
Jurassic olivine basalt and trachyte near Garrawilla Creek and Mitchells Creek, northwest of
Tambar Springs, near Gunnedah and Coonabarabran (Fig. C-56) (Head, 1979). Similar crystals
are found in the surrounding 249 square kilometers of volcanics. The heulandite is commonly
covered with large, reddish-brown stilbite, colorless analcime, laumontite, calcite, and colorless
radiating quartz groups (Head. 1979). The minerals crystallized in the order: heulandite-calcite
> stilbite > analcime> laumontite> quartz> calcite (England and Sutherland, 1988).
Small heulandite crystals occur with calcite in Permian latite north of Kiama and Toolijooa,
southwest of Gerringong (Chalmers, 1968). Small, colorless, blocky heulandite crystals co-crystallized with ferrierite in large vesicles in Permian latite (= trachyandesite) in the Wollongong
City Council Quarry, at Unanderra (England and Ostwald, 1978). One large pocket showed the
sequence: laumontite> coarse brown calcite> chalcedony-<:alcite > ferrierite > calcite>
heulandite > bladed calcite> aragonite (England and Ostwald, 1978; Hudson and Hudson,
1978; England and Sutherland, 1988). Nearby cavities contained pyrite, mordenite, and quartz.
Heulandite is found with scolecite and stilbite in Permian andesite from Werris Creek (England
and Sutherland, 1988).
Tasmania: Bright-red, prismatic, barium-rich heulandite crystals, up to 0.6 mm long, occur in
veins in drill cores taken from Triassic coal/carbonaceous mudstone near Fingal, in northeast
Tasmania (Green, 1980). The heulandite is the result of low-temperature precipitation from
groundwaters enriched in alkalies that followed the breakdown ofvitric tuff components in the
sediments (Green, 1980).
Victoria: Blocky, colorless heulandite crystals, up to 5 mm long, occur with chabazite, ferrierite,
calcite, barite, and montmorillonite in cavities, up to 20 em across, in vesicular basalt at Red Cliff
Head, on Phillip Island (Birch, 1988b; Leach, 1989). The minerals crystallized in the order:
montmorillonite> chabazite> calcite-montmorillonite> heulandite > ferrierite > calcite>
barite (Leach, 1989).
Water-<:Iear, blocky heulandite crystals, up to 3 mm across, are found with ferrierite, calcite,
and black clay in weathered basalt in a small area, only a few meters across, near Pyramid Rock,
on the southern coast of Phillip Island (Birch and Morvell, 1978).
Yellowish heulandite crystals, up to 2 mm across, are rarely found with barite, chabazite,
siderite, and pyrite on joints of metamorphic sandstone in gold mines at Mount Tarrengower,
Maldon (Henry, 1989).
AUSTRIA

Carinthia: Heulandite crystals, up to 3 em across, are found with scolecite, laumontite, stilbite,
and chabazite, on prehnite, epidote, titanite, muscovite, and albite in gneiss near Pfluglhof, Maltatal, near Gmund; heulandite and stilbite were found on epidote, fluorite, and beryl at
Nellystollen, between Gossgraben and Maltatal, in the Ankogel Mountains; and heulandite
occurs with chabazite and laumontite at Riekener Sonnblick (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers.
comm.).
Heulandite occurs with stilbite and chabazite on prehnite in cavities in gneiss near Schwussnerhutte, near Mallnitz, Ankogel Mountains; with laumontite at Rossalm; and with stilbite,
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chabazite, epidote, and albite in cavities in amphibolite at Torlspitze, Ankogel Mountains
(Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Heulandite crystals, up to 5 cm long, are found with scolecite and laumontite at Perschitz,
Maltatal, Hafner Mountains (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.). Heulandite crystals, several
centimeters across, are found with chabazite, laumontite, and pyrite on amphibolite in a lithium
exploration-adit, near Brandhutte, Weinebene, Koralpe (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Heulandite was found with stilbite on albite and quartz in amphibolite at Frassgraben, near St.
Gertraud, Lavanttal, and with stilbite, calcite, and clinozoisite on silicatic marble at Koglereck,
Soboth, Koralpe (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Lower Austria (Niederosterreich): Heulandite, stilbite, and laumontite are found with fluorite,
apophyllite, bavenite, beryl, arsenopyrite, apatite, sphalerite, zircon, anatase, bertrandite, milarite, topaz, phenakite, prehnite, and titanite at Artolz, near Pfaffenschlag, Waldviertel (Gernot
Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Heulandite crystals, up to 3 mm across, are found with chabazite on wollastonite in silicatemarble at Loja, near Persenburg, and with chabazite, stilbite, and laumontite on prehnite and
epidote in cavities in amphibolite at Hartenstein, Waldviertel (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers.
comm.).
Salzburg: Heulandite crystals, up to 3 mm across, are found on quartz, orthoclase variety adularia, and calcite at Griewsies, Rauris Valley; heulandite was rarely found with scolecite, laumontite, and stilbite on smokY quartz, fluorite, apatite, titanite, calcite, chlorite, and orthoclase variety adularia, in a 75- by 30- by 30-cm pocket, in gneiss at Tauernmoossee, Stubachtal; and
heulandite crystals, up to 1 mm across, are found with scolecite, quartz, titanite, apatite, and
orthoclase variety adularia at Ritterkar, and Krumltal, in the Rauris Valley (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Small, white heulandite crystals were found on quartz at Gastein ThaI and at Wildbad (Hintze,
1897). Colorless heulandite crystals, up to 1 cm long, occur in fissures in granite schist at Weisseneck, in Hollersbachthal (Hintze, 1897). Heulandite occurs at Sennigerklamm; Habachthal;
and Kniebeiss, near Radhausberg (Hintze, 1897).
Styria: Tiny, colorless, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals are found with needlelike
ferrierite blades, blockY harmotome, and opal, chalcedony, and aragonite in cavities in columnar
basalt ofa volcanic cone at Weitendorf, Steiermark (Sigmund, 1922; Zirkl, 1974).
Colorless, blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals, up to 2 mm across, are found
with Na-rich dachiardite, analcime, ferrierite, and mordenite, on joints and cavities of chlorite
schist and amphibolite in the tunnels through Tanzenberg, near Kapfenfberg (Post! and Walter,
1983; Post! et al., 1985). Other cavities contain octahedral and filiform pyrite, marcasite, quartz,
siderite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, millerite, opal, rutile, anatase, goethite, dolomite,
calcite, magnesite, ankerite, and barite.
Heulandite crystals, up to 15 mm across, are found with mordenite, stilbite, and laumontite on
prehnite, clinozoisite, ilmenite, titanite, biotite, and calcite in eclogite-amphibolite at Wernersdor, near Wies (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Heulandite occurs with scolecite, laumontite, and stilbite on albite, orthoclase variety adularia,
axinite, prehnite, and schorl tourmaline at Humpelgraben, Gleinalpe; with stilbite, chabazite,
and laumontite on gniess at Sulmbrucke, near Pauritsch Kapell, near Schwanberg, Koralpe; with
laumontite, chabazite, and stilbite in amphibolite between Reih Alpe and Weinebene, Koralpe;
with stilbite, chabazite, and laumontite in a silicate-marble at St. Johann ob Hohenburg; and
with stilbite and chabazite on magnetite, hornblende, epidote, and garnet in cavities in amphibolite at Glattjoch, Wolzer Tauern, Niedere Tauern (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Silica-rich heulandite occurs with harmotome, ferrierite, calcite, aragonite, chalcedony, and
opal in potassium-rich basalt (= shoshonite) at Weitendorf, near Wildon; with siderite and calcite in volcanic rock at the Klause Quarry, near Bad Gleichenberg; and with opal, siderite, barite,
calcite, and pyrite at Gossendorf (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
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BRAZIL
White, gray, pink, and reddish heulandite crystals, up to 4 cm across, and a second generation of
smaller, colorless, thin, platy rosettes of heulandite were found with stilbite, scolecite, apophyllite, natrolite, laumontite, calcite, and quartz in pockets, up to 1 meter across, in basalt during
construction of the Antas Railway Tunnel, Bento Goncalves, in the state of Rio Grande do Sui
(Lieber, 1978).
Heulandite is commonly associated with laumontite, scolecite, mesolite, apophyllite, calcite,
smectite, and, rarely, with quartz, thomsonite, chabazite, and analcime in Jurassic-Cretaceous
volcanics (tholeiitic basalts, basaltic andesite, and andesite) near Porto Alegre (Murata et al.,
1987).
Heulandite is covered with stilbite from Pormenor, at Bento Goncalves, Rio Grande do Sui
(Franco et al., 1972). Heulandite is covered with stilbite at Dois Corregos, in the state of Sao
Paulo; at Grajau, in the northern state of Maranhao; and at Volta Grande, Rio do Peixe, in the
state of Santa catarina (Franco et aT., 1972). Light-red heulandite crystals, up to 3 cm long, are
found with light-brown stilbite, colorless to light-green, blocky apophyllite, and scolecite in large
pockets in fine-grained basalt in the state of Goias (R Wf).
Mason and Greenberg (1954) describe heulandite, stilbite, chabazite, and mordenite in the
basalts in southern Brazil. Heulandite, chabazite, and stilbite occur on schist in northern Brazil
(Rao and Cunha e Silva, 1963). Colorless, yellow, or red heulandite crystalS, up to 3 cm long,
occur in basalt in the Serra de Botucatu (Hintze, 1897).
BULGARIA
Heulandite is found in basalt in the eastern Rhodope Mountains, near Nanovitza (Kirov, 1967).
Colorless, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals crystallized in the order: heulandite-ferrierite > opal-cristobalite-chalcedony > dachiardite-mordenite, in veins that cement Oligocene
brecciated andesite at Zvezdel, in Kurdzhali, eastern Rhodope Mountains (Maleev, 1976).
CANADA
Alberta: Barium-strontium-bearing heulandite, containing 6.9% Baa and 4.1 % SrO, forms a
pore-filling cement with laumontite in Lower Cretaceous sandstone in the southern Alberta
foothills, west of Calgary (Miller and Ghent, 1973; Ghent and Miller, 1974). The minerals crystallized in the order: chlorite> laumontite> heulandite > calcite, with illite and quartz nearby.

British Columbia: Blocky, amber, brown, orange, and red, silica-rich heulandite (= c1inoptilolite) crystals, up to 2 mm across, are associated with bladed ferrierite and are covered by calcite
and chalcedony in vesicles and veins in weathered Miocene olivine basalt pillows and flow breccia
in a railway cut on the north side of Kamloops Lake, northeast of Kamloops (Wise and
Tschernich,1976a).
Colorless, blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals, up to 2 mm across, are associated with orange-tipped, white erionite needles in small, elongated vesicles in rhyolite at Pass
Valley, near Deadmans River, northwest of Savona (RWT). Nearby amygdules are completely
filled with light greenish-white, curly threads of erionite intergrown with clay.
Pointed, red, strontium-bearing heulandite crystalS, up to 5 mm long with a few exceptional
crystals up to 3 cm long, are covered by brewsterite, laumontite, calcite, goethite, and fluorite in
veins crossing vesicular Eocene trachyte along Yellow Lake, near Olalla (RWT). The complex
crystallization history at this locality appears to represent shallow hot springs activity where the
zeolites, phillipsite> analcime> thomsonite > scolecite-mesolite-natrolite, crystallizing in vesicles, were invaded by fractures, followed by solutions depositing Sr-bearing heulandite >
brewsterite-yugawaralite-fluorite La-bearing wakefieldite-(Ce) > laumontite, along with large
amounts of calcite. At shallower depths, the same veins deposited only chabazite> calcite>
stilbite > calcite> laumontite.
Small, colorless heulandite crystals, up to 3 mm across, are found with stilbite, chabazite, calcite, erionite-offretite needles, paulingite, and clay in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Twig Creek in
the Monte Hills, west of Monte Lake (RWT). The minerals crystallized in the order: offretiteerionite-offretite > paulingite > clay> heulandite > stilbite > chabazite.
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Colorless heulandite crystals, up to 1 mm across, are found on erionite, harmotome, and
paulingite in rounded, water-worked, glacial-deposited vesicular basalt fragments in Chase
Creek, near the junction of Charcoal Creek, north of Falkland (Tschernich and Wise, 1982).
The minerals crystallized in the order: montmorillonite clay> erionite > paulingite >
harmotome > heulandite > clay aggregates.
Small, colorless heulandite crystals are found with analcime, stilbite, thomsonite, levyne, and
cowlesite in the red vesicular basalt south of Monte Lake (Wise and Tschernich, 1975).
Nova Scotia: Heulandite is one of the most common and widely distributed zeolites in the Triassic basalts found along the shores of the Minas Basin and the Bay of Fundy. It forms colorless,
white, yellow, red, and orange crystals, commonly up to 10 mm long, with exceptional crystals up
to 5 cm long (Walker and Parsons, 1922). Attractive specimens of heu)andite occur at Amethyst
Cove and Wasson's Bluff; small, flesh-colored heulandite crystals occur at Cape Blomidon and
Harbourville; and yellow heulandite crystals were found at Clarke's Head (Walker and Parsons,
1922). Heulandite crystals are found either under or on top of stilbite. The minerals crystallized
in the order: quartz> mordenite > chabazite-gmelinite > heulandite-stilbite-heulandite >
laumontite> apophyllite-analcime > thomsonite > mesolite-natrolite (Walker and Parsons,
1922; Aumento, 1964). Other minerals present include prehnite, gyrolite, amethyst quartz,
scolecite, celadonite; native copper, and gypsum (Sabina, 1964).
Ontario: Heulandite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Velthuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Heulandite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, epistilbite, faujasite, garronite,
gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991).
CHILE
Heulandite is abundant in vesicular volcanic rocks between Monte Impossible and the Plateau
de Gualtatas (Hintze, 1897).
COSTA RICA
Colorless, tabular heulandite crystals, up to 4 mm long, are covered by colorless chabazite variety phacolite and are associated with analcime, mesolite, stilbite, apophyllite, and calcite in cavities in volcanics at Quebrada Grande (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.).
At La Cruz, heulandite is the first zeolite to crystallize in cavities in volcanics, followed by
thomsonite > mesolite > chabazite, and is associated with analcime, stilbite, copper, and laumontite (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.). Heulandite occurs with stilbite, laumontite, mordenite,
quartz, and calcite at Guatil (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Strontium-barium-rich heulandite (containing 4.44% SrO and 2.44% BaO) forms water-clear to
milky-white tabular crystals, up to 10 mm across, with a few blocky crystals reaching 3 cm
across, in fractures and vesicles in Lower Permian basalt in Kozakov Hill, northeast of Turnov in
northern Bohemia (Cerny and Povondra, 1969; Kaspar, 1939). The minerals crystallized in the
order: rose-colored jasper> quartz crystals> calcite> analcime> Sr-Ba-bearing chabazite
variety phacolite > heulandite.
Heulandite occurs on scolecite in the amphibolite at Cervena Hora, near Kouty, in Moravia
(Novotna, 1926). The minerals crystallized in the order: scolecite > heulandite > stilbite >
chabazite> laumontite. Heulandite occurs with stilbite, epistilbite, laumontite, chabazite, scolecite, calcite, and apophyllite, in cavities in andesite, near Siatorosska Bukovinka, in the Cerova
Vrchovina area (Duda ef al., 1984).
.
Heulandite is found with quartz, chabazite, mordenite, and calcite, in fissures in vesicular
basalt at Kozakov, northern Bohemia (Cerny, 1967). Heulandite is found with stilbite, chabazite,
v

v
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natrolite, laumontite, prehnite, datolite, calcite, pyrite, sphene, axinite, epidote, and chlorite in
hydrothermally altered fine-grained albite-quartz veins along the border of amphibolite in gneiss
in the Amphibolite Quarry, at Mirosov, near Strazek, western Moravia (Cerny, 1955; Cerny and
Povondra, 1966b).
Red heulandite occurs in basalt at Schima, Bohemia (Hintze, 1897). Brick-red heulandite
crystals occur on brown jasper at Lewiner-Berg, near Neu-Pakka, Bohemia (Hintze, 1897).

FAROE ISLANDS

•

Colorless heulandite crystals, up to 5 mm long, are covered by stilbite, chabazite, mesolite, and
apophyllite and are widely distributed in the vesicular basalt on the Faroe Islands (Betz, 1981).
Colorless, drusy heulandite crystals, covered by large blades of stilbite, mounds of mesolite
needles, and small, white laumontite crystals occur in cavities, up to 2 meters across, in basalt
near Kvivik, on Streymoy (= Stromo) Island (Betz, 1981). Heulandite is covered with stilbite,
apophyllite, and mesolite in pockets, up to 50 cm across, at Haldarsvik, Streymoy Island (Betz,
1981).
Heulandite occurs with stilbite, mesolite, chabazite, and apophyllite on the Island of Eysturoy
at Hjardardalur; Skalafjordur; Lambareidi; and Selatrad (Betz, 1981). Small heulandite crystals
are found on Vidoy (= Videro) Island; at Norddepil, on Bordoy (= Bordo) Island; and near
Sandvagur, on Vagar (= Vaago) Island (Betz, 1981).

FRANCE
Heulandite occurs with stilbite in veins crossing schist at Saint Barthelemy, Ariege (Hintze,
1897). White heulandite crystalS, up to 3 mm across, are found on axinite and calcite at Auris,
near Bourg Doisans, Isere (Smithsonian, R WT).
Heulandite was found in fissures in biotite gneiss at Cambo, Basses-Pyrenees (Hintze, 1897).
Heulandite occurs in veins in olivine gabbros at Pallet, Loire (Hintze, 1897). Small, yellow to
white heulandite crystals occur in veins crossing scapolite gneiss at Etang, near St. Nazaire
(Hintze, 1897).

GERMANY
Colorless to light-brown, pointed heulandite crystalS, up to 12 mm long, are found with stilbite,
calcite, and galena on chert, at the Samson Mine, Andreasberg, Harz (Smithsonian, R WT).
Colorless, white, or yellow heulandite crystals occur with stilbite and calcite on slate at the Neufang Mine, Andreasberg, Harz (Hintze, 1897). Colorless heulandite crystals, up to 2 mm long,
are found on quartz at Kaiserstuhl, Baden-Wurttemberg (Smithsonian, RWT).
Heulandite occurs with natrolite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, pumpellyite, and clinozoisite
in diabase at Hartenrod, north of Giessen, and with chabazite, analcime, apophyllite, laumontite,
stilbite, prehnite, pumpellyite, quartz, datolite, and calcite in diabase at Herborn, north of
Giessen (Wittern, 1990).
Colorless, blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= c1inoptilolite) crystals, up to 2 mm long (some
forming pseudo-orthorhombic prisms composed of {100}, {OlD}, and {OO1}elongated in the
(010) direction) are in vesicles in a 10- by 2-meter sintered sandstone zenolith in an alkalineolivine basalt at the Ortenberg Quarry, Vogelsberg, Hessen (Hentschel, 1986b). The heulandite
occurs on nontronite, phillipsite, paulingite, or calcite, and is covered by erionite, dachiardite,
merlinoite, apophyllite, and chabazite. Nearby volcanics contain analcime, gismondine, apophyllite, thomsonite, natrolite, phillipsite, calcite, thaumasite, montmorillonite, and pyrite
(Hentschel, 1979).
Heulandite occurs at Mittleshtern; Rossberg, near Rossdorf; Firstberg, near Grossbeiberau;
and Otzberg, in Hessen (Hintze, 1897). Heulandite occurs in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Arensberg, near Zilsdorf, Eifel (Hentschel, 1978a). Other cavities contain mesolite, scolecite,
gonnardite, thomsonite, chabazite, offretite, tacharanite, thaumasite, gyrolite, and apophyllite
(Hentschel, 1978a, 1982).
Heulandite is found with laumontite, harmotome, and chabazite at Steinbruch Jean, near
Baumholder, Idar-Oberstein (Wittern, 1990). Heulandite and stilbite occur in diorite at Erlenbach, north of Heidelberg, and with chabazite and analcime in gabbro at Nieder-Beerbach, near
Darmstadt (Wittern, 1990).
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Heulandite occurs with stilbite and chabazite at Gefrees; with chabazite, harmotome, and stilbite at Silberberg, near Bodenmais; with chabazite at Saustein, near Schonberg; and with
chabazite, laumontite, and stilbite at Lindberg-Gipfel (Wittern, 1990).
Colorless, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals, under 1 mm long, are found with
sodium-rich dachiardite, aragonite, phillipsite, rhodesite, tobermorite, and hydroxyapophyllite in
Mesozoic sandstone xenoliths (several cubic meters across) in Tertiary basalt, at the Zeilberg
Quarry, near Maroldsweisach, Franconia, Bavaria (Wolfgang Hampel, pers. comm.). Cavities in
the surrounding basalt contain gmelinite, natrolite, chabazite, analcime, thomsonite, phillipsite,
stilbite, laumontite, thaumasite, ettringite, calcite, gyrolite, okenite, and other minerals
(Wolfgang Hampel, pers. comm.).
Tiny, colorless, magnesium-calcium-rich heulandite crystals are found with goosecreekite, stilbite, apatite, laumontite, epidote, and altered potassium feldspar in cavities in the center of
pegmatite veins, 10 to 15 cm wide, cutting Paleozoic amphibolite, and, rarely, in nearby granite
at the Oberbaumuhle Quarry, near Windischeschenbach, Upper Palatinate, Bavaria (Hampel
and Keck, 1990).
GREENLAND
Heulandite crystalS, up to 5 mm long, occur with stilbite, chabazite, calcite, or mordenite in
vesicular basalt in the Godhavn District (B!2lggild, 1953). Heulandite forms impure fine-grained
crystals with calcite, as fossilizing materials, in petrified wood in basalt at Kugassininguaq, in the
Umanak District (B!2lggild, 1953).
In eastern Greenland, blocky white heulandite crystals, up to 6 mm long, rarely occur in
dolerite fragments on the medial moraine of the Henry Glacier, and heulandite forms deep red,
blocky, 2-mm crystals, in basalt on Mount Henry (B!2lggild, 1909). Heulandite forms reddish
tablets covered by stilbite and calcite at Kap Brewster, and colorless to pale red, pointed crystals,
up to 5 mm long, on greenish-blue celadonite in basalt on float ice near lIuilek, in southern
Greenland (B!2lggild, 1909).
GUAM
Colorless heulandite crystals, up to 2 cm long, are found with natrolite and analcime near
Umatac (Smithsonian, RWT).
HUNGARY
Heulandite is found in andesite near Nadap (Alberti et oZ., 1983) and with chabazite, laumontite,
and stilbite in andesite of the Matra Mountains (Mezosi, 1965).
Heulandite occurs in andesite at Steffanekowa, near Vicartocz, in Niederen Tatra; with
chabazite in vesicular trachyte between Dilln and Kozelnik, near Schemnitz; and with analcime
at Csodi-Berg, near Bogdany (Hintze, 1897).
Heulandite is common in vesicular andesite in Siebenburgen, particularly between Borev and
Sinfalva, Csicsohegy; Krecsunyesd; Lunkoj; Nyirmezo; Pohjana; Troczko; and Tekero (Hintze,
1897). Brick-red groups of heulandite occur on fault surfaces in volcanic rocks near Ruskberg
(Hintze, 1897).
ICELAND
Heulandite is very abundant in the tholeiite basalt of eastern Iceland and less abundant in the
silica-poor olivine basalt (Walker, 1960b). The tholeiite basalt sea cliffs at Teigarhorn, in
Berufjord, have produced superb specimens of heulandite, stilbite, scolecite, and epistilbite. The
zeolite-rich area, at sea level, contains an abundance of pockets, up to 1 meter across, containing
exceptional white heulandite crystals, up to lD cm long, associated with stilbite, epistilbite, mordenite, quartz, chalcedony, clay, and celadonite (Walker, 1960b). Heulandite from Iceland
commonly displays a curvature of the {OlD} with some crystals twisting, up to 9QO, on the {OlD}
face (Betz, 1981). The zeolite-rich zone decreases in the abundance of zeolites from sea level up
to 305 meters above sea level (Walker, 1960b). Silica-poor zeolites such as chabazite, thomsonite, analcime, phillipsite, levyne, gismondine, and cowlesite are almost never present in the
tholeiite basalts although they are found with small heulandite and stilbite crystals in adjacent
olivine basalts (Walker, 1960b). In the olivine basalt, small heulandite crystals occur in the lowest
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mesolite-scolecite zone mapped by Walker (l960b) that is overlain by an analcime zone, small
amounts of heulandite, and an abundance of analcime, chabazite, thomsonite, and levyne.
Heulandite crystals, up to 7 cm long, are found on the slopes of Fassarfell and Randafell on
the western end of Berufjord and at Bulandsdalur; Dufuklettur; and at Hoffel, northeast of
Skalafellshnuta (Betz, 1981). Heulandite occurs with stilbite, quartz, and laumontite on calcite at
the Helgustadanama Mine, famous for its Iceland spar calcite (Betz, 1981).
In eastern Iceland, heulandite occurs with analcime, chabazite, levyne, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, calcite, chalcedony, mordenite, and epistilbite in sea cliffs, up to 30 meters
high, near Hvaleyri, in Hvalfjord (Betz, 1981). Heulandite occurs at Djupifjord and Eyafjord, in
northeastern Iceland (Betz, 1981).
Heulandite occurs in drill cores in the low-temperature geothermal wells near Reykjavik and
Akureyri, and in high-temperature geothermal wells at Krafla and Nesjavellir (Kristmannsd6ttir
and T6masson, 1978). The heulandite is found with stilbite, epistilbite, and mordenite, scattered
at depths ranging from 30 to 1200 meters and at temperatures from 65 0 to 2000 C (Kristmannsdottir and T6masson, 1978). The minerals occur in the geothermal wells in the order
(with increasing temperature and depth): chabazite> mesolite-scolecite > heulandite-stilbiteepistilbite-mordenite > laumontite.
INDIA
Spectacular heulandite crystals are found in the Tertiary Deccan basalts of western India, particularly in the thick tholeiitic basalt in the Poona (= Pune) District, which tapers in thickness
until it includes only the tops of very high hills in the Nasik region (Sukheswala et al., 1974).
Heulandite is abundant in the highly vesicular zone, in the upper Ito 3 meters, in pahoehoe
basalt flows and in blistered zones that form cave-sized pockets (Sukheswala et a/., 1974).
Heulandite decreases in abundance toward the lower coastal areas and is rare in the pillow
basalt near Bombay (Sukheswala et al., 1974).
Colorless to red-tinted heulandite crystals, up to 3 cm long, are found with calcite, stilbite,
laumontite, and quartz at Uran, north of Bombay. Colorless, pink, and red heulandite crystals,
up to 3 mm long, are rarely found with chabazite, babingtonite, prehnite, epistilbite, calcite, stilbite, natrolite-scolecite, and laumontite in quartz-lined cavities in greenish pillow basalt in the
"Bombay Quarry," at Khandivali, north of Bombay (RWT). Other cavities contain okenite,
gyrolite, hydroxyapophyllite, and yugawaralite.
Cream-colored heulandite crystals, up to 1 cm long, are found covered with blocky, transparent fluorapophyllite, and brownish-cream-colored stilbite at Panvel (RWT). Small, colorless
heulandite crystals are found on drusy quartz and are associated with goosecreekite, stilbite,
fluorapophyllite, chabazite, and calcite at Kalyan, northeast of Bombay (Dinesh Zaveri, pers.
comm.).
Drusy white heulandite crystals commonly line large pockets in the Pune District. White
heulandite crystals form a white base mineral covered by exceptional crystals of green
fluorapophyllite, large white stilbite bow ties, and spectacular sprays of mesolite in large cavities
in basalt in the Pashan Hills, near Khadakvasla, Pune (Currier, 1976). Rarely, salmon-red-colored heulandite crystals, up to 6 cm long, are found on white, drusy heulandite and are associated with white stilbite and blocky, deep green fluorapophyllite in the Pune District (RWT).
Rarely, curved green heulandite crystals, up to 3 cm long, colored from clay inclusions, are
found in the Pune District (Figs. C-23,C24) (RWT).
Drusy heulandite is covered by stilbite and beautiful, bright blue sprays of cavansite crystals in
large, angular basaltic breccia cavities at Vagholi, near Pune (Birch, 1977; Wilke et al., 1989).
Colorless to cream-colored heulandite crystals, up to 3 cm long, covered by radiating fans and
bow ties of stilbite, are found in large pockets at Lonavala (= Lanawala = Lonaula) between
Bombay and Pune (RWT). Sukheswala et al. (1974) report pinkish to cream-colored heulandite
crystals associated with stilbite, pinkish chabazite, okenite, and colorless fluorapophyllite at
Yerandowana.
Attractive, colorless, pink, orange, and red sharply pointed heulandite crystals, up to 4 cm long,
are found on mordenite and are covered by light brown to salmon-colored stilbite and calcite in
basalt at Aurangabad (RWT). Light pink, lustrous heulandite crystals, up to 3 cm long, occur
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with stilbite, mesolite, fIuorapophyllite, mordenite, epistilbite, chlorite, calcite, and drusy quartz
in basalt in several quarries at Sawda, near Jalgaon, in the Aurangbad District (Rusty Kothavala,
pers. comm.; RWT).
In the Nasik District, heulandite is distinctly red, due to inclusions of oxidized iron, but upon
removal from the damp cavities, it fades to light red or pink (Sukheswala et al., 1972). Exceptional heulandite crystals are found with pinkish stilbite, colorless fIuorapophyllite, and large,
stout, pinkish laumontite in basalt in the Pathardy and Pandulena Quarries, near Nasik (RWT).
Kothavala (1982) reports heulandite with golden powellite, stilbite, laumontite, fIuorapophyllite,
and amethyst quartz at the Aurora Quarry, on Pandulena Hill, southwest of Nasik. Excellent,
doubly terminated, colorless heulandite crystals, up to 10 cm long, often with a dark blackish-red
surface coating, are found at the Sayad Pimpri Quarry, Nasik (R WT). Large, reddish, coffinshaped heulandite crystals, up to 8 cm long, are found on chalcedony or quartz, and are covered
with small laumontite crystals in the Nasik District (Figs. C-32,C47) (RWT). Enormous, creamcolored, blocky heulandite crystals, up to 12 cm long, have been found in pockets, up to 2 meters
in diameter, in the Nasik District (RWT).

IRAN
Pseudohexagonal-shaped heulandite crystals, up to 3 mm long, rarely occur with mesolite,
chabazite, thomsonite, analcime, stilbite, and phillipsite in veins and vesicles in Upper Eocene to
Oligocene potassium-rich basalt (= shoshonite) in the Meshkin Shar and Ardebil Districts,
northeastern Azerbaijan (Comin-Chiaramonti et al., 1979b). The minerals crystallized in the
order: analcime> mesolite-thomsonite > phillipsite> heulandite > stilbite > chabazite>
apophyllite > calcite.
IRELAND
Heulandite ocurrs with thomsonite and analcime, as secondary minerals, in the contact aureole
of a dolerite dike at Blind Rock, southwest of Mount Charles, County Donegal (Nawaz, 1979).
ITALY
Colorless, strontium-bearing heulandite crystals (7.89% SrO), up to 5 mm long, occur with stilbite, chabazite, scolecite, prehnite, epidote, strontianite, calcite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite on fractures in altered gabbroic rock in the Campegli Copper Mine, Liguria (Lucchetti et al., 1982).
Transparent, colorless to pale-red heulandite crystals are found in basalt at Montecchio Maggiore, Vicenza (Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
Tiny, reddish heulandite crystals form a
crust, covered by stilbite variety barrerite,
lining veins in andesite-rhyolite near Capo
Pula, Sardinia (Passaglia and Pongiluppi,
1974). Heulandite is found in andesite at
Monastir, Sardinia (Martinez, 1929).
Heulandite occurs in trachyte at Oschiri,
Sardinia (Hintze, 1897).
Heulandite occurs with stilbite, galena,
epidote, zoisite, barite, and albite on schist at
Prascorsano, Piemonte (Resegotti, 1929).
Heulandite is found with laumontite,
chabazite, and stilbite on fractures in granite of
Baveno (Pagliani, 1948).
Colorless, pale-yellow, and red heulandite
crystals, up to 15 mm long, are found with
dachiardite, mordenite, stilbite, pollucite,
quartz, orthoclase, petalite, and tourmaline, in
the pegmatites in' the granodiorite stock at
Monte Capanne, near San Piero in Campo,
Figure 344. Transparent, colorless heulandite, 6 mm
Elba (Hintze, 1897; British Museum, R WT).
long, from Bosa A1ghero, Sardinia, Italy; photo by
Volker Betz.
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Brick red, blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals, up to 3 mm long, are rarely
found with dark orange-red masses of fibrous Na-rich dachiardite, and pink, massive mordenite
in basalt at Val di Fassa, A1pe di Siusi (= Seiser A1pe), Bolzano (Alberti, 1975a; Alberti, 1975b).
Brick red silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) occurs at Val Duron, A1pe di Siusi (Vezzalini
and Alberti, 1975).
Red, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) is reported in basalt at Valle di Zuccanti, Vicenza
(Hintze, 1897; A1ietti, 1967), and A1bero Bassi, Vicenza (Passaglia, 1972).
JAPAN
Heulandite crystals, up to 8 mm long, occur with mordenite, dachiardite, chalcedony, and opal in
vesicular Oligocene-Miocene submarine pillow lava and breccia at Susaki and Kita-Hatsuneura,
on Chichijima Island, in the Ogasawara Island group.
Lustrous, greenish heulandite crystals, up to 3 cm long (colored by celadonite inclusions),
occur with chalcedony, calcite, clay, apophyllite, phillipsite, chabazite, and erionite in veins at
Miyanohama, and a second locality at Kita-Hatsuneura (Nishido and Otsuka, 1982). The minerals crystallized in the order: erionite > phillipsite > chabazite > heulandite > dachiardite >
mordenite. The zeolites on Chichijima Island are believed to have crystallized as a result of
alteration of the glass with seawater shortly after emplacement of the pillow lava (Nishido and
Otsuka, 1982).
Sodium-rich heulandite and sodium-rich stilbite form a natural cement in Tertiary conglomerates in the Tsuyazaki area, Fukuoka Prefecture (Ueno and Hanada, 1982). Heulandite is covered by mordenite and is associated with hematite crystals in cavities in dolerite, at Shikiusu and
Nokkamappu, on the northwest side of the Nemuro Peninsula, Hokkaido (Ito, 1982).
Heulandite is found with erionite, mordenite, and quartz-chalcedony in Miocene dacitic tuff
and basaltic tuff along the seashore at Maze, in the Iwamure District, Niigata Prefecture
(Harada et al., 1%7; Shimazu and Kawakami, 1%7). Under the tuff is weathered olivine pillow
basalt containing gonnardite, natrolite, thomsonite, analcime, chabazite, apophyllite, iron-rich
saponite, erionite, phillipsite, and calcite (Harada et al., 1%7; Shimazu and Kawakami, 1967).
Heulandite, mordenite, and stilbite are found in an intermediate zone (below a chabazite zone
and above a zone containing natrolite, datolite, and apophyllite) in andesite at Kuma-machi,
Ehime Prefecture (Ishibashi, 1971). The heulandite is believed to have formed from hydrothermal solutions at temperatures ranging from 1500 to 25rP C.
Heulandite, analcime, and laumontite are found in Cenozoic sedimentary rocks in the
Munakata coal field, Fukuoka Prefecture (Miki and Nakamuta, 1985). Silica-rich heulandite
(= clinoptilolite) is reported in the rocks at Kuruma Pass (Koyama and Takeuchi, 1977). Silicarich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) is found with Na-rich dachiardite, mordenite, barite, and sulfide
minerals in veins of altered rhyolite at Tsugarwa, Niigata Prefecture (Yoshimura and WakabayaShi, 1977).

KERGUELEN ISLANDS
Heulandite is reported in geodes derived from decomposed basalt in this island chain in the
southern Indian Ocean, near Antarctica (Lacroix, 1915). Other geodes contain mesolite, analcime, chabazite, stilbite, natrolite, calcite or chalcedony and quartz.
MARTINIQUE (French)
Heulandite, mordenite, chabazite, and mesolite are found in the outer zone in Pliocene submarine tuffs, pillow lava, and dikes on the Island of Martinique, in the West Indies (Westercamp,
1981). The outer zone is followed by an analcime-thomsonite zone> stilbite zone> and innermost zone of laumontite.
MEXICO
Baja California Sur: Heulandite and scolecite occur in the volcanics at Volcan Las Tres
Virgenes, near Santa Rosalia, Municipio de Mulege (Salinas, 1923).
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Chihuahua: Heulandite and harmotome occur with native silver at Batopilas, Municipio de
Batopilas (Panczer, 1987).
Guanajuato: Heulandite and chabazite occur at the El Nopal Mine, Rancho Calvillo, in the
Sierra Santa Rosa, near Santa Rosa, Municipio de Guanajuato (Salinas, 1923).
Hidalgo: Heulandite is found near Zimapan, Municipio de Zimapan; it forms drusy crystals, up
to 2 mm across, in volcanics near El Chico, Municipio de Mineral del Chico; and occurs at
Pachuca de Soto, Municipio de Pachuca (Salinas, 1923).
Jalisco: Heulandite is found with scolecite and mesolite in the volcanics in the Barranca de Rio
Grande, San Cristobal, Municipio de San Cristobal de la Barranca (Salinas, 1923).
Michoacan: Heulandite occurs at Talalpujahua, Municipio de Talalpujahua (Salinas, 1923).
Sinaloa: Heulandite and mesolite are found in andesite near Quelite in the Mazatlan District
(Salinas, 1923).
Oaxaca: Heulandite and chabazaite are found at the La Plachita Mine, La Plachita, Municipio
de la Pe (Panczer, 1987).

NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Coffin-shaped heulandite crystals are found with analcime, mordenite, chabazite,
stilbite, apophyllite, calcite, and chlorite in Tertiary basalt at the Flat Top Quarry, north of
Auckland city (A1un Baines and Karl Von Blaramberg, pers. comm.).
Tabular, white to tan heulandite crystals are found with stilbite and quartz at Whitanga,
Coromandel Peninsula; in basalt with analcime, stilbite, laumontite, natrolite, thomsonite, and
gonnardite between North Cape and Cape Reinga; with laumontite and stilbite in northern
Taranaki; in sea cliffs on the Wharekawa Peninsula; and replaces calcite and aragonite in
Miocene fossils at Bushy Point, Kaipara Harbour (William Ulrich, unpublished report).
Heulandite is found with analcime, chabazite, natrolite, phillipsite, and thomsonite at Maori
Bay, and with analcime, chabazite, levyne, erionite, natrolite, offretite, phillipsite, stilbite, and
thomsonite at Waitakere (A1un Baines and Karl Von Blaramberg, pers. comm.).
Heulandite occurs with stilbite at Whitianga; with mordenite at Puketui; and with analcime,
chabazite, natrolite, stilbite, and thomsonite at Kauaeranga (A1un Baines and Karl Von Blaramberg, pers. comm.).
South Island: Heulandite is found in massive, Lower Permian, submarine, vesicular andesite
flows, dacitic tuff, and with stilbite in basalt dikes in the northern Takitimu Mountains, western
Southland (Houghton, 1982). The zeolites occur in a low-grade metamorphic (zeolite facies)
zone that grades into the deeper, higher-temperature (prehnite-pumpellyite facies) zone
(Houghton, 1982).
Colorless to light yellOW, platy crystals of silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite), up to 4 mm
long, occur with chalcedony on blades of ferrierite, in vesicular Cretaceous andesite at
McQueens Valley, Banks Peninsula, Canterbury (Jocelyn Thornton, pers. comm.).
Blocky, colorless, white, and pink, tabular heulandite crystals are found with quartz and laumontite at Stew Point in the Rangitata Gorge, Canterbury (William Ulrich, pers. comm.). Other
cavities contain chabazite, natrolite, mordenite, apophyllite, stilbite, and scolecite.Transparent
heulandite crystals line joints in an andesite dike intruding Triassic silt-mudstone at StOke,
Nelson (William Ulrich, pers. comm.).
Colorless, transparent, blocky, silica-rich heulandite crystals (= clinoptilolite), up to 2 mm
across, are found scattered on greenish-black clay or in aggregates with calcite, barite, erionite,
phillipsite, and chabazite in altered vesicular Eocene basalt and breccia at Moeraki, North Otago
(A1un Baines and Gordon Auton, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain laumontite, analcime,
pyrite, and marcasite.
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NICARAGUA
Lustrous, pointed, colorless to white heulandite crystals, up to 2 cm long, are covered with stilbite and are found on quartz, mordenite, and green clay in vesicular volcanics at Boaca,
Department ofBoaca (Charles Trantham, pers. comm.).
Lustrous, pointed heulandite crystals, up to 12 mm long, are found at Rio Negro, Department
of Boaca (RWT). Colorless to pinkish-white heulandite crystals, up to 8 mm long, are commonly
covered with stilbite, scolecite, mesolite, and chabazite in volcanics at La Cruz de la India,
Department of Leon (Charles Trantham, pers. comm.).
NORWAY
Colorless lustrous heulandite crystals, up to 2 cm long, are found with calcite at Sulitjelma
(British Museum, RWT). Heulandite, natrolite, laumontite, and stilbite occur on fractures in a
quartz-rich gneiss at Kraero, in southern Norway (Saeb0 and Reitan, 1959).
Tiny, colorless to red, transparent, tabular heulandite crystals occur with stilbite, harmotome,
chabazite, chlorite, muscovite, dickite, calcite, and opal in miarolitic cavities and druses in pegmatites, in a contact zone between Permian biotite granite and sediments (transformed into
hornfels) at Nedre Ecker Church, west of Drammen, in the Oslo region (Raade, 1%9). The
zeolites formed in a late hydrothermal period after the primary minerals orthoclase, quartz,
titanite, fluorite, tourmaline, anatase, and brookite had crystallized (Raade, 1%9).
Deep brownish-black heulandite crystalS, up to 8 mm long, are found with brown stilbite on
scapolite and hornblende from Lango, Arendal (Hintze, 1897; Smithsonian, RWT). Heulandite
was found in veins crossing mica schist near Kongsberg (Hintze, 1897).
POLAND
Red heulandite crystals are found in volcanics at Rudno, in the Cracow District (Piekarska and
Gawel, 1954). Yellow-brown heulandite crystals, up to 5 mm long, occur on potassium feldspar
in cavities in granite at Streigau (Hintze, 1897). Red heulandite crystals were found in vesicular
volcanic rocks near Poremba (Hintze, 1897).
Transparent heulandite crystals are covered by sheaflike aggregates of stilbite on epidote and
quartz in veins in hornblende-gneiss at Pangelberg, near Nimptsch, Silesia (Tietze, 1915). Colorless heulandite crystals were found on drusy quartz at Kupferberg-Rudlestadt (Hintze, 1897).
Heulandite occurs on dolomite and quartz at the Grube Friederike Juliane Mine, at Halden
(Hintze, 1897). White heulandite crystals were found with chabazite on quartz in volcanic rocks
at Schonau; Landeshut; and Lomnitz, near Waldenburg (Hintze, 1897).
Pale red heulandite crystals were found in vesicular basalt between Gross-Kamitz and Durrkunzendorf, near Glatz (Hintze, 1897). White heulandite crystalS, up to 15 mm long, occur with
epistilbite on quartz in vesicular basalt at Finkenhubel, near Glatz (Hintze, 1897). Heulandite
occurs at Streiberg; Muhlberg; Fuchsbergen, near Pilgramshain; Riesengebirge; and Grube
Bergfreiheit, near Schmiedeberg (Hintze, 1897).
SOUTH AFRICA
Heulandite occurs in vesicular basalt in the Maluti Bergen Mountains, in the Orange Free State
(Hintze, 1897).
SWEDEN
Pale red masses of heulandite crystals were found on calcite at Lunddorrsfjall and at the·
Kupfergrube Copper Mine, Grufwaln (Hintze, 1897). Yellow, drusy heulandite crystals occur in
cavities in rhyolite breccia at See Mien in Blekinge (Hintze, 1897).
SWITZERLAND
Colorless heulandite crystals, up to 20 mm long, are found with quartz, prehnite, epistilbite, stilbite, chabazite, and laumontite on colorless to green octahedra of fluorite, quartz, and orthoclase variety adularia in seams in gneiss at Gibelsbach, near Fiesch, Valais (= Wallis), in the
Rhone Valley (Hintze, 1897; British Museum, RWT).
Heulandite is found with stilbite, quartz, and calcite at Tennera, near Susten Pass; with scolecite, stilbite, and chabazite on smoky quartz and feldspar at Etzlital, near Arnstey; and with
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chabazite and stilbite on smoky quartz, feldspar, chlorite, apatite, fluorite, calcite, titanite, milarite, and epidote at Piz Giuv (Parker, 1973).
Green heulandite crystals are found with stilbite, chabazite, apophyllite, and scolecite on fluorite and scheelite at Schattig Wichel, west of Piz Giuv. Heulandite is found at Chli Mutsch; Val
Mila; Piz Nair; Schijenstock; Val Strem; and on smoky quartz and in hollow casts after anhydrite
at Riental near Groschenen (Parker, 1973).
Heulandite crystals, up to 6 mm long, are abundant with stilbite on muscovite, hematite,
quartz, and rutile in cavities in biotite-schist at Baregg, Oberaar; brownish-red heulandite crystals are found with stilbite and laumontite on calcite, apatite, quartz, chlorite, feldspar, and
titanite at Druntobel, north of Sedrun, upper Rhine Valley; and heulandite crystals, up to 1 cm
long, occur with quartz, chlorite, chabazite, and epidote at Barcuns, Val Russein (Parker, 1973).
Heulandite occurs at Fieschergletscher, and with stilbite and chabazite on hematite (Eisen
roses) at La Fibbia (Parker, 1973). Heulandite is found with epistilbite, scolecite and laumontite
on prehnite, fluorite, epidote, and titanite at Biasca; colorless heulandite crystals occur on quartz
and chlorite at Pizzo Forno, A1pe Sponda; at Castaneda, Val Calance, near Gromo; at Lago
Bianco, Val Bavona and Arvigo, Val Calanca; and with scolecite, laumontite, and stilbite at
Lavorgo, Valle Leventina (Parker, 1973).
In the Ceneritunnel, south of Tessin, heulandite is found with stilbite, laumontite, and
apophyllite in cavities within gneiss, and with laumontite at Furggtal, Saas Valley (Parker, 1973).
Small, colorless, green or gray heulandite crystals occur with stilbite on quartz at Val Graf, at
Crispalt, in Tavetsch (Hintze, 1897).
Colorless to green heulandite crystals occur with stilbite in fissures in schist at Tobel Dreen,
north of Sedrun and St. Golthard (Hintze, 1897). Heulandite occurs on orthoclase variety adularia at Maderanen ThaI (Hintze, 1897).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Heulandite occurs with natralite-mesoJite, calcite, and analcime in basalt at Mount Papyakha
and at the Dage and Tuktycha Forests, along the Lower Tunguzka River, Siberia (Kostyleva,
1916).
Small, clear heulandite crystals occur with red gmelinite and barian phillipsite in fissures in an
igneous rock at Kurtzy, near Simferopol, in the Crimea (Shkabara, 1940). The minerals crystallized in the order: prehnite > quartz> heulandite > clay> gmelinite > barian phillipsite
(= wellsite) > phillipsite> analcime> laumontite> calcite> quartz.
Heulandite occurs with calcite, stilbite, chabazite variety phacolite, and analcime in the
Magnitny Range, in the Crimea (Shkabara, 1940). Heulandite is found with chabazite and flattopped stilbite on mica-gneiss at Mount Medvezhyi, Mama-Vetim region of Siberia (Shkabara,
1941 ).
Heulandite occurs with natrolite, chabazite, analcime, mesolite, thomsonite, neptunite, astraphyllite, sphene, ancylite, ilmenite, aegirine, and zircon in the Hibina and Lujavr-Toundra
nepheline syenite complexes on the Kola Peninsula (Fersman, 1926). Heulandite, thomsonite,
natrolite-mesolite, celadonite, stilbite, chabazite, analcime, and calcite are found throughout the
basalt flows at Little Kunalei, in the Khilk Basin, Selenginsk Dauria (Fersman, 1923).
Heulandite and stilbite are found with feldspar, sphene, magnetite, biotite, hornblende, fluorite, chalcedony, garnet, and scapolite in granite pegmatites at Utochkina, near Verkhne-Udinsk,
in Selenginsk Dauria (Fersman, 1923). Heulandite is found with mordenite, thomsonite, stilbite,
analcime, natralite, mesolite, laumontite, chabazite, and calcite in cavities in basalt breccia and
tuffs in the Lower Tunguska region (Shkabara and Shturm, 1940). Dark red to colorless
heulandite crystals, up to 1 cm long, were found in basalt at Sudabhange of the Ak-Burchan
Mountains, Perwoi-Karaganda, in Turkestan (Hintze, 1897).
UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland: Colorless to white, blocky heulandite crystals, up to 5 mm long, occur with
stilbite, chabazite, calcite, analcime, and natrolite, and less commonly, with thomsonite, apophyllite, and gyrolite in the lowest zeolite zone in Tertiary olivine basalts, in County Antrim (Walker,
1960a). The minerals crystallized in the order: heulandite > stilbite > chabazite> analcime.
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Heulandite is abundant in the lower exposures along an escarpment southwest of Belfast
extending from Collin Glen to White Mountain, and at Maghaberry, Portadown, and Markethill
(Walker, 1960a). Colorless, transparent heulandite crystals are found at the Gibons Quarry,
White Mountain (RObert Ray, pers. comm.).
Fine-grained, granular heulandite and chabazite crystals form a layer, several millimeters thick,
on natrolite, chabazite, thomsonite, gmelinite, and levyne at the Gobbins escarpment and Black
Head, in the southern half of the Island of Magee and at White Head, in eastern County Antrim
(Walker, 1959).
Colorless, blocky, silica-rich heulandite crystals, up to 4 mm long, are found with flat-topped
stilbite, quartz, celadonite, phillipsite, chabazite, and, very rarely, paulingite in the tholeiite
basalts along Giant's Causeway to Bengore Head, on the northern coastal strip of County
Antrim (Walker, 1960a; Peter Francis, pers. comm.).

•

Scotland: Excellent red heulandite crystals are found in the basaltic andesite surrounding
Glasgow. Bright red heulandite crystals, up to 4 em long, are found with deep red stilbite, calcite,
and quartz in the Kilpatrick Hills; Long Crag; and Cochno in Dumbartonshire (Hunterian
Museum, RWT).
In Stirlingshire, small red heulandite crystals are found under stilbite at carbeth; Fintry; Earls
Burn, in the Touch Hills; and with quartz, saponite, and calcite at Campsie Fells (Heddle, 1901).
Large red heulandite crystals are found covered with red stilbite at Tad Head, near Gapol, in
Kincardineshire (Heddle, 1901).
Bright red, drusy heulandite is found on saponite and is covered by chalcedony or calcite at
Scurr Hill, near Balmerino (Heddle, 1901). Small heulandite crystals occur in veins cutting volcanic agglomerate on the west shore of Kincraig, Elie, in Fifeshire (Goodchild, 1903). Colorless
heulandite is found with quartz, stilbite, and calcite at Kilmalcolm in Renfrewshire (Heddle,
1901 ).
In Argyllshire, colorless radiating groups of heulandite crystals, up to 5 em long, are found with
colorless stilbite in veins crossing basalt at Carsaig Arches, on the Island of Mull (Heddle, 1901).
Deep red heulandite crystals, up to 3 em long, are found with barite and red mesolite at Balligroggan, Machrihanish Bay, on the Island of Kintyre (Heddle, 1901).
Red, drusy heulandite crystals are found in volcanic rock at Papa Stour, Kirksands, in Shetland, and in vesicular lava at Sands Geo, Walls, in Orkney (Heddle, 1901). On the Island of
Skye, colorless heulandite crystals, up to 15 mm long, are found on apophyllite and are covered
by stilbite in basalt at the Storr, north of Portree; Talisker Bay; Loch Eynort; Lock Brittle; and at
Sgur nam Boc with stilbite, quartz, and calcite (Heddle, 1901).
Colorless heulandite crystalS, up to 0.15 mm long, line small vesicles in Carboniferous basalt in
the Loanhead Quarry, near Beith, Strathclyde (Meikle, 1989b). Nearby cavities contain lowtemperature grossular and andradite garnet, thomsonite, analcime, natrolite, chabazite, harmotome, laumontite, epidote, prehnite, clinozoisite, and calcite (Meikle, 1989b).
UNITED STATES
Arizona: Colorless, blocky heulandite crystals, up to 3 mm long, are found with phillipsite,
offretite-erionite, chabazite, and calcite on celadonite and montmorillonite in vesicular PlioPleistocene olivine basalt at Malpais Hill, near Winkleman, Pinal County (Wise and Tschernich,
1976b; Thomssen, 1983).
Colorless, blocky heulandite crystals, up to 2 mm long, are found in basalt river cobbles near
Horseshoe Dam, Maricopa County (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b). Colorless heulandite crystals,
up to 2 mm across, are rarely found with wulfenite at the Mammoth-Saint Anthony Mine, Tiger,
Pinal County (Anthony et al., 1977).
Heulandite occurs, interlayered with chrysocolla, in schist in the Black Copper portion of the
Inspiration Ore body in the Globe-Miami District, Gila County (Throop and Buseck, 1971).
Colorless heulandite crystalS, up to 3 mm long, are found on blue-green chrysocolla and quartz
on rhyolite breccia at Ray, Pinal County (RWT).
Heulandite occurs with milky-colored phillipsite in vesicular basalt south of Hannegan
Meadow, Greenlee County (Anthony et al., 1977). Small, colorless, blocky silica-rich heulandite
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(= clinoptilolite) crystals occur with erionite, quartz, mordenite, phillipsite, and opal in Mid-Tertiary olivine basalts at Clifton, in Greenlee County and Thumb Butte, Graham County (Wise
and Tschernich, 1976b).

Arkansas: Brown heulandite crystals, up to 2 mm long, occur with orange stilbite, and colorless
analcime on aegirine, nepheline, orthoclase, and epidote in miarolitic cavities in brown syenite
dike rocks on Granite Mountain, Little Rock, Pulaski County (Barwood, 1989).
California: Heulandite crystals, up to 13 mm long, occur with laumontite, stilbite, thomsonite,
montmorillonite, and kaolinite on the pocket minerals cleavelandite, pollucite, quartz, elbaite
tourmaline, and lepidolite; fill fractures in other minerals; and form coatings or alteration rinds
in the Himalaya gem pegmatite-aplite dike in the Mesa Grande District, San Diego County
(Foard, 1977). Pale brown heulandite crystals occur sparingly with stilbite and petalite replacing
spodumene in pegmatites in. the Rincon District, San Diego County (Rogers, 1910; Murdock,
1946).
Colorless, sodium-rich heulandite crystals, up to 2 mm across, are found on a more silica-rich
heulandite on green, brownish, or black, ferroan-saponite clay in cavities in vesicular basalt at the
U.S. Borax Open Pit, Boron, Kern County (KIeck and Wise, 1984). The heulandite is associated
with Na-rich chabazite, analcime, Na-K-rich phillipsite, stilbite, sodium mazzite, greigite,
pyrrhotite, and, rarely, searlesite, ulexite, colemanite, borax, rhodochrosite, and calcite (Morgan
and Erd, 1%9; KIeck and Wise, 1984, William Wise, pers. comm.). Analcime found on searlesite
and heulandite on colemanite indicate that the zeolites formed at very low temperatures compatible with borate crystallization. Since borax beds thath cover the basalt are only slightly converted to kernite (a reaction that occurs at 60° C), the zeolites must have crystallized below that
temperature (William Wise, pers. comm.).
Thin, transparent, tabular heulandite crystals, up to 2 mm long, are found in metavolcanics in
Hunt Canyon, and near the Sterling Borax Mine, in Tick Canyon, Los Angeles County
(Pemberton and Alexander, 1968; Pemberton, 1983).
Pink heulandite crystals, up to 5 cm long, are found with stilbite and epistilbite in vesicular
Miocene basalt near Little Sycamore Canyon, in the Santa Monica Mountains, Thousand Oaks,
Ventura County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Heulandite crystals, up to 8 mm long, are found
with radial clusters of stilbite in cavities in calcium-silicate skarn at the contact zone with quartz
monzonite on the crest of the Nelson Range, along the San Lucas Canyon, lnyo County
(McAllister, 1955).
Heulandite rarely occurs with phillipsite, natrolite, and analcime in vesicular basalt in Red
Rock Canyon, Kern County (Pemberton, 1983). Colorless plates of heulandite, up to 2 mm
across, are associated with calcite, quartz, and stilbite in metavolcanics near Shadow Lake,
Madera County (Pemberton, 1983). Silica-rich heulandite is found with mordenite, calcite,
celadonite, pyrite, gypsum, and pyrrhotite in vesicular Miocene basalt between Camarillo and
Thousand Oaks, Ventura County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.).
Colorless heulandite crystals are found in veins and vesicles in Middle Miocene pillow basalt in
the Coldwater Canyon area, Cahuenga Pass, in the Santa Monica Mountains, Hollywood, Los
Angeles County (Neuerburg, 1951; Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain mordenite, analcime, natrolite, stilbite, thomsonite, calcite, pyrite, quartz, apophyllite, chalcedony, gyrolite, laumontite, and green prehnite.
Colorless to golden, platy, silica-rich heulandite crystals, up to 8 mm long, form clusters associated with tufts of white ferrierite needles, celadonite, mordenite, phillipsite, offretite, sphalerite,
siderite, analcime, and rarely, bushes of dachiardite on montmorillonitic clay, calcite, and chalcedony in angular cavities in andesite breccia at several sites near Agoura, Santa Monica Mountains, Los Angeles County (Wise et ai., 1969; Fred DeVito, pers. comm.; RWT).
Clear, colorless, flattened silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystalS, up to 8 mm long, are
abundant on black Fe-rich saponite in vesicular basalt at the Canwood Mall site, Agoura Hills,
Los Angeles County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain analcime, chabazite,
ferrierite, mordenite, offretite, dachiardite, phillipsite, apophyllite, opal, aragonite, calcite, gypsum, and chalcedony.
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Heulandite crystals, up to 5 cm long, are found with natrolite, laumontite, analcime, thomsonite, and chlorite in basalt at the Cirele X Boy Scout Camp, Tapia Park, Agoura Hills, Los
Angeles County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Clear, colorless, silica-rich heulandite (= elinoptilolite) crystals, up to 3 mm long, and spherical aggregates occur with mordenite, pryite,
celadonite, quartz, and calcite on chalcedony and black chlorite in veins cutting andesite tuff
along the Reyes Adobe Road and Ventura Freeway, in the Agoura Hills, Los Angeles County
(Fred DeVito, pers. comm.).
Colorless to white, coffin-shaped heulandite crystals are found on chalcedony in vesicular
andesite at the Acton Rock Quarry, Acton, Los Angeles County (Robert Ray, pers. comm.).
Heulandite is found at 640 to 683 meters depth in lacustrine ash layers deposited in Searles
Lake, San Bernardino County (Hay and Guldman, 1987). Aanalcime, merlinoite, and phillipsite
are found at greater depths.
Colorado: Colorless to red, pointed heulandite crystals, up to 3 mm long, are covered with thin
white mordenite needles, brownish-black nontronite clay, or calcite in vesicular basalt near Wolf
Creek Pass, Mineral County (Hanner, 1976).
Heulandite crystals, up to 4 mm long (filled with green actinolite inclusions), are found with
chabazite, heulandite, scolecite, stilbite, thomsonite, prehnite, vesuvianite, epidote, grossularite,
ar.ularia, fluorapatite, albite, diopside, and chlorite in metamorphosed quartz monzonite in the
Italian Mountains, Gunnison County (Kosnar, 1986).
Colorless, coffin-shaped heulandite crystals, up to 4 mm long, are found projecting into open
spaces in carbonized wood; are found loosely packed together (separated by a thin layer of
brown carbonaceous material); and sometimes completely replace fossil twigs, seeds, tubes
(formerly occupied by plant roots), and wood, up to 5 by 5 by 8 cm, in Upper Cretaceous to
Paleocene andesitic sandstone at Lakewood, Jefferson County (Modreski et al., 1984). The
heulandite is commonly associated with stilbite, pyrite, calcite, jasper, and apatite. Nearby localities contain the zeolites chabazite, analcime, thomsonite, heulandite, and natrolite cementing
pebbles in the conglomerate (Modreski et al., 1984).
Connecticut: Small, colorless to pale-yellow, coffin-shaped heulandite crystals are commonly
associated with quartz, blue fluorite, harmotome, stilbite, chabazite, sphalerite, pyrite, calcite,
galena, and barite in quartz-fluorite veins crossing schist and gneiss at the Thomaston Dam,
Thomaston, Litchfield County (Segeler and Molon, 1985).
Heulandite is found with stilbite, chabazite, and laumontite on fractures in mica-schist and
pegmatites at Watertown, Litchfield County (Zodac, 1943; Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).Heul
andite crystals are found on gneiss along the Interstate 84 Freeway, near Newton (Smithsonian,
RWT; Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.). Other veins contain chabazite, stilbite, and laumontite
Heulandite is found with stilbite in pegmatites at Branchville; with stilbite, laumontite, and
scolecite on schist at Reynolds Bridge; and with stilbite and chabazite from the Shepaug Dam
site (Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.). Heulandite, stilbite, and chabazite occur on gneiss near
Hadlyne (Dana, 1898).
Hawaii: Colorless, blocky heulandite crystals, up to 8 mm long, are found with epistilbite, drusy
quartz, acicular laumontite, chabazite, nontronite clay, and, rarely, mordenite in vesicular basalt
at the Puu 0 Ehu Quarry, along Keolu Drive, on the north shore of Enchanted Lake, Oahu
(Dunham, 1933; White, 1984).
Idaho: A thin layer of red heulandite crystals are covered by mordenite, quartz, calcite, and analcime in large cavities in andesite flows (probably interbedded with Miocene zeolitized tuffaceous
lake sediments) south of Challis, Custer County (Ross and Shannon, 1924; Shannon, 1926;
Ream, 1989).
Heulandite is covered by apophyllite, prehnite, and natrolite in vesicular Miocene basalt along
the Little Salmon River, near Riggins, Idaho County (Hamilton, 1963; Ream, 1989). Tiny, thin
heulandite crystals occur with stilbite and chabazite on joint surfaces in massive garnet rock at
the Blue Jacket Claim, Seven Devils District, Adams County (Shannon, 1926). Colorless, blocky
heulandite crystals, up to 2 mm across, are found with chabazite, analcime, and thomsonite in
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red vesicular basalt along Squaw Creek and Papoose Creek, near Riggins, Idaho County (Mary
Hillsdon, pers. comm.).
Maryland: Light-green heulandite crystals, up to 1 mm long, cover stilbite, red rhombohedra of
chabazite, and green c1ay-ehlorite on joints in gneiss at the Harris Quarry, Jones Falls, near Baltimore, Baltimore County (Shannon, 1925).
Massachusetts: Heulandite occurs at Chester and Deerfield (Hintze, 1897).
Michigan: Heulandite is rare in the uppermost low-temperature zone in the regional
hydrothermally metamorphosed vesicular Precambrian basalt flow tops on the Keweenaw
Peninsula (Broderick, 1929; Stoiber and Davidson, 1959). After the lavas and conglomerates
were tilted, the minerals formed, as a result of hydrothermal solutions dissolving copper and
other elements from very deep portions of the flows, and were then carried up the porous tilted
tops of the lava flows, where the minerals crystallized at temperatures of 360" C in the deeper
zones (suggested from liquid inclusions) to 133° C in the shallower zones (Stoiber and Davidson,
1959).
Montana: Colorless, drusy heulandite crystals rarely occur with stilbite on joint fractures in
gneiss at the Cedar Knoll Quarry, near Bozeman, Gallatin County (RWf). Colorless, blocky
heulandite crystals, up to 1 cm long, are found covered with white laumontite needles and stilbite in veins at Bozeman Pass, west of Livingston, Gallatin County (RWf).
Nevada: Transparent,colorless, silica-rich heulandite crystals (Fig. 341), up to 4 mm long, occur
in the Red Bird Mine, Dixie Valley, Churchill County (RWf).
New Mexico: Colorless heulandite crystals, up to 2 em across, are found with mesolite, chabazite,
stilbite, quartz, calcite, apophyllite, analcime, and, rarely, levyne, gonnardite, and thomsonite in
vesicular andesite along the Gila River, in Catron and Grant Counties (Haynes, 1982; Modreski,
1985; DeMark, 1989).
Coffin-shaped heulandite crystals, up to 6 mm long, are found with fibrous mordenite in basalt
near La Madera, Rio Arriba County, and with mordenite in breccia at the Rex/Smuggler Mines,
Hillsboro (Modreski, 1985; DeMark, 1989).
Heulandite and mordenite occur at the Squaw Creek Tin Mine, Sierra County (Haynes, pers.
comm.). Radial aggregates of heulandite crystals are found in vesicular basalt at Fort
Cummings, Luna County (Northrop, 1959).
Heulandite, stilbite, and chabazite are found in vesicular rhyolite porphyry in Rabb Canyon,
Grant County (Northrop, 1959). Heulandite, opal, and chalcedony form a natural cement in
sandstone in the Chuska Mountains, San Juan County (Northrop, 1959).
New Jersey: Heulandite is one of the most common zeolites in the New Jersey Triassic basalt.
Coffin-shaped heulandite crystalS, commonly up to 3 cm across, and exceptional crystals 5 cm
long, range from colorless, white, tan, pink, and red (colored by iron oxides), to green (due to
chlorite or malachite inclusions) (Peters and Peters, 1978). Excellent, coffin-shaped heulandite
crystals and curved, globular aggregates, 3 to 5.6 em across, are found in large cavities between
pillows of basalt in the Upper New Steet Quarry, in Paterson, Passaic County, and in the
Prospect Park Quarry (= Warren Quarry = Brothers Quarry = Vandermade Quarry = Sowerbutt Quarry) in Prospect Park, north of Paterson, Passaic County (Peters and Peters, 1978;
Peters, 1984). The heulandite is found on quartz, datolite, pectolite, and prehnite and is associated with stilbite, laumontite, chabazite, gmelinite, natrolite-mesolite, thomsonite, anhydrite,
gypsum, thaumasite, fluorapophyllite, babingtonite, barite, galena, greenockite, chalcopyrite,
covellite, silver, bornite, calcite, albite, pumpellyite, and chlorite.
Deep red heulandite crystals are found with brown stilbite in the Route 80 road cut, in West
Paterson (Sassen, 1971). Colorless heulandite crystalS, up to 3 mm long, and rarely up to 1 cm
long, are found with stilbite, apophyllite, gmelinite, prehnite, datolite, natrolite, laumontite,
gyrolite, and calcite in diabase at the Laurel Hill (= Snake Hill) Quarry, Secaucus (Facciolla,
1981).
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Small, pearly-white, coffin-shaped heulandite crystals are found with analcime, gmelinite,
laumontite, natrolite-mesolite, stilbite, chabazite, fluorapophyJlite, calcite, datolite, pectolite,
prehnite, pyrite, quartz, and sphalerite in railroad cuts and tunnels cutting through diabase at
Bergen Hill, Hudson County (Manchester, 1931; Mason, 1960; Peters, 1984).
Colorless, white, yellowish-brown, and dark grayish-brown, blocky, coffin-shaped heulandite
crystals, up to 3 cm long, are found with stilbite, albite, calcite, and prehnite in cavities, up to 30
cm in diameter, in vesicular Jurassic basalt flows at the Fanwood Quarry (= Scotch Plains
Quarry = Weldron Quarry), Fanwood, Somerset County (Cummings, 1987; Smithsonian,
R WT). Nearby cavities contain gmelinite, bornite, datolite, quartz, pectolite, chalcopyrite, and
rarely, anhydrite and glauberite casts.
Yellowish-brown to grayish-brown, blocky heulandite crystalS, up to 3 cm long, are found with
stilbite, prehnite, and datolite in cavities, up to 30 cm in diameter, in Jurassic vesicular basalt
flows at Summit and adjacent Interstate 78 road cut, Union County (Passaglia et al., 197&;
Cummings, 1987; Smithsonian, RWT). Nearby cavities also contain chabazite, rarely, analcime
and natrolite, albite, calcite, chalcopyrite, galena, greenockite, apophyJlite, quartz, and pectolite.
Heulandite occurs at Great Notch and Moore (Mason, 1960; Peters, 1984). Colorless to light
brown heulandite crystals, up to 4 mm across, are found in diabase at Fort Lee (RWI). Heulan
dite occurs with stilbite, barite, epidote, and manganaxinite from the 1200-foot level of the
Sterling Hill Mine, Ogdensburg, Sussex County (Smithsonian, RWT).
New York: Golden-brown heulandite crystalS, up to 4 mm across, are covered with pyrite, and
are rarely associated with analcime, thomsonite, stilbite, laumontite, and harmotome on scattered crevices in gneiss-schist at Manhattan, New York City (Chamberlain, 1888; Manchester,
1931).
Small heulandite crystals occur with laumontite, natrolite, stilbite, and thomsonite on pyroxene
at the Tilly Foster Mine, Brewster, Putnam County (Trainer, 1938, 1939, 1942). Colorless drusy
heulandite crystals are found with apophyJlite and datolite near Schroon Lake, Warren County
(Smithsonian, R WI). Heulandite is found in cavities in basalt near Nyack (Marcelle Weber,
pers. comm.).
North Carolina: Small, pink to colorless heulandite crystals are found with orange chabazite, tan
stilbite, fluorite, laumontite, scolecite, epidote, prehnite, and calcite on diorite at Woodleaf
Quarry, Rowan County; with stilbite, quartz, and calcite on gneiss at the Jamestown Quarry,
Guilford County; and with harmotome, barite, laumontite, and saponite on diabase at Apex,
Wake County (Privett, 1985).
.
Oregon: Colorless to light green, blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) abundantly lines
vesicles, up to 8 cm in diameter, in tholeiitic Miocene basalt flows that extend from Cape
Meares, along Netarts Bay to Cape Lookout, Tillamook County (Wise and Tschernich, 1978b).
Near Cape Lookout, colorless to green, blocky or tabular heulandite crystals, up to 5 mm across,
form drusy linings and aggregates, up to 10 mm in diameter, with phillipsite, cottony balls of
mordenite, erionite needles, and milky-white, bladed aggregates of dachiardite (Wise and
Tschernich, 1976b, 1978a). The heulandite covers all the other zeolites and is covered by pyrite,
calcite, and chalcedony.
Colorless, blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals, up to 10 mm long, are found
with radiating erionite aggregates, phillipsite, pyrite, chabazite, and calcite on clay-lined vesicles
in Tertiary tholeiitic volcanic breccia in the upper quarry at Yaquina Head, Agate Beach, Lincoln County (RWT). The lower quarry contains an abundance of drusy, silica-rich heulandite on
thin erionite needles, cottony mordenite aggregates, radiating aggregates of phillipsite, barite,
and dachiardite blades, and is covered by thick, barlike, filiform pyrite crystals (Wise and
Tschernich, 1976b, 1978a).
Colorless, bladed heulandite crystalS, up to 2 mm long with a few reaching 10 cm long, commonly line vesicular Eocene basalt near Goble, Columbia County. At Neer Road, north of
Goble, heulandite is preceded by native copper> clay> tschernichite-boggsite and is followed
by opal-mordenite-chalcedony > stilbite > apophyJlite-okenite > celadonite > analcime-
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cowlesite > garronite > phillipsite-Ievyne >
offretite > thomsonite-mesolite-thomsonite >
chabazite> calcite (Tschernich, 1986; Howard
et al., 1990). Tiny, radiating groups of
heulandite prisms, elongated along the b-axis,
are also present (Fig. 335,345). Drusy
heulandite is covered with mordenite, stilbite,
thomsonite, chabazite, calcite, copper, okenite,
apophyllite, and chalcedony in vesicular basalt
and red breccia at Jaquish Road, south of
Goble (Tschernich, 1990). A horizontal
tubular cavity (possibly a hollow cast of a
buried tree), 40 cm in diameter and 4 meters
long, was lined with drusy heulandite covered
with stilbite, mordenite, calcite, and an
abundance of copper and green copper stains
(RWT). Drusy heulandite is covered by
stilbite, chabazite, and calcite lining cavities in
basaltic breccia in the Goble Quarry, west of
Goble (RWT).
Figure 345. Transparent, colorless heulandite
Colorless to red heulandite crystals, up to 5
prisms, 2 mm long, elongated along the b-aJds, from
mm across, occur with stilbite, chabazite,
the Neer Road Pit, Goble, Washington, U.S.A.;
calcite, and erionite-offretite-Ievyne on a dark
SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.
greenish-black clay in vesicular Tertiary basalt
in Milwaukie, Clackamas County (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b).
Tiny, colorless, transparent blades of heulandite occur with calcite, colorless to amethyst
quartz, and stilbite in vesicular basalt at Shellrock Mountain, Hood River County (Howard,
1989). The minerals crystallized in the order: pyrite> chalcedony> clay> diopside >
quartz> calcite> heulandite > stilbite >
chabazite> calcite.
Colorless, drusy, potassium-silica-rich
heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals (Fig. 346)
commonly cover filiform pyrite and are rarely
associated with barian phillipsite in vesicular
Tertiary basalt along the Clackamas River, east
of Estacada, Clackamas Cou nty (RWT).
Milky-white, pointed heulandite, up to 3 cm
long, occur in basalt along the Calapooya
River, near Dollar, Linn County (RWT).
Cream-colored, pointed heulandite crystals, up
to 15 mm long, are commonly covered with
stilbite and laumontite in veins crossing basalt
at Cascadia, Linn County (RWT).
Colorless, transparent to milky-white
heulandite crystalS, up to 20 mm long, are
found with quartz, stilbite, mordenite, calcite,
Figure 346. Transparent, colorless, silica-rich
apophyllite, and dark green clay/chlorite, in
heulandite plates, 0.5 mm across, stacked on
basalt at the Rickreall Creek Quarry, near
heulandite mounds from the Clackamas River,
Dallas, Polk County (RWT).
Estacada, Oregon, U.S.A.; SEM photo by William
Colorless to pink, radiating blades of
S. Wise.
heulandite are found with analcime, stilbite,
pyrite, and calcite inside open portions of fossil gastropods and pelecypods in 0 ligocene
sandstone, near diabase dikes, near Eugene, Lane County (Staples, 1965). The minerals
crystallized in the order: heulandite > nontronite > analcime > calcite.
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Heulandite, chabazite, and stilbite are found in the dense middle and lower portion of a
Miocene olivine basalt flow, 15 meters thick, at Buck Mountain, north of Springfield, Lane
County (K1eck, 1960, 1972). The altered upper portion of the same flow contains thomsonite
and mesolite with calcite, analcime, and nontronite.
Drusy heulandite crystals (filled with needles of mordenite) are found with natrolite, chabazite,
analcime, calcite, and nontronite, and rarely with gmelinite, copper, thomsonite, and phillipsite in
highly altered vesicular basalt, at the old Springfield Butte Quarry, Springfield, Lane County
(K1eck, 1960, 1972). In the new Springfield Butte Quarry, drusy heulandite is found on green
clay and is covered with stilbite, copper, thomsonite, mesolite, natrolite, chabazite, and calcite in
brecciated basalt (RWT).
Colorless heulandite crystals cover white to pink mordenite needles at the Dorena Dam, near
Cottage Grove, Lane County (K1eck, 1960). Brilliant, colorless, transparent, blocky heulandite
crystals, up to 2 mm long, are found suspended on thin mordenite needles and are covered by a
crust of stilbite and chabazite at Lost Creek Dam, Douglas County (RWT). Excellent groups
of milky-white to colorless, pointed heulandite crystals, up to 3 cm long, are found in vesicular
basalt along Dead Indian Road, near Ashland, in Jackson County (RWT).
Bright red, tabular to blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals, up to 8 mm long
(colored from hematite inclusions), are associated with mordenite and are rarely covered by opal
and chalcedony in hollow rhyolite thundereggs, up to 8 cm in diameter, in welded rhyolite tuff
and altered ash at thunderegg bed #5 at Richardson's Ranch, north of Madras, Jefferson
County (R WT).
Tiny, colorless heulandite crystals, 2 mm acoss and up to 8 mm long, elongated along the baxis, are very rare in the zeolite-rich localities in Miocene olivine basalt at Burnt Cabin Creek,
north of Spray, Wheeler County, and at Beech Creek, north of Mount Vernon, Grant County
(RWT). At both localities, the low-silica zeolites, mesolite, thomsonite, analcime, chabazite,
phillipsite, and levyne-offretite, and calcite and clay, are very common.
Colorless heulandite crystals are found on mesolite, thomsonite, clay, phillipsite, and
gonnardite in vesicular Miocene basalt along the Middle Fork of the John Day River, east of
Ritter (RWT). Other cavities contain tacharanite, gyrolite, chabazite, analcime, natrolite-mesolite, scolecite, cowlesite, levyne-offretite, stilbite, apophyllite, and calcite.
Colorless, blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals line the hollow spherulitic
phase of the rhyolite tuff commonly known as thundereggs, up to 8 cm in diameter, along
Swayze Creek, east of Durkee, Baker County (R WT). Woolly erionite fills nearby amygdules.
Colorless to green heulandite crystals, up to 3 mm across (colored from clay inclusions), are
covered with stilbite and chabazite in vesicular Miocene basalt near Oxbow Dam, Baker County
(RWT). Thin, drusy, colorless heulandite crystals, up to 2 mm long, are covered with thomsonite
and mesolite in altered vesicular volcanics near the hot springs, north of Owyhee Dam, Malheur
County (RWT).
Colorless, blocky heulandite crystals, up to 5 mm long, are found covering bright blue cavansite and twinned, blue needles of pentagonite and are covered by colorless stilbite > analcime>
apophyllite along a mineralized vertical fault crossing Upper Miocene volcanic tuff near Gordon
Gulch, south of Owyhee Dam, Malheur County (Staples et al., 1973). Heulandite, stilbite,
chabazite, and apophyllite are common in nearby vesicular tuff (R WT).
Colorless to light yellow, tabular heulandite crystals, up to 8 mm long, occur with mordenite
needles in hollow thundereggs, up to 12 cm in diameter, in altered rhyolite welded tuff (near
areas containing chalcedony-filled thundereggs) along Succor Creek, in Malheur County
(RWT). The heulandite crystals are silica-rich in the core (clinoptilolite) and Silica-poor at the
rim (William Wise, pers. comm.).
Pennsylvania: Clear to yellowish heulandite crystals, up to 5 mm long, occur in fractures in
hornfels near the contact with a Triassic diabase intrusive into shale at the Kibblehouse Quarry,
Perkiomenville, Montgomery County (Gregory, 1970; Keidel, 1978). Nearby veins contain stilbite, chabazite, pyrite, gmelinite, harmotome, and natrolite.
Colorless to white heulandite crystals, up to 13 mm across, are found in fractures in hornfels,
and covering epidote and orthoclase in cavities in skarn at the contact of shale and limestone
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with a Triassic diabase sill, at the Campbell's Quarry, near Gettysburg, Adams County (Hoff,
1978). The minerals crystallized in the order: epidote-chlorite > albite> laumontite >
chabazite> heulandite > stilbite-natrolite > hematite> calcite.
Heulandite occurs with natrolite, thomsonite, chabazite, apophyllite, stilbite, laumontite, and
calcite on joint surfaces of Precambrian amphibolitic gneiss, cut by granite pegmatite and altered
by hydrothermal solutions, at the Lenni Quarry, Delaware County, and with laumontite, natrolite, mesolite, and stilbite in a similar occurrence, at the Wards Quarry, Delaware County
(Gordon, 1922).
Heulandite occurs with natrolite, analcime, stilbite, laumontite, chabazite, apophyllite, calcite,
and prehnite on fracture surfaces in Precambrian amphibolitic gneiss (intruded by granite pegmatite and hydrothermal solutions) at William Quarry, Burbers Quarry, and Clark Quarry in the
Frankford area; Rittenhouse Quarry, near Germantown; and Fairmount Park, in Philadelphia
County (Gordon, 1922; Montgomery, 1%9).
Heulandite, stilbite, and large, tabular apophyllite crystalS, up to 5 em across, occur with magnetite ore in Triassic diabase in the French Creek Mine, southwest of Pottstown, Chester County
(Gordon, 1922; Montgomery, 1969). Whitish, rectangular, boxlike heulandite crystals, and radiating, fanlike clusters of stilbite occur on joint surfaces in gneiss at the Rock Hill Quarry, at West
Manayunk, near Philadelphia (Montgomery, 1969).
Texas: Silica-rich heulandite makes up 2% to 20% of the soil (eroded from zeolite-rich tuffs) in
southern Texas (Ming and Dixon, 1986).
Virginia: Golden-colored heulandite crystals, up to 3 mm across, are found with chabazite and
stilbite on prehnite at the Vulcan's Manassas Quarry, Manassas, Prince Williams County
(Smithsonian, R WT).
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Washington: Exceptional specimens of pointed, deep pink, salmon, tan, and cream-colored
heulandite crystals that fade to light pink after prolonged exposure to the air were found in
vesicular basalt during construction of the Skookumchuck Dam, near Tenino and Bucoda,
Thurston County (Tschernich, 1972). Drusy heulandite was the first zeolite to crystallize, followed by mordenite needles and a second generation of heulandite that formed blocky pink crystals, up to 25 mm long. The heulandite was covered by stilbite, calcite, and less commonly,
apophyllite and okenite (Tschernich, 1972). Other flows produced mesolite needles, analcime,
thomsonite, chabazite, and laumontite.
Light pink to cream-colored, pointed heulandite crystals, up to 10 mm long with a few crystals
up to 7 em long, are found on quartz and are covered with stilbite > scolecite > laumontite, in
vesicular basalt, northeast of Riffe Lake, near Kosmos, near Morton, Lewis County (RWT).
Nearby cavities contain quartz, mordenite, epistilbite, apophyllite, and phillipsite.
Colorless heulandite crystals, up to 4 em long, are found with stilbite and scolecite in large
pockets in basalt along the South Fork of the Toutle River, near Mount St. Helens, Cowlitz
County (RWT). Cream-colored, pointed heulandite crystals, up to 8 mm long, abundantly line
cavities and seams in volcanic rock near the junction of Quartz Creek and the Lewis River,
Skamania County (RWT). The heulandite is commonly covered with stilbite, pyrite, and calcite,
and, rarely, with epistilbite, and colorless aggregates of fluorite cubes enclosing small spheres of
fibrous datolite.
Deep salmon-red, pointed heulandite crystals, up to 6 cm long, are rarely found on salmon-red
mordenite needles in pockets in the volcanics between Quartz Creek and Poison Creek on the
Lewis River, Skamania County (RWT). Nearby breccia zones contain highly lustrous, white to
pink, heulandite crystals, up to 30 mm long, with stilbite and calcite.
Large cavities, up to 1.5 meters in diameter, filled with basalt breccia, are covered with
creamy-pink, pointed heulandite crystals, up to 15 mm long, on mordenite-quartz, and are
commonly covered with large groups of stilbite at the junction of Poison Creek and the Lewis
River, Skamania County (RWT).
Drusy, colorless to white, pointed and blocky heulandite crystals line most of the cavities in
vesicular basalt flows exposed in the Interstate 5 Freeway south of Kalama, Cowlitz County
(RWT). The minerals crystallized in the order: mordenite > heulandite > stilbite > thomsonite
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> analcime> mesolite > chabazite> laumontite > calcite. Other cavities contained epistilbite,
phillipsite, and chalcedony.
Colorless, cream, and deep orange, pointed heulandite crystals (Fig. 343), up to 10 mm long,
line vesicular basalt cavities along Big Tree Creek, Yacolt, Clark County (Tschernich, 1988b).
The first generation of heulandite covered thin mordenite needles (found as inclusions in the
milky-white heulandite). Mordenite, extending out of the milky<olored heulandite, was dissolved (mordenite within the heulandite was protected), and was overgrown by a colorless generation of heulandite. The colored heulandite is commonly covered with epistilbite, laumontite,
levyne, scolecite, and mesolite, and, rarely, gonnardite, phillipsite, stilbite, and thomsonite. The
minerals crystallized in the order: clay> mordenite > colored heulandite > chalcedony>
quartz> epistilbite > scolecite > laumontite> colorless heulandite > stilbite > epistilbitelevyne > gonnardite > phillipsite> thomsonite > mesolite > chabazite> calcite (Tschernich,
1988b). Nearby cavities are lined with a dark black to green chlorite, colorless prisms of heulandite (Figs. 333,344), up to 4 mm long (elongated along the b-axis), cowlesite, and calcite, rarely
with gonnardite, garronite, and thomsonite. The minerals in the chlorite-lined cavities crystallized in the order: chlorite> single prisms of colorless heulandite > cowlesite > radial groups of
colorless heulandite > gonnardite > thomsonite > garronite > calcite.
Light pink to red, pointed heulandite crystalS, up to 5 mm long, covered by transparent, colorless, straight needles of mordenite, up to 10 mm long, greenish-black clay, and calcite, are common in vesicular basalt along Rock Creek, north of Stevenson, in Skamania County (RWT). A
few vesicles display a second generation of mordenite accompanied by quartz-chalcedony-stilbite
and colorless blocky heulandite, up to 10 mm across.
Colorless, platy to blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= Ca-rich clinoptilolite) crystals, up to 3 mm
long, are found on clay and are associated with mordenite, ferrierite, dachiardite, apatite, pyrite,
calcite, and chalcedony in vesicles, up to 2 cm across, and in spaces between breccia fragments of
Miocene tholeiitic basalt near Altoona, Wahkiakum County (Wise and Tschernich, 1976a,
197&).
Colorless to light yellow, blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals, up to 3 mm
across, are very abundant in the highly vesicular basalt dredged from the Columbia River channel at Rock Island Dam, Douglas County (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b). The heulandite is
commonly associated with needles of erionite and offretite, phillipsite, reddish-orange clay, and
less commonly, with paulingite, chabazite, and potassium feldspar in the general sequence:
offretite > erionite > paulingite > phillipsite> reddish-golden clay> heulandite > very rarely,
chabazite> potassium feldspar> calcite-pyrite.
Heulandite commonly occurs with montmorillonite, opal, chalcedony, pyrite, and quartz in
drill cores, between 366 and 2775 meters depth, in Miocene basalt at Hanford, Benton County
(Raymond and Tillson, 1968; Ames, 1980). Other cavities rarely contain chabazite, mordenite,
erionite, harmotome, gmelinite, and laumontite.
Wyoming: Small, colorless, platy to blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals were
found in altered vesicular basalt in the Hoodoo Mountains (Pirsson, 1890). Heulandite from this
locality was first described as an inclined variety of mordenite (= ptilolite), and later, erroneously
named clinoptilolite (inclined mordenite) by Schaller (1932b).
Colorless, clear, tabular or blocky, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite) crystals, up to 0.1
mm long, replace obsidian in cavities and fractures in drill cores below 55 meters, and at temperatures from 110" to 1500 C in Pleistocene glassy Na·K-rich rhyolite lava, breccia, and tuff in
the Upper and Lower Geyser Basins, in Yellowstone National Park (Honda and Muffler, 1970;
Bargar et al., 1981). The heulandite occurs with Na-K-rich mordenite, montmorillonite,
celadonite, and dachiardite in the order: quartz> dachiardite-heulandite > mordenite >
montmorillonite (Bargar et al., 1981) and in alternating bands of cristobalite·mordenite·heulan·
dite and analcime-quartz (Honda and Muffler, 1970).
Clear laths or coffin-shaped crystals of heulandite, up to 0.1 mm long, are found with morden·
ite, analcime, potassium feldspar, clay, and quartz, replacing glass shards in rhyolite tuff beds
(deposited as ash in saline, alkaline Eocene Lake Gosiute) in the Green River Formation, in
southwest Wyoming (Surdam and Parker, 1972; Ratterman and Surdam, 1981). The glass was
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first altered by the saline, alkaline solutions (Si02 = 10 ppm, K = 50 ppm, Na = 1000 ppm, pH
8) to heulandite and mordenite; later, sodium carbonate brines (Si02 = 1000 ppm, K = 5000,
Na = 100,000, pH 9 to 10) moving upward along fractures in oil shales, from underlying evaporite deposits, increased the activity of sodium and replaced heulandite and mordenite (starting
at the base of the tuff bed) with analcime (Surdam and Parker, 1972; Ratterman and Surdam,
1981).

URUGUAY
Heulandite occurs in vesicular basalt near Villa de S. Luzia and Cerro de Butucaray (Hintze,
1897).
VIETNAM
Colorless to yellow, transparent heulandite crystals, up to 10 mm long, are found in quartz-lined
geodes in volcanics in the University Quarry, near Bien Hoa (Smithsonian, RWT).
WEST INDIES
Colorless, drusy heulandite crystals line cavities in volcanics at Port Castries, St. Lucia
(Smithsonian, R WT).
ZAMBIA
Reddish heulandite crystals are the fossilizing material in dinosaur bones found in calcareous
mudstone, in a hot springs region, in the Luangwa River Valley (Davies, 1981). Heulandite
occurs in vesicular volcanics at Victoria Falls, Zambezi River (RWT).

Laumontite

(Loh-mon-tite)

Ca4[A1SSi16048]o14-16H20, Z = 1
Described as "zeolithe efflorescente," by Abbe Rene-Just Hally (1801), and later named laumonite by Haily, in 1808, in honor of Gillet de Laumont, who, in 1785, collected the samples
used in Hally's study, although credit is commonly given to Werner (1808) who named the same
minerallomonit. Hally (1809) did additional crystallography studies on laumonite. Leonhard
(1821) changed the name to laumontite, which is now the accepted spelling.
Type Locality: Bleigrube Lead Mine, Huelgoat (= Huelgoet), Brittany, France
Obsolete Synonyms: caporcianite, part of hypostilbite, laumonite, leonhardite, lomonite, retzite,
schneiderite, part of sloanite, zeolithe efflorescente
Nomenclature: Although wide chemical variations in laumontite are not known, if varieties rich
in other cations are found, they should be described by using descriptive modifiers (such as Narich, sodian, sodium, K-rich, potassium) rather than subdividing laumontite into additional
species. The name leonhardite (used for partially dehydrated laumontite) should be
discontinued.

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Space Group: C2/m
Crystal Axes: hydrated
a = 15.04 A
b = 13.17 A
c = 7.71 A
f3 = 113° 12'

partially dehydrated
14.75 A
13.07 A
7.60 A
f3 = 111°54'

Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of laumontite (structural code LAD) is composed of singly connected 4-ring chains in TITI configuration, linked by aluminum-oxygen
tetrahedra (Schramm and Fischer, 1970). Silicon-aluminum distribution in the framework is perfectly ordered (Gottardi and Gal1i, 1985).
Calcium is found in the larger channel (parallel to the c-IDds) connected to water molecules
and four framework oxygens of the aluminum-bearing tetrahedra (Gottardi and Galli, 1985).
The sites for water molecules are incompletely occupied in partly dehydrated laumontite and
probably are fully occupied in hydrated laumontite (Gottardi and Galli, 1985).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless to pink when hydrated; white,
gray, pink, yellow when partially dehydrated
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous, pearly, chalky
Hardness: 3 to 4
Density: 2.20 to 2.41 gm/cm3
Fracture: uneven
Cleavage: {OlO} and {110} perfect
{lOO} imperfect

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.501-1.514
f3 = 1.508-1.522
-y = 1.512-1.525
biaxial negative
2 V = _26° to _82°
c"'"y = 8° to 32°
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Morphology
Laumontite crystals commonly form simple prisms, elongated along the c-axis, with a square
cross-section, and are terminated by a single, steep, oblique face (Figs. 352,357,358). Less commonly, laumontite forms equant crystals (Fig. 355). Small elongated prisms of laumontite
(commonly the size of wooden match sticks) form fibrous, radiating, divergent groups or masses
with exceptional crystals up to 15 cm long. Shorter crystals, up to 5 cm long, are commonly 1 to
2.5 cm across. Twinning on {100} to form "swallow tail" or "V" twins is common (Figs. 347-350).
Complex, curved laumontite crystals, with a lens-shaped cross-section, are striated parallel to the
c-axis due to numerous prism faces parallel to the c-axis (Fig. 353).
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Point Group: 21m
Crystal Class: Prismatic
Forms:
Common {llO}, {lOl}, {loo}, {OlO},
Rare {ool}, {20l}, {60l}, {lll}, {lIl}
Other forms are present that have not been fUlly described.

Figure 357. White laumontite prisms, up to 4 cm
long, with characteristic sloping termination from
Tumtum Mountain, Clark County, Washington;
photo by Rudy W. Tschemich.

Figure 358. White laumontite crystals, up to 3 cm
long, from the Bear Creek Quarry, Drain, Oregon,
U.S.A.; photo by Mike Groben.

Figure 359. White laumontite crystals, up to 3 cm long, from the Bear Creek
Quarry, Drain, Oregon, U.S.A; photo by Rudy W. Tschemich.
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Chemical Composition
Sewree, Bombay, India (Sukheswala et al., 1974)
ca3.76Na .57 Mg.3ZK.15[Al7.5oFe.28Si 15.9504sl·15.91HZO
Baveno, Italy (Pagliani, 1948)
ca4.19NaO.3SKo.13[AlS.3ZSi 15.54°48].17.36H20
Margaretville, Nova Scotia, canada (Walker and Parson, 192Z)
ca3.79NaO.19Ko.07[Als.ooSi16.0404S]·16.S1HZO
Dillsburg, Pennsylvania, U.SA (Lapham, 1963)
ca4.ooNaO.Z3Ko.os[Al7.99Si 15.S70 48] • 17.07HZO
Kinzan, Kagoshima Prefecture, Japan (Tomita et al., 1979)
ca3.35NaO.77Ko.Z7[AlS.24Si15.87048]·17.lOH20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Laumontite is very consistent in its composition. It is always very calcium-rich with some sodium
and traces of potassium. The water content of laumontite is variable from fully hydrated to partially dehydrated. Partially dehydrated laumontite is reported to be chemically reversible when
soaked in water (Gollardi and Galli, 19S5) although the integrity of the crystal structure is lost.
Partially dehydrated laumontite soaked in water still falls apart. TS i= Si/(Si + Al) = 0.636 to
0.695; Si/Al = 1.86 to 2.00

Identification
Simple crystal morphology of laumontite, which commonly consists of an elongated prism
(square in cross section) with a single sloping termination or "V" twin, is very distinctive. Dehydration in dry air, turning white, and crumbling distinguishes laumontite from most other zeolites except paranatrolite. Hydrated laumontite possesses optical inclined extinction angles,
refractive index, and twinning similar to scolecite but is distinctive from other fibrous zeolites.
The X-ray diffraction pattern of laumontite is distinctive.

Cleaning
Fresh, transparent, fully hydrated laumontite is hard and can be trimmed with mechanical trimmers. Partly dehydrated laumontite crumbles during trimming. Fully hydrated laumontite can be
cleaned with a soap solution and pressurized water or an ultrasonic cleaner without special
requirements, although partially dehydrated laumontite will fall apart. With a low Si/Al ratio,
laumontite easily gelatinizes in hydrochloric acid. Warm acetic acid can be used to remove thin
calcite coatings. Use oxalic acid to remove iron stains and vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution for
manganese oxide removal. Laumontite is unstable in dry air; therefore, as soon as fresh laumontite is collected, cover the specimens with wet, white paper towels until you have time to trim,
clean, dry, and preserve them. Colored paper towels will stain the laumontite. Laumontite will
remain stable for some time in a cool unheated basement. Remove soil and stains from the laumontite before coating the crystals; otherwise anything on the laumontite will be permanent
when coated.
Laumontite, sealed in containers containing water and kept in a cool environment, will remain
hydrated. Specimens kept in a non-self-defrosting-style refrigerator will remain cool, moist, and
in perfect condition, but in a self-defrosting refrigerator laumontite will dehydrate in a short
time.
At room temperature, laumontite partially dehydrates to an opaque white, variety that in the
past, was called leonhardite. Large crystals part and expand along cleavages and crumble into a
white powder. Smaller crystals tend to remain intact better as long as they are not touched.
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Mounting of laumontite in clear plastic boxes keeps specimens clean and reduces the amount of
vibration from handling. There is no such thing as stable laumontite at dry room temperature.
Many methods have been tried to preserve fully hydrated laumontite. Goodchild (1903)
reports good results in preserving laumontite by saturating it with boiled linseed oil. Transparent
hydrated laumontite has been soaked in mineral oil (any thin colorless, odorless oil from
petroleum), water-starch SOlutions, or even dilute, white glue in order to stabilize the interior of
the laumontite. White, partially dehydrated laumontite cannot be saved by soaking it in any of
the above liquids, and can only be coated to keep the exterior from expanding and crumbling.
White, partly dehydrated laumontite does not become stable by soaking it in water. It will turn
transparent but remains soft and will still crumble.
Both white, partly dehydrated laumontite and transparent, hydrated laumontite can be preserved by carefully coating them with a liquid acrylic plastic (polyvarathane) that will preserve
the crystal form. Dipping the laumontite in a thin, clear, acrylic plastic several times is recommended, with the first dipping lasting for at least 30 minutes so the plastic is able to penetrate
deeply into the crystal. Additional dippings increase the thickness of the plastic on the surface.
Light-yellow plastic will impart a yellow color (especially with age) to the normally white laumontite. Acrylic sprays and brushed-on acrylic does not penetrate the laumontite or coat the crystals
completely and is not as effective as dipping. With time, large laumontite crystals tend to expand
and part along Cleavages, even if dipped in plastic; therefore, laumontite should be inspected
each year and redipped if parting occurs. Dipping of laumontite, associated with minerals such
as okenite, gyrolite, and apophyllite, commonly produces unattractive specimens; therefore,
brushed-on acrylic is the best method to try to save the specimen.
Laumontite crystals penetrating through apophyllite, stilbite, powellite, or other minerals tend
to expand with dehydration (even if coated), splitting the associated minerals. Stilbite or other
minerals on a laumontite base tend to fall apart with time, even if they are dipped in plastic.
Laumontite specimens collected over 100 years ago are rarely still intact in collections.

Origin
Laumontite has been considered an indicator mineral for high-temperature, depth zonation of
zeolites in burial diagenesis, although it has been found to form at very low temperatures
(McCulloh et ai., 1981). Laumontite is very difficult to synthesize in the laboratory, requiring
temperatures of 250° C and 1000 bars pressure, yet it crystallizes rapidly in natural conditions at
low temperatures and pressures where the solutions are of the appropriate composition
(McCulloh et ai., 1981). Laumontite crystallizes rapidly from water in radiators at geothermal
plants and coats rounded rocks, in a stream fed by water (pH 7.74) issued from Sespe Hot
Springs in California, at temperatures from 890 C down to 43° C (McCulloh et ai., 1981).
Laumontite, when associated with prehnite, appears to form at a high temperature, in a transition between the zeolite zone (low-temperature zone where zeolites are dominant) and greenschist zones (higher-temperature zones where the green minerals prehnite, pumpellyite, chlorite,
and epidote are dominant). Data from geothermal wells in basalt in Iceland show laumontite
crystallized at temperatures between 98° and 230° C (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978).
Laumontite is encountered in rhyolite, at temperatures from 1400 to 2000 C, in boreholes in
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming (Bargar and Beeson, 1981; Bargar et ai., 1981).
Regional surface mapping by Walker (l960b) shows that laumontite occurs in the deepest
zone (mesolite-scolecite zone) in the Tertiary olivine basalts in eastern Iceland. The Langford
Lodge borehole, drilled through 789 meters of zeolite-bearing basalt in County Antrim, Northern Ireland, encountered laumontite only below 549 meters (Walker, 1960a) and laumontite is
restricted to the bottom of zeOlite-bearing tholeiitic basalt and andesite in Rio Grande do Sui,
Brazil (Murata et ai., 1987). In Iceland, local zones of high-temperature alteration surrounding
volcanic centers consist of a highly altered inner zone containing an abundance of the high-temperature minerals, epidote, chlorite, andradite, pyrite, and some laumontite surrounded by a
zone rich in laumontite but lacking epidote and garnet (Walker, 1960b).
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Laumontite, covered by prehnite in Bombay, India, and associated with prehnite and pumpellyite at other localities, probably indicates a high-temperature origin, yet the sequence of crystallization studied in vesicular basalt at many other localities (listed in this chapter) shows that laumontite is commonly the last zeolite to crystallize in a sequence (even after thomsonite and
chabazite), which indicates a falling temperature. Laumontite, which cements sandstone under
surface conditions or forms from glass in saline lakes, clearly indicates that it can crystallize at
very low temperatures when the correct chemical conditions are present.

Occurrence
Laumontite is a very common zeolite found in a wide range of geologic conditions including the
weathering of plagioclase on mountain sides; the formation of natural cements in sandstones;
and the alteration of volcanic ash deposits in saline lakes to deep-sea sediments. With increasing
depth, temperature, and pressure, laumontite forms from low-grade regional (zeolite facies)
metamorphism and hydrothermal solutions in ore deposits, volcanic rocks, pegmatites, intrusive
rocks, and hot springs.
Small, well-formed laumontite crystals are common, but large crystals are scarce. The finest
display specimens are from Bishop, California; Bombay, India; and Drain, Oregon.

Worldwide Localities
ANTARCTICA
Radiating pink laumontite crystals are found with scolecite, mesolite, green apophyllite, and pink
heulandite in Post-Jurassic tuffs and pillow basalt at the Battlements Nunatak, in the Mawson
Glacier, Victoria Land, along the Ross Sea (Gunn and Warren, 1%2). Nearby cavities contain
okenite, and possibly, garronite (Gunn and Warren, 1%2; RWT).

AUSTRALIA
New South Wales: Prismatic, glass-clear laumontite that turns white and soft when exposed to
the atmosphere is found, up to 1 cm long, with a few reaching 1 cm wide and 3 cm long, scattered on large, reddish-brown stilbite and red heulandite, and is associated with analcime, calcite,
and quartz in veins and cavities in the Jurassic olivine basalt and trachyte near Garrawilla Creek
and Mitchells Creek, northwest of Tambar Springs, near Gunnedah (Chalmers, 1968; Head,
1979; England and Sutherland, 1988). The minerals crystallized in the order: heulandite-calcite
> stilbite > analcime> laumontite> quartz> calcite (England and Sutherland, 1988).
Laumontite is found at Blytheswood, north of Quirindi; with minute heulandite crystals, scolecite, and stilbite at Werris Creek; and with stilbite and calcite southwest of Carroll (Chalmers,
1968). Salmon-pink laumontite aggregates are found in blue schist at Rathurst Road, near Cox
River (Hintze, 1897).
White prisms of laumontite are found with Mg-rich ferrierite and heulandite in Permian latite
(= trachyandesite) in the WOllongong City Council Quarry at Unanderra (England and Ostwald, 1978). One large pocket showed the sequence: laumontite> coarse, brown calcite> finegrained light-blue chalcedony-calcite> ferrierite > calcite> heulandite > bladed calcite>
aragonite prisms; and nearby cavities contain pyrite, mordenite, and quartz (England and Ostwald, 1978; Hudson and Huson, 1978: England and Sutherland, 1988).
Queensland: Amygdaloidal basalt along the Bowen River, southwest of Bowen, contains laumontite with analcime, thomsonite, and prehnite (Chalmers, 1968). Laumontite, calcite, and
chalcedony are found in basalt near Mount Toby, Mirani, west of Mackay (Chalmers, 1%8).
White to light red, radiating laumontite crystals, up to 2.5 cm long, associated with calcite, and
colorless to light green, hemispherical masses of prehnite are common in miarolitic cavities and
veins, up to 60 cm across, in the center of blocks of granite west of Brisbane (Whitehouse,
1937). The minerals crystallized in the order: feldspar-quartz> chlorite> epidote> pyrite>
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tourmaline-molybdenite-sphalerite-fluorite > calcite> prehnite > laumontite > calcite>
gismondine > calcite (Whitehouse, 1937).
Tasmania: Laumontite occurs in the lower levels of Jurassic dolerite along the Lune River, near
Ida Bay Village, southern Tasmania (Lancaster, 1980). Laumontite and prehnite are found on
joints of dolerite at Bronte, Great Lake, Catagunya, Wayatinah, Lutana, and Newtown
(Sutherland, 1977).
AUSTRIA

Carinthia: Laumontite crystalS, up to 4 cm long, are found with stilbite, scolecite, epidote, titanite, chlorite, quartz, rutile, and zircon at Quarry Gall, Frassgraben, Koralpe, and with heulandite,
chabazite, and pyrite on amphibolite in a lithium exploration adit near Brandhutte, Weinebene,
Koralpe (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
In the Reisseck Mountains, laumontite is found with stilbite, scolecite, prehnite, albite, and
chabazite at Riekener Hochalm; chabazite and heulandite at Riekener Sonnblick; and heulandite at Rossalm (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Laumontite masses, up to 14 cm in diameter, are found with heulandite, quartz, and scolecite
at Perschitz, Maltatal, in the Hafner Mountains, and white laumontite crystals are found with
scolecite, heulandite, prehnite, epidote, stilbite, chabazite, titanite, muscovite, and albite in lightcolored gneiss at Pfluglhof, Malta-Tal, near Gmund (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. camm.).
Eastern Tyrol: White laumontite crystals, several millimeters long, are found with quartz and
feldspar at Maureralpe, near Rostockerhutte (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Lower Austria (= Niederosterreich): Laumontite is found with stilbite, heulandite, apatite,
arsenopyrite, beryl, sphalerite, zircon, fluorite, anatase, apophyllite, bavenite, bertrandite, milarite, topaz, phenacite, prehnite, and titanite at Artolz, near Pfaffenschlag, Waldviertel; also with
chabazite, heulandite, prehnite, epidote, and stilbite in cavities in amphibolite, at Hartenstein,
Waldviertel (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Laumontite forms white crystals at Pfitsch, and white to red crystals, up to 1 cm long, with
datolite in chalcedony nodules at Theiss, near K1ausen (Hintze, 1897). Laumontite is found in
contact metamorphic marble near Hinterhaus, Spitz (Sedlacek, 1949).
Salzburg: Laumontite crystals, up to 15 mm long, are found with calcite, stilbite, scolecite, harmotome, quartz, and feldspar at Sattelkar, Obersulzbachtal; and with scolecite, stilbite, quartz,
feldspar, and sulfides in the Scheelite Mine at Felbertauern (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers.
comm.). Laumontite crystals, up to 2 cm long, are found with scolecite, smoky quartz, stilbite,
heulandite, orthoclase variety adularia, apatite, fluorite, titanite, calcite, and chlorite, in a 75- by
30- by 30-{;m cavity in gneiss at Tauernmoossee, Stubachtal; and at Gewerkewald, near Bockstein, Bad Gastein, in the Gasteiner Valley, laumontite crystalS, up to 5 mm long, are found with
apatite, orthoclase variety adularia, anatase, rutile, and synchisite (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers.
comm.).
Styria: Laumontite is found with stilbite, apophyllite, and prehnite on hornblende-rich rock at
Gleinalmtunnel; with scolecite, heulandite, orthoclase variety adularia, albite, axinite, prehnite,
schorl, stilbite, and muscovite at Quarry Humpelgraben, Gleinalpe; and with heulandite, stilbite,
and chabazite in graphite-rich silicate-marble at St. Johann ob Hohenburg. Laumontite forms
crystals, up to 5 mm long, with plagioclase on amphibolite at Englweingarten, near Stainz; and
large aggregates of laumontite are found with heulandite, mordenite, stilbite, prehnite, c1inozoisite, ilmenite, titanite, biotite, paragonite, albite, calcite, and sulfides on eclogite-amphibolite
at Wernersdorf, near Wies (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Tyrol: Laumontite is found with scolecite, apophyllite, stilbite, quartz, and feldspar in gneiss in
the Elfriede-Triebwasserstollen adit for a hydroelectric power plant at Zillergrundl (Gernot
Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
White laumontite crystalS, up to 3 cm long and 1.5 mm wide, were found on chlorite, muscovite, stilbite, prehnite, quartz, feldspar, and calcite in fissures in gneiss in the Floite area, ZilIer-
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tal (Hintze, 1897). Green-<:olored laumontite crystals, up to 3 em long, filled with chlorite inclusions, are found at Dircherk.lam, Floitental, Zillertal (Dritish Museum, R WT). Thick masses and
crystals of laumontite are found with calcite and chlorite in the Baumgankarklamm, Floitental,
Zillertal (Hintze, 1897).
Partially dehydrated laumontite is fouod in basalt at Predazzo in fleimsthal (DaDa, 1898).
Laumontite occurs at Sarnthal, near Botzen (Dana, 1898).
Upper Austria (Obcrosterreich): Laumontite forms radiating overgrowths OD amphibolite iD the

Obcrhaag Quarry, Dcar S<:hlagl, Muhlviertel (Gernot Weisscnsteiner, pers. comm.).
BRAZIL

Laumontite, associated with hculaDditc, calcite, mcsolite-scolecite, analcime, stilbite, mordenite,
and apophyllite, is restricted to the bottom 100 meters of the Jurassic-Cretaceous tholeiitic
basalt and andesite near Pono Alegre, Rio Grande do Sui, and is covered by a 460-meter thick
scolecite zone (without laumontite), that is, in turn, covered by dacite and rhyolite containing
quartz, mordenite, heulandite, and stilbite (Murata et 01., 1987). High heat flow, from a contincntal seafloor spreading center, was responsible for widespread hydrothermal zcolitization of
the lava pile (Murata et 01., 1987).
Laumontite is rcportcd by Franco (1952) in the basalt of southern Brazil. Very good, 2.5-onlong, terminated laumontite crystals occur in basalt cavities near Veronopolis and BentO
Goncalves, in the state of Rio Grandc Do SuI (Sinkankas, 1964).
Lieber (1978) reports small, White, laumonlite prisms, up to 10 moo long, were found on
heulandite and scolecite in large cavities in vesicular basalt during construction of the Antas
railway tunnel, near Dento Gonsalves, Rio Grande do SuI. Laumontite was associated with large
scolecite prisms, enormous, blocky, cubelike, l.oned colorless to light green apophyllite, up to 20
coo across, and stilbite. Other cavities contained natrOlite, quartz, and calcite.
BULGARIA

Kostov (1969) reports laumoDtite associated wilh copper mineralization in andesitic rocks that
were intruded by monzonite aDd granodiorite in a zone extending from the Balkan Mountains to
the Black Sea. The minerals crystallized in Ihe sequence: prehnite > thomsonite > laumontite·
stilbite·natrolite > analcime> laumontite> calcite.
Laumontile replaces orthoclase phenocrysts in Tertiary lrachyandesite in lead·zinc ore
deposits in the Eastern RhodOpe Mountains (Kostov, 1969). The laumontite occurs in zones
around intrusives in the order (from highest to lov.'CSttemperature): natrolite > analcime>
laumontite> stilbite·heulaodite-chabazite·harmOlome > quartz-mordenite-ferrierite (Kostov,
1969).
CANADA

British Columbia: Small, pinkish-white laumontite prisms, up to 15 moo long, are found in veins
and vesicles of Eocene porphyritic trachytes at Yellow Lake, near Olalla, in southern BritiSh
Columbia (RWT). The complex crystallization history atlhis locality appears 10 represent shallow bot springs activity where tbe zeolites, phillipsite> analcime> thomsonite > scolecitemcsolite·natrolite, that were crystallizing in vesicles, were invaded by fraclures followed by solu·
lions depositing Sr-bearing heulandite > brewsterite-yugawaralile-f1uorite La-bearing
wakelieldite-(Ce) > laumontite, along with large amounts of calcite. At shallov.'Cr depths, the
same veins deposited only chabazite> calcite> stilbite > calcite> laumontite.
Laumontite crystals, up to 5 moo long, are found with native silver, acanlhite, and pyrite on
quartz in Ihe Highland Bell Mine, Bcaverdell (RWT). Nearby rocks also contain harmotome
and calcite (Ty Balacko, pers. comm,).
Laumontite, analcime, and minor amounts of prehnite are found in the upper half of the
Karmu!SCn Group (Triassic pillow lava, breccia, luff, and amygdaloidalthcleiitie basalt flows);
the lower half of the group contains the bigher.temperature minerals, pumpellyite, epidote,
prehnite, and albite, in the DUllie Lake area, west of campbell River, in central Vancouver
Island (Surdam, 1973). The upper unit was subjected to 0.5101 kb pressure and tcmperatures
ranging (rom 50" 10 150" C, while the Iov.'er unit was subjected to 2 to 3 kb and 230" 10 330" C.
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The zoning was due to the amount of hydration of the glass and ionic activity of Na, Ca, Mg,
CaC03, Si02, and H+ rather than the temperature or pressure (Surdam, 1973). Entrapped
seawater was the main source of fluid. Laumontite and calcite are found on qua,tz, pumpellyite,
epidote, and prehnite in low-grade metavolcanics in Hemlock Valley, near Misson (Mary
Hillsdon, pers. comm.). White prisms of laumontite are found on quartz and pumpellyite at
Spences Bridge, in the Fraser River Canyon (Ty Balacko, pers. comm.).
Nova Scotia: Laumontite is commonly found on stilbite and mesolite in the basalt cliffs along the
Bay of Fundy, extending from Long Point, Kings County, to Port Lorne, Annapolis County
(Walker and Parsons, 1922). Laumontite occurs with apophyllite and thomsonite at Peter's
Point; in 8-cm thick veins in basalt at Port George, Annapolis County; and is colored green from
copper alterations at Margaretville (Dana, 1898).
Ontario: Laumontite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite,

garronite, gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Velthuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Laumontite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, heulandite, epistilbite, faujasite,

garronite, gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, mesolite, stilbite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calCite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991).
CHILE

Laumontite, occurs in a metamorphic porphyry near Santa Lucia; Cauquenes; La Compania;
and Alto des los Juncos, Cordillere von Peuco (Hintze, 1897). Light red, fibrous laumontite is
found with copper and pyrite in the copper mine, Mina del Pique, at Tamaya; also in the Andes,
west of Atacama, between Sandon and Propilas; and in San Antonio and Cabeza de Vaca,
Copiapo (Hintze, 1897).
COSTA RICA

Laumontite, associated with heulandite, stilbite, thomsonite, mesolite, chabazite, copper, and
analcime, occurs in cavities in volcanics at La Cruz; also with heulandite, stilbite, quartz, mordenite, and calcite at Guatil; and as long, white prisms, up to 3 cm long and 8 mm wide, commonly covered with calcite crystals in volcanics at Concavas (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Ulrich (1930) reports late-stage hydrothermal laumontite with quartz,feldspar, allanite, and sulphides in pegmatite dikes near Prosetin and Horka, Skuteo, Bohemia. Laumontite also occurs in
andesite at Sklene Teplice (Caikova and Haram!ova, 1959) and at Jamolice in Moravia (RWT).
Laumontite occurs with analcime, natrolite, and calcite on yellowish-greento pink prehnite, in
cavities in amphibolite, near Markovice, Caslav, in eastern Bohemia (KratOChvil, 1934, 1941).
Laumontite is the last zeolite to crystallize in the amphibolite of Cervena hora (Mountain), near
Kouty, in Moravia, in the sequence: scolecite > heulandite > stilbite > chabazite> laumontite
(Novotna, 1926).
Laumontite occurs with scolecite, epistilbite, stilbite, chabazite, heulandite, and apophyllite in
cavities in andesite, near Siatorosska Bukovinka, in the Cerova Vrchovina area (Duda et al.,
1984). White laumontite is found with calcite, in veins crossing phyllite, at Kalten Grund, near
Eule, Bohemia; and in fissures in diabase, near Kuchelbad, Karlstein, Konigshof, Bohemia
(Hintze, 1897).
Laumontite is found with stilbite, chabazite, natrolite, and heulandite in hydrothermally
. altered, fine.,;grained, albite-quartz veins that also contain prehnite, datolite, calcite, pyrite,
sphene, axinite, epidote, and chlorite along the border of amphibolite in gneiss in the Amphibolite Quarry at Mirosov, near Strazek, western Moravia (Cerny, 1955; Cerny and Povondra,
1966b).
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FAROE ISLANDS
Laumontite is rare on the Faroe Islands. Betz (1981) reports white bOw tie aggregates of lau·

montite on stilbite at Gasafelli on the island of Vagar, and in 2-meter pockets, covering stilbite,
thomsonite, heulandite, and mcsolite at Kvivik, Streymoy Island. Goldschmidt (1913) shows
many complex crystal faces on laumontite from the fa roes.
FINLAND

Red laumontite occurs in hornblende gneiss atllelsingfors; in calcite at Turhom, Helsinki; in the
Nevas Limcstone Quarry, in Sibbo; and at Storgard, in Pargas (Hintze, 1897).
FRANCE

(Type locality) Pearly-white, rodlike aggregates and crystals of laumontite are found in schist at

the Bleigrube Lead Mine, Huelgoat, Brittany (Hintze, 1897; Pipping, 19(6). Complex crystal
forms found on laumontite at Heulgoat include {IIO}, {001}, {Ill}, {It I}, {OiO} (Figs. 354356), and several other incompletely described forms (Goldschmidt, 1913).
Laumontite is found in geodes and layers, up to 5 cm thick, with the forms {liO} and {001}
(fig. 355), in mica schist ncar Ax, Department Ariege; also in schists at Dorfe C3:zenave, SaintBarthelemy (Hintze, 1897).
GERMANY

White to red-stained laumontite crystals, up to 12 mm wide and 4 cm long, are found in the
Heimbach Tunnel, Rheinland (Dana, 1898).
Yellow to white, partially dehydrated laumontite, with the forms {11O} and {~1}, twinned on
(100), forms masses with analcime and light green prehnite in veins crossing basalt at
Niederkirchen, ncar Wolfstein, Bavaria, and small fiesh<olored prisms of laumontite are found
wilh chabazite on quartz at Heimbach, near 51. Wendel, Bavaria (Hint1.e, 1897).
Light flesh·red laumontite crystals and masses are found on joints in biotite-hornblende gneiss
at Heubachthal, near Mantelhofe, Baden (Hintze, 1897). Prchnite pseudomorphs after laumontite are found at Fuchskopfe, near Freiburg, Baden (Hintze, 1897).
Yellow to ncsh·red columns of laumontite, with the forms {IIO}, {~Ol}, {OW}, and {201},
are found on calcite in diabase at Niederscheld, ncar Dillenburg, IIessen (Hintze, 1897).
Feldspar and prehnite pseudomorphs after laumontite are also found at Niederscheld (Hint7.e,
1897).

Fans of laumontile prisms are found in Tertiary diabase of Allgau, Gaisalpe at Wildbach, and
also at Rothplallenobel, Dayem (lIintze, 1897). Potassium·feldspar pseudomorphs after laumontite are found in diabase ncar Konradsreuth (between Munchberg and Hof, Bayem) and in
the Beilstein Mine, Oberscheld, Dayern (Hintze, 1897).
Laumontite occurs with analcime, apophyllite, gmelinite, harmotome, heulandite, and stilbite
in the Samson Mine, Andreasberg, Harz, and with analcime, chabazite, stilbite, natrolite, and
prehnitc in diabase at Bad Hanburg, Han (Willern, 1990).
Yellow, gray, or reddish-white laumontite crystals, up to 3 cm long, with the forms {110} and
{~1}, are found with calcite in brecciated syenite at Plauenschen Grunde, Saxony (Hintze,
1897). Rodlike, light red, laumontite prisms and masses arc found in syenite schist at Weenstein,
near Pirna, Saxony, and also in amphibolite at Breitenbrunn, Saxony (Hintl-C, 1897).
Laumontite occurs with chabazite, analcime, apophylHte, heulanditc, stilbite, prehnite,
pumpellyite, quartz, datolite, and calcite in diabase at Hcrborn. Hessen (Willern, 1990). laumontite occurs with heulandite, harmotome, and chabazite at Steinbruch Jcan, ncar
Baumholder, Idar·Oberstcin, Pfalz (Willern, 1990).
Tiny, white prisms of laumontite are found associated with goosecreckite, stilbite, apatite, MgCa-rich beulandite, epidote, and altcred potassium-feldspar in cavities in the center of pegmatite
veins, 10 to 15 cm wide, CUlling Paleozoic amphibolite, and, rarely, in granite at the Oberbaumuhle Quarry, ncar Windischeschenbach, Upper Palatinate, Bavaria (Hampel and Kcck, 1990).
Laumontite is rarely found with stilbite, heulandite, gmelinite, natrolite, chabazite, analcime,
thomsonite, phiUipsite, thaumasite, ellringitc, calcitc, gyrolite, and okenite in Tertiary basalt, at
the ZCilbcrg Quarry, ncar Maroldswcisach, Franconia, Bavaria (WOlfgang Hampel, pefS.
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comm.). Sandstone xenoliths in the basalt contain sodium-rich dachiardite, aragonite, phillipsite,
rhodeslte, tobermorite, and hydroxyapophyllite. Laumontite occurs with chabazite, heulandite,
and stilbite at Waldkirchen, Bayerischer Wald (Wittern, 1990).
GRE.ENLAND

Laumontite is scarce in the volcanics in Greenland. It forms small white crystals, up to 8 moo
long, lining cavities in basalt at Sermersoq in tbe Umanak District; forms l-cm crystals in veins
crossing tuff at Sarfarssuit in the Ritenbenk: District; and occurs in basalt near Godhavn on
Disco Island (B0ggild, 1953). Hintze (1897) reports laumontite at Insel on Disco Island.
In eastern Greenland, reddish-white laumontite, up to 1em long, associated with calcite, lines
cavities between basalt fragments ncar a bot springs (temperature 3SO C) in Henry Land
(B0ggild, 19(9).

HUNGARY
Laumontite is found with stilbite on granodiorite at ZSidovar (Takats, 1936), and with chabazite
in andesite at Nadap (Reicbert, 1924). Small, white, yellow, or brown, partially dehydrated laumontite forms rodlike crystals and aggregales wilh the forms {110} and e~OI} in sehist at
Schemnitz (Hint7..e, 1897).
Laumonlite occurs with calcite in diorite at Aszalas-Berge ncar Recskj and forms wbite, rodlike crystals with galena, sphalerite, and calcite at Maria-Anna Mine, Rezbanya (Hintze, 1897).
ICELAND
Although laumontite is common in Iceland, very few good specimens survive due to debydration
in surface cxposures. Betz (1981) reported 1-em long, while, opaque, prismatic laumontite crysta.1s on "Iceland spar" calcile, quartz, hculandite, and stilbitc at the Hclgustadanama Mine, near
Reydarljord, in eastern Iceland. Partially dehydrated laumontite is abundant in small cavities in
the Hrafna canyon near Skidastadir, northern Icelandj and is found with stilbite, heulandite, and
calcite in southeast Iceland at HafraCell near SkafiafeU (Betz, 1981).
Regional surface mapping by Walkcr (l960b) shows thatlaumontitc occurs in the deepest
zone (mesolite-scolecite zone) in the Tertiary olivine basalts in the Breiddalur-Beru!jordur area
of eastern Iceland. A drill hole, through a 4·kilometer section of alternating tholeiite and olivine
basalt at Laugaland, Eujaljordur, starts at the surface with empty cavities foUoYled by chabazitethomsonite > mesolite-scolccitc > laumontite (250 to 1800 meters and 12.')0 to 2.')00 C) with
epidote at the base of the drill hOle (Kristmannsd6ttir, 1982).
In addition to regional zeoliIe zoning, mapping has found local zones of high-temperature
alteration surrounding Tertiary volcanic centers that consist ofa b.ighly altercd inner zone containing an abundance of the high-temperature minerals, epidote, chlorite, andradite, pyrite, and
some laumontite, surrounded by a zone rich in laumontite but lacking epidotc and garnet
(Walker, 1960b). The outer zone has an abundance of platy calcitc, laumontite, and some
quartz (Walker, 1960b). A drill hole in Rcydarljordur,located adjacent to tbe alteration halo
surrounding the Tertiary volcano Thingmuli, contains white prismatic crystals of laumontite, up
to 1cm long, in tholeiitic basalt, from 100 metcrs below the surface to the base of the drill hole,
where temperatures from 1200 to 2300 Cwere recorded (Mehegan el al., 1982;
Kristmannsd611ir, 1982). In the upper 500 meters of the hole,laumontite is associated wilh
mordenite, stilbite, heulandite, epistilbite, calcite, quartz, and smectite. Laumontite is abundant
from 500 meters to 1200 meters, decreasing in amount below 1200 meters, along with an
increase of epidote, prehnite, actinolite, quartz, and wairakite (Mehegan el al., 1982;
Kristmannsd6tlir, 1982).
LaumoOlite is found in tbe deepest zones in low-temperature geothermal fields ncar Rcykjavik and Thorlakahofn in southwest Iceland, and at Akureyri, in thc north, at depths below 800
meters and at temperatures ranging from 1100 to 2300 C (Kristmannsd6tlir and T6masson,
1978).
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INDIA

Spectacular specimens of laumontite are found in the Deccan basalt near Bombay and further
inland at Nasik. Colorless to white laumontite prisms, up to 5 em long, are abundant, with some
reaching 20 em long and 3 em wide, and are commonly covered with olccnitc, gyrolitc, or
prehnite in large pockets in the center of greenish pillow basalt at the "Bombay Quarry" near
Khandivali, north of Bombay (Currier, 1976). Thc minerals crystallized in the order. calcitequartz> scolecite > laumontitc > prehnite > stilbite > gyrolite > yugawaralite > okenite >
h)'droapoph)'lIite > gypsum crystals> calcite (RWI). Outstanding specimens of hollow, colorless to light green, prehnite molds (tbat once covered 3- to 1~m long laumontite crystals)
abundantly linc pockcts, up to 2 meters in diameter, with one exceptional tube 2 meters in
diameter and over 20 meters long at Khandivali (RWI).
White laumontite prisms, covered by large salmon-colored stilbite, line pockets at Virar, north
of Bombay (RWI). Exceptional specimens of pinkish-white, stout, laumontite prisms, up to 8
cm long and 3 cm wide, are found in clusters up 10 38 em across, associaled wilh salmon-colored
stilbite and apophyllite in pockets, up 10 2 meters in diameter, at the Panduleni Quarry near
Nasik (RWI). Thc Palhardy Quarry, in Nasik, also produces exceptionallaumonlite crystals
associate(\ with stilbite, scolecite, fluorapophyllite, and chalcedony (Curricr, 1976). Kothawala
(1982) reports inlergrown laumontile crystalS, up to 8 em long, on pink stilbite with goldenyellow powcllile at the Pandulena Hill, Nasik.
DoUbly tcrminated while laumontite crystals, 8 mm long, are found wilh calcite on colorless 10
pink mesolite ncedles at Pune (= Poona) (RWI). Sukheswala el al. (1972,1974) rcportlaumontitc from Panvel.
ITALY

Laumontite is associated with yugawaralite, calcite, quart.z, heulandite, stilbite, mordenite,
chabazite, epistilbite, barite, and ankcritc in cavities and fractures in altered tracbyandesite on
Mt. Crastu Muradu, OsHo, Sassari, Sardinia (Pongiluppi, 1977). Colorless to whilc laumontite
crystals are found with chabazite at Monistir, Cagliari (RObert Ray, pcrs. comm.).
Laumontite crystals, l5 mm wide and 3 em long, are found on granite at Baveno, Lago Maggiore (British Museum, RWI). Laumontite crystals, 2.5 em long, covered with green chlorile,
are found at Valle Aurina (British Museum, RWI). Gallitelli (1928) reports laumontite in
spilitic lava near Toggiano, Modena.
Partially dehydrated, pearly-whitc, sheaflilcc clustcrs of laumontitc (= scbncidcritc) witb thc
forms {llO}, {loo}, {~OI}, {200, {~Ol},and {1l1} are found in serpentine-gabbrost Monte
Catini (Dana, 1892; Hintzc, 1897).
White, gray, and flesh-red masses of partially dCb)'drated laumontitc (= caporcianite) are
found with calcite in cavities in gabbro, at Monte di Caporciano, near Impruneta, and at Botro
di Casciano, Gambassi (Dana, 1898; Hintze, 1897).
White to dark red laumontite crystals, up to 3 em long and 1 em thick, with the forrns {110},
{~Ol}, and {201}, are found at Fariolo; small laumontite crysl.als are found in granite from
Monte Orfano; small partiaHy dchydratcd laumontite crystals oceur in granite from Alzo; and in
gneiss at Ossola·Thales, near Bcrura (Hintze, 1897). Laumontite also oceurs at Valle Scura
(= Finstertal) and Bullaccia (= Pullstsch)jn Alpe di Siusi (= Seiser A1peXVez.zalini and
Alberti, 1975).
JAPAN

Laumontite is found in drill cores with yugawaralite, analcime, and quartz in the active geothermal area of Onikobc, in norlheast Japan (Scki and Okumura, 1968). White, partially dehydrated
laumontite is found with quartz in veinlets in Crctaceous granodiorite in thc Tsuyazaki area,
Fukuoka Prefecture (Ueno and Hanada, 1982).
A Na-K-bearing laumontite forms whitc prisms, up to 1em long, associated with calcite, in
seams crossing Miocene to Pliocene andesite at Kinzan, Satsuma-cho, Kagoshima Prefecture
(Tomita el al., 1979). Laumontite, epislilbite, scolccite, and levyne occur in andesite at Kuroiwa,
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Niigata Prefecture (Takeshita it al., 1975). Laumontite, analcime, and heulandile are found in
early Cenozoic sedimentary rocks, in the Munakata coal field, Fukuoka Prefecture (Miki and
Nakamuta, 1985).
MARTINIQUE (French)
Laumontite is found in Pliocene submarine tuffs, pillow lava, and dikes on the Island of Martiniquc (Westcrcamp, 1981). Shallow, magmatic intrusions formed zones in the surrounding
rocks characterized by laumontitc in the hOllest (t()()O to 200" C) innermost zone, followed by a
stilbite zone> analeime-thomsonitc zone> and finally, by the outcr low-temperature meso/itechabazite zone (Westercamp, 1981).
MEXICO
Cbihuabua: Laumontite is reported from thc San Rafael Mine, Mineral de 2apuri (Salinas,
1923).

Guan.ajuato: Laumonlite is found with stilbite and quartz at the Valenciana Mine, Guanajuato,
Municipio de Guanajuato (Salinas, 1923; Panczcr, 1987).
Hidalgo: Laumontile is reported by Salinas (1923) to occur at Rio Hondo, Municipio de
Mineral del Chico.
Sonora: Clear laumontite crystals, 4 to 6 em long, that slowly turn milley-white after removal
from the rock, are found with stilbite, east of Alamos, Municipio de Alamos (Panczner, 1987).
MOZAMBIQUE
White laumontite is found on light red stilbite and quarlZ in vesicular basalt in the Corumana
Mountains of the Lebombo Range (Correia Neves and Lopes Nunes, 1968). Nearby cavities
contain zoned needles of natrolite-scolecite.

NEW ZEALAND
North L<;land: White laumontite crystals are found with natrolite and thomsonite at Tangiteroria, North Auckland (William Ulrich, unpublished report). Laumontite occurs in the geothermal
area at Wairakei, ncar Lake Taupo; and fine-grained laumonlite cements brecciated volcanics
between North Cape and Cape Reinga, Auckland (William Ulrich, unpublished report). Laumonlite is found with stilbite at Te Hapua and Pukepoto (Jocelyn Thornton, pers. comm.).
Partially dehydrated laumontite replaces andesine in porphyrite at Devon Well, New Plymouth; and forms veins in graywacke at Wellington, in northern Taranaki (William Ulrich,
unpublished report).

South Island: Clear, stout, prismatic l.aumontite crystals are commonly found in vesicles and
veins in Lower Permian submarine vesicular andesite nows and breccia in the Takitimu Mountains, western Southland. In this area, the low-grade melamorphic assemblage (laumontite,
quarlZ, epi tilbite, analcime, calcite, and chlorite, with small arnounlS of prehnite, pumpellyite,
and epidote) grades into a deeper and higher-temperature prehnite-pumpellyite-epidote assemblage (HOUghton, 1982). Laumontite is found in a diorite at Bluff, Southland (Mason, 1946).
In ahe Hokonui Hills, southeast Otago,laumontite replaces plagioclase in Jurassic sedimentary
beds; al Nugget Point, southeast of Kaihakuan, Triassic ash is altered to laumontite or heulandite; while at Catlins, Jurassic sedimenlary beds, up to 3566 meters thick, contain laumontite
(Coombs et al., 1959).
Pearly-white prisms of laumontite are associaled with natroHte and analcime at Hooper's Inlet,
Otago; with quartz and heulandite at Stew Point, Rangitata Gorge, South Canterbury; and arc
widespread in the Cretaceous rocks in lhe Marlborough Province (William Ulrich, unpublished
report). Near Marakopa, SOulh.....-est of Auckland, thick Triassic sedimentary beds arc altercd to
impure laumonite (Coombs et al., 1959).
Earthy-whitc to palc-buff-eolored Triassic andesitic tuffs and sediments (that originally contained bands of glass) have been replaced by interlocking, 0.05- to 3-mm grains of laumontite, in
beds up to 150 meters lhick, in the orth Range, Taringatura Districl, Southland (Coombs,
1952; Coombs et al., 1959). In graywackes, plagiOClase is partly or completely replaced by lau-
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montite in the North Range and Hokonui Hills southeast of Taringatura (Coombs, 1952). The
upper rocks in Ihe Taringalura District are unaltered; bUI witb increasing deptb are found
heulandite, analcime, quartz, and clay. With greater depth, the plagioclase is converted to albite
or replaced by laumontite, pumpellyite, prebnite, calcite, and sericite, while at still greater depths
and higher lemperture, laumontite is no longer present, and prebnite, pumpellyite, and epidote
are found (Coombs, 1950, 1952; Coombsel aI., 1959).
Low-grade regional metamorphism (ranging from zeolite facies 10 greenschisl facies) of
igneous intrusives and sedimenlary rock produced laumontite, prehnite, a1bile, epidole, cblorite,
quartz, pumpellyile, and analcime of the Otama area, Soutbland (Coombs el aI., 1959).
White prisms of laumontite are found with clay in altered vesicular Eocene basalt and breecia
at Moeraki, North Otago (AJun Baines and Gordon Auton, pers. comm.). Olher cavities contain
pbillipsite, erionite, chabazite, heulandile, analcime, calcite, pyrite, marcasite, and barite.
NORWAY
Laumontite is found with slilbite on hornfels (Ihat resulted from contact metamorphism) near
Honningvag in northern Norway (Saeb0 el a1.,1959). Laumontile is found on gneiss at More
(Saelher, 1949). Laumontile occurs with pyrite and calcite on galena in veins crossi.ng mica schist
ncar Kongsberg (Hintze, 1897).
POLAND

Colorless to wbite, rodlikc laumontite crystals, wilh the forms {110} and {~1} are found on
polassium feldspar, quartz, stilbite, epidote, and axinite in cavilies of pegmatites in the granite at
Strz.egom (= Striegau), Wroclaw, (= Lower Silesia) (Hintze, 1897).
White aggregates of laumontite are found in fissures of hornblende schist at Lamperdorf, near
Frankenstein (Hintze, 1897). White to brown laumontite crystals are found on cbalcedony or
heulandile in cavities in basalt at Finkenhubel, near Glatz (Hintze, 1897).
ROMANIA
Fine speeimens of white laumontite crystals, up to 3 cm long, are found with apophyllite at
Sacaramb, Transylvania (British Museum, RWT).Laumontite is found wilh quartz and calcite in
augite porphyry in the Aranyos Thale between Doren and Sinfalva; with calcite and stilbite in
dacite near Kis-Sebcs; in augite porphyry of Fejerpatak-Thales, near Toroczko; and in large crystals, up to 6 cm long, with apopbyllite in dacite at the Csertesd Mine, near Nagyag (Hintze,
1897).

SOUTH AFRICA
Tiny, colorless 10 pink laumontite crystals are found with pumpellyite atlhe M. L. & H. Quarry,
Empangeni, Zululand (Robert Ray, pers. camm.).
SWEDEN

Light red laumontite is found in the Marlanbergs Copper Mine, in Dalarne; at Mora Stenar,
near Upsala; and in calcite from Skanellabolm in Uppland (Hintze, 1897). Brick-red masses of
laumonlite are found at Adelfors in SmaJand the Adelforsit (IJaUy, 1801). Red laumontite is
found in calcitc from WallhOma, Uppland; Dispberg; Garpenberg; and near Vaddo, Roolagen
(Hintze, 1897). White laumontitc is found at Fahlun (Hintze, 1897).
SWITZERLAND

Laumontite is found witb prebnite in an amphibolite at Lago Bianco in Val Bavona (Fagnani,
1948). Laumontite occurs at Sl. Gothard, and in largc radiating masses at Fassathal (Dana,
1898).

Laumontitc is found on orlhoclase variety adularia and quartz in veins crossing amphibole-rich
diorite-gneiss in Graubunden, Kreuzlithal, near SCdrun, at Tavetsch; also in Culm de Vi at
Drun; and as small crystals in cavities and fissures in granile at Berge Mutscb, Hintergrunde of
tbe Etzlethals, near Amsteg, Uri (Hintze, 1897).
Laumonlite, cerussite, and wulfenite are found on galena in granite at Tiefcnglctschen
(Hintze, 1897). LaumoOlite occurs in feldspar-rich rock at Berge Fibia at Sl. GOllhard; with
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albite and actinolite in OOOr Wallis at Mallagshorn, southwest ofsaas; with quartz at Puggerthale; and with nuorite, heulandite, and quartz at Giebelbach between Viesch and Lax
(Hintze, 1897).
Smalliaumontile crystals cover calcite, quartz, hematite, and pyrite at Hostellbach, north of
GUllannen (Parker, 1973). Laumontite occurs with stilbite, chabazite, heulandite, milarite, danburite, and scheelite at Chli MUlSCh; at Chruzliatock, laumontite is found with smoky quartz,
stilbite, and scolecite (parker, 1973). Laumontite and apophyltite are found on nuorite, quartz,
and calcite at GOllhardtunnel; at Planggenstock, Goschener Alp, a large cavity contained laumontite, hematite, rUlile, apatite, titanite, calcite, and muscovile (parker, 1973). Laumontite
covers galena in cavitics containing dark smoley quartz, pink nuorite, calcite, cerussite, hydrocerussite, anglcsite, leadhillite, and wulfenite at TlCfcnglctscher; and is found with cpistilbite,
stilbite, heulandite, and chabazite on green octahedra of nuorite in aplilic gneiss at Gibelsbach,
near Fiesch, in the Rhone Valley (parker, 1973).
Laumontite is found with stilbite, chabazite, and scoleeite on prehnitc, siderile, rutile, quartz,
calcite, titanite, apatite, and feldspar at Grosstal, near Zumdorf, Urserental (Parker, 1973). It
occurs at Druntobcl, near Sedrun, Rhine Valley; snow-white laumontite crystals .....cre found
with stilbite on titanite, quartz, calcite, feldspar, chlorite, muscovite, prehnite, apatite, and barite
at Glatscher da Maighcls; it commonly forms 2-cm, white crystals with stilbite, scolecite, and
heulandite on nuorite, quartz, feldspar, prehnite, titanite, tourmaline, chlorite, ilmenite, and
prehnite in muscovite-biotite gneiss at Promontogno; and laumontite crystals, up to 8 cm long,
occur with stilbite and heulandite at Ri di Piera River, near Camperio, western Olivone (Parker,
1973). Laumontite is also found at Ghiaceiaio di Vallegia, southern Bedrello (Parker, 1973).
Laumontite is found in cavities with scolecite, heulandite, and stilbite on quartz, nuorite, calcite, prehnite, epidote, and many other minerals at Arvigo, Val Calanca; Lago Bianco; Diasca.j
Cresciano, near Osognaj !..avorgo, Valle Leventina; and Uelp, southern Lago Nero, upper Val
Bavona (Parker, 1973). Laumontite occurs in pegmatitcs at Lodrino, Ceneritunnel, southern
Tcssin; Pizzo Barone, upper Val di Chironico; Ofenhorn, Mont A1brun; and Stockchnubcl on
Gornerglelscher (parker, 1973). Laumontite occurs in chlorite-bearing rock with stilbite, scolecite, and chabazite near Glacier de Piece, Serre de Vuibe, south of Arolla (Parker, 1973).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBUCS
Laumontite is found in a contact metamorphic skarn with epidote, magnetite, and garnet at
Dashkesan (Sumin, 1955). Fersman and Labunlzov (1925) report laumontite on quartz,
feldspar, mica, SUlphides, allanite, and uraninite in granitic pegmatitcs at Russian Karelia ncar
Sinjuja Pala.
Laumontite occurs .....ith red gmelinite and Ba-rich phillipsite (= wellsite) lining fissures in an
igneous rock at Kurtzy, ncar Simferopol, in the Crimea (Shkabara, 1940). The minerals crystallized in the order: prehnite > quartz> heulandite > clay> gmelinite > Ba-rich phillipsite
(= weJlsite) > phillipsite> analcime> laumontite> calcite> quartz (Shkabara, 1940).
Laumontite, mordenite, heulandite, stilbite, analcime, oatrolite, mesolite, thomsonite,
chabazite, and calcite are found in cavities in basalt breccia and tuffs in the Lower TungUSka
region, Siberia (Shkabara and Shturm, 1940). Partially dehydrated laumontite is found in cavities in diorite-porphyry at Petropa.....lowschen Berge, near BogosIOWSk., in the Urals; and forms
white, radial, fibrous aggregates at Berge Barschom, near TifflS, Georgia (Hintze, 1897).
UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland: Laumontite is rare in the Tertiary basalIS of County Antrim. Walker (1960a)
found 5-mm-long laumontite crystals at only one locality out of over 670 that he visiteo in
Count)' Antrim. Stilbite is found with heulandite, chabazite, and laumontite at Belshaw's Quarry,
southwest of White Mountain (Walker, 196(3). Greg and LetlSOm (1858) reported laumontite
from Laroe; Portrush; and Ballintoy in County Antrim, and in the granite in the Mourne Mountains, County Down.
Rarely, laumontite is found in the Giant's Causeway basalts along the northern coast of
County Antrim (Harry Fey, pers. comm.). The Langford Lodge borehole, drilled through 789
meters of Antrim basalt, encountered levyne-phiHipsite-chabazite-thomsonite in the upper 300
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meters, followed by a dominance of stiJbite-chabazite from 300 to 518 meters, mesolitescolecite-cbabazite dominant below 518 meters, and laumontite below 549 meters (Walker,
196(8). White laumontite crystals arc commonly found on orthoclase and aegirine at KlIIala Bay,
County Mayo (Harry Fay, pers. comm.).
Scotland: Laumontite is not common in the andesitic basalts in SCotland, although it occurs at
several localities in the volcanics surrounding GlasglOW. In Renfrewshire. white prisms and twins
of laumontite arc found at Hart field Moss. and brick-red laumontite crystals, up to 2.5 em long,
are found with calcite and stilbite at Kilmalcolm (Heddle, 1901). Laumontite was found in the
Bishoplon Tunnel with thomsonite and greenockite; at Port Glasgow; and witb natroHte,
prehnite, and calcite at the Boyleston Quarry near Barrhead (Heddte, 1901). Laumontite is
found at Long Craig; Dumbarton Muir; and Old Kilpatrick (HoodIe, 1901).
Small, clear to chalky, opaque, White, equant or elongated prisms of laumontite are rarely
found with analcime, epidote, prehnite, and clinozoisite near a Tertiary tholeiitic dike crossing
Carboniferous Period basalt flows in the Loanhead Quarry, near Beith, Strathclyde (Meikle,
1989b). Other minerals in the basalt flows include low-temperature grossular and andradite garnet, thomsonite, natrolite, harmotome, heulandite, chabazite, and calcite (Meikle, 1989b).
Small, white laumontite prisms are found on analcime and stilbite in the Bowling Quarry, in
Dumbartonshire (Heddle, 1901). Deep-red laumontite crystals, up to 3 em long, occur at Glen
Farg, in Perthshire (Heddle, 1901).
Laumontite is not common, but is widespread in the Tertiary volcanics on the Isle of Skye,
Inverness-shire. At the Storr, north of Portrcc, laumontite occurs as small, White, divergent,
compound bundles on stUbite (Goodchild, 1903). Laumontite was found on stUbite at Snizort;
acicular laumontite on stilbite was found at Talisker; Lock Eynort; and Lock Brittle, while fine
pink laumontite crystals, up to 2.5 em, were found in a eave at Sgurr nam Fiadh between
Talisker and Lock Eynon (Heddle, 1901).
Near Tobermory, on the island of Mull, Argyllshire,laumontite is found with tobermorite,
gyrolite, analcime, and mesolite (Hcddle, 1901). Laumontite is found in cavities near those con·
taining scolecite-epidote at Deinn na Croise (Heddle, 1901).
UNITED STATES
Alaska: Laumontite is the last zeolite to crystallize in fractures of a quartzite xenolith in a porphyritic quarlz monzonite intrusive along the Chena River, near Chena Hot Springs, east of
Fairbanks (Eberlein tt 0/., 1971). The mineral crystall.izcd in the order: quarlz > yugawaralite >
stilbite > laumontite> chalccdony-opal (Eberlein et 01., 1971).

Arizona: Laumontite crystals, up to 2.5 em long, occur at Sunnysidc) Cochise County
(Sinkankas) 1964).
California: Some of the ","'Orld's largest laumontite crystals are found in a scheelite·bearing brecciated skarn zone that resulted [rom late-stage contact metamorphism of marble with a quartz
monzonite intrusive, in the Pine Creek Tungsten Mine, near Bishop, Inyo County. The primary
minerals, scheelite, chalcopyrite, mOlybdenite, and pyrite, were deposited along fractures in
diopside-hedenbergite-epidote-<juartz-calcite and were followed by spectacular, radiating, white
to buff-colored laumonlite prisms, up to 15 cm long and 15 mm wide, wilh a square cross section
and steep Oblique terminations (Figs. 352,C-30) (Novak and Oswald, 1971). The laumontite
prisms project oUlward from rock fragments into pockets in the breccia, and are followed by
drusy quartz, thin plates of calcite, and, rarely, light orange stitbite (Fig. C-3) or prehnite (Novak
and Oswald, 1971). Commonly, the laumontite has extra prism faces parallel to the elongation
that make a curved, lens-shaped cross section (Fig. 353). Twinning on (100) commonly formed
fISh-tailor "YO twins (Figs. 347.350).
Colorless) white, and gray, minute, stubby to acicular laumontite crystals, up to 4 mm long,
along with quartz, thenardite. gypsum, and potassium feldspar, coat rounded rocks in a stream
fed by water from the Sespe Not Springs, in Not Springs Canyon, Ventura County (McCulloh et
oJ., 1981). The laumonlile crystallizes from the water (pH 7.74) at 89" C down to 43° C in the
stream (McCulloh et oJ., 1981).
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Laumontite is an abundant late-stage hydrothermal mineral in the Himalaya gem pegmatite
dikes in the Mesa Grande District, san Diego County (Foord, 1977). It forms slender, white,
columnar crystals, up to 130101 long, either as rosettes or fan-shaped groups associated with the
other late-stage minerals stilbite, heulandite, thomsonite, montmorillonite, and kaolinite on the
primary pocket minerals cleavelandite, pollucite, quartz, elbaite tourmaline, and lepidOlite, filling
fractures in other minerals, and coating alteration rinds (Foard, 1971). Rosettes and sprays of
thin, prismatic laumontite crystals were reported from the Iitbium-bearing pegmatites at Pala,
san Diego County (Jahns and Wright, 1951). Laumontite forms colorless to White, 2-0101, ter·
minated crystals in a leached feldspar center of pegmatites on the Hercules Caim in the
Ramona District, san Diego County (Sinkankas, 1967). Smal.I, white laumontite crystals, up to 5
0101 long, with wcdge-shaped terminations, are found with stilbite and kaolinite (resulting from
interaction of cirCUlating late-stage hydrothermailluids with the hoot tonalite) rarely coating the
primary pocket minerals in the Middle Cretaceous granite pegmatite dike of tbe uttle Three
Mine and Spessartine·Hcrcules dike, in the Ramona District, san Diego County (Foard et al.,
1989).
Laumontite covers ....-ell·formed scheelite crystals and phlogopite in veins, 8t tbe Tyler Creek
Tungsten Mine ncar California Hot Springs, Tulare County (Goodwin, 1957). Laumontite is
the moot common zeolite at the Commercial umestone Quarry, at Crestmore, near Riverside,
Riverside County. It forms white masses and radiating crystals, up to 8 mOl long, with datolite
and prehnite in cavities in monzonite-pegmatite dikes and in calcite masses in a contact zone of
Upper Paleozoic limestone with intrusive quanz monzonite and pegmatites (Woodford tt aI.,
1941). Nearby rocks contain stilbite, phillipsite, natrolite, scolecitc, thomsonite, gonoardite,
mordenite, epistilbite, and many other minerals (Woodford et al., 1941; Jenni, 1957).
White laumontite crystalS, up to 5 rom long, are found on calcite, stilbite, prehnite, apophyllite.
and massive grossular in the contact zone between an intrusive tonalite and marble at the Jensen
Quarry, near Riverside. Riverside County (DeVito and Ordway, 1984). Pegmatites in the same
quarry prOduce masses of laumontite with zoisite; nearby cavities contain stilbite, goosecreekite,
microeline, albite, mUSCOVite, and others (DeVito and Ordway, 1984; Fred DeVito, pers.
corom.).
Laumontite is commonly found alone in veins and vesicles in Middle Miocene pillow bass.lt at
Cahuenga Pass in the santa Monica Mountaios, Hollywood, Los Angeles County (Neuerburg.
1951). Nearby cavities contain natrolite, analcime, mordenite, heulandite, calcite, pyrite, chlorite,
cbalcedony, and green prehnite.
Laumontite is found with analcime, natrolite. thomsonite. and heulandite in basalt at the
Circle X Boy Seout Camp, Tapia Park, Agoura Hills (Fred DeVito, pers. carom.). Stout, white
laumontite crystals are found in tbe Agua Dulce Canyon,l.os Angeles County (Robert Ray,
pers.oomm.).
Sharp (1959) reports laumontite with natrolite and analcime in fractures cutting schist at the
Gillette Gold Mine, Bear Canyon, Los Angcles County. Laumontite and calcite are found in
cavities in andesite at the Mary Smith Quarry, Camarillo. Ventura County (Fred DeVito. pers.
comm.).
Colorado: Tiny, sandstone-like grains of laumontite, along with small, white tablets of stilbite
and reddish spherules of tbomsonite, form 2· to 6-cm-thick reddish-yellow horizontal stJatified
sandstone-like deposits on tbe floors of some of the cavities in the potassic basalts (= shoshonite) at North Table Mountain, near Golden, Jefferson County (Cross and Hillebrand, 1882).
The stratified deposits appear 10 bave crystallized rapidly and settled as layers on the floor of the
pockets (R WI). Laumontite is the major mineral of the lower part of the stratified deposits,
witb stilbile and thomsonite increasing in amounts untilthomsonitc is dominant at the surface
(Cross and Hillebrand, 1882). Free.growing terminated laumontite crystals. up to 5 to 10 0101
long, aJe found with slilbite covering the surface of some of tbe stratified deposits and, rarely,
are found on thomsonite in other cavities (Patton, 1900; Ellermeier, 1947).
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Connecticut: Prisms of pink laumontite, up to 6 cm long and 3 mm in diameter, arc found with
prehnitc, babingtonite, calcite, and, rarely, chabazite in seams in diabase at the Reeds Gap
Quarry, near Durham. Middlesex County (Brunct, 1980). Othcr veins contain quartz, calcite,
hcmatite, and sea·green octahedral fluoritc.
Laumontite is found with prehnitc at Woodbridge, New Haven County; with analcime, anhy·
drite, datolite, quartz, chalcopyrite. and chlorite at Meriden, New Haven County; with chabazite
at Pine Rock. New Haven County; and with barite, prehnite, and quanz at Southbury (Ulrich,

1975).
Laumontite also occurs in seams crossing gneiss at Bradleysville. Litchfield County, and at
West Rock, New Haven County (Dana, 1898). Laumontite is found with stilbite, chabazjte, and
heulandite on fractures in mica·schist and in pegmatites at Watertown, Litchfield County
(Zodac, 1943; Marcelle Weber, pers' comm.). Laumontite is found on gneiss along the InterSlate 84 Freeway, ncar Newton; other veins contain chabazite, beulandite. and slilbite
(Smithsonian, RWf; Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).
Laumontite occurs witb heulandite and stilbite in pegmal.ites at Branchville. and witb
heuJandite, slilbite, and scolecite on schist at Reynolds Bridge (Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).
Hawaii: White, acicular ncedles of laumontite are found in a vesicular, reddish·brown basalt at
the former Puu 0 Ehu Quarry (which is now a bluff in tbe back yards of homes), along Keolu
Drive on the norlb sbore of enchanted Lake, Lanakai Hills, Oahu (RWI). The sequence of
crystaWzation in these vesicles commenced with tbe formation of a thin platform of brown to
wbite, glass)' chalcedony lhat commonly divides the vesicles inlo sections followed by small, colorless, tapering quartz crystals> epistilbite > nontIonite > chabazite> Iaumontite-beulandite·
mordenite (Dunham, 1933; While, 1984).
Idaho: Near Post Falls, Kootenai County, laumontite is found wilh stilbite and prehnite in dia·
base dikes CUlling migmatiles (Shannon, 1926; Ream, 1989). Small laumontite prisms, up to 8
mm long, arc rarely found in miarolilic cavities with smoky quam in granite in the the Sawtooth
Mountains, central Idaho (Rcam, 1989). Laumontite crystals, up to 2 mm long, covered by calcite. are found in seams in chlorilized rock in the Bellevue King Prospect, Blaine County (Ream,

1989).
Maine: Laumontite, with the forms (IIO}, {OOl}, {~Ol}, {l1l}, is found wilh feldspar, stilbite,
quartz, and calcitc in gneiss at Phippsburg (HintZe, 1897; Goldscbmidt, 1913).
Massachusetts: Partially dchydrated laumontite is found in syenite ncar Charlestown (Hintze.

1897).
MichiR3n: Pink to salmon-colored laumontite is very commmonly associated witb analcime,
thornsonite, chabazjte, datolite, prehnile, calcite, adularia, apopbyllile, native copper, chlorite,
and saponite in fISSures and vesicles intbe uppermost low-temperature zone in tbe regional
hydrothermally metamorphosed vesicular Precambrian basalt flow tops on the Keweenaw
Peninsula and Lake Superior Basin (Broderick, 1929; Stoiber and Davidson, 1959). l.aumontite
is common at the Copper Falls Mine, Phoenix Mines, Eagle Harbor, and Copper Harbor in
Keweenaw County (Stoiber and Davidson, 1959). Fine specimens of laumontite, up to 2.5 em
long, are found in veins Wilh chlorile. quartz, calcite, and copper in the Quincy Mine, Calumet
and Heelea Mine, and Osceola Number 6 Mine in Houghton County (Heinrich, 1976). After
the lavas and conglomerates were tilted, the minerals formed, as a result of hydrothcrmal solu·
tions dissolving copper and other elements from very deep portions of the flows, and were then
carried up lhe porous tilted tops of the lava flows. where the minerals crystallized at temperatures of 36()0 C in the deeper zooes (suggested from liquid inclusions) to 1330 C in the sballower
zones (StOiber and Davidson, 1959).
Laumontite is also found on Isle Royale an<l along Lake Superior (rom Pigeon Bay to Fond du
Lac (Dana, 1898). Hintze (1897) reporls copper pseudomorphs, up to 1 em long, after laumontite in the Keweenaw volcanics.
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Montana: Thin, white laumontite needles, up to 3 em long, are commonly found on colorless
heulandite and are covered by small stilbite crystals in veins cutting rock at Bozeman Pass, west
of Uvingstone (RWI).
New Jersey: Colorless to white laumontite prisms (some colored pink from bematite inclusions)
form sprays and individual crystals, generally 3 to 5 mm long, with a few reaching 10 moo long, in
large pocketS berwcen pillOWS in the Triassic pillow basalt at both Upper and Lower New Street
Quarries (including the Route 80 road cut), in Paterson, Passaic County, and at the Prospect
Park Quarry (= Warren Brothers Quarry = Vandermade Quarry = Sowerbutt Quarry) in
Pr05peet Park north of Paterson (RWI). Laumontite (the last zeolite to crystallize) is found on
prehnite, heulandite, stilbite, chabazite, natrolite, apophyLlile, calcite, quarlz, datolite, and
numerous otber minerals (peters and Peters, 1978; Mason, 1960; Peters, 1984). In the Prospect
Park Quarry, zeolites and quartz are found in the highly mineralized top now in cavities in the
center of pillows, in spaces between pillows, in breccia, and in vertical fault zones in tbe order of
crystallization: quartz> prehnite > peclolite > heulandite > stilbite > laumontite, with calcite
crystallizing throughout tbe sequence (Vitali, 19783). Under tbe zeolite·bearing flow is a basalt
flow that contains only prehnite and calcite, whk:h covers a dense flow without cavities and Trias·
sic sandstone (Vitali, 1978a).
Laumontite is fouOO with datolite aOO apophyllite at Bergen Hill (Manchester, 1919). At
Laurel Hill (= Snake Hill) laumontite is found with apophyllite, albite, and stilbite (Facciolla,
1981). Laumontite also occurs at Franciso Brothers Quarry at Great Notch, Passaic County;
Houdille Quarry (= McDowells Quarry) at Upper Montclair, Essex County; and at Summit
(Mason, 19(0).
New Mex.lco: Tiny, white laumontite crystals are found with hematite "roses" at the San Pedro
Mine, Santa Fe County (Modreski, 1985).
New York.: Laumontite is associated with analcime, barmotome, thomsonite, and stilbite in narrow veins in gneiss in Manhatten, New York County (Chamberlain, 1888; Manchester, 1931).
Small veins ofwbite laumontite are found associated with heulandite, natrolite, stilbite, and
thomsonite crossing gnciss at the Tilly Foster Magnetite Mine, near Brewster, Putnam County
(Trainer, 1938, 1939, 1942).
North Carolina: Laumontite is abundant in North Carolina. It commonly occurs with stilbite,
chabazite, scolecite, beulandite, prehnite, calcite, fluorite, and epidote on jointS in diorite in tbe
Woodleaf Quarry, Rowan County; on gneiss with stilbite, beulandite, calcite, and quartz at the
Jamestown Quarry, Guilford County; and with stilbite, calcite, and epidote in pegmatite veins in
schist at the Hyco Reservoir, Person County (Privett, 1985).
White to gray, prismatic laumontite crystals that turn chalky upon removal are found in con·
tact zones at the Foote Spodumene Mine, Kings Mountain, Cleveland County. Pegmatite dikes
extending from a Devonian quartz monzanite batholith cut layered amphibolite.hornblendeandesine-epidote, marble, and mica SChist, producing a large number of tin, beryllium minerals,
phosphates, analcime, natrolite, bikjtaite, spodumene, eucryptite, and quarlz (Marble and
Hanahan. 1978; Privett, 1985).
Oregon: White laumontite prisms, up to 10 mm long, are found on zoned natrolite·mesolite
needles and analcime, and are covered by calcite crystals in large pockets in the center of pillow
basalt at the South Wren Quarry, Wren, Benton County (RWI). White laumontite prisms, up
to 2 moo long, are found on zoned mesolite-natrolite needles, and are covered by stilbite and cal·
cite in vesicular basalt at New Era, Clackamas County (RWI).
Exceptional specimens of fresh, transparent, pink laumontjte (Fig. C-13) are found in large
flattened pockets, up to 60 cm in diameter, in red, altered basalt along the contact of volcanic
flows and in cavities within solid greenish basalt at the Bear Creek Quarry (= Whipple Quarry).
Drain, Douglas County (RWI). The laumontite ranges from groups of long needles (Fig. 359)
and "Y" twins, 2 moo wide and 3 to 4 em long, to stout, single prisms (Fig. 358), up to 6 em long
and 3 em wide, commonly on thomsonite and mesolite in the crystallization sequence: analcime
> thomsonite > mesolite > thomsonite > laumontite> calcite (R WI).
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Laumontite is reported by McClellan (1926) in fault zones in serpentine nortbeast of Grants
Pass, Josephine County. Laumontite occurs on stilbite and beulandite in altered basalt near
Cascadia, Linn County (RWl).
Pennsylvania: Laumontite and calcite arc covered by natrolite in fractures near the top of a Triassic diabase sill, south of Dillsburg, York County (Lapham, 1963). Nearby cavities contain
quartz, chlorite, montmorillonite, fluorite, analcime, chalcopyrite, pyrite, apopb)'lIite, and
sphalerite.
Small, whitc, radiating groups of laumontite are commonly found under stilbite and other ze0lites in fractures in hornfels (at tbe contact of shale and limestone) with a Triassic diabase sill at
tbe Campbell's Quarry, near Gettysburg, Adams County, in tbe crystallization sequence:
epidote-chlorite > albite> laumontite> cbabazite > beulandite > stilbite-natrolite > bematite
> calcite (Hoff, 1978).
Chalky-white laumontite crystals, associated wilh natrolite, scolecile, tbomsonite, stilbite,
chabazite, apophyllite, and prehnite, are found in Triassic diabase at Birdsboro, Berks County
(Gordon, 1922; Montgomery, 1969). Laumontite, natrolite, thomsonite, chabazite, apophyllite,
stilbite, beulandite, and calcile are found on joint surfaces of Precambrian amphibolitic gneiss
(cut by granite pegmatite and altered by hydrothermal solutions) at tbe Lenni Quarry, Delaware
County. A similar occurrence of laumontite, natrolite, mesolite, stilbite, and beulandite is found
at the Wards Quarry, Delaware County (Gordon, 1922).
Laumontite, natrolite, analcime, slilbile, heulandite, chabazite, apophyllite, calcite, and
prehnite are found on Lhe fracture surfaces of Precambrian amphibolitic gneiss (intruded by
granite pegmatite and hydrothermal solutions) at a number of quarries in Pbiladelphia County,
including William Quarry, Burbers Quarry, and Qark Quarry in the Frankford area; lhe Rillenhouse Quarry near Germantown; and at Fairmount Park (Gordon, 1922; Montgomery, 1969).
Laumontite is found with stilbite on gneiss along tbe Schuykill River, near Pbiladelpbia (Hintze,
1897).
Small, colorless to wbite laumontite crystals are found with natrolite, rosettes of colorless tabular apophyllite, stilbite, pyrite, analcime, and a dark grecn clay-chlorite along [aults in a Triassic
diabase at the Cornwall Number 3 and Number 4 Magnetite Mines, Cornwall, Lebanon County
(Montgomery, 1969; Leet, 1970). The magnetite are was formed as a result of contact meta·
morphism betwecn diabase and limestone and hydrothermal solutions derived from the crystallizing diabase magma that formed the ore minerals and later formed zeolites (Montgomcry,
1969; Brookmyer, 1978).
Virginia: White laumontite crystals, up to 2 mOl long, are found on light green prehnile, stilbite,
and colorless to milky pseudocubic apophyllite. and are associated with calcite, peetolite, gyrolite,
chabazite, babinglonite, sphalerite, datolite, titanite, apatite, and chlorite in voids in vertical
veins, 2 cm wide and over 6 meters long, in a Triassic diabase sill at the BUll Run Quarry,
Loudoun County (Freeland, 1979).
Wasbington: Small, white, doubly terminated laumontite prisms, up to 5 mm long, are found on
pink heulandite in quartz·lined vesicles northeast of RifTe Lake, near Morton, Lewis County
(RWl). Whitc laumontite prisms, up to 2 Col long, arc rarely found on brownish grossular garnet and augite in a skarn area at the 48-55 Gamet Mine, on Vesper Peak, near SUltan,
Snohomisb County. Ncarby cavities contain prehnitc, quartz, augitc, diopside, scapolile, and
clinozoisite (RWl).
Basalt in thc Malts Matts Bay Quarry, at Port Ludlow, Jefferson County, contains an abundance of veins and vesicles lined with laumontite crystals, up to 2 em long, commonly associated
with calcite, or rarely covering compact radiating natrolite aggregates (RWl). Nearby cavilies
contain analcime, thomsonite, copper, chalcocite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite.
Radiating needles ofwbile laumontite cryslals, up to 10 mm long, are found on levyne, stilbite,
copper, analcime, and dark black clay and are covered by analcime and calcite at the Bear Valley
Quarry, near PorI Ludlow, Jefferson County (Douglas Merson, pers. comm.). Eocene basall in
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the Kitsap Quarry, ncar Bremerton, Kitsap County, contains white laumontite on coloress to red
prehnite (colored from native copper inclusions) and is covered by blue-green chrysocolla
(Laurence Huestis, pers. comm.).
White laumontite crystals, 2 mm long, are rarely found on mesolite, analcime, apophyllite, and
thomsonite, and are covered by chabazite in cavities in basalt at Skookumchuck Dam, ncar
Tenino and Bucoda., Thurston County (Tschemich, 1972). Laumontite prisms, up to 2.3 cm
long, are found witb calcite, stilbitc, quartz, analcime, scolecite, and heulandite in large cavities in
basalt at MossyrOCk Dam, Mossyrock, Lewis County (RWI). Small, wbite laumonlite crystals
occur with quartz, stilbite, epistilbite, and calcite in vesiCUlar basalt along First Creek, near
Uberty, Kiuitas County (RWI).
Cannon (1975) reports sharp, white laumontite prisms, up to 2.5 em tong, forming clusters
with stilbite, apophyllite, calcite, and scolecite in vesicles and breccia zones i.n basalt at the Pioneer Quarry, Bremerton, Kitsap County. White laumontite crystals, up to 12 mm long, are
found with stilbite and beulandite along fractures in andesite atlbe Raging River Quarry, Preston, King County (Cannon, 1975). Laumontite forms 3-cm-long crystals in altered basalt along
tbe Wbile River, near Enumclaw, King County (Cannon, 1975).
Veins and vesicles in pillOW basalt and brecci.a attbe uncoln Creek Quarry, near Daty, Lewis
County, contain small laumontite crystals on analcime, natroHte, and clay, and are covered by
calcite (RWI). Small, White, partially dehydrated laumontite prisms, up to 2 cm long, line cavities and veins in allered ba.c;alt along the Kalama River, near Kalama, Cowlitz County (Gloria
Cook, pers. comm.).
Stout, colorless to white laumontite prisms, up to 4 em long, are found on wned scolecitemesolite needles and stilbite in cavities in basalt along Road 144{) on Elk Mountain, Cowlitz
County (Tschernich, 1988a). Nearby cavities contain levyne, analcime, epislilbite, gyrolite, and
calcite.
Exceptional specimens ofwbite laumontite prisms (Fig. 357), ranging from 4to 10 cm long,
are found in groups in altered basalt along Canyon Creek and on Tum Tum Mountain, Clark
County (RWI).
Thin, white laumontite crystalS, ranging from 4 mm to 4 em long, are found witb mordcnitc,
beulandite, epistilbite, levyne, scolccile, mesolite, phillipsite, gonnardite, thomsonite, chabazite,
and calcite in vesicular andesitic basalt at Big Tree Creek, Yacolt, Clark County (Tschernich,
1988b). Nearby cavities contain cowlesite, quartz, stilbite, garronite, and chlorite.
Acicular prisms and "'V" twins of laumontite, up to 3 em long, are found on heulandite, scolecite, and stilbite at the Livingston Quarry, near Orchards, Clark County (RWI).
Laumontite is found with quartz, calcite, pyrite, and montmorillonite along partingjoiDls in
black Oligocene tuff in drill cores, 2534 to 2735 meters deep, at Hanford, Benton County; olher
cavities commonly contain heulandite, clay, opal, and chalcedony; rarely, chabazite, gmelinite.,
mordenite, erionitc, and harmotome (Ames, 1980; Raymond and 11l1son, 1968).
Wyoming: Radiating clusters of white laumontite crystals, up to 1 mm loog, are associated with
quartz, calcite, yugawaralite, dachiardite, mordenite, and analcime in lower parts of drill cores
(at temperatures from 140" to 2000 C and at deptbs of 150 to 155 meters) taken from the
Lower Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park (Bargar and Beeson, 1981; Bargar et 01.,1981).
WEST INDIES

White laumontite occurs in fissures crossing conglomerates on SI. Barthelemy, ncar SI. John,
and wilh calcite and thomsonite in amygdules on Anguilla (Hintze, 1897). Laumontite is found
in an inner zone near a shallow magmatiC intrusion in Pliocene submarine luffs, pillow lava, and
dikes on the Island of Martinique (Westercamp, 1981). Laumonlite, in the hOliest (1000 to 2000
C) innermost zone, is followed by a slilbite zone> analcime-lhomsonite zone> and, finally, the
outer lOW-temperature mcsolite<habazite-heulandite-mordcnitc zone (Westcrcamp, 1981).
YUGOSLAVIA

Laumontite, chabazite, natrolitc, mesolile, scolecite, tilbite, and tbomsonile are found attne
boundary ofa serpentine zone in Bosnian Hercegovina (Trubelja et oJ., 1976).

Levyne

(Luh-veen)

(Ca,Ns2,K2>3(A16SI12036]o18H20, Z = 3
Named in 182.5, by Sir David Brewster, in honor of Armond Uvy (1794-1841), a French mineralogist and crystallographer at Paris University.

Type Locality: Dalsnipa (= Datsnypen), on Sandoy Island, Faroe Islands
Obsolete Synonyms: Levynite and mesoline
Nomenclature: Levyne is commonly calcium dominant, allhough a sodium-dominant variety is
\c.ooIVn. Variations in chemistry or order-disorder in the framework should be handled by using
optional descriptive modifiers (such as Na-rich, sodian, sodium, K-dominant, potassian, or Mgrich) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Hexagonal (rhombohedral)
Space Group: ~m
Crystal Axes: Hexagonal
Rhombohedral
a = 13.34-13.43 A
a = 10.83-10.87 A
0
0
c = 22.69-23.0 I A
(l = 75 42' to 76 37'
Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framcwork oflevyne (structral code LEV) is based on
double 6-rings and single 6-rings in three positiOns (A, B, and C) linked in a regularly repeating
sequence AABCCABBC (Gollardi and Galli, 1985). No silicon-aluminum ordering is prescnt in
the tetrahedra. The exchangeable cations are aligned along the triad at the center of t.he cage
and distributed in five sitcs (Barrer and Kerr, 1959; Merlino el aJ., 1975; Mortier, 1982).
The structure of levyne, erionite, and oCfretite all have, in common, the hexagonal layers (A, B,
and C). Errors in the stacking sequences for erionitc (AABB) and ofCretite (AABAAC) produce
the intergrowth of these two species while similarity in structural units with that of levyne
accounts for their epitaxial overgrowth on Icvyne (WISe and Tsehernich, 1976).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, gray, yellow, red
Streak: white
Luster: vitrcous
Hardness: 4 to 4.5
Density: 2.09 to 2.16 gm/em3
Fracture: uneven, brillIe
Cleavage: {1O I l}

Refractive Indices:
w = 1.489-1.510
l! = 1.487-1.502
uniaxial ncgative
very low birefringence
nearly isotropic

Morphology
Levync commonly forms thin, hexagonal plates, 2 to 5 mm in diameter, with a few exceptional
CI')'Stals up to 3 cm in diametcr (Fig. 372). Each simple-appearing hexagonal plate is composed
of six twinned {lOll} rhombohedra (Fig. 3QO) terminated by a large {00Dl} pinacoid (Figs. 361,
362,364). Penetration twins around the c-axis are universally prescnt. Observation of thio
sections of levyne with polarized light shows the presence of sectors (see in Fig. 364). Less com·
monly, the rhombohedra {Ol 12}, {3~2}, and other forms arc prescnt. Single rhombohedra of
levyne have not been observed, although the·ir presence is obvious (in Figs. 3QO,375,376) and
reenlrant angles arc commonly prcsc·nl along the edges of levyne platcs (Figs. 361,362). Inter·
secting WY" striations are commonly present on the edges of levyne plates. Gollsrdi and Galli
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(1985) report sheallike aggregates of levyne forming peoetralion twins at 30" to their (0001)
planes, forming an ·X· shape.
Epitaxial ovcrgrowthS of silky.white offrctitc aDd eriooite are commonly observed on the
{OOO I} oflcvyne (Figs. 368,371-373) while the edges of the levyne are commonly uncoated.
Very thick overgrowtbs of of[relite-eriooite (5 to 20 times thc thickness of the Jevyne plate)
appear to be a simple hexagonal prism terminated by a rough {OOOt}, composed of thousands
of parallel needles, with a liny levyne crystal buried deep inside the sandwichlike aggregate (Fig.
369). Very rarely, levyne plates are formed epitaxially around hexagonal prisms of erionite or
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offretite (Figs. 370,377). The Miller indices used for Icvync in this chapter have been cbanged
from those used in earlier works. The c-axis has been doubled; therefore, in {hid!} tbe I is
doubled and h and k arc interchanged.
Point Group: :J 21m

Crystal Class: Hexagonal-scaJenohedraJ
Forms:
{lOI}}. {OII2}, {3@2}. {OOO}}

Figun 372. 1'ransp:lrent.
colorless le\yne plJltes. 8 moo in
diameter, covered with silky white
offretite fiber's on tbe {OOO l}
faoe, (.rom Obe!'·Widdesheim,
Vogelsbe.rg, Hessen, Germ3ny;
photo by Volker Bett.

Figure 373. Transparent, colorless levyne crystals,

Figure 374. White Icvyne crystal, 3 em in diameter,

2 moo in diameter, covered with white offrerite
fibers on the {0001} faee, from Queens Creek.
Superior. Arizona. V.SA; SEM photo by William
S. Wise.

with deep .reentrant angles and large {0001} face,
from RossafeJli. Streymoy Island, Faroe Islands;
phoro by Volker Bett.
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Figure 375. While Icvyne eryslals, 3 mm in

diameter, composed of l\\inned rhombohedra with
no {OOOl} faces, (rom Ell: Mountain, CQII.·litz
County, Washinglon, U.S.A; SEM photo by
Donald O. Howard.

Figure 316. White levyne cryslals, 3 mm in
diameter, composed of !\\inned rhombohedra with
no (OOOl) [aces, (rom Ell: Mountain, Cowlitz
County, Washington, U.S.A; SUM photo by
Donald O. Howa.rd.

Chemical Composition
Merriwa District, New South Wales, Australia (England and Ostwald, 1979)
Ca2.8~aO.8SKo.09[A16.33Si 11.58°36)-xHZO
elunes, Victoria, Australia (Birch, 19793)
Ca2.17 Na Z.06Ko.ll[A1 6.4oS i1L56 0 36)- xH20
Beech Creek Quarry, Mt. Vernon, Oregon, U.S.A (Sheppard el al., 1974)
Ca2.S0Na0.58Ko.27[ A1 6.7gS i11.4S 0 36)- xH20
Milwaukie, Oregon, U.S.A (Wise and Tschernich, 1976)
Ca2.40NaO.23Ko.24 M80. lO[A1S.46Si 12.51 OJ6)-xHZO
Montresta, Nuoro, Sardinia, Italy (passaglia and Galli, 1974)
Ca2.36NaO.82Ko.33[A1S.SsSil2.35036)-16.14HZO
Zezice, CZechoslovakia (RrdkoSil and Dan~k, 1983)
Ca2.37Ko.51NaO.18M80.04[A16.17Si12.000 36)-16.18HZO
Island of Magee, Anlrim County, N. Ireland (Galli et aI., 1981)
Na3.50Ca1.04Ko.57[A16.22Si11.78036)-IS.03 H 20
Dunseverick, County Antrim, N. Ireland (Galli tt al., 1981)
Na3.08Ca1.33Ko.38Bao.04Sr0.Q3[A16.26Si 11.74°36)-16.36 H20
Naaslo Island, Faroe Islands (Galli et al., 1981)
Ca2.3 Na 1.24Ko.32[Al6.Z7Si 11.76OJ6)- 17.3HZO
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Levyne has a rather narrow range in exchangeable cation variation. It is commonly strongly cal·
cium rich with Ca > Na> K. Sodium nearly equals calcium in a few samples and sOdium-dominant varieties have been found. Most of the Na-domioantlevyne specimens were collected on
the seashore where sodium enrichment from cation exchange with seawater probably occurred
(Galli tt al., 1981; RWl). Water content in the general formula may be lower, in the range of IS
to 16 rather than 18. TSi =Si/(Si+A1) = 0.61 to 0.69; Si/A1 = 1.68 to 2.29
Synthetic levyne has been produced (Wirsching, 1981).
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Identification
The simple-appearing, thin, hexagonal plates of levyne distinguish it from most other zeolites.
Similar crystal form is possible for gmelinile, chabazite (= herschelite). calcite, and gyrolite. The
X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of levyne will distinguish it from aLI of those species. Thick,
blocky levyne crystals with numerous rhombohedral faces and reentrant angles, without the
characteristic {OOO I} pinacoid, commonly resemble twinned chabazite and can only be verified

byXRD.
The presence of a silky overgrowth (erionite or offretite) on the {OOOt} is a good indication
that the mineral is levyne and not gmelinite or chabazite. Rock type and associated minerals help
in distinguishing levyne. Levyne only forms in tow-silica volcanics commonly with othcr low-silica
zeolites including chaba7jte, mesolite, thomsonite, cowlesite. gismondine, offreitc, and phillipsite.
•

Cleaning
Most tevyne samples only require running water to remove soil and rock debris. Levyne is brittle;
therefore. trim carefully to avoid shock and avoid using an ultrasonic cleaner. It is aL~ heat sensitive; therefore. do not leave specimens in the sun while collecting, slowly change the temperature of cleaning SOlutions, and avoid placing specimens under hot lights. Levyne, with an overgrowth of offretite-erionite, is much less prone to shock and heat. Levyne, with a low Si/A1 ralio,
should not be put in hydrOChloric acid. If calcite must be removed, use slighly warm acetic acid.
Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese oxides and oxalic acid will remove
•
Iron stams.
•

Origin
Wirsching (1981) produced synthelic levyne from basaltic glass in an open systcm that simulates
natural hydrothermal condilions by renewing a caaZ SOlution at 100" C, for 200 days. Data
from gcothermal wells that pass through olivine basalt in Iceland indicate thatlevyne crystallizes
in the temperatue range of 55° to 7(1) C (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978).
•

Occurrence
Levyne is no longer considered a rare zeolite. It is found in olivine basalt. and rarely, in andesite.
all over the world. It is especially abundant in Iceland, the Faroc Islands. Northern Ireland, and
the Pacilic Northwest, U.S.A. '!be best display specimens, which consist of numerous small
levync plates scattered on large clay-lined cavities, are available from Burnt cabin Creek, Spray.
Orcgon. and Beech Creek, Oregon. The largest crystals are from GOble, Oregon, and the Faroe
Islands. Micro-sizcd crystals are abundant at many localities. Good specimens of twinned levyne
rhombohedra without a {OOOI} pinacoid are found at Elk Mountain. Washington, and Green
Peter Dam, Oregon.

Worldwide Localities
ARGENTINA

Levyne. associated with wairakite and epistilbite. lines vesicles in basalt at Cerro China Muert3.
Neuquen Province (Cortele7Zi. 1973).
AUSTRALIA

New South Wales: Very thin, hexagonal, Na-rich levyne crystalS, under 5 mm in diametcr, covered with parallellit>crs of white offretite (arrangcd normal to the large Icvyne {OOOI} pinacoid,
while the edges are totally free from any overgrowth) line vesicles in Tertiary basalt at Willy
Wally GUlly, ncar Mcrriwa. in the I'Iunter Valley (England and Ostwald, 1979). Thc levyne-
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of(retite overgrowths arc nearly always found alone in the vesicles, allhough tbe following
sequence bas been obsevered: levyne > offretite > chabazite-phillipsite> tbomsonite > calcite
(England and Sutherland, 1988).
Tasmania: Very rarely, wbite bexagonal plates of levyne, up to 2.5 mm across, are found in 2- to
4-cm cavities, in Tertiary basalt and breccia that were extruded into freshwater rivers and lakes
at Gads Hill, Mole Creek, near Liena (Anderson, 1984). Nearby cavities contain an abundance
of colorless chabazite variety phacolite, phillipsite, apophyllite, t8charanite, tobennorite, and
thomsonite in tbe sequence: phillipsite> chabazite> levyne > thomsonite > tacbaranile >
apophyllite > tobermorite> nontronite clay> calcite (Anderson, 1984).
VIctoria: Birch (1979) describes aNa-rich levyoc in basall from the Ballarat and Ounes Mines,

near Clunes, that had previously been described as herschelite by Ulrich (1870). The levyne
fonns colorless, thin, hexagonal plates, up to 3.5 mm in diameter, while nearby vesicles contain
chabazite, mesolite, analcime, and thomsonite (Birch, 1979; Henry, 1988).
Rarely, thin, colorless, plmy cryst.als of levyne with the composition Ca > Na > K are found,
up to 2 mm across (covered with a fibrous offretite oriented perpendicular to the {OOOI} pinacoid), in cavities, up to 1cm across, in highly vesicular Eocene olivine basalt of the Older Basalt
at Cairns Bay (= Simmons Bay), near Flinders (Birch, 1980; BirCh, 19888). Nearby cavities contain chabazite, analcime, or cowlesite.
On Pbillip Island, cream-colorcd bexagonal plates of levyoe, up to 4 mm across, are found
alone, in vesicular olivine basalt at Sunde·rland Bluff, wbile nearby cavities contain chabazite or
thomsonite (Birch, 1988b). At Red Oiff, on Pbillip Island, colorless levyne plates, with a thick
epitaxial fibrous offretite overgrowth on the {OOOI} pinacoid, are completely covered by montmorillonite (Birch, 1988b).
Vesicles up to 2 cm across in the 'ocene Older Basalt near Jindivick, northwest of Drouin, in
West Gippsland, contain flat, hexagonaltablelS of levyne (Birch, 1987). They form interlocking
aggregates, up to 5 mm across, with a white offretite overgrowth on tbe {OOOl} pinacoid, which
is five to six times thicker than the levyoe on wbicb they have grown (Birch, 1987). Adjoining
vesicles contain an abundance of rhombobedral cbabazite, botl)'oidal crusts, and fine, spiderweb like thomsonite, phillipsite, analcime, cowlesite, green montmorillonite, and calcite (Birch,
1987).
AUSTRIA

Lcvyne is very scarce in cavities of altered schistlike rock in a graphite mine, at Trandorf, near
Amstall, Waldviertel, Niederosterreich (= Lower Austria) (Gerhard Niedermayr, pers. comm.;
Gemot Weissensteiner, pcrs. comm.). Nearby cavities contain gismondine, cowlesite. calcite,
pbillipsite, chabazite, and aragonite (R WI).
CANADA

Colorless, hexagonal plates of levyne, only 2to 4 mm in diamctcr, are found in red vesicular
basalt south of Monte Lake, British Columbia (Wise and Tschcmich, 1975). Olher cavities contain chabazite, cowlesite, analcime, thomsonite, heulandite, clay, and calcite. Basalt at Blakebum, ncar Coalmont, British Columbia, rarely contains levyne with an offretite-erionite over·
growth; while nearby cavities contain thomsonite, Chabazite, phillipsite, calcite, and gmelinite
(Tschernich, 1987).
Basalt talus slopes and cliffs, along thc Douglas Lake Road, west of Westwokl, British
Columbia, contain levyne plates overgrown by exceptionally thick, white, yellow, or orange, silky
offretitc needles covering the {OOOI} pinacoid and edges to form a simple-appearing, short,
hexagonal prism tcrminated by a broad basal pinacoid that is composed of thousands of offretitc
needles, all parallel to cach other and to the c-axis of the tiny levyne plate buried inside (Wise
and Tschernich, 1976b). Close-by cavities contain cowlesite, Ihomsonitc, chabazite, phillipsite,
stilbite, heulandite, mesolite, and calcite (Tschernich, 1987).
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CANARY ISLANDS (SpaIn)
Colorless., transparent to opaque, tabular, hexagonal plates of levyoe, up to 5 mm in diameter,
commonly ba\'e a silky-white offrctitc-erionitc overgrowth 00 the {OOO1} aod are closely associated with calcite, phillipsite, or chabazite in vesicular Pliocene basalt and tuff at Punta del
Aguila, Playa Blanca, ncar Yaiza, Lanzarote Island (Bell, 1986; RWI). The minerals crystallized in the ordcr: calcitc > clay> levyne > offretite-enonite > analcime> pbillipsite >
chat>a7jte > thomsonite > mcsolite·natrolite > drusy chabazite> calcile (R WI).
COSTA RICA
Thin, cOlorless, hexagonal plates of levyoe, found in volcanics, at Rio Barbilla, are completely
covered by a very lhick, white epitaxial overgrowth of offretite on the {OOOl} pinacoid and edges
(Ronald Boyd. pers. comm.). It forms a simple-appearing hexagonal prism with a rough {OOOl}
pinacoid (only a dark band around the center indicates the presence oflevyne) while otber cavities contain thomsonite, phillipsite, clay, calcite, natrolite-mesolite, and chabazitc (Ronald Boyd,
pers. comm.).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Thin, platy levyne crystals, 0.5 mm tbick and up to 7 mm in diametcr, are found with a silkywhite olIrelile overgrowtb in vesic1es in leucilc lephrilc and luff al Farsky Hill, Zcfice, near Ustf
oad Uibem (Rfdkooil and Dan~k, 1983). The minerals cryslallized in the sequence: analcime>
thomsonite > levyne > offrclite > calcite; othcr vesicles contain phillipsite and chabazite. A
slightly lower silica concentration, in the starting fluid, favored formation oflevyne before
offretite, while the high potassium-calcium contcnt is belicved LO have acted as a tcmplatc for
the o([retite structure rather tban erioniLe (Rfdk~il and Danek, 1983). Levyne occurs in basalt
ncar Ober-Kamnitz and Triebsch (Hintze, 1897).
FAROE ISLANDS
(Type locality) Colorless, transparent, hexagonallcvyne crystals ""crc originally described from
Dalsnipa (= Dal nypen), Sandoy Island. They occur along with chabazite, apophyllitc, stilbitc,
beulandite, and cowlesitc (British Museum, RWI) in boulders at the base of a 2OO-meter-high
cliff, along thc sbore of the island (Bell, 1981).
Exceptionally large, white, twinned, hexagonallevyne crysta.ls (Fig. 374), up LO 3 cm across, are
fouod associated with thomsonite, gyrolite, apophyJlite, and mcsolitc at Rossafelli and Nesvik, on
Streymoy Island (Bell, 1981). Small, colorless crystals of levyne are found aL IIusa and Kirkebo
Reyn, on Stromo Island (British Museum, RWI) and numerous other localities, in the Tertiary
basalt, on the islands of Vagar, Dordoy, and NolSOy (= Naalso) (Galli ef al., 1981; Betz, 1981).
GERMANY
Transparent. colorless. bcxagonallevyne crystals (Fig. 372), up to 10 mm in diameter, covered
with silky-white o(frctite fibers oriented perpendicular to lhe {OOOl} pinacoid of the levyoe,
occur in montmorillonite-lined vesicles in Tertiary basalt at Ober.Widdesheim, near Vogelsberg,
Hessen (Hentschcl and Vollrath. 1977; Eschborn. 1978). Associated mincrals include chabazite,
phillipsite, natroHte, thomsonitc, mcsolitc, analcime, and calcite.
Colorless, hexagonal plates of 1C\'Yl1e occur with gismondine. fluorite, and calcite in calciumrich ejecta (xcnoliths) of the Quartcrnary Bcllcrberg volcano ncar Mayen, eastern Eifcl. Other
cavities contain nordstranditc, chabazitc. analcime, apophyllite, philLipsitc. thomsonitc, willhendersonite, etlringiLc, and thaumasite (Hcntschel, 1978c, 1980b, 1982; Peacor ef al., 1984).
Levyne occurs wilh chabazite, phillipsite, tObermorite, gismondine, calcite, and montmorillonite at Emmelberg, near Uderdorf, ifel (Witlern, 1990). In the Voglcsberg area, levyne is
found with chabazite, o{rretite, natrolite, phillipsite, calciLe, aragonite, and montmorillonite at
He,rbstcin and with cbabazite, erionitc-offretite, faujasite. ferrieritc, phillipsite, and thomsonite
at Hungen (Winero, 1990).
GREENLAND
Small, tabular, hexagonal plates of levyne, commonly covered with a white, fibrous overgrowtb
of offretite-erionite, are rather common in the basalt in Greenland. Levyne forms thin tablets, 3
108 mm in diameter, with irregular striated faces (some with sil,ky of{retite-erionite layers coat·
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ing thc surface) (RWI) eithcr alone or in cavilies conlaining chabazite at Akiarut; Lyngmarken;
and Kuvncrssuaq in thc Godhavn District, Disko Island (B0ggild, 1953).
In eastern Greenland, complex striated penetralion twins of levyne, 1to 2 mOl in diametcr,
with weU-dCVCloped reentranl angles, are covered by thomsonite while nearby cavities contain
stilbite and chabazile in basal! fragments in a medial moraine on the Hcnry Glacicr (B0ggild,
1909). At Gaascfjord, 1- to 3-0101 plates of levyne, with both basal planes covered by a thin layer
of threads ofa sHkJike mineral placed perpendicular 10 the plane (offrclile-erionite)(RWI), are
associated with stilbite and chabazite in cavities in dolerite, while levyne is also found in cavities
in basalt fragments on float ice ncar lIuilek (D0ggild, 19(9).
Small platy levyne cryslals, 4to 6 mOl in diameter (commonly with a g1islening fibrous layer on
both the basal faces), arc found either alone or wilh calcite in basalt while nearby vesicles contain
chabazite, thOmsonite, phillipsitc, or analcime in the districts Upernavik, Umanak, and Ritenbeok (B0ggild, 1953).
HUNGARY
Hexagonal plates of levyne, up to 2 mOl in diameter, a.re found with epistilbite, heulandite, stilbite, chabazitc, laumontite, scolccitc, and mcsolite at the contact of andesite witb g.ranite at
Nadap, Comitat Fejer (Erdclyi, 1940; Koch, 1978).
ICELAND
Tabular, twinned, hexagonal, transpa.rent, colOrless to white crystals of levyne form plates, up to
5 mOl in diameter, displaying thc rhombohedra {1012}, {lOll}, and la.rge {OOOl} pinacoid.
They a.rc commooly alone in the vesicles in the Tertiary olivine basalt; whilc nearby cavities contain chabazitc, gismondine, garronitc, thomsooitc, analcimc, mesolile, phillipsite, and, rarely,
stilbite and heulandite and contain none of the silica-rich mincrals, quartz, chalcedony, mordenite, and epistilbite (Walker, 196Gb, 1962a, 1962b; Betz, 1981).
Levyne is found at many widely scaltered localilies in the analcime zone (mapped by Walkcr,
196Gb) lhat ranges from Gagnheidi and Hanefur, SOuthwest ofSeydisfjordur in the norlh,to the
Eyararfjall ridge and Skagafell, south of Reydarfjordur (Walker, 196Gb, 19623, 1962b). Levyne
is abundant in tbe DreiddaJur-Berufjordur area (Walker, 196Gb). Excellent, colorless, transparent, hexagonal plales of levyne, up to 20 mOl in diamete.r, are found with Chabazite, phillipsite,
and garronite on green celadonite in 3-em cavities in red vcsicula.r basalt at Smalindafjall and
Grjotholatindur near Berufjordur (British Museum, RWI).
Levyne is found at widely scaltered localilies, in western Iceland, principally at 'yafjordur; wilh
thomsonite at Onundarfjordur and Dyrafjordur; forming transparenl, colorless, 3·0101 cf)'Slals
with cowlesite at Mjoadalsa Canyon, near SanddalStunga, north of Hvammur; and at HValfjor.
dur, north of Reykjavik (Detz, 1981).
Levyne OCCurs with htulanditc, analcime, apophyllitc, and mesolite al Thyrill; witb mesolite
and chabazite at Luxa, near H.runi; at Leiruvogsa, near Mossfell; and at Hugel Reynivallahals
above Reynivellir (Hintze, 1897). Levyne occurs wilh analcime and thomsonile at Eiogang in
Rodefjord, in eastern Iceland (Hintze, 1897).
INDIA
White, tabular, shcaOike, interlocking aggregates of levyne, covered with a fibrous overgrowth
(offrelite or erionile) (RWI) on the {0Q01} pinacoid, are associaled wilh hCulandite in the
northern part of the Tertiary Deccan basalts, ncar Bhopal, 600 k.m northeasl of Bombay
(Challerjee, 1971).
ITALY
Transparent plates of levyne, only 0.1 0101 thick and a maximum of 5 0101 in diameler, with the
composition Ca > Na > K, are fouod covered wilh a Ihin, fibrous, epilaxial overgrOwth of erionite in small cavities in andesite at Montresto, Nuoro, Sardinia (Passaglia and Galli, 1974).
Nearby cavities contain chabazite, slilbite, heulandite, and mesolite (Pongiluppi, 1974).
At Nurri in Nuoro, Sardinia, extremely thin, fibrous needles of erionite are found on the
{OOO I} pinacoid of platy levyne crystalS, in small cavilies in andesite; while nearby vesicles con-
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tain chabazite and mesolite (Pongiluppi, 1974). At Padria, on sardinia, dull white levyne is found
associated with chabazite in reddish andesite (passaglia and Galli, 1974).
Small, colorless, bexagonal, strontium.bearing levyne plates, some with an offretite-erionite
overgrowth on the {OOOl} pinacoid, are found in volcani~ at Montccchio Maggiore, Vicenza
(British Museum, RWf; Galli et aI., 1981).
JAPAN
Transparent, tabular, hcxagonallevyne crystals, 1 mm thid, and up to 8 mm in diameter, arc
fouod on minute white cowlesite blades, or mamillary aggregates of thomsonite, on dark green
Chlorite, in 3-to 4-cm vesicles, in Pliocene tracbybasalt at Kuniga Tunnel, Nishi-no-Shima,
Dozen, Old Islands (fiba and Matsubara, 1977; Matsubara et aI., 1978; Galli et a/., 1981).
Nearby cavities contain chabazite, calcite, phillipsite, and a.nalcimc.
Shimazu and Minzota (1972) described thin, tabular, twinned, Na-K-rich Icvyne crystals
(covered with epitaxial fibers of crionite normal to thc {OOOI} pinacoid of the levyne) associated
with chaba2dte and stilbite in amygdaloidal basalts from the beach at Chojabaru, lid Island,
Nagasaki Prefecture. This levyne has the composition Na > K > Ca and may have become Naenriched from cation exchange with seawater (Galli et aJ., 1981).
Levyne, associated with epistilbite, laumontite, and soolecite, occurs in andesite at Kuroiwa,
Niigata Prefecture (Takeshita et a/., 1975; Galli et al., 1981). Levyne also occurs in amygdaloidal
basalt at Keya, Fukuok.a Prefccture (Shibuya and Kuwano, 1975), and with erionite at Kawajirc,
Yamaguchi Prefecture (Mizota et al., 1974; Galli et al., 1981).

NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Thin, colorless, transparent, hexagonal plates of levyne are found on a greenish
clay, in the cavilies, in basalt, at Stone's Quarry, north of Aranga, Northland (Jocelyn Thornton,
pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain chabazite, gismoodine, thomsonite, native copper, and
calcite. At Maunganui Bluff, west of Araoga, Northland, colorless, transparent, hexagonal plates
of levyne, up to 4 0101 across, commonly with a whitish offretite-erionite overgrowth on the
{OOOI} pinacoid, arc found with thomsonite, chabazile, analcime, thomsonitc, siderite, and clay
in vesicular basalt (Jocelyn Thornton, pers. comm.; RWf).
Aggregates of radiating tabular levyne crystals, up to 201m in diameter, are found with albite
io a dike/plug complex that fed the volcano Motutere, at Castle Rock, on the Coromandel
Peninsula (William Ulrich, unpublished report).
Hexagonal plates of Icvync are found stacked on erionite prisms, in cavities in volcanics al
Waitakere; nearby cavities contain analcime, chabazite, heulandite, natrolilc, of[rctite, phillipSite, stilbite, and lhomsonite (Jocclyn Thornlon and A1un Baines, pers. comm.).

South Island: Colorless, clear, hexagonal plates of ICV)'I1e, under 4 mm in diameter, rarel)' wilh a
thin overgrowth of offretite, arc found in vesicular basalt in the L)'lI.ellOn Quarry, at Evans Pass,
near Christchurch, Banks Peninsula, canterbury (A1un Baines, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities
cont.ain cowlesile, chabazite, analcime, nalrolite, phillipsite, thomsonite, pyrite, and todorokite
(Donald Howard, pers. comm.).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Levyne is found in cavities, in diabase dikes, near Nevon, along the Angara River, in southern
Siberia; while nearby cavities contain radial aggregates of garronitc overgrown by fibrous radial
analcime (Feokl iSIOV et al., 1969).
UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland: Walker (1951,1959, 196Oa) reports levyne to be quite common and very
widespread in the extensive Tertiary olivine basalis in County Antrim. It forms small, thin, tabular, hexagonal crystals with a large {OOOI} pinacoid, and is invariably penctrant.-t.winned. Individuallevyne platcs and sheaflike aggregates range from colorless to White, with some pink coloration. Ncarly half of the levyne crystals arc covered by a satiny fibrous mineral (offrelite or
erionite)(RWf) that lies normal 10 the {OOOJ} pinacoid of the levyne (Walker, 19608).
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Lcvyne is the earliest zeolite to crystallize in tbe sequence: ealcite > levyne > phillipsile >
chabazite·thomsonite > gmelinite > analcime> natrolite-mesolite-scolecite > ealcite (Walker,
1951, 1959).
Transparent, colorless, hexagonal plates of Na-dominant levyne are covered with a lhick, silkywbite to yellowish overgrowth of offrctite~rioniteand are associated wilh cowlesite in the tidal
zone, near Dunsevcrick, while ncarby rocks contain cbabazite, thomsonile, phillipsite, and rarely
gismondine (RWI). The bigh-sodium content oflevyne found by Galli e/ aI. (1981) at this locality may have rcsulted from calion exchange of ealcium for sodium from seawater (RWI).
Transparent, colorless, hexagonal plates of levyne, up to 8 mm in diameter, are found at the
Parkgate Quarry, Templepalrick, where it generally occurs alone in the vesicles; other cavilies
contain ehaba1jte, gismondine, thomsonite, and rarely cowlesite, mesolite, and scolecite.
The Green Road Quarry, at Ball)'clare, produces colorless to wbile levyne crystals, up to 7 mm
across, covered with a Ibin overgrowth of offretite-erionite, that are commonly associated wilh
cowlesitc; nearby cavitics contain chabazite, thomsonile, and ealcite (RWI). Lcvyne is fairly
abundant in the Tertiary basalt flows, in the Bruslee Quarry, near Ballyclare; wbile other eavilics
contain thomsonite, chabazilc, gismondine, apophyllite, gyrolile, saponile, and calcile (Walker,
1962b).
Hexagonal platcs of levyne, up to 3 mm across, are found in the upper basalt flows in a quarry
ncar Auley's Head, Glenarm (Brilish Museum, RWI). Nearby vesicles contain gmelinite, analcime, nalrolite, and calcite.
Levyne occurs in vesicular basalt at lillie Deer Park, near Glenarm (Greg and Lcllsom,
1858). Levyne occurs on Cammoney Hill, north of Belfast, wilh nearby vesiclcs containing
tbomsonite, mesolite, apophyllile, gyrolite, stilbite, calcite, and gismondine, (Walker, 1962b). On
C3tcairn Hill, Lcgoniel, near Belfast.levyne occurs with chabazite, thomsonite, analcime.
apophyUite, gyrolitc, phillipsilC, and gismondine (Walker, 1%2b).
Lcvyne is found in the talus slopes of the Glenariff Valley, near Crockalough (type locality for
garronite), in amygdulcs, in olivine basalt, while ncarby cavilics contain chabazile, analcimc,
natrolitc, garronite, phillipsite, and thomsonitc (Walker, 19613). In the Langford Lodge boreholc that was drilled through 789 melers of Antrim basalt levyne was found at depth from 88 10
396 meters and was associated with garronite, chabazite, thomsonite, scolecite, calcite, and
saponite (Walker, 19603, 19613).
Lcvyne is found with chaba1jte, thomsonite. phillipsitc, and garronilc in cavitics in a dolcrite
plug, at TIcloy, ncar C3mlough (Walker, 1962b). It occurs wilh chabazite, gismondine, and
thomsonite at Shanes Hill, ncar Larne, and at Carnearney Hill with chabazite. thomsonite, and
gismondine (Walker, 1962b).
At Portmuck, on lbe Island of Magee, in County Antrim, cream~lored, hexagonal, labular,
Na-dominant levyne (Galli et al.• 1981) forms radiating fanlike groups commonly overgrown by
Silky-white needles of offrelite-erionilc, garronite, gobbinsile, and phillipsile in vesicles in Tertiary basalt (Harry Fay, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities conlain analcime, natrolite, and thomsonitc. Thc single boulder that produced all the Na-rich levyne and Na·rich gobbinsite was found
on the beach and may have undergone sodium enrichment by cation exchange wilh seawater
(RWI).
In County Londonderry, levyne occurs at Ountygecragh, near Dungiven; at C3bragh in KirChspiel Tcrmonccny; at Magilligan C3rnowry; and ncar Benyevenagh (Hintze, 1897). COlorless
plates of levyne are found associated with chabazite and thomsonite in vesicular basalt at
Glover'S Quarry, Moneymore, County Londonderry (Harry Fay, pers. comm.).
Scotland: Small, 1- to 2·mm, milky-white levyne crystals, composed of twinned rhombohedral
faces and a tiny {OOOI} pinacoid, are found in small vesiclcs in Tertiary basalt at the Storr, north
of Portree, on the Isle of Skye (RWI). Lcvyne commonly is found alone in lhe cavities; whilc
nearby cavilics contain thomsonite. chaba1jtc, garronite, erionite, phillipsite, analcime. stilbite,
heulandite, and mcsolite.
Flatlevyne crystals, covered wilh white fibrous overgrowths of calcium-rich offrctite, are
found in vesicles, up to 1.5 cm in diameter, in basall, 3t Qurirang and other areas, on the Isle of
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stacked on the same offretite-erionite hub. Other minerals present include stilbite, heulandite,
chabazite, and calcite.
Tiny, transparent, colorless, hexagonallevyne crystals, under 1 mm in diameter, are found
associated with chaba?jte and gismondine, in cavities in volcanic rock, along the Oak Grove Fork
of the Clackamas River, near Ripplebrook, Clackamas County (Tschemich and Howard, 1988).
The minerals crystallized in the sequence: clay·thomsonite > calcite> levyne > chabazite>
thomsonite > gismondine (Tschernich and Howard, 1988).
Thin platcs of levyne, 2to 5 mm in diameter, covered with a thin overgrowth of silky-white
offretite-erionite, are very rarely found in volcanics at the COberg Hills, Lane COunty
(Tschernich, 1987). Levyne, covered by a thick offretite-erionite overgrowtb, is rarely found in
vesicular basalt along the Clackamas River, near Estacada, Clackamas COunty (Tschemich,
1987).
Lustrous, milky-White crystals of levyne, associated with scolecite, apophyllite, laumontite, stUbite, and gyrolite, arc abundant in vesicular basalt near Grecn Peter Dam, Linn County
(Tschernich, 1987). The levyne crystals consist of twinned rbombohedra, while tbe {OOO I} pina.
coid is either small or absent (RWI).
Transparent,light reddish-orange, thick levyne platcs, with reentrant angles (Fig. 361), are
rare in greenish basalt at the Uear Creel:: Quarry (= Whipple Quarry), Drain, Douglas COuOly.
Nearby cavities contain an abundance of thomsonite, mcsolite, analcime, laumontite, clay, and
calcite.
Glass-dear, brittle, colorless, transparent, hexagonallcvyne crystals, up to 12 mm in diameter,
arc found scattered on clay or cowIesite in cavities, up to 10 cm in diameter, in Tertiary basalt at
Burnt Cabin Creek, near Spray, Wheeler County (Tschernich, 1978). Less commonly, the levyne
plates are covered with a very thin offretite overgrowth (that makes the levyne appear milky.
white on the {OOOI} pinacoid). Nearby cavities contain thomsonite, chabazite, mcsolitc, phillipsite, gyrolite, heulandite, stilbite, calcite, analcime, and apophyllite.
Thin plates of levyne, 4 to 10 mm in diameter, covered with a thick offretite-erionite overgrowth, occur in vesicular Miocene basalt ncar Wall Creek, north of Monument, Grant County
(RWI). Nearby cavities conlain thomsonite, chabazite, and calcile.
Very thin, colorless plates of levyne, wilh an exceptionally Ihick silky-whilc overgrOWth of
offrelile-erionile, Ihal form scattcred needles on Ihc {OOOI} pinacoid and compact parallel
needles on the edges of Ihe aggregate, are found in Tertiary basalt along Ihe Middle Fork of Ibe
John Day River, east of Ritter HOI Springs, Grant COuOly (RWI). Nearby cavities contain
zoncd mcsolite-natrolile needles, phillipsite, cowlesile, apophyllile, gyrolile, lacharanilc, tObermorite, clay, calcite, chabaZite, analcime, and rarely stilbite, thomsonite, and heulandilc
(Tschernich, 1987). 'Iltin levyne plates, covered wilh an offrctile-crionile overgrowth, arc rarely
found in basall along the North Fork of the John Day River, Grant County (R Wl).
The Beech Creek Qua.rry, on Ihc casl fork ofBccch Creek, north of Mount Vernon, Grant
County, is world famous for its excelJent specimens of levyoe (Fig. C·14). ZeOlites are locally
very abundant in tbc Mioccne vesicular olivine basa1l. Thin, platy levyne crystalS, ranging from 3
mm 107 mm, with a few reaching 1 cm in diameler, abundantly line vesicles 2 to 8 em in diametcr. The lcvyne is transparent and colorless bUI is always covered wilh a Ihin overgrowlh of silky.
while, fibrous offretilc-erionile. restricted 10 Ihe large {OOOI} pinacoid, and Ihe edges of the
levyne crystals are shiny and transparent (Sheppard el oJ., 1974; White, 1975; DcnnCll and
Grose, 1978). In the cavilies containing levyne-offretile-erionile overgrowths, 80 percent are on
black clay while 20 percent are associaled wilh cowlesile, Ihomsonile, chabaZitc, analcime,
phillipsite, mcsolilc, and aragonile (While, 1975; Tschemich, 1987). Nearby cavities rarely contain native copper, stilbite, and heulandile.
Lcvyne is rarely found in basalt hills, west of Aneroid Lake, ncar Joseph, Wallowa County
(Donald Howard, pers. comm.). Plates of levyne, with albin o[fretite-erionitc overgrOWth, are
found wilh cowlesile in basall, ncar Drews Reservoir, Lakeview, Lake Counly (Tschcrnich,
1987). COlorless plates of levyne, 2108 mm in diameter, covered by an exccptionally thick
offretite-erionite overgrowth on Ihe {OOOl} pinacoid and commonly complelely covering the
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levyne plates, are locally abundant in vesicular basalt near Adel, Lake County (R WI). Nearby
cavities contain phillipsite, chabazite, cowlesite, calcite, and clay.
Washington: Colorless to white, thick, hexagonal plates of levyne, up to 5 mm in diameter, are
rarely found with laumontite, slilbite, analcime, calcite, copper. and dark black clay at the Dear
Valley Quarry, near Pon Ludlow. Jcffcrson County (Douglas Merson pers. comm.; RWI).
Very thin, tiny, hexagonal plates of levyne, only 1 to 2 mm in diameter, covered with a thin.
white, fibrous overgrowth of offretite-<:rionite, arc found alone in dark greenish-black clay-lined
cavities in Tertiary basalt at Rock Candy Mountain. near Olympia, Thurston County
(Tschernich, 1978). Ncarby vesicles contain chabazite, stilbitc, mcsolite. and calcile.
Thick., milky-white, hexagonallevyne crystals (Figs. 375,376).2 to 5 mm in diameter, compased only of twinncd rhombohedra, rarely with a small {OOOI} pinacoid, arc found in a localized area in Eocene basalt, on Road 1440, Elk Mountain, CowIiLZ County (fschemich, 19883).
Cak:ite is the only other mineral directly associated wilh lhe levyne, although cavilies in lhe same
rock contain scolecite-mesolile. apophyllile, laumontite, stilbite, analcime, epistilbile, and
gyrolite.
Thin, W3lcr-<:lcar, hcxagonallevyne plates, Ito 2 rom in diameter, with a large {OOOI} pinacoid, are found associated with epi tilbitc, laumontite, heulandite, mordenitc, chabazilc, calcitc,
stilbite, quartz, garronitc, gonnardite, analcime, phillipsile, thomsonite, cowlesite, clay, scolecile,
and mesolilc in vesicular basalt at Big Tree Creek, YaCOlt, Oark County (fschcrnich, 1985b).

Mazzite

(Mahts-ite)

(K2>Na2,Mll,Ca)sIAllOSi260n)· 28H20, Z = 1
Named in 1974, by rmanno Galli, lio Passaglia, Daria Pongiluppi, and Romano Rinaldi, in
honor of Fiorenza Mwj, professor of mineralogy at the University of Pavia, Italy, who contributed to the understanding of zeolite structure.
Type Locality: Mont SCmiol, near Montbrison, Loire, France

Nomenclature: Mazzite appears to have a wide range of composition. Variations in chemistI)' or
order-<lisorder in the framework should be handled by using optional descriptive modifiers (such
as Na-<lominant, K-Mg-rich, ca-rich, sodisn, or sodium-rich) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal S)'Stem: Hexagonal
Space Group: P6.3frnmc
Crystal Axes: a 18.38-18.39 A
c = 7.64-7.65 A

=

Type or Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of mazz,ite (structural code MAZ) consists of
doubly connected 4-ring chains that form gmelinite-type cages, stack.ed to form columns parallel
to the e-axis (Galli, 1975). Adjacent columns are shifted by one half tbe c-axis length and crosslinked to form two diCferenttypes of channels parallel to the e-axis; the large channels arc composed of 12-mcmber rings surrounded by 6 cages while smaller channels are formed by distorted
8-member rings between adjacent pairs of cages (Galli, 1975).
Exchangeable cations are found in three positiOns; magnesium ions are completely surrounded by water molecules in the center of the gmelinite cages; potassium, sodium, and calcium ions are coordinated both to the framework oxygens and the water molecules in channels
betwecn the cages; and calcium ions are surrounded by water molecules in the middle of the
large channels formed by rings of 12-tetrahedra (Gatli, 1975). The silicon-aluminum in the
framework is disordered (Galli, 1975).
Mazzite and offrclile arc both constructed of columns of gmelinile cages (occupied by a
hydrated magnesium ion) and differ only by rotation of 60" andlranslation of one half the c-axis
(Galli, 1975). The close similarity of the X-ray powder pattern of mazzite and synlhetic zeolite
omega implies they arc probably isostruclural.

Physical Properties.

Optical Properties

Color: colorless
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 4
Density: 2.11 gm/cm3
Fracture: not determined
Cleavage: not determined

Refractive Indices:
w = 1.5062
£ = 1.4990
uniaxial negativc
ncgative elongation

Morphology
Crystals of mazzite are vel)' simple, long, thin hexagonal prisms terminated by {OOOl} (Figs. 378382) that Corm radiating groups generally only a few millimeters long. Extremely long, thin, hairlike needles up to 15 mm arc known.
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Point Group: 6/m 21m 21m = 6/mmm
Crystal Class: Dihexagonal-dipyramidal
Forms:
{I000}, {OOOl}
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Figure 38l. Tnmsparenl, colorless, hexagonal
prisms of mazzile, 2 moo long, from Mont $emiol,
Montbns.wn, Loire, France; SEM photo by
Milton L. Speekels.

FIg. 379

Figure 380. Transparent, colorless needles
of mawte, 4 mm long, with short
hexagol\Jll prisms of offrctilc from Mont
Scmiol, Montbrisson, Loire, France;
photo by Volker Be17.

Figure 382. Transparent, colorless, hexagonal
prism of mazzilc, 0.03 mm across, from Monl
Semiol, Monlbrisson, Loire, France; Sl::M photo
by Milton L. Speekels.
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Chemical Composition
Mont Semiol, Montbrison, Loire, France (Rinaldi et aI., 1975a)
K2.5MS2.1Ca 1.4Na0.3[A19.~i26.5072)· 28.03H 20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Even though mazzite is known from only two localities, it appears to have a wide range in
exchangeable cations. Samples from France are potassium- and magnesium-rich, while ma:aite
from Boron, California, is nearly pure sodium (William Wise, pers. camm.). The first chemical
analysis of mazzjte by Galli et al. (1974) had an error of over 13% that was probably due to
volatilizing of sodium and potassium in the electron beam (Rinaldi et aI., 1975a). TSi =
Si/(Si+Al) = 0.73; Si/A1 = 2.67

Identification

•

Tiny needles of mazzilc arc vCI)' difficult to distinguish from the other fibrous zeolites (mesolile,
natrolite, scolccite, mordenite, perlialite, erionite, and offretite) and commonly require X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and optics to identify them. The presence of a hexagonal prism terminated by
{OOO I} pinacoid will separate mazzite, erionite, offretite, and perlialite from mesolite, natrolite,
scolecite, and mordenile. Other teslS are needed to distinguish mazzite from offretite, erionite,
and perlialite.
The optical refractive index of ma7.zite, which is higher than erionite, offrctitc, pcrlialite, and
mordenite, is ¥c1)' useful in distinguishing Ihis mineral. The XRD pauern of m37.7jte is distinctive and required for positive identification. At the type locality, mazzite needles are much longer
and thinner tban the associated short, stout prisms of offrctitc but this may not be characteristic
of the mineral at other localities. Long, Ihin, hairlikc mazzite necdles look cxactly like mordenite
and can be differentiated only by optics or XRD.

Cleaning
Stiff mazzitc crystals can be cleaned with running water or a soap SOlution in an ultrasonic
cleaner but long, thin, hairlike needles will nottoleratc any liquid and will mat together. These
specimens can only be cleaned with gentle pressurized air. Mazzite crystals, which will toleratc
liquidS, can be cleaned of manganese oxides in a vitamin C (ascorbic acid) SOlution and iron
stains can be removed with oxalic acid. Since mazzjte has a moderate Si/Al ratiO, it can be placcd
in hydrOChloric acid for short periods of time to remove calcite. If phillipsite or clay arc present,
it is better to remove calcite with warm acetic acid. Opal cannot be removed chemically from
zeolites.

Origin
Since mazzite has not been found in an active geothermal area, the tcmperaturelpressure conditions for crystalli7.ation are not known. It appears to require high pClStassium, magnesium, or
sodium solutions to crystallize. Zeolitcs, found with mazzite in basalt under thc boratc dcposits
at Boron, California, crystallized in rock containing borates that are known to be stable in temperaturcs less than 6l.J> C, thus establishing an approximate cryslalli1.alion temperature for
mazzite (William Wise, pers. cemm.).

Occurrence
Mazzite is a vcl)' rare zeolitc, presently found in basalt at only two localities in the world. M87.7jte
occurs in an area where the minerals arc rich in pota ium, magnesium, or sodium; thcreforc,
addilionallocalitics should also be rich in these elements. Sinee maxz.itc looks vCI)' similar to
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olhcr hexagonal zeoliles and mordcnile, il could be easily overlooked al prescmly known zeolilc
localilies. Only micro-sized cryslals of mazzile are known. The besl specimcns are from Monl
$emiol, France.

Worldwide Localities
FRANCE
(Type kx:alily) Mazzile is very scarce in a small area in a porphyrilic olivine basall oUlcrop near

Ihe lOP of Ihe soulh slope of Mom Semiol (= Mool Semiousc), near Moolbrisoo, Loire. II
forms very Ihin hcxagonal prisms, 0.0210 0.05 moo in diamcler and up 10 4 moo long, commonly
in bundles of radialing prisms lermilUlted only by Ihc simple {OOOt} pinacoid (Figs. 380-382).
~aled minerals include phillipsite, chabazile, and 0.3·mm.100g Iransparenl hcxagonal
prisms and globular masses of offrelite. Ma-lZile appears 10 have trySlallized from hydrolhermal
solulions aftcr Ihe olhcr zeoliles and is followed by calcile and siderile (Galli et al., 1974).
Allhough mazzile is vcry scarce in Ihe rock, one rich area 20 em in diameler conlained an abundance of mazzile in nearly every vesiclc (Volkcr Dell, pers. comm.).
UNITED STATES

Very Ihin, colorless 10 whilc ncedles of Na-dominanl mazzile are found in vesicles of Ihe Saddle
Back basaillhal underlies Ihe borale dcsposil allhe U.S. Borax Open Pil, Boron, Kern CounlY,
california (William Wise, pers. comm.). The radialing hairlike mazzile needles, up 10 15 mm
long, Ihal closely resemble mordcnilc, frequcnlly do nOl show Icrminalions cven al 70,000
power (William Wise, pers. comm.). Nearby cavilies contain analcime, heulandilc, a-rich
chabazile (= herschelile), gmelinilc, Na·K·rich phillipsile, slilbile, greigile, pyrrhotile, ferroansaponilc clay, and rarely searlesilc, ulexilC, borax, rhodochrosilc, and calcile (I<Jeck and Wise,
1984).

•

Merlinoite

(Mer-Iean-oh-ite)

(K,Na)s(Ca,Ba}z[A19Si2306410 24H 2 0, Z

=1

Named in 1977, by Elio Passaglia, Daria Pongiluppi, and Romano Rinaldi, in honor of Stefano
Merlino, professor of crystallography at the University of Pisa, who determined the structures of
many silicate minerals.
Type Locality: Cupaello Quarry, near Santa Rufina, Rie,ti, Latium, Italy
•

Nomenclature: Merlinoite has a widc variation in exhangeable cations. Variations in chemistry
or order-disorder of the silicon and aluminum in the frameWOrk should be handled by using
optional descriptive modifiers (such as Ca-rich, calcium, calcian, sodium, barian, Na-rich, disordered, or ordered) rather than creating new species.
•

Structure
Crystal S~tem: Orthorhombic (pscudotetragonal)
Space Group: Immm
Crystal Axes: a = 14.05-14.12 A
b = 14.10-14.25 A

c = 9.95-9.99 A

Type or Structure: The aluminosilicatc framework of merlinoite (structural code MER) is built
of double 8-rings linked by square 4-rings. Small cages, built of four deformed B-rings and two 4rings, and large gamma cages are also prescnt. There is no evidence for silicon-aluminum
ordcring in the framework (G311i et ai., 1979). Most of the cations (potassium, barium, and water
molecules) arc located in asymmetrical sitcs between the small and large cagcs. A site in the oentcr of the large cage is sparsely occupied by calcium, sodium, pota ium, barium, and water
molecules. Another cation site, located in the niches in the large cage, is occupied altCrnately by
calcium or potassium and barium.
Structure ofmcrlinoitc is related to the double crankshaft structure of phillipsitc. If the double
B·rings of merlinoite are cut with (100) plancs and shifted by half the a<ellienglh, the sinuous s·
shaped ribbon Slructure, charactcristic of phillipsite, is created (Galli et al., 1979). Such similari.
ties in structure may cause cpitaxial intergrowthS and overgrowthS of phillipsite and merlinoite

(RWI).
•

The structure of merlinoitc seems to be very near that of the several synthetic zeolites Linde
W (Milton, 1961), phase K·M (Barrer and Baynham, 1956), and species P (Barrer e( al., 1959).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: white to colorless
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous to dull
Hardness: not determined
Density: 2.14 to 2.27 gmJcm3
Fracture: not determined
Cle.avage: not determined

Refractive Indices:
ex = 1.494·1.499
/3 = 1.500
.., = 1.501
biaxial positive
2V 56°

=

ex = b,/3 = c, .., = a

Morphology
TIny, prismatic to fibrous, pscudotclragonal rnerlinoitc, undcr 0.5 mm loog (elongaled along the
c-axis), forms sphcrical aggrcgalcs, up to 1mm in diamcter. Rarely, CT)'Slals up to 4 mm long
bave been found. Thc morphology of merlinoile is similar 10 lhat of natrolite or phillipsite. The
prism faces are composed of {100} and {OlO}, frequently of unequal size, and, rarely, arc com-
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bined with {llO} (Figs. 383,386). The crystals are terminated by the orthorhombic prisms {Oil}
and {101} of different sizes (Figs. 383,384).
Twinning by 9()0 rOlation around the c·axis is prescnt on some specimens. Interpenetranl
twinning (similar to phillipsitc) (Fig. 385) has been observcd. Because of thc close similarities of
cations and structure in merlinoite and ph.illipsite, epitaxial overgr~hs of the two zeolites are to
be expected. Such crystals could have the clcternal morphology of ph.illipsite (thin shell) and a
bulk X-ray powder pallern of merlinoite.

Point Group: 21m 21m 21m = mmm
Crystal Class: Rhombic-dipyraOlidal
Forms:
{tOO}, {OlO}, {llO}, {Oll}, {lOl}
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Fig. 383
COMPLEX HABIT
CUPAELLO QUARRY
SANTA RUFINA, RIETI, ITALY

•

Figure 386. White blod.:y
merlinoite crystals, 0.02 moo
across, with clay from
Cupaello Quarry, near Sanla
Rufina, Rieli, Latium, lIaly;
SEM photo by Millon L
Sped;els.

Fig. 384
COMMON HABlT
CUPAELLO QUARRY
SANTA RUFINA, RIETI,ITALY

Fig. 385
PENETRATION TWINNING
ORTENBERG QUARRY.
VOGELSBERG, GE.RMANY
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Chemical Composition
Cupaello Quarry, santa Rufina, Ricti, lIaly (Passaglia el aJ., 1971)
~.21 Ca 1.49NaO.55Bao.43Feo.24(~.31 Si22.68064) 0 22. 74H20
Khibira Massif, Kola Peninsula, U.s.S.R. (Khomyakov el al., 1981)
~.15Ba 1.71Na 1. 14Sr0.30(AI 12.71 Si 20.15 0 641 o 19.76H20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Since a completc chemical analysis of merlinoite is available from only two localities, the variation in composition is uncertain. Mcrlinoite is a potassium-<lominant zeolitc ....i th considerable
variation in sodium, barium, and calcium (similar to phillipsite). Merlinoitc, from deep-sea sedi·
ments, contains more potassium than calcium and has no sodium and barium (Mohapatra and
sahoo, 1987). The similarities in chemical composition and structure between merlinoite and
phillipsite can cause epitaxial intcrgrowths between these two 7"c01ites that would intcrfere with
the accuracy of chemical analysis if undetected. TSi = Si/(Si + AI) = 0.61 to 0.70; Si/AJ = 1.58 to
2.8

Identification

•

"Thc vcry small size of merlinoitc crystals and its similarity in crystal form to natrolitc, mcsolilc,
scolccite, phillipsite, and harmotome make it difficult to identify. Merlinoitc, with morphology
similar to phillipsitc, is probably duc to a thin epitaxial shell of phillipsite over merlinoitc. An X·
ray diffraction (XR D) pallern is essential to identify merlinoite. The XRD pallern will easily distinguish natrolite, mcsolite, and scolecitc from mcrlinoite. The ~D pattern is almost idcntical
to phillipsite and harmotonc, except for characteristic merlinoitc lines at 10,01 A and 4.475 A
(which arc absent in phillipsitc and harmotomc) and thc absence of a 6.4 Alinc (which is present
in phillipsitc and harmotome).

Cleaning
Running or pressurized watcr is usually aU that is needed to clean mcrlinoitc. With a low SijAJ
ratiO, merlinoite should never be put in h)'<lrochloric acid to remove calcite. Warm acetic acid is
less harmful to merlinoitc, if calcitc must be rcmoved. A vitamin C (ascorbic acid) SOlution will
remove manganese oxides and oxalic acid will remove iron stains.

Origin
Mcrlinoitc has never been found in hydrothermal wells where temperature and pressure condi·
tions can be dircctly measured. It does crystallize, very slowly, in saline, alkaline lakes at pI I 9.5
and a temperature 01'230 C (Hay and Guldman, 1987). Merlinoitc has been sylllhesized from
rhyolitic pumice in a solution of sodium hydroxidc and potaSSium hydroxide at 1400 C (ColeHa et
al., 1977).

Occurrence
Merliooite is a rare zeolitc, found in small quantities, at only a few localities. It occurs in basalt,
pcgmatites, manganese nodUles, and volcanic ash deposits. Due to its very small crystal size and
general similarit.y to othcr zeolitcs, it may have been overlooked at other localities. Display
specimens arc not known but micro-sized crystals on matrix arc available from Reiti, Italy.
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Worldwide localities
GERMANY

Thin, radiating fibers of mcrlinoitc are found on pink pseudohexagonal prisms of aragonitc and
calcilC and arc covcred with small colorless pseudOlelragonal dipyramids of amicile in veins CUlling Tertiary melilitc-oephelinile basalt and pyroclast~ in a Tertiary volcano al HOwenegg, in
Hegau (Alberti et al., 1979). Nearby rock contaIns garronile, phillipsile, barmotome, mouOlainlte, lobermorite, stilbite, thomsonile, natrolite, chabazite, paulingite, and makatite (Walenta,
1974; Walenta et al., 1981).
Colorless, clear, twinned, pseudotetragonal prisms of merlinoiIe, up to 0.5 mm loog (elongated
along the c-axis), occur On /ight green nontronite, in tiny vesicles, in a 2- by lO-meters sintered
sandstone xenolilh (composed of quartz with minor cristobaJite and phillipsite) embedded in an
a/kaline-olivine basalt at the Ortenberg Quarry, VogeLsberg, Hessen (Hentschel, 1986b). The
merlinoite crystals are composed of the forms {lOO}, {OlO}, and {lon and are lwinoed (by 9QO
rotalion around the c-axis) to fonn starlike crystals (Fig. 385). Nearby vesicles in the xenolith
conlain paulingile, phillipsite, calcite, silica·rich heulaodite, erioIDte, dacbiardite, apophyllite, and
chabazite while cavities in tbe surrounding volcanics contain analcime, gismondine, apophyllite,
thomsonite, natrolite, phillipsite, calcite, thaumasite, montmorillonite, and pyrite (Hentschel,
1986b; Hentschel, 1979).
INDIAN OCEAN

Aggregates of complex interpenetrant twins of merlinoile are found with plagioclase, slilbite,
chabazile, and quartz in manganese nodules, on the South Indian Ridge, east of Kerguclen Island, io the Indian Ocean (Mohapatra and Sahoo, 1987). The mer/inoite, which has potassium
greater than calcium and lacks barium and sodium, prObably resul.ted from diagenctic alteralion
of volcanic ash on the ocean bottom.
ITALY

(IYpe locality) Mcrlinoitc is found with thin plates or apophyUite, spherical aggregates of phillipsite, calcite, and chabazite in veinlets and cracks cutting greenish volcanic nephel.ine.melilitite in
the abandoned Cupaello Quarry, near Santa Rufina, Rieti, Latium (Passaglia e/ aI., 1977). Mer·
linoite forms very small white to colorless spherical fibrous aggregates, less than 1 mm in diameter, composed of thc forms OOO}, {OlO}, {t 1O}, {OIl}, and {ton (Figs. 383, 384,386)(R WT).
Large well-formed merlinoile crystals, up to 4 mm long, are found in pyroxene-rich volcanic
ejecta from the Sabatino volcanic complex, at Valle Beachclla, Sacrofano, near Rome (Stoppani
and Curti, 1982).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Merlinoite is fouod in altered, cataclastic pegmatitic rock from the Khibira Massif, Kola Peninsula (Khomyakov e/ 01., 1981).
UNITED STATES

Merlinoite and phillipsite are found in the Bottom Mud Unit (41 to 42 meters in depth and
130,000 years Old), in lacustrine volcanic ash layers deposited in Searles Lake, San Bernardino
County, california (llay and GUldman, 1987). The glassy ash layers that are in contact wilh
highly saline, alkaline pore fluid (pH 9.5 at 240 C) were first altered to phillipsite and merlinQite
and then to potassium feldspar and searlesite (Hay and Guldman, 1987). Less saline and alka·
line solutions allered the volcanic ash to silica·rich heulandite, analcime, and opal.

Mesolite

(Mes-oh-Iite)

°, Z =

Na2CaZ(A16Si90JOJ .811 2

8

Named in 1816, by J.N. Fuchs and AF. Gehlen, from the Greek words for middle aDd stone,
because it was intermediate in chemical composition between natrolite and scolecite.
Type Locality: Nova Scolia, Canada

Obsolete Synonyms: antiedrite, antrimolitc, harringtonitc, mctamcsolitc, pseudomcsolitc,
verrucitc
Nomenclature: Mcsolite has very lillie variation in chemistry but does have Na-<lominant and
Ca-<lominanl varieties. Variations in chemistry or order-<lisorder in the framework should be
bandlcd by using optional descriptive modifiers (such as Na-rich, 5i-rich, sodian, or calcium)'
rather tban crcating new species. In the past, minerals idcntified as Na-rich mcsolite or Si-rich
mesolitc ....-ere thc result of chcmical analyses on two or more intergrown minerals.

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic (from oplics) (pseudo-Qrlhorhombic)
Space Group: Fdd2 (orthorhombic from XRD)
Crystal Axes: a = 18.39-18.43 A

b = 56.45-56.64 A
c "" 6.53-6.55 A

Type or Structure: The aluminosilicate framework structure of mesolite ( truetural code NA'I)
is the same as natrolite and scolecite. It has long, silicon-aluminum-<>rdcrcd chains, rotated by
24°, with Na-Ca cations and water molecules in four ion sites in the channels parallel to the caxis (Gollardi aod Galli, 1985). Mcsoljle can be visualized as sheets of natrolile-typc channels
(two sodium and two water molecules) alternated with two sheets of scolecile-typc channels
(one calcium and three occupied by water molecules) that result in a b-axis three times longer
than natrolite (Adiwidjaja, 1972). Asymmetry with respect to the (100) plane causes mcsolitc to
be monoclinic (A1dzukj and Harada, 1988). Mesolite is isostruetural with natrolite and scolceite
but it does not form a chemical series with natrolite or scolecite.
Mcsolite was considered to be a monoclinic mineral, elongated along the b-axis, with an
inclined axis of a few degrees (Hey, 1933). X-ray crystal structure analysis of mesolite shows the
framework is orthorhombic and elongated along the c-axis (Adiwidjaja, 1972). Akizuki and
Harada (1988) show that disorder in the structure causes mcsolitc to be classed as monoclinic,
wilh an inclined Optic axis of 100 in res(>CCttO the a-axis (when viewed down the c-axis or end of
the cryslal). Disordered silicon-aluminum varieties of mcsolite have not been recognized. Some
gonnardite, which has the same chemical composition as mesolite, and is commonly identified
only by X-ray diffraction (XRD), could be disordercd mesoJilc.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

CoIQr: COlorles.s, while, pink, red, green
Streale white
Luster: vitreous to silky
Hardness: 5
Density: 2.25 to 2.26 gm/cm3
Frncture: uneven
Cleavage: {tOl}, {IOI} perfect

Refractive Indices:

ex = 1.504-1.505
f3 = 1.505-1.506
'Y "" 1.505-1.507
biaxial posilive
2V "" 800 10 8'JO
length lOW; some lenglh fast
parallel extinction wilh clongalion
ex ~ a = loo,13 c, 'Y b
Ihin needles appear isotropic

=

=
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Morphology

•

Mesolite normally forms long, slende·r, acicular, hairlike needles, elongated along the c-axis
(Figs. 401,407). Crystals range from less than 0.1 mm in diameter to exceptional crystals 5 mm in
diameter and 10 cm long. Radiating groups of mesolite needles form allractive aggregates from
5 mm in diameter up to spectacular groups 20 cm in diameter (Figs. 403,406). Radial groups of
mesolite commOllly extend (rom a thomsonite center. Epitaxial intergrowths, with natrolitc and
scolecite in a single needle, are very common (Figs. 393-400). The crystal form of mesolite is
much simpler than natrolite. A simple {HO} prism terminated by {Ill} is the most common
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habit (Figs. 391,392,405). The { III} faces are frequently unequal in size and pined or rougb
(figs. 390,402,404). The prisms are commonly square in cross section or fattened on {01O} (Fig.
387). Rarely, the dominant {110} prism is modilied by small {IOO} and {OIO} (Figs. 389,402).
Very rarely, the dominant {lll} tcrmination sbows tiny {101} and {Ol I} bevels (fig. 388).
Allhough mesolite is monoclinic (determined from oplics), the Miller indices given in this chapler refer to the orthorhombic system.
Point Group: 21m (pseudo mm2)
Crystal Class: Prismalic (pseudorhombic-pyramidal)

l'orms:
Commoll {lIO}, {1I1},
Rare {IOO}, {OIO}, {101}, {OII}

Figure 4OL. Sprays of
transparent, colorless
mesolile prisms, 12 em
across. on green nuorapophyllite rrom Pune,
India; photo by Rudy W.
Tschemich.

Fl3ure 402. Transp.ucnl. colorless, acicular
needles or mesolile, 6 em long, with slilbite (rom
Skalafjordur, EyslUl'Oy Island, Faroe Islands; photo
by Volker BeIZ.

Figure 403. Radiating groups or transparenl,
colorless mesolile needles, 8 mm in diameter, on
chabazile rrom Burnt Cabin Creek, Spray, Oregon,
U.S.A; photo by Rudy W. Tschemieh.
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F'lIu~

404. Green prisms of meso/ile, 6 em long
and 2 mm wide, on slilbitc from lhc Skookum·
chuck Dam, Tenino. Washington, U.S.A; photo by
Rudy W. Tschernich.

Figure 405. Tenninstion of mesolite needle in
Figure 404; SEM photo by Milton L. Spcckcls.

Figun 406. Transparent, colorless mcsolilc prism,
0.8 mm across, with asymmetrical pyramidal
lennination, from Hadspar, India; SEM phOIO by
Millon L. Speckels.

Flgu~

407. Transparent, colorless mesolite prism,

1 mm in diameter, from Pune, India; SEM photo
by Milton L. Speckels.

Chemical Composition
Bcrufjord, Iceland (Alberli et 01., 1982)

CaS.50 Na4.64Ko.01[A11S.59Si24.400so1· 22. 32H2 0
Pr05pcct Park, Patcrson, New Jersey, U.S.A. (Alberti et 01., 1982)
CaS.25NaS.25[A11S.S6Si24.400SO)· 21.561 120

Morden, Kings Co., Nova Scotia, Canada (A1berli et 01., 1982)
CaS.42Na 4.74Ko.0 I[AJ IS.68Si24.3S0so1· 22.09H2 0
Gaston, Washington Co., Oregon, U.S.A. (Alberti et al., 1982)
NaS.61 CaS.25I<o.O I[AI 15.3~i24.440SO) '22.311 120
Pune, India (Hey, 1933)
NaS.30CaS.16I<o.06[A116.03S~.030SOJ ·21.50II2 0
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Kotrud, Pune, India (Sukheswala el aJ., 1974)

caS.n Na4.52M80.27Ko.031AI 16.0IS123.7S 0 80]· 22.02H20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
The amounts of calcium and sodium are ncarly equal in mesolite. Only trace amounts of potas·
sium are present, while strontium, barium, and magnesium are not present Older analyses that
show wide variation in catioos in mesolitc have been found to be mixtures wilh scolecitc, natrolite, and thomsonite, or were gonnardite (Alberti el oJ., 1982).
The ordering of the cations makes mesolite a unique member intermediate between natrolite
and scolccitc. A continuous chemical series does not exist between natrolite (sodium end memo
ber), mesolitc (equal amounts of calcium and sodium), and scolecitc (calcium end member).
Each of the three minerals vary very little from their ideal formulas. Mesolite bas not been
synthesized. TSi = Si/(Si + AI) = 0.59'{).61; Si/AI = 1.48-1.58

Identification
Mesolite cannOl be distinguishcd from natrolitc and scolecite by morphology but is easily identified by its optiCS. Mesolilc has a very low bircfringence (nearly isolropic), parallcl cxtinction (wilh
the elongation), and refractive indices (1.S04-1.50S). The inclined optical cxtinction angle of
mesolite can only be observed when viewed down Ihe end of the needle. Scolecile has a large
inclined extinction anglc (parallel to the elongation) and higher refractive indices than mcsolite.
Other fibrous zeolites, nalrolite, mordenitc, crionite, and offrctite, all have a lowcr refractive
index and a higher bircfringence. Thomsonite has a much higher refractive index and birefrin.
gence. Mesolile is commonly intergrown, in the same needle, with natrolite and scolecite.
X-ray powder pallerns of natrolite, mcsolile, and scolecite arc similar; lherefore, optic deter·
mination is more accurate and displays the presence of zoned crystals.
Field Observations for Fibrous zeolite Recognition
(Optical tests are required for positive identification)
Mesolile
Associations: With tbe calcium zeolites, chabazite and thomsonite, or on heulandite and
stilbite
Habit: Long, thin, hairlike needles, square in cross section
Rock Type: In nonmarine, surface nows, away from seawater
Natrolitc
Associations: Wilh sodium zeOlites, analcime, gmelinile, or chabazite (hersehclilc cryslal form)
Habit: Thin needles or coarse prisms, square in cross section
Rock Type: Marine pillow basalt or breccia, or near seawater
Scolecile
Associations: On tOp of lhe calcium zeolites, heulandite, stilbitc, epistilbite
Habit: Flallened prisms, "Y" twinning, fibrous mulliple terminations
Rock Type: Nonmarine, surface nows
Mordenite, which also occurs wilh heulaodile, stilbile, and cpistilbile, is commonly included
within or undcr those zeolites while mesolite and scolecitc arc found on top.

Cleaning
Thin mesolite ncedles mat together when placed in any liquid; thcrefore, they are difficult to
clean with chemicals. Rock debris can be removed by compressed air; by turning lhe specimen
upside down and running a needle betwccn the fibers; or by using a vacuum cleaner. Specimens
consisting of coarse needles can be placed in laundry presoak Biz bleach or liquid soap solulion,
to loosen soil, followed by pressurized water or ullrasonic cleaning. Oxalic acid will remove iron
stains. Vilamin C (ascorbic acid) solution removes manganese oxides. Warm acelic acid can be
used to remove calcile. Prolonged use of hOI acetic acid will fr05t mesolite needles. Since mesolite bas a low Si/AJ ratiO, it must not be cleaned with hydrOChloric acid.
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Origin
Mesolite (intergrown with scolecite) is characteristic of the lowermost zone mapped in eastern
Iceland by Walker (l960b). Mesolite is also found in lower zones in Brazil (Murata et 01., 1987)
and Northern Ireland (Walker, 196Oa, 1%18). Dats from geothermal wells, in basalt in Iceland,
show that mesolite crystallizes at depths from 450 to 1200 meters and at temperatures from 7CJ>
to 100" C (Krislmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978). With increasing depth, empty cavilies arc
flCSt encountered followed by chabazite> mesolite-scoledte > stilbite > laumontite
(Kristmannsd6uir and T6masson, 1978).

Occurrence
Mesolite is a common zeolite found in basaltic rocks throughout the v.'Orld. exccplional display
specimens are found at Pune (= Poona), India; Tenino, Washington, U.S.A; and scverallocalities in Oregon, U.S.A Excellent sprays of micro-sized mesolite crystal<; are abundant from many
localities in Oregon, U.S.A

Worldwide Localities
ALGERIA
Mesolite is found with apophyllitc in basalt at Cap Djinet between Dellys and Algiers (llintze,
1897).
ANTARCTICA
Coarse, while mesolile prisms that form radiating groups, up to 10 cm long and 2.5 mm in diameter, are covered by white to pink, sheatlikc aggregates of slilbite and arc associaled Wilh quartz.,
calcite, and heulandile in pockets in Po.<;t-Jurassic tholeiitic basalt at the Westhaven Nunatak, in
the Darwin Glacier, ViclOria Land, along the Ross Sca (Gunn, 1%2; Gunn and Warren, 1962).
Mesolite occurs with coarse scolecite prisms, green apophyllite, laumonlite, and heulandite in
Post-Jurassic tuffs and pillow basalt at the Battlements Nunatak, in the Mawson Glacier,
Victoria Land, along the Ross Sea (Gunn and Warren, 1962). Nearby cavilies conlain okenite
and possibly garronite.
AUSTRALIA
New South Wales: A thin, while layer of mesolite needles, up to 5 mm thick, covered by large
chabazite twins, line cavities, up to 30 em in diametcr, in Tertiary basalt at Ben Lomond in thc
order of crystallization: nontronite > analcime> mcsolite > chabazile > calcitc (England and
Sutherland, 1988).
Tufts of mesolile needles rarely occur on large chaba7Jte variety phacolite twins and arc associated with analcime and calcite in large cavilies in basalt at Fairy Mount ncar Kyogle (HodgeSmith, 1929; England and Sutherland, 1988). Hodge-Smith (1929) observed the following scquencc of crystaIli7-8tion: clay> chabazite> calcite> chabazite> mcsolite > analcime> calcite, and interpreted il to have been thc result of heating of SOlutions from an overlying basall
flow.
Qu~nsland:

Mesolitc is found with chabazite in basalt in the Main Range (England and

Sutherland, 1988).
Tasmania: Mcsolite. chaba7jte. stiIbite, phillipsite, natrolite. analcime, and aragonite occur in the
Tertiary basalts at Mount Bell, in lhe Moina District (Chalmers, 1968).
Victoria: White. fibrOUS mcsolite needles, up to 1mm long, are found with chabazile variety
phacolite in basalt in the South Clunes area (Dermot, 1989). Silky-white fibrous mcsolile
masses, rarel)' wilh terminated crystals, are found in vesicular basalt on Phillip Island (Dirch,
1989).
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Mesolite, described from quarries in Richmond, COllingwood, Preston, Vale, and Clifton Hill
in the Melbourne area (Chalmers, 1968; Vince, 1980), has been shown to be gonnardite-natrolite intergrowths (Birch, 1989).
BRAZIL
Rio Grande Do Sui: Mesolite is much less common than scolecite in Jura..c;sic-Crctacoous tholeiitic basalts and andesite near Porto Alegre (Murata et aJ., 1987). It occurs with scolccite,laumontile, heulandite, stilbite, apophyllitc, calcite, and clay minerals, and rarely with quartz, thornsonite, chabazite, and analcime in the areas mapped as laumontite and scolecite zones. A quartzrich zone, composed of dacitc and rhyolite, which covers the basalt and andesitc, contains the
high-silica zeolites, mordenite and heulandite, and DO mesolitc or scolecitc (Murata et 01., 1987).
The minerals probably formed at temperturcs from 60" to 100" C due to a strong high heat flow
and hydrothermal action from seafloor spreading (Murata et aJ., 1987). Radial aggregates of
mesolite needles are found with heulandite in an augite-porphyrite at Serra de Botucatu
(Hin17..e, 1897).

Sao Paulo: Zoned crystals of natrolite and mesolite are found in the basalt at saito Grande
(Alberti et al., 1982).
BULGARIA
Natrolitc, intergrown with mesolitc, is found at Bancvo, in the Buzgas District (Alberti et al.,
1982). Mesolitc, overgrown by seolccite, is found in andesite along the Balkan Mountain Range
to thc Black Sea, in the sequence of crystallization: epidote> mesolite-scolecite > prehnitethomsonitc-Iaumontite > natrolite-analcime-Iaumontite-calcite (Kostov, 1969).
CANADA
British Columbia: Thin, hairlike needles of mesolite, associated with thomsonite, chabazite,
phillipsite, and stilbite, are found in Tertiary basalt talus atong the Douglas Lake Road, near
Westwald (R \VI). Nearby vesicles contain cowlcsite and levyne-offretite. Long, matted, white
needles of mcsolite are found on chabazite in vesicular basalt in the Monte Hills, ""'CSt of Monte
Lake (RWT).
Colorless, pink, salmon-orangc to dark red mesolite needles (colored from hematitc inClusions) form flattened crystals, in groups up to 15 mm long, extending from scolecitc or Sr-bearing thomsonite in vesicular trachyte OQY,'S along Yellow Lake, ncar Olalla (RWl). The complex
crystallization history at this locality appears to represent shallow hOI springs activity where the
zeolites, phillipsite> analcime> thomsonile > scolecitc-mesolitc-natrolilc, crystallizing in vc icles, were invaded by fractures followed by solutions deposiling Sr-bearing heulandite >
brewsteritc-yugawaralilc-fluorile, La-bearing wakefieldite.(ce) > laumontite, along wilh large
amounts of calcite.

Nova Scotia: White to crcam-colored, fibrous, radiating masses of mesolitc arc found in thc Triassic basalt and as beach pebbles at cape d'Or and from Long Point to Digby Ncck, in lhe western part of tbe Day of Fundy (Walker and Parsons, 1922). Masses of mcsolite covered with
scolecilc found at Digby Gut crystallized in the sequcnce: analcime> mesolilc > scolccite >
laumontite (Walker and Parsons, 1922).
Meso1ite occurs with thomsonile near POrt George, cape D1omidon, and Sandy Cove (Hintze,
1897). Mesolitc occurs in basalt at North Mountain, King's County and Gate's Mountain,
Annapolis County (I Iinlze, 1897).
Ontario: Mesolite occurs with analcime, Chabazite, cowlesite, heulanditc, cpistilbite, faujasite,
garronite, gismondine, barmotomc, phillipsite, laumontite, slilbile, thomsonite, apophyllitc,
datolite, prchnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian mctapyroxenitc ncar Davis Hill and Khartoum (Velthuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Mesolite occurs wilh analcime, chabazitc, cowlesite, hculanditc, epistilbile, faujasitc,
garronilc, gismondine, harmOlome, phillipsite, laumontile, stilbite, thomsonile, apophyllite.,
datolite, prehnite, and calcile in vcins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks
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Bridge; and Notre Dam de la Salette (Velthuizen, 1991). Mesolite is reported in the serpcntine
belt in Eastern Township (Faessler and Badollct, 1947).
CANARY ISLANDS (Spain)

Thin needles, up to 10 mm long, composed of mesolitc, covered by a thin outer coaling of
natrelite (Fig. 394), form attractive radiating groups extending from bladed thomsonite aggregates in vesicular Pliocene basalt and tuff at Punta del Aguila, Playa Blanca, near Yaiza, I...3n·
zarote Island (Betl, 1986; RWf). The minerals cryslallized in the order: calcite> clay> levyne
> ofJretilc-erionite > analcime> phillipsite> chabazite> thomsonite > mesolite·oalrolile >
drusy chabazite> calcite (RWf).
CHILE

Mesolite forms compact, white needles wilh scoleeile in weathered rock at the Rodaito Copper
Mine, near Coquimbo, and as tiny needles wilh pyramidal terminations in the Alacama Desert
(Hintze, 1897).
COSTA RICA

Thin, colorless mesolite needles are found in cavities in volcanics at J..a Cruz in the cl)'Slallizalion
sequence: heulandite > thomsonite > mesolile > chabazite; and other cavities contain analcime. stilbite, copper, and laumontite (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.). Volcanic; at Quebrada
Grande contain thin, colorless mcsolile needles on heulandite, associated with chaba7jte variety
phacolite, analcime, phillipsite, slilbile, apophyllite. and calcile (Ronald Boyd, pcrs. oo01m.).
Colorless to gray, radiating, fanlike groups of lhin, bladed lhomsonile c!)'stals, up to 4 mm
long, and radial groups of lustrous thomsonite prisms, with the forms (loo}, {OlO}, {DOl}. and
{IIO}. are found with chabazitc and calcite lining cavities in vOlcanies at Puenle La Garila, in the
sequence of erystalli7..alion: calcite> chabazite> thomsonite > calcite (Ronald Boyd, pcrs.
comm.). Volcanics at La Cruz contain bladed thomsonite (covered by mesolite and chabazite),
on a heulandile cavity lining. while nearby cavilies contain analcime, stilbite, apophyllite, and calcite (Ronald BCl}'d, pcrs. comm.). Al Rio Barbilla, thin oolorless mesolilc needles on a compact
natrolite base are found wilh thomsonite. phillipsite, clay. calcite. and chabazite in volcanics
(Ronald Boyd. pcrs. comm.). Nearby cavitics also contain levyne and offretite. Volcanics at Rio
Viejo contain attractive colorless sprays of mesolite needles. up to 8 mm long, extending from a
thomsonile base; other cavilics contain analcime. calcile, chabazite, phillipsite. and clay (Ronald
Boyd, pcrs. comm.).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Needles of mesolite (intergrown with natrolite) are found on analcime and phillipsite, and are
associated with thomsonite and chabazite in vesicular nepheline basalt between Mlada lloleslav
and Jiein in northeastern Bohemia (Pacak, 1947). Fibrous aggregates of mesolite occur in dia·
base at Viskocilka, near "rag (Hintze, 1897).
Hey (1933) reports mesolite capping natrolite needles (Fig. 398) from the Dulce Quar!)'.
Marienberg, Ust! nad L3bem (= Aussig). Bohemia. ExceUent specimens of mesolile on natrolite
form coarse transparent prisms. up to 25 mm long and 2 mm in diameter, al Neubauerbcrg,
Bohemia (R Wf). Hibsch (1929) reports mesolile with natrolite from Ceska Kamenicc. Mesolite
with a scOlecite overgrowth is found associated with thomsonile and chabazile in metamor·
phosed impure limestones at Horni Jilove, BOhemia (Rychly and UII)'ch, 1980).
FAROE ISLANDS

Colorless, water·dear oeedles of mcsolite, up to 10 em loog and 1 mm wide. are reporled from
the Farces by Detz (1981). Thin, white needles ofmesolile (Fig. 407), up 10 6 em long, wilh
small impaled stilbite, are found at Skalafjord, Eysturoy Island (RWf). Coarse mcsolile needles,
up to 5 cm long and 2 mm in diameter. are found on stilbite in vesicular basalt at Kuivig
(= Quivig), Streymoy (= Stromo) Island (RWf). Betz (1981) reports mesolile with heulandite,
stilbite. and apophyllile in pockels, up to 50 em in diameter, at Haldarsvik. Streymoy (= Stromo)
Island. Mesolite also occurs wilh chabazite, heulandite. stilbile, thomsonite. levyne, calcite. and
apophyllite at Norddepil, Bordoy Island (RWf).
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FRANCE
Fibrous bundles of mesolite form aggregates with phillipsite in basalt at Puy dc La Ville, Auvcrgene and Bcrgonne (Hintzc, 1897).

GERMANY
Mesolite is found with thomsonite, gismondine, and phillipsite in cavities in nephclinc basalt at
pnasterkautc, near Eisenach (Dana, 1898). Mesolite needles, extending from radialing fanlike
groups of thomsonite blades, are found on montmorillonite-lined vesicles, in basalt at OberWiddesheim, near Vogelsberg, Hessen (Hentschel and Vollrath, 1977). Ncarby cavilies contain
chabazitc, phillipsitc, natrolitc, levyne-offretite, analcime, and calcite.
Mesolite is sca.rcc in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Arensberg, near Zilsdorf, Eifel (Hcntschel,
1978a, 1982). Other cavities contain phillipsite, gismondine, gonnardite,thomsonite, natrolitc,
calcite, scolecite, chabazite, o((retite, tobermorite, tacbaranjte, tbaumasite, gyrolitc, apophyllitc,
and bculanditc.
MesoJite occurs in Tertiary melilite-nephelinite basaltic rock at HOv.'Cnegg, Hegau (Willern,
1990). Othcr cavities contain amicite, merlinoite, phillipsite, thomsonite, chabazitc, natrolite,
garronite, phillipsite, harmotome, mountainite, torbermorite, stilbite, paulingite, makatite, calcite, and aragonite (Walenta, 1974; Walcnta et 01., 1981). Mesolitc occurs with natrolitc, scolecite, lbomsonite, phillipsite, gonnarditc, and stilbitc in basalt at Rossdorf, near Darmstadt
(Willern, 1990).

GREENLAND
In the Godhavn District, vesicular basall contains fine, snow·whiIC, hairlikc nccdlcs of mesolite
(covered by apophyllite) on a chaba7jte and analcimc cavity lining (B0ggild, 1953). At Lyng.
marksljeld and Akiarut, mcsolite inlergrown witb natrolitc is found in thc crystallization
scqucnce: thomsonite > natrolitc·mesolitc-natrolitc > apophyllitc (B0ggild, 1953). Mesolite
also forms whitc radiating masses in the Umanak District (~ggild, 1953). Vesicular basalt at
Kap Brewster, in eastern Greenland, contains snOW-white needles of mcsolitc, up to 2 COl long,
associated with calcite (n0ggild, 19(9).

HUNGARY
Mcsolitc is rcportcd in the Pliocene basalis, nortb of Balaton Lake, where thc minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> phillipsite> chabazitc > analcime> stilbite > thomsonite >
natrolite-mcsolitc-scolecite> calcite> aragonite (Mauritz, 1938; Koch, 1978).
Mesolite and scolecite, found on the lips of natrolite needles, arc associated ....<jth phillipsitc,
gismondinc, chabazite, analcime, calcite, and stilbite at GUlacs, Topolca (Mauritz, 1938; Erd~lyi,
1940; Koch, 1978). Alberti e/ a}. (1983) found natrolite on Na-gonna.rdite (= tClranatrolitc) at
the same locality.
At Halap, nc,ar Zalahalap, natrolite, capped by mcsolite, is associated with phillipsite, slilbilC,
thomsonite, gismondine, thaumasite, and chabazitc (Mauritz, 1938; Koch, 1978; Alberti e/ 01.,
1982). Alberti e/ 01. (1983) found Na·rich gonnardite (= tetranalrolite) with ca.Na-bcaring
gonnardite at thc samc localit)'.

ICELAND
Mcsolitc is vcry abundant in the olivine-bearing Tcrtiary lavas in eastcrn Iceland, especially in
the Berfjord-Breiddalur area (Walker, 1960b). Mesolite (inlcrgrown with scolecite) is charactcristic of the lowermost zonc mapped by Walker (l960b) Ihat extcnds from below sea levclto a
maximum altitude of 762 mcters, whcre analcime becomes the characteristic mincral. Betz
(1981) reports mcsolitc (intcrgrown with scolccitc) commonly forms radiating masses, up to 30
cm in diamctcr, but rarcly arc the crystals terminated. Minerals commonly associ.ated with
mcsolite arc scolccitc, chabazitc, thomsonile, analcime, stilbitc, hculandite, apophyllitc, gyrolitc,
and Icvyne-erionite (Walker, 1960b).
Fibrous, whitc, radiating mounds of mesolite, up to 10 mOl in diameter and some singlc crystals, 1 mm widc, arc found in a 30-mcter-bigh cliff on thc southern shore near IIvalcyri,
Hvalljord, north of Rcykjavik in western Iceland (Belz, 1981). Mcsolile-scolecite was found in
drill holes in low·tcmperaturc hydrothermal areas near Akurcyri, in northcrn Iceland, and at
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Reykjavik in western Iceland, at depths from 450 to 1200 meters and at temperatures ranging
from 700 to 1000 C (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978). With increasing depth, empty cavities are first found, followed by chabazite> mesolite-srolecite > stilbite > laumontite
(Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978).
INDIA

SOme of the world's most spectacular specimeo.s of mesolite are found in the Deccan basalts in
the Pune (= Poona) District. Long, slender, colorless, glassy mesolite prisms (Figs. 405,406,C20), 1 to 4 mm in diameter and up to 10 em long, form radiating sprays, up to 20 cm across, in
large cavities in basalt at Pune (Currier, 1976). Less commonly, mesolite forms thin, hairlike
sprays and broom-like, radiating groups (Sukheswala el aI., 1972). In the Pashan Hills, Khadakvasla, near Pune, long, colorless mesolite needles are commonly associated with deep green nuorapophyllite and white, bladed stilbite on a drusy, white heulandite cavity lining (Fig. C-9)
(RWI). Less commonly, nuorapophyllite, calcite, or laumontite is found on mesolite needles at
Puoc. Mesolite specimeo.s attributed to Bombay and Nasik (where scolecite is found) probably
originated in Pune.
One exceptionally large, (lallened, C1}'Stal-lined'cavity was encountered during excavation of an
open water well (4 meters in diameter) at Hadpsar near Pune (RWI). This single cavity
(estimated to be over 6 meters long and partly mud-filled) prOduced several bundred extraordinary mesolite balls, 6 to 18 cm in diameter, on plates of white stilbile.
Mesolite is a minor component in milky-colored zoned needles, 2 to 10 mm in diameter and
up to 10 cm loog, from tbe Number 2 Quarry at Khandivali (= Bombay Quarry), north of
Bombay (RWI). These eoarse needles form radial groups, up to 10 em in diameter, composed
of overgrowths of scolecite > mesolite > natrolite, where COlorless scolccite makes up 85% of
the interior of each needle, with a tiny milky-colored cap of mesolite, followed by a 2-mm overgrowtb of natrolite that covers the termination and prism face of both mesolite and scolecite
(Fig. 396). Transparent, colorless needles at Khandivali are pure scolecite.
Colorless, coarse, radiating sprays of mesolite needles, up to 2 em long, occur with heulandite,
stilbite, nuorapopbylite, mordenite, epistilbite, chlOrite, calcite, and drusy quartz in basalt in several quarries at Sawda, near Jalgaon, in the Aurangbad District (Rusty Kothavala, pers. comm.;
RWI).
IRAN

Delicate, silky, radiating fibers of mesolite, several centimeters long, are commonly associated
witb analcime, cbabaz:ite, thomsonite, stilbite, beulandite, and phillipsite in veins and vesicles in
Upper Eocene to Oligocene potassium-rich basalt (= shoshonite) in the Meshkin $har and
Ardebil Districts, northeastern Azerbaijan (Comin-Chiaramonti el al., 1979). The minerals crystalliz.ed in the order: analcime> mesolite-thomsonite > followed by more h)'drous phillipsite>
heulandite > stilbite > chabazite> apophyllite > calcite, as a result of low-temperature
hydrothermal water (nowing through pipe amygdules, columnar joinling, and gas explosion cavities along flow conlacls) reacting with meteoric water in tbe vesicular top and base of the nows
(Comin-Chiaramonti e/ al., 1979).
IRELAND

Mesolite fills S-em amygdules along the margin of a dolerite plug at Buoowen, southwest of
Dallyconoeely, County Galway (Nawaz, 1977). Mesolite, analcime, and thomsonite are found in
tbe contact zone of dolerite dikes on the north and west shores of Killala Bay, Inishcrone,
County Sligo (Nawaz, 1974).
ITALY

Mesolile is rare at most Italian localities. Vezzalini and Alberti (1975) report mesolite from the
valley of Rio Freddo (= Frombach), A1pe di Siusi, Bolzano. Mesolite is also found at Rocca
Pietore, Belluoo and Val di Fassa, Trento (Alberti el al., 1982). Boscardin (1975) reports radiating aggregates of mesolite in cavities of andesite on the island of Sardinia near Monastir,
Cagliari, and witb levyne and chabaz:ite at Montresta, Nuoro.
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Mesolite is found with natrolite in metamorphosed gabbro of the Gruppo di Voltri, Liguria
(Conesogno et aI., 1975). Mesolite is found with analcime in hornblende scbist in tbe Peloritani
Mountains, Sicily (Stella-Starrabba, 1947).
JAPAN

Mesolite is found with scolecite at Tezuka, Nagano Prefecture (Harada et aI., 1968). Mesolite
cryst.als, with the forms {110} and {111}, are found at Atumi (Akizuki and Harada, 1988).
KERGUELEN ISLANDS (French)

Fibrous mesolite is associated with calcite or analcime in geode.s derived from decomposed
basalt in this island chain in the southern Indian Ocean, near Antarctica (Lacroix, 1915). Othcr
geodes contain hculanditc, chabazitc, stilbite, natrolite, calcite, or chalccdony-quart1_
MARTINIQUE (French)

Mesolite, mordenite, heulandite, and chabazite are found in Pliocene submarine tuffs, pillow
lava, and dikes on tbe Island of Martinique (Westercamp, 1981). Shallow magmatic intrusions
formed zones in the surrounding rocks characterized by laumontite in thc hOttest (1000 to 20()0
C) innermost zone followed by a stilbite zone> analcimc-thomsonite zone> and finally by the
outer low-tcmperaturc mcsolitc-chabazite zonc (Westercamp, 1981).
MEXICO

Baja California: 11lin, white to colorless, radiating needles, up to 8 mm long, composed of
natrolite, overgrown by mesolite, are found on thomsonite, analcime, calcite, and chabazite in
vesicular volcanics in the San Felipe Desert (R WI).
.
Baja California Sur: Mesolite, natralite, and analcime replace plagioclase grains and form a
natural cement in Jura ic volcanic sedimentary rocks on tbe Vizcaino Peninsula (Barnes et a/.,
1984).
Guanajuato: MCSOlite is found on the Calvillo Ranch, Sierra de Santa Rosa, and at Cerro dcl
Capulin, Municipio Guanajuato (Salinas, 1923).
Jallsco: Mcsolite oceurs at Barranca de San CristObal, Municipio de Guadalajara, and tbroughout the Sierra de Tapalpa, ncar Tapalpa, Municipio de Tapalpa (Salinas, 1923).
More1os: Mcsolite is reported by Salinas (1923) in the San Luis and San Felipe Mines, ncar
Jalostoc, Municipio de Ayala.
Sinaloa: Mesolite occurs along the Rio Culiacan, MunicipiO de Culiacan, forming radiating
aggregates in andesite and basalt ncar Quelite, ncar Mazatlan (Salinas, 1923).
NICARAGUA

Thin, white needles of mcsolite, up to 2 em long (covered On the sides and tips by a tbin layer of
scolccite), form radiating sprays in volcanics at La Cruz de la India, Department of Leon
(Charles Trantham, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain heulandite, slilbite, and cbaba"litc.
PANAMA
Mesolite is found at Bacino Rio Chiriqui (Alberti et 01., 1982).
PERU

Hintze (1897) reports mcsolite in the vallcy of Chicama.
SOUTH AFRICA

Thick, short, white mcsolile prisms, overgrown by numerous small, nat, colorless scolecite needles, form zoned composite crystals (Fig. 395), up to 1cm long and 3 to 4 mm wide, included
within and on colorless translucent blocky (Iuorapophyllite, and are covered by tiny colorless
nuorapophyllile in green prehnile-lined veins at the Palabora Open Pit Copper Mine, Palabora,
Transvaal (R WI).
Thin, colorless mcsolitc needles, extending from lhomsonile, form radiating aggregates, up to
10 mm in diameter, associated with gismondine, gmelinite, chabazite, scolecitc, and apophyllite
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in joint fissures in a dolerite sill at the Leach and Brown Quarry, Durban Townlands, Ladysmith,
KJipriver District, Ladysmith, Natal (Hugh Heron, pers. comm.; RWl). The minerals crystal·
lized in the order: gmelinlte-chabazite> gismondine > thomsonite > mesolite (RWI).
SPAIN

Transparent, colorless to white needles of mesolite, up to 20 moo long are found with phillipsite,
calcite, chabazite, thomsonite, scolecite, natrolite, tobermorite, and tacharanite in olivine basalt
at Fogars de Tordera, La Selva, Catalunga, Girona (Bareche, 1988).
SWITZERLAND

Mesolite covers natrolite needles, up to 8 em long, and is associated with thomsonite, diopside,
epidote, vesuvianitc, garnct, apatitc, hornblendc, titanitc, magnctitc, and chlorite in cavities at
the contact between an ultrabasic mass (4 kilometers long) and hornblende-rich rocks near
Geisspfad (Parker, 1973).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Mcsolitc is found in the Khibinsky and l...ovo7..erslcy Mountains, on the Kola Peninsula
(Labuntzov, 1927). Mesolitc, natrolite, chabazite, heulandite, analcime, thomsonitc, neptunite,
astrophyUite, sphene, aneylite, ilmenite, aemite, and zircon occur in the Hibina and LujavrToundra nepheline-syenite complexes on the Kola Peninsula (Fersman, 1926). The zeolites
occur as late-stage hydrothermal minerals crystallizing between 2000 to 3000 C (Fersman, 1926).
Mesolite, intergrown with natrolite, occurs in the basalt along the Lower TungUSka River of
Siberia as 3-cm·long needles on calcite and stilbite at Ml. Papyalcba and with large analcime crystals on stilbite and with hculandite at the Dage Forest (Kostyleva, 1916). Mesolite, mordcnite,
heul.andite, stilbite, analcime, natrolite, thomsonite, laumontite, chabazite, and calcite arc found
in cavities in basalt breccia and tuffs in the Lower Tunguska regioo (Shkabara and Shturm,
1940). Mesolite needles are found with clear, yellowish rhombohedra of calcite, up to 9 em
across, prchnite, and chalcedony in the basalt in the l..o\1.'Cr Tunguska region at Ukshi
(KostylCV3, 1916).
Mesolite, natrolite, heulandite, thomsonite, eeladonite, and calcite are found throughout the
basalt flows at lillIe Kuoalei, Khilk Basin, Selengiosk Dauria, while slilbite is abundant only in
the lower part of the flows and chabazite and analcime are abundant ooly in the upper portions
(Fersman, 1923).
UNITED KINGDOM

England: Masses of mesolite occur with natrolite aod axinite between Botallack and Huel Cock,
Cornwall (Hintze, 1897).
Northern Ireland: Walker (196Oa) reported mesolite from 10% of the localities in the Tertiary
basalts in COunty Antrim. Delicate tufts of hairlike needles are commonly natrolite capped, with
mesolitc (both covered with a thin ovcrgrowth of scolecite), while crystallizing in the sequence:
calcite> levyne > phillipsite> chabazite·thomsonite > gmelinite > analcime> natrolitemesolitc·scolecite > calcite (Walker, 1951, 1959).
Thin, colorless needles of mesolite, up 10 5 moo long, are rarely found extending from wbite
scolecite on a thomsonite cavity lining in red vesicular basalt at the Parkgate Quarry, Tern·
plepatrick. (RWI). Nearby cavities contain levyne, cowlesite, offretitc-crionite, gismondine, and
calcite.
The borehole, at Langford Lodge, that drilled through 789 meters of Anlrim basall, encoun·
tered mesolitc, scolecite, garronite, levyne, chabazite, thomsonite, calcite, and saponitc sporadi.
cally below 300 meters, and prominently below 518 meters (Walkcr, 1960a; 1962a).
Thin needles of mesolite, up to 3 moo long, along with chabazite and calcite, line many of the
cavities in vesicular basalt and breccia in the Craigahullian Quarry, Port ruSh, County Antrim
(Harry Fay, pers. comm.).
Scotlond: Radiating masses of interlocking mcsolite needles are rarely found in the Lower Carboniferous volcanics ncar Glasgow. Sprays of thin mesolite needles are found on analcime,
chabazite, and stilbite at Hartfield Moss, Kilmalcolm (RWI). White mesolite needles and long,
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coarse thomsonite prisms arc found on green prehnite in the Bowling Quarry, Dumbartonshire,
and at Long Craig in the Kilpatrick Hills (Royal Museum of Scotlan<l, RWl).
Allraetive specimens, composed of white, hairlike, hemispherical aggregates of mcsolite, up to
6 mm in diameter. were found on very coarse. terminated, colorless, thomsonite prisms, 5 ern
long. during construction of the Gryfe Tunnel. Renfrewsbire (Royal Museum of Scotland.
RWl).
Thin. hairlike mcsolite needles arc common in the Tertiary volcanics on tbe Isle of SIcyC. Heel·
die (1901) reports tbin, white mcsolite needles and collony masses with thomsonite, analcime,
and chabazite at Talisker Bay. Sprays of small, white mesolite need.les are found on thomsonite,
chabazite, and apophyllite in vesicular basalt at the Storr, north ofPortree (Cleddlc, 1901). At
Quiraing and Loch E)'nort, mesolite forms downy tufts on apophyllite, thomsonitc, gyrolite. and
stilbitc (Heddle, 1901).
Mesolite occurs in the volcanics on the islands of Canna. Sanda. and Egg (Heddle, 190I). On
the island of MUll, mesolitc occurs with stilbite and prehnite (Heddle. 19(1).
UNITED STATES
Ari.zona: Thin, hairlike mcsolite needles occur with rhombohedra of chabazite, pink stilbite, and
sulfides in hydrothermally altered andesite in the contact zone with diorite at the Christmas
Mine, Banner District, Gila County (Anthony et ai., 1977).

Arkansas: White. radiating mesolite needles. up to 6 mm long, arc rare in miarolitic cavities in
syenite on Granite Mountain. Little Rock, Pulaski C..ounty (Barwood, 1989). Nearby cavities
contain stilbite, hculanditc, analcime, natrolite, aegirine, nepheline. orthoclase, apophyllite, calcite. and epidote.
Colorado: Long, extremely delicate fibers of mesolite form loosely malted masses or cobweblike
membranes in vesicular potassic basalt (= shoshonite) at North and South Table Mountain,
near Golden, Jefferson County (Cross and Hillebrand, 1882; Pallon. 1900). At Golden. mesolite
rarely forms long, straight, colorless to white, hairlike bristles that extend from hemispherical
aggregates of bladed thomsonite. Mcsolite. the last zeolite deposited in the cavities. covers analcime and thomsonite; and nearby cavities contain natrolite, chabazite, laumontite, stilbite,
levyne, apophyllite, cowlesite. garronite, offretite, phillipsite, and gonnardite (Cross and Hillebrand. 1882; Pallon, 1900; Wise and Tschernich, 1975; Kile and Modreski, 1988).
Idabo: A large cavity, up to 2 meters in diameter, In basalt along Race Creek. near Riggins,
Idaho County, was lined with colorless mcsolite needles, up to 4 ern long, covered by small doubly terminated stilbite (RWl). Mcsolite needles, up to 2 ern long, are found with stilbite in tuff
beds interbedded witb volcanic rOCk, ncar Challis. Custer County (Ream, 1989).
Michigan: Reddish·brown, radiating masses ofmcsolite arc intergrown with thomsonite,
prehnite, and native copper in the uppermost low-temperature zone in hydrothermally mela·
morphoscd. Precambrian, vesicular basalt flow-tops on Isle Royale, Keweenaw County
(Broderick. 1929; Dustin. 1931; Stoiber and Davidson, 1959). After the lavas and conglomerates
....ere tilted, the minerals formed, as a result of hydrothermal solutions dissolving copper and
other clements from very deep portions of the flows, and ....-ere then carried up the porous tilted
tops of the lava flows. where the minerals crystallized at temperatures of 3& C in (he deeper
zones (suggested from liquid inclusions) to 133° C in the shallower wnes (StOiber and Davidson,
1959).
Minnesota: Mesolite, thomsonite, ano scolecite form banded white, green, and red thomsonite
nodules at Thomsonite Beach, Grand Marais, on lhe shore of Lake Superior, Cook County
(Hey. 1932).
New Jersey: Very thin, colorless to white needles of mcsolitc, up to 15 mm long, form radiating
masses and groups on green prehnite and calcite (follOWed by chaba7jte) in large cavities
between Triassic pillow basalt in tbe J..ov..-er New Street Quarry. Paterson, Passaic County
(Mason, 1960; Peters. 1984).
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Mcsolite forms silky tips on natrolite needles in railway cuts and tunnels cutt.ing through Triassic diabase at Bergen Hill, Hudson County (Mason, 1960; Peters, 1984). Colorless to white, silky
tufts of mcsolite (associated with peetolite) were scarce in basalt from the Route 80 road cut,
near the Lower New Street Quarry, West Paterson (Peters, 1970; Sassen, 1971).
New Mexico: Colorless to white mesolite needles. up to 8 mOl long, form cavity linings and radiating groups. up to 1.5 em in diameter, extending from thomsonite in vesicular andesite ncar the
junction of the East Fork of the Gila River with the Gila River, in Catron and Grant Counties
(Haynes, 1982; Modreski, 1985; DeMark, 1989). Nearby cavitics contain heulandite, chabazite,
stilbite, analcime and, rarely. levyne, gonnardite, and thomsonite.
Orqoo: Sprays of thin mcsolite needles, up to 3 em long, covered by small colorless chabazite
rhombohedra, thomsonite, and calcite, are found in cavities, 8to 20 em in diameter, with excep·
tional pockets. up to 1 meter in diameter, in Eocene basalt along Neer Road, north of Goble,
Columbia County (Tschernich, 1986). Most of the mesolite is thickly covered by tiny white
thomsonite blades lhat overgrow and fill spaces between mesolite needles to form sliff mesolite·
thomsonite<habazite aggregates, up to 4 em in diameter (Tschernich, 1986). Mcsolite forms
near the end of the crystalli7..ation sequence: heulandite > stilbite > thomsonite > mesolite·
thomsonite > chaba7jte > calcite. Other minerals prescnt, but never associated with mesoHte,
include cowIesite, apophyllile, garronite, phillipsite, analcime. levyne. offrelite, erionite,
lSChernichite, boggsite, okenite, copper, epistilbite, opal, chalcedony, and quartz (fscheroich and
Howard. 1987).
Exceptional specimens of thOmsonite·mesolite<habazite hemispheres, up to 5 em in diameter,
were found on drusy heulanditc and stilbitc at Jaquish Road and Highway 30, south of Goblc,
Columbia County (fsehernich, 1990). Long, thin, straight, colorless mesolite needles, up to 2 em
long, cxtend from nearly smooth thomsonite balls and arc encrusted with rhombohedra of
chabazite in a red breccia zone between Eocene basall nows (Tschernich, 1990). Nearby cavities
contain calcite, analcime, copper, mordenite. apophyllite, okenite, and chalcedony.
Thin. colorless mesolite needlcs. capped by nalrolile, and white, busblike groups wilh scolecite
at tbe base. followed by mesolite and capped with natroHte (Fig. 397). are found in vesicular
basalt at New Era. Clackamas County (Tschcrnich, 1987). Olher cavities contain thomsonite.
stilbite. laumontite, and calcite. Short. white. radiating sprays of mesolite needles are found on
milky·white phillipsite in vesicular basalt near Quartzville, unn County (RWT).
Coarse, colorless to milky·gray mesolite prisms. 2to 3 mm in diameter and up to 6 em long,
with the forms {110}, {Ill}, rarely, {100} and {010}. form attractive radiating groups on drusy
beulandite in cavities in altered basalt along the north side of thc Calapooya River, near Dollar,
unn County (RWT).
Exceptional specimens of transparcnt, colorless. coarse mesoHte needles, 1 to 3 mm in diame·
ter and 4 to 7 em long. formed attractive radiating groups in cavities in highly altered basalt ncar
ShOtgun Creek, on thc unn-Lane County line (l'sehernich, 1987). A nC<1rby outcrop of hard,
fine-grained basalt contains veins lined with small, colorless stilbite and elongated apophyllite
that are covered by sprays of thin mcsolite needles (Tsehernich. 1987).
Large pockets. up to 50 em across, lined wilh natrolite-mcsolite needles. are found in the cen·
ter of pillows in Eocene tholeiitic basalt, at the Jay Te'el Quarry. south of Wren. Benton County
(RWI). Long. straight, colorless to white needles. up to 35 mm long, are composed of various
amounts of natrolite intergrown with mesolite. The needles are frequenty covered by analcimc.
laumontite, or calcitc. The 7.eolites formed by alteration of basaltic glass (rom low·temperaturc
submarine hydrothermal solutions (6QO to 7(1" C) or by reaction of cold (loo C) meteoric water
over a long lime (Keitb and Staples. 1985). Different mineral assemblages in adjacent cavities
indicate the minerals crystallized in a closed system that was isolated due to sealing of fractures
and joints by deposition of smectite clay and carly zeolites (Keith and Staples, 1985).
Mesolitc and thomsonite are dominant in the upper part of vesicular olivine basalt nows north
of Springfield, Lane County. while chabazite, analcime, calcitc, nontronite, heulandite, stilbite,
and copper dominate the lower portion of the nows (Klcck, 1960, 1972).
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Mesolite, thomsonite, calcite, analcime, and nontronite are found in the upper portion of
highly vesicular Miocene olivine basalt on Buck Mountain, nortb of Springfield, Lane County
(Kleck, 1960, 1972). The lower portion of the same flow, which is dense with large SC3l1cred
wgs, contains chaba7ite, stilbite, and heulandite (K1eck, 1960, 1972). Masses ofmesolite covered by scolccite arc found in basalt at MI. Pisgah, ncar Springfield, Lane County (RWl).
Allraclive radial groups, up to 5 em in diameter, composed of colorless, coarse mesolite needles, 1 mm in di.ameter and up to 4 cm long, are capped by natrolite, in brecciated basalt at the
New Springfield Quarry, Springfield DUlle, Springfield, Lane County (RWl). The cavities are
lined with heulandite, stilbite, and copper followed by mesoIite-natrolite > lbomsonite-chabazite
> calcite.
Allractive specimens, composed of long, thin, colorless mesolite needles, up to 4 cm long, salttered on mounds of coarse bladed thomsonite crysta~, 2to 3 em thick, line cavities, up to 25 em
in diameter, in a fine-grained, green volcanic rock in the Bear Creek Quarry (= Whipple
Quarry), Drain, Douglas County (RWI). Hematite frequently staiDS the colorless mesolite an
allractive red color. DOUbly terminated blades of thomsonite, chabazite, calcite, and laumontite
are commonly found impaled on the mesolite needles (Fig. C-Sl).
Thin, hairlike mesolite fibers are found witb white apophyllite, bladed thomsonite, and
chabazite in the order: chabazitc > tbomsonile > mesolite > apopbyllite, in vesicular Miocene
basalt at Service Creek, Wheeler County (RWI).
Allractive specimens, composed of radiating sprays of lhin, hairlike, colorless to white needles
of mesolite (Fig. 403), up to 6 mm long, extend from small hemispheres of bladed thomsonite in
pockets (ranging from 3 to 30 em in diamcter with a few reaching 1 meter across) in Tertiary
basalt at Burnt cabin Creek, north of Spray, Wheeler County (Tschemich, 1978). Complex
intergrowtbs of mesolite needles, smallthomsonite blades, and skeletal chabazite variety phacolite form dcndritic and stalacliticlike growths that indicate very rapid and nearly simullaneous
crystal growth (RWI). The minerals crystallized in the order. clay> cowlesite > Icvyne-offretilc
> analcime> phillipsite> tbomsonite-chabazite-mesolite > apophyllile. Nearby cavities rarely
contain gyrolite, heulandite, and slilbite.
Thin, colorless mesolite needles, several centimeters long, extend from a compact natrolite
base, on thomsonite and analcime in dense vesicular Miocene basalt at Big Bend, near "Kimberly,
Grant County (Howard, 1990). Ncarby cavities contain apophyllite, gyrolite, phillipsite, calcite,
tacharanite, chabazite, and clay.
Thin, straight, colorless to while needles of mesolite, up to 15 mm long, are frequently covered
with doubly terminated stilbite, chabazite, analcime, and yellow calcitc in cavilies, up 10 2.') em in
diameter, in basalt easl of Spray, Wheeler County (RWI). The minerals cryslallized in the
order: dark. amber calcite> thomsonitc > mesolitc > analcime> apophyllile > stilbite >
yellow calcite.
Sprays of colorless mesolite needles, up to 2 ern long, extend from compact white natrolite on
drusy phillipsite in Miocene basalt flows at Devils Back Bone, along the North Fork of the John
Day River, Grant County (Tschernich, 19898). Associated minerals include analcime, apopbyllite, gyrolite, gmclinite, chabazite, Icvyne-offrctitc, tacharanite, thomsonitc, and calcite.
Compact, silky mesolite masses, overgrown by long, gla<;sy, straight, divergent needles of
pseudomesolite, were reported in the Miocene basalts at Riller Hot Springs, Grant County
(Hewell et aJ., 1928), and have been shown to be normal mesolite (Nawaz et aJ., 1985) on a
dCllSC natrolite base (Fig. 399)(RWl). Atlhis locality, cottony mesolitc frequently fLIts cavities
lined with gyrolitc, apophyllitc, thomsonitc, and analcime, while veiDS contain stilbite variety
slellcritc and calcite (RWl).
M06t of the fine mcsolilc specimens attributed to Riller Hot Springs originaled from road euts
and quarries along thc Middle Fork of the John Day River, east of the hot springs (RWI). Fine
specimens of creamy-whitc, thin, hairlike needles of mesolite extending from a compaci natrolite
base (Fig. 399) ....-ere found in a series of large, thin, flallcned pockcts at the contact between IWO
basalt flows in a quarry 11 km east of Rillcr Hot Springs. Small stilbitc and gyrolite aggregates
are frequently found impaled on Ihe mesolile needles. Other cavities in the arca contain small
radiating sprays of mcsolite heavily covered with montmorillonite clay in the order of
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crystallization: phillipsite> thomsonite> gonnarditc > mesolite > clay> chabazite. Separate
cavities also contain apophyllite, tacharanite, gryolite, levyne-offrelite, cowlesite, analcime,
heulandite, and scoleeite.
Short, very thin, hairlike needles and cobweblike masses of mesolite, up to 2 mm long, eX'lend
from white mounds of thomsonite found on a blue-gray, bladed thomsonite cavity Lining in
Miocene basalt in the Beech Creek Quarry, on the east fork of Beech Creek, north of Ml. Vcr·
Don, Grant County (RWf). Other cavities contain chabazite,levyne-offretite~rionite, copper,
analcime, phillipsite and, rarely, heulandile and stilbite.
Thin, straight, colorless to white mesolite needles, up to 5 mm long, form altractive radiating
groups extending from thomsonite on a drusy heulandite cavity lining, in reddish vesicular basalt,
Dear the hot springs at Owyhee Dam, Malheur CouDty (RWf).
Pennsylvania: In Triassic diabase at Fritz Island, near Reading, Berks County, white, radiating
tufts of mesolite are found associated with stilbite, chabazite, apophyllite, thomsonite, and gis.
mondine (GQrdon, 1922).
Long, thin mesolite needles, capped by natrolite, are found in vesicular basalt near
the IIood Canal Bridge, Kitsap County (R Wf). Mesolite rarely forms a 2- mOl cap on natrolite
needles,3 to 4 em long, in large elongated central cavities in submarine Eocene pillOW basalt
(formerly a marine seamount along an ancient ocean ridge) attbe Robertson Quarry, near Day.
ton, Mason County (Lasmanis, 1988; Tschernich, 1989c). The sequcnce of cryslallization is chlorite> pyrite> clear analcime> natrolite > milky analcime> mesolite > chabazite> calcite>
clay (Tschemich, 1989c).
Long, thin mesolite needles. extending from thomsonite, are found with analcime and calcite
in Eocene basalt at Kennedy Creek, Thurston County (R Wf).
Exceptional specimens of coarse mesolite crystals ,,"'Cre abundant pockets, up to 2 meters in
diameter, in Eocene basalt during construction of the Skookumchuck Dam, near Tenino,
Thurston County (Tschernich, 1972). The coarse mesolite prisms (2to 5 mOl in di.amcter and 7
to 10 Col long) are transparent, colorless, pink, or light green with the forms {11O} and {Ill}
(Figs. 390-392,C-2I,C-25), rarely with {tOO}, {01O}, {101}, and {Oll} (Figs. 387-389,401,402)
(RWf). Smaller, colorless, hairlike mesolite needles, found at the same locality, radiate from
white thomsonite aggregates and are associated with analcime and chabazite. The minerals crystallized in the order: calcile > heulandite.mordenite-quartz-heulandite > okenite > apophyllite
> stilbite > mesolite > analcime> thomsonite > mesolite > laumontite> chabazite> calcite
(Tschernich, 1972).
Colorless, Ihin, malted mesolitc needles and short radiating groups, up to 15 mm in diameler,
were found in vesicular basalt, during construction of tbe Interstate 5 Frceway near Kalama,
Cowlitz County (R Wf). Associated minerals included heulandite, analcime, thomsonite, and
chabazite, while other cavities conlained phillipsite, epistilbite, stilbite, mordenite, cha.lccdony,
and calcite (Tschernich, 1987).
Small zones of mesolite arc found within white scolcc:itc needles (Fig. 393) Ihat form coconutlike, white cavity linings, in vesicular Eocene basalt near the summit of Elk Mountain, Cowlitz
County (Tschernich, 19883). The scoleeite·mesolite needles are covered by colorless apophyllite,
stilbite, laumontitc, and calcite while nearby cavities rarely contain levyne, gyrolite, analcime,
epistilbite, and quartz. Mesolite covers massive scolecite ncar Signal Peak, Silver Lake, Cowlitz
County (Jobn Cowtes, pers. comm.).
Thin, colorless mesolite needles rarely eX'lend from gonnardite.thomsonite aggregates in
vesicular basalt at Big Tree Creek, Yacolt, Cowlitz County (Tschernich. 1988b). Ocher cavities
contain thin, radiating needles that form aggregates, up to 2 em across, composed of a chalky.
white scolecite base, covercd by a lransparent colorless mesolite overgrowth (fig. 4(0). Mesolilc
is also frequently associated with heulandite, cpistilbite, laumontite, levyne, chabazite, and calcitc, while other cavities contain a different group of minerals. Thc minerals crystallized in Ihe
order: clay> cowlesitc > mordenite > quartz> hculandite > epislilbile > heulandite > stilbite
> scolecite > laumontite> epistilbile·levyne > gonnardite > garronite > phillipsite>
thomsonite > mesolite > chabazite> calcite (Tschernich, 1988b).

Washingt.on:
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Mesolite, laumontite, natrolite, scolecite, stilbite, thomsonite, and chabazite are found at the
boundary of a serpentine zone, in cavities in gabbro, in Bosnian Hercegovina, at Jablanica
(Trubelja et oJ., 1976).

Montesommaite
(K,Na)91A19Si23064)·lOH20, Z

(Mon-te-so-ma-ite)

=1

Named in 1990, by Roland C. Rouse, Pete J. Dunn, Joel D. Grice, John L Schlenker, and John
B. Higgins, after the type locality.
Type Locality: Montesommaite is found at Pollena, Monte Somma-Vesuvius, Italy. Monte

Somma is a high, half~ncircling ridge (the remains of an old eroded volcanic cone) that preceded Monte Vesuvius.
NomencJatu~:

Variations in chemistry Or order-disorder in the framework should be bandied
by using optional descriptive modifiers (such as Ca-rich, calcium, calcian, potassium, sodiumricb, ordered, dL~rdered) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Cryst.al System: Orthorhombic (pscudotetragonal)
Space Group: Fdd2
CI')'Stal Axes: a = 10.10 A.
b=10.1OA.
c = 17.31 A

Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of montesommaite (structural code MON) is
related to tbe doubly connected 4-ring chains (double crankshaft chains) that make up merlinoite and members of the gismondine group (gismondine, amicite. garronite, and gobbinsite)
(Rouse el al., 1991). It probably has disordered intergrowths in an otherwise ordered arrangement of silicon and aluminum in the framework. Potassium is coordinated with two water
molecules and six oxygen molecules in the center of 8.member.ring channels (Rouse el al.,
1991).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: not determined
Density: 2.30 to 2.34 gmJcm3
Fracture: not determined
Cleavage: none

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.498
~

= 1.506
'Y = 1.507
biax.ial negative
2V = 350 to 390
X = c, Y = a or b, Z

= a or b

Morphology
Montesommaite forms tiny pseudotetragonal dipyramidal crystals (Fig. 408), up to 2 moo long,
some with a {OOJ} termination (Figs. 409-411). The internal structure is actually hemimorphic;
therefore, the opposite ends of dOUbly terminated cryslals do not have to be equivalent. Twinning has not been observed.
Point Group: 00002 (pseudotetragonaI4/m 'Urn 'Urn = 4/mmm)
Crystal Class: Rhombic-pyramidal (pseudoditetragonal-dipyramidal)
Forms:
{OOI}, {OOn, {504}, {504}, {054}, {054}
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MONTESOMMAITE
001

504

054

•

-

504

Fig. 408

FIg. 409

COMMON HABIT
MONTE SOMMA·VESUVlUS, ITALY

Figure 410. Transparent, colorl<:3$, tetragonal
dipyramid of montesommaite, 0.02 mm ....ide, with
large {OO!} face on clay (rom Pollena, Monte
Somm3'Vesuvi~, JUlly; SEM photo.

l"lgure 41 L Transparent, colorless, tell'llgonal
dipyramids of monlcsommaile, 0.5 rom wide. on
clay from Pollena. Monte Soroma·Vesuvi~. !laly;
SEM photo by DOl\3ld G. Howard.

Chemical Composition
Pollena, Monte Somma·Vesuvius, Italy (Rouse t'l 01., 1991)
KS.6Nao.2IAJ9.4Si22.60641· JOI-I20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Montesommaite is extremely rich in potassium with only traces of sodium. Other exchangeable
cations were not detected. TS i = (SilSi+A1) = 0.70; Si/AJ = 2.38
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Identification
Crystals of montcsommaite arc very small, transparent, and colorless, which makes it difficult to
clearly recognize the morphology. The equant, dipyramidal crystals of montcsommaite (Fig.
408), some with a large {OOl} pinacoid (Fig. 409), distinguishes it from most zeolites but it is
similar to crystals of amicite, gismondine, garronite, and tsehemichite. X-ray diffraction can differentiate these species. Montesommaite, amicite, and phillipsite can be distinguished from gismondine and tschernichite by the dominance of potassium in the former. The refractive indices
of montesommaite arc higher than that of amicitc, tscbernichitc, phillipsite, and lower than
those of gismondine. The refractive indices of montesommaite and garronite are similar. The
pyramidal faces on montcsommaite are smooth while corresponding faces on tschernichile are
highly striated. The pyramidal form of montesommaite is sh.allower than that of Ischemichitc.

Cleaning
Crystals of montcsommaite generally only require cleaning with running water, pressUrized air,
or soaking in laundry presoak Biz bleach followed by rinsing with pressurized water or ultrasonic
cleaning. Montesommaite has a low Si/AJ ratiO; therefore, it will becOme frooted or may dissolve
if placed in hydrochloric acid. If calcite is to be removed, use warm acetic acid. Vilamin C
(ascorbic acid) SOlution will remove manganese oxides and oxalic acid removes iron stains.

Origin
Temperature and pressure conditions needed for crystallization ofmontesommaite have not
been measured in an active geothermal area. Since montesommaite is found with chaba7jte,
natroHte, and phillipsite, it would be expected to crystallize under similar conditions. Data from
geothermal wells in basalt in Iceland indicate that chabazite and phillipsite crystallize at depths
from 50 to 400 meters and at temperatures from 55° to 75° C, and natrolite, mcsolite, and
scolecite crystallize at temperatures up to l()()O C (Kristmannsdottir and Tomasson, 1978).

Occurrence
Montesommaite is a very rare zeolite found in only a few basalt fragmcnts at the type locality. It
would be expected to occur at other localities where potassium minerals, particularly phillipsite,
are common. Display specimens are nOt known. The micro-sized crystals are ve·ry rare.

Worldwide Localities
ITALY
(Type locality) Minute, colorless, transparent, pseudotetragonal dipyramids (Figs. 408-41 I) of
montesommaite, up to 0.1 moo long, are found with phillipsite dolomite, calcite, chabazite, and
possibly nalrolile in a few vesicles of scoria at Pollena, Monte Somma-Vesuvius (Rouse er al.,

1990; RWI)

Mordenite

(More-dan-ita)

(Naz,Ca,Kz)(AJ2SilOOWo7H20, Z

=4

Named in 1864, by D.C.L How, after the type locality.

Type Locality: Morden, King's County, Nova Sootia, Canada
Obsolete Synonyms: ashtonite, arduinite, fiokitc, pseudonatrolitc, plilolite, sleeleite
Nomenclature: Variations in exchangeable calions or slight varialion in the framewor~ should
be indicated by the uSC of adjective modifiers (such as K-rich, calcium, calcian, potassian, monoclinic, ordered, disordered, etc.) ralher than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal S)'Stem: Orthorbombie and Monoclinic (from optics)
Space Group: Cmc2 1
Crystal Axes: a = 18.09-18.17 A
b= 20.40-20.58 A
c = 7.50·7.54 A

Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework of mordenite (slruelral code MOR) can be
envisioned as complex chains of 5·rings of Si04 tetrahedra and single Al04 tetrahedra, crosslinkcd by 4.rings tbal form twisted 12·member rings around nearly cylindrical channels parallel
to the c-axis (BreCk, 1974). Gollardi and Galli (1985) describe the same structure as single G·
ring sheets, linked tbrough singlc 4·rings or nodes, and connected across mirror planes.
Silicon occupies 80% to 85% of the tctrahcdra with aluminum in the remaining tetrahedra
(passaglia, 1975). Alberti et oj. (1986) found the silicon-aluminum distribution to be partially
ordered, wilb lbe increase of aluminum in tetrahedra of Ibe small, 4·membcr rings that connect
the hexagonal sheets.
The cations are localed in two sites. One site, which is only parlly filled, contains the calcium
ions, coordinated to the six framework oxygens of the aluminum tetrahedra and two water
molecules (Alberti et aJ., 1986). The second site contains potassium ions (when calcium is absent
in the first site) and alternates with water molecules (when the first site is occupied by calcium).
Many olher potassium and sodium ions are not localized (Alberli et ai., 1986). Some mordenitc
needles have an optical inclined extinction angle from 30 to 50 (How, 1864; Ross and Shannon,
1924; Waymouth et al., 1938). This inclination that indicates a monOClinic structure in some
crystals is tOO small to be dctected by X.ray diITraction (XRD). The structure of mordenitc is
related to dachiarditc, cpislilbite, ferrierite, and bikitaite.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, yellow, pink, orange,
and red
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous to silky
Hardness: 4 to 5
Density: 2.12to 2.15 gmlcm3
Fracture: undetermined
Cle.avage: {100} perfeel, {OlO} distinct

Refracti ve I nd ie('S:
a = 1.471-1.483
f3 = 1.475·1.485
"'f = 1.476·1.487
biaxial posilive or negative
2V = 760 to 1040
elongation always negative
parallel extinction
rarely inclined cX1inetion of 3.50
a e, ~ a, 'Y b

=

=

=
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Morphology
Mordenite commonly forms very slender, capillary.like, prismatic crystals (Figs. 420,421), elongated and striated along the c-axis (Fig. 423). It also forms fine radiating needles, collony masses
(Fig. 424), compact porcelaneous masses, and, rarely, smooth-surfaccd, compact, radiating
hemispheres. The morphology of mordenite can only be studied with magnificalions from 200 to
2000 power. Mordenite crystals are either square, rectangular, or octagonal in cross section from
the forms {1oo}, {OI0}, and {11O} (Figs. 411-419). The needles are commonly flallcned on
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{OlO}. Termination are frequently composed of compound small fibers without faces. The
forms {l01}, {OOn, and {lll} are seen 00 the "Iargc· mordenite crystalS, nearly 0.06 mm in
diameter (Figs. 422,423). ThicK mordenitc crystals arc gcnerally I to 2 cm long, while thin capillary fibers are found up to 6 cm long. Twinning, parallel to thc c-axis, is common (Waymoutb et
al., 1938).

Point Group: mm2
Crystal Class: Rhombic-pyramidal
Forms:
{lOO}, {OlO}, {llO}, {lOl}, {OOI}, {lll}

Figure 420. Group of colorless mordcnilc needles,
18 moo in diameter and 3S moo long, C<M:rcd with
chabazite and slilbitc from lhe Roadsidc Ouarry,
Goble, Oregon, U.SA; photo by Rudy W.
Tschemich.

Figure 421. Groups or transparent, colorless
mordenitc needles, 10 moo in diameter, on pink
heulandite (rom Rock Creek, Stevenson,
Washington, U.S.A; photo by Rudy W.
Tscbemieh.

Figure 422. Transparenl, colorless mordcnilc
prism, 0.06 moo across, [rom Woodland, Oark
County, Washington, U.SA; SEM photo by
Millon L. Spcckcls.

Figure 423. Transparent, colortess, striated
mordenite prism, 0.07 moo across, from Woodland,
Clark County, Washington, U.S.A; SEM photo by
Millon L. SpeckeLs.
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Chemical Composition
Morden, Kings Co., Nova SCotia, Canada (Passaglia, 1975)
Na5.09Cal.52Ko.64SrO.02M&o.02[J\Ig.27FeO.03Si38.82096J-29.22H20
Challis, Custcr Co., Idaho, U.S.A (Passaglia, 1975)
Na4.61Ca l.70Ko.27M&o.24[AJ8.88Si39.16~] - 26.10H20
Mossyrock Dam, Lewis Co., Washington, U.S.A (Passaglia, 1975)
Na3.98Ca2.14Ko.08M&o.05[Al8.12Feo.05 Si 39.n096J - 28.33H 20
Pashan, Pune, India (passaglia, 1975)
Na3.51Ca1.89Ko.14SrO.0 1MgO.09[Al7.40FeO.03Si40.53096J -27.26H20
Teigarhorn, Iceland (passaglia, 1975)
Na3.80Ca1.611«J.31M80.11 [Al7.60Feo.17Si 40.300 96J -26.03Ii20
Speranza vein, San Piero in Campo, Elba, Italy (Passaglia. 1975)
Na298Ca2.49Ko.73[Al9.11Si39.oo096J -28.791 120
Elba, Italy (Alberti et 01., 1986)
K280Ca2.05Na1.4gSrO.05MgO.04[Al8.89Si39.13096] - 29.07H 20
Altoona, Wahkiahum Co., Washinglon, U.S.A. (Wise and Tsehcrnich, 1978a)
NaZ.98Ca 1.90Ko.26 MSO.12Sr0.06Rao.02!Al7.30FCO.06Si40.820 96J - xH20
Cape Lookout, Tillamook Co., Oregon, U.S.A. (Wise and Tschernich, 1978a)
Na3.58Ca2.ooKo.82M&o.06IAJ7.66Si40.50096)-xHZO
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Passaglia (1975) found only a small variation in the exchangeablc cations in mordenite. Sodium
is commonly dominant or nearly equal to calcium. A pure sodium mordenite occurs at Boron,
California (William Wise, pers. comm.). A minor amount of potassium is commonly prescnt,
and is rarely dominanl. Small amounts of magnesium and strontium can be prescnl. Mordcnitc,
derived from volcanic ash in alkaline, saline lakes, has the highest silica contcnl. TSi =
Si/(Si +AI) = 0.81 to 0.83; Si/AI = 4.17 to 5.59
Synlhesis of mordenite requires calcium· or sodium·rich gcls, run for long duration at high
temperatures (2700 to 3900 C), although slower reactions do occur attempenures as low as 65°
C (Barrer, 1948; Sand, 1968).

Identification
Thin, hairlike needles of mordcnite are commonly confused with mcsolilc. natrolilc, scolccitc,
thomsonitc, crionitc, okcnilc, and possibly, perlialite, ferrierile, and mazzite. The terminations of
mordenitc can only be seen with magnificalion grealer than 100 power. The hexagonal zeolites
erionite, offretitc, perlialitc, and mazzilc can be distinguished from mordenite by their crystal
form, if the crystaltcrminalions can be observed.
Mordenile is commonly found Wilh Ihe high-silica zeolites dachiardite, epislilbite, ferrierite,
heulandite, analcimc, and wairakile, as well as quanz and opal. Mordenile is frequenlly found
under, or included within, heulanwle, stilbite, and epislilbile while SCOlccite and mcsolitc are
found on top of Ihose species. Mordenite is generally nOI found with low-silica zeolites.
The refractive indices (Rt) of mordenite are lower Ihan mcsolite, scolecile, thomsonite, mszzile, and okenite while equal to natrolite, pcrlialite, and erionite. Mordenite has a moderate bire·
fringence while mcsolite is nearly isotropic. Scolecile has inClined extinction of nearly 17°, while
mordenite commonly has parallel eXlinclion or inclined eXlinclion of a few degrees. Natrolite
and erionite arc lenglh slow, while mordenite is length fast. The optical elongation of mordenite
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is negative, while okenite is positive. The optics of ferrierite are similar to mordenite, and, tbere-

fore, specimens suspected of being mordenite require an XRD pattern for positive
identification.

Cleaning
Thin mordenite needles tend to mat tOgetber in any liquid. If undamaged mordenite is found,
try to keep it as clean as possible during coIlccting. Use a weak stream of pressurized air to
remove rock debris and mount the specimen in a plastic container to keep dust 01I, aod to aid in
handling. Mordenite will mat if toucbed or wrapped; therefore, be careful during collecting and
transporting. Delicate mordenite specimens without matrix should be moved with pins or
needles rather tban being toucbed by hand. If possible, mount the specimens, in the field, while
they arc being COllected. Masses of mordenite needles that have already been mailed can be
cleaned with a very gentle stream of tap water to remove mud or rock debris. Do not brusb, rub,
or use pressurized water because doing SO will remove the mordenite (unless that is what you
want to dO). It takes several days for wct mordenite to dry. Coarse, stiff mordenite needles are
found at a few localities. These can be soaked in a Biz bleacb or soap solution and cleaned witb
an ullrasonie cleaner. Mordenite bas a high Si/A1 ratio; therefore, calcite can be removed with
hydrochloric aCid, altbough if the needles are thin, they will mattogetber. Coarse mordenitc
needles cao be placed in oxalic acid to remove iron stains and in vitamin C (ascorbic acid) to
remove manganese oxides.

Origin
Mordeoite is commonly found in geothermal wells; therefore, the temperature and pressure
needed for CTystalli7.8tion in natural conditions are well known. In Iceland, mordenile is found in
basalt, tuffaceous breccia, and dolerite (SC811ered throughout the mesolite-scolecite, stilbite, and
laumontite zones) at temperatures from 75° to 2SOO C and at depths from 25 to 1800 meters
(Kristmannsd611ir and T6masson, 1978). In the Katayama geothermal area, Japan, mordenite
occurs at temperatures from 6fY> to 14()O C (Seki ef al., 1969b).In New Ze~land, mordenite is
fouod in rhyolite at depths from 118to 514 meters and at temperatures from 6fY> to 170" C in
the Ohaki·Broadlands geothermal area (Browne and Ellis, 1970); and it is found in pumice and
rh)'Olite tuff taken at depths from 80 to 213 meters and at temperatures from 6fY> to 164° C, in
the Wairakei geOthermal area ( teiner, 1953).
Glass in volcanic ash lhat fell into saline, alkaline lakes was allered over a very long period of
time (1000 to 10,000 years) by the soIulions (Si02= 10 ppm, K = 50 ppm, Na = 1000 ppm, pH
8(09) at 25° to 65° C to tiny crystals of heulandite and mordenite (Hoover, 1968; Papke, 1972;
Surdam and Parker, 1972; Ratterman and Surdam, 1981).
Thin, capillary needles of mordcnilc commonly cryslallizc slowly in stagnant, water·filled
cavities. If the water-fillcd cavities slowly dry out under natural cooditons, the mordcnile needles
become sliff and unmatted specimens result. If the pockets remain partially filled with surface
water, movement of the fock and water, during COllecting or blasting, mats the mordenitc fibers
together.

Occurrence
Mordenite is a common zcolite widcly found in silica-ricb volcanics (rhyolite, andesite, and
tholeiitic basalt), altered volcanic ash beds, and, rarely, in dense olivine basalts and pcgmatiles.
Mordeoite bas never been found in deep-sea sediments. Mordenite is commonly associated with
quarlz, heulandite, stilbite, cpi tilbite, dachiardilc, analcime, wairakite, and, less commonly, with
ferrierite, erionite, phillipsite, and chabazite. Only rarely is it found with thc silica.poor zeolites
thomsonite, Icvyne, gismondine, cowlesite, garronile, mesolite, natrolite, and scolccite. Due to
the very small cfystal size of mordeoitc in altered vok:anic ture dep<l5ils, only a few of those
extensive occurrences will be described in tbis chapler.
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Although mordenite is a common zeolite, clean, undamaged, display specimens are rarc. The
best display specimens are found in Oregon, Washington, Arizona, and Colorado, U.S.A, and
India. FJccellent micro-sizcd mordcnite crystals are found at several localities, particularly
Stevenson. Washington; Wolf Creek Pass, Colorado; and Coromandcl Peninsula, New Zealand.

Worldwide Localities
AUSTRAUA
Small white needles of mordenite arc found with pyrite on calcite at Dembla Grange, New
South Wales (Smithsonian, R WI).
AUSTRIA
Salzburg: Cotlonlike mordenitc aggregates arc found with dolomite and chlorite in rock bordering gneiss and serpentine at Fellerbachgraben, Zederhaus Valley. Lungau (Gemot Weis·
sensteiner. pers. comm.).

Styrla (= Steicrmark): Thin hairlike webs and radiating sprays of mordenite needles are com·
monly found with Na-rich dachiarditc and fcrrierite on joints and in cavities in chlorite schists
and amphibolitcs in the tunnels through Tanzenberg, near Kapfenberg (P05t1 et aJ., 1985; P05t1
and Waller, 1983b). Less commonly. mordenitc is associated ....ith analcime, ilica-rich heulanditc (= clinoptilolite). octahedrons and filiform pyrite, marcasite, quartz, sidcrite. sphalcrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, milleritc. opal, rutile, anatase, goethite, dolomite, calcite. magnesite,
ankerite, and barite (P05t1 er a!.• 1985; Postl and Walter, 1983b).
Collonlike mordenitc is found on dolomite and is associated with calcite. barite. ferrierite.
millerite, phalerite. galenite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, and marcasitc in amphibolite at the Diabas
Quarry. Lieschengraben, Oberhaag, near 'ibiswald (Gernot Weissensteincr, peTS. comm.).
BRAZIL
Mordenitc is commonly found with quartz, heulandite. and stilbite in fractures in Jurassic-Cretaceous dacite and rhyolite near Porto A1egrc, Rio Grande do Sui (Murats et 01., 1987). In thc
same area, mordenite is rarely prescnt with hculanditc, slilbite, analcime, scolccite, mesolite,
apophyllile, and calcite in tholeiitic basalt (Murata et 01., 1987). The distribution of mordenite is
controlled more by rock composition than temperature of crystallization.
BULGARIA
Mordcnitc crystallized simultaneou Iy wilh a ca-rich dachiardite (= svctlozarite) at Zvezdel
near Kurdzhali, eastern RhodOpe Mountains (Maleev, 1976). The minerals crystallized in thc
order: silica-rich heulandite and ferrierite > opal<nstobalite and chalcedony> dachiardite and
mordenite in veins that cement Oligocene brecciated andesite (Maleev, 1976).
White masses of Ihin mordenite needles fill cavities in green meta-volcanics at Momchilgrad,
RhodOpe Mountain, Kurdzhali (Smilhsonian, RWI). Mordenite and quartz arc found in the
upper part of hydrolhermally altered Upper Crctaceous volcanic rocks and tuffs in the Srednogorie (KOStov er a/., 1967; Kostov, 1970).
CANADA
British Columbia: Strontium-bearing mordenite (1.31 % SrO) (= ashtonite) forms colorless.
white. lilac. or brick-red radiating needles, up to 2 cm long, covered wilh calcite in vesicular
basalt 8 kID southwest of Pemicton (Poitcvin, 1932; Rcay and Coombs. 1971). The zeolitc-rich
Sr.bearing volcanic (lows at Yellow Lake, Olalla, are nearby (RWI).
Specimens of loog, white to salmon-colored, needlelike blades, claimed to be mordenite. from
Monte Lakc, near Wcstwold, arc ferricrite (Wise and Tschcmich, 19763; RWI).

Nova Scotia: (Type locality) Small. white, yellow, or red, fibrous masses of mordenite, up to 4
em in diameter, some covered with apophyllite and barite, arc found in the Triassic basalts and
as watcr-worn pebbles on thc hore near Morden, King's County (How 1864). Mordenite is
found along the Bay of Fundy from Harbourville to Chute Cove. in King's and Anoapoli Coun.
ties. with the best mordenite found west of Margaretville and east of Morden (Walker and Par·
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sons, 1922). Mordenite is covered with gyrolite at Peter's Point, Margaretville (How, 1864).
White to red masses of mordenite (= steeleite) are covered with stilbite in basalt at Cape Split,
near Cape Blomidon (H.intze, 1897). Walker and Parsons (1923) report beach pebbles of mordenite near Hall Harbour; between Whitewater and Chipman Brooks; and in volcanics between
Murry Brook and Black Rock.
Mordenitc is one of the earHest minerals in the cavities, frequently crystallizing in the order:
clay> quartz> mordenite > chabazite> stilbite > heulandite (Walker and Parsons, 1922).
The low-silica zeolites, natrolite, mesolite, and scolecite, thath are present in the area are not
found associated with mordenite (RWI).
Quebec: White, malted, fibers of mordenite are found with Na-rich dachardite. ankerite. calcite,
quartz, aDd weloganite in a dawsonite-hearing silicate-<:arbonate sill at the Francon Quarry. StMichel, Mont.rcal Island (Bonardi e/ al., 1981).

CHAD
Mordcnite crystallized at surface conditions with magadiite and trona, from a reaction between
Clay, diatomite. and concentrated sodium carbonate (without the presence of glass) along the
shore of Lake Chad (Maglione and Tardy, 1971).
COSTA RICA
Thin, colorless needles of mordenite, up to 10 mm long, arc frequently covercd with rice-grain
qua.rLZ and stilbite in cavities in volcanics at Guatil (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.). Other cavities
contain heulandite, laumontite, and calcite.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Samajova (1977) reports slender acicular mordcnite in cracks of an<lesitc in the central Vihorlat
Mountains. Mordenite is found with quartz, chabazite, heulandite, and calcite in fISSures in
vesiCUlar basalt at Kozakov, northern Bohemia (Cerny, 1967). Mordenite occurs wilh silica-rich
heulandile in Miocene volcanic breccia in Slovakia (Samajova, 1979).
FAROE ISLANDS
Betz (1981) reports rnordenite from Dalsnipa, Sandoy Island.
GREENLAND
Mordenite forms a 5-mm-tbick layer, covered by stilbitc. in large cavities in basalt at Nungerut,
in the Rilenbenk District. At Skandscn, in the Godhavn Dislrict. cavities in basalt. up 1020 cm in
diameter, are filled with SOft, feltlike masses of extremely thin mordenite fibers, covered by
heulandile and apophyllite. Mordenite occurs in cavities in basalt in eastern Greenland (B0ggild,
1953).
ICELAND
Mordenite is reported by Walker (l960b) to be very abundant and widespread in the Tertiary
tholeiitic lava in the Berufjordur-Breiddalur area of eastern Iceland. It is oftcn associatcd wilh
epistilbite, chalcedony, and quarlZ but is never found in olivine basalt with the low-silica zeolites
thomsonite, chabazite. garrooile. gismondine, analcime, mesolite, levyne, phillipsitc, or cowlcsilc
(Walkcr, 1960b). Mordenitc, chalcedony, and quartz are most abundant from sea Icvelto 300
meters above sea level. Extremely thin, White. acicular crystals of mordcnitc, up to 2 COl in
Icngth, covered by heulandite, stilbite, scolecite, and epistilbite, line cavities in tholciitic basall sea
cliffs at Teigarhorn. in Bcrufjord (Smithsonian; RWI). Above the 3()()-mcler clCV8lion, only
mordenite, chalcedony. quam.. and clay arc present, which decrease in amounts up to the 762meter elevation, where the vesicles are empty (Walker, 1960b). Undamaged clean mordenile
specimens are rare due to surface weathering and malting from rain water in near-surface
cavities.
In easlern Iceland, fibrous needles of mordenite are intergrown with epistilbite and quartz in
chlorile and calcite-lined vesicles, in drill holes, at deplhs (rom 306 to 360 meters, in Tertiary
tholeiitic basalt al Reydarfjordur (Mehcgan e/ al., 1982).
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Mordenitc is also found in geothermal drill holes in basall at Laugaland, -yjafjordur;
Akureyri, nonhern Iceland; and Urridavatn, eastern Iceland (Kristmannsdollir, 1982). Hightemperature wells in tuffaceous breccia at Krafla, northern Iceland, contain mordenitc at a
depth of 125 mcters and at a temperature of2OQO C (Krismannsdollir aDd Tomasson, 1978). At
Nesjavcllir, ....-estern Iccland, mordenitc Ls found at 300 and 1800 meters depth and attcmperatures from 1500 to 2800 C (KrLsmannsdottir and Tomasson, 1978).
AI Reykjanes, western Iceland, the upper part of tbe geothermal drill holes in basalt (which
are filled with saline seawatcr) contain mordenite, stilbitc, mesolite, analcime, wairakite, quartz,
and calcite (Tomasson and KrLstmannsdollir, 1972). Detz (1981) reports mordenite from
Gljufura, Vestur-Hunavatnssysla; Hvalfjord; Skorradalur; and Djupifjord.
INDIA

Mordenite Ls rare in the western Deccan basalis. Most mordenite localities are in thc Pune
(= Poona) District, in the state of Maharashtra. Colorless, delicate, radiating tufts of extremely
fine, hairlike mordenite crystals are found with apophyllite, cristobalite, and golden calcite at
Chiochwad, near Pune (Sukheswala eJ 01., 1972; Smithsonian, RWI). Colorless to white mordenite needles, up to 5 mm long, arc found on blue chalcedony spheres in cavities ncar Punc
(Smithsonian; RWI). Passaglia (1975) rcports mordenite from scverallocalities in the Pune
District, including Ganeshkind; Kirkce; Durangabad; and Pashan.
Exceptional display specimen of mordcnile arc found at Chinchwad, in thc Pune Oi trict.
They form radiating hemispheres of mordcndite, up to 5 em in diameter, composed of colorless
to white, straight needles, scallercd on black clay or a bluish cri tobalite cavity lining (RWI).
Nearby cavities contain large, colorless, heulandite crystals, and chalky-white, okenite hemispheres that closely resemble mordenite hemispheres.
Vesicular basalt at the nora Caves in the state of Hyderabad contain long, colorless to White,
mordenile needles, only 0.02 mm in diameter, covcred with 0.5 mm octahedrons and twins of
cristobalile and quar17. pseudomorphs after cristobalitc (Valkcnberg and Buic, 1945). Mordenite
Ls also found at Hellora GuITa, H)'derabad (Passaglia, 1975).
ITALY

•

Thin, white, radiating mordenitc (= pscudonatrolite) needles, with the forms {lOO}, {OlO},
{110}, and {10 I}, are commonly associated with dachiardite, stiIbitc, hculanditc, pollucitc,
quartz, orthoclase, and tourmalinc in pegmatites near San Piero, Campo, Elba (O'Achiardi,
1906; Orlandi and Scortecci, 1985; RWT). Passaglia (1975) reports mordenite in the Filone
della Speranza Vein, San Piero, Campo, Elba.
Pink. fibrous masses of mordenite are found covering dark orange-red dachiardite at Orli di
Fassa Alpe di Siu i (= Seiser A1pc), Bolzano (Alberti, 1975b; VCZ7...alini and Alberli, 1975).
Mordenitc also occurs at Val Duron, Alpe di Siusi (Ve-aalini and Alberti, 1975).
Massive red-colored mordenitc (= arduinite) covers radiating groups of red heulanditc at Val
di Fassa, in Trentino·A1to Adig (Smithsonian, RWT). At Val di Zuccanti, Veneto, in Vicenzs,
mordenite (= arduinitc) forms brick red to salmon-colorcd masses of radiating needles, 10 to 20
mm long, with calcite, cpidote, quartz, and microcline in altered volcanics (Davis, 1958; mithsonian, RWI). Rcddish-orange radiating plates of heulanditc from Val di Zuccanti arc commonly misidentified as mordcnitc (= arduinitc) (RWf). Mordenitc occurs at Montc Civillina,
Rccoaro, Vicenza (Passaglia, 1975).
Passaglia (1975) reports brick-red masses of mordcnitc with quart.z at Val di Fassa, Oampaz,
Sella Brunec; Sas di Porcel; Giumela; Mezzaselva Cui Aut; La Crepa Nicga; Vanolis; and
Masonade. Brick·red masses of mordenite needles, up 15 mm to long, are found at Fossacc,
Bufaure, Val di Fassa (Briti h Museum, RWI).
In Bclluno, mordcnite Ls found with calcite at Ru Franzei, Roclca Pictore; and Val di Gares,
Forono di Canale (Passaglia, 1975). Passagtia (1975) reports mordenite at Monastir, Cagliari.
Radiating red mordenitc needles form masses at Predav..o (Briti h Museum, RWI).
JAPAN

Small, thin Ol~cdles of mordcnite arc found at all dachiarditc localities in Japan. Iydrothermal
veins in thc Ono)'ama Minc, Kagosbima Prefccture, contain mordcnitc, Ca·rich daclliarditc,
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beulandite. and quartz (Kato, 1973). Aggregates of cottony mordenite fibers are found with Narich dacbiardite, silica-rich beulandite. barite, and sulfide minerals in veins in altered rhyolite at
Tsugarwa, Niigata Prcfecture (Yoshimura and Wakabayashi, 1977). Mordenite. dachiardite.
heulandite, and chalcedony are found at Hatsunerura. on Chichijima Island (Nishido and
Otsuka. 1981). Mordcnitc also occurs at Susaki (Nishido el al., 1982).
White to pink. cottony mordenite needles, up to 3 mm long. occur in a reddish vesicular
Pliocene rhyolitc intrusive at Y05hida, Kag05hima Prefecture (Tomita el 01.• 1970).Mordenite.
heulandite. and hematite crystals are found in cavities in dolerite at Shikiusu and Nokkamappu
on the northwest side of the Nemuro Peninsula. Hokkaido (Ito. 1979).
Mordenite. heulandite, and stilbite are found in a zone. below one containing chabazite. and
above a zonc containing natrolite, datolitc. and apophyllitc in andesite at Kuma·machi, Ehime
Prefecture (Ishibasbi. 1971). The zeolites are believed to bave formed from hydrothermal solutions at temperatures ranging from 150" to 250" C.
Mordenile. silica-rich heulandite. erionite, chalcedony. and quartz are found in Middle
Miocene dacitic and basaltic tuff that overlies olivine pillow basalt (containing natrolite,
gonnardite. tbomsonite, analcime. calcite. phillipsite, chabazite. apophyllite, and clay minerals)
along the sea bOre of Maz~, in the Iwamurc District, Niigata Prefecture (Harada el 01.• 1%7;
Shimazu and Kawakami. 1967).
Veins composed of white mordenite needles are found in sedimentary rock at Kawashimo,
Daigo. Ibaraki Prefecture, Honshu (Passaglia, 1975; Smithsonian; RWI). PassagJia (1975)
reports mordenite in zeolitizcd volcanic tuffat Nagasawa Shinjo. Yamagata Prefecture; atllado,
Akita Prcfccturc; and with cristobalite at Nata Komatsu, Isbikawa Prefecture.
Miocene tuffs in the Ea t Taozawa Mountain. in central Japan, are altered by burial diagencsis to form a shallow mordenite zone that overlays a heulandite zone and a deep laumontite zone
(Yoshitani. 1%5). In the nearby Oyama·Isehara District. adjacent layers of the same composition that were originally glassy pumice tuff or tuff-breccia arc altercd to mordenitc. in the gla y
layers, and laumontite in the more porous breccia (Seki el aI., 1972). In thc Tam:,.awa Mountain
and the Motajuku District. north of Kanto. Miocene sediments and volcanics arc intruded by
granite or quartz diorite forming concenlric zonation around the intrusive in the order (starting
furtbest from thc intrusive): stilbite.heulandite-mordenite-quartz > laumontite-wairakitcyugawaralite > cblorite-pumpellyite.prehnite-cpidotc > chtoritc-cpidotc-actinolite > biotite·
hornblende-diopside-garnet > quartz diorite (SCki el 01.• 1969a).
Mordenite, cristobalite, opal. and ilica-rich heulaodite are common and widespread in
Miocene volcanic breccia or green tuff in Japan (Utada. 1970). In the Niigata oil field, central
Japan, drilling through 5 km of marine strata found zones (with increasing depth) consisting of
fresh glass> silica-rich heulandite and mordenitc at 41° to 49" C > analcime-quartz >
laumontite-quartz> albite-quartz (lijima and Utada, 1971. 1972). Mordenite is abundant at
Minase and Ten'ei in the TQhoku District and at Maji San'in District (Utada. 1970).
Mordenite is found in andesite and dacite tuff in the upper zone, in geothermal wells. at a
depth of 140 meters and at temperatures from 60" to 140" C. in the Katayama geothcrmal area,
Onikobe. northeast Japan. The mordenite is followed (at depth) by a zone of laumontiteanalcime-yugawaralite and the deepest wairakite zone (SCki el al., 1969b). Mordenite is also
found in andesite and dacite breccia in the Atosanupuri geothermal area. Hokkaido. at temperatures under 100" C (SCk" 1970).
Mordcnitc commonly forms fanlike acicular aggregates with clay. quartz, analcime, ferricrite.
and sulfides in Kuroko-type (= black ore) deposits. in the Waga-Omono; Hokuroku; aDd Aizu
Di triet (Utada, 1988). The zeolites formed in a low-temperature zone (below 120" to 150" C)
surrounding the Kuroko ore (pyrite. chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena) that was derived from
"black smoker" bydrolhermal vents (250" C), underwater. in Miocene seaOoor volcanics (Utada,
1988). The rising hydrothermal solutions spread horizontally through porous rock and were confmed by a dense cap rock. The solutions mixed with alkaline interstitial Ouid and reacted with the
rocl< as the temperature decreased to a JXlint favorable for 7-colite crystallization (Utada. 1988).
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KENYA

Small amounts of mordenite are found wit.h analcime (that formed by a reaclioll of clay,
dialomile, and sodium carbonale) in Pleislocene 10 Holocene sedimelllS in Ihe Magadi Basin,
Eastern Rift Valley (Surclam and Eugsler, 1976).
MARTINIQUE (French)

Mordenite, heulandile, mesolite, and chabazite are found in Pliocene submarine tuffs, pillow
lava, and dikes on the Island of Martinique (Westercamp, 1981). Shallow magmatic inlrusions
formed zones ill Ibe surrounding rocks characterized by laumontite in Ihe hottest (1000 to 2000
C), innermost zone followed by a slilbile zone> analcime·tbomsonite zone> and finally, by the
outer, low·temperature mesolite-chabazile zone (WCSlcrcamp, 1981).
MEXICO

CbJbuabua: Clusters of long, slcnder, white mordenite needles and spongy fibrous mats are,
very rarely, found with chak:edony and quartz in "coconut" geodes from Cbihuabua (Finkelman,
1974). Other geodes contain calCite, goethile, hematile, ramsdellite, and olher minerals.
Guanajuato: Mordenile oeedles arc found ill volcanic rock at Guanajuato, Municipio de Gua·
najuato (Smithsonian, RWI).
NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Mordcnite (= pt.ilolite) is the characleristic mineral of the zone of zeolilizatioll,
described by Steiner (1953), in Ihe geothermal region of Wairakei, near Lake Taupo. DriU cores,
taken at deplhs from 80 to 213 meters and al temperatures from 6()0 to 164° C, contain radiat·
ing aggregates of cOllony fibrous mordenile, filling pores and vesicles in pumice and rhyolile tuff
(Steiner, 1953). Mordenite is commonly associated wilb wairakite, and rarely with heulandite.
. cellent specimens of colorless to light yellow, coarse, radiating, flallened mordcnite needles,
with vertical strialions, are lerminaled by crude faces or feathered multiple needles on quartz·
lined vesicles in rhyolite on the Coromandel Peninsula, near Ihe Tairua River, Auckland; near
Thames; at Rangihau; and at Genlle Annie, Coroglen (RWI).
Colorless trapezOhedra of analcime are found on mordenite and heulandile in Terliary basalt
atlhe Flat Top Quarry, north of Auckland City (AJun Baines and Karl Von Blaramberg, pers.
cooom.). Other cavities contain stilbite, apophyllite, calcite, and chlorile. Mordenile occurs with
analcime, Chabazite, nalrolite, and thomsonite at Waiwera; witb heulandite at Pukelui; and at
Rangillau (AJun Baines and Karl Von Blaramberg, pers. comm.). Colorless, while, or paJe )'CIlow needles and felled masses of mordenile (with dislincllerminalions) are found with Clay at
lIikuai on tbe Coromandel Peninsula (Smithsonian, RWl).
Small mordenile needles are found in a few drill cores in Quaternary rbyolite in geothermal
wells, at depths from 118 to 514 meters and temperatures 6()0 to 1700 C in highly porous Quaternary quam-plagioclase ignimbrite, tuffs, and breccia in the Ohaki·Broadlands geothermal
area, near tbe Waikato River, North Island (Browne and Ellis, 1970). Wairakite is found at
bigher tcmperatures in the geothermal wells.
Silky, fibrous tufts of white mordenite are found in cavities at Todd's Quarry, Dargaville
(William Ulrich, unpublished report). Mordcnitc is a major constituent of altered volcanic tuff
beds near Whangarei (William Ulrich, unpublished report).
Thin, hairlike mordellitc i found alone or on hculandite and is covered by analcime, in Tertiary basalt altbe Flat Top Quarry, north of Auckland City (AJun Baines and lUIrl Von Blaram·
berg, pers. comm.). Olher cavilies contain cbabazite, stilbitc, apophyllitc, calcite, and cblorile.

South Island: Colorl
to palc yellow terminaled mordcnitc needles OCCUr near Nelson
(Henderson, 1983). Mordenitc is found with heulandite, stilbite, and scolecile al Stew Point,
Rangitala Gorgc, Canterbury (William Ulrich, unpUblished report).
NICARAGUA

Whitc fibrous malS of mordenite arc found wilh quartz, and are covered with heulandite and
slilbitc in cavities in volcanics al Boaca, Department of Boaca (Charles Trantham, pers. comm.).
Volcanics along the Pan American Highway, south of Esteli, Department of Esteli, contain
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opaque, white, radiating, mordenite needles, up to 10 mm long, covered with colorless, f1attopped laths of stilbite (Charles Trantham, pers. comm.).
PANAMA
Thin, hairlike, colorless to white needles of mordenite are found covered with tiny, rice.grain·
shaped quartz in altered quartz-rich volcanic rock in Panama (Smithsonian, RWl).
POLAND
Mordcnite forms fibrou radial masses with quartz and chlorite, in fissures in basalt, at Myd7Jc: in
Volhynia (Thugutt, 1933).
REUNION
Fibrous, radiating, collonlike I11Qfdenite crystals occur at the margins of volcanics, near syenitic
sills, at Chapelle de Cilaos, Reunion, in the Indian Ocean (Nativel, 1986).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIAUST REPUBUCS
Tiny, radiating mounds of K-rieh mordenite needles are found on analcime in chalcedony-calcitc
geodes and vcins in volcanic rock near Karadag, Eastern Crimea (Suprychev, 1968). The mordenite is estimated to have crystallized between 1500 and 2300 C.
Miocenc tuffs are altered to mordcnitc, analcime, and silica-rich heulandite in the Solt Trough
Ukraine (Suprychev, 1976). Mordenite, thomsonitc, heulanditc, stilbitc, analcimc, natrolite,
mesolitc, laumontite, chabaute, and calcite arc found in cavities in basalt breccia and tuffs in Ihe
Lower TunguSka Region, Siberia (Shkabara and Shturm, 194(). Mordenitc occurs at Nignaia
Tunguska, Siberia (PassagJia, 1975), and with quartz in basalt al Mydzk, Volhymia (Thugull,
1933).
UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland: Walker (19603) reports mordenite to be rare in the Tertiary lavas of CoUnly
Antrim. Tiny, thin, cream 10 pale green needles of mordenile form radial groups, 2to 3 mm
long, in vesicular andesite attbe Slievc-Na-Gravery Quarry, Colin Mountain, near Belfast
(Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities comain chalcedony, quartz., stilbitc, and heulandite.

Scotland: Salmon-colored acicular mordenite crystals, up to 2 cm long, covered with thick
masses of calcile and quartz, werc found near TinkJetop, Dallindean, Incblure, Perlhshire (Brian
Jackson, pers. comm.). Brick-red needles ofmordenite (= ptilolite) are found in quartz-filled
cavities in volcanic rock at Dumbarton, Dunbarlooshire (Macpherson and livingstone, 1982).
White, fibrous mordenile, up to 3 mm long, are found on Aros, Mull, Argyllshirc (Waymouth
e/ a/., 1938; British Museum, RWI). Volcanic glass in a pitchstonc is altercd to mordenitc at
Tormore, Arran, (Harris and Brindley, 1954).
UNITED STATES
Arizona: Excellent specimens of undamaged, clean, thin, white, hairlike needles of mordenite
line elongated cavities, up to 8 cm in diameter, in rhyolitc in the ew Water Mountains, La paz
County (Dave Shannon, pers. comm.). Mordenite is found at Union Pass, Mohave County
(Smithsonian, R Wl).

California: Radiating clusters ofwhitc slender mordenite nccdles and lathlike crystals are frcquently found coating blue calcite on diopside-v.'OlIastonite in the contact zone betwccn Upper
Paleozoic limestone and inlrusive quartz monzonitc and pegmatites at the Commcrcial Limestone Quarry, Crestmore, ncar Riverside, Riverside County (WOOdford et 01.,1941). Other zeolites prcscnt include stilbitc, phillipsitc, natrolite, scolecite, chabazite, thomsonite, gonnardite,
laumontite, and epi tilbite (WOOdford et al., 1941; Pemberton, 1983).
Pink clustcrs or capillary mordenite ncedles occur with natrolite, analcime, laumontitc,
beulandite, calcite, pyrite, Chlorite, cbalcedony, and green prehnite in veins and vesicles in Middle Miocene pillOW basalt at Cahuenga Pass, in the Santa Monica Mountains, HOIJywood, Los
Angeles Count)' ( euerburg, 1951).
Cotlony masses and delicate sprays of white mordenite needles are found on heulandile in
vesicular volcanic rock in lIunl canyon, Los Angeles County (Pemberton and Alexander, 1968).
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Mordenite is found with silica-rich heulandite, calcite, reladonite, pyrite, gypsum, and pyrrhotite
in vesicular Miocene basalt between camarillo and Thousand Oaks, Ventura County (Fred
DeVito, pers. comm.).
Thin mordenite needles are very common in cavities, up to 15 em across, with silica·rich
heulandite (= clinoptilolite), pyrite, reladonite, quartz, and calcite on chalcedony and black:
chlorite in veins cutting andesite tuff along the Reyes Adobe Road and the Ventura Freeway,
Agoura Hills, Los Angeles County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.).
Thin, white, hairlike masses and sprays of mordenIte are found with ferrierile and silica-rich
heulandite (= clinoptilolite) in vesicular basalt at the Canwood Mall site, Agoura Hills, Los
Angeles County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain chabazite, ferrierite, mor·
dcnitc, offrctite, c1achiardite, analcime, phillipsite, Fe-rich saponite, opal, aragonite, calcite,
apophyllite, gypsum, pyrite, and chalcedony.
Tiny, acicular or prismatic mordenite crystals, only 0.01 to 0.04 mm long, are commonly found
with silica·rich heulandite and clay, rarely, with quartz, opal, or potassium-feldspar in Mi<><:ene
zcolitized volcanic tuff in the Barstow Formation, Mud Hills, San Bernardino County (Sheppard
and Gude, 1969b). The lateral zonation of the minerals is relaled 10 Ihe salinity and pH of the
trapped water in the tuff during deposition. Along the edge of the lake, where fresh water
entered the lake, unaltered glass, along with minor zeolites and montmorillonite, is found. As the
salinity increases the glass is converted into chabazite-phillipsite> erionite > silica-rich
heulandite- mordenite-quartz > moderate salinity produced only analcime, and the center of the
lake, which has the highest salinity, is rich in potassium-feldspar (Sheppard and Gude, 1969b).
Mordenite is found in the Kaiser Quarry, near Orinda, Contra Costa County (Smithsonian,
·R WT). Miocene volcanic tuffs of the Obispo Formation in the Coast Ranges, in San Luis
Obispo County, contain up to 75% mordenite (Surdam and Hall, 1968).
Small mordenite crystals are found along the edges of opal veins in silica-rich, heulandite-rich
ash beds on the Mount Hamilton Road, of the central Coast Ranges, Santa Clara County
(Murata and Whiteley, 1973). Tiny needles ofmordenite are found with silica-rich heulandile in
altered Tertiary volcanic tuff deposils in the Mojave Desert, San Bernardino County, at Black:
canyon; calico Mounlains; and Alvord Mountain, as well as in Kern County, in the III Paso
Mountains and Rosamond Hills (Sheppard and Gude, 19(4).

Colorado: White needles of mordenite (= ptilolite), up to 5 mm long, arc found on bluish chalcedony in cavities in an andesite conglomerate at Grecn and Table Mountains, Jefferson County
(Cross and Eakins, 1886).
Vesicular basalt, near Wolf Creek Pass, in Mineral County and Archuleta County, contains
excellent specimens of colorless to while, thin, capillary-like mordenite needles, up to 20 mm
long, and creamy-white to pink: porcelaneous masses on drusy heulandite, followed by brownishblack nontronite clay and calcite cryslals in cavities, ranging from 1 to 20 cm in diametcr
(Hanner, 1976). Other cavities conlain chalcedony, quartz, analcime, blue celadonite and, rarely,
Ba-rich pbillipsite (= wellsite)(Hanner, 1976; Modrcsld, 1985).
Thin, colorless to while, hairlike needles of mordenite (= plilolitc), with the forms {100},
{OlO}, OlO}, and {OOJ}, form tufts and masses with analcime, in lO-rnrn cavities, in highly
vesicular volcanics at Silver Cliffs, Custer Coumy (Cross and Eakins, 1886). Mordenitc (= ashtonite) is found in Ihe Needle Mountains, San Juan County (Smithsonian, RWI)
Hawaii: Mordenile rarel)' fills heul.andilc-lined vesicles in lava althe Puu 0 Ehu Quarry, near
Enchanted Lake, Oahu (Dunham, 1933). The minerals crystallized in the sequence: quartz >
epislilbite > nontronite > chabazite·laumontite > hculandite > mordenite (Dunham, 1933;
White, 1984).

Idaho: Remarkable mordenite-lined geodes, up to 30 cm across, were found in andesite news
(probably interbedded with Miocene zeolitizcd tuffaceous lake sediments) soulh of Challis,
Custer County (R WT). Ross and Shannon (1924) describe creamy-white to pink, radial, fibrous
masses of mor<.lenite, up to 2 em long, grading into dense compact porcellaneous masses. Thin,
cottony, felted mordenite aggregates are covered with small radial spherulites or spindle-shapcd
grains of quartz in nesh-red heulanditc-lined cavilies and are covered by chalcedony, platy cal-
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cite, and flattened analcime. Some mordenite needles display an inclined optical eXlinclion angle
of 3.se (Ross and Shannon, 1924).
Nevada: Mordenite is common (with minor silica-rich heulandite, erionilc, phillipsite, clay, and
calcite) in massive greenish-gray Pliocene volcanic tuff that underlies orange zeoliIe-rich beds
(with an abundance of silica-rich heulandite, erionite, chabazite, phillipsite, and calcite, with only
minor mordenite) at the Eastgate Deposit, Fallon, Churchill County (Papke, 1972). Glassy
silica-rich volcanic ash fell into saline, alkaline lakes (with a pH of over 9) and reacted wilh the
solution to first form montmorillonite followed by phillipsite and chabazite, and later by the
high-silica zeolites erionite, mordenite, and heulandite (Papke, 1972).
Mordenite occurs in altered volcanic ash beds, with silica-rich heulandile and ferrierite at
Lovelock, Pershing County, and Fallon, Churchill County, with silica-rich heulanditc and analcime near Beatty, Nyc County, and with silica-rich heula.ndile at Tonopah, Nyc County, and
Goldfield, Esmeralda County (Papke, 1972). Mordenite is found in the Trinity Basin, Pershing
County (Smithsonian, R WI).
Mordenile, and other zeolites, are found in the Tertiary volcanic tuffs at Pahute Mesa and
Yucca Aat, al the Nevada Test Site, east of Bealty, Nyc County (Hoover, 1968). The minerals
formed as the result of leaching of volcanic glass at the surface and crystallizing at lov.'Cr levels at
temperatures from 25 0 to 650 C. ZOning in the tuffs (from top to bottom) are in the order: fresh
glass-montmorillonite-chabazite at the top> cristobalite, silica-rich heulanditc > quartz, potassium feldspar, mordenite > and analcime (Hoover, 1968).

New Jersey: Mordenite is rarely found at Montclair (Smithsonian, R WI).
New Mexico: Mordenite and heulandite occur al the Squaw Creek Tin Mine, Sierra County
(Patrick Haynes, pers. comm.). While fibrous mordenile is found wilh heulandite in breccia at
the ReX/Smuggler Mine, Ilillsboro, Sierra County (MocIreski, 1985). Mordenite and heulandite
are found in vesicular basalt near La Madera, Rio Arriba County (MocIreski, 1985).
Oregon: Vesicular Miocene tholeiitic basalt
cliffs from Cape Meares to Cape Lookout,
Tillamook County, contain furry, colton-balllike, spherical aggregates of mordenite (Fig.
424), only I to 2 mm in diameter, impaled on
erionite needles or lining cavities (R WI). At
Cape Lookout, mordenite is commonly found
with silica-rich heulanditc (= clinoptilolite),
daehiardite, and erionile in the order of
crystallization: clay> thin erionite needles >
porcelaneous mordenile > dachiardite >
fibrous mordenite, chalcedony> phillipsite>
silica·rich beulandite > filiform and cubic
pyrite> cak:ite (Wise and Tscbernich, 19783).
Very small, furry, radi.aling spheres of
mordenite, only 1milimeter in diameter, are
found with phillipsite aggregates and silica-rich
beulandite (= clinoptilolile) on long erionite
needles in vesicular Miocene tholeiitic basalt at
Yaquina Head, near Agate Beach, Lincoln
County (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b). Nearby FJ&ure 424. White, cotlon-ball mordenite
aggregates, 2 moo in diameter, on crionitc needles
cavities contain chabazite, barite, filiform
from Cape LookoUl, Tillamook County, Oregon,
pyrite, calcite, and dachiardite (Wise and
U.S.A; pholO by Rudy W. Tschemich.
Tschcrnich, 1976b, 19783).
Thin, white mordenite needles are rarely found on drusy heulandite and are covered by opal,
chalcedony, phillipsite,levyne, or analcime in the vesicular base of an Eocene basalt flow at the
Neer Road Pit, Neer Road, Goble, Columbia County (Tschernich and Howard, 1987). In the
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dense center of the same flow, mordenite forms colorless to yellow, smooth-surfaced, hard
bemispheres, Ito 3 mm in diameter, that arc covered by a tbin chalcedony sbelltbat frequently
forms the nucleus of radiating heulandite groups. Nearby cavities contain cowlesite, apophyllitc,
garronite, phillipsite, analcime, chabazite, thomsonite, stilbite,lcvyne, oUretite, erionite, tsehcrnichite, boggsite, okcnitc, mcsolite, copper, epistilbite, and quartz (fschernich and Howard,
1987).
.
Largc, elongated cavities, up to 80 coo long and 12to 30 coo high, in grayish-green, Eocene
olivine basalt, contained snow-whitc, matted, thin, cottonlike needles of mordenite, up to 2.5 cm
long, at JaqUish Road, south of Goble, Columbia County (Tschemich, 1990). White balls of
fibrous okenite, up to 10 mm in diametcr, and colorless apophyllite crystals were perched on the
mordenite lining in some cavities. The minerals crystallized in the order: copper> clay>
heulanditc > mordenite > apopbyllite > okenite > apophyllite. Nearby cavities in red volcanic
bre<x:ia contained tbomsonite, mesolite, heulandite, stilbite, analcime, chabazite, and calcite
(TSChernicb, 1990).
Exceptional specimens of clean, undamaged, slender, white mordenite needles (Fig. 420), up
to 15 mm long, formed fingerlike growths, up to 3 em long, that radiatc from a hollow core and
are covered with tiny stilbite, chabazitc, and calcite in cavities, up to 8 coo widc, in massivc
Eocene basalt at the Roadside Quarry, soulh of Goble, Columbia County (R WT).
A remarkably large pockct or "cave; 1 by 2 by 4 meters, was found in basalt along the
Calapooya River, ncar Dollar, Linn County, which was lined with clean, whitc, thin mordenitc
needles, 1to cm long, and formed stalactites and draperies, up to 1 meter long (R WT). The
cores ofthc stalactites and draperies were composed of 2-mm-Iong ricc-shaped quartz that VI'Cre
covered by mordenite and small stilbite crystals. Large white stilbite crystals and columnlikc
aggregatcs were found on thc mordenitc-covcred walls.
Exceptional specimcns, composed of undamaged, clean, very thin mordenite needles, up to 2
cm long, covered by rice-grain-like quartz, large white stilbitc, and calcite plates lined pockets, up
to 60 em across, in basalt at thc Rickreall Creek: Quarry, near Dallas, Polk: County (R WT).
Nearby pockcts conlained apophyllite, beulandite, pyrile, magnctitc, and clay. Thin, whitc mordenitc nccdles, up to 10 moo long, are found with quartz, datolitc, calcitc, clay, stilbite, and
chabazite in cavities in an andesitc intrusive at Cox Butte, near Junction Oty, Lane County
(RWf).
Thin, white needles of mordenite, completely oovered by heulandite, are associated with
natrolite, analcime, calcite, nontronite, thomsonite, copper, gmelinite, and phillipsite in highly
altered vesicular basalt atlhe old Springfield Butte Quarry, Springfield, Lane County (KJeck,
1960, 1972).
Pink to white needles of mordenitc are included witbin heulandile crystals at Dorena Dam,
Cottage Grove, Lane County (K1eck, 1960). Any cxposed mordcnite became unstable and was
dissolved. Thin, colorless mordenite needles are covered with heulandite, slilbile, chabaz.ite, and
calcite in cavities in basalt at Lost Crcck: Dam, Douglas County (RWI).
Creamy-white matted mordcnite needles arc found with an abundance of red, silica-rich
heulandite crystals in hollow rhyolite thundcreggs, in the sphcrulitic phase of tuff nows, at the
Number 5 thunderegg bed, at Richardson's Ranch, norlh of Madras, Jefferson Counly (RWI).
Opal and chalcedony cover the zeolites in some thundereggs.
Cream<olored mordenite fibers are found wilh colorless silica·rich heulandite in hollow rhyolite thundereggs at Succor Creek, Malheur County. Nearby thundcreggs are filled with chalcedonyor opal (RWf).
Utah: Schaller (19313) describes radial groups of pink, orange, )'ellow, pale green, or colorless
f1attcncd mordenile (= ptilolitc) needles, up to 1cm long and only 0.06 mm thick, embedded in
calcite in amygdaloidal basalt, at Coyote, Garfield County. The mordenile needles are heavily
striated vertically, due to lhe prism faces {loo}, {110}, and {OlO}, and are terminated by
minutc {oot} and {lOt}.
Thin mordenite needles (colOred rusty-red from disseminated hematite) form radiating bundles, up to 40 mm in diameter, frequently covered by a Ihin quartz coating, along the now lines
ofa quartz latite in the TInlic Mining District (Stringham, 1950). Ma ive pink to orange ncedles

•
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of mordenite, up to 12 mOl long, are found in volcanic rock from MarysvaJe, Piute County
(Smilhsonian, RWf). While needles of mordenite arc found with uranophane.bela on quanz in
breccia in the Yellow Chief Mine, Thomas Range, Juab County (Richard Thomssen, pers.
comm.).
Virginia: Mordenite is found with stilbite at the Virginia Goose Creek Quarry, Leesburg,
Loudoun County (Smithsonian, RWI).
Wa.shington: Long, slender, colorless to white mordenile needles, up to 5 em long, are rarely
found with quarlz and calcite in clay-lined vesicles, up to 8 em in diameter, at the South Point
Quarry, near the Hood Canal Bridge, Jefferson County (RWI).
Colorless, thin, hairlike needles of mordenite, 10 to 15 mOl long, covered with rice grain and
spheres of quartz, apophyllite, heulandite, or stilbite, line cavities, up to 0.25 by 1 by 2 meters, in
Tertiary basalt at Skookumchuek Dam, ncar Tenino aod Bucoda, Thurston County
(Tschernich, 1972). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> heulandite > mordenitequartz> heulandite > okenite > apophyllite > slilbite > mesolite > analcime> thomsonite >
laumontite> chabazite> calcite (Tschernich, 1972).
Thin, colorless, mordenite needles, 5 mOl long, covered with rice-grain quartz and epIstilbite,
are found in quartz·lined vesicles, up to 6 em in diameter, in volcanic flows On Dog Mountain,
northeast of Riffe Lake, Kosmos, near Morton, Lewis County (RWI). Nearby cavities conlain
chabazite, phillipsite, stilbite, laumontite, scolccitc, and hculanditc.
Thin, colorless mordenite needles 'W'Cre found associaled with quanz and calcite in vesicular
basalt at Mossyrock Dam, MossyrOCk, Lewis County (R Wf). Nearby cavities contain heulandite, stilbite,
and chabazile.
•
Mordenite forms white malted hairlike needles associated with quartz, calcite, heulanditc,
epislilbite, stilbite, and chaoo7jte in vesicular basalt along the Interstate 5 Freeway and Todd's
Road Quarry, near Kalama, Cowlitz County (R Wf). Nearby rocks contain analcime, mesolite,
phillipsite, laumontite, and thomsonite.
Colorless to white, coarse mordenite needles (Figs. 422,42:3) (with the forms (loo}, {OW},
{l1O}, {l01}, and {Ill}) form a compact km.thick lining covered wilh liny doubly terminated
stilbite and quartz crystals, in breccia cavities, up to 30 em diameter, in volcanics near Woodland,
Clark County (RWI).
Mordenile commonly forms tbin colorless to red needles, up to IS mOl long, covered by
heulandite, stilbite, calcite, and quartz, in volcanic breccia cavities betwccn Quartz Creek and
Poison Creek, along tbe Lewis River, Skamania County (R Wf).
Excellent specimens of stiff, waight, colorless, white, or pink mordenite needles (Figs. 421,C3G,C-44), up to 7 mOl long, are found in reddish-pink heulandite·lined vesicular basalt along
Rock Creek, near Stevcnson, Skamania County (RWI). One exceptional mordenite-lined tube,
10 em in diametcr and over 1 meter, long was found. loe mordenite needles are square to
octagonal in cross seclion and display the forms {11O}, {loo}, {010}, terminated by {ool} and
{Ill} (RWl). Small, dark greenish·black spherical aggrcgates of chloritc/clay, colorless calcite
crystalS, stilbile, analcime, quartz, chalcedony, and chabazite are found on thc mordcnite
needles.
Colorless to white, slender mordenite needles, up to 3 Col long, line vesicles and are included
within heulanditc and epistilbite in basalt along Big Tree Creek, Yacolt, Clark County
(Tschernich, 1988b). The minerals crystallized in the order: clay> mordenite > colored
heulandite > chalcedony> quarlz > epistilbite > scolecite > laumontite> colorless heulanditc
> stilbitc > epistilbitc.levync > gonnardite > phillipsite> thomsonite > mesolite > cbabazite
> calcite (Tschernieh, 1988b). Cowlesitc, found in nearby green chlorite-lined cavities, is not
found with mordcnite.
Small, white, furry, spherical aggregates of mordenite, only 1 mm in diameter, arc found in
open spaces between basaltic breccia and in small vesicles in tholeiitic basalt at Altoona, Wahkiakum County (Wise and Tschcrnich, 1976b). The minerals cryslallized in the ordcr: siderite>
nontronitic clay> mordenite > fcrrierite > silica·rich heulandite, dachiarditc > chalcedony>
calcite (Wise and Tschcrnich, 197Gb).
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Son, while mordcnilc is found with quarlz, opal, and monlmorillonilc-nonlronile, in drill
cores, belween 1194 and 1523 melcrs deep, in Miocene basall al Hanford, Bcnton Counly
(Ames, 1980; Raymond and TIllson, 1968). Other cavities commonly conlain heulandilc, pyrile,
chalcedony, gmelinilc, harmolome, chabazile, erionilc, and laumonlite.
Wyoming: Mordenitc forms radiating clusters and mars of long, thin, fibrous cryslals associated
with quanz, K-rich dachiardilc, monlmorillonilc, cristobalile, silica-rich hculandile, analcime,
and wairakilc in drill cores, below 15 meters, at the Lower Geyser Basin, Yellowslone National
Park (Bargar e/ ai., 1981). BlOCky cryslals described as mordcnilc in thc Hoodoo Mountains by
Pirsson (1890) are heulandile (RWI).
Extcmcly thin ncedles, fibrous bundles, and webs of mordenile are found in small amounts,
with monlmorillonile, analcime, silica-rich heulandile, and polassium feldspar rcplacing glass
shards in Ihin beds of lakc-deposiled, rh)'ofilc tuffs, only 5 1029 cm Ihick, Ihal were dcpositcd as
ash in the saline, alkaline Eocene Lakc Gosiule, in Ihc Grecn River Formalion, in Ibe Bridger
Basin, west of Rock Springs, Sweetwaler County (Surdam and Parkcr, 1972; Goodwin, 1973;
Rallcrman and Surdam, 1981), The zeoliles formed by alleralion of volcanic ash thaI fell inlo
the lake. The water ranged from nearly fresh water along the shore (pH = 8) to bypersaline
walcr in the center (pH = 9to 10). Montmorillonile formed in Ihe fresh waler along Ihe shore,
followed by zones of mordenile, quartz, silica-rich heulandite, and potassium feldspar while in
Ihe cenler of lhe lake analcime, potassium feldspar, albile, Irona, and balile werc deposiled
(Surdam and Parker, 1972). In some areas, the glass was first altered by Ihe saline, alkaline solutions (Si~= 10 ppm, K = 50 ppm, Na = 1000 ppm, pI-I 8) 10 heulandite and mordenile
(Surdam and Parker, 1972; Rallerman and Surdam, 1981). Laler, sodium carbonate brines
(Si~= 1000 ppm, K = 5000, Na = 100,000, pH 910 10) moving upward along fractures in oil
shales, from underlying evaporalc deposils, increased Ihe aClivity of sodium and replaced
beulandile and mordcnilc by analcimc (Surdarn and Parker, 1972; Rallerman and Surdam,
1981).

Natrolite

(Nat-roh-lite) or (Nait-roh-lite)

°,
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Namcd in 1803, by M.H.l<Japroth, for the Greek word for soda (natrium), in rcfcrcnce to thc
sodium content of this 7.colite.
Type Locality: Hohentwiel, Hcgau, Badcn-Wurllcmbcrg, Gcrmany
Obsolete Synonyms: aedilitc, bcrgmannitc, brcvicitc, crocalite, cchcllitc, ciscn-natrolitc, ellagite,
episnatrolite, fargite, galactite, gaJaktite, hogauite, hydronatrolite, hydronepbelite (some specimcns), iron·natrolite, jcrnnatrolitc, krokalitc, laubanitc, Ichuntite, mesotypc, metanatrolite,
mooraboolite, natronite, radiolite, sadite, sloanite (some specimens), spreustein
NomeDclature: Variations in the chemistry or order/disorder in the framework of natrolite
should be indicated by adjective modifiers (such as K-rich, ca-rich, Ba·rich, disordered, ordered)
rathcr than creating ncw species. A slight distortion (of a few degrees) in the framework of
natrolite (whiCh causes it to be placed in a differcnt crystal S)'Stcm) is allowed without creating a
new species. A series, based on the disorder of the silicon-aluminum in the framework, appears
to exist between Na·rich gonnarditc (= tctranatrolitc) and fully ordcred natrolitc.

Structure
Cryst.al System: Orthorbombic and Monoclinic (pseudotetragonal)
Space Group: Fdd2
Cryst.al Axes: a = 18.28·18.30 A

b = 18.62-18.64 A
c = 659.<J.60 A

Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate framework structure of natrolite (structural code NA'J)
is the samc as mesolitc and scolccitc. Natrolite is composed of long chains of tetrahedra rotated
by 24° (Gotlardi and Galli, 1985). Thc cations are found in four sites in the channels, parallel to
the c-axis. They arc occupied by two sodium and two watcr moleculcs (Pcacor, 1973; Gotlardi
and Galli, 1985). The silicon and aluminum in an ideal natrolite framcv.'Ork is highly ordered.
Thcrc appears to be a series betwecn the fully ordered natrolite structurc and a completely disordered Na-ricb gonnardite (= tetranatrolitc) tructure. '£be degree of silicon-aluminum disorder in the framcv.'Ork is measured by the difference between the length of the b-axis and a-axis
(Alberti and Vezzalin~ 1981). Fully ordered natrolite is prescnt when the disorder index (b-axis
minus a-axis) = 0.35 A becoming disordercd natrolite until (b-axis minus a-ax.is) = 17.5 A (50%
disorder). Na-rich gonnardite has a disorder index from 17.5 to 0 A (over 50% disorder). Up to
30% disorder in the silicon and aluminum has been found in some natrolite (Alberti and Vc-aaIini, 1981). Although natrolite has the same framework as mesolite and scolecite, it does not
form a continuous chemical series with them. Because natrolite has the same framework as
mesolite, scolecite, gonnardite, Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), and paranatrolite, and has
a framework that is similar to thomsonite, it forms epitaxial overgrowths with all of these species.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, yellow, gray, rcd,
green, brown
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous
Hardness: 5 to 5.5
Density: 2.20 \0 2.27 gm/cm3
Fracture: uneven, briulc
Cleavage: {lID} perfect, {OlO} parting

Refractive Indices:
a
1.473-1.483
13 = 1.476-1.486
'Y = 1.485-1.496
biaxial positive
2 V = 570 to 64°
modcrate birefringence
length slOW

=

Morphology
Natrolitc forms prismatic cryslals and long, thin needles ciongated with the c·axis as well as
radial aggregates and compact masses. alrolite is frequently epitaxially intergrown with mcsolite, Na·rich gonnarditc, gonnardite, paranatrolile, thomsonite, and, rarely, with scolecite (Figs.
433-440). Crystals vary in size from thin, hairlike needles to exceptional prisms, 18 cm long and 3
em wide, and gigantic prisms nearly 1metcr long and 10 cm wide.
NatIolitc commonly displays only the simple forms {11O} and {Ill} (Figs. 425,426,443) but
can be striated parallel to the c·axis with complex terminations (Figs. 421,428432,442,444).
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Rarely, shorl nalrolile crystals wilh liny {110} and dominanl {Ill} arc also fouod (Fig. 422).
Nlhough natrolile is much more common and forms larger single crystals tban mcsolite or
scolccilC, it rarely forms large radiating groups. NatroHtc can be either orthorhombic or
monoclinic. Monoclinic symmell), can only be observed optically in thin sections cut across the
length of the crystal (Akizuld and Harada, 1988). Some trielinie symmetry was noted by Brogger
(1889). The orthorhombic selling is used for thc description of the morphology in this chapter.
The crystal structure shows that natroHte is noncenlrosymmetrie and therefore is a polar min·
eral with positive and negative terminations. Crystals should be hemimorphic, but are 001. During crystallization of natroHte, many nuclei are formed on Ihe (110) surface, growing in opposile
(positive and negative) directions (Pabst, 1971; Aki"luki and Harada, 1988). This resulls in striations on the (110) faces parallel to the c·axis and complex intergrowth ,similar 10 l\vinning, thaI
produce Ihe same cryslal form at both ends of doubly terminaled crySlals (Akizuki aod Harada,
1988). Twinning of nalroHlc is common on {110}, {Oll}, and {03]} (Hey, 1932b).

=

Point Group: mm2 (pseudo mmm 21m 21m 21m)
Cryst.al Class: Rhombic-pyramidal (pseudorhombic dipyramidal)

Forms:
Common OIO}, {Ioo}, {OW}, {Ill}, {WI}, {33l}, {551}
Rare {ool}, {590}, {13-14-0}, {120}, {130}, {31-30-0}, {740}, {210}, {310}, {Oil}, {03l},
{301}, {60l}, {2.S-0-l},HO-40-39}, {31-31-30}, {885}, {112}, {334}, {335}, {12-12-5},
{I6-16-l7}, {22l}, {772}, {531}, {34-36-I}, {252}, {lSI}, {131}, {391}. {361},
{21-20-2l}, {ll-IO-n}, {44-40-43}, {27-25-27}, {434}, {951}, {211}, {31l}. {511},
{535}, {21-19-21}, {S36}
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Figure 441. Transparent, colorless nalrolitc
prisms, IS moo long, from Pahau River, OJlverden,
South Island, New Zc3land; photo by Rudy W.
Tschemich.

Figure 442. Transparent, colorless natrolite prism,
0.7 moo a<:rOM, wilh complex termination from San
Benilo County, California, U.SA; SEM photo by
Millon 1- Spcckcls.

Figure 443. Transparent,
colorless natrolitc prisms, 2 em
long, from Laurel Hill Quarry,
Secaucus, New Jersey, U.SA;
photo by David Dabney.

Chemical Composition
Mont Saint·Hilaire, Montreal, Quebec, canada (Chen and Chao, 1980)
Na16.00Cao.08(AI lS.wS~.480801016.64H20
Magheramorne Quarry, Lame, Northern Ireland, U.K (Johnson et aI., 1983)
Na lS.68Cao.02l<o.ot (AI IS.#i24.0 I080101S.52H20
Puy de Marman, Veyre, Puy de DOme, France (Alberti et aI., 1982)
Na IS.25Cao.02Ko.Ol[AI IS.7gSi24.3S0801016.25H20
cape d'Or, Cumberland Co., Nova Scotia, canada (Alberti et aI., 1982)
NaIS.14Cao.OSBaO.03SrO.02l<o.02( A116.0~i24.11 080]· 16.76H20
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Neubauerberg, Mickenhan, Ceska Lipa, Czechoslovakia (Hcy, 1932b)
NaI5.4CaO.7[AlI6.4Si23.5°80]015·6H20
Auvergne, France (Recuwijk, 1972)
NaI5.23Cao.1S[AlI6.Q9Si24.0080]016.58H20
Ice River, near GQlden, British Columbia, Canada (phillips, 1916)
Na15.65Cao.06M80.04l<o.O1[AJ 16.07FeO.03Si 23 .96080]0 16.23H20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Natrolite has very lillie compositional variation from tbe ideal composition. It is always very
sodium-rich with very small amounlS of calcium and potassium, and trace arnounls of magnesium, stronlium, barium, and an absence of iron (Alberti ef al., 1982). Analyses Showing a wider
variation in calcium are duc to intcrgrowths of mesolite, scolecite, or thomsonile. A continuous
chemical series wilh mcsolilc and scolccile does not exist. Each of these species has very lillie
range in composilion from ils ideal formulas. TS i Si/(Si+ AI) 0.58 to 0.61; Si/AJ 1.43 to
1.61
Allhough natrolile is common in nalurc, it is di.fficull to synlhesize. It requires seed crystals to
aid nuclealion. Senderov and Khitarov (1966, 1971) prOduced sYnlhetic nalrolile by seeding gels
of Na200 Al203 03Si02 with nalrolite in dilulC sodium chloridc solutions, at temperatures from
12()O to 180" C, and from nepheline and albitc, without seeding, wilh sodium hydroxidc attem·
peraturcs from 1500 to 200" C. HOllcr and Wirscbing (1980) prOduced analcime, followed by
nalrolite, in a simulatcd hydrothermal "open SYSlcm" by reacting nepheline wilb frequently
cbanged 0.1 N sodium hydroxide solution at 1S00 C.

=

=

=

Identification
Natrolite cannot be distinguished from mesolile and scolecite by morphology but is easily identified by its opties. Nalrolile has a lower refractive index (RI) than mesolilc and scolecitc. Natrolite has a higher birefringcncc than mesolite (which is ncarly isotropic) and parallel extinction
while scolecile has inclined cxtinction up to 17'. The optiCS are very useful in determining zoned
crystals of natrolite, mesolitc, and scolccitc. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pallcms are nearly idcnti·
cal for nalrolile, mesolitc, and scolccilC. Natrolitc can be distinguishcd (rom common bladed
thomsonite by its morphology and bigbcr RI of the laller. Mordenite and natrolitc, which have
nearly thc samc RI, can be dislingui hed by the difference in sign of elongation. Offretite can be
dislinguished from nalroHtc by morphology sign of elongation, and XRD. Erionite, which has
similar opties to natrolitc, can be distinguished only by morphology or XRD.
Nalrolile can be dislinguished from Na-rich gonnardile (= lctranatrolitc), gonnarditc, and
paranatrOlilc by the lower RI and higher bircfringence of natrOHlC or by carcful examination of
XRD paltcrns.
Field Observations for Fibrou Zeolile Recognition
(Optical tests arc required for positive identification)
Natrolite
Associations: With the sodium zeolitcs, analcime, gmelinite, or chaba7jte (herschelile cryslal
form)
Habit: Thin ncedlcs or coarse prisms, square in cross section
Rock Type: Marine pillow basalt or brcccia, or near seawalcr, also in pegmatilcs
MesolilC
Associations: Wilh the calcium zeOlites, chabazilc and thomsonite or on heulandite and slilbite
Habit: Long, Ihin, hairlike needlcs, square in cross section
Rock Type: In nonmarinc, surface flows, away from seawatcr
Scolecite
Associations: With calcium zeolitcs, on lOp of heulandilc, stilbite, and epi lilbilC
Habit: Aaltened prisms, "Y" twinning, fibrous multiple terminations
Rock Type: Nonmarine, surface flows
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Mordenile, which also occurs wilh heulandile, slilbile, and epislilbile, is commonly included
within or under those zeolites while natrolilc, mcsolile, and seolecile are found on top.

Cleaning
Rock debris can be removed by compressed air, by turning the specimen upside down and running a needle bclween the fibers, or by using a vacuum cleaner. Moslnalrolilc cryslaIs arc thick
enough to be soaked in Biz bleaeh or a soap solulion, to loosen soil, Ihen rinsed with pressurized
waler or ullrasonie cleaning. Since natrolite has a low Si/AI ralio, it mustnol be placed in
h}'CIrochloric acid. Use warm acelic acid to remove calcile. Oxalic acid will remove iron stains and
vilsmln C (ascorbic acid) solulion removes manganese oxides.

Origin
Allhough nalrolile has nOI been found in aclive gcolhermal wells, il should cryslall17.e allempcratures similar 10 mesolile and scolecile, which arc found in geolhermal wells in basalt in Iceland,
al deplhs from 450 10 1200 melers and al lemperalures from 700 10 1000 C (Krislmannsd6l1ir
and T6masson, 1978). Uquid inclusions in calcite, found wilh natrolite onlhe Keweenaw Peninsula, Michigan, indicalc that nalrolite cryslallized al 1330 C (Sloiber and Davidson, 1959).
Natrolile cryslallized at surface condilions by a reaclion of meleoric waler and scawaler spray,
wilh nephclinile luffs on OahU, Hawaii (Iijima and Harada, 1969).
Many nalrolile occurrences are found in marine pillow basalt and breccia where sodium was
incorporalcd inlO Ihe glass during cooling of Ihe rock and released during laler zcolilization.
Olher natrolile occurrences are prcscnl because sodium-rich seaw81er or saline lake water was
presenl during zeolilizmion rmher Ihan meleorie waler.

Occurrence
Natrolile is one of Ihe most common 7.coliles. II is found in silica-poor basall, nepheline syenile
complexes, pegmaliles, and, rarely, in allered volcanic ash deposils. Display specimens are available from many localilies. The largesl coarse cryslals arc from Bound Brook, New Jersey, and
California, U.S.A; MOn! Saint-Hilaire, Quebec, and Ice River, BritiSh Columbia, Canada;
France; U.S.S.R.; and New Zealand. OUlslanding display specimens of Ihinner needles of nalrolite are found in Washington, Oregon, and New Jersey, U.S.A.; Nova SCalia, canada; Nonhern
Ireland; and Australia. Excellent micro-si7.ed crystals arc vcry common.

Worldwide Localities
ALGERIA

Nalrolite occurs in basall al Dellys (Hinlze, 1897) and al cap Djemel (Alberti el at, 1982).
ANTARCTICA

Thin, while to brownish·white natrolilc needles, up to 1 em long, arc found in veins and vesicles
in basalt cliffs on Ihe norlhwesl shore of King George Island, in Ihe Soulh Shetland Group, ncar
Antarclica (Korwin, 1985). Ncarbyveins conlain chalcedony, quartz, and stilbile.
AUSTRALIA

New South Wales: Natrolite forms masses of lhin radialing needles and is found wilh prehnite,
pectolite, apophyllile, and analcime in olivine-analcime doleritc at Prospect Hill, in the Sydney
Distriel (Chalmers, 1968). Natrolile occurs in basall in the Uverpool Range and wilh dalolile in
andcsile at Pokolbin, ncar Cessnock (Chalmers, 1%8).
Hairlike needles of nalrolile, up 10 5 moo long, are found in radiating groups on rhombohedra
of chaba7jle in Tertiary olivine basall flows in the MI. Royal and Barringlon Highlands, northwest of Newcaslle. The minerals crystallized in lhe ordcr: manganile > monlmorillonile-illite >
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chabazite> natrolite > manganite > chalcedony> calcite. The zeolites are reported to still be
forming by slow crystallization from cold saturated metcorie water at a temperature of 50 C,
although the water tested from water-filled cavities contained no trace of sodium, calcium, aluminum, or silicon (Nashar and Davies, 1960).
Natrolite needles, up to 2 em long, are rare!)' found with analcime, calcite, and stilbite in Jurassic olivine basalt and trachyte nows along Garawilla Creek and Mitc.hellS Creek, northwCS! of
Tambar Springs, near Gunncdah and Coonabarabran (Head, 1979; England and Sutherland,
1988). Natrolite is found with chabazite variety phacolite in vesicular Tertiary basalt near the
Willy Wal!)' Gul!)', ncar Merriwa, in the Hunter Valley (England and Sutherland, 1988).
Excellent specimens of colorless prisms of natrolite, ranging from a few millimeters to 4 cm
long, with the forms {tOO}, {OIO}, {II0}, {Ill}, arc frequent!)' covered with apophyllitc,
gmelinite, chabazite, and calcite in cavities, up to 1meIer across, and cover joint surfaces
between Tertiary columnar basalt /lows and breccia zones at the Ardglen Ouarry, Ardglen
(Chalmers, 1968; England and Sutherland, 1988). The order of crystallization appears to be
chlorite> gmelinite-analcime > natrolite-gmelinite > apophyllite-gyrolite-chabazite-prehnite >
aragonite<alcite (Hodge-Smith, 1924; England and Sutherland, 1988).
Queensland: Natrolite is found in vesicular basalt at The Falls, Mapleton, near Nambour, and
with chabazite and analcime in ba.~lt /lows at Clermont (Chalmers, 1968).
Tasmania: Natrolite, mcsolite, analcime, chabazite, stilbite, and phillipsite are found in the Tertiary basalts in northern Tasmania at Mount Bell, in the Moina District (Chalmers, 1968).
Natrolite and analcime occur in trachydolerite on the northern coast at Circular Head
(Chalmers, 1968).
Sprays of natrolite needles are found with blocky, hexagonal-shaped, Na-rich ehaba7jte-gmelinite (= herschelite), phillipsite, analcime, apophyllite, tacharanite, tobermorite, gyrolite, opal,
aragonite, thomsonite, calcite, and nontronite in interfragmcntal cement and cavities, up to 30
cm across, in an Oligocene-Miocene olivine basalt (low breccia that erupted into seawater, at
Redpa, near Marrawah, ncar the northwest coast of Tasmania (Sutherland and Corbell, 1967;
Sutherland, 1976a; Heron, 1988).
Natrolite forms a bristly overgrowth on gonnarditc and is associated with phillipsite, slilbite,
apophyllitc, lobermoritc, lacharanitc, opal, gyrOlitc, and nontronite in vesicular olivine.nepheline
basalt at Ihe Wesl Scollsdale Quarry, near Scollsdale (Sutherland, 1965a, 19763; L1ncaSter,
1980).
Sprays of natrolite needles are very rarely found associated wilh orange-brown calcitc, analcime, and thomsonile in vesicular basalt at Gads Hill, Mole Creek, ncar Liena (Graham Rowbollom, pers. comm.). Atlhis localily, Tertiary basalt /lows and breccia that /lowed inlo freshwaler rivers and lakes produced many small vesiCles and large cavities (Anderson, 1984). The cavi·
ties contain an abundance of chaba7jtc varicty phacolite, phillipsite, apophyllite, tacharanite,
tobermorite, Ihomsonile and, very rare!)', Icvyne in the sequence: phillipsitc > chabazite>
levyne > thomsonite > tacharanitc > apophyllile > lobermorite > nontronilc clay> calcite
(Anderson, 1984).
COlorless to white natrolite needles, up 10 1em long, associated with small chabazite, analcimc,
apophyllitc, phillipsitc, calcite, and gmelinite, arc vcry common in cavilies, up 10 10 cm across, in
vesicular basall at Ihe base of the sea cliffs at Table Cape, near floal Harbour, Wynyard, in
nOrthwcsI Tasmania (Lancaster, 1980; Graham Rowbollom, pers. comm.).
Excellent sprays of radiating natrolite needles, reaching 3 em long, form balls, up to 6 em in
diameler, and plales, up 10 18 em, in submarine Tertiary breccia and vesicular basall in Ihe base
of the sea cliffs south of Cape Grim, in the extreme norlhwcst corner of Tasmania (Lancaster,
1981; Mike Adams, pcrs. comm.). Phillipsite lines lhe cavities and is covcred by analcime, gmelinite, apophyUite, calcite, aragonite, chabazite, tacharanite, 10bermorite, gypsum, and Ihaumasite.
Sprays of colorless to whitc nalrolite needles, up to 25 mm long and 0.5 mm in diameter, arc
associaled with apophyllile and gonnardite in cavities in Tertiary basalt at the West Ridgley
Ouarry, ncar Burnie on the norlhwest coaSI (Rowbollom, pcrs. comm.). Other cavities conlain
chabaz.ite, phillipsile, aragonilc, and, possibly, gismondinc (Polden, 1983). Radiating, acicular
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groups of natrolite, up to 4 mm in diameter, arc covered by analcime in cavities in basalt at
Bonney's Quarry, South Burnic (Sutherland, 1965b).
Victoria: Short, colorless to white, cream, or pink natrolite needles, up to 5 mm long, form radialing tuns on analcime and thomsonite blades or form dense layers in vesicular Eocene olivine
basalt flows, of the Older Basalt, along the Mornington Peninsula coastline, betv.ocen Flinders
and Cape Schanck, particularly at Cairns Bay (= Simmons Bay) and Little Bird Rock (Coulsell,
1980; Birch, 1988b). Natrolite is frequently associated wilh gmclinilc/chab87jtc intergrowths,
analcime, thomsonite, calcite, arag<>n.ite, dolomitc, copper, and montmorillonite (Birch, 1976,
1980, 1988b). Curved groups of natrolite needles, up to 2 mOl long, form bow-shaped groups,
fish-hook-like aggrcgates. and complete arches on analcime in the basalt at Cairns Bay
(Henderson and Garland. 1986). The arching of-the natrolite is formed by natroHte crystals
growing tangentially along a curved. extremely fine, acicular natrolite crystal (Henderson and
Garland, 1986). In the Cairns Bay and Little Bird ROCK arC3S, it is believed that zeolites forming
near the surface of an older basalt flow were covered and reheated by a younger flow (Rew,
1%9). The reheating partly dissolved existing zeolites and redeposited new minerals as the solutions cooled. On Phillip Island, white to pale-pink, long, thick prisms of natrolile arc commonly
found on analcime or pink thomsonite blades (Birch, 1988b).
Mesolite, de.o;cribed from quarries in Richmond, Collingwood, Preston, Valc, and Clifton Hill
in thc Mclbourne District (Chalmers, 1968; Vince, 1980), has been shown to be gonnarditenatrolite intergrowths (Birch. 1989; Vince, 1989). Small, white, fibrous hemispheres, up to 6 mOl
in diameter, composed of colorless natrolite covering white gonnardite (formerly idcntified as
mesolite). occur with analcime, chabazite, phillipsite, and thomsonite in cavities in fine-grained
Pliocene-PlciSlOcene tholeiitic basalt of the New VOlcanic Suite, at Bundoora, ncar Melbourne
(Vince, 1989; Birch, 1989). Fibrous overgrowths of natrolite on gonnardite are found with
phillipsitc, thomsonite, chabazite, and analcime in basalt at Oiflon Hill; Collingwood;
Bunnslown; F 19 Freeway; Melbourne; and Richmond, aU in the Melbourne area (Birch, 1989).
Natrolilc crystals, up to 7 mm long, are found wilh thomsonite in Tertiary basalt at Howitt
Plains (Haupt, 1989b). Colorless natrolile on white gonnardite forms tiny needles in radiating
hemispheres, up to 5 mm in diameter, with chabazite in basalt at the T)'lden Qua.rry, Tylden
(Henry, 1989). Nalrolite prisms, up to 3 mm loog, arc found with fluorapophyllile, phillipsite,
and calcite at the IIarkaway Quarry, in the South Gippsland region (Haupt, 1989a). White
masses of natrolite (= mooraboolite), up to 5 em in diameter, are found in the Moorabool Valley, Maude (Bosworth, 1989).
AUSTRIA

Salzburg: Natrolile forms aggregates on orthoclase varielY adularia at Weisseneek (l-Iintze,
1897). Colorless natroHte needles occur in cavities in granite in Obersulzbachtbal at sattelkar
and with prehnite at Bettlersteig (Hintze, 1897).
Slrrla: Colorless transparent natrolitc needles form a tbin overgrowth On radialing white
goonardite aggregates in cavities in a Pliocene nepheline basalt near Kloch (Meixner et aI.,
1956). Nearby cavilies contain chabazite, phillipsite, aragonite, calcite, stilbite. thomsonite, gi mondine, tobermorite, apophyllite, analcime, apatile, thaumasite, and ettringite (Meixner et aI.,
1956; Postl and Walter, 1983<1).
Tyrol: Red, fibrous masses ofnalrolite are found at Fassathal (Dana, 1898). Radiating, white
natrolite crystals. up to 8 mOl long, occur at Kinnerthal (Dana. 1898).

BRAZIL
Minas Gerais: Large, colorless natrolite prisms are found with apophyUite and stilbite in basalt
at Uberaba (Franco, 1952; Franco ct aI., 1972).
Rio Grande do Sui: Lieber (1978) reports small, thin, natrOlite needles, up to 10 mm long, rarely
occurring in dark vesicular basalt during conslruclion of the Anlas railway tunnel, near Bento
Gonsalves. Olher cavities oontained exceptionally large scolccite prisms; enormous, blOCky,
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cubelike, colorless to light green apophyllite, up to 20 em across; and heulandite, stilbite, minor
laumontite, quartz, and calcite.
Sao Paulo: Menezes and Martin (1984) report f1allcned, white natrolite crystals (Fig. 427), up to
10 mm long, covered with tiny, cubelike edingtonite crystals in cavities ofjacupirangite rock
(composed mainly of tilanian augite, magnetite, phlogopite, olivine, and nepheline) in the Jacupiranga Carbonatite Mine, Jacupiranga, Ribeira de Iguape River Valley, near San Paulo. The
natrolite occurs on titanite, hornblende, richterile, calcite, and phlogopite. Natrolite is found
iotergrown with mesolite at Saito Grande (Alberti et aI., 1982).

BULGARIA
Kostov (1969) reports natrolite, scolecite, analcime, and mesolite in the highest-temperature
hydrothermal zones in Upper Crelaceous volcanics around monzonite and granodiorite intrusions in a belt that stretches from the Black Sea along the Balkan Mountain Range. Natrolite is
found intergrown with mesolite at Banevo, Buzgas District (Alberti et aI., 1982).

CANADA
British Columbill: Colorless natrolite needles are found on thin, milky-White gmelinite-chabazite
in vesicles in volcanic rock ncar Horse Lake, near 100 Mile House (Mary I1iILsdon, pers.
comm.). The minerals crystallized in the order: analcime> chabazite> gmelinite > natrolite
(R \VI). Allractive, colorless, radiating groups of natrolite needles, up to 4 mm long, are found
on colorless heulandite and analcime in the Tertiary volcanics near Durns Lake (Mary HilLsdon,
pers. comm.). Other associated minerals include thomsonite,levyne, chabazite, calcite, and
stilbite.
Colorless natrolite rarely caps zoned, colorless to white, scolecite·mesolitc needles in vesicular
trachyte flows along Yellow Lake, near Olalla (R\VI). The complex crystallization history at this
locality appears to represent shallow hot springs activity where the zeolites, phillipsite>
analcime> thomsonite > scoleeite·mesolite-natrolite, crystallizing in vesicles, were invaded by
fractures, followed by solutions depositing Sr.bearing heulandite > brewsterite-yugawaralitefluorite, La-bearing wakefieldite-CCc) > laumontite, along with large amounts of calcitc (RWI).
Colorless prisms of natrolite are found on orange-colorcd phillipsite and analcime in steep tra·
chyte cliffs northwest of Twin Lakes, ncar Olalla (R\VI).
Exceptional natrolite crystals are found in
pockets and veins in the Ice River Alkalinc
Complex, along the Ice River and Moose
Creek, Yoho National Park, near Golden. The
area is composed of layered rocks rich in
pyroxenes, magnetite, nepheline, mica, and
calcitc (carbonatite rOCk) intruded by syenite
rocks containing feldspar, nepheline, sodalite,
pyroxenes, and zeolites (Currie, 1975). Large,
mill.:y-white natrolite prisms, up to 3 em in
diameter and 25 cm long, with simple forms
{lIO} and {Ill}, commonly extend complcte!)' across the pockets and are filled with
inclusions of aegirine, phlogopite, magnetite,
ilmenite, and pyrite. Smaller, tcrminatcd crystals (Figs. 432,444), only 1 to 15 mm long and
Figure 444. Transparenl, colorless nstrolile prism,
1 mm in diameter, have an abundance of
0.5 rom across, with complex lenn.iMlion,
bright Shiny complex forms {OlO}, {lOO},
associaled with orange plal~ or C3lapleiile (rom lhe
{3lO}, {740}, {2lO}, {lIO}, {120}, {l30},
Icc Rr.'er, Golden, British Columbia, Canada; SEM
{Oil}, {lll}, {331}, {55l}, {131}, {3tl},
phOIO by Milton 1... Spockels.
{l5l}, {51l}, {531} (Fig. 432)
(Phillips, 1916). Natrolite is found in association Wilh milky, opaque, blocky edingtonite crystal,
ancylite, catapleiite, 7jrcon, calcite, pyrite, galena, and magnetite (Grice and Gault, 1981).
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Rarely, epitaxial overgrowths of small, crcam<.olored, blocky edioglOnite crystals are found covering natrolite (RWI).
Manitoba: Small, colorless, divergent natrolite prisms form spherical aggregates, up 106 mm in
diameter,lining cavities between a quartz-feldspar gneiss and a h.igh-temperature, copper-zinc
ore body (compo5ed of pyrrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and sphalerite) at the Sherrill Gordon
Mine, in northern Maniloba (Brownell, 1938). Analcime that crystallized after the natrolite and
chabazite is found elsewhere in the mine.
NO~'a

Scot.ia: Massive white natrolite and colorless radiating prisms are found on analcime in
basalt at Wasson's Bluff (Fig. C-46); cape d'Or; Two Islands; Pinnacle Island; Partridge Island;
and Cape Split along the Bay of Fundy (Walker and Parsons, 1922). Many massive specimens
are confused wilh mcsolite. The finest natrolite specimens are found on Pinnacle Island in the
Five Islands Group. Here it forms water-clcar radiating groups, frequently up to 2.5 cm long, on
beautiful orange gmelinite and whitc analcime. Himze (1897) lists natrolitc from Swan's Creek,
Cumberland County; Cape Blomidon, King's County; and Gatcs Mounlain, Annapolis County.
Thc minerals CI)'Stallized in thc order: clay> quartz> mordenile > chabazitc-gmelinitc >
heulandileoStilbite-hculandite > laumontite> apophyllite-analcime > thomsonite > nalrOlitemesolilc intergrowlb (Walker and Parsons, 1922; Aumento, 1964). Other minerals present in
the volcanies include prehnite, gyrolite, amethyst quartz., scoleeite, celadonite, and gypsum
(Sabina, 1964).
Ontario: Colorless to white natrolite prisms, up to 1 cm long (with complex terminations),
extend into cavities that formed from hydrothermal alteration of large nepheline crystals, in
pegmatites crossing Precambrian nepheline-bearing gneiss at Davis Hill, ncar Bancroft (Moyd,
1990). fine-grained masses of natrolite (= h)'dronephelile), intergrown with other minerals,
replaced nepheline in the gneiss (Moyd, 1990).
White to brick-red patches and vcins of natrolitc (COk)red from tiny hcmatite inclusions),
thomsonite, and other unspecified fibrous zeolites are found between feldspar crystals and
replace nephcline in nephcline sycnitc in the COldwell Alkaline Complex., on the north shore of
Lakc Superior, particularly betwecn Port Coldwell and Redsucker Cove on Pic Island (Mitchell
and Plan, 1982).
Quebec: Giganlic, colorless to milky.white natrOlile crystals, nearly 1meter long and 10 em in
diameter (rarely tcrminatCd), are associated with minute thomsonite CI)'Stals and large calcite
ef)'Stals in aplite dikes at the Johnston Asbestos Mine, ncar Thetford Mines (Poitevin, 1936,
1938). Natrolile crystals exposed on the dumps become pined, with deep holes right through the
ef)'Stals.
Mill.:y-white to colorless, and less commonly, pale·pink or gray natrOlile cf)'Stals, averaging 5
mm in diameter and 25 mm long, wilh a few crystals reaching 2 cm wide and 15 em long, are
found in large miarolitic cavities and pegmatite veins in nepheline syenite at the De-Mix and
Poudrene Quarries of the alkaline gabbro-syenite complex at Mont Saint-Hilaire, easl of Montreal (Horvalh and GaUlt, 1990). The minerals formed in the Cretaceous Period intruding
Upper Ordovician sediments and limestones (Currie el aI., 1986). Natrolite also forms while, fi·
brous masses and intergrowo masses of prisms, up to 1 meter in diameter. The crystals are com·
posed of a simple prism (ItO}) with pyramidal {Ill}, and, less frequenlly, {loo}. Whcn first
found, Ihe natrolile is covered with colorless paranatrolite that quickly dehydratcs to white Na·
ricb gonnardile (= letranatrolitc) (Figs. 438,439) (RWI). Natrolite is commonly found on large
white analcime trapewhedra, microcline, salmoo-pink<.olored scrandite, astrophyllite, acgirine,
and many other minerals (Chen and Chao, 1980; Chao, 1980). Over 200 species are found in
nearby rocks, including chabw..ite, gmelinitc, harmotome, phillipsite, garronilc, gobbinsite, gis.
mondine, edingtonite, and thomsonite (Wight and Chao, 1986; Marble and Regis, 1979; Gault
and Horvath, 1987).
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CANARY ISLANDS (Spain)

Thin needles of mesolite, up to 10 mm long, covered by a thin, outer coating of natrolitc (Figs.
434,C-S4), form attractive radiating groups extending from bladed thomsonite aggrcgates in
vesicular Pliocene basalt and tuff at Punta del Aguila, Playa Blanca, near Yaiza, LaIl1..arote Island (Betz, 1986; RWI). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> clay> levyne >
offretite-erionite > analcime> phillipsite> chabazite> thomsonite > mesolite·natrolitc >
drusy chabazite> calcite (RWI). On Fuerteventura Island, tioy, colorless, transparent, natrolite
needles, up to 1 mm long, often form radial aggregates, with gismondine, offrelite, natrolite,
Chabazite, aod calcite in volcanics near Morro de Jable (Singen, 1988).
COSTA RICA

Compact natrolite masses, covered by thin, colorless mesolite needlcs, are associated with thom·
sonite, phillipsite, clay, calcite, and chabazite volcanics at Rio Barbilla (Ronald Boyd, pers.
comm.). Otber cavities conlain levyne and offretile.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

zeolites are frequently found in amygdaloidal nepheline basalIS betwccn Mlada Boleslav and
Ji~n in northeastern Bohemia. Natrolile is common.ly intcrgrown with mcsolitc on analcime and
phillipsite, and is associated with tbomsonite and chabazite (Pacak, 1947). Excellent sprays of
thin, hairlike needles of natrolite, up to 4 em long, capped with an overgrowth of mcsolite, occur
with apophyllite in cavities in volcanics at Neubauerberg, Mickeohan, Ceska Lipa (= BOhmischLcipa), Bohemia (Hey, 1932b).
Colorless natrolite prisms. up to 10 mm long, capped with mesolite. line large cavities at
Fuchsberg, SChieferberg, and Raudniger Berg, near zalesly (= Salesl), Leitmeril.z, Ustf nad
Ubem (= Aussig), Bohemia (Hintze, 1897; Hey, 1932b). ParaUel growths of natrolitc and
thomsonitc are found at JaJ,...ubene and Morwaner Bach, zalesly (Hey, 1932b). Natrolitc also
occurs at Vaseli and Marianska Hora, Ustf nad Ubem, Bohemia (A1berli et al., 1982). Pink
natrolite crystals, up to 3 mm long, are associated with white apophyllite and calcite, in cavities in
phonolite at Marienberg, near Ustf nad Ubem, Bohcmia (R WI). Excellent, lransparentto
wbite natrolite prisms, up to 7 mm in diameter and 4 cm long. are found with apophyllite at
Katzenkoppe, Bohemia (RWI). Thin crusts of colorless to pink natrolite needles, up to 10 mm
long, are found at Marianska Hora, Ustfnad Ubem and Jakuby, Bohemia (RWI). Natrolite
occurs in basalt at Strizowilzen Berg, near Ustf nad Ubcm (= Aussig) and near Obermarschen.
near Mariaschein, Bohemia (Hintze, 1897).
Natrolite occurs with analcime, thomsonite, calcite, and prchnite in Silurian diabase at Bud·
nany. southwest of Praha, Bohemia (Kratochvil, 1933). Natrolite, analcime, laumontite, and cal·
cite occur on yellowish.green to pink prehnilc in cavities in amphibolite near Markovicc, C8slav,
in C3Stern Bohemia (KratOChvil, 1934). A1dzuki and Harada (1988) found the Markovice natrOlite to be monoclinic with a Slight inclined optical axis ( X'" b = 05°).
Natrolite occurs in phonolitc at SChwalbenstein; at Skala, near Hrtina; at Milleschaucr Berg; at
KJotzberg, west of Milleschau, near Lobositz; and near Palitz, in Bohemia (Hintze, 1897). long,
gray, yellow, or red natrolitc needles occur in phonolite at Welshenen and Steinberg, near
SChreckenstein, Bohemia (Hintze, 1897).
Yellow natrolite crystals occur in phonolite at Schlossberg, near Teplilz; at Frauschile, near
Boreslau; at Ilohentwiel and Spitzberg, near Bruix; and between Welholen and Tichlowitz, in
Bohemia (Hintze, 1897). Ycllow and red masses of natrolite occur with aragonitc at ROlSChen,
near SChima. Bohemia (Hintzc, 1897).
Natrolite crystals. 1.5 cm long and 5 mm widc, occur wilh analcime and calcile in basaltic breccia at Kahlenberg, near Jakuben, Bohemia (Hintze, 1897). Natrolite occurs in basalt near HUhnerwasser; in basalt at Kaltenberg, near Hasel; and in vesicular andesitic basalt at Pihler-Berg.
BOhemia (Hintze, 1897).
Colorless natrolite needles, up to 2 cm long. form radiating groups in basalt ncar Ccska Lipa
(= BOhmisch-Leipa), Bohemia, particularly at Burgstein; Schwoyka; Spilzberg; Kahlberg;
Horka; Neubauer and Kautnerberg. near Werostadll; and Kalkofen, ncar Daubitz (Hintze,
1897).
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Hibsch (1929) reports natrolite in nepheline phonolitc near M05I, Brwc, Moravia. Largc
prisms of natrolite, with rough {Ill} terminations, and smaller crystal with the forms {lW},
{OlO}, {111},andsmaller {lW}, {331}, {311}, {I3l},and {441},arefoundwithanalcimeand
calcite in cavities, up to 20 by 40 em in diameter, in olivine basalt at Palarov, near NOV)' Jicin,
northeastern Moravia (terny and Povondra, 19600).
Coarse fibers of natrolite, with the forms {II0} and {OlO} (without terminations), are found
with other zeolites, coating flSSures in plagioclase-biotite gneiss and amphibolite at TempLstejn,
near Moravslcy Krumlov, western Moravia (Ccrnyand Povondra, 19663).
Natrolitc, stilbite, chabazitc, hculanditc, and laumontite are found in hydrothermally altered,
fine-grained, albite-<juartz veins, the border of amphibolite in gnciss in the Amphibolite Quarry
at Mirosov, near Strazek, westcrn Moravia (Cerny, 1955; Cerny and Povondra, 1966b). Nearby
cavities contain prehnite, datolitc, calcite, pyrite, sphene, axinite, cpidotc, and chlOrite.
Colorless natrolite needles, 10 mm long and up to 2 mm wide, line cavities with calcite at
Takubcn, on thc Elbc, Ccchy (Smithsonian, RWI). Whitc natroHte prisms, 25 mm long and 3
mm in diamctcr, arc found ncar C3slav, Markovicc, Ccchy (Smithsonian, RWI).
Compact, whitc nalrolile needles are found at Dobranka, near Desin (Robert Ray, pers.
comm.). Colorless natrolitc crystals and fibrous masses occur with calcite in diabase at Kuchel·
bad, near Prag (Hintze, 1897).
FINLAND

Yellow, brown, and reddish-yellow, fibrous masses of natrolite (= cllagite) are found with epidote at Aland (Dana, 1898).
FRANCE

Exceptional specimens, composed of large, stOUl, terminated, colorless, white, or pale red natro·
lite prisms, up to 10 mm acr05S and up to 3 cm long, form radiating groups, reaching 5 cm in
diamcter, in cavities with analcime, calcite, and aragonitc in basalt al Tour de Gevillal, Puy de
Marman (= Marnant), ncar Vcyre, Puy de DOme, Auvergne, and at Parentignat, Puy de Wme,
Auvcrgne (Hintze, 1897; British Muscum, RWI). Thc nalrolitc cryslals display lhe forms
{IlO}, {lOO}, {OW}, {Ill}, {Il·W-l1}, {331}, {40·40·39} (Goldschmidt, 1913). Akizuki
and Harada (1988) found natrolite from Puy de DOme, Auvergne, to havc a slight inclined axis
(X" b = 1°), making it monoclinic, while still showing optical parallel extinction with the
elongalion.
Small sheaves of nmrolite, with the forms {II0} and {Ill}, are found with apophyllilc, analcime, and calcite in vesicular basalt at Puy de la Piquelle, Auvergne (Hintze, 1897). Thick radial
masses and, rarely, good crystals of nmrolite are found in basalt at Peyreneyre, near SainI
Amant-Tallende; water·dear natrolite crystals occur in fissures at Peperin des Puy dc la POix;
and natrolite, chabazite, and phillipsite are found in basalt at Perrier near Issoire (Hintze, 1897).
Colorless to white nalrolite needles are found at Carriere de Basalles, Espalion, Aveyron
(RObert Ray, pers. comm.). Natrolite occurs in basalt at montaudoux, near Poyal and the Puy
de la Garde, near Billom (Hintze, 1897).
GERMANY

(Type locality) Radiating masses ofnatrolite needles (colored with bands of white, red, gold, and
yellow) fill veins, up 10 4 cm Ihick, crossing phonolite at Hohentwiel, Hegau, Baden-Wurttcm·
berg (Ramdohr, 1978).
Natrolitc occurs in Teritary volcanic rocks at HOwenegg (Wiuern, 1990). Nearby cavities contain amicite, analcime, apophyllite, chabazite, harmotome, mcrlinoile, mcsolite, natrolile, scole·
cite, paulingitc, phillip5itc, stilbite, thomsonite, thobermorite, calcitc, aragonite and montmoril·
lonite. Colorless to white needles of natrolitc, up to 5 mm long, line vesicular basalt at Huhuerberg, Siebengebirge (RWI).
Hentschel and Vollrath (1977) report nccdles of natrolite, up to 5 mm long, associated with
chabazite, phillip5itc, thomsonite, mesolite, and levyne wilh offretile overgrowth, analcime, and
calcite in montmorillonite-lined vesicles in Tertiary basalt at Ober·Weddcrsheim, near Vogelsberg, Hessen.
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In the Vogelsberg, Hessen area, natroLite occurs with chabazite, faujasite, and phillipsite at
Annerod; with chabazite, levyne, o[[retite, phillipsite, calcite, aragonite, and montmorillonite at
Herbstein; with chaba'tite, o[[relite, and phillipsite in basalt at Laubach; with phillipsite, analcime, chabazite, faujasite, and calcite at Stempel, Dear Marburg; and with analcime, phillipsite,
thomsonite, chabazite, and apophyllite in basal! at Ortenberg (Willcm, 1990).
Short, white natrolite needles are fOUDd in cavities in phonolite at Fohberg, OberschaIThausen,
Kaiserstuhl, Baden (Hintze, 1891). Natrolite occurs in phonolite at Fohberg, ncar Botzingen,
Kaiserstuhl; with chabazite and analcime at Endhalden, nC3r Botzingen; and with chabazite in
basalt and phonolite at Kirchberg, ncar Niederrotweil (Willern, 1990).
Colorless natrolite prisms, up to 5 mm long, are found with prehnite at Rauschermuhle, Pfalz
(Lcycrzapf, 1978). Natrolite occurs wilh analcime, apophylite, prchnite, pumpellyite, and calcite
in dolcritc at Nicdcrkirchen, Pfalz (Willem, 1990).
Natrolite occurs with analcime, chabazite, phillipsite, calcite, and apatite in phonolite at Ebersberg, Hessische Rhon; with thomsonite, scolecite, mesolile, phillipsite, gonnardite, and stilbite in
basalt at Rossdorf, ncar Darmstadt; and with thomsonite at Katzenbuckel (Willcrn, 1990).
Natrolite occurs with analcime, chabazitc, gonnardite, phillipsitc, thomsonite, apophyllite, okcnite, tacharanite, opal, calcite, and montmorillonite in basalt at Braumberg, near Adelebsen,
north....'CSt of GOllingcn; with stilbite, chaba7jte, calcite, and aragonite in basalt ncar Eschwcge;
with analcime, chabazite, laumontite, slilbite, and prchnitc in diabase ncar Bad Harzburg, Han.;
and with phillipsite in basalt at Meissner, west of Eschwege (Willcrn, 1990).
Natrolite is found in a contact metamorphic zone, between Oligocene bituminous shale and
basalt, in southern Rhincgraben (Heling, 1978). Natrolite is found with Na-rich gonnarditc
(= tetranatrolite) and phillipsite in the Lautzenbrucken Quarry, near Dad Marienberg, Westerwald (Toni Wieland, pers. cemm.). Natrolitc ncedles, up to 3 cm long, occur with analcime,
phillipsite, thomsonite, apophyllite, and calcicte at Roth, near Herbern, Westerwald (Willern,
1990).
Colorless to salmon-rolorcd natrolite needles, up to 5 mm long, occur at Rossberg, near
Darmstadt; colorless 5-mm natrolite needles are found with apopbyllitc and stilbite at Mendelberg, Lim. on tbe Rhine; and colorless 5-mm needles of natrolite occur with phillipsite at limberg, near Asbach, Westerwald (BritiSh Museum, RWT).
Natrolitc occurs with chabazite, harmotome, scolecite, and calcite in basalt at Bad Marienberg,
Westcrwald; with chabazite, phillipsite, thomsonite, and calcitc in basalt at Hergenrolh, near
Weslcrbury; and with heulanditc, apophyllite, datolitc, prcbnite, pumpellyite, and clinOZOisitc in
diabase at Hartenrod (Willcrn. 1990).
Thin, colorless needles of natrolite are scarce in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Arensberges, near
Zilsdorf, Eifel (Hentschel, 19783, 1982). Other cavities contain phillipsite, gismondinc,
gonnardite, thOmsonite, mcsolitc, calcite, scolecite, chabazite, tObermoritc, tacharanitc,
thaumasite, offretite, gyrolite, apophyllite. and hculanditc.
Natrolite occurs with phillipsite, calcite, aragonitc, and montmorillonite at Adenau, Eifel; and
with chabazitc, phillipsite, apophyllitc, calcitle, and montrmorillonitc in basalt at Dungkopf, ncar
Unkelback, Eifel (Wittcrn, 1990). Colorless to light brown, coarse prisms of natrolitc, up to 5
mm long, are found wilb calcite and thomsonite on phonolite at Hammer-untcr-Wiesenthal,
Erzgcbirgc (R WT).
Thin, colorless, partially disordered natrolitc ncedles, up to 20 rom long, are common, either
alone or with phillipsite, tobermorite, calcite, thaumasite, cclesitc, hydroxyapophyllite, analcime,
and gmelinitc in cavities, up to 20 cm in diameter, in Tcrtiary basalt at the Zeilberg Quarry, ncar
Maroldsweisach, Franconia, Havaria (Hesse, 1983; Wolfgang Hampel, pers. comm.). Other cavi·
ties, found in sandstone xenolithS, contain sodium-rich dachiardite, silica-rich heulandite,
aragonite, and rhodesite (Wolfgang Hampel, pers. cemm.).
Colorless, transparent natrolite covers radiating sprays and bundles of mill..)'-white, Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) on phillipsitc, in cavities in ba.~1t at Teichclbcrg, near Pcchbruun,
Davaria (Erich Keck, pers. comm.; RWT). Othcr cavities contain gismondine, phillipsitc,
chabazite, clay, calcite, and offrctitc-erionitc.
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GREENLAND
In western Greenland, grayisb, semitransparent natrolite crystallized witb analcime and calcite to
form columns, up to 3 cm long and 1 mm wide, in cavities at Naqerdlok on Ubekendt Eiland, in
tbe Umanak District (&1ggild, 1953). In the Godhaven District, on Disco Island, natroHte is
intergrown with mesolite on thomsonite in the order: thomsonite > natrolite-mesolite-natrolite
> apopbyllite (D'!lggild, 1953). Natrolite occurs in vesicular basalt at Ivanarssuit; Lyngmarlcsfjeld; and Akiarut (B0ggild, 1953).
In tbe Julianebaab District, of the Kangerdluarssuk Region, prismatic natrolite crystals, up to
to 10 cm lOng, arc found in cavities in pegmatite veins (B0ggild, 1953). Smaller, clear, transparent crystals display shiny faces with forms {loo}, {OIO}, {11O}, and {Ill}, or, rarely, short crystals with tiny {1I0} and large {ttl}. The natJOtite is also a primary mineral in the nepheline
syenitc. It forms greenish Cleavages, up to 4 cm long, and fine.grained pseudomorphs after
sodalite and, rarely, nepheline (&lggild, 1953).
In eastern Greenland, natroHte, stilbite, and calcite occur at Turner 0; Kap Brewster; and
Mount Henry (B0ggild, 1909). Natrolite is a secondary alteration of sodalite in the socIalitesyenite at Kangerdluarsuk (Dana, 1898).
GUAM
Natrolite needles are found witb heulandite and analcime near Umatae (Smitbsonian, R WI).
HUNGARY
Koch (1978) reports natrolite needles, up to 15 mm long, eapped by mcsolite, in the Pliocene
basalt north of Balaton Lake, at Halap, ncar Zalahalap. The minerals crystallized in the order:
calcite> cblorite > phillipsite> chabazite> analcime> stilbite > thomsonite > natrolite·
mesolite> calcite. Alberti et al. (1983) also found gonnardite in this area.
Natrolite is reported to be intergrown with mesolite and scolecitc and is associated with phillip·
site, calcite, stilbite, chabazite, and analcime in the Pliocene basalt at Gulacs Hill, Topolca
(Koch, 1978). Alberti et al. (1982, 1983) found these needles to be a partly disordered natrolite,
capped by Na·rieh gonnardite (= tetranatrolite). Mauritz (1931) reports natrolite, apophyllite,
and calcite in volcanics near Vindomya-Syollos.
.
ICELAND
Diagrams of natrolite crystals from Iceland, by Goldschmidt (1913), that display "V"-shapcd striations on {OlO}, are probably scolecite. No natrolite has been reported in eastern Iceland
(Walker, 1959, l%Ob, 19623, 1962b; Betz, 1981).
INDIA
Natrolite is very rare in India. It forms exceptional specimens, composed of a thin overgrowth on
complex scolecite > mcsolitc > natrolite pseudotetragonal prisms (Figs. 436,445, C-IO), up to

Figure 445. A thin over·
gJ'O\lo1h of milil;y.whjte
nalrolite covering mesolite
and soolccitc pn$m5, 5 em
long, with slilbite from the
Numbcr2 Quarry, 3t
Khandivali
( .. Bombay Quarry). nonh of
Bombay, India; photo by
Rud)' W. Tschernich.
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10 em long and 2 to 10 mm wide, on drusy, quartz-lined cavities in t.he center of green pillow
basalt in t.he Number 2 Quarry, at KhandivaJi (= Bombay Quarry), north of Bombay (RWI).
The natrolite is a milky-<:olored or milky-green (colored by clay inclusions) shell that covers a
colorless scolecite-mesolite interior. Scolecite makes up the lower 85% of eacb needle and is
capped by two milky-colored phanlom , the first of which is mesolite (1 mm thick), followed by a
2-mm external cap of nalrolile (Fig. 436). A O.5-mm-thick nalrolile overgrowth also covers Ibe
prism faces of Ihe complex cryslal.
ITALY
Nalrolite occurs as an altered gabbro of the "Gruppo di Vollri" at Liguria (Cortesogno el aI.,
1975). Dana (1898) reports nalrolile from the basalt at Tierno, Trento.
Complexly terminated, transparent, colorless natrolite needles, 2 mm in diameter and up to 2
em long, are found with analcime and thomsonite in basal! at Monte Baldoj Lago di Garda; and
Montcechio Maggiore, Vieenza (Hintze, 1897; Dana, 1898; A1beni et at, 1982). The natroHte is
. striated parallel to the c-axis, with dominant forms {1I0} and {lIl}, and smaller forms {loo},
{OlO}, {l1·IO·Il}, {311l. {51l}, {331}, {231}, and {101} (Fig. 428)(Crt>ldscbmidt, 1913).
Colorless to white, radiating needles of nstrolite, with theforms {110}, {Ill}, {Ioo}, {01O} ,
and {331}, are found in elongated vesicles in tbe basalt at A1taviUa and Gambellara, Vicenza
(Hintze, 1897; British Museum, RWI). Silky, transparent, bluish-while, fibrous masses of
natrolite, with tbe forms {I1O}, {Ioo}, {OlO}, and {Ill}, are found in geodes in basalt at San
Pielro di Lugo, Vieenza (Hintze, 1897).
Tiny colorless natrolile crystals are found witb analcime, K-ricb gmelinite, garronite, phillipsite,
gonnardite, and Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) in vesicular basall al San Giorgio Di Perlena, Fara Viccnlino, Vicenza (Villorio Mallioli, pers. comm.).
Colorless natrolite (= savite) prisms are found in serpentine at Ml. Caporciano (Dana, 1898;
Hey, 1932b). Thin, square prisms {IIO} of nalrolite, terminaled by only {Ill}, are found with
analcime in gabbro in a copper mine on Monte Cellini, Val di Ceeina, Toseana (Crt>ldsehmidt,
1913; Hintze, 1897).
Alberti et al. (1982) reports natrolite from Tierno Besagno, Mori, Trento; Casa Moneoni,
Vignola, Modena; and Alpc Grasso, Chiesa val Malenco, $ondrio. Smoolb-surfaced, while balls
ofnatrolite, up to 15 mm in diameter, are found at Aci casteUo, Catania, Sicily (RWI). Oi
Franco (1929) reports natrolite, wilh the forms {loo}, {OIO}, {llO}, and {ool}, at Viagrande,
Ml. Etna, Sicily. Natrolite occurs at Monte Somma-Vesuvius (Hey, 1932b).
N31rolite and thomsonite are found at Val Duron, A1pi di Siusi, Bolzano (Ve723lini and
Alberti, 1975). Natrolile, with a thin thomsonite overgrowtb, is found at Val di Fassa, Trento
and Rifugio Canale d'Agordo, Delluno (Alberti et al., 1982).
JAPAN
Colorless 10 while, terminated natrolite needles, up to 25 mm long, cover thomsonile-gonnardite
aggregates in altered Middle Mioccne olivine pillow basalt cavities, up to 10 em in diameter,
along Ihe sea hore at Maz~, in the lwamure District, Niigata Prereclure (Harada et aI., 1967;
Shimazu and Kawakami, 1967). The natrolite is commomly covered with analcime and calcite;
nearby vesicles conlain phillipsite, chabazile, apophyUite, and clay. Overlying dacilic tuff and
basaltic tuff conlain heulandite, erionile, mordenite, quart2, and chalcedony (Harada et aI.,
1%7; Sh.imazu and Kawakami, 1967).
Matsubara et al. (1979) report natrolite, analcime, lhomsonite, and pectolile in altered gabbro
from Yani, Shinshiro, Aichi Prefecture. Natrolite, analcime, beulandite, and mordenile are
found in amygdaloidal dolerile on the southeast shore of the Nemuro PeninSUla, IIokkaido (Ito,
1982). Natrolite and analcimc are found on prehnite, in veins CUlling monzonite at Ilamanaka,
eastern Hokkaido (Ito. 1976). Natrolite occurs al Hanasaki-misaki, Hokkaido and Isomura,
Chiba Prefecture (Harada and Nakao, 1%9).
Nalrolile, dalolite, and apopbyllite crystallized from hydrothermal solulions, at lemperalures
ranging from 2000 to 2500 C, in Ihe lower elevations in andesite at Kuma-maehi, Ehime Prcfecture (Ishibashi, 1971). "The nstrolile zonc is covered by an intermediate level (heulandilemordcnite-stilbile) and an upper level comprised only of chabazite (IShibaShi, 1971).
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Natrolite, gyrolile, analcime, tbomsonite, and opal are found in olivine dolerile allrakawa,
Yamagata Prefecture (Mizota, 1969). Akiz.uki and Harada (1988) report natrolite, with the
forms {110} and {Ill}, at Kainagisa, Kamogawa City, to be slightly monoclinic (X'" b = 0.5°),
although parallel to the c-axis. Natrolite occurs with analcime in diabase at Mase-mura, Province
Echigo (Hintze, 1897).
KERGUELEN ISLANDS

On this island chain, in the southern Indian Ocean, near Antarctica, natrolite, stilbite, and analcime are found in geodes in decomposed basalt (Lacroix, 1915). Other geodes contain heulandite, chabazite, mesolite, calcite, chalcedony, and quartz.
MARIANA OCEAN BASIN

Natrolite, analcime, Na-rich chabazite, chlorite, smectite, ccladonite, albite, potaSSium-feldspar,
apophyllite, and gyrolite are found in Cretaceous tholeiitic and olivine basalt tuffs that have
undergone low-temperature hydrothermal alteration (Viereck and SChminke, 1986).
MEXICO

Baja California: All raclive sprays of colorless to ligbt salmon<olored natrolite needles, up 12
mm long, are covered by colorless chabazite variety phaCOlitc and analcime in vesicular basalt at
Tablc Mountain, Rosarito, Municipio de Tijuana (RWI).
Thin, white to colorless, radiating needles, up to 8 mm long, composed of natrolite, overgrown
by mesolile, are found on thomsonite, analcime, calcite, and chabazite in vesicular volcanics in
the San Felipe Desert (RWI).
Baja California Sur: atrolite, mesolile, and analcime form natural cement and replace plagiOclase grains in Jurassic volcanie ash deposits on the Vizcaino Peninsula (Dames et aI., 1984).
Chihuahua: Sprays of colorless natrolite needles, 4 em long, are found on calcite at Santa
Eulalia (Smithsonian, RWI).
Guanajuato: Salinas (1923) reports natrolilc at Cerro de Chichindaro, Municipio del
Guanajuato.
IIIdalgo: Natrolile is found wilh chabazite variety phacolile in basall cliffs ncar san Miguel
RegIa, Municipio de Huasca de Ocampo (Salinas, 1923; PanC7.ner, 1987).
Jalisco: Salinas (1923) reports natrolite at san Gaspar, Municipio de San CristObal de la Barranca.
Morelos: Natrolite occurs in the San Felipe Mine, JalOStoc, Municipio de Ayala (Salinas, 1923).
San Luis Potosi: Colorless natrolite cryslals, up to 3 cm long, form compact radiating hemi·
spheres on calcite at Charcas, Municipio de Charcas (Panczner, 1987).
Sinaloa: Salinas (1923) reports nalrolite, intergrown with mesolite, from Rio de Culiacan,
Municipio de Culiacan.
Zacatecas: COlorless, radiating nalrolite needles form hemispheres, up to 7 mm in diameter,
wilh b)'droxyapophyllite and pyrite at Ihe Noche Duena Mine, Noche Duena, Municipio de
Mazapil (Panczoer, 1987).
MOZAMBIQUE

Needles of oalrolitc, intergrown with scolccite, are found with light rcddish stilbitc, quarlz, and
laumontite in cavities in basalt in tbe Corumana Mountains, Lebombo Range (Correia Neves
and Lopes Nunes, 1968).
NAMIBIA (= South-West Africa)

Large, transparenl to while, terminated, single natrolite crystaJs, 2 10 10 mm in diamcler and 8
em long, with the forms {IIO} and {Ill}, are found at the IJardap Dam (R WI).
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NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Thin, nalrolitc needles are found with thomsonite and laumontite at Tangiteroria,
North Auckland; with stilbite, hculandite, gonnardite, analcime, thomsonite, and laumontite in
basalt between North Cape and Cape Reinga; and with analcime, gonnardite, mordcnite, and
thomsonite in nephelinite dike at Todd's Quarry, Dargaville, Auckland (William Ulrich, unpublished rcport). Natrolite also occurs at Whakahara saddle, between Mangarakau and Tokatoka,
North AuckIand (William Ulricb, unpublished report).
Natrolite, analcime, thomsonite, and gonnardite are found in a Miocene andesite plug (that
intruded Tertiary limestone) at the Simpkins Quarry, near Tokatoka, southeast of Dargaville
(Black, 1964; Courtney and Rodgers, 1988). Other cavities contain orthoclase, chIorite, Na-Krich chabazite (= herschelite), siderite, ilmenite, apatite, barite, harmotome, and quartz.
Natrolite and thomsonite are found in volcanic agglomerate at Hawke's Bay on Red Island
(William Ulrich, unpublished report). Natrolite, analcime, and Lbomsonite oceur in volcanics in
tbe Brocken Range, east Wairarapa, Wellington (William Ulrich, unpublished report). Calciteovered natrolite needles are associated with analcime in Tertiary basalt attbe Te Hana Quarry,
near WelLsford, nonh of Auckland (Alun Baines and 'Karl Von Blaramberg, pers. comm.).
Natrolite occurs with analcime, chabazite, levyne, erionite, olJ'retite, heulandite, phillipsite, stilbite, and thomsonite at Waitakere (AJun Baines and Karl Von B1aramberg, pers. comm.).
Natrolite, analcime, Chabazite, heulaodite, phJllipsite, and thomsonite oceur at Maori Bay;
Whangaparoa Gap; and Waiwcra (AJun Baines and Karl Von Blaramberg, pers. comm.).
Natrolite, analcime, stilbite, and thomsonite occur at Maungaru (AJun Baines and Karl Von
Blaramberg, pers. comm.). Natrolite is also found with analcime and calcite at Opononi (Jocelyn
Thornton, pers. comm.).

South Island: Excellent specimens of colorless to white prisms of oatrolite (Fig. 441), ranging
from 2to 7 em long and up to 5 mm in diameter, are found with colorless to white analcimc and
white tabular apophyllite in Middle Tertiary submarine basalt flows along the Pahau River, Cui·
verden, Canterbury (Mason, 1946). Other cavities contain harmolOme and hyalophanc (William
Ulrich, unpublished report).
In Canterbury, natrolite oceurs with analcime, chabazite, thomsonite, levyne, offrctitc, cowleSite, phillipsite, pyrite, and tOdorokite in vesicular basalt at Lyttelton QuarC)', Evans Pass, near
Christchurch, on the Banks Peninsula (Donald Howard, pers. comm.; AJun Baines, pers.
comm.).
Natrolite occurs with analcime, chaba7jte, heulandite, laumontite, quartz, mordenite, apophyllite, stilbite, and scolccite at Stew Point, Rangitata Gorge (AJun Baines, pers. comm.). Natrolite
aIso oceurs at Prebbelton, near Christchurch (William Ulrich, unpUblished report). Natrolite
occurs at V05leys Hill, Otago Pcninsula (Alberti et aI., 1982).
Colorless, transparent, natrolite prisms, commonly with a white gonnardite base, frequently
form velvcty cavity linings or tufts on phillipsitc in vesicular basalt at Blackhead Quarry, ncar
Dunedin, Otago (AJun Baines and Gordon Auton, pers. comm.; R WT). Creamy-white, decomposed, natrolite-gonnardite aggregates commonly have become crumbly, nearly formless, claylike masses in the cavities (RWT). Other minerals in the cavilies include thomsonite, chabazite,
analcime, aragonite, calcite, and filiform and cubes of pyrite.
Natrolite, phillipsite, aragonite, calcite, and siderite occur in basaltic breceia, scoria, and tuff at
the Old Mine Quarry (= Dog Pound Quarry), Oamaru (Alun Baines and Gordon Auton, pers.
comm.). White, radial natrolite prisms occur with analcime and laumontite at Hooper's Inlet,
Dunedin, Otago, and with chabazite and stilbite in metamorphic rocks at Copperstain Creek,
northwCSl of Nelson (William Ulrich, unpUblished report).
Radiating prisms of natrolite are found encIoscd in analcime and are associatcd with thomsonite, chabazite, heulandite, laumontitc, and stilbite in Lower Permian submarine vesicular
basalt in the central part of the Takitimu Mountains, western Southland (Houghton, 1982;
William Ulrich, unpublished report).
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NORWAY

Fine specimens of colorless to whitc natrolite prisms, reaching 2 to 3 em long and 3 to 15 mm in
diameter, are found in the BreviK Region, along Langesundfjord, principally on the islands of
ArO. StoKo, and Sigteso (British Museum, RWI) and at Eilcaholmen. Nalrolitc, from the Brevik
Region, frequently displays the forms OlO}, Ooo}, {OlO}, {111}, {331}, with smaller, {ool},
{JOl}, {031}, OW}, and 031} (GQldschmidt, 1913; Hintzc. 1897). Crystals described as
natroHte, elongated along the b-axis, were found to be thomsonite (Hey. 1932b). On the ArO
Island Group. complcxly tcrminated natrolite prisms, striatcd parallel to the c-axis, display the
forms {IlO}, {loo}. {OlO}, {l20}, {610}. {590}. {740}. {Ol1}, {lOl}, {Ill}, {221}, {331},
{13l}, {34 0 3Qol}, {31l}, {511}, 05l}. {36 0 34 o l}, {ll o 10 0 11}, {21 0 20 o20, {34 0 36 o 0
(Fig. 429) (Hintze, 1897).
DarK green, opaque, natrolite crystalS, from Love and Sigleso, in the Brevik Region, were
originally thought to contain iron replacing aluminum (== eiscn natrolite, iron natrolite) but they
only contain inclusions ofstilpnomelane, aegirine. or augite (Hey, 1932b; Dana, 1898). Masses
of reddish D8trolite needles (== bergmannitc, spreustein. brevicite), intergrown with diaspore.
occur in augite-syenite, replacing nepheline. sodalite, cancrinite, and other minerals (Hey,
1932b; Dana, 1898; Hintzc, 1897). In the same area, grayish. radiating. fibrous masses of nalroIile (= radiolite) arc alsO presenl (Dana, 1898). Natrolite, stilbite. heulandile. and laumonlile
are found on joint surfaces in a quartz-rich gneiss near Kragcr0, TelemarK (saeb0 and Reitan,
1959).
POLAND

While natrolile needles occur in basalt at Rauchswalde. ncar Gorliz; at LanctsKrone; at Schllauroth; at Sirgwitz and Krobsdorf, near Lowenberg; at WicKenstcin, near Rabishau; al Wolfberg,
near Goldberg; at Spitzberg, near Pombscn; and at Breitenberg, near Strcigau (Hintze, 1897).
Natrolite occurs at Lipno (Alberti el aI., 1982).
Colorless to white nalrolite ncedle.s occur in basalt at Maiwaldau, ncar Hirschberg; in the
Schneegrube Mine at Riesengebirge; at Ueberschaarberges, near Landcck; at Girlachsdorf, near
Nimptsch; in the Annaberges at Leschnit7~ near Gross-Strehlitz; at Schulenburg, near Oppeln;
and at Himmelwitzen Wasser. near Dcmbio (Hintzc, 1897).
SOUTH AFRICA

Excellent specimcns of coarse, transparent, clear natrolitc CT)'Stals, up to 12 mm long, with Ihe
forms {loo}, {O IO}, {llO}, and {Ill}, are found allhc De Becrs Diamond Mine, Kimberley
(Hey. 1932b). Largc plates of colorless natrolite prisms, 15 mm long and 3 mm widc, are found
at Du Toit's Pan, Beaconfield, Kimberley, and in the BulLfontein Diamond Mine. Kimberley
(British Museum, RWI).
SPAIN

Radiating fibrous aggregales of natrolite are found wilh phillipsile, calcite, chab37jtc, thomsenite, mcsolile, seolecile, tobermorite. and tacharanite in olivine basalt at Fogars de Tordera,
La Selva, Oltalunga, Girona (Barcche, 1988). Natrolite occurs in basall near Vera, Almeri.a
(Hintze, 1897).
SWEDEN

Nalrolile needles, up 10 2 cm long, are found with slilbilc and chaba7jte in thc Leveanicmi Iron
Mine, Svappavaara, north of Gallivare (Bjallerud, 1988). Other mincrals prescnt include strengitc, beraunitc, fluellitc, eacoxenitc, kidwellite, variscile. rockbridgeite, calcite, apalitc, microcline,
magnetite, hematite, prehnite, chalcopyritc, pyrite, epidote, and quartz..
SWITZERLAND
Needles, up to 8 em long, composed of a nalrolilc base and overgrown by mesolite and lhom-

senitc, occur with diopsidc, epidote, vcsuvianite, garnet, apatite, hornblcnde, litanitc, magnelite,
and chlorite, in cavities, along Ihe conlaCI of an ultrabasic mass (4 km long), with hornblcndcrich rocks, near Gcisspfad, Binnatal (Parker, 1973). Natrolite, garncl, vesuvianitc, apatitc, and
titanite occur at Grampiclhoro, Geisspfad, Binnalal (ParKcr, 1973). In lhe Simplon Tunnel,
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natrolile occurs wilh f1uOrilC, ankerile, dolomite, magnesile, rutile, sphalerite, pyrile, anyhydrile,
and gypsum (parkcr, 1973). Nalrolile is found al Ollenwill (Alberti el al., 1982). At Col Des
Mosses, on Mont d'Or, nalrolile occurs in cavilies of limestonc (Parker, 1973).
TAHITI

Colorless nalrolile needles are found with lhomsonite, analcime, and chabazile al Punaruu
(RWI).
TAIWAN

Nalrolile is reponed in olivine basall al Tailung (Juan et aI., 1964).
TANZANIA

Nalrolile replaces nepheline grains in Pleistocene sediments, due 10 sodium carbonale solulions
heated by lhe semiarid climale at Olduvai Gorge (Hay, 1966).
UGANDA

Fossilized ....'OOd found in a nepheline tuff al Mount Elgon is replaced by nalrolile (Udlufl,
1928). Some of lhe petrified limbs, 10 10 12 cm in diameler and 25 cm long, contain cavilies in
the center, lined wilh lerminaled nalrolile prisms, up 10 3 em long, and golden calcile crystals
(Brilish Museum, RWI). Holmes (1937) reporls natrolile in vesicular volcanics in southwesl
Uganda.
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

.

Large, colorless, gemmy, nalrolile crystalS, up to 30 cm long and 13 cm in diameter, and com·
paCl masses arc found in pegmatiles in nepheline syenitc on lhe Kola Peninsula (Kuzurenko,
1950; Pough, 1965). WhilC to reddish nalrolile is found with analcime, chabazite, heulandite,
mcsolile, lhomsonite, pcctolite, neptunite, astrophyllite, sphene, ancylitc, ilmenite, aegirine, and
zircon in veins in a nephclinc sycnite complex atlIibina and Lujavr.Tundra, in the Khibinslcy
aod Lovozers!<y Mounlains, on the Kola Peoinsula (Labuotzov, 1927; Fersman, 1923, 1926).
Excellenl, single, graY-While, terminated nalrolite prisms, up 102.5 cm wide and 12 cm long, are
found al Khibin Tundra (British Museum, RWI). Red, fibrous, compact masses of natrolite
(= crocalite) are found in the Urals (Dana, 1898).
Needles of nalrolile, inlergrown wilh mcsolite. up to 3 cm loog, are found on calcilc and slilbile, in lhe basall 00 Ml. Papyakhaa, near lhe Lower Tunguska River, Siberia (Kostyleva, 1916;
Shkabara and Shlurm, 194{». Nalrolile occurs on stilbile. heulandite, and analcime al the Dage
Forest, Lower Tunguska River, Siberia (KOSlyleva, 1916; Shkabara and Sbturm. 1940). Natralile, analcime, prehnite, chalcedony. barile, and calcite occur allhe Kiramki Cliff, along lhe
Lower Tunguska Rivcr, Siberia (Kostyleva, 1916). Cavilies in basalt brcccia and lUffs in lbe
Lower Tunguska River region conlain natrolile with mordenile, heulandile, stilbile, analcime,
thomsonite, mcsolite. laumontite. chabazite, and calcite (Shkabara and Shturm, 1940).
Natrolite, mcsolite, heulandite, tbomsonite, celadonite, stilbilC, analcime, chabazite, and cal·
cile are found in basalt flows at Lillie Kunalei, in tbe Khilk Basin, al Selengiosk Dauria
(Fersman, 1923). Nalrolite, brewsterile, heulandite, stilbile, and pyrite occur in cavities and on
joints CUlling aplilc and syenite in Ihe Burpala Pluton. NOrlh Baikal Region, Siberia
(Khomyakov et aI., 1970).
Natrolitc is found in fLSSures in basalt at Badkhyl, southcrn Turkmenia (Raevskii and Brovko,
1980). Natrolite replaces preexisting rocks (by metasomatism) in dikes crossing ultraba ic rocks
in the Borus Mountains. West Sajans (Judin, 1963). Natrolite caps mesolile needles at Kara·
dagh, Crimea (Hey, 1932b). Nalrolite and apopbyUite arc found in volcanics near the Kotui
River (Laguta et aI., 1988).
UNITED KINGDOM

England: White natrolite prisms, 3 mm in diameter and up to 4 cm loog, and radiating masses
are found with analcime, prebnite, and calcile in veins and cavities witbio gabbro in thc Dean
Quarry, on the Lizard Peninsula, Cornwall (Seager, 1969). Natrolite, found in veins CUlling
amphibolitc and granulitc at Porthkerris Point, on the Lizard Peninsula, crystallized in the order:
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prehnile-calcile > analcime> nalrOlite > dissolulion of some analcime> orthoclase> quanz
> calcitc > sli.lbite (Seager, 1978).
NalroHle is found wilh prehnite in Cornwall betwcen Botallack and Wbeal COCk; al Whcal
Cam ncar Sl. Just; and at Ste,nna G\rynn, ncar SI. Auslell (Greg and Leltsom, 1858).Excellenl
specimens ofwaler-clear to opaque-white nalrolile pr~ms, up to 5 cm long and 410 10 mm
across, are found in the Benallt Manganese Mine, near Rhiw, Camarvonshire (Hey, 1932b). The
dominant forms {110} and {Ill} arc covered wilh natural elcb figures and less dominant forms
{tOO}, {OtO}, {33l}, {551}, {IOl}, {OIl}, {332}, {44l}, {99I},and {lOoI0 o l} (Hey,I932b).
Slender, transparent, colorless 10 bluish-gray prisms of nstroHle, up to 15 mm long, form single
cryslals and cluslers with Ihomsonile, analcime, and calcile in cavilies in Carboniferous Period
basalt in the Loonbead Quarry, near Deilh, Slralhclyde (Meikle, 1989b). Nearby cavilies conlain
low-Iemperalure grossular and andradile gamel, chabazile, heulandile, harmolome, laumonlile,
epidole, prehnile, clinowisile, and calcite (Meikle, 1989b).
Northern Ireland: Nalrolile is abundant in Ihe Terliary olivine basalis of easlern County
Anlrim, especially along Ihe sea coasl and on the Island of Magee. In County Anlrim, Ihe
fibrous zeoHles are lhe lasl in lhc crystallizalion sequence: lcvync > phillipsile > gismondine >
thomsonile-chabazilc > gmelinilc > analcimc > nalrolile > mesolile > seolecile (WalkCr,
1959).
Walker (l960b) mapped an analcimc-nalrolitc zone, overlain by a chabazite-thomsonite zone,
al the lowest part Ihe Garron Plaleau and adjacenl area. Both zones are discordant 10 the flows,
which indicalcs thatlhe crystallization of tbe zeolites occurred al a consid~rablc timc afler soHdificalion of Ihe volcanics (Walker, 1960b).
Nalrolile and analcime are predominant minerals around the edge of lhe plateau basalts and
along faull zones in eastem County Antrim (Walker, 1960b). Nalrolile is found from Camlough
to Belfast; along lhe north coaSI ncar Whilepark Bay; and into County Londondcrry at Downhill
and Carnlogher (Walker, 1960b). A1lhough most of Ihe zeolites in County Antrim cryslallized
from hydrothermal waler (where Ibe source of the watcr was from Ihe surface walcr), the occur·
rence of nalrolilc, analcime, and gmelinile may have resulted by migralion of seawaler, along the
margins of lhe basall flows and along faults (Walkcr, 196Gb).
SIOUI, colorless natroHle crystals, up 10 I cm long, wilh Ihe forms {ItO} and {Ill}, form loose
aggregales or radiating ball·like groups, with while centers, On gmclinilc and analcime in Ihe
coaslal cliffs near Glen Arm (R WT). Olher cavities contain chal>a7ite, levyne, thomsonite,
phillipsite, garronile, and gonnardite (Walker, 19628; Harry Fey, pers. comm.).
. 'ceptional specimens of natrolile, con isting of coarse, 2-cm needles, line large cavities at
White Head (Brilisb Museum, R WT). Nearby cavities conlain garronile, analcime, gmelinite,
chaba:lite, thomsonite, and heulandite (Walker, 1962a).
Fine specimens of lerminated, colorless natrolite needles, up to 4 cm long, line cavities and
veins in ba.<>alt at the Magheramome Quarry, Lame. Olher cavities contain gmeHnite, analcime,
and Na-ricb gonnardite (= telranatrolile) (Harry Fey, pers. comm.).
Ncar Kilwaughter Caslle, Larnc, nalrolite is found with garronite, Chabazite, analcime, thomsonile, and gismondine (Walker, 19623, 1962b). Fine specimens ofnalrotile are found at Black
Cave, near Lame (Walker, 1959). On Ihe Island of Magee, radiating while masses of natroHte
are covered wilh a cruSI of drusy chabazile and heulandile several millimetcrs Ihick (Walker,
1959).
Tufts of delicate, hairlike natrolile needles are scarce in Ihe olivine basalts of the Garron
Plaleau, Counly Anlrim (Walker, 1951). 'The nalroHtc is frequently capped by mcsoHte on the
terminations and covered wilh a thin overgrowth of scoleeile on prisms and terminations
(Walker, 1951). NatroHte is rarely found on the western side of the Glenariff Valley (lbe type
locality for garronitc). 11 is associated with chabazite, thomsonile, analcime, levyne, phillipsile,
garronite (Walker, 1962a), and cowlesile (RWT).
Veins of fibrous nalrolilc arc found al the cliff base, along Ihc shore, west of Kinbane Caslle,
near Ballycastle (Harry Fey, pers. comm.). N81rolite is rare in lhe lholeiilic basall in lhe Giani'S
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Causeway, along the nortbero coast of County Antrim (Walker, 1960b). Finc specimcns of
natrolite are found at Hogg's Quarry, Magherafelt, County Londondcrry (Harry Fey, pees.
comm.).
Scotland: Natrolite is common in the volcanic belt that encircles Glasgow. It forms colorless,
wbite, or pink radiating masses, up to 5 em long, that rarcly are terminated (Goodchild, 19(3).
Masses of natrolite, associated witb thomsonite and prehnite, occur at the Bowling Quarry,
Bowling, and at Kilpalrick, in Dumbartoll.Shire (Heddle, 1901). At the Boylestone Quarry, in
Renfrewsbire, natrolite forrn.s doubly terminated crystals, up to 8 cm long, with calcite, prchnite,
and laumontite (Heddle, 1901). Natrolite, intergrown with scolecite, is found wilh prehnite, calcite, and greenockite in basalt from the BishOpton Tunnel, Ren[rewsbire (Hey, 1932). Natrolite
occurs at the Grufe Tunnel, in Renfrewshire (Heddle, 19(1).
Natrolite, intergrown with mesolile, forms 3-cm.long, pink radiating masses (colored by iron)
at Glen Farg, Perthshire (Heddle, 1901; Hey, 1932b). Colorless to pink needles reporled as
natrolite from many old localilies in Scotland were commonly intergrowths witb mesolite while
those associated with chalcedony were frcqucntly mordcnitc (R WI).
Nalrolite, analcime, thomsonite, harmotome, hcmatitc, prchnite, fibrous amphibole, epidote,
clinopyroxene, chalcopyrite, calcite, and low-temperature garnet (grossular and andradite) are
found in Carboniferous Period basalt in tbe Loanhead Quarry, near Bcith, Ayrshire (Meikle,
1989b).
UNITED STATES

Arizona: Finc specimcns of transparent, colorless or orange-pink natrolitc prisms, becoming
white at the base, form radiating bemispberes, up to 3 em in diamcter, in cavities, up to 50 cm in
diameter, in dense olivine basalt near Horseshoe Dam, Maricopa County (Shannon, 1983). The
natrolite is frequenlly associated with clear, tabular apophyllite, calcite, and, rarely, okenite and
gyroHte (Shannon, 1983). A nearby, altered, olivine, vesicular basalt, found below thc massive
basalt flow (described above), contains small, snOw-white, dOUbly terminatcd, radiating groups
of natroHte (that resemblc bow ties) associated with small, colorless analcime, thin hexagonal
plates of chabazite (= hcrschelite), phillipsite, and calcite on a green to brown saponitc clay
(Shannon, 1983).

.

Arkansas: Colorless to white prisms ofnatrolitc, up to 3 mm long, with tbe forms {loo}, {OlO},
{11O}, and {Ill}, arc commonly found on white, blocky, orthoclase crystals and are associated
with apophyUite and pyrite in miaroHtic cavities, 5 mm to 3 cm in diameler, in a Cretaceous
nepheline syenite at the Diamond Jo Quarry, near Magnet Cove, Hot Springs County (Smith,
1989). Colorless natroHte prisms, 8 to 20 mm long, with the forms {llO}, {Ioo}, {OIO}, and
{III}, are found in pegmatites in a Cretaceous nepheline-S)'enite complex at Magnet Cove, in
the Ozark Mountains (Hintze, 1897; Landes, 1931).
Colorless prisms of natrolite, up to 5 COl long, are abundant in miarolilic cavities and pegmatites (sometimes completely filling cavities) in S)'enile on Granite Mountain, Lillie Rock,
Pulaski County (Earwood, 1989). Nearby cavities contain stilbite, hculandite, analcime, aegirine,
nepheline, orthoclase, and epidote.
California: Colorless sprays of natrol.ite needles, up to 3 cm long, occur in cavities in an intrusive
Jurassic-Cretaceous analcime-bearing diabase at Point Sal, santa Barbara County (MOiler,
1960). The minerals crystallized in the sequence: thomsonite > calcite> analcime> natrolile
(Wise and Tschernich, 1978b).
Natrolite needles are found with analcime in vesicular andesite in the Berkeley Hills, Alameda
County (Lawson and Patache, 1902). Colorless, white, and pink, radiating natrolite needles arc
found on analcime, in vesicular basalt, near the Sterling Borax Minc, Tick Canyon, Los Angeles
Cou nty (Sharp, 1959).
Fine natroHte crystals, up to 4 em long, wilh complex terminations (Fig. 442, are found at the
headwaters of the San Benito River, San Benito County. The natrolite occurs in veins CUlling
serpentine and blue·schist (metamorphosed basalt) of the Jurassic Franciscan Formation, especially ncar the contact with a S)'cnitc intrusivc that may have been the source of fluids for zeolite
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crystallization (Wise and Gill, 1977). Colorlc.<;S to wbite, octagonal natrolite crystals (Fig. 423), 20
moo thick and up to 4.5 em long, with the forms {ItO}, {loo}, {OtO}, {Ill}, arc found in narrow fISSures penetrating sehist near contact with serpenline along the headwaters of Clear
Creek, San Benito County (Sinkankas, 1964). While natrolite prisms, up to 3 em long, are found
in cavities in syenite attbe New Idria Mine, Idria, San Benito County (RWT).
Excellent natrolite crystals, up to 3 moo wide and 3 em long, are found in cavities in a vein of
massive natrolite, crossing serpentine, near tbe Benitoite Gem Mine, San Benilo County
(Murdocb, 1942). The crystals are flallened in cross section, due to large {loo} and {OtO}, and
very small 010}, witb complex terminations composed offorms {111}, {331}, 03}}, 05I},
{311}, {511}, and {35l} (Murdoch, 1942). Finc, transparent, single crystals of natroJite, 3 em
long and 8 mm wide, frequently displaying terminated phantoms, are found in road cuts leading
to tbe Benitoite Gem Mine (RWT). At the Benitoite Gem Mine, brecciated and altered blueschist (composed of albite, epidote, and felted actinolite or crossite fibers) are cut by veins, lined
with benitoite, neplunite, joaquinile, jonesite, apatite, djurleite, and digenite, which are partially
or oompletely covered by natrotite (Wise and Gill, 1977). Fine-grained, massive natrolite completely filled remaining open spaces in the erossite rOCk, even barren fractures several feet wide
(WLSC and Gill, 1977). Most of thc natralite at the Benitoitc Gem Mine is massive and granular
althougb intergro\Vl1 crystals. 2to 3 em long and 3 to 12 moo wide, are found on massive natrolite (Sinkankas, 1964). Some natrolite crystalS, filled with erossite inclusions. form spherical
aggregates within the felted amphibole, or form rOWS of oriented cockscomblike terminated surfaces (Wise and Gill, 1977). Analcime is rarely associated with tbe natrotite. Very short natrolite
crystalS, with large Oil}, small {1l0}, and tiny {OlO}, {Oil}, {331}, 031}, and {Oil} (Fig.
422), are rarely found in San Benito County (Goldschmidt, 1913).
Colorless to white needles of natrolite form radiating groups, up to 15 moo in diameter, with
colorless analcime and calcite in andesitic lava ncar the Russell Borax Mine (Foshag, 1924).
Natrolite is found at the frazier Borax Mine, Furnace Creek, Death Valley, Inyo Counly (Gale,
1914).
fibrous sprays of natroJite needles, up to 4 moo long, are (ound with thomsooite, rnesolite,
heulandite. and rarely, with phillipsite in vesicular lava nows in Red Rock Canyon, Kern County
(Murdoch and Webb, 1942). Small, colorless natrolite needles are found on analcime at Ricardo
Stati~ ·1 Paso Mountains, Kern County (Robert Ray, pers. 000000.).
Wlilte, radiating masses of natrolite occur with scapolite. grossularite garnet. and phillipsite in
vugs filled wilh blue caleite in the contact zone of Upper PaleO'toic limestone and intrusive
quartz monzonite and pegmatiles at the Commercial Limestone Quarry, at Crest more, near
Riverside, Riverside County (Woodford et aI., 1941). Nearby rock contains stilbite, phillipsitc,
chabazite, laumontite, scolecite, thomsonite, gonnardite, mordenite, epistilbite, and many other
minerals (Woodford et aI., 1941; Jenni. 1957; Pemberton, ]983).
Pink to White, zoned, radial groups of nalrolite needles, up to 2 em long, analcime, apophyllite,
laumontite, celadonite, sea-green prebnite, and thomsonite fLlI vesicles and veins in a Middle
Miocene basalt sill at the Pacific Electric Quarry, in Brush canyon. Santa Monica Mountains,
HollY"'ood, Los Angeles County (Neuerburg, 1951). Nalrolite, analcime, calcite, and aragonite
occur in amygdaloidal agglomerate at Laurel canyon (Neuerburg, 1951). Radiating needles of
natrOlite are found with analcime in veins and vesicles in Middle Miocene pillow basalt in the
Cold canyon area, cahuenga Pass, in the Santa Monica Mountains, Hollywood, Los Angeles
County (Neuerburg, 1951; Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Other caviti1:S conlain mordenite,
beulandite, stilbite, thomsonite, calcile, pyrile, quartz, apophyllite, chalcedony, gyrolite, laumontite, and green pre.haite.
Radiating sprays of natrolite, up to 10 em long, are associated with analcime, thomsonite,laumontite, beulandite, and chlorite in basalt at tbe Circle X Boy Seout camp, Tapia Park. in tbe
Agoura Hills, Los Angeles County (Fred DeVito, pers. 000000.). Natrolite prisms. flattened
along the a-axis, and displaying the forms to}, {tOO}. {OlO}. and Oil}, are associated with
apophyllite, analcime. calcite. and gyrolitc in vesicular basalt along the Kanan Road. Agoura,
Los Angeles County (Fred DeVito. pers. comm.).

o
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Natrolite, analcime, and laumontite occur on fractures, cUlling schist at the Gillette Gold
M.ine, Bear canyon, Los Angeles County (Sharp, 1959). White, radiating natrolite needles, up to
3 em long, are found in basalt in Little Sycamore canyon, Ventura County (RWI).
Colorado: Natrolite rarely forms delicate, transparent, colorless to white, slender, radiating needles, up to 5 moo long, or stubby, bri tielike prisms, commonly with analcime in fissures in a
smaJJ area in the potassium.rich olivine basalt (= shoshonite) at South Table Moutain, near
Golden, Jefferson County (Cross and Hillebrand, 1882; Ellermeir, 1947; Kile and Modreski,

1988).
Natrolite and analcime are the result of alteration of nepbeline in a carbonatite found in the
alkaline rocks at Iron Hill, Gunnison County (Larsen, 1942; Modreski, 1985). Natrolite oceurs
with stilbitc, analcime, and tbomsonite in an alkaline intrusive at South Park, Park County
(Modreski 1985).
Tiny, prismatic natrolite crystals, 0.4 to 3.3 moo long, with the forms {100}, {OtO}, {llO},
OU}, {33l}, {l4·1·l}, {31O}, {210}, and 020}, are associated with analcime in drill cores
from oil shale and vuggy breccia, in the ocene Green River Formation, at East Willow Creek,
in the Piceance Creek Basin, Garfield County (Pabst, 1971).
Connecticut: Small natrolite needle are found with analcime, Chabazite, calcite, datolite, and
prehnite in small seams crossing diabase in the Cheshire Quarry, Cheshire, New Haven County
(Brunet, 1980). Natrolite is found with stilbitc and harmotome in Georgetown, and with stilbite,
chabazite, and gonnardite at the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Plant site, Haddam Neck
(Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).
Hawaii: Tiny, fibrous natrolite crystals form a thin layer, covering white gonnardite with
chabazite, phillipsite, and analcime, in a White, natural cement between volcanic fragments or in
vesicles near Honolulu, Oahu, primarily at Salt Lake Craters, Ulupau Head, Diamond Head,
PunChbowl, and Manana Island (Iijima and Harada, 1969). The zeolites formed SlOWly, at surface conditions, from the reaction of surface water and seawater spray with nephelinite tuffs in
the sequence: phillipsite> chabazite> gonnardite > natrolite > analcime (lijima and Harada,

1969).
Idaho: Radiating groups of natrolite needles are found in granular heulandite and are associated
with apopbyllite and prehnite in vesicular Miocene basalt along the Little Salmon River, near
Riggins, Idaho County (Hamilton, 1963; Ream, 1989). Colorless necdles of natrelite are found
with analcime in vcsicular Miocene basalt at Slate Creek, Idaho County (RWI).
Maryland: White natrolite needles, up to 3 mOl long, are scattcred on analcime, calcite, and
pyritc, on rock from thc Powdcr Mill Dump, Baltimore Water Tunnel, Baltimore (Smitbsonian,
RWI).
Michigan: Long, slender, reddish natrolite needles are found in the uppermost low-temperature
zone in the regional, hydrOthermally metamorphosed, vesicular Precambrian basalt flow tops
along the northeast tip of the Ke\'i-ecnaw Peninsula (Broderick, 1929; Stoiber ano Davidson,
1959). They are associated with analcime, thomsonite,laumontite, chabazite, datolite, prchnite,
calcite, orthoclase variety adularia, apophyllite, native copper, chlorite, and saponite (BrOderick,
1929; Stoiber and DavidsOn, 1959). Natrolitc is common in the Copper Falls Minc, Saint Clair
Mine, and Phoenix Mines, in Keweenaw County. After the lavas and conglomeratcs werc tilted,
the minerals formed, as a result of hydrothermal solutions dis-wIving eopper and othcr elcments
from very deep portions of the flows, and were then carried up the porou tilted tops of the lava
flows, where the minerals crystallized at temperatures of 36QO C in the deeper zoncs (suggested
from liquid inclu ion) to 1330 C in the shallower zones (Stoiber and Davidson, 1959).
Mont.ana: Colorless, tran parent natrolite prisms, up to 7 coo long and 2 moo wide, arc found
north of Livingston, Park County (Smithsonian, R Wl). Groups of while, radiating nat.rolite
needles, reaching up to 12 em long and 1 to 5 moo wide, are found on talus slopes on the eastside
of the Bcarpaw Mountains, near Warrick, Hill County (Smithsonian, RWI).
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Nevada: Thin white natrolite needles, up to 10 mm long, occur at Mina, Mineral County
(Smitbsonian, RWI).
New Jersey: ExccptionaUy largc, terminated natrolitc crystals, semc up to 18 cm long and 3 cm
wide, werc abundant in a vertical brcccia zone, measuring 1.6 meters by 4 meters long, in Lower
Jurassic basalt at the Chimncy Rock Quarry, Bound Brook (Sassen, 1973, 1978). The crystals
werc not allached to the wails of thc cavities but were found broken off and loose; healed to
form doubly terminated crystals; cemented together by a mixture of basalt dust and drusy
heulandite; or covered by large brown calcitc crystals. Most of the natrolite crystals wcre opaquc
white, ncar the base, becoming colorless at the tcrmination. Phantoms commonly were visible
ncar the terminations. The natrolite crystals displayed the simple forms {11O}, {100}, {OlO},
{lIl}. AJdzuIci and Harada (1988) found natrolite from Bound Brook to be optically homogeneous and truly orthorhombic. The order of events that produced tbis exceptional deposit
started by a steam explosion while the basalt was cooling, which produced the breccia pipe, followed by a long period of time, burial by otber rocks, and invasion by hydrotbermal fluids. The
minerals crystallized in the order: anhydrite> small amounts of prehnite and datolite >
analcimc-caJcite-sulfides > natrolile > drusy heulandite > movement along the fault (which
reshutned the contents of the breccia pipe) breaking or deforming the natrolite crystals> healing of broken natrolite producing doubly tcrminated crystals> continued crystalli7;ltion of drusy
heulandite > formation oflarge brown calcite crystals (Sassen, 1978). In other breccia pipes,
natrolite prisms, coated by drusy heulandite, were partially or completely dissolved, leaving fragile hollow shells of heulandite that retained tbe shape of the dissolved natrolite.
Thin, radiating needles, up to 5 em long, and smaller stout prisms of natrolite (commonly
capped with mesolite) are found in veins and cavities in railway cuts and tunnels cut through
Lower Jurassic diabase at Bergen Hill, Weehawken, Hudson County (Manchester, 1919, 1931).
The natrolite is commonly associated with prehnite, datolitc, apophyllite, pyritc, analcime,
gmclinite, laumontite, stilbite, cbabazite, heulandite, calcite, pectolite, quart"., sphaleritc, opal,
and chalcopyrite (Manchester, 1919, 1931; Mason, 1960).
Colorless to whitc, radiating balls of nalrolitc, up to 7.5 em in diameter, composed of thin, 0.5to 2-mm-<liameter needles, are found on plates of green prehnitc in large cavities between pillows, in pillOW basalt at tbe Prospect Park Quarry (= Warrens Brothers Quarry = Vandermade
Quarry = Sowcrbull Quarry), Prospect Park, nortb of Paterson; in the Upper ew Street
Quarry; and Routc 80 roadcut (ncar tbe Lower New Strcct Quarry) in Palcrson, Passaie
County. Thc thin natroHle needles al Paterson are generally less than 3 cm long, with a fcw
reaching 12.5 cm long, although masses of intergrown natrolite prisms, 10 mm in diamcler and 4
cm long, bave been found (Smithsonian, R WI). Natrolite is commonly associated with analcime, chabazite, apophyllite, datolite, gmelinilc, laumontite, mesolitc, stilbile, heulandite, thomsenitc, and, rarely, with anhydrite, babingtonite, barite, chalc0PYritc, galena, silver, coveILit~,
bornite, greenockite, pumpellyite, gypsum, quartz, stcvensitc, and Ihaumasilc (Peters and
Peters, 1978; Peters, 1984). In the Prospecl Park Quarry, zeolites and quartz are found in cavities in the center of pillows, in spaces between pillows, in breccia, and in vertical fault zones in
thc highly mincralized lOp now (Vitali, 19783). Under the zeolite-bearing now is another flow
containing only prebnitc and calcite underlain by.a dense now (without cavities) and Triassic
sandstone (Vilali, 19783).
Excellent groups of colorless, stout prisms of natrolite (Fig. 443). up 10 12 mm long, com·
monly form bow tie clusters or radiating groups at Laurel Hill (= Snakc Hill), Secaucus
(Facciolla, 1981). Natrolite is frequently associated wilh gmelinite, heulanditc, stilbite, analcime,
apophyllilc, calcite, and datolite.
Large sprays of thin, colorless, transparent natrolitc needles, forming balls, up to 12 em in
diametcr, covcred wilh amber calcite, arc found on caldle, dalolitc, and prehnite in large cavities
in basalt at the 'rancisco Brothers Quarry (Closed 1922), Great Notch, southwest of Patcrson,
Passaic County (Petcrs, 1984). N~rby cavities contain pectolite, stilbitc, analcime, chabazite,
gmelinite. hculandile, laumontite, thomsonite, apophyllile, babingtonitc, chalcopyrile, greenOCkile, gypsum, pumpellyite, quam., and lbauma ite (peters, 1984).
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mesolite-sooleeite needles occur in association with stilbite, laumontite, thomsonite, and calcite in cavities in basalt at New Era, Qackamas County, where scoIeeite
forms a base, followed by mesolite, and is tipped with natrolite (Fig. 437) (RWI).
Colorl~, radiating natrolite needles, up to 6 mOl long, with mesolitc tips, are overgrown by
analcime trapezohedra in veins, breccia zones, and gas cavities in Eoccnc pillow basalt al CoUin
BUIlC, north of Corvallis, Benton County (Staples, 1946). Thc minerals crystallized in the order:
nonlronite > natrolite > mesolite > analcime> stilbite > apophyllite > chabazitc while nearby
cavities contain stilbite, heulandite, and mordenitc. A changing solution composition complctcly
dissolved natrolite (not covered by analcime), resulling in hollow spheroidal clustcrs or rings of
analcime wilh inclusions of 03trolite (Slaples, 1946).
Colorl~ natrolite needles. associated with apophyllite, chabazite, stilbitc, heulandite, cakite,
and analcime, line large pockets in basalt at the Lambert Quarry, Kings Valley, Benton County
(R WI). Colorless to white natrolite needles, up to 6 cm long, are found on thomsonite and clay
and are covercd by apophyUite, slilbite, and calcite in Eocene marine basalt pillOWS and breccia
in the Price Crcek Quarry, south of Kings Valley, Benton County (R WI).
Large pockcts, up to 50 cm across, in central.cavities in pillows of Eocene tholeiitic basalt, are
lined with long, straight, colorl~ to white needles, up to 35 mm long, composed of natrolile,
intergrown with mesolite, al the Jay Te'el Quarry, soutb of Wrcn, Benton County (R WI). The
needles vary in the amount of natrolite and mesolite from nearly pure mcsolite to tho5c that are
nearly pure natrolite. Some cavities also contain analcime, laumontitc, scolecite, and calcite. The
zeolites formed from alteration of basallie glass at low-tcmperalUre submarinc hydrothermal
solutions (6QO to 700 C) or by reaction of cold (100 C) meteoric watcr ovcr a long time (Keith
and Staples, 1985). The diITerent mineral assemblages in adjacent cavities indicatc the minerals
crystallized in a closed system tbat were isolatcd due to sealing of fractures and joints by deposi·
tion of smectitc clay and early zeolites (Keith and Staples, 1985).
Exceptional specimens of colorless to White, thin natrolite needles, up to 15 mm long, completely line large cavities (somc reaching 80 em across) in highly altered basalt at the Old Springfield BUlle Quarry, at Springfield, Lane County (KJeek, 1960, 1972; RWI). Many of the larger
pockets werc color·zoned (from top to bottom) white> rust-red> black (from iroo and manganese oxides). Thc natrolite was commonly associated with large calcite crystal, rarcly with
chabazite, gmelinite, analcime, heulandite, mordenite, copper, phillipsilC, and thomsonitc
(RWI).
Allractivc, radial groups, up to 5 Col in diameter, composed of colorless, coarse mcsolite needles, 1 mm in diameter and up to 4 em long, are capped by natrolile, ill breccialed basalt at the
New Springfield Quarry, Springfield BUlle, Springfield, Lanc County (RWI).l'he cavities are
lined witb heulandile, stilbite, and copper, followed by mesolite·n8trolite > thomsonite,
chaba7jte > and calcite.
Transparent, colorless natrolile needles, up 3 em long, are found lilling cavities, up to 25 cm in
diameter, in dense Eocene basalt at Monument, Grant County (RWI). Some cavities also con·
tain analcime, apophyUilc, gyrolite, and calcite.
Thin, colorle.ss mesolitc needles, several ceotimeters loog, cxtend from a compact natrolile
base, on thomsonite and analcime in dense vesicular Miocene basalt at Big Bend, near Kimberly,
Grant County (Howard, 1990). Nearby cavities contain apophyllite, gyrolile, phillipsite, calcite,
tacharanite, chabazite, and clay.
Sprays of colorless mcsolitc needles, up to 2 cm long, extend from compact while natrolite, on
dmsy phillipsite in Miocene basalt nows at Devils Back Bonc, along the North Fork of the John
Day River, Grant County (Tschernich, 1989a). Associated mincrals include analcime, apophyl·
lite, gyrolite, gmelinite, chabazile, Icvyoc-<>ffrctile, tacharanitc, thomsonite, and calcile.
Dense, Silky, fibrous mesolitc, overgrown by glassy, traight, divergcnt pseudomcsolile needles,
reported in the Miocene basalis at Riller Hot Springs, Grant County, by Hewell et al. (1928),
are a dense natrolitc base overgrown by mesolitc (Fig. 433) (R\VI). Most ofthcsc pecimens
are from road cuts and quarries along thc Middle Fork of the John Day Rivcr, east ofthc hot
springs (RW1). Nearby cavities contain phillipsitc, thomsonitc, gonnarditc, chabazite, apophyl·
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Iile, tacharanile, gT)'Olite, scolecile,levyne-offretile, stilbile, mommorillonile, cowlesilC, analcime,
heulandite, and scolecile.
Pennsylvania: Thin, colorless needles of natrolile, up to 7 cm long, and less commonty, shorl,
coarse prisms are found wilh large colorless to while analcime, rosclles of colorless labular
apophyllite, stilbile, pyrite, laumontile, and dark green clay along faults in Triassic diabase at lhe
Cornwall Number 3 and Number 4 Magnelite Mines, Cornwall, Lebanon Counly (Leel, 1970).
The magnetile ore was formed as a resull of contact melamorphism between diabase and limestone and hydrothermal solutions derived from lhc cryslallizing diabase magma thaI formed the
ore minerals and laler formed zcolites (Montgomery, 1969; Leet, 1970; Brookmyer, 1978).
Natrolile needles and calcite are found on laumonlile in fractures near the top of a Triassic
diabase sill south of Dillsburg, York County. Nearby cavities contain quartz, chlorile, momme>rillonile, fluorile, analcime, chalcopyritc, pyrile, apophyllile, and sphaleritc (Lapham, 1963).
White groups of nalrolite needles are found in fraclures crossing hornfcls near lhc contacl
with a Triassic diabase al the Kibblehouse Quarry, Perkiomenvillc, Monlgomery County. Other
veins contain chabazite, heulandilc, stilbilC, gmelinite, harmolome, calcite, pyrile, and prehnile
(Gregory, 1970; Keidel, 1978). While, radialing aggregates ofnatrolite are found 8tthe Bachman Iron Mine, Hellertown (Robert Ray, pers. oomm.).
Colorless to pink, radialing groups of nalrolile needles are found in fractures crossing hornfels
and skarn at the contact of shale and limestone wilh a Triassic diabase sill allhc campbell's
Quarry, near Gellysburg, Adams Counly (Hoff, 1978). The minerals cT)'Slallized in the order:
epidolc-chlorile > albile > laumontile > chabazitc > heulandile > slilbile·nalrolile > hemalile
> calcilc (Hoff, 1978).
Nalrolile, laumontile, SCOlccilC, lhomsonile, stilbile, chaba7jlc, apophyllilc, and prehnile arc
found in Triac;sic diabase al Birdsboro, Berks County (Gordon, 1922; Monlgomery, 1969).
Natrolile, laumonlite, lhomsonile, chabazile, apophyllile, stilbilC, heulandile, and calcite occur
on joint surfaces of Precambrian amphibolitic gneiss (cut by granile pegmatite and allered by
hydrOlhermal SOlulions) at the Lenni Quarry, Delaware County (Gordon, 1922). Natrolite,laumontite, mcsolite, stilbile, and heulandite are found on joinl surfaces of amphibolitie gneiss at
lhc Wards Quarry, Delaware County (Gordon, 1922).
Precambrian amphibolitic gneiss, inlruded by granile pegmalitc and altcred by hydrolhermal
SOlutions, produced natrolite,laumontite, analcime, stilbite, heulandile, chabazile, apophyllite,
calcitc, and prchnile on fracture surfaces at lhe William, Burbers, and Clark Quarries in the
Frankford area; Rillenhouse Quarry, near Germantown; and Fairmount Park, all in Philadelphia County (Gordon, 1922; Monlgomery, 1969).
Texas: Radiating needles of natrolile arc found with cinnabar and quartz in brcccialed rock in
the Fresno Mine, Terlingua, Brewster County. The zcoliles and mercury minerals were
deposiled at lhe same time from lale-stage hydrothcrmal fluids from a Tertiary sodium lalite
intrusion, altcmperalures ranging from 100" 10200" C (Origlieri, 1990).
Washington: Natrolile is found on the tips of long, lhin, colorless mesolite needles in Eocene
basall near thc HOod canal Bridge, Kitsap County (RWT). Compact, wned, while 10 pink,
radiating nalrolite needles, up 10 15 mm long, arc covered with laumontilc, in cavities up to 20
cm in diameler, in Eoccne vesicular basalt al MallS MallS Bay Quarry, Port Ludlow, Jefferson
Counly. Nearby vesicles contain Ihin, white nalrolite needles associated with analcime, thomsonile, calcitc, native copper, and chalcopyrite-covercd ehalcocitc twins (R WT).
Exceplional specimens of colorless, radiating nalrolile needles, up to 4 cm long, are found on
colorless to green analcime and clay in large elongaled cavilies, up to 50 em long and 12 em high,
in lhe cenlcr of submarine Eocene pillow basalt (formcrly a marine seamount along an ancieDl
ocean ridge) at the RObertson Quarry, near Dayton, Mason County (Lasmanis, 1988). Whcn
dual pockets are encountered, one is usually complctcly lincd with natroHle needles while the
adjacenl cavity is primarily analcime, covered with widely SC311cred sprays of natrolile (Lasmanis,
1988). Rarcly, lhe lips of thc nstrolile needles are capped wilh mesolile and are covered wilh
tiny chabazite rhombohedra (Tschcrnich, 1989c). The minerals crystallized in the order: chlorite
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> pyrite> clear analcime> natrolite > milky analcime> mesolite > chabazite> calcite>
clay.
Colorless natroHte needles, up to 5 cm long, form ropy interwoven groups or straight needles
with analcime, calcite, and pyrite on a dark black clay in vesicles within columnar basalt, near Pe
Ell, Lewis COunty (RWI). Thin, colorless natroHte needles are found with analcime, calcite, and
laumontite in basalt breccia and pillow lava at the Lincoln Creek Quarry, near Doty, Lewis
COunty (R WI).
Transparent, colorless natrolite needles and coarse prisms, up to 5 mm long, are found with
hollow gmelinite crystals, chabazite variety phacolite, and analcime in veins and vesicles in a
submarine Eocene pillow basalt and breccia at Ml. Solo, Longview, COwlitz COunty (RWI). The
minerals crystallized in tbe order: calcite> clay> stilbite > analcime> natrolite > chabazite
variety pbacolite > epitaxial overgrowth of gmelinite > dissolving oftbe chabazite> 2nd generation of gmelinite forming smooth faces inside the mold> 2nd generation of analcime, enlarging existing crystals and forming new, smaller crystals> calcite.
West Virginia: Tiny needles ofnatrolite are rarely found associated witb phillipsite, analcime,
chabazite, thomsonite, calcite, and filiform pyrite in smectite-lined vesicles in basalt at Sugar
Grove, Pendleton County (jules Bernhardt, pers. comm.).
Wyoming: Natrolite is found in the volcanic ash beds of the Eocene Green River Formation

(lijima and Hay, 1968).
YUGOSLAVIA

NatroHte, chabazite, laumontite, mesolite, seolecite, stilbite, and tbomsonitc arc found at the
boundary ofa serpentine zone in Bosnian Hercegovina (frubelja et aI., 1976).
ZAMBIA

Natrolite occurs along the Chirundu Road, near Kariba (Alberti et aI., 1982).
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Offretite

(Off-ree-tite)

(Ca,Kz,Mg)Z.S[AlSSi13036] 016HZO, Z = 1
Named in 1890, by Ferdinand Gonnard, in honor of Albert Jules Joseph Oertet (1857-?),
professor at Lyon, France.

Type Locality: Mont Semiol, near Montbrison, Loire, France
Nomenclature: Both calcium and magnesium varieties of offretite are known. Variations in
chemistry or order-<lisorder in the framework: sbould be handled by using optional descriptive
modifiers (such as K-dominant, potassian, Mg-rich, magnesian, or magnesium) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Spa~ Group: Pom2
Crystal Axes: a = 13.29-13.32 A
c = 7.56-7.59 A

Type of Structurt>: The aluminosilicate framework of offretite (structural code OFF) is baSC{I on
double 6-mcmber rings and single 6-member rings in two positions (A and B) linked in a regularly repeating stacking sequence ME (Gottardi and Galli, 1985). The exchangeable cations are
found in three positiOns: potassium in the cancrinite cages; calcium in double 6-member rings
and tbe wide channels; and magnesium in tbe gmelinite-type cavities (Gard and Tait, 1972; Wise
and Tschernich, 1976b).
Offretite and a similar zeolite, mazzite, are both constructed of the same columns of gmelinite
cages (occupied by a hydrated magnesium ion) and differ only by a rOlation of 6()0 and translation of one half the c-axis (Galli, 1975).
The structures of offrctitc, crionite, and levyne all have in common the hexagonal layers (A, B,
and C). nors in the stacking sequences for offretite (AAB) and erionite (AABAAC) produce
the intergrowth of these two species and restrict the channel size to that of tbe smallcr eriomte
channel. Similarity in structural units of o{frelite and erionite witb tbat of levyne
(AABCCABBC) accounts for their epitaxial overgrowth on levync.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, yellow, goldcn
Streak: whitc
Luster: vitreous, silky

Refractive Indices:
w = 1.489-1.493
E = 1.486-1.491
uniaxial negative
negative elongation
elongated parallel to the c-axis
intergrown with erionite

Hardness: 4

Density: 2.10 to 2.13 gm/cm3
Fracture: not determined
Cleavage: not dctermined

Morphology
Offrctitc forms very simplc hexagonal prisms terminated only by a {OOOI} pinacoid (Figs. 450,
451). Hexagonal pyramidal faces (that arc found on erionite) are possible. Offretite commonly
forms bundles of parallel crystals (Fig. 460), radiating groups of hexagonal prisms (Figs.
457,458), barrel-shapcd prisms (Fig. 449), and, rarely, smooth-surfaced hemispheres that display
only the {OOOl} pinacoid. Crystals arc always small, generally under 1 mm long, with a few larger
crystals up to 3 mm. Offrelite is commonly thc dominant epitaxial overgrowth (intergrown with
smaller amounts of crionitc) on levyne (Figs. 446,448,463,461,462).
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Point Group: 6/m 21m 21m = 6/mmm
Crystal Class: Dihexagonal-<.lipyramidal
Forms:
{lOoo}, {OOOI}

OFFRETITE

FIg. 448
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THICK OFFRETITE
OVERGROWTH
PERPENDICULAR
TO THE 0001 FACE
COMPLETELY OVERGROWING
LEVYNE

Fig.. 447
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EPITAXIAL OFFRETTTE·ERIONITE-LEVYNE
MILWAUKIE, OREGON, U.S.A.
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Ag. 454

ROCK ISLAND DAM
SASBACH
WASHINGTON, U.S.A. GERMANY

Fig. 4$5

MALPAIS HILL
ARIZONA, U.S.A.

Chemical Composition
Moum SimioJ, Montbrison, Loire, France (Sbeppard and Gude, 1969a)
Cal. 13K 1. lOM&o.73[ AJS. I1Sil2.93036J°xH20
Sasbacb, Kaiscrstubl, Wcst Germany (Rinaldi, 1976)
Mgl.23 K I.OSCao.91 [A1S.68Si 12.400361°xlI20
Merriwa, New South Walcs, Australia (England and Ostwald, 1979)
Ca1.90l<o.92M&o.3oNao.lO Ba O.O 1TI().OI [AJS.SgSi 12.4S 0 361° xH20
Wcstwold, British Columbia, Canada (Wise and Tsebernicb, 1976b)
Ca l.84 K l.lONaO.lO[A1S.4~i 12.66036J oxH20

Fig. 456
MOST
LOCAunES
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Milwaukie, Oregon, U.SA (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b)
~.06~.7~80.14[A15.23Si12.770361oxH20 (hub)
Ca 154K 1.17Nao.6~80.13[A15.33F~.04Si 12.680361oxH20 (overgrowth)
Beech Creek, MI. Vernon, Oregon, U.S.A (Sheppard et a/., 1974)
Ca l.7~ I.09NaO.30[A16.OSSi12.11036] 0 xH 20
Zezice, ClCChoslovakia (Rfdk~i1 and Dan~k, 1983)
Ca2,06Ko.75NaO.13M80.04[AJ5.~i12.2903(j]oxH20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Of[relite commonly is Ca-Mg-rich with Ca + Mg > K + Na. Calcium is commonly more abundant than potassium. Small amounts of magnesium and sodium are presenl. A magnesiumdominant variety exists at Sasbach, Germany. The presence of postassium is essential for Ihe
formation of eilher offrclite or crionite (Gard and Tail, 1972). TSi = Si/(Si +AI) = 0.67 to 0.72;
Si/A1 = 1.99 to 2.50

Figure 457. TnlOspllrent, colorless, hc:xagonal
o((relite needles, 2 moo long, on oeladonile from
Horseshoe Dam, Maricopll County, Arizona,
U.S.A; SEM phOIO by William S. Wise.

Figure 458. Transpllrenl, colorless, hc:xagonal
offrclitc needles (intergrown with erionite), 1 mm
long, on oeladonite from Malpais Hill, Pinal
Count)'. Arizona, U.S.A; SEM photo by William S.
Wise.

Figure 459. TranSpllrcnl, colorless offrclitc prism,
2 moo long, from Monl Semiol, Montbrisson,
Loire, Franoe; SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.

Figure 460. Colorless bundles of offretite, 0.1 moo
across on clay from Sasbaeh, Kaiscrsluhl, Baden,
Germany; SEM phOIO by Millon L. Speckels.
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f'lgu.re 462. White offretite fibers intergrown wilh
crionitc covering l.he {OOOl} (ace of a transparent,
colorless levync plate, 1 mm lhick, from Becch
Creek, Mount Vernon, Oregon, U.S.A; SEM
photo by Millon L. Speekels.

Ftgure 461. White robers of offrelile completely
covering lran$parcnl, colorless levyne, 3 mm
across, from Ober-Widdesheim, ncar Vogelsberg,
I lessen. Gcrtllllny; photo by Volker Betz.

•

Figure 463. Thick, coarse orfretite prisms, 0.8 mm
long, covering a levyne plale (bottom) from thc
Middlc Fork of the John Day Ri1.'Cr, Ritter,
Oregon, U.S.A; SEM photo by Millon L. Speekels.

Figure 464. While offrctile robers surrounding an
crionile prism deep in the core of the aggregale,
0.5 mm in diamcter, from Milwaukie, Oregon,
U.S.A; SEM photo by William S. Wise.

Pure synthctic offretite, phase ·0", has been produced by Aiello and Barrer (1970).lntcrgrowths of offretite-erionite v.'Cre produced by Rubin (1969) and intergrowths with synthetic
zeolite L were produced by Kerr el nI. (1970).

Identification
Tiny needles of offretitc arc often difficult to distinguish from thc other fibrous zeOlites, mesoIitc, natrolite, scolecite, mordenite, perlialite, erionitc, and mazzite, and commonly require X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and optics to idcntify thcm. The presence of a hexagonal prism terminated by
a {OOOI} pioacoid will separate offretitc, crionite, mamte, and perlialite from mesolite, natrolite, scolecite, and mordeoite. Other tests are needed to distinguish offrclite from erionite,
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mazzite, and perl.ialite. Mazzite has an optical refractive index (RI) greater than offretite. Per·
halite has an optical positive elongation wbile offretite is negative (both bave a similar RI).
Natrolite, with an optical positive elongation., can be distinguished from offrctite but mordenite
has similar optics and requires an XRD pattern. Mesotite and scoleeite have much bigher RI
than offretite. Long needles of apatite that are rarely found in volcanics with zcolites and have a
morphology similar to offretite can be distinguished by their higher RI.
Offretite and erionite are vcry closely related and arc prObably always intcrgrown to some
degree within each needle. careful examination of XRD powder patterns can distinguish fUlly
ordered offretite from erionile but fails when there is a high proportion of stacking faults (Kerr
et aJ., 1970). Where smaU amounts of erionite are intergrown with offretite, the XRD pattern
appears to be only that of erionite because it overlaps the simpler o(fretite pattern, causing a
false identification of only erionite. The chemical composition and optics of offrelite and erionite
have been found to overlap in some cases. Offretite and erionite studied by Sheppard and Gudc
(1969a), Rinaldi (1976), Wisc and Tsehemich (1976b), and Hentschel (1976) werc found to
require a combination of properties to distinguish the tVl'O zeolites.
Offretite cannot be distinguished from erionite solely from optical properties since an overlap
of optical properties has been found (Agate Beach, Oregon; Glengormley and Port rush, Northern Ireland) where the chemistry and XRD pattern matches crionite. All overgrowlhs on levync
have optical propenies of offrelile yet XRD patterns can be either that of erionite or offretite.
ZOned crystals of offretite and erionite described by many authors may be questionable if
determined SOlely by optiCS. Most overgrowths on levyne have been identified as offretite (by a
combination of propenies) yet many appear to be an intergrowth of bot.h offretite and erionite.
Most offretite crystals should be considered an intergrowth of both offrelite and erionite.

OFFRETITE
Ca + Mg > K + Na
Si/AI = 1.99 to 2.80
Uniaxial negative
RI above 1.485
simple XRD patlern

ERIONITE
K + Na > Ca + Mg
Si/A1 = 2.85 to 3.60
Uniaxial positive
RI below 1.485
complex XRD pattern

Cleaning
Most offretite specimens only require running water to remove soil and rock debris. A soap solu·
tion in an ultrasonic cleaner will remove additional debris. Offretite is fairly resistant to acids.
Hydrochloric acid can be used to clean off iron stains or to remove calcite but it may barm associated minerals such as levyne. Oxalic acid is safer to use for iron stain removal. Vitamin C
(ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese oxide coatings. Acetic acid is slow but will not
harm any associated minerals when calcite removal is required.

Origin
O{fretite has not been Observed in acti\'e geothermal areas; therefore, temperature/pressure
conditions of its crystallization have not been recorded. Data, from geothermal wells passing
through olivine basalt in lcel.and, indicate thatlevyne (which commonly precedes offretite) crys·
talHzcs in the temperature rdnge from 55 0 to 7fJO C (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978).
CrystalH7.8tion of Icvyne, with a low Si/AI ratio and low potassium content, causes an increase in
silica and potassium in SOlution. The potassium ion is thc prccursor for the cancrinite cage
required to form offrclite and erionite (Gard and Tait, 1972). Because offretile has a Si/A1 ratio
nearest that of levyne, it forms, rather than the more silica·rich erionite. As the Si/A1 increases in
SOlution, intergrowths with erionite occur. In silica-rich environments, such as andesile, an eri·
onite overgrOwth may dominate.
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Occurrence
OfIretite has been considered a scarce zeolite until it was found (intergrown with erionite) on
IC'I)'lle at many localities. Offrctitc has not been found in siliea·rich volcanics, pegmatites, or
altered volcanic ash tuffs (where crionitc is abundant) but frequently forms prisms (intcrgrown
with erionite) in basalt. Display specimcns of offrctite are not known but microcrystals are available from several localities.

Worldwide Localities
AUSTRAUA
New Soutb Wales: Parallel fibers of offretite that arc arrangcd perpendicular to thc large
{OOOI} pinacoid on very thin hexagonal Na-rich levync plates (while abSent from the edges of
thc Icvync) are commonly found alone in the vesicular Tertiary basalt at Willy Wally GUlly, near
Merriwa in the Hunter Valley (England and Ostwald, 1979; England and Sutherland, 1988).
The mincrals crystallized in the order: levyne > offretite > chabazite-phillipsite> thomsonite >
calcite. Sheaves of o((retite, composed of subparallel fibers, up to 0.5 mm long, are found alone
in some of the vesicles predating the levync (England and Suthcrland, 1988).
Victoria: Rarely, colorless to white, fibrous, potassium·rich oCfretite is found oricnted perpendicular to thc {OOO I} pinacoid of thin, platy levyne crystals in cavities, up to 1em across, in
highly vesicular Eocene olivinc basalt of the Older Basall at cairns Bay (= Simmoos Bay), near
Flinders (Birch, 1980; Birch, 1985b). Nearby cavities contain chabazite, eowIesite, and montmorillonite.
On Phillip Island, colorless hexagonal prisms of ofIretite, up to 0.5 mm loog, are found in
Eoceoe olivine basalt at Sunderland Bluff. At Red ClifJ, Phillip Island, whitc fibrous offretitc is
found oriented perpendicular to the {OOOI} pinacoid oflC'l)'lle, and, in turn, is enclosed by
montmorillonite (Birch, 1988b).
Vesicles, up to 2 em across, in the Eocene Older Basalt near Jindivick, northwest of Drouin, in
West Gippsland, contain a thiCk, white, fibrous ofIretite overgrowth 00 the {OOOI} pinacoid of
!lat, hexagonallevync crystals, up to 5 mm across (BirCh, 1987). Some of thc offretite over·
growths are five to six times thicker than the levyne on which they have grown. Adjoining vesicles
contain an abundance of chabazite, botryoidal crusts and fioe, spider-web-Iike thomsonite,
phillipsite, analcime, cowlesite, grcen montmorillonite, and calcite (Birch, 1987).

CANADA
Basalt talus slopes and cliffs, along the Douglas Lake Road, west of Westwold, Briti h
Columbia, contain levyne plates overgrown by exceptionally thick, white, yellow, or orange, silky
offretite needles, 2to 3 mm long, covering the {OOOI} pinacoid and edges of the levyne to form
simple-appearing short, hexagonal prisms terminatcd by a broad, rough, basal pinaooid that is
composed of thousands of offretite needles, all parallel to each other and to the e-axis of the tiny
thin Icvyne plate buried inside (Wise and Tschernich, 1976b). Nearby cavities contain cowlesite,
thomsonite, chabazite, phillipsite, stilbite, heulandite, mesolite, and calcite (fschernich, 1987).
Vesicular basalt, at Blakeburn, near COalmont, BritiSh Columbia, raJely contains smalllevyne
plates that are covered with a thin offretite-erionite overgrowth (Tschernich, 1987). Nearby cavities contain thomsonite, chabazite, phillipsite, calcite, and gmelinite.
Colorless to golden, sharp, hexagonal, zoned erionite-offretite prisms terminated by a dOminant {OOOl} pinacoid and small, pyramidal modifications line vesicles in Tertiary basalt in a very
shallow, logging road Cut along Twig Creek, in lhe Monte Hills, west of Monte Lake (RWT).
The prisms arc primarily criooite capped by various patlerns of o[fretite with the observed
sequcnce of crystallization: erionite-offrctite > pauliogite > clay> heulandite > slilbitc >
chabazitc.
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CANARY ISLANDS (Spain)
A silky-white, of(retit~rionite overgrowth is found on the {OOOI) pinacoid of levyne plates
associated with calcite, phillipsite, and ChabaZite in vesicular Pliocenc basal! and tuf( at Punta del
Aguila, Playa Blanca, ncar Yaiza, Lanzarote Island (BelZ, 1986; R WI). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> clay> levyoe > offretite·-erionite > analcime> phillipsite>
chabazite> thomsooite > mesolite-natrolite > drusy chabazite> calcite (R WI).
00 Fuerteventura Island, tiny, colorless, transparenl, hexagonal offretite prisms, up to 1moo
long, are scallered in vesicles in volcanics near Morro de Jable (Singen, 1988). Olher cavities
contain gismondine, phillipsite, natrotile, chaba7,.ite, and calcite.
CAROLINE ISLANDS
DurrIeld (1911) reports hexagonal crystals (containing 51.6% Si02 with potassium, calcium, and
aluminum) (rom basalt 00 the Palau Island, in the caroline Group. Because therc is an absence
of sodium, thc mineral is probably offretitc (R WI).
COSTA RICA
Thin, colorless, hexagonal plates of lcvyne that are completely covered by vcry thick, white, epitaxial ovcrgrowtb of offretite-crionilc on the {OOOI} pinocoid and edges of the Icvync arc found
in volcanics at Rio Darbilla (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.). This offrelite-erionile overgrowth
forms simple-appearing hexagonal prisms with a rough {OOOI} pinacoid that covers a levync
crystal buried deep insidc the aggregate. Other cavities conlain thomsonite, phillipsite, clay, calcite, natrolite-mcsolite, and chabazite.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
In volcanics at Prackovicc nad Ubem, Bohemia, single hexagonal prisms of offretitc, under 0.3
moo long, and zoned aggregates of o(fretite, covered by erionite, are coated by 8 spongelike
amorphous material that was probably a precursor to the formal ion of Ba-rich phillipsite
(= wellsile) (Rychly el oJ., 1982).
Rfdkooil and Dan~k (1983) describe a Silky-White offretite overgrowth on thin platy levync, in
vesicles in lcucite lephrile and tuff, at Farsky Hill, Ze1jce, near USlf nad Ubem. The minerals
crystallized in the order: analcime> tbomsonitc > Icvync > offretite > calcite; and othcr vesicles contain chabazite and phillipsite. Levyne formed before offrelitc due to a sJigblly lower concentration of silicon, sodium, potassium, and calcium in solul.ion, whilc concentrations of calcium
probably stabilized the offrelite structure, rather than that of erlonite (RfdkOOJI and Danek,
1983).
FRANCE
(Type locality) Small, lubby, transparent, colorless hexagonal prisms of offretite (Fig. 459), up
to 0.3 moo long, and radiating masses of offrctite are found in a porphyritic oIivinc basalt ncar
Ihe top of the soulh slope of Mont Semiol (= Monl Semiouse), Montbrison, Loire (Gonnard,
1890). Rarely, some of lhe lips of the offrctite prisms are covered by a thin overgrowth of erionite (Sheppard and Gude, 1969a). Vcry rarely, long, thin, hexagonal needles of mazzite are ass0ciated Wilb offrelitc as ....ell as phillipsite, chabazitc, calcite, and siderite (Galli el a/., 1974).
Offretitc, intergrown with small amounts of erionile, is found in basalt near Araules, HauteLoire (pongiluppi, 1976). The offrelite forms tiny. isolated spheres with a smooth surface and
larger, rough-surfaced aggregates that are covered wilh tiny bundles of pinheadlike groups of
o(fretite C1)'Slals and arc associated wilb phillipsite, cbabazite, and calcite (Pongiluppi, 1976).
GERMANY
Small, colorless, barrci-shapcd, hexagonal prisms and flared, pinheadlike groups of epitaxial Mgdominant offrctile-erionite (Figs. 449,452,454,460), only 0.3 moo long and 0.1 moo in diameter,
occur in vesicles in Iimburgite (nepheline-olivinc-augite basalt) at Sasbach, Kaiscrstuhl (tbe type
locality for faujasite). OClahedra of faujasitc and the offretite-erionitc appear to have grown
simultaneously followed by an amorpbous hydrous aluminosilicate from which radial aggregates
and pinheadlike groups of phillipsite havc grown (Rinaldi el oJ., 1975b). Rinaldi (1976) showed
lhatthese offretite-erionite prisms firsl slarted as offretite in the lo.....er half of each crystal,
becamc an intergrowth of both offrelite and erionite, and finally tbe tip of the crystal became
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erionite alone. Therc is a vcry slight deerease in magnesium and calcium from the base to the tip
of tbe crystal (Rinaldi, 1976).
Offretite is found in the centcr of radial bow-tie-like bundles and parallel bundles of silky
offretite-erionite needles, only a fcw millimctcrs long, in vesicular basalt near Gedern, Vogelsberg, Hessen (Betz and Hcntschel, 1978). These offretite-erionite bundles are associated with
phillipsite, chabazite, montmorillonitc, and, rarely, gismondine.
Tiny, colorless to white, offrctitc-erionitc crystals (offretite covered by erionite), 0.3 mm long,
form bushlike aggregatcs and plastcrlikc masses with chabazite and phillipsitc, in small vesicles in
olivine basalt at Geilshausen, near Vogelsberg, Hessen (Hentschcl and Schrickc, 1976).
Broad, coinlikc disks of offretite that coalesce into spheres are found on hydrated basaltic glass
at Vogelsberg (Wise and Picrce, 1981). The disks are composed'of hexagonal offrctitc prisms
that are oriented tangcntially to lbe surface of the sphcre.
Hentschel (198Oa) reports offretite from additional localities, in thc Vogclsbcrg arca ofHessen, including colorless, curved, hexagonal prisms of offrctitc associatcd with radial groups of
phillipsitc, chabazitc, and faujasite on montmorillonite in nepheline basalt at AHenbcrg and Annerocl, near Grosscn-Buseck; parallel bundles of otfretite needles associated with chabazitc,
phillipsitc, calcite, and montmorillonitc at Hcrbstcin; and oriented parallel groups of offrelile
associated with cbabazite at Wallernhauscn.
Offretite-erionile occurs wilh chabazitc, faujasite, ferrieritc, Icvync, phillipsitc, and thomsonite
at Hungen, near Vogclsbcrg (Willcrn, 1990). Silky-white offretite fibers are found orientcd perpendicular to thc {OOOI} pinacoid oflcvyne crystals (Fig. 461) in monlmorillonite-lincd vesicles
in basalt at Obcr-Widdesheim, near Vogclsbcrg, Hessen (Hentschel and VOllrath, 1977; Eschborn, 1978). Nearby cavities contain chabazite, phillipsite, natrolite, thomsonile, mesolile,
analcimc, and calcite.
Rarely, transparent, colorless to white, parallel bundles of hexagonal offretite needles are
found in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Areosbcrg, near Zilsdorf, Eifel (Hentschel, 1982). Nearby
cavities contain gismondine, phillipsite, gonnarditc, thomsonitc, natrolite, tObermorite, calcite,
mesolite, scolecite, chabazite, and heulandite (Hentschel, 1978a).
Colorless, transparent, radiating, compact mounds of offrclile (with only the hexagonaltcrmi·
nations showing) completely line cavities in volcanies at IIasselborn, near Lanzcohain, Vogcls·
berg (Gerhard Hcntschcl, pcrs. comm.). Other vesicles contain faujasite and chabazite.
Tiny, colorless to whitc, silky, hexagonal prisms of offrclitc-eriooite, 1 to 2 mm long, form
radiating groups; packed bundles of needles; and spherical aggregates (With the needles laying
on the surface of the sphere) with gismondine, phillipsile, calcite, and chabazite in cavities in
basalt at Teichelberg, near Pechbruun, Bavaria (Erich Keek, pcrs. comm.). Other cavities contain phillipsite and Na-rieb gonnardite (= letranatrol.ite) covered with natrolitc.
Of[retite-erionite occurs wilh thOmsonitc and montmorillonite in vesicular basalt at Wiesau,
Pfalz (Willern, 1990).
GREENLAND
A whitc, fibrous, silky overgrowth found on the {OOOI} pinacoid oflevyne is common in the
basalt, in Greenland (B~ggild, 1909, 1953). Although this mineral has nevcr been analyzed, it is
probably offrclite intcrgrown with erionite (R WI). In the Godhavn District on Disko Island,
silky layers (offrctitc-criooite, R WI) cover the surface of tbin levyne crystals, either alone in tbe
cavities or with chabazite at Unartorssuaq, Ivisarqut, and Kuvnerssuaq (lUlggild, 1953).
At Gaasefjord, in eastern Greenland, plates of levyne, with both basal pinacoids covered with
a thin laycr, composed of threads of a sill,like mineral (offretite-erionite, RWI) perpendicular to
thc pinacoid, arc associated with stilbite and chabazite in cavities in doleritc (B0ggild, 19(9).
Smalllevyne crystals, covered with a silky layer (offrctitc-erionite, RWI) on thc {OOOI} pinacoid, are found in cavities in basalt near Kap Bror Ruys while neighboring cavities contain
chabazite (B0ggild, 1953).
fine-grained vesicular basalt found on floating icc, in 1909, ncar lIuilcq in south Greenlaod,
contained tiny levyne plates overgrown by silklike threads (offretite-erionite. RWI); other cavities contained chabazitc (B0ggild, 1909).
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Small platy levyne crystals, oHen witb a glistening fibrous layer (ofIrelite-erionite, R WI) on
the basal faces, are either alone or with calcite in vesicular basalt in thc Ritcnbenk District
(B0ggild, 1953). Nearby vesicles contain chabazite, lhomsonite, pbillipsitc, or analcime.
ICELAND
Although Walker (1962b) reports levyne to be common in the Teniary olivine basalt in eastern
Iceland. he does not report the presence of a whitc fibrous offretite overgrowth associated with
it. Offretitc is nearly always present to some degree at alllevyne localities. and should be common in Iceland, but probably has been overlooked due to ils common presence on levyne
(RWI). Walker (1951) was aware of the silky.white overgrowth on Icvync in Nonhern Ireland,
but at thc timc of his ....,ork in Iceland, the mineral had not becn identified as offretite.
INDIA
A fibrous overgrowth on tbe {OOOl} oflevyne (similar to that found in Northern Ireland) is pre·
sent on levyne in tbe Deccan basalts near Bhopal, India (Chatterjee, 1971). Since the only silkywhite epitaxial overgrowth found on levyne has been offretite (intcrgrown with erionite) at other
localities, Ihis material is probably the same (RWI).

NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Vesicular basalt at Maunganui Bluff, west of Aranga, Northland, contains a Ihin,
whitc O\<ergrowth of offretite-crionite on thc {OOO I} pinacoid of levyne (Jocelyn Thornton, pers.
comm.) Nearby cavilies contain chabazite, analcime, thomsonitc, Siderite, and clay.
Plates of levyne (with a thin offrctitc overgrowth) are stacked on erionite prisms in vesicular
volcanics at Waitakerc (Jocelyn Thornton and A1un Baines, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain analcime, chabazite, heuLandite, natrolite, phillipsite, stilbite, and Ihomsonite.
South Island: A thin ovcrgrowth of offrctite is rarcly found on levyne in vesicular basalt in thc
Lyttcllon Quarry, Evans Pass, Christchurch (Smithsonian, RWI). Nearby cavilies contain
cowlesilc, cbabazitc, analcime, natrotite, phillipsite. thomsonite. pyrite, and toc!orokitc (Donald
Howard, pees. comm.).
UNITED KINGDOM
Northern Ireland: Walkcr (1951) found that nearly half of the levyne crystals. found in thc Tcrtiary olivinc basalis in County Antrim, were covered with a fibrous satiny mineral with fibers
lying normal to thc {OOOI} pinacoid of Icvync. Thc optics, described by Walker (1951), clearly
indicate the mineral is offrctite, although XRD pattcrns can be interpreted as either offrelite or
erionitc (RWI).
A silky-while to yellow overgrowth of offrelite-erionite, up to 3 mm Ihick, is found on Icvyne
along the norlh coast of County Antrim at Dunseverick (RWI). Nearby rocks contain an abundance of cowlcsitc, chabazite, and phillipsite.
Silky-white needles of offretite-erionite form an overgrowth on levyne crystals commonly asso·
ciated with cowiesite at the Green Road Quarry, Bal~'clare (R WI). Nearby cavities contain
chabazite, calcite, and thomsooite.
At Port muck, on the Island of Magee, in County Antrim. silky-While needles of offretite-eri·
onite are found on eream-colored, Na.<Jominantlcvyne crystals in vesiCUlar, Terliary basall;
ncarby cavities contain analcimc, natrolite, tbomsonile, gobbinsitc, garronite, and phillipsite
(Harry Fey, pers. comm.). Offretile-erionite coalS levyne at Browns Bay, Island of Magee
(Harry FO)', pees. comm.).
Light yellow sprays of compound parallel offretite needles, up to 2 mm long, arc found with
calcite on chabazite varicty phacolite in vesicular olivine basalt at Galboly, Garron Coasl, County
Antrim (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). carby cavities contain garronile, phillipsitc, cowlesile,
levyne, analcime, and thomsonite.
Offretitc-crionitc intergrowths rarely occur on levyne at GlenariffHead; Parkgatc Quarry,
Templcpatrick; Ladyhill Quarry, Tardree, near Antrim Town; and Kane's Quarry, Glengormley,
Belfast, County Antrim (Harry Fey, pers. comm.).
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Scotlaod: White fibrous overgrowths of offretite are found on levyne crystals in vesicles in basalt
at Qurirang, and other areas on the Islc of Skye, Invemess.shire (Livingstone and Macpherson,
1983).
UNITED STATES

Arizooa: Vesicular blocks of PliO-Pleistocene olivine basalt, colored orange by hydrated and
oxidized glass, at Malpais Hill, near Winkleman, Pinal County, contain small vugs that are lined
with celadonite and montmorillooite covered by small, colorless, hexagonal prisms of offretite,
about 0.1 mm long, intergrown with numerous zones of erionite crlSg. 455,458) (Wise and
Tschemich, 1976b; Thomsscn, 1983). Other minerals prescnt in the cavities include heulandite,
phillipsite, chabazite, calcite, and manganese oxides.
Near Horseshoe Dam, in Maricopa County, orange, vesicular cobbles of olivine basalt (from
an ancient river bed) contain small, colorless, hexagonal of(retite prisms (with small amounts of
erionite) (Fig. 457) associated with heulandite and celadonite (Wise and Tscheroicb, 1976b).
Offretite reported by Wise and Tschernich (1976b) forms a very tbin, white overgrowtb on tbe
{OOOI} pinacoid oflcvyne in vesicular basalt at Queen Creek, near Superior.
California: Tiny, bexagonal prisms of offretite are found on phillipsite in vesicular basalt at the
Canwood Mall site, Agoura Hills, Los Angeles County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain silica-rich heulandite, chabazite, ferrieritc. mordenite, analcimc, dachiardite. phillipsite, apophyllite, Fe-rich sapooite, opal, aragonite, calcite, gypsum, pyrite, and chalcedony.
Tiny, colorless, striated, barrel-shaped prisms with a {OOO I} pinacoid arc composed of
o(fretite (with a small corc of erionitc) on clay-lined vesicles in volcanics at Elk Creck, Del Norle
County (Milton Spcckels, pers. comm.).
Colorado: Rarely, thin layers of white fibrous offretite, oricnted perpendicular to the {OOO I}
pinacoid of levyoe, are found in cavities near those of cowlesitc, in vesicular potassic basalt
(= shoshonite). from Tablc Mountain, Golden, Jeffcrson County (lGle and Modreski, 1988).
Nearby vesiclcs contain thomsonite, chabazitc, analcimc, stilbitc, garronitc-phiUipsitc, laumon·
tite, apophyllite, mesolite, and gonnarditc.
New Jersey: Offretite very rarely forms an overgrowth on levync, in diabase at Laurel Hill,
Secaucus (Facciolla, 1981). Nearby cavities contain datolitc, natrolitc, Chaba7:ite, gmclinitc, stilbite, beulandite, laumontitc, apophyllitc, prchnilc, pectolite, pyritc, magnctitc, and othcrs.
Oregon: Colorless to sill.:y-wbite offretitc needles are rarely found on Icvync in vesicular Eocene
basalt at Goble, Columbia County (Tschernicb, 1986). Also at Goble, of(relile rarel)' covers tbe
outcr pori ion of radiating, colorless to light yellOW, smooth-surfaced balls of erionite. The mincrals crystallized in the order: copper> clay> okenite > boggsite-lSCberniebite > levyoeoffrctite > erionite-offretite > beulandite > mordenite > epistilbite > beulandite > opal>
chalcedony> celadooite > okeoite > apophyllite-slilbite-apopbyllite > analcime<owlesiteanalcime> garronite-phillipsite > levyne-thomsonitc-Ievync > mesolite-thomsooite >
chabazite> calcite (Tschemicb and Howard, 1987; Howard et al., 1990).
Wise and Tscbcrnich (1976b) rcport a very intricate Icvyne-offrctitc<rionitc intcrgrowth in
vesicular basalt from Milwaukie, Clackamas County. Pinkish-orangc, tapering, hexagonal crionite prisms are overgrown by a wbitc offrelile~rionite intergrowtb (Fig. 464) and in somc specimens Ihis intcrgroWlh forms a partly hollow cylinder around the erionite prism. Thin, hexagonal
platcs of levyne, 1 to 2 mm in diameter, formed epitaxially on an erionite-offTetite prism in a
wagon wheel hub arrangement followed by an additional growth of offrelite 00 levyne and tbe
erionile-offretite prism (Fig. 447). Some erionite-offretile hubs were dissolved away leaving the
lcvync with a hole in the center. A few specimens show multiple levyne wheels stacked 00 tbe
same offretitc~rionite hub. Other cavities contain Fe.saponite, stilbite, beulandite, chaba~jle,
and calcite.
Thick ovcrgrowths of offrelitc~rioniteare rarely found completely covering liny, thin, Icvyne
plates in vesicular basalt along the Qack.amas River, cast of Estacada, Qackamas County
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(RWf). The o[fretite, wbieh completely covers the levyne, forms a simple-appearing hexagonal
prism terminated by a rough {OOOI} pinacoid (composed of thousands of offretite-erionite
fibers).
Thin plates of levyne, covered with a thin overgrowth of silky-white offretite-erionite, are very
rarely found in volcanics at the Coberg Hills, Lane County (RWf). Offretite-erionite. which
forms a siLky-white overgrowth on levyne. is associated with eowlesite in volcanics along Drews
Reservoir, Lake County (RWf). An extremely thick offrelite-erionite overgrowth is found
completely covering Icvyne crystals in vesicular basalt near Adel. Lake County (RWf). Nearby
cavities contain phillipsite, chabazite, eowlesite, calcite, and clay.
A very thin, silky-white of[retite-erionite overgrowth is found on the {OOOI} pinaeoid of some
levyne crystals, scattered on black clay or wilh cowlesite, in cavities, up 10 10 em in diameter, in
Terliary basalt at Burnt Cabio Creek:, near Spray, Wheeler County (Tschernich, 1978). Nearby
cavities contain thOmsonite, Chabazite, mesolite, phillipsite, gyrolite, heulandite, stilbite, calcite,
analcime, and apophyllite.
Offrelite-erionite is found on levyne crystals in vesicular Miocene basalt near Wall Creek,
norlh of Monument, Grant County (RWf). Offretite-erionite overgrowths are found on levyne
in vesicular basalt along Ihe North Fork of the John Day River, Grant Couoty (RWf). Tiny,
colorless, hexagonal offretite prisms are very rarely found associated with Ca-rich p3uliogite,
pbillipsite, and chabazite in vesicular Tertiary basalt near Three Mile SChool, on Three Mile
Creek:, north\lt'CSt of Ritter, Grant County (MiltOn Speckels, pers. comm.).
Hewell el al. (1928) described a Silky, fibrous, white overgrowth 00 levyne in the basalt at
Ritter Hot Springs that was later identified as offretite by Sheppard el 01. (1974). Exceptionally
thick, Silky-white overgrowths of offretite-erionite, up 102 mm thick, are found on the {OOOI}
pinacoid of thin, plaly, levyne crystals (Fig. 463) in vesicular Terliary basalt along the Middle
Fork of the John Day River, cast of Riller Hot Springs, Grant Couoty (RWI). The center of
the aggregates is composed of hundreds of separate offretite needles, while near the perimeter
of the hexagonal plate, the o[fretite needles form a solid, compact mass of parallel needles with
crude hexagonal prism faces. pyramidal forms, and {OOOI}. Nearby cavities contain zoned.
mesolite-oatrolite needles, phillipsite, seolecite, eowlesite, apophyllite, gyrolite, tacharanitc. tobermorite, clay, calcite, chabazite, analcime, and, rarely, stilbite, thomsonite, and heulandite
(Tschernich. 1987).
The Beech Creek Quarry, on the east fork of Beech Creek, north of Mount Vernon, Grant
County. is well known for excellent specimens of offre.tite-erionite overgrowths on levyne. Thin,
platy, levyne crystals are locally very abundant in vesicular Miocene olivine basalt. A thin layer of
silky-White fibrous offrctite is found perpendicular to the large {OOOI} pinacoid on the Icvyne
(Sheppard el al., 1974; White, 1975) while the edges of the Icvyne crystals are shiny and transparent (Fig. 462). Bennell and Grose (1978), studying some of the same samples, concluded the
overgrowth to be primarily erionite intergrown with offretite. In tbe cavities containing levyneoffretite-erionite, 80% are on black: clay, while the other 20% are directly associated with cowIesite, thomsonite, chabazite, analcime, phillipsite, mesolitc. and aragonite (Tschernich, 1987).
Nearby cavilies rarely contain native copper, stilbite, and heulandite.
Silky-White fibers of offretite are found on thin Icvyne plates in vesicular basalt, in the hills west
of Aneroid Lake, near Joseph. Wallowa County (Howard, 1978). Nearby cavities contain
chabazite, garronitc, phillipsite. thomsonitc, eowlesitc, calcite, analcime, mesolite, and erionite.
Small hexagonal prisms, 0.3 moo in diameter and 1 moo long (composed of many small parallel
fibers), consisting of pure offrctite, occur in vesicular volcanic tuff at Gordon Gulch, Owyhee
Dam, Malheur County (Wise and Tschemich, 1976). Nearby cavities contain chabazitc, slilbite,
heulanditc, cavansitc, pcntagonite, analcime, calcite. and apophyllitc (R WT).
Washington: Hexagonal offretite prisms, 0.8 moo long and 0.1 mm in diameter, covcred by a
thin epitaxial erionite overgrowth, are reported by Wise and Tschemich (1976b) in highly vesicular basalt that was dredged from the Columbia River cbannel during construction of Rock
Island Dam (tbe type locality for paulingite), near Wenatchee, Douglas County. Thin, bairlike
crystals in othcr cavities arc pure erionite. 'Ibe minerals crystallized in the order: offretitc >
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erionite > paulingitc > phillipsite> rCddish-golden clay> silica-rich heulandite > rarely
chabazite> pyrite and calcite.
TIny, very thin, hexagonal platcs oflcvyne arc covered with a thin, white, fibrous overgrowth of
offretite alonc on dark greenish.black clay.lined cavities in Tertiary basalt at Rock Candy Moun·
tain, near Olympia, Thurston County (TSChernich, 1978). Nearby vesicles contain chabazite, stil·
bitc, mesolite, and calcite.
Offretite very rarcly forms a thin, milky.white overgrowth on the {OOOJ} pinacoid of thin,
watcr-clear, hcxagonal, levyne platcs that are associated with epistilbite in vesicles in volcanics at
Big Tree Creek, Yacolt, Dark County (fschernich, 1988b). Nearby cavitics contain laumontite,
hculandite, mordenite, chabazitc, calcite, stilbite, quartz, garronite, phillipsite, thomsonite,
gonnardite, cowIcsitc, clay, scolccite, and mesolite.

Paranatrolite

(Pair-uh-nat-roh-lite)

Na2(Al2SI3010)o31120, Z = 8
Named in 1980, by George Y. Chao, after Ihe mineral's epilaxial relalionsbip wilh nalrolile and
similarity in chemical composilion 10 nalrolile.
Type Locality: Monl SainI-Hilaire, Monlreal, Quebec, Canada

Nomenclature: A1lhough paranalrolile has Ihe same disordered framework as gonnardite and
Na-rich gonnardile (= lelranalrolile). the excess water and monoclioie symmetry (inclined
optical angle of 21°) is sufficient reason for paranatrolile to be considered a separale species.
Varialions in chemislry or order/disorder should be indicaled by using adjcctive modi.fiers (such
as Ca-ricb, calcium. calcian, potassium, disordered) rather lhan creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic (pseudolelragonal)
Space Group: (undclermined)
Crystal Axes: a = 19.07 A
b=19.13A
e = 6.58 A
Type or Structure: The aluminosilicale framework of paranatrolile (struclural code NAl) is Ihe

samc as nalrOlitc, mcsolile, scolccite, gonnardile and Na-rich gonnardite (= lelranatrolite).
Paranalrolile is considered an over hydrated monoclinic polymorph of nalrolile Ihal is apparently unstable in Ibe air, debydrating irreversibly 10 Na-rich goooardite (= telranatrolile). The
silicon and aluminum in Ibe framework are disordered, similar 10 Na·rich goooardile. The extra
waler molecules apparenlly warp Ihe disordered natrolile structure to monoclinic symmelry.
Removal of some water molecules causes a change to tetragonal symmetry.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, gray, yellow, pink
Streak: wbite
Luster: vitrcous
Hardness: undetermined
Density: 2.20 to 2.21 glcrr{3
Fracture: conchoidal
Cleavage: none

Rerractlve Indices:
a = 1.479
13 = 1.481
'Y

= 1.493

biaxial negative (wet)
biaxial positive (dry)
2V = low (under 100)
inclined extinction up to 21 °

Morphology
Paranatrolite has the same crystal form as natrolite and Na·rich gonnardite (= tetranalrolite).
The OiO} prism is dominant, commonly terminated by a {Ill} dipyramid (Figs. 465,467,468),
or rarely {DOl} a basal pinacoid (Fig. 466). Pure paranatrolite cl')'Stals, up to 2 moo long, have
been found. Most paranatrolitc occurs as epitaxial overgrowths, up to 1 moo in thickness, on
natrolite crystals (fig. 469). It also forms fibrous sprays, massive patches on other minerals, and
is intergrown with gonnardite, Na-rich gonnarditc, natrolitc, and thomsonite. All paranatrolite
specimens must be kept in water from the time they are removed from tbe ground. All Na·ricb
gonnardite (= letranatrolite) crystals are probably pseudomorphs after paranatrolite.
Point Group: 21m (pseudo 4/m 21m 21m = 4/000000)
Cf)'Stal Class: Prismatic (pseudoditctragonal-<lipyramdial)
Forms:
{1l0}, {llO}, {DOl}, {lII}
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EPITAXIAL PARANATROUTE ON NATROUTE
MONT SAINT-'HILAIRE
QUEBEC,CANADA

Chemical Composition
Mont Saint-Hilaire, Quebec, canada (Chao, 1980)
Nat 75 ca O.lOl<o.09[A11.95 Feo.Ol Si3.020 101· 2.98H 20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

A complete chemical analysis of paranatrolite is available only from samples from Mont SaintHilaire. It has a compCl5ition like natrotite and Na-rich gonnardite (::;: tetranatrolite) with a
dominance of sodium, minor calcium and potassium, plus an abundance of water. II is possible
that paranatrolite was the precursor to all Na-rich gonnardite (::;: tetranatrolitc). If that is true,
Ihe variation in the chcmical compCl5ilion of Na-gonnardile (::;: lelranalrolite) will closely renecl
the varialion in oompCl5ilion of paranalrolile, with the exceplion ofwaler. Then paranatrO\ite can
be morc calcium-rich. The presence of an X-ray diffraction line at 1.252 Ain Na-rich gonnardite
indicates some paranalrolite may be stable after specimens have had considerable expCl5ure 10
Ihe dry air (Nawaz, 19883). TSi ::;: Si/(Si+A1) ::;: 0.60; Si/A1 ::;: 1.54

Identification
When wet, Iransparent , colorless, natrolite-appcaring erystals lurn opaque-While when they dry,
the crystals might be paranalrolite. If the crystals have been kept wet from the time they were
removed from the ground, they can be tesled oplically. If paranalrolite is presenl, the cryslals
should have an inclined oplical extinClion angle. The same sample will have parallel extinction
when dry. A dry sample will give an XRD patlcm that malches Na-gonnarditc (::;: Ictranatrolite). Paranatrolite has a distinctive XRD line at 1.2.')2 A, while a corresponding line for
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gonnardite is located between 1.220 and 1.240 A(Nawaz., 1988a). Paranatrolite and Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) have the same morphology. Natrolite has optical parallel extinc·
tion, while wet paranatrolite has an undulating inclined extinction angle up to 21°.

Cleaning
Paranatrolite must be kept in water from the time it is collected. Dehydration is irreversible;
tberefore, dry Na-gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) samples placed in water will not hydrate back to
paranatrolite. Most specimens only require washing with water. If clay or mud is to be removed,
soak in Biz bleach or liquid soap solution and clean with pressurized water or an ultrasonjc
cleaner. Paranatrolite has a low Si/A1 ratio and a disorder structure; therefore, it should never be
put in hydrochloric acid. Ifcalcite is to be removed, use warm acetic acid. Oxalic acid will remove
iron stains and vitamin C (ascorbic acid) SOlution removes manganese oxides. Do not let the
specimens become dry unless you want Na·rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite). Do not spray or
coat paranalrolite with plastic. Plastic coatings will not retain the water in paranatrOlite and the
specimens will still dehydrate to Na-rich gonnardite.

Origin
Paranatrolite bas not been found in active geothermal areas; therefore, the temperature of crys·
tallization is not directly known. Since paranatrolile and Na·rich gonnardile are commonly found
intergrown with natrolite, and mcsolite and scolecite are intergrown wilh natrolite, tbe tempera·
tures at which Ihey crystallize should be the same. Data from gcothermal wells, in basalt in Ice·
land, show that mcsolite-scoleeite cryst.allizes at depths from 450 to 1200 meters, and at temperatures from 700 10 1000 C (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978). ParanalrOlite should crystal·
lize in the same temperature range.

Occurrence
Paranatrolitc is a rare zeolite found in pcgmatitcs and basic VOlcanics, with natrolite and Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), at only a few localities in tile world. It probably is present at most
Na-gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) localities but has gone undetected because it must be kept wet
from the time it is collected (see gonnardite for possible additional paranatrolite localities). The
largest specimens of paranatrolite (that could be displayed if kept wet) are from Mont SaintHilaire, Quebec, Canada, and Schellkoph, Germany. Micro-sized crystal arc available from the
same localities.

Worldwide Localities
CANADA
(Type locality) Paranatrolile is found in miarolitic cavities, pegmatitic veins, socL:1lite syenite, and,
less commonly, in igneous breccia, marble, and sodalite xenoliths in nepheline syenite of tbe Cree
taceous alkaline gabbro.sycnitc complex in the Dc-Mix and Poudrelle Quarries, at Mont SaintHilairc, cast of Montreal, Quebec (Chao, 1980; CUrrie tt al., 1986). Fresh paranalrolite forms
colorless, gray, yellow, or pink, transparent, tiny prisms (Figs. 4Q5,4Q7,468) and cpitaxial overgrowths, up to 1 mOl in thickness, on natrolite crystals (Fig. 469) (Chao, 1980). Bcing unslablc in
air, paranatrolite readily converts irreversibly (in a few minutes to hours) to white Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite). Paranatrolite is founu with a wide variety of minerals, including
analcime, nstrolile, aegirine, microclinc, serandite, rhodochrosite, catapleiite, and many others
(Wight and Chao, 1986; Marble and Regis, 1979; Henderson, 1982; Gault and Horvath, 1987;
Horvath and Gault, 1990).
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GERMANY
Paranatrolite forms sbort, colorless, pscudotetragonal prisms, 1 to 3 mm long, terminated by a
dipyramid (Figs. 467,468) and subparallel groups that turn turbid and white when exposed to the
atmospbere to become Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) in phonolite at Schellkopf, near
Brenk, Eifel (Hentscbel, 1983). Paranatrolite is associated with gonnardite, gismondine,
chabazite, analcime, phillipsite, tbomsonite, apopbyllite, fluorite, aragonite, brenkite, calcite,
zcophyUite, montmorillonitc, and tbaumasite.
Wbitc paranatrolite and Na-ricb gonnardite (= tctranatrolite) needles are covcred with colorless natrolitc and are found with phillipsite, gismondine, analcimc, olIretite-erionitc, thomsonite,
chabazite, montmorillonite, clay, apopbyllite, calcite, and okenite in cavities in basall at Teichelberg, near Pechbruun, Bavaria (Willero, 1990; RWI).
ITALY
Zoned, white, radial aggregates, up to 2 em in diameter, arc composed of gonnardite imergrown
with Na-rich gonnardite (= telranalrolite) on calcite, phillipsite, and chabazite in vesicular basalt
at Aci Castello (Meixner et aI., 1956; Gollardi and Galli, 1985). Traces of paranatrolite
(indicated by the presence of a single XRD line) were found in some Na.rich gonnardite
(= tetranatrolite) sphcrules from Aci castello, catania, Sicily (Nawaz, 19888).
UNITED KINGDOM
Traces of apparenlly stablc paranatrolite (detected only by the presence of a single XRD line)
are found in tbe outer extremilies of complexly zoned thomsonite-gonnardite-natrolite aggregates in Terliary basall south of the Gobbins Cliff, Hills Port, Island Magee, County Antrim,
Northern Ireland (Nawaz, 1988a; RWI). Most of tbe gonoarditc aggregates completely fillthc
cavilies. In somc cavities, terminated radiating hemispheres, up to 3 cm in diametcr, are zoned
from a white, gonnarditc-thomsonitc corc to a transparent, colorless surface composed of Narich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), natrolite, and traces of paranatrolite (Nawaz, 1988a; RWI).
The aggregates are covered with drusy phillipsite, chabazite, and heulandite (Harry Foy, pers.
oomm.).
UNITED STATES
Short, lI<:nsparent, colorless to yellow prisms of paranatrolitc that quickly dehydrate upon exposure to the atmosphere become Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) and are rarely found lining cavities in a phonolite sill at Poim of Rocks, near Springer, New Mexico (RObert Boggs, peTS.
comm.). The resulling Na-rich gonnardile commonly OCCUTS on dark green aegirine needles,
bexagonal nepbeline crystals, or coats I-to 2-mm, short, natrolite prisms (DeMark, 1984).
Nearby cavities coOlain analcime, feldspar, calcite, barite, carbonate-fluorapatite, eudialyte,
lorenzenite, ncptunite, potytithionite, rasvumite, searlesite, serandite, villaumite, galena, sphalerite, hematite, and pyrrhotite (DeMark, 1984).
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Paulingile

(Pah-ling-ite)

(Kz,Ca,Na2,Ba)s[AlloSi32084) -34-44H2 0, Z = 16
Named in 1960, by W. Barclay Kamb and William C. Olee, in honor of Linus Carl Pauling, double Nobel Prize winner and professor of chemistry at the California Institute of TechnoLogy, in
recognition of his outstanding contributions to the understanding of the complex structures of
silicate minerals and other compounds.
Type Locality: Rock Island Dam, Douglas County, Washington, U.SA

Nomenclature: Paulingite has a wide variation in exchangeable cations. Variations in chemistry
in the framework: should be handled by using optional descriptive modifiers (such as Ca-dominant, K-rieb, calcium-rich, or calcian) rather than creating new species.

Structure
Cryostal System: Isometric
Spa« Group: Im3m
Crystal Axes: a = 35.049-35.093

A

Type of Structure: Paulingite has an extremely complex aluminosilicate framework: (structural
code PAU) composed of large polyhedral cages consisting of double 8-rings, gmelinite cages,
and truncated cubo-<>etahedra wbere tbe gmelinite cage is completely surrounded by water
molecules (Gordon ef al., 1966). No silicon-aluminum order was detected in the framework. The
size of the p3ulingite unit cell is the largest for any inorganic compound, and is surpassed in sizc
only by the unit cells of cI)'Stallizcd proteins (Kamb el ai., 1960).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, light yellow, orange, red
Streak: white
Luster: vitreous, glassy
Hardness: 5
Density: 2.085 to 2.24 ,#crD3
Fracture: conchoidal
Cleavage: none

Refractive Index:
n = 1.472-1.484
isotropic
no twinning

Morphology
Paulingite crystals are always small, commonly 0.1 to 0.8 mOl with a few reaching 3 to 4 mOl,
witb the diamond-shaped faces of the rhombic dodCC3.hedron {110} dominant (Figs. 472,475,
476). Very rarely, small cube {loo} and trapezobedral {21t} modir~lionsare seen on the dodecahedron (figs. 470,471,473). Rarely, interseet.ion striations are present, possibly indicating
growth lines (Fig. 474).
Point Group: 4/m ~ '}Jm = m3m
Crystal Class: Hexoctahedral
Forms:
{ttO}, very rarely {loo}, {211}
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RITTER, GRANT COUNTY, OR, U.S.A.
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Fig. 473
DODECAHEDAO~I!RAPEZOHEDRON,&CUBE

ROCK ISLAND DAM, WA., U.S.A.

FIg. 474
STRIATED DODECAHEDRON
GIANTS CAUSEWAY, N. IRELAND, U.K.

Figure 476. Transparenl, colorless, rhombic
dodecahedra of paulingilc, 2 mm in diameter, from
GianI's Causeway, County Antrim, Nonhem
Ireland, UK; photo by Rudy W. Tschcmich.

Figon 475. Transparent, colorless, dod0C3hedra of
paulingile, 0.5 mm in diameler, on clay from
Threemile Creek, Ritler, Oregon, U.s.A; SEM
photo by Donald G. II0W3rd.
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Chemical Composition
Rock Island Dam, Douglas Co., Washington, U.S.A. (Tsehemich and Wise, 1982)
~.44ca 1.88NaO.95BaO.18[AJ9.82Si32.21084) o44H20
Chase Creek, Falkland, British Columbia, Canada (Tsehemich and Wise, 1982)
K3.55CaZ.32BaO.81Nao.53MgO.l1 SrO.09[Al 10.71Si31.230841 0 xH20
Riggins, Idaho County, Idaho, U.S.A. (Tsehernich and Wise, 1982)
~.68Ca2.41 NaO.42Bao.32MgO.04Sr0.Q2[AllO.gSi31.220841 oxH20
Three Mile Creek, Riller, Oregon, U.S.A. (Tsehernich and Wise, 1982)
Ca3.70K 2.67NaO.86Bao.lO[AllO.78 Si 31.21 0841 0 34H20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Paulingitc is a K·Ca·Ba·Na-rich zeOlite, similar in comp05ition to phillipsite, but witb more silica.
Potassium is commonly thc dominant cation with oonsiderable variation in the amounts of the
excbangeable cal ions, calcium, barium, and sodium. A calcium-dominant variety has been
found. Considerable barium is present in somc crystals. Watcr contcnt, Si/A1 ratio, and dcnsity
vary widely wilh tbc size of cations in the struclUre. When lar~ cations are prescnt, thcy pro·
duce a structure with a Si/AI ratio of 3.28, density 2.24 gm/cm ,and 44 H20 per general formula unit, while the small cations produce a Si/AJ ratio of 2.90, density 2.085 gm/cm 3, and only
34 H20 per general formula unit (Tsehemich and Wise, 1982). Variation in color is believed to
be due to trace amounts of iron, although iJon docs nOl appear in the chemical analysis because
clear colorless samples were used. TSi = Si/(Si+AI) = 0.745 to 0.765; Si/A1 = 2.24 to 2.90

Identification
The rhombic dodecahedron {11O}, the dominant crystal form of paulingite, makes it easy to
recognizc. Highly reflective diamond.shaped faces of the dodccahedron sparkJe brilliantly in the
sun, but in the shadc, the crystals become nea.rly invisible.
Paulingitc can be confused with analcime but is eaS)·to distinguish by crystal form. Equant
phillipsite crystals resemble the rhombic dodecahedra of paulingitc, but commonly have a milky
color, are zoned, and have intersection striations whilc paulingite is smooth, transparcnt, and
colorless. Paulingite, which is optically isotropic, is easy to distinguish from phillipsitc. Thc X.ray
diffraction pallcrn of paulingite is very distinctive.

Cleaning
Gentle running watcr is gcnerally aU that is needed to clean debris from paulingite. Paulingitc,
scallered on clay, is easily dislodged; therefore, pressuri7.ed water and ultrasonic cleaning should
be avoidcd. Paulingitc has a relativcly high Si/AJ ratio; therefore, it can be placed in hydrOChloric
acid if calcite is to be removed, although associaled clay and other minerals will be affected.
Warm acetie acid, which is slower in removing calcite, might be employed. Vitamin C (ascorbic
acid) solution can be used to remove manganese oxides and oxalic acid will remove iron tains.

Origin
Temperature and pressure conditions of paulingite crystallization have not been observed in
active geothermal area . Paulingite oommonly crystallizes during or immediately after elay min·
erals in silica·rich basalt, indicating a silica·rich SOlution (commonly presenl in the eaJIy stages of
glass alteration) is required.
•
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Occurrence
Paulingite is a rare zeolite, found in tholeiitic basalt and sandstone xenoliths in basalt. Due to its
colorless Il3ture and small size, it is easily overlooked. More localities are expected to be found
with careful observation of micro-sized minerals. Paulingite is very commonly found with phillipsite, harmotome, heulandite, erionite, and clay. Display specimens have not been found, but
miero-sized crystals are available from many localities. The largest crystals are from Northern
Ireland.

Worldwide Localities
CANADA
Paulingite is found in rounded, water-worked, glacier-deposited, vesicular basalt fragments in
Chase Creek near the junction of Charcoal Creek, north of Falkland, British Columbia
(Tschernich and Wise, 1982). Bright orange, yellow, or colorless rhombic dodecahedra (Fig.
472) of paulingite, up to 0.8 mm in diameter, arc found on gray-white montmorillonite-lined
vesicles (ranging from 3 to 30 mm across). The tiny paulingite crystals arc also found on
hexagonal erionite prisms associated with harmotome and heulandite. The sequence of crystallization commenced with the clay lining followed by erionite > paulingite > harmotome >
heulandite > clay aggregates (Tschernich and Wise, 1982).
Small, 0.5- to I-mm colorlcss to orange or red paulingite rhombic dodecahedra (Fig. 472) are
found on colorless to gOlden, zoned, o(fretite~rionite needles lining vesieles in Tertiary basalt
ncar Twig Creek, Monte Hills, west of Monte Lake (RWI). The pauliogite commonly displays
frosted, etched, or piued faces. Some specimens have elay covering hollow dodecahedron·
shaped cavities that were once paulingite. The minerals crystallized in the order: offretiteerionite-<lffretite > paulingite > elay > heulandite > stilbite > chabazite.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Colorless, reddish, and white rhombic dodecahedra (Fig. 472) of paulingite, up to 2 mm in
diameter, are found with phillipsite in basalt [rom Vinarice, ncar K1adno, Bohemia (RWI).
GERMANY
TIny, 0.7S-mm, rhombic dodecahedra (Fig. 472) of paulingite are found in veins in melilitenephelinite basalt and pyroclastics that built up a Tertiary volcano at HOwcnegg, in lIegau
(Walenta, et a/., 1981). Other minerals found in the basalt include amicite, merlinoite, calcitearagonite, garronite.phillipsite, harmolOme, natrolite, chaba7jte, thomsonite, stilbite, mountainite, lorbcrmorite, and makatite (Walenta, 1974; Alberti et a/., 1979; Walenta tt a/., 1981).
Ocar to yellow, rhombic dodecahedra (Fig. 472) of paulingite" under 1mm in diametcr,
formed from high·alkali hydrotbermal SOlutions, are found SC8uered on nontronite, phillipsite,
or calcite, followed by heulaodite, erionite, and daehiardite on vesicle walls, in a 2- by 100meter,
sintercd sandstone xenolith (composed of quartz, minor cristobalite, and phillipsite) embedded
in alkalinc,-<llivine basalt al tbe Ortenberg Quarry, Vogelsbcrg, in Hessen (Hentschel, 1986b).
Ncarby cavities in the xenoliths contain mcrlinoite, apophyllite, and chabazite while volcanics
surrounding Ihe xenoliths contain analcime, gismondine, apophyllite, tbomsonite, natrolite,
phillipsite, calcite, thaumasite, montmorillonite, and pyrite (Hcntschel, 1979).
UNITED KINGDOM
Superb, transparcnt, colorless, rhombic dodecahedra of paulingite (Figs. 472,476), commonly
ranging from 0.3 to 1mm in diameter, with exceptionally large crystals reaching 2 to 4 mm in
diameter, arc found in vesicular tholeiitic basalt along thc northern coast of County Antrim, at
Port Ganny in the Giant's Causeway, County Antrim, Northern Ireland (Harry Foy, pees.
comm.). The paulingite forms directly on the cavity walls, followed by a dark black clay, and
rarely is covercd by either phillipsite, heulandite, chabazite, or erionite (R \VI).
Tiny, O.I-mm, rhombic dodecahedra of paulingite, associated with heulandite and clay, are
very scarce in the tholeiite basalltalus below the causeway basalt flows at Lacada Point, Giant's
causeway, County Antrim, Northern Ireland (Peter Francis, pers. comm.).
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Tiny, colorless rhombic dodecahedra ofpaulingite, under 1 mm in diameter, some covered
wilh pbillipsite, are found in vesicular basalt 8tlbc Craigahullian Quarry, near Portrush, County
Antrim, Northern Ireland (Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain opal, cbalcedony,
and heu laooite.
UNITED STATES
Idaho: Tiny, colorless to light yellow, transparent rhombic dodecahedra (Fig. 474) of paulingite,
ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 mm in diameter, occur on a yellow-gray monlmorillonite, and are rarely
associated with phillipsile in red, vesicular, Tertiary basalt believed to be from the area ncar the
junction of Papoose Creek. and Squaw Creek., west of Riggins, Idaho County (Tschernich and
Wise, 1982).

Oregon: TIny, light )'ellow to colorless, transparent rhombic dodecahedra of calcium-rich
paulingite (Fig. 475), 0.1 to 0.5 mm in diameter, rarely modified by minute trapezohcdron faces
(Figs. 471,472), occur abundanlly,lining vesicles of a brown-gray Tertiary basall, ncar Three
Mile School, along Three Mile Creek., northwest of Ritter, Grant County (Tschernich and WISe,
1982). The paulingite-bearing flow averages 2 mcters in thickness and can be traced for over 1
kilOmeter atlhe western extension of a series of northwcsltrending vertical faults lhat pass
through Ritter Hot Springs and the extensive Ca-rich zeolite mineralization on the Middle Fork.
of the John Day River (RWT). Smectitic clay first lined the vesicles and was fOllowed by Ca-rich
paulingite. In some vesicles, clay continued to form during the paulingile cryslallizalion and
partly engulfs the zeolite, but nowhere completely covers it. In other cavities, the clay and Carich paulingitc crystallization is followed by othcr zeolites in the order: heula.ooite > Ca-rich
phillipsite> chaba7jte (Tschcmich and Wise, 1982).
Washington: (Type locality) Paulingite was first reported from highly vesicular Tertiary basalt
boulders that were dredged from the channel of the Columbia River during the coostruction of
Rock Island Dam, Douglas County (Kamb and Ok.e, 19(0). The paulingite-bearing rock. has
never been found in situ. The paulingile crystals form I.ight yellow to colorless rhombic dodecahedra (Fig. 472), 0.2 to 0.8 mm in diameter, with a very few reaching 3 mm in diameter
(Tscheroich and Wise, 1982). Vcry rarcly, small cube and lrapezohcdral modifications are present on the dominant dodecahed.ron (Figs. 470,473). The minerals crystallized in the order:
offretitc > erionite > paulingite > phillipsile > reddish-golden clay> silica-rich heulandite >
drusy potassium-feldspar> pyrile and calcite (Tschcrnich and Wise 1982).

Perlialite (Purr-lee-a-Iite)
~8(Ca,Sr)[AJ12Si24~2Jo15H20,

Z=1

Named in 1984, by Yu P. Men'shikov, in honor of 1j1y 6!ekseevna Perekrest, instructor of
mineralogy at Kirov Mining Technical School.
Type Locality: Mount Evelogchorr and Mount YUkspor, Khibina Massif, Kola Peninsula in

Murmansk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Nomendature: No varialions are known 10 exist altbis time, but if other cations are found 10 be
dominant they should be used ~ descriptive modifiers (sueh as Na-rich, Ca.<Jominant, calciumrich, or sodian) rather than creating separate species.

Structure
Cryl>"tal S)'Stem: hexagonal
Space Group: P6/mmm
Crystal Axes: a = 18.49-18.535 A
c = 7.51-7.535 A
Type of Structure: The aJuminosilicate framework of perlialite is not related to any of the

nalUral zeolites but is similar to Ihe synthetic zeolites L, K, and Ba-G (Men'shikov, 1984).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: white
Streak: white
Luster: pearly
Hardness: 4 to 5
Density: 2.14to 2.15 gm/cm3
Fracture: not determined
Cleavage: not determined

Refractive Indices:
w = 1.479-1.483
E = 1.488-1.489
uniaxial positive
parallel extinction
positive elongation

Morphology
Free-growing terminated perlialile crystals have nOl been reported. The tiny, fibrous, hexagonal
needles of perlialite (Fig. 479), 2 to 5 mm long, or opal-like radiating m~, up to 2 cm in
diameter, arc embedded in feldspar, micaceous brown astrophyllitc, or other minerals. Crystal
forms are only inferred (Figs. 477,478).
Point Group: 6/m 21m 21m = 6/mmm
Cryl>"tal Class: Dihexagonal.<Jipyramidal
Forms:
{lOoo}, {OOOI}

Chemical Composition
Khibina Massif, Kola Peninsula, U.S.S.R. (Men'shikov, 1984)
~.07NaO.9I Cao.4~rO.46FCO.08M80.05[AJ 11.35FCO.33Si 24.2f'72.1i1° 15.2H 20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

This very potassium-rich zeolite has considerable amounts of sodium, calcium, and strontium as
exchangeable cations. TSi= Si/(Si+AJ) = 0.67; Si/AJ = 2.06
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Identification
PERLIALITE
Needles of massive perlialite arc
commonly curved, flexible, aod
elastic, similar to asbestos and
some forms of woolly eriooite.
Optics of both crionitc and
0001
perlialite are ncarly the same;
therefore, X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns are required for
01 To
10TO ./ ~oITO
identification. Free-growing
10fo
1\'00,
1100
perlialite crystals have not yel
been found but would be expected
10 form simple hexagonal needles
probably lerminated by {OOOl}.
These crystals would look exactly
like offretite, erionite, and mazzitc
Fig. 477
'---V Fig. 478
and could only be distinguished by
XRD. Doth mazzite and offrelitc
HYPOTHETICAL FORM
have an optical negative elongation and a higher refractive index
(RI). Thin, hair-like needles of perlialite can also be confused with other fibrous zeolites such as
natrolilc. mcsolitc. and mordenite. Mordenite can be distinguished by its optical negative
elongation; mcsolite has a h.ighcr RI and is nearly isotropic; and natrolite has nearly thc same
optiCS, requiring an XRD pattern.

Cleaning
Most specimens of perlialitc ooly require washing with water. Because of its low Si/AJ conlcnt it
should oot be put in hydrochloric acid.. If it is necessary to remove calcite, use warm acetic acid.
Oxalic acid can be used to remove iron stains and vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution is used for
manganese oxide removal.

Figun 479. Whitc fibrous
lIUIS.~ive veins

of perli21itc,
4 moo thick, from Chioiny,
Kola Peninsul3, U.S.S.R.;
photo by Rudy W. Tschernich.
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cium and sodium in harmotome), in a distorted octahedral coordination with two framework
oxygens and four water molecules (Rinaldi el aI., 1974; Gollardi and Galli, 1985).
Ordering of the exchangeable cations causes deviation from orthorhombic to monoclinic
symmetry while ordering of aluminum and silicon causes deviation, up to 2", from monoclinic to
triclinic symmetry (Akizuki, 1985). The tetrahedra in phillipsite are not equivalent with respect
to aluminum on the side faces of growth steps during crystallization. If the tetrahedra form
before the large cations on the side face of a growth step, silicon rather than aluminum will
occupy the tetrahedra, but if the tetrabedra form after thc large cation is filled, then the tetrabedra are preferentially occupied by aluminum in order to satisfy tbe local charge balance
(Akizuki, 1985). If the two sides of a growth step are symmetrical, tbey will be twinned.
Phillipsite has a topological orthOrhombic symmetry (Cmcm) that reduces to monoclinic
(P2 1/m) from positioning of tbe catiOns, and finally to triclinic (p 1) symmctry from aluminum·
silicon ordcring.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, pink, and red
Streak: white
Luster: vii rcous
Hardness: 4 to 4.5
Density: 2.20 gm/em3

Refractive Indices:

Fracture: uneven, brillie
Cleavage: {01O} distinct, {loo} indistinct

a = 1.483·1.505
~ = 1.484-1.511
'Y = 1.486·1.514
biaxial positive
2V = roo to 800
Z b = 2", X" e = -52" to -58"
y e = 27° to 34° in the acute angle

Morphology

.

Phillipsite forms pseudo-orthorhombic twinned prismatic crystalS, commonly elongated along
the a·axis. Bloclcy, equant crystals (Fig. 504) and radiating aggregates are common. Some forms
simulate a tetragonal prism. Shorlened or twinned crystals can form a pseudorbombie dodecahedron. Rarely, parallel aggregates of tiny phillipsite crystals form a rougb.surfaced pseudooctahedron. Tiny phillipsite crystals commonly form an overgrowth on massive aggregates of
garronite and gobbin ite. Phillipsite can form a thin epitaxial shell on gismondine crystals or simpie prisms extending from the faces of gismondine.
Pbillipsite always forms complex penetration twins. Untwinned phillipsite bas never been
found. The complex interpenetration twinning of phillipsite and barmotome was classified by
Lacroix (1923) to include the MOI'\'enite twin, Marburg twin, Perier twin, and Stempel twin after
dominant babits observed at some localities.
The Morvenite twin is a fourling twin present in all phillipsite and harmotome crystals (Figs.
480-488). II is composed of four individuals or sectors, arranged across Ihe twin planes {001}
and {20n, and displays the external forms {OlO}, {001}, {llO}, and {loo} (Figs. 484,505). The
four sets of intersecting striations that indicate the presence of the four individuals are seen only
on the {OlO} face. Nonintersecting striations arc also found on {001} and {loo}. The striations
on all of the faces point in the direction of {001}. Morvenite twins are commonly elongated
along the a-axis and less commonly elongated along the b-axis and flallened either on the {OlO}
or {001}.
Cruciform twins (= crossed twins) arc produced by penetration twinning of two Morvenite
twins at 90" to each other around the a-axis (Figs. 506-510). Tv.'O types of cruciform twins arc
recognized: the Pcrier twin and the Marburg twin.
The Perier twin consists of two Morvenite twins (flallened on {OlO}) rotated 90" around the
a·axis, with respect to each other, so that all the outer prism faces are (00 I) (Figs. 489-491). This
twin is recognized by the absence of intersecting sector striations on all of the outer faces. Stria.
tions on the terminations are perpendicular to the outer faces and intersect where the two Mor-
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venite twins meet. Perier [wins, wilhout reentranl angles, appear telragonal (Fig. 490). A cruciform twin is presenl when Ihe reenlranl angles are present (Figs. 489).
The Marburg twin is twinned similar 10 a Pericr lwin, bUI consisls of t....'O Morvenile twins Oaltened on {OOI}, rolated 90" around the a-axis, wilb respecl to each other, so Ihat alllhe outer
prism faces are (010). This twin is recognized by the presence of four selS of inlersecling slriations on the surface of all external prism faces (Figs. 492-494,497). Strialions on the terminations
are parallel to the outer faces and inlersect where Ihe two Morvcnite twins meet (Figs. 506,507).
Marburg twins wilhout reentrant angles appear to be tetragonal (Fig. 496). A cruciform twin has
reentrant angles (Figs. 492,494,487).
PHILLIPSITE
MORVENITE TWINNING

Fig. 482

Fig. 481
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FIg. 483

Fig. 464

100

FIg. 485

110

COMMON MORVENrrE FOURUNG IS PRESE.NT IN AU. PHIWPSITE CRYSTALS
TV/IN AND COMPOSITION PLANE (201) IS BETWEEN SECTORS 1 & 2, 3 & 4
TWIN AND.COMPOSITION PLANE (001) IS BETWEEN SECTORS 1 & 4, 2 & 3
SHADED AREA INDICATES ONE SECTOR

lio

Fig. 488
EQUANT
HABIT

PSEUDOHEXAGONAL
HABIT

PERIER nVINNING

1

010
001

001
001..¥

FIg. 489
CRUCIFORM PERIER TWIN
WITH REENTRANTS

Fig. 490

PERIER TWIN WITHOUT REENTRANTS
(001) ON ALL PRISM FACES

Fig. 4~1
PERIER CORE-BIT TWIN
(001) ON ALL PRISM FACES

•
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The Stempel twin is a multiple twin of the Morvenitc, Marburg, or Perier type twinned around
tWO (Fig. 499) or three axes (Figs. 498.501-503). Stempel twins without reentrant angles resemble a rhombic dodecahedron (Fig. 503). Stempel twins are more common in phillipsite than
harmotome.
The morphology of phillipsite is indexed in the monoclinic system. The e-axis length is half that
used by Hintze (1897) and Dana (1898).
Point Group: I (trielinic) (pscudo-orthorhombic 21m 21m 21m = mmm)
Crystal Class: Pinacoidal (pscudorhombic-<lipyramidal)

PHILLIPSITE
MARBURG lWlNNING

XVll0

110
001

CRUCIFORM MARBURG TWIN
WITH REENTRANTS

001

STEMPEL lWlNNING
010

001

001

100
110

•

100
110

•

001
010

001

110
110

010

001

001

Fig. 497

Fig. 496

FIg. 495
STEMPLE TWIN COMPOSED OF
MARBURG TWINS WITH REENTRANTS

STEMPLE TWIN COMPOSED
OF PERIER TWINS

001

110
110
Fig. 498
STEMPLE TWIN COMPOSED OF
MORVENITE TWINS ON All 3 AXES

Fig. 499
STEMPLE nVIN COMPOSED OF
MORVENITE TWINS ON 2 AXES

FIg. 500
STEMPLE TWIN COMPOSED OF
MORVENITE TWINS ON 2 AXES

001
Fig. 501
STEMPLE TWIN COMPOSED
OF PERIER TWINS
WITH REENTRANTS

Fig. 502

Fig. 503

STEMPLE nVlN PSEUDODODECAHEDRON
COMPOSEO OF PEAlER TWINS
WITHOUT REENTRANTS
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Flgu~

504. Bloc!.")', white
Morvenite twins of phillipsite, 3
mOl long, from OberWiddcsheim, Vogelsberg,
Hessen, Gennany; photo by
Volker •Bct2.

Figure sos. Transparent, colorless phillipsite
crystal, 0.2 mOl wide, wilh characleristic
tennination, from Grant County, Oregon; SEM
photo by Millon 1- Speckeis.

Figure 506. Cream-wlorcd, cruciform twinned
phillipsile, 0.3 mOl across, with deep reentrant
angles, from Rock Island Dam, Grant County,
Washington, U.s.A; SEM photo by Millon L.
Specl:eis.

Figure S07. Transparent, colorless Marburg twin
of phillipsite, 5 mOl across, without reentrant
angles from Rosenberg, Darmstadt, Germany;
photo by David Dabney.
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Figure 508. White, cruciform twinned phillipsite,
0.8 moo aeross, with dccp reentrllnillnglcs and on

Figure 509. While, cruciform twinned phillipsile,
1 moo across, with deep reentrant angles and on

cowIesile, from Pele's Poinl, Wa.llowa Counly,
Oregon, U.s.A; SE-M photo by Donald G.

eowlesile, from Pctc's Point, Wallowa County,
Oregon, U.SA.; SEM photo by Donald G.

Howard,

Howard.

f"lgure 510. Transparent,

colorless, twinned phillipsite.
0.2 moo 3CCOSS, wilh Meore bil"
termination, from KJoch,
Austria; SEM phOlO by Millon
L. Speckels.

f'orms:

{OlO}, {OOl}, {llO}, {lOO},{520}, {410}
Scarce {20I}, {701}, {350}, {02I}, {~Ol}, {710}, {510}
Common
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Chemical Composition
Aci Castcllo, Sicily, Italy (Galli and Ghittoni, 1972)
Na4.18Ko.68C30.26M80.Q3SrO.Ol [A1S.64FeO.OlSi 10.41°32] 013.91H20
Mont Semiol, Montbrison, Loire, France (Galli Ghittoni, 1972)
K1.8Sca1.16NaO.18BaO.OSSrO.Ol M&o.07[Al4.58Feo.02Sil1.400321012.3H20
Richmond, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia (Galli and Ghittoni, 1972)
Kl.83C30.91 NaO.74 M80.01[A1S.6SSi 10.41OJ21 o12.6SH20
Moiliili Quarry, Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii, U.S.A (Galli and Ghilloni, 1972)
~O 1KI.5S Nao.09 M8Q.Ol[Al6.69Feo.OZSi9.3003V 013.78H20
cape Lookout, Tillamook Co., Oregon, U.S.A (Wise and Tsehernich, 1978a)
K1.62 Na 1.07ca0.56Bao.14[A13.81 Si 12.1303V°xH20
Rock Istand Dam, Douglas Co., Washington, U.S.A (Tsehernich and Wise, 1982)
Kl.28Nal.1lC30.74Bao.03[Al4.1SSi11.8603V°xH20
Three Mile Creek, near Ritter, Oregon, U.S.A (Tsehernich and Wise, 1982)
ca2.09K1.19Nao.1S[A1S.71 Si 10.2903V°xli20
Yaquina Head, Agate Beach, Oregon, U.S.A (William Wise, pers. comm.)
Na l.93 K1.8C30.06BaO.OZ[Al3.SSSi 12. 130 3V oxH 20
Fish Creek QuarT)', Qackamas River, Oregon, U.S.A (William WISe, pers. comm.)
Bao.99Ko.89caO.4QN80.07[A13.92Si 12.12032] oxH20
Halloran Summit, San Bernardino Co., california, U.S.A (Wise, 1982)
Nal.46K1.44caO.77 BaO.03M80.01[Al4.73 Fe O.01Si11.280 321 oxHZO
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

There is a continuous series in excbangeable cations between phillipsite and harmolome. Phillipsite is defined as the member of this group with less than SO% of the exchangeable cations being
barium. Allhough wellsite is still retained as a specics (tern)" e.t al., 1977), it should be considered only a barian phillipsite since it has less than SO% barium cation content.
Phillipsite is commonly rich in potassium and calcium but has a wide range of variation in
cations. Potassium, sodium, calcium, or barium can be the dominant cation although barium
cannot exceed SO% of the total exchangeable cations. Strontium-bearing phillipsite is also
Imowo. TSi =Si/(Si + AI) = 0.57 to 0.76; SilAI = 1.38 to 3.18

Identification
The morphology of phillipsite is similar to apophyllite, stilbite, and merlinoite, and is identical to
harmotome. Merlinoite and apophyl1ite ean be differentiated by XRD. The presence of excellent
(001) Cleavage of apophyllite and (010) cleavage of slilbite differentiate them from phillipsile.
Pseudorhombic dodecahedra of phillipsite resemble crystals of paulingite, bUI arc commonly
milky to white and possess intersecling striations on the faces. Paulingite is optically isotropic
while phillipsite is anisotropic.
The presence of four sets of intersecting striations on phillipsite helps distinguish it from other
zeolilcs with the exception of harmotome. Since all phillipsite and harmOlome have the same
morphology, physical properties, and XRD p3tlern, dctermination of the chemical comp05ition
is essenlial for positive idemilication of phillipsite (barium less than SO% of lhe exchangeable
cal ions). Harmotome more commonly forms blocky, equant crystals than phillipsite although
this cannot be used to idenlify the two species. Harmotome is commonly the member Oflhis
serics found in lead-silver ore veins while phillipsite is found in volcanics. Rarely, harmotome is
found in volcanics.
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Cleaning
Most phillipsite crystals are quite durable. They can be scrubbed with a brush and clcaned with
ruoning or pressurized water. Mud or soil can be loosencd by soakIng io laundry prcsook Biz
bleach or a liquid soap solution and then removed with pressurized water or ultrasonic cleaning.
Unlike barmotomc, phillipsite seems to be less resistant to weathcring and commonly becomes
very brittle and whitc from dehydratiOn at thc surface. Phillipsitc with a high SiJA! ratio is fouod
in altered VOlcanic tuff deposits. Phillipsitc crystals, large enough to be of intcrest to collectors,
have a low SiJA! ratio; therefore, it slOWly reacts with hydrOChloric acid aod will becOme frosted if
immersed for oycr 1 minute. Warm acetic acid will remove calcite without harm to the phillipsite. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) SOlution will remove manganese oxides, and oxalic acid will
•
•
remove Iron
stams.

Origin
Data from geothcrmal wells, in basalt in Iceland, show that phillipsite crystallizes at tcmpera·
tures (rom r:tJ'> to SS() C (KriStmannsd611ir and T6massoo, 1978). With increasing depth, empty
cavities arc first encountered followed by clay-chabazitc-phillipsite-Ievync > thomsooitcmesolite-scolecite > stilbite·heulandite-epistilbite-mordenite > laumontite> analcimewairakite (Kristmannsd611ir and T6masson, 1978). Mapping of zeolitcs, exposed in basalt in
eastern Iceland and Northcrn Ireland, alSO showed that phillipsitc is found with chabazite in the
shallowest zone, and, therefore, at a lower temperaturc and presssure than allthc other zeolites
in thQ5e areas (Walker, 1951, 19603, 1960b).
Phillipsitc is dcposited in the cemcnt wall-work of Roman baths at Plombicres where the water
from the hOI springs emerges at a maximum temperature of 7CY" C (Daubree, 1879).
At Boroo, california, phillipsite is fouod with other zeolites 00 searlesite and colemaoitc, indio
cating t.hatthe zeolites formed at very low temperatures compatible with borate crystallization.
Since borax beds that cover the zeolite-bearing basalt are only slightly converted to kernite (a
reactioo that occurs at r:tJ'> C), the zeolites mu t have crystallized below that temperature
(William Wise, pers. comm.).
In Searles Lake, San Bernardioo Couoty, the glassy ash layers, in contact with highly saline,
alkaline pore fluid (pH 9.5 at 24° C), were altered to phillipsite (Hay and Guldman, 1987).
Phillipsite in the palagooite tuffs in Hooolulu, 00 Oahu, formed at surface conditions from reaction of surface water with volcanic glass (lijima aod Harada, 1969). Phillipsite crystallizes on the
seafloor at temperatures as low as 4° C.

Occurrence
Phillipsite is a common zeolite in volcanic rocks, ore veins, altered volcanic tuff beds, and deepsea sediments. Duc to the minute size of phillipsite crystals in volcanic tuffs and dcep-sea sediments, only a few of those extensive occurrences are described.
Display specimens of large phillipsite crystals are much rarer than display-sized harmotome
crystals. Good display specimens are found ncar Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, and near
Monument and Mount Vernon, Oregon, U.S.A Excellent micro-sized crystals and complex
twins of phillip.~ite are common at many localities.

Worldwide Localities
ALGERIA

Phillipsite occurs in basalt along the coast from Beni·Saf, Oran and Hamman·Mcskoutini, ncar
Oran to BergspilZC Koudiate Beo Hamedi and on Raschgoun Island (Hintze, 1897).
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AUSTRAUA
New Soutb Wales: Creamy-yellOW Morvenite twins, cruciform twins, and radial group6 of phillipsite (formerly reported as harmOlome), up to 8 mm in diameter, (Figs. 483-485) arc found with
chabazite in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Willy Wally GUlly, in the Hunter Valley, near Merriwa
(England and Ostwald, 1979; England and Sutherland, 1988). The minerals crystallized in the
order: levyne > offretite > chabazite-phillipsite> thomsonite > calcite.

Queensland: Barian phillipsite is found in cavities in garnet.pyroxenite xenoliths in a Quaternary
volcanic breccia near Proston (England and Sutberland, 1988).
Tasmani.a: Phillipsite, chabazite, natrolite, mcsolite, analcime, stilbite, and aragonite are found
in Te.niary basalts in northern Tasmania ncar Sheffield; Springfield; Moina; and the WaratrabHellyer Rivcr District (Chalmers, 1968). Phillip6ite occurs with chabazite, analcime, gmelinite,
and stilbite in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Bell Mount, Middlesex (Sutherland, 19(4).
White Morvenite and cruciform twins of phillip6ite, commonly up to 3 mm long with a few
reaching 15 mm long, occur with chabazite variety phacolite, apophyllite, taeharanite, tober·
morite, thomsonite, and rarelY,levyne in cavities, up to 8 meters in diameter, in partly decomposed Tertiary basalt flows and breccia that were cxtruded into freshwater rivers and lakes at
Gads Hill, Mole Creek, near Liena (Anderson, 1984). The minerals crystallized in the order:
phillipsite> chabazite> levyne > thomsonite > taeharanite > apophyllite > tobermorite>
nontronite clay> calcite. Nearby cavities rarely contain natrOlite and analcime (Graham Rowbottom pers. comm.).
Phillipsite rarely occurs with chabazite, taeharanite, tobermorite, and apophyllite in pre·Pleis·
tocene brecciated basalt and pillows that formed in fresh water at the Liawenee Canal and Murderers Hill, near Grcat Lake, Cenlral Tasmania (Sutherland and Hale, 1969). The minerals crys·
tallized in the order: calcite> phillipsite> chabazite> taeharanite.tobermorite-opal-nontronite
> apopobyllite > calcite.
Colorless to white, Morvcnite twins of phillipsite, up to 5 mm long, and radiating globular clusters, up to 20 mm in diameter, are covered by analcime, natrolite, gmelinite, apophyllile, calcite,
aragonite, chabazite, gonnardite, tacharanite, tObermorite, and gypsum in submarine Tertiary
vesicular basalt and breccia in the base of the sea cliffs south of Cape Grim, in the extreme
northwest corner of Tasmania (Lancaster, 1981; Mike Adams pers. comm.). Some globular
phillipsite balls are replaced by a fibrous milky-White mass of thaumasite (Lancaster, 1981).
Colorless Morvenite and cruciform twins of phillipsite, up to 4 mm long, form globular clusters
with gOlden chabazite on calcite-siderite hemispheres or stalactitic growths with chabazite and
aragonite in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Don Hill, along the Bass Highway, near Devonport
(Mike Adams pers. comm.).
Small cruciform twins and radiating aggregates of phillipsite occur wilh gonnardite, nalrolite,
opal, nontronite, gyrolile, tacharanite, tobermorite, apophyllite, and, rarely, stilbite in vesicular
olivine-nepheline basalt at the West Scottsdale Quarry, near Scottsdale (Sutherland. 19763.
1977; Tasmanian Department of Mines, 1970; Lancaster, 1980)Victoria: Phillipsite is common in the l.ower to Middle Pleistocene olivine·labradorite basalts in
the suburb5 of Melbourne, particularly at the Clifton Hill Quarry, in Collingwood; in the
Brunswick Quarry, in Brunswick; along the F19 Freeway, in Fairfield; in the l:3urnly Quarry, in
Richmond; in the Bundoora Quarry, in Whilllesca; and at Preston Vale (Chalmers, 1968;
Vince, 1980, 1989). The zeolites are found in the deeper portioos of the flows that filled in
ancestral valleys, covering river sediments containing fossili7.ed wood (Vince, 1980).
The Clifton Hill Quarries expose three basalt flows. The upper onc contains empty vesicles,
the middle flow conlains the carbonates, ferroan calcite, dolomite, and aragonite, and the lower
flow contains colorless vitreous Morvenite, cruciform, and Stempcltwins, and aggregates of
phillipsite, up to 10 mm long. sodian chabazite variety phacolite, gonnardite.natrolitc needles,
analcime, thomsonite, aragonite, aDd ferrean calcite on clay (Vince, 1980, 1989). The other
quarries in the Melbournc area contain the same minerals.
In addition to the colorless twinned phillipsite found in the Bundoora Quarry, in Whittlesea,
phillipsite forms pscudo-octahedral aggregates composed of tiny parallel groups of colorless
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Morvenite twins on the surface of a white powdery core (Vince, 1989). The phillipsite is sodiumcalcium-rich with only a trace of potassium (Birch 1989). These aggregates may represent an
epitaxial overgrowth of phillipsite on one of the members of the gismoodine group (gismondine,
aOlicite, garronile, or gObbinsite) that have been subsequently altered by a changing hydrothermal SOlution (RWT).
Water-clear to orange, Morvenite and cruciform twins of phillipsite, up to 4 0101 long, are
foond with sodium-potassium-magnesium-rich chabazite, filiform pyrite, manganoan siderite on
montmorillonite in a sandstone breccia wne, and in vesicles in the basal ponion of columna.r
basa.lt of the Oligocene to Lower Miocene basalt in the Narre Warren Quarry, near Melbourne
(Birch el ai., 1979; Haupt, 1989). The minerals are believed to have formed wben a molten
basalt flow covered stream sed.iments, which elevated the temperature to create an environment
favorable to crystallization of the minerals (Birch el 01., 1979).
Colorless, Morvenite and cruciform twins of phillipsite, up to 5 mOl long, are rarely found with
cbabazite, aragonite, calcitc, chalcedony, and clay in vesicles, up to 15 cm in diameter
(surrounded by a 2- to 8-0101 altered area), in COlumnar-jointed Quaternary olivine basalt at the
Tylden Quarry, near Tyklen (Hollis, 1979).
ColOrless, transparent, Morvenite and cruciform twins of phillipsite are found with chabazite
and siderite on clay in cavities in Quaternary olivine basalt at Trentham Falls, in the Colibar
River Gorge, near Trentham (Henry, 1989). Phillipsite lines cavities in basalt in the KynetronMalmsbury District between Melbourne aod Castlemaine (Chalmers, 19(8).
White to pale pink, Morvenite twins of phillipsite, up to 4 mm lOng wilh some reaching 10 mm
long, are rarely found in vesicular Eocene olivine basalt flows on the Mornington Peninsula between Flinders and Cape Schanck, particularly at Cairns Bay, Lillic Bird Rock, and West Head
(CousclI, 1980j Birch, 1988bj Hall, 1989). Nearby cavities contain analcime, natrolite, chabazite,
gmelinite, tllomsonite, aragonite, calcite, dolomite, copper, and montmorillonitc (Birch, 1988b).
White Morvenite twins of phillipsite are found with montmorillonitc at Cairns Bay; with analcime, chabazite, barite, and montmorillonite at ullie Bird Rock; and with chabazitc, baritc, and
montmorillonite at West Head (Hall, 1989). Cruciform twins of phillipsite, up to 4 mm long, arc
found on montmorillonite only, at Cairns Bay (Hall, 1989).
Pale orange, cream, and red (COlored from hematite inclusions) Morvenite twins of phillipsite,
up to 3 mOl long, rarely occur with analcime, thornsonite, nat.rolite, and montmorillonite in
vesicular olivine basalt near Sunderland Bluff, on Phillip Island (Birch, 1988b). The minerals
crystallized in the order: montmorillonite> phillipsite> analcime> natrolite > thomsonite
(Leach,1989).
White Morvenite twins of phillipsite, up \0 5 mm long, occur with chabazite, levyne-()ffretite,
thomsonitc, analcime, cowlcsite, montmorillonite, and calcite vesicles, up to 2 cm across, in the
Eocene basalt near Jiodivick, northwest of Drouin, in West Gippsland (BirCh, 1987j Haupt,
1989a).
Phillipsite occurs with calcite and fluorapophyUite in vesicular basalt at Harkaway (Haupt,
19883). Colorless Morvenite and cruciform twins of phillipsite, up to 2 mm long, are rarely
found with chabazite in Quatcrnary basalt in the Harbour Trust Quarry, at Cape Sir William
Grant (= cape Grant), ncar Portland (BOSWOrth, 1989).
White to pink phillipsite crystals, up to 2 mm long, are covered by calcite in vesicular basalt
near Chetwynd (Bosworth, 1989). Colorless Morvenite and cruciform twins of phillipsite, up to 3
mm long, are found with chabazite in basalt at Degrave's Mill (= Ward's Mill) south of
Malrnsbury (Henry, 1989).
Colorless to white, pseudo-octahedra of phillipsite (composed of small, stacked, parallel Morvenite twins of phillipsite) arc found in flallened vesicles in basalt at the Walsh and Brogden
Quarry, at Dunnstown (Hen.ry, 1989). The phillipsite is rich in calcium and sodium with only
traccs of potassium (Birch, 1989). These aggregatcs may represent an epitaxial overgrowth of
phillipsite on one of the members of the gismondine group (gismondinc, amicite, garronite, or
gobbinsite) (RWT).
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Colorless to wbite aggregates of pbillipsite, up to 3 mOl across, are commonly found with analcime, levyne, cbabazite, natrolite, thomsonite, and calcite in Tertiary basalt at Howill Plains
(Haupl,1989b).
AUSTRIA
Transparent, colorless Morvenite and Perier lwins (Figs. 491,510) ofphillipsile, up to 3 mOl
long, are found on clay in vesicular Pliocene nepheline basall near KlOth, Styria (Meixner et oJ.,
1956; Postl and Walter, 19838). Nearby cavities contain gonnardite, natroljte, chabazite, Ibom·
sonile, gismondine, analcime, slilbite, tobermorite, apophyUite, thaumasite, calcite, and aragonite.
Phillipsite occurs with gismondine, ch.abazite, ordered chabazile variety willhendersonjte,
barite, calcite, hydrotalcite, and thomsonite in nepheline basalt at Stradner Hill, near Wilhelms·
dorf, south of Bad Gleichenberg. Styria (Walter and Postl, 1984). The minerals crystallized in
thc order: willhendersonite > phillipsite> gismondine > hydrotalcite > calcite.
Phillipsite is found with analcime, sodium-rich gonnardite, apophyllite, and rhodesite in vesic·
ular basalt at Steinberg, near Muhldorf, near Feldbacb, eastern Styria (Gernot Weisscnsteincr,
pers. comm.)
CANADA
British Columbia: Milley.whitc Morvcnitc twins of phillipsile occur wilh cbabazilc, thomsonilc,
analcime, aragonite, and heulandite at Painled Cbasm, nOrlh of ainton (Tschernich, 1987).
Zoned, brownish-Ian 10 colorless, radial aggregales of phillipsile cryslals, up 10 10 0101 in
diametcr, occur wilh chabazitc, lhomsonite, levyne-offretite. stilbite, heulanditc, cowlcsite, and
mesolite in lalus slopes and basall cliffs along Ihe Douglas Lake Road, west of Weslwold
(fschernich, 1987). Tiny, milky-while Morvenite twins of phillipsite are covered by chabazite,
gmelinite, analcime, thomsonite, and natroote in vesicular basall at Green J.ake, near 70 Mile
House (Mary Hillsdon, pers. comm.).
Orange to maroon-co!ored Morvenite twins of phillipsite, covered by analcime, nalrolite, and
calcite, rarcly occur in vesicular Eocene trachyle al Yellow Lake and Twin Lakes, near Olalla
(R WI). The complex crystallization bistory at tbis locality appears to represent shallow hot
springs activity where the zeolites, phillipsite> analcime> Ihomsonile > scolecile·mcsolilc·
nalrolite, crystallizing in vesicles, were invaded by fractures, followed by solulions dep05iling Sr·
bearing beulandite > brewsterite-yugawaralite-nuorite and La-bearing wakefieldile·(Cc) >
laumontite, along with large amounts of calcite. At shallower depths, the same veins dCp05ited
only chabazite> calcite> stilbite > calcite> laumontite.

Ontario: Phillipsite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlesite, beulanditc, epislilbite, faujasite,
garronite, gismondine, harmotome, laumonlite, mcsolitc, stilbite, thomsonile, apophyUite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Velthuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Phillipsite occurs with analcime, chabazile, cowlesite, heulandile, epistilbitc, faujasite,
garronite, gismondine, harmotome, laumontite, mesolite, slilbite, thomsonite, apophyllitc, dalolite, prebnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian mctapyroxenitc ncar Laurel; Hincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam de la Salene (Veltbuizen, 1991).
COlorless Morvcnile and cruciform twins or pbillipsite, up to 3 0101 long, arc cxtremely rare in
eudialyte-rich pegmatites and sodalite xenOliths in nepheline syenile of Ihe Crelaceous alkaline
gabbro-syenite complex al Monl Saini-Hilaire, easl of Monlreal (HOrvalb and Gault, 1990).
Cruciform and Stcmpcllwins of phillipsite appear 10 rarely form an epitaxial overgrowth on
gobbinsite (R WI). Other cavities contain analcime, natrolite, paJanatrolite, Na·rich gonnardite
(= tetranatrolile), gmelinite, gismondine, garronite, harmotome, thomsonite, edingtonitc,
microcline, albite, serandite, catapleiite, and many other mincrals (Wight and Chao, 1986; Marble and Regis, 1979; Robinson and King, 1988).
CANARY ISLANDS (Spain)
Colorless Morvenile twins of phillipsite, up 10 4 mOl long, and compact radial aggregates, up 10 2
Col in diameter, occur with lcvyne and chabazite variety phacolite in vesicular Pliocene basalt and
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tuff at Punta del Aguila. Playa Blanca, near Yaiza, Lanzarote Island (Bctz, 1986j RWI). Thc
minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> clay> levyne > offretite-erionitc > analcime>
phillipsite> chabazite> thomsonite > mesolile·natrolitc > drusy chabazite> calcite (RWI).
IIDY, colorless. transparent, Morvenite twins of phillipsite line cavities or are suspended on
amphibole-pyroxene prisms in volcanics at Playa de Ingles, on Grand canary Island (Singen.
1988). On Fuerteventura Island, tiny, colorless, transparent, MOrYCnilc lwins of phillipsite, up to
1mm long, form radial aggregates with gismondinc, offrctite, natrolite. chabazite, and calcitc in
volcanics near Morro de Jable (Singen, 1988).
COSTA RICA

Fine specimcns of blOCky. colorless to milky.white, Morvenite twins of phillipsite, up to 12 mm
long, are found on hculandite in cavities in volcanics at Quebrada Grande (Ronald Boyd, pers.
comm.). Othcr cavities contain thomsonite, chabazite. analcime, and calcite.
BlOCky, colorless to milky.white Morvenite twins of phillipsite, up to 5 mm long, occur with
thomsonitc, clay. calcitc, natrolilc-mesolile, and chabazite in cavities in volcanics at Rio Darbilla
(Ronald Boyd, pcrs. comm.). Other cavities contain levyne and offretite. Tiny, colorless phillip.
site crystals are found wilh lhomsonile, analcime, calcite, chabazilc, and clay in volcanics at Rio
Viejo (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Phillipsite is commonly found with analcime in vesicular basalt in Bohcmia at lalesly (= Salesl),
ScheiIerberg, near Ustf nad Laben (= Aussig), Bcnesov (Smithsonian, RWI). Radial aggregates and Stemple twins of phillipsite occur wilh chabazite in basalt from the Scharfeostein Tun·
nel, Densen (Hintze, 1897). Phillipsite occurs on apophyllite at Marienberg, ncar UstC nad
Laben. and forms radial aggregates in phonolite ncar Moscrn (Hintzc, 1897).
Colorless to white Morvcnitc, cruciform, and Stemple twins of phillipsite arc found in ba.~lt in
a coal mine at PrOboscht, ncar lalesly (Hintze, 1897).
Small, White, pscudododecahedral Stemple twins (Fig. 503) of phillipsite are found at Sebusicn
(Hintzc. 1897). Phillipsite occurs Wilh analcime, natrolite-mcsolite, thomsonite, and chabazite in
vesicular nepheline basalts between Mlada BoIcslav and Ji~rn, in northeastern Bohemia (Pacak,
1947).
Morvenite, cruciform, and Stcmple twins (Fig. 503) of phillipsite are found in basalt at
Kreuzbcrges. near Leitmeritz and Eulenbcrges, ncar Schullenilz (Hintze, 1897). Small phillipsite crystalS are found .",ith thomsonile, natrolite, and chabazile al WallSCh (Himzc, 1897).
Phillipsitc occurs in basalt al Hauenslein; Schlackenerth Buchbcrg, ncar Rodisfort; and
Gicsshubel, ncar Karlsbad (Hintze. 1897).
Colorless. skeletonal aggregates composed of Marburg twins of barian phillipsite (= wellsilc)
(Figs. 493,497), and rarely, Morvenite, Perier, and tcmpel twins, up to 3 mm long, were found
with calcite, plagioclase, prehnile, clay, and aragonite in an altered pegmatite vein crossing serpentinite al Vczna (= Ve7J1e), western Moravia (Cerny. 1960). The phillipsite crystals are
calcium-potassium dominant in the core and become barium-rich toward the termination
(Ccroyel 0/., 1977).
Barian phillipsite (= wellSite) is found with offretile-crionitc prisms at Prackovice nad Labem,
Bohemia (R)'chly el 0/., 1982). Cruciform twins and pseudo-octahedra of phillipsite are covered
by thomsonite, gonnarditc, calcite, chabazite, analcime, natrolite, and pyritc in basalt at Vinar·
icka Hill, Kladno, Bohemia (Anlonin, 1942; Alberti el ai., 1982).l"be minerals crystallized in thc
order: chlorite> calcite-aragonite > phillipsite> gonnarditc > thomsonite > chlorite.
Phillipsite occurs in basalt at Lisa, near Huhnerwassen; Markersdorf, near Ceska Kamenicc
(= BOhmiseh.Kamnitz)j Kautnerber, ncar Ceska Lipa (= BOhmisch-Leipa)j Unler·LamnilZj
near Schima; and in the Anloni Mine and Laurenzi Minc. near Wernsladlel (Hintze, 1897).
FAROE ISLANDS

Small, colorless to White, Morvenite lwin of phillipsite are rarely found in Tertiary basalt in the
Faroe Islands (BritiSh Museum, RWI).
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FRANCE
Colorless, transparent, Morvenite twins of phillipsite are fouod lining vesicular olivine basalt, at
the type locality for offretite and mamte, on tbe south slope of Mont Semiol (= Mont
semiouse), Montbrison, Loire (Galli el aI., 1974). The minerals crystallized in the order:
pbiUipsite-cbabazite > offrclite > mazzite > calcite-siderite.
Colorless, yellow, and reddish-orange transparent Morveoite twins and spherical aggregatcs of
phillipsite occur in vcsi<:ular basalt at Mailhae, nonh of Saint-Jean-Ie-Centenaire, Ard~che
(P8SS8g1ia el aJ., 1985). Phillipsite, chabazite, and natrolite were deposited in the cemcnt wallwork of Roman baths at Plombieres where the water from the hot springs emerges at a maximum temperalUre of 700 C (Daubr~, 1879).
Tiny, terminated phillipsitc crystals cover milky-white garronite masses in vesicular Pleistoccne
basalt boulders that were used to build rock wails east of Gignat, in Puy-<le-DOme (Ponguluppi,
1976). White spherulites of gonnardite, chabazite varicty phacolite, and lhomsonite occur on the
garronitc-phillipsitc lining. Phillipsitc and chaba7jtc variety pbacolite are found in vesicular basalt
near Perrier (= Issoire), Puy-<le-DOme (RWI). Phillipsite occurs at Chateaugay (RWI).
Phillipsitc occurs in basalt at Chenavari and Rochernaure, in Ard~che (Hintze, 1897). Transparent phillipsitc crystals, up to 3 mm long, arc covered by cottony, snow-white tacharanite
aggregatcs, in vesicular basalt at Espallion, Avcyrun (Robinson and King, 1988).
Colorless to white, phillipsite crystals occur in vesicular basalt at Chaux-<le-Bergonne; Puy de
la Velie, ncar Qemensat; Prudelies; Gergovia, Ravin dc Bonneval; Dorfes Aubieres; Forez;
Perier; Montaudoux, near Royat; and Bourbonne-les·Bains (Hintzc, 1897). Phillipsite is found
with natrolitc in basalt at Puy de Marman, in Puy-de-DOmc (Hintze, 1897).
GERMANY
Milky-white Morvenite twins of phillipsite, up to 3 mm long, covered by gismondinc and
gonnardite-thomsonitc, commonly line vesicles in Tertiary basalt at Arensberg, near ZiLsdorf,
Eifel (Hentschel, 19788). The minerals crystallized in thc order: phillipsite> gismondine >
gonnardile > thomsonite > natrolitc > tobermorite> calcite. Other cavities contain mesolitc,
scolecite, chabazite, offrctite, tacharanite, thaumasite, gyrolite, apophyllile, and heulandite.
Phillipsite occurs with natrolite, calcite, aragonite, and mOnlmorillonite in volcanic rocks at
Adenau, Eifel; witb gismondinc, chabazitc, levyne, lobermorite, calcite, and montmorillonite at
Emmclbcrg, near Udcrdorf, Eifcl; with gismondine, chabazite, and calcitc at Loley, near Underdorf, Eifel; and with chabazite, natrolite, apophyllile, calcite, and montmorillonitc in basalt at
Dungkopf, near Unkclback, Eifcl (WiUern, 1990).
Colorless phillipsite crystals are rarely found oriented on the faces of gismondine in the volcanics at Schellkopf, near Brenk, Eifel (Hentschel, 1983). The phillipsite is commonly associated
with gonnardite, Na·rich gonnarditc (= tCl.ranatrolite), paranatrolite, c.haba:7jte, analcime, thornsonitc, apophyllite, brenkite, calcite, zeophyllitc, and thaumasite.
Phillipsitc occurs with gismondine, levyne, fluorite, calcite, nordstranditc, chabazite, apophyllite, thomsonite, chabazite variety willhendersonilc, ellringite, and thaumasitc in calcium-rich
xenoliths in the Quarternary Bellerberg volcano, near Mayen, eastern Eifel (Hentschel, 1978c,
1980b, 1982; Peacor et aI., 1984).
Transparent, colorless Morvcnitc twins, radial aggregates, and mushroom-like tuffs of phillipsite, up to 3 mm long, commonly occur with oc13hedra of faujasite and offretitc-erionitc prisms
in highly vesicular limburgite (ncpheline-olivine-augite basalt) at Quarry Number 1at Sashbach,
Kaiscrstuhl (Rinaldi el aI., 1975bj Hentschcl, 1976). The minerals crystallized in Ihc order:
faujasite-offrctite-erionitc > amorphous hydrated aluminosilicate cooting> phillipsite> calcite.
Colorless phillipsite crystals, up to 2 mm long, are found with faujasite, chaba7jte, and montmorillonite in vesicular basalt at Annerod, near Gris.sen, near VogeLsberg, Hessen (Hentschel,
1980b). Drusywhite phillipsite crystals line vesicular basalt at Grossen Buscclc, near Giesscn,
near Vogelsberg, Hessen (Smithsonian, RWI).
Colorless aggregates of phillipsite, up to 3 mm in diameter, are found with bundles of silky
offrel.ite-erionite ncedles, chabazite, montmorillonite, and, rarely, gismondinc in vesicular basalt
near Gedern, Vogelsberg, Hesscn (Betz and Hentschel, 1978). Colorless elongated phillipsite
•
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crystals, up 10 2 mm long, occur in vesicular basalt at Stempel, near Marburg, Hcsscn
(Smithsonian, RWl).
Colorless to whilC, blocky, Morvcnilc twins and subparallel aggrcgatcs of phillipsitc, up to 0.5
mm long, form a thin crust on nontronitc and are covcred by calcite, paulingitc, silica-rich
heulandite, erionite, and dachiardite, in vesiclcs in a 2- by lO-meter sintcrcd sandstonc zcnolith,
in an alkaline-olivine basalt, at the Ortenberg Quarry, Vogelsberg, Hessen (Hentschel, 1986b).
Ncarby volcanics contain merlinoile, apophyllite, cbabazile, analcime, gi mondinc, thomsonitc,
natrolitc, calcite, tbaumasite, montmorillonite, and pyrite (Hentschel, 1979).
In the Vogelsberg, Hessen area, colorless to white phillipsite crystals occur with chabazite,
levyne, offretite, natrolite, calcite, aragonite, and montmorillonite at Herbstein; with chabazite,
levyne, offretitc-erionitc, faujasite, ferrierite, and thomsonite at Hungcn; with chabazitc, natrolite, and offretite in basalt at Laubach; with chabazitc at Nidda; with chaba7jte, thomsonitc,
gonnarditc, gyrolitc, apophyllite, and calcite in basalt at Niederofleiden; and with thomsonite and
chabazite at Rainrod (Willern, 1990).
Blocky prisms of phillipsitc (Fig. 504) form radial aggregates, up to 10 mm in diamctcr, with
chabazite, natrolitc, thomsonitc, mcsolite, Icvyne-offrctite, analcime, and calcitc in
montmorillonite-lined vesicles in basalt at Ober-Widdesheim, near Vogelsberg, Hessen
(Hentschel and VOllrath, 1977).
White Morvcnitc twins of phillipsite, up to 4 mm long, form a crust in vesicles in basalt at Ashbach, near Westerwald, Rbeinland, and whilC crystals of phillipsite, up to 10 mm long, occur
with cbabazite variety phacolite and thomsonite-gonnardite in basalt at Siebengebirge,
Rbeinland (Smithsonian, RWl).
ZOned phillipsite crystals are found in an inclusion of nepheline-syenite in pbonolite at Kaisertuhl, Rhineland (CbudOba, 1930). The crystals contain a phillipsitelike core, covercd by a zone of
calcite, wbich is, in tum, covered by phillipsitc.
Phillipsite occurs with analcime, chabazitc, gonnardite, thomsonite, natrolite, okenite, tacharanite, apophyllite, calcite, opal, and montmorillonite in basalt at Braumberg, near Adelebsen,
northwest of GOllingen; with natrolite in basalt at Meissncr, west of Esch....-ege; with natrolite,
analcime, thomSQnite, apophyllite, and calcitc at Roth, near Hcrborn, Wcstcrwald; and with
chabazite, natrolite, thomsonite, and calcite in basalt at HergenrOlh, near Westerburg (Wiuern,
1990).
Phillipsite is found at Guckai, in the Rhon Mountains (Kalb and Klotsch, 1944). Phillipsite
occurs Wilh analcime, cbaba7Jte, natrolitc, calcitc, and apatilc in phonolitc at Ebcrsbcrg, Hessiscbe Rhon, and witb analcime, chabazite, calcite, aragonite, and montmorillonite at Rupsroth,
Hessische Rhon (Willcrn, 1990).
Phillipsitc covcrs radial aggregates of garronitc, up to 4 mm in diamctcr, in vcins in melilitcncphclinite basalt and pyroclastics lhat buill up a Tertiary volcano at I1owenegg, I1egau
(Walenla, 1974). Other cavities contain amicite, merlinoite, calcile, aragonitc, harmotome,
natrolite, chabazitc, thomsonilc, stilbite, mountainitc, torbermorite, paulingilc, and makatitc
(Walenta, 1974; Alberti et al., 1979; Walenta et al., 1981).
Phillipsite, Na-rich gonnarditc (= tctranatrolite), and natrolilc occur in thc Laul7..enbruckcn
Quarry, near Dad Maricnberg, Wcstcrwald (Toni Wieland, pers. comm.).Colorless to white
phillipsite cryslals form Stempel twins or pseudododecahedra (Fig. 503), up to 10 mm in diameter, with okenite, gmelinite, and hydroxyapophyllite in Tertiary basalt in the Zeilberg Quarry,
ncar Maroldswcisach, Franconia, Bavaria (WOlfgang Hampel, pers. comm.). sandstone xcnoIiths in thc basalt contain bydroxyapopbyllile, sodium·rich dachiardile, silica-rich heulandite, and
olher minerals.
A thin layer of colorless to milky-whitc phillipsile epitaxially coveredlhe surface of gismondinc
crystals or formed Morvenite twins extending (rom each of the gismondine faces in vesicular
olivine-nepheline basalt at Teichelberg, near Pechbruun, norlbern Bavaria (pollmann and KOOk,
1990). Rarcly, tiny gismondine crystals are epitaxially oriented on the surface of Morvenite twins
of phillipsite. The gi mondine, in the core of many of the phillipsite.gismondine crystals, has
been partially or totally dissolved, leaving an empty cavity, or it has been replaced by clay. The
phillipsite-gismondine crystals are found with chabazjte, clay, calcite, and offretite-erionile while
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other cavities contain Morvenite twins of phillipsite prisms covered with sprays of white Na-rich
gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) and natrolite (Erich Keck, pers. comm.; RWf).
Phillipsite (Fig. 507) occurs with natrolite-mesolite-scolecite, thomsonile, gonnardite, and stilbite in basalt at Rosselorf, near Darmstadt (Wittern, 1990).
GREENLAND
White Morvenite twins of phillipsite, up to 1 mm k>ng, are found wilh chabazite and Icvyne in
vesicular basalt at Hare Oen, in tbe Umanak District (B0ggild, 1953). Pseudododecahcdral
Stemple twins of phillipsite (Fig. 503), up to 1 mm in diameter, occur in vesicular basalt at
Kuvnerssuaq, in the Godbavn District (~ggild, 1953).
HUNGARY
Small Morvenite, cruciform, and Stemple twins of phillipsite, up to 4 mm k>ng. are found in the
PUocene basa.lt in tbe Lake Balaton District (Koch, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order:
calcite> gmelinite > chlorite> phillipsite> chabazite> analcime> stilbitc > thomsonile >
natrolite-mesolite-scolecite > calcite-aragonite (KOCh, 1978). Phillipsite is found with gmcUnite,
gismondine, chabazite, calcitc, and aragonitc at Mount Halyagos near Diszel (KOCh, 1978).
Morvenite and cruciform twins of phillipsite, up to 8 mm long, are associated witb chabazite
variety phacolite, aragonite, and calcite at Sumcg (Mauritz, 1929, 1931). White phillipsite crysta.Is, up to 4 mm long, occur with calcite, stilbite, natrolite-mesolite-scolecite, chabazite, analcime, and sodium-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) in Pliocene basalis at Gul~cs Hill, Topolca
(Koch, 1978; Alberti et oJ., 1983).
Phillipsite occurs with stilbitc, natrolite-mesolite, thomsonite, thaumasite, gismondine,
chabazite, gonnardite, and sodium·rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) in basalt at Halap, near
zalahalap (Koch, 1978; Alberti tt al., 1983). Tiny white phillipsite crystals occur in basalt at
Somosko, in Nograder Comitat (Hintze, 1897).
ICELAND
Tiny, colorless to White, Morvcnite twins of phillipsite are common in the Tertiary olivinc basalt
in eastcrn Iceland. Walker (l960b) mapped the distribution of zeolites in eastcrn Iceland and
found phillipsite to be common in the uppermost chabazite-lhomsonile zone. Opaque, White,
Morvenile twins of phillipsite, up to 8 mm long. occur at Norouradalur (BelZ, 1981).
Colorless to white, Morvcnite and cruciform twins of phillipsite occur with levyne in vesicular
Tertiary basalt at Dyrcfjord (Hintze, 1897). Small, White, Morvcnite twins of phillipsite, up to 5
mm long, are common with thomsonite and chabazite in Iceland, particularly at Eyrarfjall,
between Reydarfjord and Faskrudsfjord, and at Skessu in Reydarfjord (Jakobsson, 1977).
A thin colorless to white layer of phillipsite crystals is found on all milky-white garronite aggregates (that do not completely fill the cavities) in Tertiary vesicular olivine basalt in eastern
Iceland (R WT). The garronite-phillipsite aggregates are associated with thomsonite, heulanditc,
chabazite, or levyne wbile nearby cavities contain analcime, mesolite, stilbite, gismondine, gyrolite, and apopbyllite (Walker, 19628).
IRAN
Phillipsite is rarely found with mcsolite, Chabazite, thomsonite, analcime, heulanditc, and stilbite
in small vesicles in Upper Eocene to Oligoccnc potassium-rich basalt (= shoshonite) in the
Meshkin Shar and Ardebil Districts, in northeastern Azerbaijan (Comin-Chiaramonti et al.•
1979). The minerals crystallized in the order: analcime> mesolite-thomsonite > phillipsite>
beulandite > stilbile > chabazitc > apophyllite > calcite.
ITALY
(Type locality) Colorless radial aggregates. crusts, and Morvenite twins of phillipsite are associ-

ated with natrolite and Na·rich chabazite (= herschelite) in vesicular basalt at Ad Castello, Sicily
(Levy, 1825; Galli and Ghiltoni, 1972). Radial aggregates of phillipsite arc found with natrolite
and chabazite in basalt at Aci Trezza, Sicily, and with analcime and chabazite at Poggio Rufo,
near Palagonia, Sicily (Galli and Ghiltoni, 1972).
Transparcnl, colorless, radial aggregates and Morvenilc twins of phillipsite, up to 5 mm across,
are commonly associated with milky-white aggregates of Chabazite variety phacoUte, calcite, and
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gismondine in leucite-bcaring volcanics ncar Rome, particularly at capo di Bove; casal Brunori;
CiviteLia San Paolo; Vallerano; Travertino; Via Laurentina; Lago Albano, Monti Albani; Osa;
and AcquacetQ5a (Galli and Ghilloni, 1972; RWf). Tiny, colorless, Morvenite twins of phillipsite commonly form epitaxial growths extending from the faces of gismondine pseudotetrahedra
at Osa and Acquacet0S3 (R WI).
Colorless to white, elongated or blocky, Morvenite twins of pbillipsite, up to 5 moo long, are
found with blocky tbomsonite in vesicular basalt at Monte Somma-Vesuvius. Colorless clongated Morvenite twins of pbillipsite are found with montesommaite, dolomite, calcite, cbaba7jte,
and natrolite in vesicles of scoria at Pollena, Monte Somma-Vesuvius (RWf).
Tiny, radial aggregates of phillipsite are found with mcrlinoitc, apophyllite, chabazjte, and calcite in vesicular basalt at the Cupaella Quarry, ncar Santa Rufina, Rieti (Passaglia el 01., 1971).C
olorless, pink, and, rarely, reddish Morvenite twins of barian phillipsite (= wellsite), up to 5 mm
long, are found witb analcime and chabazjte in vesicular basalt at Mount calvarina, near Ronca,
Verona (Galli, 1972).
Orangc-COlored barian phillipsite (= wellsite) crystals (reponed as barmotome), up to 2 moo
long, are associated with analcime and calcite on fractures in altered basalt near selva di
Trissino, Vicenza (passaglia and l3crtoldi, 1983; RWf).
Tiny, colorless phillipsite crystals are found with garronite, analcime, potassium-rich gmelioite,
natroLite, gonnardite, and sodium-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite) in vesicular basalt at San
Giorgio Di Perlena, Para Vicentino, Vicenza (Vittorio Mallioli, pcrs. comm.). White to red
phillipsite crystals occur witb gmelinHe at SI. Pietro di Montccchio Maggiore and Trinit8 di Montecebio Maggiore, Vicel17.3 (Hintze, 1891).

JAPAN
Brown, sodium-rich phillipsite crystals are covered by White, radiating aggregates of sodian
gonnardite, lhomsonile, and chabazite in hydrothermal veins in olivine basalt at Hayata, Chinzcicho and Umezaki, Hizen-cho, on the Higashi.Matsuura Peninsula, nortbero Kyushu Island,
Saga Prefecture (Ueno ct 01., 1982; Ueno, 1983).

NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Tiny, wbite, radial aggregates of phillipsite arc found with chabazitc in vesicular
basalt at Puhi Puhi, Auckland (William Ulrich, unpublished repon). Phillipsite occurs witb analcime, chabazitc, heulanditc, natroHte, and thomsonitc at Waiwera; Whangaparoa Gap; and
Maori Bay, and with analcime, chabazite, erionite, offretite, levyne, beulandite, natrolite, stilbite,
and thomsonite at Waitakere (Alun Baines and Karl Von Blaramberg, pers. comm.).
South Island: Tiny, colorless phillipsite crystals linc most of tbc cavities in vesicular basalt at
Blackhead Quarry, near Dunedin, Otago (Alun Baines and Gordon Auton, pcrs. comm.;
RWf). The phillipsite is commonly covered by natrolite, gonnardite, thomsonitc, chabazite,
analcime, aragonite, calcite, and filiform and cubic pyrite.
Pbillipsite aod natrolile occur witb aragonite, calcite, aDd siderite in basaltic breccia, scoria, and
tuff at tbe Old Mine Quarry (= Dog Pound Quarry), Oamaru (AJun Baines and Gordon Auton,
pcrs. comm.). Colorless, transparent, Morvcnitc and cruciform twins ofphillipsitc, up to 3 DJm
long, are fouod SC311ered on clay or in aggregatcs associated witb crionite, chab87jte, heulandite,
laumontite, analcime, calcite, pyrite, marcasite, and barite in altered vesicular Eocene basalt and
brcccia at Mocraki, Nortb Otago (Alun Baines and Gordon Auton, pcrs. comm.).
Transparcnt, blocky, Morvenitc twins of phillipsite are found with chabazite, thomsonite,
levyne-oITrelite, analcime, cowlesite, pyrite, todorokite, and nalrolitc in vesicular basalt in the
Lyttelton Quarry, Evans Pass, Christchurch, on the Banks Peninsula, canterbury (William
Ulrich, unpublished report; Donald Howard, pers. 000000.). In t.he same quarry, a thin, colorless
rim of tiny, oriented phillipsite crystals form a pseudo-octahedral growth over a white core
(RWI). Phillipsite is found at Kakanui «William Ulricb, unpubli .hed report).

POLAND
Colorless to white phillipsite crystalS, up to 10 moo long, are found at Sirgwitz, near Lowenberg,
Silesia (Hintze, 1897). Phillipsite occurs in basalt at Breitenbergs, near Strcigau; SchnecgrubC,
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Riesengebirge; and Eichelberges, ncar Girlachsdorf, near Nimptseb (Hintze, 1897). Ph.illipsite
occurs with chabazite in basalt at the Braunbohlengrube Schwarze Mine. near Seichau, near
Jaurer «Hintze, 1897)Colorless, white, and yellow Marburg (Fig. 493) and Stemple twins (Fig. 503) of pbillipsite, up
to 8 mm across, occur with mcsolite in basalt at Wingendorfer Steinberges, near Lauban
(Hintze, 1897). White, Morvenitc twins and aggregates of phillipsite are found in basalt at Land·
sktone and Rauschwalde, near Garlitz:; near Koeslilz; and at Lauterbach, Thielitz (Hintze,

1897).
SOUTH AFRICA
Translucent, white to lighl yellow, Perier twins of phillipsite (Fig. 491), up to 5 mm long, are
rarcly found with hexagonal plates of chabazite (= hersehelite), analcime, calcite, and heulandite
in fissures culling I illite and a dolerile sill at the Oairwood Quarry, Umhlatuzana Valley,
Durban, Natal (Hugh Heron, pers. comm.). Phillipsite is very rarely found with calcite and
prchnitc at the Coedmore Quarrics, Dellair, Durban, Nalal (Hugh Heron, pers. comm.).
SPAIN
Transparent, colorless, Morvenitc twins of phillipsite, up to 5 mm long, form amaclive groups,
up to 8 mm in diameter, with calcile, chabazite, thomsonilc, mcsolitc, soolecitc, natrolite, tobermoritc, and tacharanite in cavities, up to 20 em in diameter, in olivine basalt at Fogars de
Tordera, La Selva, Catalunga, Girona (Barcehe, 1988).
TAIWAN
Phillipsite is found with sooleeitc, chabazitc, thomsonitc, and clay in vesicles and fissures in basalt
near Hsin-jin, on Pcnghu Island (Lin, 1979).
UGANDA
Phillipsitc and natrolite are found in vesicular potassium-rich olivinc basalt from the Katunga
volcano, southwest Uganda (HoImcs, 1937).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Colorless to pink barian phillipsite (= wcllsite) cryslals, up to 1em long, are found wilh prehnitc,
heulanditc, gmclinitc, analcimc, laumontite, quartz, and calcite lining fissures in an igncous rock
at Kurlzy, ncar SimferopoJ, in the Crimea, Ukraine (Shkabara, 1940, 1950). Thc mincrals crys·
tallized in the order: prehnile > quartz> hculandile > clay> gmclinitc > -w-cllsile > phillipsite
> analcime> laumontite> calcite> quam.
UNITED KINGDOM
Small, white, curved phillipsite crystals were found at 6% of the zeolite localities found in Tertiary basalt in County Antrim, Nonhern Ireland (Walker, 1960a). Pbillipsite is found in lhe
uppermost cbabazite-thomsonite zone in the olivine basalt (Walker, 1960<1). '!be mincrals crys·
tallized in the order: levync > phillipsite> chabazitc > gismondinc > thomsonitc-ehaba7jte>
gmclinitc-analcime> natrolilc> calcite (Walker, 19603, 1962b).
White Marburg twins (Fig. 493) of phillipsite, up to 2 em long, are found in tholeiitic basalt at
Plcaskins, along the Giant's causeway, along Ihe norlhern coast of County Antrim, Northern
Ireland (Greg and Lellsom, 1858). Phillipsite, with no potassium, is found at the Giant's causeway, County Antrim (Nawaz, 1982). Curved white crystals of phillipsite, up to 8 mm across, arc
found with thomsonite, cowlesite, and Icvyne-oITrctite, and gismondine in vesicular basalt along
the seacoast, near Dunscrverick, on thc northern coast of Counly Antrim (Harry Fay, pcrs.
cemm.).
Colorless, transparent phillipsile crystals always cover milky-white masses of garronite (whcn it
does nOl complctely fill the cavity) in lhe Tertiary olivine basalt at many localitics in County
Antrim (Walkcr, 1%13).
A thin erust of tiny, yellow to orange phillipsite crystals covers the surface of garronite and
gobbinsite aggrcgates in a basalt beach boulder near Two-Mouth cave, south of Portmuck,
Island Magee, County Antrim, Northern Ireland (Harry Fey, pcrs. cemm.). Nearby cavilies con·
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tain colorless, white, red, and pink, radiating aggregates of phillipsite and analcime, Na-rich
levyne, gmelinite, chabazite, natrolite, and scolecite.
UNITED STATES
Ariwoo: White, radiating clusters of phillipsite, up to 3 mOl across, are found on green
celadonite and are associated with colorless hexagonal prisms of offretite-erionile, heulandite,
chabazite, and calcite at Malpais Hill, Dear Winkleman, Pinal CoUDty (WISe and Tscbemich,
1976b; Thomssen, 1983). The minerals cryslallized in the order: celadonite > oITretite-erionite
> phillipsitc > hculandite > chabazite (RWT).
Cream, orange, and red radial aggregates of phillipsite, up to 5 mOl across, are found on green
to brown saponite and are associated with snow-white doubly terminated bow tics of natrolite,
colorless trapezohedra of analcime, thin, white to cream-colored hexagonal plates of chabazite
(= berschelite), and calcite in vesicular basalt at Horseshoc Dam, Maricopa County (Shannon,
1983). In tbe same rock, pseudotetragonal dipyramids (that resemble the morpbology of gis·
mondinc) wilh an altered or hollow core are covered with tiny cream-colored phillipsite cryslals
(RWT). The mineral in the core of these phiUipsite-covered aggregates may bave been a memo
ber of the gismondinc group (gismondine, amicite, garronite, or gObbinsite).
White Morvenite twins of pbillipsite are found with heuland.ite in vesicular basalt soutb of
Hanncgan Meadow, Greenlee County (Anthony et al., 1977). Tiny, prismatic or acicular, sodian
phillipsite crystals, up to 0.03 mID long, with Na > Ba > K > Ca, form radial aggregates in
altered Pliocene volcanic tuff (making up to 40% of the rock), near Wildeup, Mohave County
(Shcppard and Gude, 1971). Other minerals prescnt in the tuff include clay, analcime, chabazite,
silica-rich hculandite, and erionite.

California: White Morvenite twins and radiating aggregatcs of phillipsite, up to 1 mOl in diameter, occur with octahedra of faujasite in cavitics in palagonitized volcanic glass in a Pliocene to
recent cindcr conc on the Cima D6me, near Valley Wc·lls, Halloran Summit, San Bernardino
County (Wise, 1982). The zeolitcs formed when surface water hydrated and altered the basaltic
glass, forming palagonite at normal surface temperatures. Faujasite grew direelly on tbe walls of
the vesicles from dilute SOlutions, with no previous clay forming, and was followed by phillipsite
when the solulion was more concentrated (Wise, 1982). Barian phillipsite (= welJsite) occurs in
the Hale Creek Mine, Trinity County (pemberton, 1983).
Colorless 10 white, blocky, Morvenite twins and groups of sodium-potassium pbillipsite crys·
tals, up to 4 mOl long (without any calcium content), commonly are hollow, from dissolution of
the interior of the crystal, leaving a tbick sbell on green, brownish, or black ferrean saponite clay
in vesicular basalt at the U.S. Borax Open Pit, Boron, Kern County (Kicck and Wisc, 1984). The
phillipsite is associated with sodium gmelinitc, sodium chabazite, sodium mordenite, heulandite,
analcime, sodium mazzile, slilbitc, grcigile, pyrrhotile, and rarely, searlesite, ulexite, colemanite,
borax, rhodochrosite, and calcite (Morgan and Erd, 1969; K1cck and Wise, 1984). Analcime
found on searlesile, and heulandile on colemanite, indicate tbatlhe zeolites formed at a very low
temperature compatible with borate crystallization. Since borax beds that cover the zeolitebearing basalt are only slightly convertcd to kernite (a reaction lhal occurs at (j(y> C), the zeolites
must have crystallized below tbat temperature (William Wise, pers. comm.).
Salmon-pink-colored phillipsite is rarely found with nalrolite, analcime, and heulandite in
vesicular basalt in Red Rock Canyon, Kern County (pemberton, 1983). Wh.ile aggregates of
phillipsite, up to 20 mOl in diameter, rarely occur witb slilbite on joint surfaces of bluc limestonc
and in garnet rock at the contact of Upper Paleozoic limestone with intrusive quartz monzonite
and pegmatites at the Commercial Limestone Quarry, at Crcstmore, ncar Riverside, Rivcrside
County (Woodford el a/., 1941). Other rocks contain laumontite, natrolite, scolecite, thom·
sonite, Chabazite, gonnardite, mordcnite, epistilbite, and many other minerals.
Pbillipsite and merlinoite are found in the Bottom mud unit, 41to 42 meters deep (130,000
year Old), in lacuslrine asb layers deposited in Searles Lake, san Bernardino Count)' (Hay and
Guldman, 1987). The glassy ash layers, in contact with bigbly saline, alkaline pore fluid (pH 9.5
at 240 C). were first altercd to phillipsite and merlinoite and then to potassium feldspar and
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searlesile. The same a h, in less saline and alk.aline solulions, was allered 10 silica-rich heulandile,
analcime, and opal.
Colorado: The barian phillipsile (= wellsile) is rarely found wilh blue celadonile and brownishblack nOOlronile clay in vesicular basall near Wolf Creek Pass, Mineral County (MOdreski,
1985). Nearby cavilies conlain mordenite, chalcedony, heulandile, analcime, and calcite
(Hanner, 1976).
While, chalky, or porcelaneous masses of garronile are intergrown with phillipsile in
polassium-rich basall (= shoshonite) at Table Mounlain, Golden, Jefferson County (lGle and
MOdreski, 1988). Nearby cavilies conlain chabazile, IhoDlSOnite, cowlesite, levyne~ffrelile,lau
montite, Slilbite, analcime, calcile, aragonile, apophyllite, mesolile, nalrolile, and gonnardilc
(Cross and Hillebrand, 1882; Pallon, 1900; MOdJeski, 1985).
Hawaii: A Ihin crust of while, prismalic phillipsite crystals, up to 0.5 mm Ihick, occurs with
chabazitc, gonnardite, natroJite, and analcime in vesicles, or replaces plaDl remains in the palagonite luffs al Pali, Round Top, Koko Craters, and Sail Lake in Honolulu, on Oahu (Iijima and
Harada, 1969). The minerals formed at surface condilions from reaclion of surface waler wilh
volcanic glass. The minerals crystallized in the order: phillipsile > chabazilc > gonnardilc >
nalrolile > analcime (Iijima and Harada, 1969).
Colorless Morvenile twins of phillipsite, up to 2 mm long, are found wilh chabazite and
gonnardile (= h)'dronephelile) in veins in a nephelite-melilile basalt at Ihe Moiliili Quarry, on
the University of Hawaii campus, Honolulu, Oahu (Dunham, 1933; R WT). Phillipsile occurs
with epislilbite and aragonite in volcanics at Ihe Kaena Quarry, Mokuleia, Oahu (Bragaw and
Cregmile, 1975).
Ida.ho: Cream-colored Morvcnile twins of phillipsite, up to 4 mm long, occur wilh paulingile on
clay in red vesicular basalt near Riggins, Idaho (fschemich and Wise, 1982). Phillipsile is found
with chabazite, Ihomsonite, and calcite in vesicular basa\l along the Snake River, near Glenns
Ferry, Elmore County (Shannon, 1926). Milky-While, curved, phillipsitc cryslals, up to 5 mm
aCJOSS, are found wilh Chabazite, levyne~[frelile, and calcile in vesicular basalt al Lucky Peak
Dam, east of Boise, Ada County (Lanny Ream, pers. comm.)
Maine: Colorless Morvenitc lwins of phillipsile, up 10 5 mm long, are found with chabazilc,
pyrile, and clay on serpentine in quarlz veins allhe 14th level of Ihe Cupra Mine, Stratford
(Smithsonian, RWT).
Nevada: Phillipsite is found in altered VOlcanic luff layers that fell inlo Teels Marsh, Mineral
County (f8)'lor and Surdam, 1981). Sodium- and pot.assium-rieh brines, wilh a low ilica concenlration (pH 9.1 to 10.1), reacted wilh rbyolilic glass tuff to form a hydrous alkali aluminosilicatc
gel that crystallized iDlO phillipsite (Si/AJ = 3.0 to 3.4) (Taylor and Surdam, 1981). Complete
aitcration of the beds to phillipsile took about 1000 years. The sodium-rich brines conlinue to
react with phillipsite to prOduce analcime.
New Mexico: Phillipsite oceurs in basalt near Huntcr Mesa, Colfax County (Modreski, 1985).
Nortb Carolina: Colorless to cream-colored, Morvenite and Pericr lwins (Fig. 491) of barian
phillipsite (;;; wellsile). up 10 3 mm long, covered by a rim ofharmolome, are associ8led wilh
chabazilc on feldspar, hornblende, or corundum in veins in dunite near a contact wilh gneiss at
thc Buck Creek Corundum Mine (= Cullakance Minc), Duck Creck, Oay County (prall and
Foote, 1897; Cerny et aI., 1977). Bulk wet chemical analysis of Ihis mineral indicaled a composition between phillipsite and harmolOme and was described as a new mineral, wellsile (Pratt and
Foote, 1891). Chemical analysis of liny portions of Ihese cryslals with the eleclron microprobe
shows Ihe crystals are strongly zoned from a ealcium-potassium phillipsile core, becoming morc
barium-rich in Ihe middle, to a barium-<k>minant haJmotome rim (Ccrnyet al., 1977).
Oregon: Colorless to milky-while Morvenile, cruciform, and Slemple twins of phillipsile, up to
10 mm long, occur wilh mordenitc. calcilc, erionite, and pyritc in Miocene vesiCUlar Iholeiitic
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basalt near Cape Lookout, TIllamook County (Wise and Tschernich, 1978a). Nearby cavities
contain dachiardite, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite), mordenite, and chaJccdony.
Colorless to white Morvcnite and cruciform twins and radial aggregates of phillipsite, up to 5
mm across, occur with erionite, chabazite, mordenite, silica-rich heulandite (= clinoptilolite),
barite, caJcile, pyrite, and, rarely, dachiardite in vesicular and brecciated basalt at Yaquina Head,
Agate Beach, Lincoln County (WISe and Tschernich, 1976b, 1978a). The minerals crystallized in
the order. clay> erionite > heulandite > mordenite > phillipsite> chabazite> calcite (RWI).
Colorless to white, Morvenite twins of phillipsite, up to 3 mm long, arc rarely found on
heulandite and clay and are associated with leryne, stilbite, thomsonite, garronite, and chabazile
in vesicular Eocence olivine basalt along Neer Road, north of (J{)ble, Columbia County. In the
same rock, pbillipsite forms a Ibin colorless layer on milley-white aggregates of garronite, up to
10 em in diameter (Tschernich, 1986). The minerals in higbly vesicular basalt cryslallized in tbe
order: clay > copper> drusy heulandite > mordenite-chalcedony > stilbite > apophyWte >
okenite > analcime-cowlesite > garronite > phillipsite> levyne-offretite > tbomsonite >
mesolite > chabazite> calcite (Tscbemich and Howard, 1987). Nearby cavilies in dense basalt
also contain tschernichite, boggsite, and erionite (Howard e/ a/., 1990).
Cream to white, blocley, Morvenile and cruciform twins of barian phillipsite (= well ite) (Figs.
485,486,488), up to 4 mm across, arc rarely found with brown aggregates of siderite, calcite, and
needles of gypsum variety selenite in Miocene basall cliffs near Promontory Point, Clackamas
River, Clackamas County (William WISC, pcrs. comm.; RWT).
TIny, colorless to white, barian phillipsite (= wellsite) crystals occur with silica-rich heulandite
(= clinoptilolite) in vesicular basalt ncar the junction ofFish Creek and the Clackamas River,
Clackamas County (William Wise, pers. comm.). TIny, white phillipsite crystals covercd wilh
sprays of mcsolite line vesicular basalt ncar Quanzville, Linn County (RWI). Phillipsite rarely
occurs witb natrolite, cbabazite, gmelinite, analcime, heulandite, mordeoite, copper, and thom·
sonite in highly altered basalt al the old Springfield BUlle Quarry, at Spring£ield, Lane County
(Kleck, 1960, 1972). Milley-While Morvenite twins and curved crystals of phillipsite, up to 8 rom
across, are commonly found wilh chabazite, Icvynco<Jffrelite, cowlesile, calcite, and clay in vesicular basalt near Adel, Lake County (RWT).
White to cream-colored Morvcnite and cruciform twins and curved-faced aggregates of
phillipsite, up to 10 mm in diameter, occur with tbomsonite, mcsolitc, apophyllite, calcite, and
levyne-offtetite in vesicular Terliary basalt at Burnt Cabin Crcck, Spray, Wheeler County
(Tscbernich, 1978). The minerals cryslallized in the order: clay<alcitc > cowlcsite > levyneo(fretite > analcimc > pbillipsite > thomsonitc-chabazite-mesolite > apophyllite. Nearby cavilies rarely contain gyrolite, hculanditc, and stilbite.
Milley-white Morvenite twins of phillipsite, up to 8 mm across, are covered by tacbaranite,
gyrolite, apopbyllite, cbabazite, vermiculite, and calcite in a dcnse vesicular Miocene basalt at Big
Bend, near Kimberly, Granl County (Donald Howard, 1990). Thc minerals crystalli1.cd in the
order: phillipsite> tacharanitc > gyrolitc > apophyllite > chabazite> vermiculite> calcitc.
Nearby cavilies contain mesolite, natroHte, thomsonite, and analcime.
Exceptionally large, colorless to white, blocky Morvenitc and cruciform twins of phillipsite, up
to 2 cm long, line cavities, up to 20 cm in diameter, in Miocene basalt along Wall Creek, north of
Monumenl, Grant County (RWI). Nearby cavities contain chabazite varicty phacoHte and
calcite.
StUbby, milley-White Morvcnitc and cruciform twins of phillipsite, up to 5 mm long, commonly
line cavities in vesicular Miocene basalt at Devils Back Bone, along the North ork of the John
Day River, Grant County (Tschernich, 1989a). The pbillipsite lining is commonly covered by
apophyllite, gyrolite, tacharanite, mcsolite, natrolite, gmelinitc, chabazite, thomsonite, levyneoffretite, and calcite.
White Morvenite and cruciform twins of phillipsite, up to 3 mm long, commonly cover colorless ca·rich pauliogitc dodecahedra and clay in vesicular Miocene basalt at Three Mile SchOOl,
along Three Mile Creek, northwest of Riuer, Grant County (Tschemich and Wise, 1982). Other
cavities contain chabazite, stilbite, and, rarcly, offretite.
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Milky-while phillipsile cryslals, up 108 mOl long, commonly line vesicular Miocene basal! al
Riller HOI Springs and quarries along Ihe Middle Fork of Ihe John Day River, Granl County
(RWI). The minerals crystallized in Ihe order: phillipsite> Ihomsonite> gonnardite >
natrolilc-mesolile > montmorillonite clay> chaba7jte. Other cavities contain apopbyllite, tacharanite. gyrolite, scolecitc. Icvyne-offretitc, stilbitc, cowlesilC. analcime. beulandite, and calcitc.
Blocky, milky-white Morvenite and cruciform twins and curved aggregates of phillipsite, up to
20 mOl in diameter. are found on black clay and levyne-offrelite and arc covered by ehabazitc
and thomsonitc in vesicular Miocene basal! in the Beech Crcck Quarry, on thc East Fork of
Beech Creek, near Mount Vernon, Grant County (R WI). Thc minerals crystallized in the
order: clay> copper> analcime> cowlesite > Icvyne-offrelitc-erionitc > phillipsite>
thomsonite-chabazite > mesolite > calcitc. Stilbite and heulandite are rarely found in other
cavities.
Milky-white phillipsite crystals (Figs. 508,509) are found with cowlesite, thomsonite, garronitc,
and levyne in vesicular basalt at Pctc's Point, west of Aneroid Lake, near Joseph, Wallowa
County (Howard, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> clay-gyrolite >
cowlesite > analcime> Icvyne-garronitc-phillipsile-thomsonile > slilbitc > offrctiteapophyllite-natrolite > chabazite (Howard, 1986).
Pennsylvania: Sharp phillipsite-harmotomc crystalS, up to 5 mOl long, oceur with barilc in nod·
ules in shale ncar HOlidaysburg, Blair County (RObinson and King, 1988).
Wasbinaton: Small, white, radial aggregates of phillipsite are found with epistilbite, chabazite,
stilbite, mordenite, and calcitc in quartz-lined vesicles in basalt at Dog Mountain, northeast of
Riffe Lake, near Kosmos, south of Monon, Lewis County (RWI). Cream-colored, elongated
phillipsite crystalS, up to 3 moo long, are rarely found on drusy heulandite in vesicular <>eene
basalt north of Kosmos, Cowlitz County (RWI).
Colorless Morvenite and pseudodecahedral Slemplc twins (Fig. 503) of phillipsite arc rarely
found on green chlorite and form parallel overgrowths on white masses of garronite in vesicular
basalt at Big Tree Creek, ncar YaCOlt, Clark County (Tschernich, '1988b). The minerals crystsl.
lized in the order: chlorite> heulandite > eowlesite > heulandite > garronite > phillipsite.
Vesicles, only a few centimeters away, contain mordenitc. quarlz, epistilbite, stilbite, scolccilC,
mesolitc, laumontilc, calcitc, thomsonitc, gonnarditc, and Icvync-offrctite.
Colorless to cream-colored Morvenite, cruciform (Fig. 5(6), and Stempic twins (Fig. 498) of
phillipsite, up to 3 mOl long, are found with crionitc, offretite, paulingile, silica-rich heulandite
(= elinoplilolite), clay, calcite, and pyrite in highly vesicular basalt dredged from the Columbia
River, during construction of Rock Island Dam, Rock Island, Douglas County (Tschernieh and
Wise, 1982). The minerals crystalli7.ed in the order: offretitc > erionitc > paulingile > phillipsite
> reddish-golden clay> heulandite > chabazite> calcite-pyrite.
West Virginia: Tiny, stubby, translucent,light yellow cruciform twins of phillipsite occur with
analcime, chabazite, thomsonite, natrolite, calcite, and filiform pyrite in smeclite·lined vesic1es in
basalt at Sugar Grove, Pendleton County (jules Bernhardt, pers. comm.).
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Pollucite

(Pah-Ioose-ite)

(Cs,Na)(A1SiZ06)· n1-l20, Z;; 16

Named in 1846, by August Breithaupt, afier Pollux, one of the twin brothers (Gemini) of Greek
and Roman mythology, when two new minerals were found together that resembled each other.
castor (= castorite), the associated mineral, is now \cJ)own as petalite. Poilucis, the genitive form
of PollUX, has been changed by mineralogists to pollucite.
Obsolete Synonyms: Pollux

Type Locality: San Piero in campo, Elba. Italy
Nomenclature: Pollucite and analcime have the same aluminosilicate framework and share a
conlinuous series between sodium and cesium cations. Since analcime was named first, pollucite
could be considered just a cesium·rich analcime but because of the long, well-eslablished usage
of pollucite it is retained as a species when cesium is in excess of 50% of the exchangeable
cations. Variations in chemistry or orderldisorder should be handled by using optional descrip.tive modifiers (such as sodium-rich pollucite, sodisn pollucite, Na·rieh pollucite) rather than
creating new species.

Structure
Crystal Sy!\tem: Isometric
Spa~ Group: 1a3d
CI')'Stal Axes: a = 13.64-13.71

A

Type of Structure: Pollucite has lhe same alumin05ilicate framework (structural code ANA) as
analcime and wairakite. The framework is composed of 4-ring chains wrapped around square
prisms and interconnected to form cages (Gotlardi and Galli, 1985). Cesium occupies the large
voids in the framework; water molecules occupy the voids not occupied by cesium (Beger, 1969;
Beger and Buerger, 1967). Sodium is located between the water molecules, in the same position
as in analcime, but in randomly distributed clusters.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, White, gray, pink, blue, viOlet
Strea Ie white
Luster: vitreous to greasy
Hardness: 6.5 to 7
Density: 2.67 to 3.03 gm/cm3
Fracture: conchoidal 10 uneven
Cle8\'8ge: none

Refractive Index:
n ;; 1.508-1.527
isotropic
no sectorial birefringence

Morphology
Pollucite is commonly massive or forms rounded corroded crystals. Due to its early formation in
pegmatites, pollucite commonly is completely intergrown with other minerals and is partly di solved as a resull of later changes in the growth solution. Sharp euhedral crystals tbat did not
undergo dissolution are very rare. A few crystals have been found, 2 to 25 moo in diameter, with
exceptional crystals reaching 8 em in diameter. Quartz pseudomorphs after poilucite are found
up to 23 em acro.~. Pollueite crystals generally display a simple trape7.ohedron (Fig. 512) or cube
with trape7.0hedral modifications (Figs. 511,513). Other forms are very rare.
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Point Group: 4/m ~ 21m = m3m
Crystal Closs: Hexooahedral
Forms:

Common (lOO), {Zll}
Rare {1l0}, {210}

Figure S11. Transparent,
colortCS$, Il1Ipczohcdron or
pollucite, 15 mm in diamcler,
wilh cube faces, on lepidolite
and quartz from Nilaw,
Nunstsn, Laghman Province,
Afghanistan; photo by Rudy W.
Tschcmieh.
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Chemical Composition
Karibib, Namibia (Nel, 1944)
Cso.S~ ao.2sKo.03 Rbo.02[AIO.93Si2.1006] •0.41 HZO
Greenwood, Maine, U.S.A. (Richmond and Gonyer, 1938)
Cso.4S Nao.36Li o.02Ko.01[AJ o.86Siz.13 0 6)· 0.5 4H20
Cso. n N ao.1SKo.02[AlO.91Si2.0906l·0.2SH20
Tanco, Bernic Lake, Manitoba, Canada (Nickel, 1961)
Cso.7SNao.16R bo.3LiO.01[AJo.8SSi Z.1406]· O.23HZO
Elba, Italy (Gossner and Reindl, 193Z)
Cso.63Nao.20cao.04Ko.01[AJo.89Si2.OS06)· 0.41 H20
sayan Mountain, U.S.S.R. (Melent}'cv, 1961)
Cso.5~ao.20JjO.04Rbo.02cao.02M80.01 [AJ O.91SiZ.1106]· O.23HZO
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VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Early chemical analysis of poHucitc showed it to be a potassium-sodium aluminosilicate
(Breithaupt, 1846) mistaking potassium for cesium since the laner element had not been discovered (Weeks and leicester, 1968). loere is a complete series from pollucite to analcimc. POllucite is defined by Cerny (1974) to contain greater than 50% of the exchangeable cations according to the formula Poll = Csx l00/(Cs+Na+K+U+Rb+Cs+Mg+Mn).
As the socIium content increases in poUucite so does a corresponding amount of water. The
water content of pollucite (n) is determined by the formula, n = 1 - Cs. CsIcium is found only in
trace amounts in socIian pollucite; therefore, a series between wairakite (the calcium-<lominant
member of the analcime group) and pollucite has nOl yet been established. Trace amounts of
potassium, lithium, magnesium, iron, and manganese are also present. TSi Si/(Si+Al) 0.28
to 0.33; Si/AJ = 2.19 to 2.50
All natural pollucite specimens fall in the composition range (POll 50 to 82%). No nearly
anhydrous, cesium-rich natural pollucite (POll 82 to 100%) has been found.
Several synthetic phases with a pollucite structure have been made with iron, beryllium, nickel,
zinc, cadmium, CObalt, or magnesium replacing aluminum, or by rubidium replacing cesium
(Torres-Martinez and West, 1986). A nearly anhydrous synthetic cesium-iron analog of poilucite
(poll 82to 100%) has been made with Fe+3 in place of Al+3 (Kopp ci al., 1963).

=

.

=

Identification
Since pollucite is found only in lithium-bearing pegmatite dikes (never in volcanics), it is nOt
likely to be confused with zeolites other than analcime. The early crystallization of pollucite, with
othcr primary minerals in pegmatites, helps distinguish it from other zcolites (if present) tbat
crystallize during the finallow-tCmperaturc hydrothermal phase.
The morphology of pollucite, analcime, and wairakite is the same. The refractive index (RI)
and the density of pollucite and analcime increase with increasing cesium content. Sodium pollucite always has a refractive index and density greater than cesian analcime (RI = 1.486-1.508,
density less than 2.65). Analcime, cesian analcime, and wairakite commonly display optical sectorial birefringence while socIian pollucite is always isotropic.
The X-ray diUraction patlem of socIian pollucite is similar to analcime and wairakite but shows
no splining of the peaks characteristic of the monoclinic varieties of analcime and wairakite.
Chemical analysis is required to confirm the presence of cesium and the amount of cesium is
required to distinguish sodian pollucitc from cesium analcime.
Transparent, colorless, massive poUucite bas a conchoidal fracture and hardness of 7 that very
closely resembles quartz. These two can be distinguished optically. Quartz has a RI higher than
1544 and a much higher birefringence. Pollucite can also be distinguished from quartz by its
slightly greasy-appearing luster, the presence of many veinleIs of other minerals, and its slow
reaction to hydrochloric add. Quartz is generally clearer than pollucite while amblygonite and
albite, which are similar in appearance to pollucite, possess cleavage.

Cleaning
With a low Si/AJ ratio, polludte, li.ke analcime, is easily anacked by acids. Pollucite is very slowly
decomposed in hydrochloric acid. Powdered pollucite talees hours to completely dissolve in
strong hot hydrochloric acid, yet the surface of cryst.als will be frosted relalively rapidly. PoUucite
may be dipped for very short periods of time (under 1 minute) in dilute hydrochloric acid to
remove tbin calcite coatings. Always pretest a sample in b)'drochlorie acid to make sure it. does
not frost the surface. Warm acetic acid is slower in removing calcite but will not harm most zeolites. Use oxalic acid to remove iron slains and vitamin C (ascorbic acid) SOlution to remove
manganese oxide coatings.

.
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Origin
Crystallizalion of pollucite and cesian analcime is unusual due to tbe very low amOUnl of cesium
(1.5 ppm) in the earth's crust. Concentration of cesium is only found in extreme cases of fractionation of elements in granitic pegmalites at a relatively high temperature (4OQO to 3000 C)
and low pressure (2 to 4 kb) (Cerny, 1979). Pollucite forms in tbe middle stage of pegmatite
crystallization, commonly afler microcline, petalite, spodumene, quartz, and amblygonite. Ccsian
analcime forms at even lower temperatures (1500 to 2500 C) as a result of alleration and
replacement of primary pegmatite minerals (Cerny, 1979). A1teralion and replacement of pollucite by quartz, analcime, adularia, and clays is common.

Occurrence
Sodian pollucite, the principal source of cesium, is a rare zeolite associated with microcline,
eleavelandite, quartz, amblygonite, spodumene, and lepidolite in Iilbium-bearing pegmatitcs.
POllucite is commonly overlooked in pegmatites because of ilS resemblance to quartz, but its
presence should be suspected allithium-bearing pegmatitcs where lepidolite and cesium beryl
arc present. POllucitc has never been found in volcanics. The fine display specimens of pollucite
crystals, found in Pakist.an, Afghanistan, and Italy, are diffrcullto obtain. Microcrystals of pollucite were very rarely found during early working of pegmatites in Maine, U.S.A

Worldwide Localities
AFGHANISTAN
Frosted colorless traperobedra of socIian pollucite, up to 15 mOl in diameter, modified by large
cube faces (Fig. 511), are found with quartz, lcpidolitc, kunzite spodumcne, microcline, albitc,
beryl, and multicolored tourmalinc in pegmatite dikes, up to 10 meters wide and 100 meters
long, CUlling Precambrian diorite near Nilaw, Nuristan, Laghman Province (Bariand and
Poullen, 1978; R WI). Soclian pollucite is found sporadically with microcline, muscovite, black
tourmaline, and manganOlanlalite in granitic pegmatite dikes, up to 50 em thick and several
hundred meters long, CUlling Precambrian schist and gneiss at Korgal, Nuristan, Laghman
Province (Rossovakij el a/., 1976; Bariand and Poulleo, 1978).

BRAZIL
Colorless masses of socIian pollucite are found with petalite in the Arqueana Mine, Taquaral
Districl, !tinga, Minas Gcrais (Luiz MenC7.C5, pers. comm.).
CANADA
Manitoba: The largest reserve of socIian pollucite (350,000 tons) is found in thc Tanco Pegmatile, Bernic Lake, yet euhedral crystals arc not present (Cerny and Simpson, 1978). Large
lenticular bodies and pods of massive socIian poIlucite (Poll 70-83), commonly 1 to 2 metcrs in
diameter with the largest 180 by 75 by 12 meters, formed as a late stage in a zoned pegmatile,
and was later subjected to low-temperature hydrOthermal alteration (Nickel, 1%1; Cerny and
Simpson, 1978). Pollucite and Ihe other primary minerals, quartz, mierocline, pelalile, spocIumene, and amblygonile, are cui by veins of quartz, microcline, albite, cesian analcime, muscovile, lepidolite, orthoclase, and spodumene and are followcd by a late-stage alteration 10
kaolinite, montmorillonite, and calcite (Nickel, 1961; Cerny and Simpson, 1978).
Masses of socIian pollucite occur in the High Grade Dike al Maskwa Lake, norlh of the Tanco
Pegmatite, at Bernie Lake (Cerny, 1978). Colorless to white masses of socIian pollucile are also
found in Ihe Montgary Pegmatite, Bernie Lake (Smilhsonian, RWI).
Apple-green clay pods, composed of iIIile, kaolinite, quartz., and smectite (which are pseudomorphs after masses of poUucite), arc found near the center of sbcctlike pegmatitcs, 12 meters
thick, in mClabaSallS atlbe Buck Oaim, cast of Bernic Lake; in the cenler of pegmatites, 4
meters Ihiek, in metagreywacke at Odd West, north of Rush Lake; and in the Bernic Lake area
(Cerny, 1978).
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Ontario: Masses of sodian poilucite, up to 20 em in diameter, are found with spodumene nonh·
east of Gull Wing Lake, near Dryden, Webb Township (Mandarino and Harris, 19(5).

Quebec: White masses of sodian pollucite are found at the Valor Property, near Saint Benoit
(Smithsonian, RWI).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Sodian pollucite (Po1l7S.7%) is found in lithium pegmalites at Jeclov, near Jihlava (MiSkovsky,
19(0). High·socIian pollucite (PollSl.3 %) is found at Puklice, near Jihlava (Miskovsky, 1955;
Cerny, 1974).

FINLAND
Sodian pollucite (POll 78.9%) is found with petalite and the alleration products montmorillonite,
kaolinite, and chloritc at Luolamaki, Somcro ( euvoncn and Vesasalo, 19(0). Sodian pollucitc
is also found at Villaniemi, Erajarvi (Smithsonian, RWI).
ITALY
(Type locality) Sodian pollucite (Poll 70.9 to 71.7%) forms as a medium.temperature
h)'drothermal mineral in cavities in pegmatitc dikes crossing a Miocene granodiorite stock at
Monte Capanne, near San Piero in campo, on the island of Elba (Orlandi and Scorlccci, 1985;
Cerny, 1974). S<Xlian pollucite is associated with other primary minerals, inclUding quartz,
orthoclase, albite, lepidolite, pelalite, beryl, cassiterite, and black and colored tourmaline, and
apatite, followed by the later low·temperature zeolites, moroenite, eightling twins of dachiardite,
chabazite, laumontite, slilbite, and heulandite (Berman, 1925; Orlandi and SCortecci, 1985;
British Museum, RWI).
Spectacular, sharp, colorless, transparent, socIian pollucite crystalS, up to 2.5 cm in diameter,
displaying trapezohedra with cube faces, are found with orthoclase, quartz, tourmaline, and
petalite in cavilies in the famou Speranza pegmatite dike, San Piero, Elba (O'achiardi, 1873;
British Museum, RWI). Pollucite also occurs at Livamo, Elba (Smithsonian, RWI).
Large, colorless, white, or grdy masses of socIian pollucite (full of cavities) and some fairly distinct crystals, up to 3.5 em in diametcr (displaying complex parallel growths with the forms {211}
and {lOO}), arc found at Masso Foresi, San Piero, Elba (Orlandi and Scortecci, 1985).
Well·formed socIian poilucite crystals with the forms {110} and {120} are reported on orthoclase and lepidolitc at Grolla d'Oggi, San Piero, Elba (Hintze, 1897; Orlandi and SCortecci,
1985). Corroded masses and crystals of socIian pollucite are moderately abundant in pegmatite
dikes at Fonte del Prete, Elba (Hintze, 1897).
JAPAN
SocIian pollucite (POll 62.5%) is found at Nagatare, Fukuoka Prefecture (Sakurai it al., 1972).
MADAGASCAR
Tiny, colorless crystals of socIian pollucite are found in pegmatites in Madagascar (John Taylor,
pers. comm.).
NAMIBIA (= South-West Africa)
Colorless, glassy, clear masses of socIian pollucite (Poll 66.8%), cut by veins of clay, lepidolite,
and quartz, are found in large quantities wilh petalite, feldspar, and amblygonite at a farm,
Okaongava Ost No. 72, southeast of Karibib (Nel, 1944; Smithsonian, RWI).
PAKISTAN
The world's largest and finest socIian pollucite crystals, I to 8 cm in diameter, that display a
trapezohedra modified by cube faces, were found in pegmatites in the Gilgit Division (Robinson
and King, 1988).
SWEDEN
SocIian pollucite (poll 66.8%) is found in pegmatites at Varutrask, Vasterbollcn (Quensel, 1937;
Smithsonian, RWI).
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White sodian pollucite, with an altered brownish surface, forms drusy segregations in crushed
quartz near the center of zoned granitic pegmatite dikes that extend from Precambrian granitic
intrusions into ampllibolites in the sayan Mountains (Melentyev, 1961). Crystallization and differentiation in the pegmatite concentrated the rare elements tbat produced poIlucite, spod.
umene, amblygonitc, fluorapatite, beryl, colored tourmaline, manganesc·tantalitc~lumbite,
and quartz. SocIian pollucite crystallized because of an absence of muscovite that is capable of
incorporating cesium intO its structure. At a later stage, sodium·rich solutions replaced many of
the primary minerals witb albite, lepidolite, and muscovite (Melentyev, 1961).
SocIian pollucite (POll 54.4%) is found in pegmatites at the Ungursay spodumene deposit and
tbe Krasno-Kordon deposit within a porphyritic biotite granite along the Asu-Bulak fork of tbe
Tainta River, in the central Kalbin Range, southeast of Ust-Kamenogorsk, in eastern Kazakhstan (Ginzburg, 1946). The poilucite forms colorless to wbite grains and masses, up to 1 meter
across, associated with liIac-colored lepidolite, colored Iitbium tourmaline, amblygonite, spodumene, petalite, and beryl, in the center oflarge swells in the pegmatitCS- The primary minerals
are cut by small veinlets of spodumene, albite, eucryptite, muscovite~atOlite, halloysite,and
lepidolite.
Soclian poilucite is found witb elbaite tourmaline in tbe Kh.ibiny Tundra, Kola Peninsula
(Smithsonian, R WT). Euhedral pollucite crystals are found with quartz, albite, cassiterite, and
lithium tourmaline in Ka7-8khstan (VIasov, 1964).
UNITED STATES

California: Masses of colorless to milky-wbite sodian pollucite, up to 10 em acrQ5.s, are found
witb pink tourmaline and lepidolite in pockets in Cretaceous lithium-bearing pegmatites of the
Himalaya dike system that follOlN joints in a norite-gabbro, near Mesa Grande, San Diego
County (Foard, 1977). Sodian pollucite formed as one of the primary pegmatite minerals, along
with elbaite tourmaline, quartz, beryl variety morganite, apatite, lepidolite, cassiterite, albite
variety c1cavelanditc, microclinc, zircon, monazite, columbite-tantalite, uranmicrolite, and
microlite that are covered or replaced by late-stage secondary minerals, stilbite, laumontite,
beulandite, lhomsonite, monlmorillonite, kaolinite, hambcrgite, cookeile, rynersonite, todorokite, stokesite, thorogummile, be)'crite, and bavenitc (Foard, 1977). Foard (1977) explains tbat
after formation of a water·rich granitiC magma, initial crystallization produced fine-grainoo aplite
on fault walls; with differentiation and declining temperature, volatiles were concentrated in thc
upper portions of the veins and the primary pocket minerals (including sodian pollucite) formed
from a water·rich solution Ihal coexisted with a gaseous phase. Where the gaseous phase
exceeded the confining pressure of the pockets, rupture occurred, producing thermal shock and
shallering of the primary pocket minerals, followed by regrowth of prima!)' minerals followed by
secondary minerals, including other zeolites. If rupture did nOI occur, with falling temperalure,
the primary minerals would have been altered and nCW minerals formed.
Massive sodian poUucite occurs with lepidolite, albite, and tourmaline in pegmatiles on Vul~n
Mountain, San Diego County (pemberton, 1983). SocIian pollucitc is reported from the Pala
Pegmalite Mine, San Diego County (Roberts el al., 1974). SocI.ian poUucite is probably more
widespread in the lithium.bearing pcgmatites in San Diego County but has been mistaken for
common feldspar or quartz (R Wl).
Connecticut: Fractured masses of light pink to colorless sodian pollucite arc found with pink
tourmaline, Spodumene, lepidolite, clcavelandite, and montebrasite at the Walden Gem Mine,
Portland, Middlesex County (Smithsonian, RWT; Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).
Masses of sodian poUucite arc found with petalite, spodumene, pink and green tourmaline,
montebrasite, clcavelandite, lepidOlite, and quartz at the Strickland Quarry, Portland, Middlesex
County (Smithsonian, RWT; Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.). Pollucile also occurs at the lIewill
Quarry (= Saw Mill Quarry), ncar Haddam, Middlesex County (Marcelle Weber, pers. oomm.).
Maine: Colorless, euhedral sodian pollucite crystals, up to 15 mm in diameter, are found in a
few pockets in the New England granitic pegmaliles (Newnham, 1967).
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Sodian poUucite (POll 53.5 to 80.5%) is found in pockelS, up to 3 by 2 by 25 meters, in pegmatite dikes cUlling banded gneiss at Noyes Mountain, Greenwood, OXford County. The pollucite commonly formed glassy masses that, along with quartz, replaced petalite, or, rarely, formed
eubedral crystals, 2 to 4 mm in diameter (that display dominant cube faces witb smaller triangular trapezohedral faces), in cavities witbin massive socIian pollucite (Richmond and Gonyer,
1938). Pollucite is commonly associated with albite,lepidolite, and spodumeoe. Landes (1925)
explains that at Greenwood magma first cryslallized microcline (up to 1 meter across), quartz,
muscovile crystals (up to 60 em across), cesian beryl, black tourmaline, mangaoapatite, garnel,
and arsenopyrite on the walls of Ihe dike. The primary minerals were follO\\'ed by t.he first
hydrothermal phase (rich in silica, socIium, boron, cesium, lithium, and niobium) thaI reacted
with the previous minerals and produced (listed in the order of cryst.allization) quartz crystals
(up 10 30 coo long), an abundance of lilac, lavender, white, or green lepidolite, petalile, green
tourmaline, spodumenc, mOntebrasite, pollucite, cassiterite, cesium beryl, gahnile, spinel,
coIumbile, berderite, bertrandile, hamlinile, and albile variety c1eavclandile. A second silica-rich
hydrothermal phase reacted with most of the previous minerals producing an abundance of
quartz cryslals (filled wilh cookeile) and purple to clear apatile. Quartz, from this hydrolhermal
phase, completely replaced large pollucite crystals, 5 to 21 em across (thaI display a dominant
cube modified by a trapezohedron), and formed encruSlation pseudomorpbs after bertrandite
(landes, 1925). Finally, alteration of microcline and montebrasile prOdUced an abundance of
kaolin and montmorillonite.
Massive socIian pollucite is also found in pegmatite dikes at tbe Tamminen Quarry, near
Greenwood, Oxford County (RichmOnd and Gonyer, 1938). Perfectly colorless, transparent,
irregular fragments of sociian pollucite (Poll 77.3%) were found in a 1- by 2-meter cavity (45 em
deep) wilh clay, quartz, and cesian beryl, cookeite, muscovite, orthoclase, apatite, albite, bydroxylberderite, montebrasite, eosphorite, lepidOlite, and elbaile tourmaline in pegmatites crossing
quartz-mica scbi t at Mount Rubellite, Hebron, Oxford County (Wells, 1891; Bastin, 1911;
Francis, 1985).
Allered, granular masses of socIian poilucite are found in the pegmatites of Mount Mica, Paris,
Oxford County. Pockels, up to 4 by 5 by 16 melers, were encountered tbat conlained pollucile
along with schorl and elbailc tourmaline, pink spodumene, colorless to rose quarlz crystals,
mi<:rocline, ferrocolumbile, tantalilc, sidcritc, tripbyllitc, pyrile, monlebrasite, hydroxylherderitc,
graphite, blue fluorapatite, mangancolumbite, purple lepidolite, cookeite, cassiterile, brazilianite,
biot.ite, beryl, bertrandite, arsenopyrite, almandine, albile, locllingite, muscovite, palermoite, and
montmorillonite (Francis, 1985).
Sodian poilucite occurs in pegmatites crossing quartz-mica scbist at Norway, Oxford County.
Associated minerals include albite, almandine, hydroxyl-berderite, cassiterite, columbite,
cookeite,lepidolite, schor I and elbaite tourmaline, c1eavelandite, and quartz (BasI in, 1911;
Francis, 1985). Sodian pollucite is found wilh spodumene in feldspar quarries in the Old Tom
Mountains, Greenway, and at Bickford, Oxford County (Richmond and Gonyer, 1938; ~.my,
1974; Smithsonian, RWI).
White, glassy fragments of socIian pollucite are found with lepidolite in irregularly shaped
pockets. up to 1 by 1 by 8 meters, in pegmatite dikes cros.sing gneiss in a feldspar quarry at Buckfield, Oxford County (Landes, 1925). The pegmatite dikes were dcrived from an extensive
granilic intrusion producing a chill zone on the dike wall composed of gamet, cesium beryl,
arsenopyrile, black tourmaline, manganapatile, and white lepidolilC followed by cryslallization of
large anhedral crystals of microclinc and quartz (up to 3 meters across) (Landes, 1925). Wilh
cooling, tbe solutions reacted wilh the wall rock and xenoliths to develop large cavities, to dissolve many of tbe older minerals, and to produce a bigh-temperature hydrolhermal silica-rich
phase that consisted of the volaliles from the magma aod a concentration of the rare clements
lilbium, cerium, germanium, and beryllium (Landes, 1925). This solution prOduced terminated
milky to smoky quartz crystals up to 2 meters loog > lilac lepidolite> green lithium tourmaline
> manganotaotalitlXolumbile-hcrderite~ium beryl-spodumene-pollucile-cassiterite-lopazapatite> albile variety cleavelandite followed by a lower-temperature hydrothermal phase coosisting of montebra ite > lithiophilite-Lripbylite-rhodochrosite > eospborite > quartz> fair-
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fieldile > reddingile and a final hydrothermal phase of cookeile > quartz> purple apalile.
herderile (Landes, 1925). Groundwalep alleration converted many of Ihe primary minerals inlo
kaolin, montmorillonile, and dahllile.
Irregular, white masses of sodian pollucite (Poll 77.6%), up 10 10 em across, with a crushed
appearance, were found in coarse pegmalile dikes al Black Mounlain, RumCord, Oxford County
(Foole, 1896; Francis, 1985). Associaled minerals included smoky quarlZ, albile, muscovile,
pink., green, and while tourmaline, pink lepidolile, spodumene, monlebrasile, beryl, cassiterite,
eospbOritc, roscherite, columbile, manganocolumbite, and mierolite (Foote, 1896; Francis,
1985).
Large fractured masses oC sodian poilucite, cut by numerous veinlets of dull while cbalcedony,
are fairly common in Devonian lithium-bearing pegmaliles al Ihe Dunlon Gem Quarry, Newry,
Oxford County (Fraser, 1930). These pegmaliles, well known for Iheir speclaeular large green
lourmalines wilh pink cores, are relaled 10 a Iargc granodiorile body in the area Ihal inlruded
inlo aClinolile-schisl, gabbro, and quartz-muscovile-schisl. Pollucile, which is closely associaled
wilh spodumene (commonly replacing il), is also associaled with albile, lourmaline, and mOnic·
brasile (Fraser, 1930). Alleasl 1600 kg of pollucile was produced from tbis quarry in the 19205,
Cor usc in radio vaeuum lUbes (Fairbanks, 1928; Francis. 1985). The first minerals to form in Ihe
Dunlon Gem Quarry pegmalile included pyrile > blaek lourmaline > yellowish lepidolile >
microcline > quartz foUowed closely by large intergrown pale green 10 white beryl> green
apatite> red, green, and blue tourmaline> microlile-«llumbitc-cassilcritc > quartz> mauve
lepidolite> spodumene > albile-<juarlZ. Corrosion of earlier minerals and a change in composilion of Ihc SOlution produced large masses and crystals oC spodumene, up 10 3 melcrs long>
pollucilc > amblygonile-montebrasile > lithiophililc-triphylite, blue tourmaline, gray lepidolitequartz. Extensive dissolution of earlier minerals occurred Collowed by recrystallization of ....'ClI·
terminated cryslals in cavilies consisting oC albite variely cleavelandile > quartz> green beryl>
green or blue tourmaline> beryllonitc, rose quartz crystals. cookeile-sidcritc > cosphoritefancolitc-(hydroxyl-herderite).reddingite-autunite followed by alteralion of Ihe primary minerals
10 beterositc, manganile, chalcedony, clays, and opal (Landes, 1925; Fraser, 1939).
Massachusetts: Sodium pollucilc (POll 74.9%) is found in irregular masses, up 10 2.5 em in
diamelcr, associaled wilh grccn lourmaline, SpodUffiCOC, monlcbrasilc. cassilerite, columbile,
microcline, albite, quartz, 10paz, pyrite, and arsenOpyrite in spodumene.rich pegmalite dikes in
Leominsler. where feldspar and quartz are replaced by spodumcne, which is then converted to
poIlucile (Richmond and Gonyer, 1938; Smithsonian, RWI).
South Dakota: Masses of high-sodian pollucite or high-cesian analcime (Poll 49.0%), up to 3 10
4 feetthiek, are found althc Tin Ml. Mine, Cusler County (Connolly and O'Hara, 1929).
ZIMBABWE

Colorless to white masses of sodian pollucite are found at Dikita (Smithsonian, R WI).

Scolecite

(Skol-eh-site)

Ca[A12Si30101·3HZO. Z = 8
Named ·skolezit" it 1813, by AF. Geblen and J.N. Fuchs, after Ihe Greek word for ....,orm.
because of scolecite's tendency 10 curl up in a wormlike fashion when healed wilh a blowpipe.
The name was later changed to the now accepted spelling, scolccile.
Type Locality: None

Obsolete Synonyms: melascolecile, poonahlile, poonalile, punahlile, scolesil, skolezile, weissian
Nomenclature: Scolccile has very little varialion in chemislry. Variations in chemislry or orderdisorder in the framework should be handled by using optional descriptive modifiers (such as
Na-rich, Si-rich, sodian, calcium, or disordered) ralher Ihan crealing new species. In Ihe pasl,
minerals identified as Na-rich scolecile were the result of chemical analysis on two or more
inlergrown minerals.

Structure
Crystal System: Monoclinic, Triclinic (pseud<H>rthorhombic)
Spa« Group: Cc or Fldl
Crystal Axes: a = 6.52-6.53 A
a = 18.51 A
b = 18.96-18.97 A
b = 18.97 A
c = 9.76-9.78 A
c = 6.53 A
~ = 108.9'>
~ = 90.6°
Type of Structure: The alumin05ilicate framework slructure of scolecile (structural codc NAT)
is Ihe same as nalrolile and mesolile. II consists of long, aluminosilicale ordered chains, rotaled
24°, wilh a small distortion caused by a slight rotation of thc center of the silicon letrahedron of

the chains around the chain axis. One calcium cation and three water molecules are in four ion
sites in the channcls paralic I to the c-3Jds (Adiwidjaja, 1972; Faith and Hansen, 1979; GOllardi
and Galli, 1985; Smith et ai., 1984).
X-ray crystal structure analy,sis shows the framework to be monoclinic with no indicalion of
silicon-aluminum disorder (Kvick and Slahl, 1985). Scolccile, wilh a disordered silicon-aluminum framework similar 10 gonnardile, should be possible. Oplical sludies by Akizuki and
Harada (1988) found evidence that scolecile has some disorder in the aluminum and silicon
because growth sectors are prescnt wilh Iriclinic symmetry and symmetrical extinction angles of
3° from the b-axis.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, while, pink, salmon, red,
green
Streak: while
Luster: vitreous 10 silky
Hardness: 5
Density: 2.25 to 2.31 gm/cm3
Fracture: uneven, brittle
Cleavage: {IIO}, perfect

Refracti\'e Indices:
a = 1.507-1.513
~ = 1.516-1.520
-y = 1.517-1.521
biaxial negalive
2V = 36° to 56°
negative elongalion
inclined extinction
a'" c = 160 to ISO
~""'a = 3°,-y"'b = 3°

•

•
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Morphology
Scolecite commonly forms thin. prismatic needles, frequently flattened on {OlO}. twinned on
{100} (Figs. 518.520,529). producing "YO or flSh·tailterminations, and intersecting, ·V"-shaped
striations on {OlO} (Figs. 522,532). Less commonly, scolecite prism.~ are square in cross section
(Figs. 516,517). Scolecite often forms fibrous radiating groups or masses. Terminations are usually composed of multiple fibers rather lhan smooth, single faces. Twinning is common on
{lOO}, rare on {OOl} and {HO}. Epitaxial intergrOlVlhs with mesolite are common. Natrolite
docs not direclly form epitaxial overgrowths on scolecite. Nalrolite can form on a scolecite prism
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only when mesolite forms between the two. $colecite commonly forms crystals 1 cm wide aDd 10
em long. Exceptional crystals reach 5 cm wide and 25 em long. Although scolccite is triclioic, tbe
crystal forms appear pseudo-orlhorhombic.
Point Group: I (pseudo m and pseudo mm2)
Crystal Class: Pinacoidal (pseudodomatic and pseudorhombic-pyramidal)
Forms:
Common {lll}, {Ill}, {l01}, {IlO}, {OlO}
Rare {lOO}, {OOI}. {SIO}, {21O}, {470}, {l20}, {l2 o I2·S}, {332}, {33l}, {44l}, {55l},
{SSI}, {474}, {l3I}, {311}, {S3I}, {l3 o llo I}

Figure 530. While scolecile prisms, up 1010 em
long. wllh mulliple lerminalions, from Ihe
Soulh Fork of Ihe Toulle River, COWIiIZ
Coun!)', Washinglon, U.SA; photo by Rudy W.
Tsehernich.
Figure 529. Transparent, colorless scolecite prisms,

25 em long. (rom tbe Antas Railway Tunnel, Benlo
Goncalves, Rio Grande do Sui, Brazil; Smithsonian
Inslitulion Pholo No. 126756.
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Fl3un 531. Transparenl, oolortcss, nallened

needles, 8 moo long. on stilbite rrom Ihe
Living tone Quany. Orchards, Washington,
U.SA; photo by Rudy W. Tschemich.

~Iecile

Figure 532. Transparent, oolorless, sooIccite
prisms, IS moo across, wilh "II" !winning rrom
Nasi\(, India; photo by Rudy W. Tsehemich.

Chemical Composition
Teigarhom, Berufjord, Iceland (Alberti el al., 1982)
ary.85 Nao.0 1[AI 15.()8Si24.3Z0so1024.41HZO
Nasik, Maharastra State, India (Alberti el 01.,1982)

Ca7.75Nao.05[AlI5.77Si24.Z90so1023.90HZO
Veranapolis, Rio Grande do Sui, Brazil (Alberti el aJ., 1982)
Ca7.69Nao.06[AlI5.8~i24.240so1024.67HZO
Digby Gut, Annapolis Co., Nova Scotia, Canada (Walker and Parsons, 1922)
Ca7.63 NaO.36Ko.04f AI 16. 14Si23.890so1 o23.39HZO
Yellow Lake, Ollala, British Columbia, Canada (William Wise, pers. comm.)
Ca8.54Na.33[AlI6.1~i23.560S01oxH20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Because scoIecite bas a very ordered silicon·aluminum framework, it bas a narrow range of
composition. It is always very calcium rich with only minor amounts of sodium and traces of
potassium. There is a complete anscnce of barium, strontium, iron, and magnesium (Alberti el
aI., 1982). Scolecite is isostructural with mcsolitc and natrolite but does nOl form a continuous
chemical series with them. Intergrowths with mcsolite or natrolite frequently produce anomalous sodium or potassium contenlS in older analyses. TSi = Si/(Si +AI) = 0.60 to 0.64; Si/AI =
1.46 to 1.55
Synthetic seolecite was prepared bY, Koizumi and Roy (1960) from gels, using nalural seed
crystals al temperatures between 23()0 and 285° C. Wirsching (1981) Obtained well-formed S)1lI.hel.ic scolecite crystals, 0.005 mm long, in a simulated ·open system" by reaction of basaltic glass
.....i th renewed dilute Cael2 solution al 2000 C.
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Identification
SColecite cannot be distinguisbed from mesolite and natrolite by morpbology but it is easily iden·
tified by its optics. Optical tests will separate the scolecite, mesolite, and natrolite and can show
epitaxial intergrowths that X-ray patterns cannot reveal. The refractive indices (RI) of scolecite
are higher than natrolite, mesolite, erionite, offrctite, or mordenite. Thomsonile bas RI higher
than scolcdte. SColecite has a distinctive inclined optical extinction angle of 16° to ISO. The Xray pattern of scolecile is similar to natrolite and mesolite. Presence of "V"-sbaped terminations
and "Y" -shaped striations on {O IO}, from twinning, is a good indication that the fibrous zeolite
is scolecite.
Field Observations for Fibrous Zeolite Recognition
(Optical tests are required for posilive identification)
Mesolile
Associations: Found with the calcium zeolites chabazite and tbomsonite or on heulandile and
stilbite
Habit: Long, Ihin, hairlike needles, square in cross seclion
Rock Type: In nonmarine surface flows, away from seawater
Natrolite
Associations: Found with the sodium zeolites analcime, gmelinite, or chabazite (hcrschelile
cryslal form)
Habit: Thin needles or coarse prisms, square in cross section
Rock Type: Marine pillow basalt or breccia, or ncar seawater
Scolecite
Associations: can be found on top of the calcium zeolites heulandite, stilbite, epistilbite
Habit: Flattened prisms, lOY" twinning, fibrous multiple terminatiOns
Rock Type: Nonmarine, surface flows
Mordenite, wbich also occurs with beulandite, slilbite, and e.pistilbite, is commonly included
within or under those zeolites while mesolitc and scolecite are found on top.

Cleaning
Most scolecite specimens only require water or soaking in laundry presoak Diz bleach solulion to
loosen mud, followed by pressurized water or an ultrasonic Cleaning for removal of the waste.
Rock debris between needles can be removed by hOlding Ihe specimen upside down and running
a needle along the crystals or by using a vacuum cleaner. Scolecite has a low Si/AJ ratio; therefore, it should not be cleaned with hydrochloric acid. Warm acelic acid will remove calcite,
although prolonged soaking in hot acetic acid can cause a white frosted appearance. Oxalic acid
can be used to remove iron stains. A vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese
oxides. Oay, mud, or iron stains that penetrate rough surfaces on scolecite are very dimcult to
remove.

Origin
SColecitc (intergrown with mesolite) is characteristic of the lowermost zone mapped in eastern
Iceland by Walker (l960b). Scolecite is also found in lower zeolite zones in Brazil (Murata el oJ.,
1987) and Northern Ireland (Walker, 19608, 19613). Data (rom geothermal wells in basalt in
Iceland show that scolecite crystallizes at depths from 450 to 1200 meters, and at temperatures
from 700 to 1000 C (Krist mannsd611 ir and T6masson, 1978). With increasing deplh, empty cavities are first encountered followed by chabazite> scolecite-mesolite > stilbite > laumontite
(Kristmannsd611ir and T6masson, 1978).
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Occurrence
Scolecite is a common zeolite, widely found with low-silica zeolites throughout the world. Scolecite is fouod in basalt, gneiss, and in contact metamorphic zones. The best display specimens are
found at Nasik and Bombay, India; Brazil; Cowlitz Couoty, Washington, U.SA; and Iceland.
Micro-sized crystals are available from many localities.

Worldwide Localities
ANTARCTICA

White, fan-shaped aggregatcs of scolecitc coat fracture surfaces in diorite near the Werner
bathOlith, on the northern slope of a small hill in the southwestern part of the Data Mountains,
on the northern Lassiter Coast, Antarctic Peninsula (Vennum and Bentz, 1976). The mineralization resulted from hydrothermal alteration of the diorite by solutions emanating from the
granodiorite during its emplacement (Vennum and Bentz, 1976).
Coarse, white, radiating, scolecite prisms, up to 2 cm long, fonn masses, up to 30 coo in diameter, covered by green apophyllite in POSt-Jurassic tuffs and pillow basalt at the Battlemcllts
Nunatak, in the Mawson Glacier, Victoria Land, along the Ross Sea (Gunn and Warren, 1962).
Associated minerals include mesolite, laumontite, heulandite, okcnite, and, possibly, garronite
(Gunn and Warren, 1962; RWI).
AUSTRAUA

New South Wales: Scolecite is found with heulandite and stilbite in Permian andesite at Werris
Creek (England and Sutherland, 1988).
Tasmania: Milky-white radiating scolecite, associated with chabazite, is found near fault zones,
in the Jurassic dolerite, at Ben Lomond and Exton, near Deloraine (Sutherland, 1977). Scolecite
occurs at the Gorge, Launccston; in basalt near Hillwood, East Tamar River; in eastern
Tasmania ncar the DOUglas River; and in southern Tasmania at Knights Creek, Glenorchy
(Sutherland, 1977). Scolecite, fonncrly described as gonnarditc by Sutherland (1964), is found
with chabazite in the Railway Quarries, Hobart (Chalmers, 1968; Sutherland, 1977).
AUSTRIA

Carinthia: Excellent specimens, consisting of colorless scolecite prisms, up to 8 em long, arc
found with heulandite, laumontite, prehnite, epidote, stilbite, chabazite, titanite, muscovite, and
albite in cavities in granitic-gneiss at Pfluglhof, Malia-Tal, ncar Gmund (Geraot Weissensteiner,
pers. comm.).
Scolecite, heulandite, and laumontite are found on quartz crystals in cavitics in gneiss al Perschitz, Maltatal, Hafner Mountains (Geraot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.). Scolccite occurs with
stilbite and chabazite in the Reisseck Mountains near Mooshutte, and with laumontite, slilbite,
epidote, titanite, prochlorite, chabazite, quartz, rutile, and zircon at Quarry G~II, Frassgraben,
Koralpe (GernOl Weisscllsteiner, pers. comm.).
Salzburg: Scolecite is commonly found in large cavilies in granitic gneiss in the VenedigcrMountains (= Hohc Tauem). Scolecite is found with stilbite, heulandite, and laumontite on
gneiss at Stubachtal (paar, 1971). Scolecitc crystals are found with quartz and orthoclase variety
adularia at Krausenkarkopf, Obcrsulzbachtal; with stilbite, hannolome, and laumontite at $attelkar, Obersul2bachtal; with laumontite, stilbite, chabazite, quartz, orthoclase variety adularia,
and prehnite at Weisseneck, HoUersbachlal; and with stilbite, chabazite, titanite, prehnite, plagioclase, and calcite at Speibingk.lamm and Bruehgraben, HoUersbachtal (GernOl Weisscnsteiner,
pers. comm.). Scolecile crystals, up to 4 cm loog, occur with stilbite and smoky quarlz at Foissenairn, Obersul2bachtal (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Scolecite is found at the following localities: at Hutalpe near Mairalpe, Habachtal, with slilbite
and plagioclase in large cavities in amphibolite; with bavenite at Hochalpe, Untersu1zbachtal; in
a scheelitc mine at Felbcrtauern, with laumontite, stilbite, quarlz, and sulfides, where it forms
crystals up to 7 cm long; with heulandite, quartz, titanite, apatite, and orthoclase variety adularia
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at Rillcrkar, Rauris Vallcy. as whitc cryslals, 3 cm long; with stilbite and gadolinite at Bockstein,
near Bad Gastein, Gasteiner Valley; and at Oberstes IIjorkar, near Gamsk.arspilzc, Gasteiner
Valley, wherc it occurs on orthoclase varicty adularia (Gcrnot Weissensteiner, pcrs. comm.).
A large cavity in gneiss (75 by 30 by 30 cm) at Tauernmoossee, Stubacbtal, was lined with
smoley quartz, up to 10 cm long. covered with long, prismatic, colorless to white scolccite crystals,
up to 7 em long, that were covered with 2-cm-long, white laumOntite crystals and were associated with stilbite, heulanditc, Orthoclase varicty adularia, apatite, fluorite, titanite, calcite, and
chlorite (Gernot Weisscnsteiner, pers. comm.).
Styria: Radiating aggregates of scolecite are found with laumontite, heulandite, orthoclase variety adularia, albite, axinite, prehnite, schorl, stilbite, and muscovite at Quarry Humpelgraben,
Gleinalpe, and with stilbite and chabazite on amphibolitc at Trafossgraben, ncar Kirchdorf an
der Mur, Gleinalpe (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Tyrol: Scolecite crystalS, up to I cm long, are found with laumontite, apophyUite, slilbite, and
quartz in granitic gneiss at Elfriede-Triebwasserstollen, Zillergrundl, and at ZCmmtal, Zillerlal
(Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.). At Sondergrund/HoUenzkofel, eastern WOllbachspit7-c,
Zillerlal, scolccitc is found on orthoclase varicty adularia in granitic gneiss (Gernot Weisscnsteiner, pcrs. comm.). $colecite also occurs at Zemmtal, Zillertal. Colorless needles of scolecite are found with quartz, prehnitc, and chloritc in cavilies in whitc marblc at Weisse Wand,
ncar Innergschloss (Gernot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
BRAZIL

Rio Grande do Sui: Scolccite is abundant in Jurassic-Cretaceous tboleiitic basalt and andesitc
near Porto Alegre (Murata el al., 1987). It occurs with laumontite, heulandite, stilbite, mesolitc,
apophyllile, calcite, smectite, and clay, rarely, with quartz, tl1omsonitc, chabazitc, and analcime
in areas mapped as laumontite and scolecite zones (Murata el al., 1987). A quartz-rich zooe,
composed of dacite and rhyolite, that covers the basal! and andesitc, contains thc high-silica zeoIitcs mordenile and beulanditc but no mesolite and scolecite (Murata tl aI., 1987). The minerals
probably formed at temperatures from 60" to 100" C due to a strong, high hcstllow and
bydrotbermal action from seafloor spreading (Murata el al., 1987).
Exceptional specimens, composed of elongated needles and coarse prismatic scolecite crystalS,
up to 19 em long and 4 cm wide, are found with large, colorless to light green apophyllite, creamcolored stilbite, golden calcite, and red heulandite in large cavities in basalt at Rio Pelotas
(Franco, 1952, 1953). Scolecite occurs at Sao Francisco de Paula; Sama Cruz; and Enerulilhada
(Franco el 01., 1972); and at Veranapoli (A1berli el al., 1982).
Lieber (1978) reports exceptional specimens of colorless to milley-white scolecite prisms, fre·
quently forming "V" twins, up to 1 cm wide and 20 em long, with a few reaching 5 coo across and
25 coo long (Fig. 529), in large pockets, up to 1 metcr wide, in vesicular basalt exposed during
construction of the Antas Railway Tunncl, ncar Bento Goncalves. The scolecitc is found on
enormous, blOCky, cubelike, colorless to light green apophyllitc crystals, up to 20 coo across, that
were commonly covered with smaller, colorless apophyllite and ....-ere associated with large, while
to red hculandite, brownish stilbile, and minor laumontite, natrolite, quartz, and calcite (Lieber,
1978).
Santa Catherina: cellent specimens of long twinned scolecite crystalS, over 10 coo long and up
to 2 em wide, are found On heulandite and are covered with colorless apopbyllite in large cavities
in basalt at Serra de Tuberao (Hintze, 1897; Dana, 1898). Scolecite occurs at Lajes (Franco el
aJ., 1972).
BULGARIA

Scolccite, associated with copper mineralization, is found in the highest-temperature
hydrothermal zone in andesitie rocks, surrounding intrusive monzonite to granodiorite, in a zone
extending from the Dalk.an Mountains to the Black Sea (Kostov, 1969).
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CANADA
British Columbia: Thin, flattened, colorless, white, salmon·pink, or red needles of scolecile, up

to 2 coo long, are capped with mesolite in vesicular trachyte flows along Yellow Lake, near Olalla
(RWT). The complex crystallization history at tbis locality appears to represent shallow hot
springs activity where the zeolites pbillipsite > analcime> thomsonite > scolecite·mesolite·
natrolite, crystallizing in vesiCles, were invaded by fractures followed by solutions dep05iting Srbearing heulandite > brewsterite-yugawaralite-fluorite, La-bearing wakefieldite-(Ce) > laumon·
tite, along with large amounts of calcite.
Nova Scotia: Scolecite is very rare in the basalt cliffs along the coast of the Bay of Fundy. Walker
and Parsons (1922) reported finding creamy-white scolecite masses, several centimeters in
diameter, only at Digby Gut in Annapolis Counly. Dana (1898) reports large masses of scolccite
wilh thomsonile at North Mountain, Kings County, and at Gates Mountain, Annapolis County.
Quebec: Scolecite occurs in a granite dike in the serpentine region of the Blacklake, Megantie
County (Dana, 1898).
CHILE

Hintze (1897) reported several scolecite localities: in basall, in the Andes near Santiago; as com·
pact groups abundant at Chachapual-Thales; at tbe Rodaito Copper Mine ncar Coquimbo, as
spherical aggregates, up to 2 cm in diameter, compo5Cd of white needles inlergrown with mesolite; and in volcanics at Rio Putsgan, with Okenite.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Scolecite occurs in a contact zone between metamorphosed impure limeslone and phonolite at
Olawa (Thugutt, 1953). Scolecite caps mesolile needles and is associated with chaba"lite and
thomsonite at Horoi Jilovc, Bohemia (Ryehl9 and UIl)'ch, 1980).
$colecite crystalli7..es in the sequence: scolecite > heulandile > slilbite > chabazile > laumonlite, in amphibolite at Cervcna hora, near KOUly, in Moravia (Novotna, 1926).
Scolecite, stilbite, epistilbite, laumontite, chabazite, heulandite, calcile, and apophyllile occur in
cavilies in andesite near Siator05Ska Bukovinka, in the Cerova Vrchovins area (Duda et ai.,
1984). Scolecite is found in phonolile at Marienberg, ncar UsH nad Ubem (= Aussig) (Hibsch,
1915). Radiating, spherical, terminated scolccite aggregates, 12 moo in diameter, arc found at
Hauenstein, Bohemia (Smithsonian, R WT).
ETHIOPIA

Scolecite is found in basalts of A1omata, Eritrea (Scherillo, 1938).
FAROE ISLANDS

Scolecile forms radialing masses, 5 em in diameter, on stilbite on EyslUl'Oy Island (RWI). Bctz
(1981) reporls scolecile (intergrown with mcsolile) associated wilh nalive copper on Suderoy
Island. Colorless, transparent, coarse scolcdte needles are found at Thorsbavn (R Wf).
FRANCE

Radialing groups of scolecite occur at Tour.<Je·Boulade, Auvcrgene (Hintze, 1897).
GERMANY

Scolecite is found in granile from Pl1asterkaule, Eisenach, Tudngia (Dana, 1898). Scolccitc fills
veins in an impure limestone (in contact with phonolite) at Hegeberg, near Bodenbaeh, on the
Elbe (Michel, 1920).
Scolecilc occurs in basalt in the Zeilberg Quarry, Maroldswe.isaeb, near Schweinfun, Unler·
franken (Willern, 1990). Other cavilies conlain dachiardile, silica·ricb hculandite (= clinoptilolite), natrolite, thomsonite, stilbite, gmelinite, chabazite, erionite, gismondine, and phillipsitc
(Toni Wieland, pers. comm.).
White needles of scolecite occur in vesicular basalt in the ArenSberg Quarry, ncar Zilsdorf,
Eifel (Willern, 1990). Other cavilies contain analcime, chabazite, gismondinc, gonnardite, gyrolite, natrolite, offretite, phillipsite, thomsonile, tacharanile, tobermorile, heulandile, mesolite,
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apophyllitc, montmorillonite, aragonite, and calcitc. Basalt at Bad Marienberg, Westerwald, con·
tains scolecite, natrolite, harmotomc, chabazite, and calcite (Wiltcm, 1990).
Scolecite occurs in Tcrtiary melilite.nephclinitc basaltic roclc: at HOwenegg, Hegau (Willern,
1990). Other cavities contain amicite, mcrlinoite, phillipsite, mesolitc, thomsonite, Chabazite,
natrolite, garronite, phillipsite, harmotome, mountainite, torbermorite, stilbite, paulingite,
makatite, calcite, and aragonite (Walcnta, 1974; Walenta et aI., 1981).
Scolecitc occurs with natrolitc, mesolite, thomsorute, phillipsite, gonnardite, and stilbite in
basalt at Rossdorf, near Darmstadt (Wiltcrn, 1990).

GREENLAND
Scolecite forms groups of radiating twinned prisms, 3 to 5 mOl long, with tbe forms {110} and
{111}, and less commonly {01O} and {lOO, on stilbite at many loealities in the districts of God·
havn, Umanak, and Julianeb.aab (B0ggild, 1953). Scolecite forms twinned crystals, up to 5 mOl
in diameter and 12 mOl long, at Qarssuanguit-qaqait (British Museum, RWT).
In eastern Greenland, scolecite forms white, needlelike masses, up to 6 em long, on Mount
Henry, and reddisb to white masses, up to 5 em long, associated with thomsonite at Turner 0
(Boggild, 19(9).

HUNGARY
Scolccite occurs in Pliocene basalts, north of l3alaton Lake, in the order of crystallization: calcite
> phillipsite> chabazite> analcime> stilbitc > thomsonite > natrolite·mesolite-scolecitc >
calcite> aragonite (Mauritz, 1938; Koch, 1978).
At Gulscs, Topolca. natrolite is capped with zones of mesolite and scolecite, and is associated
with phillipsite, gismondine, chabazite, analcime, calcite and stilbite (Mauritz, 1938; Erd~Iyi,
19M); Koch, 1978). Alberti el al. (1983) found disordered nalrolile on Na·rich gonnardile (:::
tetranatrolite) at this same locality.

ICELAND
ScoIecite is very abundant in Tertiary olivine basalt in the Berufjord.Breiddalur area of eastern
Iceland. Walker (l960b) mapped a scoIecite-mesolitc zone from below sea level to an altitude of
762 meters at Dcrufjord.Breiddalur. It forms colorless, translucent, nallened prisms with a widc
range of crystal form (see GoIdscbmidt, 1913) and "V" twins that are frequently intergrown
with mesolite. Exceptional sprays of scoIecite, 2 to 10 mOl wide and 8 to 10 cm long, are found in
large pockets in basalt along the coastal cliffs at Teigarhorn (Bel.1., 1981). Nearby basalt contains
the silica·poor species chabazitc, thomsonite, analcimc, levyne, phillipsite, and gismondine
(Walker, 1960b). Scolecite is not found in tholeiitic basalts (also present at Teigarhorn) that con·
tain the silica·rich minerals mordcnite, epistibite, quartz, and chalcedony.
Scolecite (inrergrown with mesolite) is found in drill holes in low.temperature hydrothermal
areas near A1cureyri in northern Iceland, and near Reykjavik in western Iceland, at depths from
450 to 1200 meters and at tcmperatures from 700 to 1000 C. The zeolites have been mapped in
geothermal wells according to increasing lcmperature and depth starting with empty cavities at
the surface> chabazitc zone> mesolite·scolecite zone> stilbite zone> to the deepest and
hottest laumontite zone (Kristmannsd6ltir and T6masson. 1978).

INDIA
Most of the world's finest scolecite specimens are found in the Tertiary Deccan Basalt near
Na ik, Pune (::: Poona), and Bombay, in the state of Mabarashtra.
The quarries in the Nasik rcgion produce an abundance of superb, large, colorless sprays of
well·terminated coarse scolecite crystals that are commonly twinned on {lOO} to form "Y".
shaped terminations with "V--shaped striations on {010} (Figs. 522,532). 'The scolecite crystals
are frequently 15 mOl wide and 18 em long with cxceptional crystals reaching 2 Col wide and 35
em long (Sukheswala el aI., 1974). The scolecite is commonly found alone or on stilbite and is
covered with laumontite or colorless, pale grecn, or white f1uorapophyllitc. Large pockets, up to
2 metcrs wide, lined with sprays orwell·terminated scoIecite crystals, are found on stilbite at the
Pimplas Quarry, near Nasik (Currier, 1976). Kothavala (1982) reports massive radiating scole-
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cite with powellite at Pandulena Hill, southwest of Nasik. Currier (1976) found scolecite, up to
18 em long, in road cuts south of Nasik.
COlorless, flattened scolecite crystals, up to 4 em long, form radiating sprays, up to 7 em in
diameter, on blocky green apophyllite and are covered by tiny, thin, colorless apophyllite plates,
in cavities in basalt at Junar, Pune District (RWT). Attractive, prismatic, colorless to white,
intersecting sprays ofseolecite, up to 14 em long, with multiple, fibrous terminations, are found
at Narayngoan, near Pune (RWT).
Scolecite is scarce in the "Bombay Quarry: at Khandivali, north of Bombay. It forms transparent, colorless, water·dear, pseudotetragonal prisms, 2 to 50101 across and 3 to 6 em long, in
radiating sprays, up to 8 em in diameter, in large drusy quartz.lined cavities within green pillOW
basalt at Khandivali (RWT). The scolecite prisms are square cross sections, terminated by a
pyramid, and show no external evidence of twinning (Figs. 516,517). The minerals crystaUized in
the order: calcite-quartz > scoledte > prehnite-Iaumontitc-prehnite > yugawaralite > calcitegyrolite<alcite > okcnite > hydroapophylUte > gypsum. Stilbite, which is rare at this quarry,
forms on scolecite and laumontite.
Exceptional groups, up to 10 em in diameter, composed of milky to milky-green (COlored from
clay inclusions) seolecite-mcsolitc·natrolite prisms, 4 to 6 0101 wide and up to 10 em long (with
some up to 10 mm wide), are found in quanz-lined cavities in the center of pillow basalt in the
Number 2 and 10 Quarries at Khandivali, north of Bombay (DUdley Blauwct, pers. comm.).
The milky and milky.green crystals are composed of overgrowths of seolecitc > mesolite >
natrolite where colorless seolecile makes up 85% of the interior of each needle, wilh a tiny
milky-colored cap of mcsolite, foU()\I\'ed by a 2-0101 overgrowth of natrolite that covers thc tcrmination and prism faces of both mesolite and scolecite (Fig. 526)(RWf). Only the transparent
colorless needles at Khandivali are pure scolccite (R WT).

ITALY
Cerio (1980) reporls seolecile, laumontite, epistilbite, and heulandite in mctamorphic carbonate
rocks at San Giorgio, Sondrio. Scolccite occurs at ZCgna Dielmonte, Biclla, Vercelli (Alberti el
01., 1982).
JAPAN
Scolccite occurs in volcanic rocks from Hudakakc., Kiyokawa-mura, Kanagawa Prefecturc
(Harada el 01.,1968). Scolccite, Cpislilbile, laumontite, and levyne arc found in andesite at
Kuroiwa, Niigata Prefecture (fakeshita et 01., 1975). Scolelcite occurs at Moroyosc, Hyogo Prcfecture (Alberti et a)., 1982).
MEXICO
Baja CalifornIa: Salinas (1923) reports seolecite from volcanics of the Virgenes y Loreto.

Jalisco: Scolccitc is found with mcsolitc and calcite in thc Barranca de Rio Grande, San Cristobal de la Barranca, Municipio dc San Cristobal de la Barranca (Salinas, 1923).
San Luis Potosi: Excellent specimens of colorless to white, radiating prisms of scolccitc form
hemispheres, up to 4 em in diameter, on calcite and datolitc at Charcas, Municipio dc Charcas
(Panczner, 1987; Smithsonian, RWT).
Zacatecas: Small whitc radiating hemispheres of scolecite, up to 120101 in diameter, are found
with pyrite, boulangeritc, and apophyllite at the Noche Buena Mine, Noche Buena
(Smithsonian, RWl).
MOZAMBIQUE
Needles of scolecitc, intergrown wilh natrolite, arc found with light red lilbite, quam, and lau·
montite in vesicular basalt in the Corumana Mountains, of thc Lcbombo Range (Correia Neves
and Lopes Nunes, 1968).

NEW ZEALAND
North Island: Thin, hairlike needles of seolccite and bladed thomsonite are found in cavities in
basalt at Tairua, Coromandel Peninsula, Auckland (William Ulrich, unpublished rcport).
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South Islaod: SColecite is found with chabazite, heulandite, stilbite, laumontite, quartz, mordenite, apophylLite, and natrolite at Stew Point, in the Rakaia Gorge, Canterbury ((William
Ulrich, unpublished report; A1un Baines, pers. comm.).

NICARAGUA
Thin, white, radiating needles, up to 2 em long, are composed of a thin layer of scolecite on the
sides and tips of mesolite needles, in volcanics at La Cruz de la India, Department of Leon
(Charles Trantham, pers. comm.). Other cavities contain heulandite, stilbile. and chabazite.
PERU
SColecite is reported to be found with tremolite at Uma and lca (Hintze, 1897).
POLAND
White aggregates of scolecite are found with red chabazite, golden-brown stilbite, heulandite,
epidote, and feldspar in the granitic pegmalites at St.riegau (Smit.hsonian, RWT).
SOUTH AFRICA
Small, Oat. colorless scolecite needles overgrow thick, short, white mesolite prisms to form zoned
composite crystals (Fig. 525), up to 1 cm long and 3 to 4 mm wide, included within and on colorless translucent blocky fluorapophyllile, and are covered by tiny colorless fluorapophyllite in
green prehnitc-Iincd veins at the Palabora Open Pit Copper Mine, Palabora, Transvaal (RWT).
Colorless, thick scolecite prisms are rare in joint fISSures in a dolerite sill at the Leach and
Brown Quarry, Durban Townlands, Ladysmith, K1ipriver District, Natal (Hugh Heron, pers.
comm.; R WT). Nearby veins contain mesolite, thomsonite. gismondine, gmelinite, chabazite,
and apophyllite.
SPAIN

Scolecite is found in hydrothermal veins crossing tholeiitic Triassic dolerite in the Pyrenean and
Cantabrian area (Bcstciroe( al., 1985). Wltite, radiating needles ofscolecite, up to 15 mm long,
form masses with prehnite in manganese mines at Estopanya, Baixa Ribagorca (Moreso, 1988).
White, radiating scolecite crystals are found with phillipsite. calcite, chabazite, thomsonite.
mcsolite, natrolite, tobermorite. and tacharanite in olivine basalt at Fogars de Tordera, La selva,
Catalunga, Girona (Bareche. 1988).

SWEDEN
White, divergent needles of scolecite form masses in diabase at LunddorrsfjaU (Hintze, 1897).
SWITZERLAND
Small, radial masses of scolecite are found with quartz, orthoclase variety adularia, epidote, and
chlorite on joints in biotite gneiss at Lincscio ob Cavio, Valle Maggia, Tcssin (Grutter, 1931).
Coarse needlcs of scolecite, up to 12 mm long, are associated with quartz and aSbeslOS at Feliii hal (British Museum, RWT).
Water-c1ear prisms of scolecite, up to 1em long and 2 mm wide, form radial aggregatcs with
calcite, quart.z, heulandile, apophyllitc, ehlorilc, and litanite in cavilies in granite and gneiss from
Schattig Wichel. Uri (Hintze, 1897; Parker, 1922). Colorless scolecile crystals, up to 1em long,
are found with calcite and apophyllite in the Maderaner Valley, and at Fiesch, Valais (Hintze,
1897; Dana. 1898). SColeeite also occurs at Giubiasco, Tessin (Gschwind and Brandenberger,
1932). White scolecite crystals, up to 2 cm long and 1 mm wide, are found with heulandite on
smoky quartz and adularia at Etzlital (Hintze, 1897).
Rarely, large white acicular scolectite crystals arc found with heulandite, stilbite, chabazite, and
apophyllite, on lluorite and scheelite at Schattig Wiehel, ,",,'CSt of Pi2 Giuv (parker, 1973). Scole·
cile occurs with chabazite, stilbite, and heulandite on quartz, adularia, and prehnite at Caschle,
west of Val Strem, and with laumontite, stilbite, chabazite, and smoky quartz at Chruzlistrock
(Parker, 1973). Cavities in biolite schist at Grosse Sidelhorn. near Baregg, Obcraar, contain
radiating acicular scolecite crystals with stilbite and quartz (parker, 1973). AI Fieschergletscher,
radiating bails of scolecite are found with heulandile, stilbite, and chabazite on quartz, chlorite.
calcite, apatite, titanitc, epidote, bavcnite, and milarite (Parker. 1973). Scolecite is found with
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stilbitc,laumoOlite, and chabazite on apatite, quarlz, epidote, prehnite. siderite, rutile, axinite,
calcitc. and titanite at Grosstal, north of Zumdorf, Urserental, ncar Rotenberg (parker. 1973).
Thin white soolecite needles are found with stilbitc and chabazite on quartz and brownish to
green topazolite garnet at Val Sogn Placi. northeast of Disentis, in the Uppcr Rhine Valley
(Parker, 1973). Scolecite is rarely found with stilbite, titanite, prehnite, tourmaline, hematite,
quartz, chlorite, and muscovite at Piz Lai Blau, Val Nalps (parker, 1973). Musoovite-biotite
gneiss, at Promontogno, Kanton Graubunden, contains radiating white balls of sooleeitc with
stilbitc, laumontite, and heulandite on quartz, adularia, octahedrall1uoritc, and prehnite
(parker, 1973).
White acicular scolecite needles are found with stilbitc,laumontite, heulanditc, chabazite, and
apophylUte on pink fluorite, quarlz, prehnite, tourmaline, apatite. epidote, albite. and ehlorile in
biotite-gneiss at Arvigo, Val calanca (Parker, 1973). Allracti've radiating acicular groups of
sooleeite arc found with heulandite,laumontile, epistilbite, prehnite. and fluorite at Biasca
(parker, 1973). Scolecite also occurs at castaneda, Val Calance, near Gromo; at Lavorgo. Valle
Leventina; at Linescia, southwest of Ccvio. Valle Maggia; and in pegmatites at Lodrino (parker,
1973).
The contact, between hornblende-bearing rock and serpentine at Schwarzhorn, GeisspOad,
Binnalal, contains radiating acicular soolecite crystals, up to 5 em long, with titanite, apatite. aod
actinolite (Parker, 1973). In thc Serre de Vuibe, Arolla. northwest of Zermall. soolecite is found
with stilbitc, chabazite, and laumontite in cavities in chlorite-bearing rock (Parker, 1973). Radiating soolecite crystals are found on anatase, albite, and quartz at Anengletscher, LolSChental
(Parker, 1973).
TAIWAN

Scolecite, thomsonite, chabazite, phillipsite. and clay minerals are found in vesicles and fissures
in baSalt, at Hsin-jin on Penghu Island (Lin, 1979).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Dikes and laccoliths, intruded into sediments in Georgia, contain SOOleeite-thomsonite gabbros
that are believed to be derived from syenitic and gabbroic magmas (Belyankin and Petrov,
1940).
UNITED KINGDOM

Northern Ireland: $coleeite is scarce in the Tertiary baSalts of County Antrim. Walker (l960a)
reported scolecite as an independent species (not intergrown with mcsolitc and natrolite) at less
than 1% of the localities he studied. It has since been found at many additionallocalilies. Scolecite forms chalkJike mailed aggregates of minute fibers or tbin overgrowthS on wned natrolitemesolitc necdles (Walker, 1951). The minerals frequently crystallize in tbe order: calcite>
levyne > phillipsile > chabazite-gismondine-thomsonite-cbabazite > gmelinite > analcime>
nalrolile-mcsolite·scolecite> calcite (Walker, 1951, 1959).
Rarely, thin colorless needles of mesolile. up to 5 mm loog, are found extending (rom a white
sooleeitc base in red vesicular basalt at the Parkgate Quarry, Templepatrick (R WI). Nearby
cavities contain thomsonite.lcvyne, COW1esitc, offretite-crionitc, gismondine, and calcite.
In the Langford Lodge borehole, which drilled through 789 meters of Anlrim basall, scolecitc,
mesolite, garronite,levyne, chabazite, thomsonitc, calcite, and saponitc were found sporadically
be·low 300 meters depth and prominently below 518 meters (Walker. 19628, 1960a).
Colorless, radiating needles of soolecite, up to 15 mm long, are found in basalt cavities at
Down Hill, County Londonderry (RWI). Thin, while, radiating soolecite fibers form masses, up
to 4 em thick, in veins. and, less commonly, form delicate, l-cm-Iong sprays on cowlesite and
thomsonite in vesicular baSalt near Dunserverick. (Harry Fay, pers. comm.). Scolecite rarely
occurs at Kane's Quarry, Glengormley, near Belfast; Old Baltyclare Quarry, Ballyclare; and in
gObbinsite-garronite-bearing rOCk at Two-Moulh cave, south of Portmuck. on Island Magee
(Harry Foy, pcrs. comm.).
Scotl.and: Scolecite is frequently intergrown with mesolite in the basalts on the Island of Skye.
Colorless transparent soolecite crystalS, 10 to 25 mm long, line vesicular basalt at Talisker Bay,
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and along the coast 1.0 Loch Eynort (Heddle, 19(1). AI. Sgurr nam rl8dh, pockets up 1.0 I meter
in diameter ""'ere found lined with scolecil.e needles up 1.0 25 mm long (Heddle, 19(1). Needles
of scolecile are found on I.bomsonitc, chabazite, and heulandite at the Storr, nOrlh of Portree,
on the Island of Skye (Heddle, 1901).
Scolecite is found at many localities in the Tertiary basalt on the Island of Mull (Heddle,
1901). White, radiating masses of scolecite, 2 to 8 cm in diameter, are found in basalt at Maol
nan Damh, Ben More, on thc Island of Mull (McLintOCk, 1915). The minerals first crystallized
in the order: albite> chlorite> epidote> prehnite > scolecite > heulandite (with stilbite and
chabazite in other cavities), followed by a second phase of crystallization (due to contact
metramorphism of an intrustion) in the reversed sequence: scolecite > prchnitc > epidotc >
grossular (McLintock, 1915).
UNITED STATES

Arizona: Scolecite fills 12-mm cavities in vesicular basalt at Black Point on the Gila River, ncar
Geronimo, Graham County (Anl.oony tt 01., 1977). Well-formed scolccitc prisms, up to 25 cm
long, arc found in brecciated zones in granodiorite in the Copper Creek District, Pinal County
(Antbony et 0/., 1977).
California: Massive, fibrous scolecite is associated with episl.i1bite, sulfides, and chlorite in
metamorphic Upper Paleozoic limestone (in contact with intrusive quanz monzonil.c and pegmatites) at the Commercial Limestone Quarry, at Crestmorc, ncar Rivcrsidc, Riverside County
(Woodford et 01., 1941). Nearby rock contains stilbite, chabazite, phillipsite, natrolite, laumanlile, thomsonite, gonnarditc, and mordenite along wilh many olhcr mincrals (Woodford et al.,
1941; Jenni, 1957; Pembenon, 1983).
Colorado: The scolecite reported by Cross and Hillebrand (1885) at Table Mountain, ncar
Golden, Colorado, was found to be garronile (Kile and Modreski, 1988). White radiating needles of scolecite, up to 3.5 em long, occur on green prehnitc in a skarn area developed at the
contact between limestone and a quartz monzonite in the Italian Mountains, Gunnison County,
Colorado (Kasnar, 1986). Thc scolecite is associated wilh chabazite, heulandite, stilbite, thomsonite, prehnite, vesuvianite, epidote, grossular, fluorapatite, orlhoclase variety adularia, albite,
diopside, and chlorite (Cross and Shannon, 1927; Ko.';nar, 1986).
Connecticut: Scolecite, stilbite, heulandile, laumontile, and chabazite arc found at Reynolds
Bridge, Litchfield County (Alberti el a/., 1982; Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).
Hawaii: Scolecite is found with epistilbite, chabazite, analcime, calcite, quanz, pyrile, and aragonite in vesicular olivine basalt at the Kapaa Quarry, Kailua, Oahu (Bragaw and Cregmilc,
1975).
Minnesota: Scolecite, thomsonitc, and mcsolite make up the banded whitc, grecn, and red
thomsonite pebbles from the shores of Lake Superior, near Grand Marais, Cook County, (Hey,
1932b; Hanley, 1939).
New Jersey: Mason (1960) reporls radiating masses of slender prismatic scolecite crystals at
Dergcn Hill, Palerson, Upper Montclair, Moore, and Greal NOICh, wherc thcy are inlergrown
wilh white, chalk)' natrolite. Scolecite is reponed from Ihc New Street Quarries, Paterson, and at
Great Notch (Sasson, 1971). Since scolecite and nalrolile arc normally never found directly on
each Olher, the occurrences of scolecite in New Jersey are suspect (R Wl). Testing of samples of
fibrous zeolites from New Jel'S(.')' failed 10 find scolecile (R Wl).
North Carolina: White, tranSlucent, thin, radiating, acicular scolecite is found on joints in diorite
at the Woodleaf Quarry, Rowan County (Privelt, 1985). The scolecite is associated with laumontite, chabazilc, stilbite, prehnile, hculandite, fluorite, calcite, and epidole.
Oregon: White, fiybrous, fanlike groups of needles, found in vesicular basalt at New Era,
Clackamas County, arc composed of a scolecite base overgrown by mesolite and capped by
natrolite (Fig. 527) (R Wl). The minerals crystallized in the order: lhomsonitc > scolccile >
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mesolitc > natraHte > chabazite, while other cavities contain mesolite > natrolite > chabazite
> stilbite > laumontite> calcite.
Flanened, colorless, radiating sprays of scolecite, up to 3 coo long, are found in vesicular basalt
near Green Peter Dam, Foster, Linn COUnty (RWl). The minerals crystallized in the sequence:
levyne > heulanditc > stilbitc > thomsonite > scoIecite > chabazite-gyrolitc-chabazite.
Scolecite is found on radiating mesolite needles that completely fill cavities in basalt at Ml.
Pisgah, near Springfield, Lane County (RWl). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite>
heulandite > mesolite > scolecite > stilbite.
Large sprays of scolecite needles, up to 4 moo in diameter and 7 em long, are ass0ciated with analcime, stilbite, chabazite, apophyllite, laumontite, and calcite in vesicular basalt at
the Pioneer Quarry, Bremerton, Kitsap County (cannon, 1975).
Creamy-white prisms of scolecite, with mUltiple, fibrous terminations, form radial aggregatcs,
up to 9 em in diameter, on stilbile in vesicular basalt on Dog Mountain, northeast of Riffe Lake,
near Kosmos, Morton, Lewis County (RWl).
Exceptional specimens of long coarse scolecite prisms (Figs. 530,C-17), 4 to 15 moo wide and 9
to 14 coo long, are found on stilbite and heulandite in large cavities, 15 to 80 coo wide, in basalt,
along the South Fork of the Toutle River, near Ml. St. Helens, Cowlitz County (RWl). The
scolecile is flanened on {OlD}, with "V"
striations, and has multiple fibrous terminations. Masses of zoned scolecite needles
(covered by mesolite) are found near Signal
Peak, Silver Lake, Cowlitz County (John
Cowles, pers. eomm.). Scolecite is the moot
widespread and abundant mineral in vesicular
Eocene basalt near the summit of Elk
Mounlain, Cowlitz County (Tschernich,
1988a). It forms thin, flallened, snow-white
needles, 15 to 20 moo long (intergrown with
mesolite) (Figs. 524,533) that make a compact
cavity lining resembling the lining in a coconut
(Tschernich, 1988a). The cavities range from a
few milimeters across to 15 to 25 coo in
diameter (with a few reaching 60 coo across).
The scolecite frequently forms on calcite and is Figure 533. White scolecite fibers, 10 mm long,
intergrown with m~lite and CO\'cred by laumontite
covered by slilbite, laumonlile, and apophyllile.
from Elk Mountai.n, Cowlitz County, Washington.,
Nearby cavities rarely contain small amounts of U.S.A.; phOlO by Rudy W. Tschemich.
levyne, analcime, calcite, and gyrolite.
Large, white, scolecite prisms, up to 4 moo wide and 7 coo long, form radiating groups filling
red heulandile-lined cavities in vesicular basalt at YaCOlt, Clark County (Tschernich, 1988b).
Smaller needles, under 1 moo in diameter, form radiating balls up to 2 em across, composed of a
chalky-white scolecite base overgrown by transparent colorless mesolite (Fig. 528). The mincrals
crystallized in the order: clay> cowlesite > mordenite > heulandite > epistilbitc > heulandite
> laumontite> epistilbite-Icvyne > scolccite-mcsolitc > chabazite> calcite (Tscheroich,
1988b). Nearby cavities rarely contain quartz, thomsonite, garronite, phillipsite, and stilbite.
Silky-White, flattened needles of scolecite, up to 15 moo long, arc found wilh calcite in cavities
in basalt near VcncrsbOrg, Oark County (R \VI). Thin, nattcned, colorless to white scolecite
needles (fig. 531), up to 2 coo long, form attractive radiating groups 00 a druS)' heulandilc and
are covered by small stilbite blades, laumontite, calcite, and opal in vesicular basall at the
Livingston Quarry, Orchards, Clark County (RWl). Scolecite is found on epidote in veins cutting amphibOlite at Cbopaka Mountain, near Nighthawk, Okanogan County (cannon, 1975).
Washington:
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YUGOSLAVIA

Scolccile, chabazite, natrolite, mesolite, laumontite, stilbite, and thomsonite arc found at the
boundary of a serpentine zone in Bosnian Hercegovina (Trubelja et al., 1976).

Stilbite

(Stil-bite)

°, Z = 2

(Ca,Na2JK2')4.s[~Si2707Z] .2911 2

Named in lS01, by Abbe Rene-Just Hally, to mean "mailer that has a true sudden bursting"
when heated, although the name is from the Greek word for "luster" that is found on the (010)
face of the lamellar zeolites. HaOy adopted the name from Daubenton's Tableau Methodique
des Mineraux and fully described the mineral. The original description of stilbite by Hauy (lS01)
was divided into several varieties, two of which ("stilbite anarnorphique" and "stilbite octoduodecimale") were later found to be heulandite by Brooke (1822). To further confuse the
name of the mineral, German mineralogists recognized that the stilbite described by HaOy was
two different species and named the stilbite portion "desmine" and the heulandite portion
"stilbite" (Breithaupt, 1818). This practice was later abandoned although desmine has been used
for stilbite, in Gemlany, to the present time.

Type Locality: Hally (lS01) listed stilbite from four localities. Iceland, the first locality men·
tioned, is generally considered the type locality. From his description of stilbite crystalS, associ·
ated with clear calcite crystals, the locality is presumed to be the Helgusta Iceland Spar Mine,
along Reydarfjordur. The other localities described by Hally (IS01) included Andreasbcrg.
Harz, Germany; Dauphine Alps, France; and Mount Abildgaard. near Arendal, Norway.
Varieties: Stellerite, the orthorhombic, Ca·rich variety of stilbite, was named in 1909, by J.A.
Morozewicz, in honor of G.W. SteUer, the discoverer of the Kommandor Islands, in the Bering
Sea.
Barrerite, the orthorhombic, Na·rich variety ofstilbite, was described in 1974, and named in
1975, by Elio Passaglia and Daria Pongiluppi, in honor of Richard M. Barrer, scientist and
teacher, for his outstanding contributions in the ficld of the chemistry of molecular sieves.
Obsolete Synonyms: blallel7--colith (part). bundel7.colith, desmine, epidesmine, foresite, ga.rbeo.
stilbite, hypodesmine, hydronephelite (part). hYJXlStilbite (parI), kuphonspat, metadesmine,
prisrnatoidisch, punerite, spharodesmine (part), spharostilbite (part), strahliger zeolitb, strahlzeolith, syhadrite, s)'hedrile
Nomenclature: Stilbite has a wide variation in exchangeable cations and the framework can have
symmetry ranging from orthorhombic to trielinic in a single crystal Variations in chemistry or
order/disorder should be bandied by us.ing descriptive modifiers (such as Ca-rich, calcium, cal·
cian, socIian, potassium, trielinic, or orthorbombie) rather than create new species.
Both stellerite and barrerite are still considered independent species by Ihe International Mineralogical Association, but are treated here as varieties because they are only slight structural
variations of stilbite. Similar structural variations, found in edingtonitc, fcrricritc, analcime, and
bikitaite, havc not been divided into additional species.
Epistilbilc is a dislinct species unrelated to stilbitc. Only their names are similar (see under
epistilbitc).

Structure
Crystill S)'Stem: Triclinic, Monoclinic, and Ortborbombie
Space Group: Cl (trielinic); CZJm (mOnoclinic); Fmmm and Arnma (orthorhombic)
Crystal Axes: Monoclinic cell
Orthorhombic cell

a = 13.60-13.69 A
b = 18.20-18.31 A
c= 11.27 A

13 =

128"

a = 13.60-13.69 A

b = 18.20-18.31 A
c= 17.78-17.86 A
13 = 9O.QOO to 90.91 0

Type of Structure: The aluminosilicate fram~"Ork of stilbite (structraI code STI) is rclaled to
the the he·ulandite group of'lColites (stilbite, heulanditc, and brewsteritc). Stilbile consists of 4-4I-I units sharing vertices to form chains that by reflection form sheets connected Ihrough mirror
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planes (Alberti, 1979; Gollardi and Galli, 1985). Stilbitc, and the orthorhombic varielies stcl·
Icrite and barrierite have the same tetrahedral framework, diffcring only in symmetry due to
minor differences from calion positioning.
Stellerite (symmetry Fmmm) ideally contains only calcium cations thai arc complCtely surroundcd by water molecules. The calcium ions fully occupy cquivalent positiOns on the mirror
plane ncar thc screw diad located in the center of the main channel parallel to the a-axis (Galli
and Alberti, 1975a, 1975b).
Stilbite had been described as orthorhombic, but was later recognized to be monoclinic from
X-ray diffraction (XRD). Langeman (1886) observed the relationship of optical seelOrs in slilbite and was Hrstto correctly recognize the slightly triclinic nature of stilbite. Akizuki and Konno
(1985) explained the relationship between monoclinic and orthorhombic seetors in stilbite crys·
tals and showed them to be slightly triclinic. Akizuki and Konno (1985) found that with an
increase in sodium, the interaxial angle (Beta) increases from orthorhombic 90" to slightly trio
clinic 90.91°. A continuous series in calcium to sodium is found between stellerite and stilbite;
therefore, the change from orthorhombic to triclinic structure is gradual. Most stilbite crystals
cont.ain considerable calcium with small amounts of sodium. When sodium is present, it replaces
some of the calcium at a second site in the fl1lmework located in the main channel near the
silicon (coordinated with oxygen of the silicon telrahedra and with those of water molecules)
(Galli and AJberti, 1975a, 1975b). RepUlsion between sodium and calcium ions pushes the cal·
cium ions out of the mirror planes and forces the framework to rotale, thus reducing the sym·
metry to triclinic C1 (Akizuki and Konno, 1985).
During crystal growth, aluminum-silicon ordering occurs when tell1lhedl1l that form after
allachment of sodium ions are prefercntially occupied by aluminum, while others that formed
prior to the sodium ions are occupied by silicon (Akizuki and Konno, 1985). The aluminum-silicon ordering produces a small deviation from monoclinic to triclinic symmetry that is not
detected by XRD but can be observed with optics (Aki7.uki and Konno, 1985). Stilbite commonly has a heterogeneous structure, composed of sectors which appear cither orthorhombic or
monOClinic (from XR D) due to ordering of sodium ions on {11O} sectors that cause cithcr a
clockwise or counterclockwise rotalion of thc tctl1lhedl1l in each sector relative to the
orthorhombic structure (Akizuki and Konno, 1985).
A continuous series, in calcium·sodium, exists betwcen slilbite and barreritc. Largc amounts
of sodium and potaSSium ions are present in respect to calcium in barrcritc and some stilbitc
Cl)'Stals. In barrerite, the cations are located in the same channel positions as in stilbite, along
with a third position in which the presence of sodium ions counteracts the rotation found in stilbitc, so that rotation does nOltake place (Galli and Alberti, 1975b). A different, slight rotation
around the screw diad parallel to lhe a·axis does occur, reducing the symmetry to Aroma (GaUi
and Alberti, 1975b). Twinning of some barrerite crystals implies that the structure is not exactly
orthorhombic (passaglia and Pongiluppi, 1974).
Allhough barrerite and stellerite are both orthorhombic, a complete compositional series cannot exist since triclinic stilbite fills the gap between the two orthorhombic members.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, whitc, yellow, brown, pink,
salmon, red, green, blue, black
St~.k: whIlc
Luster: vitreous, pearly on {OlO}
Hardoess: 3.5 to 4
Density: 2.12 to 2.21 gmlcm3
Fracture~ uneven, brill Ie
Cleavage: {OlO} perfect, {OOl} poor

Refractive lodices:
a 1.479-1.492
~ = 1.485-1.500
-y = 1.489-1.505
biaxial negative
2 V = 22" to 790
inclined extinction, wavy 2" to 90
parallel extinction (orthorhombic)
a a or " 5°, ~ b or " 2 to go
-y = cor" 5°
elongated along the a-axis

=

=

=
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Morphology
Stilbite, stellerile, and barrcritc have the same ortborhombic or pseudo-orthorhombic morphology. Cryslals are tabular, flallened on {OIO} (parallel to the dominant cleavage), and elongated
along the a-axis. Stilbite cryslals can be flat-topped (Figs. 534,535,548,549), pointed (Figs. 537541,545,546), or blunt (from a combination of pointed and flat-topped terminations).
A1tbough slilbile is both orthorhombic and triclinic, its morphology is commonly described in
the monoclinic system. Stilbite, indexed in the monoclinic system, consists of a broad {OlO}
pinacoid, smaller striated {CI01} pinacoid, and pointed terminations composed of four equivalent
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SIDE VIEW OF STILBITE ON (010)
STILBITE IS COMPOSED OF EIGHT SECTORS OMOED
BY ZONES OF POORLY ORIENTE.D MICRO CRYSTALS
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(110) faces, due to twinning on (010).(001).(101). and (lOT). and a Oat termination {l01}. The
orthorhombic varieties, stellerite and barrerite. consist of the same forms {OlO} and {001} with
a pointed termination {Ill} and a Oat {100} pinacoid. To be consistent, the orthorhombic system will be used for indexing the morphology of stilbite, stellerite. and barrerite in this chapter.
The Oat-topped or pinacoidal habit (formerly epidesmine) tbat is composed of the three pina.
coids {OOl}, {010}. and {100} (Figs. 534,548) is common on bOth triclinic stilbite and the
orthorhombic varieties. Small. triangular {Ill} faces arc commonly present on tbe comers of
the Oat-topped habil (Figs. 535,536,548). Smooth·surfaced radial aggregates are terminated by a
very lustrous {100} face (Fig. 549) onen with tiny triangular comers.
The pointed habit has dominanl {Ill} that forms four diamond-shaped faces on the termination (Fig. 538). A small {IOO} is commonly present (Fig. 539). Other forms are sometimes pre.
sent but are overlooked due to their small size (Figs. 537,540.541).
'Inc (010) face is composed of many smaller sl.i1bile crystals (with the same form as the larger
crystal) grown parallel to the (010) (Akizuki and Konno, 1985). Growth ofstilbite on the {010}

Flgu~

543. While bow lie or slilbile, 7 em lon&.
from Pune. India: pholo by Rudy W. Tschemieh.

Figure 544. While bow ties of slilbile, 2 em long,
from Raudafcll, Beruljordur, Iceland; photo by
Vol ker Bet7..

Flgu~

Figure 546. Transparenl, colorless. pointed stilbile
vanety stellenle, 0.3 mm wide, with small nal
lermination, from Scremida, Sassan, Sardinia,
Italy; ScM photo by Millon L Speckels.

545. Crcam-(:()Iorod. poinled slilbile vanety
barrente, from Cape Pula, Caglian, Sardinia. Italy;
SEM photo by Donald G. Howard.
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FIgure 547. Tl'llnsparcnt, colorless, fiat.topped
slilbilC variety slellerite, 0.3 mm wide, from
Sercmida. Sassari, Sardinia, !laly; SEM pOOto by
Milton 1.. Speckcls.

Figure S48. Trnns~rent, colorless, rctangu13r, fiat·
lOPped stilbite crystals, 0.2 mm wide, with tiny
triangular comers, from Ihe Goble Quarry. Goble,
Oregon, U.SA; SEM photo by Milton 1.. Spcckcls.

pinacoid is often slower in tbe middle than at
the extremilies. This differential growt.h
commonly produces a narrow, pinched center
and radial, fanned tenninations that result in
bOw ties, sheaves, or spherical aggregates.
Striations, found on the (001) face (parallel to
the a-axis), are caused by parallel growth on
the (010) face and by two shallow faces that
are inclined symmetrically, by 9'> to thc (00 I)
face (Akizuki and Konno, 1985).
Stilbite cryslals are always twinned similar to
crucifonn penetration twins of phillipsite and
hannotome. Some of the sectors in these twins
are orthorhombic and others are monoclinic
(Akizuki and Konno, 1985). Slilbite cryslals are
composed of eight sectors, in four different ori· Figure 549. Radiating groups of transparent,
cntations, with sharp contact planes (101) and colorless, rccl3ngular, Oat.topped slilbite crystals
from Milwaukie, Oregon, U.SA; SEM pOOlO by
(10 1), and poorly defined contact planes or
Donald G. Howard.
zones (100) and (001) that are a mosaic of tiny
individuals with uncertain orientation (Fig. 542)(Gollardi and Galli, 1985).
Ideal orthorhombic stcllerite and barrerite crystals are composed of untwinned single crystals
and do not display sector zoning (Fig. 542). Most crystals are not ideal; therefore. crystals of bar·
rcrite and stellcrite (identified by XRD) commonly show some optical twinning, indicating that
they are intergrowths of triclinic and orthorhombic crystals.
Point Group: I (trielinic) and ?Jm ?Jm?Jm = mmm (orthOrhOmbic)
Crystal CI.ass: Pinacoidal and rhombic-dipyramidal
Forms: (onhorhombic)

Common {010}, {001}, {lOO}. {Oil}, {Ill}
Scaree {252}, {131}
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Chemical Composition
Skookumchuck Dam, Thurston Co., Wash., U.S.A. (Passaglia tt aI., 19783)
Ca3.91NaO.82Ko.02M80.01[A19.03F~.03Si27 .04°72). 30.09H20
Poona, India (Passaglia et 01., 19783)
Ca4.04NaO.93M80.04Ko.02[A1S. 77F~.03Si27 .14°12) ·29.53H 20
Nasi.k, India (Passaglia et 01.,19783)
Ca4.03Nao.25Ko.06M80.03[ AJS.80F~.O ISi27.2()On)·28.95H 20
Paterson, New Jersey, U.S.A (passaglia tt aI., 19783)
Ca4.07 Na I. 14Ko.04M80.0 I(A1 9.1SFCO.Q2Si 26.7607iJ·30·62H20
Ogilvie Wharf, Nova Scotia, Canada (passaglia et aI., 19783)
Ca3.97Nal.40Ko.03M80.02[A19.44F~.03Si26.500n)·29.67H20

Faroe Islands (Passaglia et aI., 19783)
Na3. 79~.19K I.Q7MSo.05(A19.13F~.03Si26.800nJ·26·96H20
Capo Pula, Sardinia, Italy (Passaglia and Pongiluppi, 1974)
NaS.4SK 1.06Cao.84MSo.17(A18.19F~.Ql Si27. nOn)· 25.8H20 (barrerite)
Villanova Monteleone, Sardinia, Italy (Galli and Passaglia, 1973)
Ca3.7S Nao.17Ko.14 MSo.03Sr0.0 IIAl7.93Fe O.06Si28.020n]· 28· 1H20 (stellcrite)
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Stilbite has a wide variation in the exchangeable cations, calcium, sodium, and potassium, while
strontium, magnesium, and barium are absent (passaglia et al., 19783). Most stilbite crystals are
very rich in calcium. A continuous series in composition is found, ranging from Ihe nearly pure
calcium variety stellerite (with only traces of sodium) to very calcium·rich triclinic stilbite (with
slightly more sodium than in steUerite) to trielinic sodium-potassium-<lominant stilbite. Sodiumpotassium-<lominant barrerite still contains considerable calcium. A natural, sodium.pure equivalent to stellerite has not been found, although it has been produced by cation exchange experi.
ments by Passaglia and Sacerdoti (1982). A continuous, calcium-sodium series betwccn the
orthorhombic mcmbers, slellcrite and barrcritc, is not possible since that area is occupied by trio
clinic stilbite. Akizuki and Konno (1985) showed that chemical composition of stilbite is homogeneous even in crystals that have sectors with variable structure.
The sodium content in some Na-rich stilbite crystals and barreritc is directly related to the dis·
tance they were found from the sea and might be explained by sodium/calcium ion exchange
with seawaler (Passaglia et aI., 1978a). Barrcritc, therefore, may be a sodium-enriched stellerite
(due to cation exchange with seawater) or may have crystallized with seawater as a fluid phase
rather than normal meteoric water. Calcium·rich stilbitc soaked in sodium chloride solution
produces sodium·rich stilbitc with no structural changes (Harada and Tomita, 1967). Saccrdoti
and Gomedi (1984) produced Ca-rich stcllcrite from barrerite. TSi= Si/(Si+AJ) = 0.73 to 0.77;
Si/A1 = 2.77 to 3.50

Identification
Pointed slilbile and the varicties, stcUerite and barrerite, arc generally easy to distinguish from
other zeolites by the simple morphology and the characteristic fanlike bow lies and radial groups.
Flat-topped cryslals of stilbitc and stcUeritc resemble thiclc thomsonite blades, brcwstcrite, and
some habits of heulandite (elongatcd along t.hc b-axis). Close observation of the corners of Oattopped stilbi~ and stelleritc crystals generally shows Ihe presence of tiny triangular {Ill} faces
(Fig. 535), while thomsonite, brewsterite, and heulandite have different forms. The angle
betwccn {I00} and {OOI} on stilbite and stcUcrite is 9Q'>while the same angle on brcv.'Steritc is
inclined by 6°. On heulandile crystals, the angles between faces (viewed along the b-axis) are at
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some angle other tban 9QO. The refractive indices of stilbite are lower tban eitber brewsterite or
tbomsonite. XRD patterns of tbese minerals are all distinctive.
Confusion only exists between the names of stilbite and epistilbite, sio<:e tbeir morpbology and
XRD patterns are completely different. The morphology of triclioic stilbite cannot be distinguished from the ortborhombic varieties steUerite and barrerite. The presence of a dominant,
Oat-topped termination is slightly more common for stellerite tban for the triclinic varieties, but
it must not be used as the sole criterion for identification. Samples are currently identified by tbe
XRD powder pattern technique described by Passaglia et ai. (19788), Errors are easily encountered using this XRD metbod. Heterogeneous stilbite crystals with alternating orthorhombic
and triclinic sectors are very common. If a sample is taken, by chance, primarily from a single
sector, the results will not reOeet the entire crystal. XRD results commonly reflect only tbe
dominant structure; tberefore, some specimens tbat appear to be stellerite are partly triclinic
and would be classed as stilbite. Samples tested by XRD from the same locality (by different
people) have indicated contrad.ictory results. This may rencet different amounts of
onhorhombie-triclinic structure in different parts of a locality, sampling error, or failure of the
tecbnique used for the identification. Use of optiCS to study thin sections or very tbin cleavage
fragments for sector growtb and twinning should be useful to distinguish stilbite from barrerite
and steUerite. The presence of an hourglass-shaped phantom, within the {OlO} of stilbite, indicates sector twinning; therefore, a triclinic or triclinic-onhorhombic structure.
Since stilbite, stellerite, and barrerite have a continuous series in chemical composition, and
the onhorhombic and triclinic structures are commonly intergrown in the same crystal, it is suggested that the name slilbite be used for all these variations and barrerite and stellerite be considered only varieties.

Cleaning
Most specimens of stilbite are very durable and can be cleaned by serubbing with a brush or by
using pressurized watcr. Specimens covered with mud or soil can be soaked in Biz bleach or
liquid soap and then cleaned with pressurized water or an ultrasonic cleaner. Stilbitc has a moderate Si/A1 ratio that makes it fairly resistant 10 h)'drocbloric acid, allhough it will become frostcd
if immersed in dilute hydrochloric acid for more than 3 minutes. Fresh, transparent, unaltered
stilbite is more resistant to hydrochloric acid than white or colored crystals. It is preferable to use
warm acetic acid to remove calcite, and oxalic acid to remove iron stains. Vitamin C (ascorbic
acid) solution will remove manganese oxides.

Origin
Data from geothermal wells, in basalt in Iceland, show that stilbite crystallizes at depths from 45
to 1200 meters and at temperatures from 750 to 2OQO C (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson,
1978). With increasing depth, empty cavities arc firsl encountered, followed by chabazitephillipsite-Ievyne > lhomsonitc-mesolitc-seolccitc > stilbitc-hculanditc-cpistilbitc-mordenite >
laumontitc > analcime-wairakite (Kristmannsd611ir and T6masson, 1978). Stilbite commonly
crystallizes in a single cavity in the order: heulandite·mordenite-<juartz > slilbite > mesoUtcseolecite > thomsonite > chabazite (R WI).

Occurrence
Stilbite is an extremely common zeolite thoughout the world. The largest crystals are found in
tholeiite basalt, although smaller crystals are common in other volcanic rocks, pegmatites,
metamorphic gneiss, and sehist. Stilbite has not been found in sedimentary tuff deposits or deepsea sediments. Exceptional display specimens of stilbite are found in India, Canada, Iceland,
Brazil; and New Jersey, Washington, and Oregon in the United States. Excellent display specimens of stilbite variety stellerite are found in New Soutb Wales, Australia; and India. Micro-

•
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sized crystals of stilbite and tbe stellerite variety are very common. Micro-sized crystals of stHbite
variety barrerite arc found only at Capo Pula, Sardinia, Italy.
Many reporls of slellerite in literature do not indicate bow tbe mineral was identified. Those
that ....'Cre based only on morphology are probably incorrect. samples of stHbite, stclleritc, and
barrerite that .....ere identified by XRD are follo.....ed by an asterisk (.).

Worldwide Localities
ALGERIA

Pointed stilbite· is found atlIerbillon-Bone (Passagtia et aI., 1978a). Fan-sbaped masses of stHbite occur at cap Beugut, near Dellys (Hintze, 1897).
ANTARCTICA

White to pink, sheafiike radiating groups of stilbite are found with mcsolite, heulandite, quartz,
and calcite in pockets of Post-Jurassic tholeiitic basalt at the Westhaven Nunatak, in tbe Darwin
Glacier, Victoria Land, ncar the Ross Sea (Gunn, 1962; Gunn and Warren, 1962).
Pinkish-white radiating aggregates of slilbite, up to 12 mm in diametcr, arc found with calcite
and apophyUite in veins, up to 15 cm wide and over 100 meters long, in Post.Jurassic volcanic
tuff at the Allan Nunatak and the Carapace Nunatak, Victoria Land (Gunn and Warren, 1%2).
StHbite is covered by quartz and calcite in veins found in basalt cliffs on the northwest shore of
King Gcorgc Island, in the South Shell.and Group, near Antarctica (Korwin, 1985). Nearby veins
and vesicles contain natrolite.
AUSTRALIA

New South Wales: Reddish stilbite, up to 4 cm long, is found in extensive Jurassic olivine basalt
outcrops (that cover 240 square kilometers) at Gunnedah; Binna.....-ay; Coonabarabran; Mullaley;
Walcha Road; Tambar Springs; and Puddledock, north of Armidale (Chalmers, 1968).
Exceptional specimens of pale pink, bright salmon-orange, red, or brown pointed stilbite variety stellerite· (COlOred from hematite inclusions) arc commonly associated with deep red
heulandite and arc covered by druS)' quartz aggregates, calcite, analcime, laumontite, and, very
rarcly, with nstrotite in veins and cavitics, up to 1.5 meters in diameter, in highly weathered,
porous, Jurassic olivine basalt and trachyte (which is the major source of water) sandwiched
between twO impermeable sedimentary units at Girrawaillie Creek and Mitchells Creek, Garrawilla,6O km south.....est of Gunnedah (Chalmers, 1934, 1968; Head, 1979; England and
Sutherland, 1988). Stilbite forms sheaves and subparallel groups, commonly up to 5 em long,
with some reaching 12 cm long and 5 em wide. Many of the stiJbite crystals display an internal
hourglass-shaped growth pauern when viewed on the (010) face and the extcrnal forms {01O},
{100}, {lil}, and {OOl} (Figs. 538,539,C-33). The minerals crystallized in the order:
heulandite-p1aty calcile > stilbite > analcime> laumontite> quartz> calcite (England and
Sutherland, 1988).
Deep, brick-red stilbitc is found with analcime and calcite at Mount Osborne and Burra
Creek, near Jamberoo (Chalmcrs, 1968). Stilbite is found with heulandite and seolecite in Permian andesite at Werris Creek (england and Sutherland, 1988).
Tasm.ania: Yellow-brown, divergent masses of stilbite arc found with chaba7jte, analcime,
gmclinite, and phillipsite in Tertiary basalt at Mount Bell, Middlesex (Sutherland, 1964;
Chalmers, 1968). Stilbite is scarce in vesicular olivine-nepheline-basalt at the West Scollsdale
Quarr)', ncar Scottsdale (Sutherland, 19700, 1977). It is associated with gonnardite, natrolite,
opal, nontronite, gyrolite, tacbaranite, tobermorite, apopbyllitc, and phillipsite. Colorless,
shcaflike aggregates of slilbite, up to 2 mm long, are found in veins and on joints in Jurassic
dolerite on Tasman Island and near CoIlinS'o'3le (fasmanian Department of Mines, 1970).
Small, colorless, pointed stilbite crystals and light yellow rhombohedrons of chabazite arc
found on acicular, nailhead, and wafcr-thin, bladed calcile in pockets, up to 2 metcrs long,
between breccia boulders of Jurassic doleritc at the Giblin Street Quarry, Hobart (Shae Dohnt,
pers. comm.). The ceilings of the pockcts are covcrcd with sheets and stalactites of stilbite while
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the floors consist of chabazite and calcite. Pale brown stilbite crystals. up to 2 an long. occur in
fractures in granite near a scheeHte orebody in an open pit mine near Grassy. on King Island
(Birch. 1979b).
Victoria: Stilbite has not been found in the Flinders area on the Mornington Peninsula, but is
present on nearby Phillip Island. Pale orange to yellow. pointed sheaves of stilbite, up to 5 mm
long. are rarely found with chabazite and heulandite at Helens Head, Phillip Island (Birch and
Bussat, 1975; Birch, 1988b). Flat-topped, colorless to white stilbite crystals, up to 5 mm long, are
found with chabazite at Sunderland Bluff, Phillip Island (Leach, 1989). Nearby cavities contain
levyne. natroHte, and thomsonite.
Colorless to pale pink flat-topped blades of stilbite variety stellerite· are associated with
babingtonite, sphene, fluorapophyllite, and calcite in miaroHtic cavities in granite in the Harcourt
Granodiorite Quarry, Harcourt (Henry, 1989). Colorless stilbite variety stellerite· crystalS, up to
0.5 mm long, are found in metavolcanks and dolerite at the Dookie Quarry. Dookie (Day.
1989).
Colorless, f1at.topped (Figs. 535,536) and pointed (Fig. 538) blades and wheat-sheaf aggre·
gates of slilbite variety slellerite, • up to 1.5 mm long, are found with calcite on join I planes and
in cavities in metadolerite at the Lake Cooper Quarry, Corop (Day, 1989). Colorless to white,
stilbitc crystals are found with apatite and biotite in granite at the Mount Black Quarry. ncar
GraystOwn (Day, 1989). Tabular stilbite crystals, up to Imm long. arc found on chabazite in
basalt at Gclantipy (Haupt, 1989b).
Western Australia: Colorless, flat-lOpped stilbitc, up 10 3 mm long, are found in cavities in a
pegmatite in the Londonderry Pegmatitc Quarry. near Cape Londonderry, in northeast Western
Australia (Smithsonian, RWI).
AUSTRIA
Carinthia: Small, white stilbite crystals arc associated with scolecite, heulandite, laumontite,
prehnitc, epidote. chabazite, titanite, quartz, muskovite, and albite in cavities of granitic gneiss
near Pfluglhof, Malia Tal, near Gmund (Gernot Weisscnsteiner, pcrs. comm.).
In the Ankogel Mountains, white, sheaOike slilbite crystals. up to 2 em long, arc found at
SchleierfaUJSccbachtal, near MallnitZj with heulandite, epidote, fluorite, and beryl at
"Neltystollen" between Gossgraben and Maltatal; wilh chabazite, heulandite, epidote. and albite
in cavities in amphibOlite at Torlspitzc; with chabazite at KJeiner Ankogel; and with chabazite,
heulandite. and prehnile in cavilies in gneiss ncar Sehwussnerhulle, near MallnilZ (Gernot Weissenslciner, pers. comm.).
In lhe Reisscck Mountains. slilbile is found with scolecile. prehnite. albite, laumonlile. and
chabazitc al Riekener Hochalm; with scolccite and chabazite near Mooshutte; and al Hinterer
Radlgraben (Gemot Weisscnsteiner, pers. comm.). Slilbile variely slelleritc is rcported with
heulandite, analcime, and chabazite in volcanics in the Jam Valley. Vorarlberg (Koritnig, 1940).
Slilbite crystals. up to 1 mm long, arc rarely associated wilh erionile, chalcedony, pyrile. and
calcite in volcanic rock at Kollnitz. Lavanllal (Gernot Weissensleiner. pers. eomm.). Slilbite,
pyrile. and chabazite arc found on biOlite gneiss at the Kalcherkogel Tunnel. belween Carinthia
and Styria; sheaf-like stilbite crystals, up to 5 ern long, are associaled with heulandile and albite
in cavities in amphibolite at Frassgraben ncar SI. Gertraud, Lavanttal; and mall stilbile crystals
are found with laumontite. chabazile, scoleeile. epidote. titanite, chlorite, quartz, rUlile. and zir·
con at Quarry Gall, Frassgraben, Koralpe (Gernot Weissensleiner, pcrs. comm.).

Lower Austria (= Niederosterreich): Stilbite is found with heulandile. laumontite, apatile.
arsenopyrite, beryl, danalite, sphalerile. zircon, fluorite, anatase, apophyllite. bavenile, berlran·
dite. milarite, topaz. phenakite, prehnile. and lilanile in a quarry ncar Arlolz, near Pfaffenschlag,
Waldviertel (Gernot Weisscnsteiner. pers. comm.).
Salzburg: Stilbile is found in alpine cavities in the Venediger Mountains; wilh scolccite, harmo·
tome, laumonlile, quartz, and other minerals al Sattelkar. Obersulzbaehlal; with smoky quartz
and scolecite at Foisscnalm. ObersuI7.baehlal; and with scolecile, laumontile. chabazite, quartz,
orthoclase variely adUlaria, and prehnite at Weisscnneck, Hollersbaehtal (Gernol Weis-
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sensteiner. pers. comm.). Stilbite is abundant in cavities with chabazite. scolccite. titanite,
prehnite, plagioclase, and calcite at SpeiblOgk1amm and Bruchgraben, Hollersbachtal (GernOl
Weissensteiner, pers. comm.).
Stilbite crystals, up 2 cm long, are found with large scolecite prisms, laumontite, quartz, and
sulfides in tbe Scbeelite Mine, at Felbertauern. Stilbite occurs with prebnite, pink fluorite. titanite, and smoky quartz at "Prehnit-Insel." seescbarte, Habachtal; with plagioclase in cavities in
amphibolite at Hutalpc near Mairalpc, Habachtal; and with apatite at Abichlalm, Untersulzbacbtal (GemOl Weissensteiner. pers. comm.). Stilbite. thomsonite. and chabazite occur at
Kaprunertorl, Riffikees, Stubacbtal. Sbeallike stilbite cryst.als, up to 2 em long, were found with
scolecite, laumontite. beulandite. ortboclase variety adularia, apatitc. fluorite, titanite. calcite,
and chlorite on smoky quartz crystals. up to 10 em long, in a 75- by 30- by 3O-cm cavity in gneiss
at Tauemmoossee, SlUbachtal (Gernot Weissensteiner. pers. comm.).
Stilbitc is found thoughout the Bockstein region in the Gasteiner Valley. White glassy slilbite
crystals. up to 1.5 em long. are found with quartz, fluorite, rutile. anatase, brOOkite. apatitc. synchisite, and other minerals at Bockhartsee; with green fluorite octahedra on granitic gneiss at
Nassfeld; and with grcen gadolinite crystals and scolecite at Bockstein (Gernot Wcisscnsteiner,
pers. comm.). flat-topped stilbite· crystals, up to 3 cm long, are found with quart.z and green
fluorite on granitiC gneiss at Siglitztal, ncar Bockstein (Passaglia el al.• 1978a; British Museum,
RWI).
Styrill: Radiating aggregates of stiJbite, up to 4 em long, are found with heulandite, chabazite,
laumontite, and adularia on gneiss at Sulmbrucke near Schwanberg, Koralpe (Gemot Weissensteiner, pers. comm.). Stilbite is found with laumontitc, scolecitc, hculandite, adularia. albite,
axinite, prehnite, schorI. and muscovile atlhe Humpelgraben Quarry. Glcinalpe; with hculandite, mordenite. Laumootile, prchnitc, clinozoisite, ilmenite, titanitc, sulfides. biotite. paragonitc,
albite. and calcite on eclogite-amphibolite at Wemersdorf, near Wies; and with cbabazite and
scoIccite on amphibolite at Trafossgraben, near Kirchdorf an der Mur, Gleinalpe (Gernot Weissensteincr. pcrs. comm.). Stilbite occurs with heulandite, chabazite. and laumontitc On graphitcrich silicate-marble at SI. Johann ob Hohcnburg; formed white sheaflike groups, up to 1 cm
long, with small crystals of hculandite aDd chabazite on chloritoid, magnctite. hornblcndc. epidote. and garnet in cavities in amphibolite at Glalljoh. Wolzer Taucrn, Niedere Tauern; and
formed 6-mm-loog crystals with chabazite on gneiss at Plellcmal near Pusterwald (Gernot Weissensteiner. pers. oomm.).

Tyrol: Stilbite is found with scolccite, laumontite, apophyllitc, and quartz in cavities at "ElfriedeTriebwasserstollen; ZiUergrundl, and in eavities in amphibolite at Prijakt, in the Schober Mountains (at 3000 meters elevation)(GcmOi Wcissensteiner, pers. comm.). Colorless to white stilbitc. up to 15 mm long, is found on muscovite and quartz at F1aitenthal, ZillerthaJ (British
Museum, RWI).

BRAZIL
Goias: Brown sheaves of stilbite, up to 5 em long, that are associated with light red heulanditc
and covered with large blocky color1ess to light green apophyllite and coarse scolccite prisms in
fine-grained basall are labeled Goias but look suspiciously like those found at Rio das Antas,
Rio Grande do Sui (RWI).

Maranhao: Stilbite is found at Grajau (Franco et al.• 1972). Rao and Cunha e Silva (1%3)
report stilbite with chabazite and heulandite on schist in northeastern Brazil. Reddish-brown
radial groups ofstilbitc. up to 2 cm long. are found in vesicular basall at Botocani (Hintze.
1897).
Minas Gerais: Colorless to light brown stiLbite sheaves, up to 3 em long. are found with
apophyllite and heulandite at Araxa «British Museum, RWI). flat-topped stilbite variety stelIcritc· is reportcd at Dom Pedro (passaglia el al.• 1978a).
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Rio Grande do Sui: Ught brown stilbite crystals are found with large, blocky apophyllite, reddish
heulandite, and long needles of sool~ile in the zeolite-rich basalts at Pormenor and Rio das
Antas, Bcnto Gonclavcs, in southern Brazil (Franco, 1952; Francoe/ al., 19n).
Lieber (1978) reported golden-brown bundles of flat-topped stilbite crystals, up to 15 mm
long, and colorless to light brown pointed stilbite aggregates, up to 5 em long, in large pockets,
up to 1 meter wide, in vesicular basalt during construction of the Antas Railway Tunnel near
Bento Gonsalves. The stilbite is commonly associated with enormous, blOCky, colorless to light
green apophyllite crystals, up to 20 em across, smaller colorless apophyllite perched on scolecite
prisms, he·ulandite, and minor amounts of laumontite, natrolite, quar1.7" and calcite.
Passaglia e/ aI. (19783) reported flat-topped stilbite· from Gallias. Mason and Greenberg
(1954) deseribed stilbite associated with heulandite, chab82ite, and mordenite in southern Br37jl.
Murata et aI. (1987) found stilbite is commOn in Jurassic-Cretaceous VOlcanics (tholeiitic
basaltS, basaltic andesite, and andesite) near Porto Alegre. The stilbite is associated with laumontite, heulandite, soolecite, mesolite, apophyllite, calcite, sm~tite, and, rarely, with quartz,
thomsonite, Chabazite, and analcime. Stilbile variety steHerite, with a wide range of the cations,
calcium, sodium, and potassium, is found on Robert Island (yillarroel, 1983).
Santa Catarina: Light brown to cream-colored sheaves of stilbite, up to 5 em across, are found
with scolecite prisms, up to 10 em long, and colorless to light grcen block]' apophyUite at Lages
(British Museum, RWI). Stilbite bow ties, up to 10 em long, are found at Volta Grande, in
Santa Catarina (Franco et al., 1972).
Sao Paulo: Bow ties and sheaves of stilbite are common.1y found on heulanditc at Dais Corregos
(Franco e/ al., 1972). Franco (1952) reports stilbite varicty stellerite in the basalt ncar Franca.
Stilbite is found in basalt at Serra de Brotas near BOtucatu (Dana, 1898).
BULGARIA

Stilbite and laumontite are abundant in veins crossing Upper Cretaceous trachyte and andesite
that have been intruded by monzonite and granodiorite along the Balkan Mountain Range to
the Black Sea (Kostov, 1969). The intrusions produced copper mineralization and concentric
alteration zones consisting of an inncr high-temperature zone (nearcstthe intrusive), composed
of epidOtc-prchnite-3lbite, followed by a zone consisting of natrolite, mesolitc, soolccitc, thomsonite, analcime, and laumontite, amI (furthest from the intrusive) a low-temperature zone
composed of stilbite, hculanditc, mordcnitc, and quartz (Kostov, 1969).
In the eastern RhodOpes, Tertiary andesite (that shows concentric zoning an<llead-zinc mineralization around monzonite intrusives) contains stilbite in the low-temperature zone (furthest
from the intrusive) (Kostrov, 1969). In this area, zoning is Observed (from the highest to I()\\'est
temperature) in the order: albite-epidote > natrolite-analcime > laumontitc > stilbiteheulandite-ehabazite-harmotome > quartz-ehalccdony-mordenite or chalcedony-ferrierite
(Kostov, 1969).
CANADA

British Columbia: Cream-colored pointed stilbite crystals, up to 4 em long, are found Wilh
apophyllite lining cavities, up to 18 em in diameter, in vesicular basalt flows overlying ferrieritecalcite rich fl()\\'S at the base of "Fcrrierite Bluffs' southeast of Monte Lake (Sid Baker, pees.
comm.).
Colorless to light yellOW, flat-topped stilbite crystalS, up to 2 cm long, form allr3etive, parallel,
bundlelikc aggregates on colorless to golden, erionite-<>ffretite needles, dodecahedra of paulingite, and colorless hculandite prisms in vesicular basalt at Twig Creek, in the Monte Hills, west of
Montc Lake (RWI). The minerals crystallized in the order: erionite-offrctite > paulingite >
clay> heuiandite > stilbite > chabazite (RWI).
Thin, colorless to light orange, pointed stilbite blades, up to 8 mm long, are found with pinkishorange chabazite, laumontite, and calcite in vertical veins crossing vesicular Eoccne trachytes at
Ycllow Lake, near Olalla (RWI). The complex crystallization history at this locality appears to
represent shallow hot springs activity where the zeolites, phillipsite> analcime> thomsonite >
soolecite-mesolite-natrolite, crystallizing in vesicles, were invaded by fractures foll()\\'ed by solu-
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tions depositing Sr-bearing heulanditc > brcwstcrite-yugawaralite-lluorite La-bearing, wakcfieldite-(Ce) > laumontite, along with large amounts of calcite. At sbalJoY-'Cr depths, the same
veins dcposited only chabazite> calcite> stilbitc > calcite> laumontite.
Nova Scotia: Slilbite is the most abundant zeolite in the Triassic basalts along tbe shores of the
Minas Basin and the Bay of Fundy. Allraetive, reddish-brown, radiating aggregates and fanlike
groups of stilbite, up to 4 cm long, are found on salmon-red rhombohedra of chabazitc and arc
rarely covered with colorless analcime, heulandile, or calcile at Wasson's Bluff, near Parrsboro
(R WI). On Partridge Island, white to flesh-red stilbite is found in veins, up to 16 meters long
and up to 10 cm thick, in basalt (Dana, 1898). Translucent brown bow ties and radiating aggregates of stilbite, up to 4 em long (some covered with native copper wires), are found at Cape
d'Or (RWI). Pointed stilbitc· occurs at Ogilvie Wharf (passaglia el aJ., 1978a). Sabina (1964)
reports stilbile in seams and cavities, up to ncarly 1 meter in diameter, at Halls Harbor,
Kentville, and otber localities. Excellent stilbite crystals are found at Five Islands; Pari ridge
Island; Two Islands; Swans Creek; and in the cliffs from Cape Blomidon to Cape Splil. The minerals crystallized in the order: quarlZ > chabazite-gmelinite > bculandilc-Slilbitc-heulandile >
laumontite> apophyllite-analcime > thomsonite > natrolite-mesolile intcrgrowth (Walker and
Parsons, 1922; Aumento. 1964). Olher minerals present in tbe volcanics include prehnite, gyrolite, amcthyst quartz, scolecite, mordcnite, celadonilc, and gypsum (Sabina, 1964).
Ontario: Stilbite occurs with analcime, cbabazite, cowlesite. heulandile, epistilbile, faujasite, garronite, gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesoLite, thomsonite, apopbyllitc, datolite, prebnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxenite near Davis Hill and Khartoum
(Vellhuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Stilbite occurs wilh analcime, chabazite, cowlesitc, hculandite, cpistilbite, faujasitc, garronite, gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mesolite, thomsonite, apophyllite, datoLite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian melapyroxenite near Laurel; Hincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam de la Salelle (Veil hu izen, 1991).
CANARY ISLANDS

Yellow to white stilbite crystals occur on the Canary Islands (Himze, 1897).
CHILE

Stilbite occurs at Ceno de Renca, near Coina, Caquenos; in the silver deposits of Radaito, San
Antonio and La Guia de Retamo; at Arqueros; and in vesicular volcanic rocks of the Hacienda
La Quinta, near Curieo (Hintze, 1897).
COSTA RICA

Colorless, pointed sliJbile, up to 10 mm long, is found with hculanditc, laumontitc, rice-grain
quartz., mordenile, and calcite in cavities in volcanics at Guatil and ....ith heulandite, thomsonite,
mesolitc, chabazitc, copper, analcime, and laumontite at La Cruz (Ronald Boyd, pers. camm.).
Stilbite is found with heulandite, analcime, mcsolite, phillipsite, thomsonite, apophyllite,
chabazite, and calcite at Quebrada Grande (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

White to pale red stilbite crystals occur on quartz and cassiterite near Scblaggenwald, Bobemia
(Hintze, 1897).Colorless, transparent stilbite crystals were found in the Francisci Mine and the
Segen-Gotlcr Pit, near Pribram, Bohemia (Hintze, 1897). Stilbite occurs in basalt at Oberkamnilz and Kautncr-Bcrg, ncar Ceska Lipa (= BOhmisch Leipa), Bohemia (HiOlze, 1897).
Stilbitc occurs in phonolite at Wercbner-Berg, ncar Binnowe, and in actinolite scbist near
Marschcndorf, Bohemia (Hintze, 1897). Stilbite forms sphcrical aggregatcs with chlorile, in
veins cutting through gneiss at ZClezna, Ruda (= Eisenstein) (Novacek, 1936). PassagJia el ai.
(19788) rcport stilbile· from Zoptau, Moravia. Stilbite occurs in the amphibolite in the
sequence: scolecite > heulandite > slilbite > chabazite> laumontitc at Ccrvena Hora, ncar
Kouty, Moravia (Novotna, 1926).
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Radiating, yellowish. columnar and lathlike stilbite crystals, up to 8 mm long (with the forms
{ool}, {OlO}. {l0}}, and rarely {lID}), are found with chabazite, natrolite. hculandite, and
laumontite in hydrothermally altered. fine-grained. albite-quartz veins along the bOrder of
amphibOlite in gneiss in the AmphibOlite Quarry. at Mirosov, near Strazek, western Moravia
(CCrny, 1955; Cerny and Povondra, 1966b). Otber minerals in tbe veins include prehnite, datolite, calcite, pyrite, sphene. axinite, epidote, and chlorite. Stilbite, scolecite, epistilbite, laumontitc,
cbabazite, heulandite, and apophyllite are found in cavities in andesite ncar Siatorosska
Bukovinka, in the Ccrova Vrchevina area (Duda et 01.• 1984).
FAROE ISLANDS

Stilbite is common in the Faroe Islands. It forms white bow ties, and thin, rectangular, colorless
to eream-eolored crystals (with irrcgular terminations) that result frem numerous offset crystals
(Betz. 1981). Passaglia et 01. (19783) reported irregular terminated stilbite· from the Farces.
Rectangular. colorless stilbite blades, up to 3 cm long, are found covered with smalllaumontite crystals on drusy beulanditc and mcsolite in pockets, up to 2 meters long. near Kvivik, on
Strcymoy (= Strome) Island (Bell., 1981). Pockets, up to 50 cm across, lined witb slilbite,
heulandite, apophyllile, and mesolite, are found near Haldarsvik, on Strcymoy Island (Betz,
1981). On Streymoy Island, stilbite is covered with laumontite at Gasafell; with heulandite,
chabazite, and apopbyllite at Hosvik; and at Glyvursnes (DelZ, 1981).
Cream-eolored tabular stilbite crystals, up to 3 em long (with irregular terminations), and
radial aggregales, up to 8 em in diameter, line pockets, up to 2 meters across, near Oyrargjogv
on Vagar (= Vaago) Island (Betz, 1981). Colorless to cream-colored stilbite bow ties, up to 3
cm long, and small, nanened blades are found on gray thomsonite aggregates and colorless
chabazite at Zeolith hule (= cave) near Skulin, Nolsey (= Naalse, = Noise) Island (Betz, 1981).
Slilbite and chabazile in tbe Faroe Islands have been dated by fission track techniques to be 40
to 50 million years old (Koul and Chadderton, 1980).
FINLAND

Flat-topped stilbite (reported as stcllerite) is found in a calcite-magnetitc-pyroxene skarn at SillbOle, near Helsinki (Maninen, 1952).
FRANCE

Spherical groups of pointed stilbite· crystals are found in mica schist at Saint-Christophe,
Bourg-<l'Oisans, Isa:rc (passaglia et al., 19783). Colorless 10 white stilbite crystals, up to 5 mm
long, arc found at Dauphine, Iscre and Luehon, Pyreness (British Museum, RWT). Hatly
(1801) described rounded stilbile aggregates in Ihe Dauphine Alps.
Stilbite occurs on joint surfaces on biotite gneiss at CambO, in the Basses-Pyrenees (Hintze,
1897). White sheaves of stilbite were found on granite near Oleue, in tbe Pyrenees Orientales
(Hint.ze, 1897).
Stilbite occurs in diorite and amphiboles at Puy d'Ayre, Puy d'Ereslids, and Puy de Caubcre,
near Rioumaon, abOve Luz (Hintze, 1897). Yellow to white blades and spherical groups of stilbile were abundant in schist near Saint Barthelemy, Niege (Hintze, 1897). StiJbite occurs at
Ophil, near Saint Giron; Rimont; Labastide de Serron; and Dax, in the Department of Landes
(Hintze, 1897).
GERMANY

Colorless to gray, pointed and nat-topped slilbite· Cl)"Stals, up to 15 mm long, are found with
heulandile, analcime, calcite, pyrite, pyrrhotite, quartz, fluorite, and galena at the Samson Mine,
Andrea.sbcrg. Harz (passaglia et aI., 19783; British Museum, RWT). Hatly (1801) described
pointed stilbite at Andreasbcrg, Harz.
StiJbite occurs witb analcime, cbabazite, laumontite, natrolite, and prebnite in diabase at Bad
Harzburg, Harz, and wilh chabazite, nuorite, quartz, and feldspar in granite at Wurmberg. nortb
of Braunlage, Harz (Wiltero, 1990).
Slilbite occurs with natrelile, chabazite, calcite, and aragonite in basalt near Eschv.'Cge; with
nalrolite, thomsonile. scolecite, mcsolite. gonnardite, and phillipsite in basalt at Rossdorf, near
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Darmstadt; witb chabazite at Tittling, near Stutzerdorf; and with harmotome and chabazite at
Freisen, Saarland (Wittem, 1990).
Flat.topped and pointed stilbite- crystals are found in the Gelbe Birke Mine, (where epidesmine was first described), Furstenberge, near Schwarzenberg, in Erzgebirge (R05ick)i and
Thugutt, 1913; Passaglia el aI., 1978a). Flat.topped and pointed stilbite· crystals are found at
Auerbach, Hessen (passaglia el aI., 1978a).
Stilbite occurs in melilite.nephclinite basalt and pyroclastics that built up a Tertiary volcano at
HOWenegg, in Hegau (Walenta, el aI., 1981). Other cavities contain amicite, merlinoite, calcite·
aragonite, garronite.phillipsite, harmotome, natrolite, chabazite, paulingite, thomsonite, mountairnte, torbermorite, and makatite (Walenta, 1974; Alberti el aI., 1979; Walenta el al., 1981).
Stilbitc occurs with heulandite and chabazite at Gefrees; with chabazite, harmotome, and
beulandite at Silberberg, near Bodenmais; with chabazite at Saustein, near Schonberg; and with
chabazite, laumontite, and heulandite at Lindberg-Gipfel (Wittem, 1990).
Stilbite and heulandite occur in dioritc at Erlenbach, north of Heidelberg, and with chabazitc
and analcime io gabbro at Nieder-J3eerbach, near Darmstadt (Wittem, 1990). Cream to yellow,
lustrous, radiating groups of flat-topped stilbite, up to 1em in diameter, are found with heulandite, prehnite, and calcite on laumontitc at Herbom-Seelbach, Westerwald (R \VI).
Cream<.olored, pointed stilbite crystals, up to 10 mm long, form radiating aggregates, up to 20
mm in diameter, that are covered with tiny goosccreekite crystals, hexagonal tablets of apatite,
and Mg-Ca-rich heulandite, in cavities in thc ceOlcr of pegmalite vcins, 10 to 15 cm widc, cutting
Paleozoic amphibolite and granite at the Oberbaumuhle Quarry, near Windiscbeschenbach,
Upper Palatinate, Bavaria (Hampel and Kcck, 1990). The veins also contain laumontite, epi.
dote, and altered potassium feldspar.
Stilbite is rarely found with laumontite, heulandite, gmelinite, natrolite, chabazite, analcime,
thomsonite, phillipsite, thaumasite, ettringite, calcite, gyrolite, and okenite in Tertiary basalt at
the Zeilberg Ouarry, near Maroldsweisach, Franconia, Bavaria (Wolfgang Hampel, peTS.
comm.). Sandstone xenoliths in the basalt also contain sodium·rich dachiardite, aragonite,
phillipsite, rhodesite, tobermorite, and hydroxyapophyllite.

GREENLAND
Stilbite is abundant in the volcanic rocks of Greenland. In the Godhavn District, on Disko
Island, large crystals of stilbite are commonly associated with heulandite, chabazite, apophyllitc.
and scolecite (RWT). Brownish·white stilbite groups, up to 2 cm long, are found on heulanditc
at Lyngmarksfjeld; sheafiikc groups of stilbite, up to 25 mm loog, are covered by scolecite
needles at Anguiartoutit; and white stilbite bow ties, up to 6 em long, are found at Kuanerssuit
(B0ggild, 1953). Reddish stilbite is found on beulanditc in cavities io tuff at Tarajungitsoq; reddish to white, sheaOike aggregates of stilbite, up to 7 cm long, are covered by scolecite and
apophyllite at Qarusuit; and shcaves of reddish stilbite, up to 3 em long, are found at Sioraq
(B0ggild, 1953).
Grayish to white stilbite crystals, up to 4 mm long, are found in basalt in the Umanak District;
vivid red stilbitc occurs in basalt at Kuganguaq, in the Ritenbenk District; and yellowish stilbite
crystalS, up to 2 mm long, occur in fISSures in granite, in moraine fragments, at Igdlorssuite. in
the Julianehaab District (B0ggild, 1953).
In eastern Greenland, slilbite is the most widely distributed zeolite. White to light red pointed
stilbite crystals, up to 4 cm long, are found with quartz and clay in cavities, up to 20 em in diameter, on the east side of Mount Henry; pale reddish·white pointed stilbite, up to 2 em long, is
associated with natroHte and calcite in cavities at Fyrbodcral at Turner 0; sheaOike stilbite is
found on heulandile at Kap Brewster; and stilbile is associated with chabazite and levync ncar
SCOresby Sund (B0ggild, 19(9).

HUNGARY
Bundles of flat·topped colorless stilbite crystals, up to 3 em long (with small triangular comers),
are found on chabazite and analcime in andesite at Csodi Mountain, Dunabogdany, north of
Budapest (Reichert and Erd6lyi. 1935; Koch, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> chabazite> stilbite > calcite.
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Mezosi (1965) reports stHbite, heulandite, chabazite, and laumontite in andesite in the Matra
Mountains. StHbite crystalS, up to 3 mm long, are found in the Pliocene basalt north of Balaton
Lake (Koch, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order. calcite> phillipsite> chabazite>
analcime> stilbite > thomsonite > natrolite-mesolite-scolecite > calcite> aragonite (Koch,
1978).
Flat-topped stilbite overgrows pointed stHbite and is associated with chabazite and calcite in
fISSures in andesite at the Malomvolgy Quarry, Mount Gsak, near Szobi (Erdt':Jyi, 1943). Stilbite
crystals (with irregular terminations) are found at Nadap and Dunabogdany (passagJia et ai.,
1978a).
StHbite occurs on joint surfaces in diorite at SChemnitz; in basalt at Geisshubel, near
Schemnitz, and at Vindornya Szollos; and with chabazite and calcite in trachyte at Tolmacs and
Bogdany, near Vishegrad (Hintze, 1897). White, yellow, and pink spherical aggregates of slilbite
occur with calcite in a contact zone with S)'enite at Valle Sacca, near Rezbanya (Hintze, 1897).
ICELAND
Stilbite is very abundant in the tholeiite basalt and less abundant in the silica-poor olivine basalt
of eastern Iceland (Walker. 1960b). Superb specimens of pointed stilbite· arc found with
heulandite, scolecite. mordcnite, and epistilbite in the tholeiite basalt sea cliffs at Teigarhom in
Berufjordur (= Bcrufjord) (Passaglia et 01., 1978a). An abundance of pockets, up to 1meter in
diameter, are found in a zeolite-rich area (that extends from sea level to 300 meters elevation)
lined with stilbite bow lies, up to 6 em long. with quartz, calcite. mordenite, heulandite, and
epistHbite (Walker. 1960b). Smaller crystals of stHbite and heulandite are found with low-silica
zeolites (Chabazite, thomsonite, analcime, phillipsite, Icvyne, gismondine) in olivine basalt adjacent to the tholeiite basalts (Walker, 1960b). Fine specimens of stilbite are also found at Fossarfell and Raudafell (Fig. 544) at the western end of Bcrufjordur, and at Bulandsdalur, Osfjall,
and Nordurdalur (Betz. 1981).
Excellent white bow ties of stilbite, up to:l em long, are found on calcite and quartz and are
associate<! with heulandite and laumontite in cavities, up to 1meter across, at Helgustadanama
(= Helgustadir) Mine (famous for Iceland Spar), along RC)'<larfjordur (Betz, 1981). Radiating
spherical aggregates of stilbite are found in the sea cliffs at Hvalljordur, in western Iceland
(Betz, 1981).
Kristmannsd611ir and T6masson (1978) reported stHbite in drill cores in tow-temperature
geothermal drill holes (at depths ranging from 45 to 1200 meters and tcmperatures from 75 0 to
110" C) near Reykjavik and Akureyri, and in one high-temperature well (at 200" C) ncar Nesjavellir. 'The zeolites have been found in zones in the order (with increading depth and
temperature) empty cavities> chabazite-Ievyne-phillipsite > mcsolitc-scolecite-thomsonitegismondine > heulanditc-stilbite-mordenite > laumontite> analcime-wairakite
(Kristmanosd6l1ir and T6masson, 1978).
INDIA
The Tertiary Deccan basalts ofwcstcrn India are the most prolific sources of stilbite in the
world. StiJbite is the most abundant zeolite in the tholeiitic basalt plateaus near Nasik and Pune
(= Poona) and decreases in abundance toward the coast at Bombay (Sukheswala et ai., 1974).
Stilbite is scarce in gas pockets found in the center of green basalt pillows at the "Bombay
Quarry" ncar Kbandivali, north of Bombay. It forms colorless to cream<olored crystals, up to 7
cm long, and, rarcly, green<olored bow ties (Fig. C-53), up to 4 em long (colored from clay
inclusions). on quartz, calcite, scolecite, and laumontite (RWI). Othcr minerals associated with
stilbite include okenite, yugawaralite, prehnite, calcite, hydroxyapophyllite, gypsum, epislHbite,
and gyrolite (RWI). Small, colorless stilbite crystals are found on nalrolite-mcsolite-scolecitc
needles at the Number 2 Quarry. at Khandivali (RWI).
Attractive, salmon<olored stilbite, up to 6 cm long, are found on white laumontite near Virar,
north of Bombay (RWI). Ught, amber<olored stilbite is found with laumontite on golden calcite in quartz-lined cavities at Disar Quarry. near Bombay (R WI). Stilbite is found with blocky,
colorless to green f1uorapophyllitc and heulandite at Panvcl (RWI).
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Lustrous, light orange, pointed stilbite crystals, up to 3 cm long, occur with colorless to green
f1uorapopbyllite on drusy quartz in basalt 8tthe Pads Quarry and Jasai Quarry, near Pandvel,
southeast of Bombay (RWf). Crcam-COlored, pointed slilbite crystals, up to 5 cm long, occur
wilh colorless fluorapophyllite on drusy quartz and green clay in basall at the Quality Quarry,
near Roha, south of Bombay (RWf). Cream-colored stilbite blades occur with heulandite,
apopbylLite, and gyrolite on drusy quanz in basalt at the Mabad Quarry, soulb of Bombay.
Excellent specimens of cream to white, radiating fa.ns and bow ties of stilbite (Fig. C-43), up to
12 cm long, arc found on cream-colorcd beulandite, and are associated with blocky green fluor·
apophyllite in large pockets in basalt at Lonavala (= Lanawala = Lonaula) between Bombay
and Pune (RWf). Also at Lonavala golden-eream-colored flat-topped stilbite aggrcgates, 6 cm
long, form beautiful fanlike groups on a thick, white mordenite cavity lining (RWf).
Conslruction of a railway tunnel between Bombay and Pune by the British around the tum of
the century uncovered numerous, 2-metcr pockets lined with pale-orange stilbite balls and bril·
liant, pale green apophyllite crystals (Currier, 1976). A Bombay newspaper reported Ihat dia·
monds had been found in thc "Jewel Tunnel." Swarms of people descended on Ihe site to find
their riches, only to seek soft, clcavable apophyllite.
Stilbitc is very common in the numerous quarries in Ihe Pune (= Poona) District. Exccptional
specimens of colorless to whitc slilbite blades, large, moundlike radialing aggregates, and beauli·
ful, sheaflike bow lies (Figs. 543,C-35), up to 12 cm long, are found I.ining large pockels wilh pale
to deep green fluorapophyllite, sprays of mesolite needles, drusy while hculandite, and a charactcrislic blue-grcen clay lining in Ihe Pashao Hills, at Khadalcvasla, near Pune (RWf). Currier
(1976) reported large pockets filled with 1005C, doubly terminated stilbite crystals and other cavities, up to 7 meters long, lined with stilbite.
Colorless to white, doubly terminated, pointed slilbile blades, up to 15 mm long, arc scallered
00 drusy hculaodite and are covered by beautiful bright blue sprays of cavansitc crystals, 5 mm
to 2 cm long, in large angUlar basaltic breccia cavities in several quarries ncar Wagholi
(=
Vagholi), northeast of Pune (Birch, 1977; Wilke tl al., 1989; Rusty Kothavala, pers. comm.).
TIny, colorless, drusy stilbile blades and calcite also crystallized 00 top of many of the cavansite
aggrcgates.
While, flal-Iopped, radiating aggregates ofstilbitc variety stellerile,· up to 6 em in diametcr,
are associated witb heulandite, chalcedony, amelhyst quartz, mordenite, and calcite, on black
day, in largc cavilies in dense black basalt at Chincbwad, nortbwest of Pune (Sukheswala el al.,
1972, 1974; Francis and Metropolis, 1985).
Hundreds of plates, composed of white stilbite blades and bow ties, up 10 6 cm long (covered
by sprays of mesolite needles up 109 cm in diameter), were found in an exceptionally large, flattened pocket (over 6 meters long) that was encountered al tbe contaci of two lava flows, during
excavation of an open watcr well (4 meters in diameter) at Hadpsar, in the Poona Dislrict
(RWf).
Exceptionally large specimens of stilbite are found in the Nasil:: District. Stilbitc from this area
is characteristically a pink to deep salmon color. It formed bow lies, commonly up to 14 em long,
with some crystals up to 10 by 10 by 6 cm and compact cavity linings 10 cm thick (R Wf).
Sukheswala el aI. (1974) reported that fresh pockets are distinctly red whco freshly exposed but
gradually fade to cream or pinkish.red when exposed to air. Superb clusters of pinl:: to salmoncolored, lustrous stilbite are found witb large, blocky, colorless to pale green fluorapophyllite in
pockets,2 meters or more in diameter, at the Pandulane Quarry, near Nasik (Currier, 1976).
Kothavala (1982) reports pink stilbite forming sheaves and bow lies, up to 20 em across, with
laumontite, clear apophyllite, bculandite, amethyst quartz, and exceptional goldcn powellite crystals in basalt breccia at the Aurora Quarry, on Pandulena Hill, southwest of Nasik.
Attbe Pathardy Quarry, near Nasik, large pink stilbile crystals, up to 10 em long, are
extremely abundant and are commonly associated with large groups of stout, pinkish laumonlite,
and exceptional sprays of coarse, colorless scolecite needles in elongated pockets, up to 7 meters
across (Currier, 1976). COarse scoleeilc crystals are found on stilbite at Pimplas, near Nasik.
Aat, tabular, doubly terminated, pink stilbite (with an internal hourglass sector pallern) is found
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on gray chalcedony at Malegaon, near Nasik (Currier, 1976). OranglXOk>red fans of slilbite
variety stelleritc,· up to 3 em long, line cavities in baSalt in the Nasik region (Francis and
Metropolis, 1985).
Colorless, flal-l0ppcd stilbite variety stellerite cl)'Slals, up to 1 em long, and pointed, pink stilbite blades occur on quartz in basalt at the Syed Pimpri Quarry, in the Nasik District (RWI).
Exceptional specimens of colorless to pale orange, transparent stilbite variety stellerite- crystals
form rows and aggregates of Oat-lOPped crystals (with tioy triangular modifications), up to 10 em
in diameter, on a mat Of while mordenite needles (up to 2 em thick) and deep red heulandite in
large cavities in basalt near Aurangabad (Dudley Blauwet; RWI). Nearby cavities contain
allraClive, salmon-colored aggregates of stilbitc, up to 4 coo long, with compound, pointed and
flat terminations, covering large, orange-red heulandite and while mordenite (RWI).
Pointed stilbite crystals, up to 6 em long, occur with heulandite, mesolitc, fluorapophylite,
mordenite, epistilbite, Chlorite, calcite, and drusy quartz in basalt in several quarries at Sawda,
near Jalgaon, in the Aurangbad District (Rusty Kotbavala, pers. comm.j RWl).
Cream-colored, pointed stilbite bow ties, up to 3 coo long, witb red hematite inclusions, occur
in basalt near Wadgaon (RWI). Orange-colored pointed stilbite crystalS, up to 6 em long, occur
on mordenite near GUjarat (RWI). White stilbite crystals, up to 2 coo long, occur with apophyllite at Pali (RWI).
Coarse bands of reddish stilbite, up to 1 meter wide (cut by calcite veins), are found in layers
of nickel·bearing, antigoritic serpentine within a granite-metamorphic complex ncar Ranakpur
(= Ranapur) (Chaudhari and Sharma, 1971).
INDIAN OCEAN

Stilbite is found with merlinoite, plagioclase, chabazite, and quartz in manganese nodules, on the
South Indian Ridge, east of Kerguelen !sland, in the Indian Ocean (Mohapatra and Sahoo,
1987). The minerals prObably resulted from diagenetic alteration of volcanic ash on thc ocean
0011000.

IRAN

Transparent stilbite crystals, up to 1coo long, are rarely found in veins and vesicles with mesolite,
chabazite, lhomsonite, analcime, heulandite, and phillipsite in Upper Eocene to Oligocene,
potassium·rich basalt (= shoshonite) in thc Meshkin Shar and Ardebil Districts, in northeast
Azerbaijan (Comin.Chiaramonti et oJ., 1979b). The minerals crystallized in the order: analcime
> mesolite-thornsonite > phillipsite> hculandite > stilbite > chabazite> apophyllitc > calcitc.
ITALY
(Type locality) Lustrous, white or pink, pointed blades of Na-rich stilbite variety barrerite, up to
5 moo long, and formless masses, up to 5 em in diameter, were found covering a thin crust of
rcddish heulandite in large (ractures and cavities in the highly WC8thcred volcanic andesite or
rhyolite along the base of the sea cliffs below S. EflSio Tower, near capo Pula, cagliari, Sardinia
(passaglia and Pongiluppi, 1974, 1975). Barrerite cryst.als are elongatcd along thc a-axis, with
....-eIl..<Jevclopcd {OlO} (parallel to the Cleavage), {Oll},and {DOl},and tcrminated by {11l}
(Figs. 537,545)(Passaglia and Pongiluppi, 1974, 1975). Colorless to crcam-colored pointed stilbite- blades and bow ties, up to 3 em long, are found in veins in altered andesite in the sea cliffs
(above the type locality for barrerite) at cape Pula (Passaglia et 01., 19783). The sodium content
of the stilbite increases as the seashore is approached (Passaglia et 01.,19783) indicating that ion
exchange between stilbite or stcllcrite and Na·rich seawater Olay have produced lhe Na-rich barrcrite (RWl). Stilbite is found at cape Santa Villoria, cagliari, Sardinia (Passaglia et 01.,19783).
Colorless to whitc, rectangular laths of Ca-rich stilbite variety stelleritc- (Fig. 536), up to 5 moo
long, are found with bculandite in cavities and fractures in Miocene andesite at Villanova Mon·
teleone, Sassari, Sardinia (Galli and Passaglia, 1973). Stilbite variety stelleritc is reported at
Seremida, Sardinia (Figs. 546,547) (Alberti et 01., 1978). Lustrous, cream-colored, stilbitc
sheaves, up to 4 em long, occur at Cape Marargiu between Bosa and A1ghero, Sardinia (RWI).
Pointed stilbite· is found at Montresta, Nuoro (Passaglia ct oJ., 19783). Also on Sardinia, tiny,
white stilbite crystals are found at Monastir, cagliarij colorless stilbite crystalS, up to 15 moo long,
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occur at Capo Marargui, Bos.a; and minute while to colorless, radial aggregates of stellerite are
found at Villa Nova, Sassari and Alghcro. Bosa (Robert Ray, pers. oomm.).
White to yellowish. spherical or sheaflike. Oat.topped aggregates of stilbite (= foresite), up to
10 cm long, are found with dachiardite, mordenite,laurnontitc. heulandite, and chabazite on
tourmaline, lepidolite, quartz, orthoclase, petalite, and pollucite in the pegmatite veins crossing
granodiorite stOCk at Masso Foresi; Fontc del Prcte; and thc Speranza vcin, near san Piero. in
Campo, Elba (Dana, 1898; Cocco and Garavelli, 1958; Orlandi and Scortecci, 1985).
Flat-topped stilbite· is found with chabazitc and laumontitc on granitc at Baveno. near Lago
Maggiore, Novara (Pagliani, 1948; Passaglia el aI., 1978a). Stilbite is found on quartz-diorite at
Val Nambrone. Trento (Alberti, 1971). Stilbite occurs on schist at Val Malenco, Lombardia
(Scaini and Nardelli, 1952). Stilbite crystals (with irregular terminations) are found at Tiso.
Bolzano, and with pointed terminations at Val Razzes, Alpe di Siuse, Bolzano (Passaglia el ai.,
1978a).
Colorless, lustrous, smooth, radiating spherical aggregates of stilbite, up to 5 mm in diameter
(composed of Oat-topped crystals) (= puOerite). are found lining cavities in the basalts at Forra
di Bulla (= PuOer Loch), Soutb Tyrol (BritiSh Museum. RWT). Colorless, radiating blades of
stilbite (= puOerite) form spheres at Mont da Sores, Trentino (Robert Ray, pers. comm.).
SbcaOike, colorless blades and spherical aggregates of stilbite are found in veins and fractures
containing tbomsonite, chabazite. and apophyllite in brecciated meta-volcanics and serpentinites
along a thrust fault zone at Rio Acquestriate, Molini, near Voltaggio, in Liguria (Argenit el al.,
1986). Stilbite crystals, up to 3 mm long, witb nat terminations are found with chabazitc on schist
at Valle del Varenna, Liguria (Pelloux, 1949).
Flat-topped and poioted stilbitc· crystals occur at Passo dell'Oro, Dagni di Val Masino, Soodrio (Passaglia el al., 1978a). Stilbite crystals (witb irrcgular terminations) are found at Prascor·
sana, Cuorgne, near Castellamonte, Torino (Passaglia el aI., 1978a).
JAPAN
Colorless to yellOw-brown, sheaflike aggregates of Na·rieh stilbile,· up to 3 cm across
(containing inclusions of phlogopite), are covered by heulandite and laumontite in a Miocene
granite along the southeastern Kii Peninsula. Ooigashiro, near Kumano. Onigajo, Mie Prefee·
ture (Harada and Tomita, 1967; Passaglia el aI., 1978a).Na·rich stilbitc and Na·rich heulandite
cemcnt Tcrtiary conglomerates in the Tsuyazaki area, Fukuoka Prcfecturc (Ueno and Hanada,
1982).

Stilbite is found in a low-temperature alteration zone (furtbest from a quarlz dioritc intrusion
into Mioccne volcanic and pyrOClastic rocks) in the Tanzawa Mountains, central Japan (Liou,
1971; Seki et al., 1969a; Miyashiro and Shido, 1970). The stilbite 1.OOC (formed at 1500 C) is followed (with increasing tcmperature) by zones containing laumontite> Na-bearing wairalcite >
prchnite.pumpellyitc > actinolite> hornblendc.andradite-quarLz·magnctite as the contact is
approachcd. Flat·topped and pointed slilbitc· is found in andesitic breccia at Komuroyama.
Tagata.gun (Harada and Tomita, 1967; Passaglia tl aI., 19783). Slilbite occurs with chabazite at
Arnagi Pass, Shizuoka Prefecture (Smithsonian, RWT).
Stilbite, Na-rich levyne-erionite, and chabazite occur in vesicular basalt at Chojabaru. 110
Island, Nagasaki Prefecture (Sbimazu and Mi1.Ota, 1972). Passaglia et aI. (1978a) rcports stilbite· crystals (with irregular terminations) at Tsuyazak..i, FukuOka and ShimOhatsukari, Ohtsuk.i,
Yamanasbi Prefecture.
Wbite stilbite is found in vesicular Upper Miocene dacite dikes at Bomeki. Miyagi Prefecture
(Taniguchi and Abe, 1981). Slilbite, heulandile, and mordcnite are found below a chabazite
zone and above a zone containing natrolitc, datolitc. and apophyllitc in andesitc at Kuma-machi,
Ebime Prefecture (Ishibashi, 1971).

KERGUELEN ISLANDS
Stilbite, natrolite. and analcime are reported in geodes derived from decomposed basalt in this
island cbain in tbe southern Indian Ocean, near Antarctica (Lacroix, 1915). Otbcr geodes can·
lain hculandite, chabazite, mesolitc. calcitc, or chalccdony-quart.z-
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KOREA

Cream-colorcd cleavages and vein sections of sti.lbite,· up to 7 em long (with large flat terminations), arc found in tbe Gishu Minc, ncar Hei·an-hoku-do (PassagJia el aI., 1978a; Smithsonian,
R WI). Because of the morphology, tbis material is commonly misidentified as stellerite (R WI).
MALAYSIA

Flat-topped stilbite, up to 10 mm loog, is found on thick, massive stilbite at Kalumpang, Ulu
SClangor (Smithsonian, RWI).
MARTINIQUE (French)

Stilbite is found in an intermediate zone in Pliocene submarine tuffs, pillow lava, and dikes on
the island of Martinique (Westercamp, 1981). The zeolites are related to areas of shallow magmatic inlrusion and zones of faulting into zones characterized by laumontite in the hOliest
inncrlTlO5t zooe followed by a stilbite zone> analcime-thomsonitc zone> and finally, the outer
low-temperature mesolitc<habazlte-heulandite-mordenite zone (Westercamp, 1981).
MEXICO

Chihuahua: Colorless to white, pointed blades of slilbile, up to 2 em long, and colorless rhombohedra of chabazite are found 00 drusy heulandite in reddish vesicular basalt at Nuri (RWI).
Stilbite occurs near zapori (Hintzc, 1897).
Stilbite is reported with quartz, barite, and calcite at Francisco Portillo, Municipio de Aquiles
Serdan (PanC7Jler, 1987). Light brown, /lat-topped slilbite, up to 2 cm long, is found on thin,
bladed barite in the Santa Eulalia District (SmithSOnian, R Wf).
GuanaJuato: Stilbite crystals, up to 3 cm long, are found with laumontite at the Valenciana and
Rayas Mines, ncar Guanajuato, and at the Maravillas Mine, near Cata (Salinas, 1923). Stilbite
occurs in the hills on the Chichimaro Ranch, ncar Tarimoro, Municipio de Guanajuato (Salinas,
1923; PanC7-"er, 1987). Wbite,llat-toppcd stilbile crystalS, up to 2 em long, are associated with
heulandite and apophyllite on colorless quartz at Guanajuato (Smithsonian, R WI). Stilbite
occurs in tbe mines of Veta Madre (Hinlzc, 1897)Hidalgo: Stilbite is foum! near San Miguel Regia, MunicipiO de Huasca (Pancmer, 1987). Stilbite is foum! with heuJandite, laumontite, and Chabazite at Chico, near Pachuca, Municipio de
Mineral del Chico (Salinas, 1923).
Jalisco: Stilbite and natrolite-mesolite are found throughout the Barranca de Rio Grande de
Santiago, San Cristobal de la Barranca (Salinas, 1923; Panczner, 1987).
Mexico: Stilbite and brewstcrite are reported by Salinas (1923) at Z3cualpan, Municipio de
zacualpan.
San Luis Potosi: Ught brown flat-topped stilbite crystals, up to 2 em long, are found with datolite and axinite at Charcas, Municipio de Charcas (Panczner, 1987).
Sinaloa: Stilbite is found with nalrolile-mesolite along the Rio de Culiacan (Salinas, 1923).
Sonora: Slilbite crystals, up to 5 em long, are found wilh 2-cm.!ong harmotome and calcite at
thc sara Alica Mine, San Bcrnardo, Municipio de Alamos (Panczner, 1987). Stilbite crystals, up
to 4 em long, occur at Alamos, Municipio de Alamos (Pancwer, 1987).
Zacatecas: Stilbite crystals, up to 1em long, are found on stibnite in the San Martin Mine, San
Martin, Municipio de Sombrerete (Panczner, 1987). Stilbite is found at Fresnillo de Gonzalez
Echeverria, Municipio de FresnHlo (PanC7Jlcr, 1987).
MOZAMBIQUE

Ught reddish slilbite and natrolite-soolecite are found on quartz and arc covered by white laumontite in vesicular basalt in the Corumana Mountains, of the Lebombo Rangc (Correia Neves
and Lopes Nunes, 1968).
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NAMIBIA (= South-West Africa)

Colorless to golden, pointed stilbite· crystals, up to 4 mm long, are found with calcite at Namib
(Passaglia et aI., 19783; Britisb Museum, RWI). Flat-topped, colorless to orange stilbite variety
stcllcrite crystals, up to 3 mm long (with triangular corners), are found on quartz at the Rossing
Mine, Swakopmund (Neil Hubbard, pers. comm.).
NATAL

11ny, colorless, transparent, stilbite crystals are found in vesicular basalt along the Tugela River,
Royal Natal National Park, near Bergville (Robert Ray, pers. comm.).
NEW ZEALAND

North Island: Tabular stilbite crystals are found with heulandite, calcite, and quartz near
Whitianga, on the Coromandel PeninSUla, in Auckland; in altered andesite in the Waihi District;
in veins and amygdules in basalt between North Cape and Cape Reinga, in north Auckland; and
in submarine tuffs at northern Taranaki (William Ulrich, unpublishcd rcport). Minutc, colorless
stilbite crystals are found in vesicular basalt at Kairakou Beach, in Hawkes Bay and at Shitianga,
on the Coromandel Peninsula (Robert Ray, pers. comm.). Stilbite is found with laumontite at
Te Paki, Tc Hapua, and Pukepoto (Jocelyn Thornton, pers. comm.).
Stilbitc is found with analcime, chabazite, laumontite, natrolite, and Ihomsonile at
Kauaeranga; wilh analcime, nalroHle, and thomsonile at Maungaru; and wilh analcime,
chabazite, erionile, offrelite, levyne, heulandite, natroHtc, phmipsitc, and thomsonite at Waitakere (AJun Baines and Karl Von Blarambcrg, pers. comm.).
Fine specimens of single stilbite cryst.als and fanlike sheaves are found with heulandite, roordenite, analcime, chabazite, apophyllite, calcite, and chlorite in Tertiary basalt at the Flat Top
Quarry, north of Auckland (Atun Baines and Karl Von Blarambcrg, pers. comm.).
South Island: Colorless, flat-topped, parallel aggregates of stilbite, up to 1.5 mm long, are ass0-

ciated with heulandite and quartz at Stew Point, Rangitala GQrge, Canterbury (Henderson,
1983; William Ulrich, unpublished rcport). Other cavities contain mordenitc, cbabazite,laumoDtite, natrolite, scolecite, and apophyllJte.
Bladed stilbite crystals are associated with phillipsite, analcime, chabazite, heulandite,laumontite, and calcite at Moeraki, Otago, and with natroHte and chabazite at Copperstain Creek,
northwest of Nelson (Wmiam Ulrich, unpUblished report).
Stilbite occurs with heulandite, and, rarely, chaba7lte in vesicles in LcJy,'er Permian basalt dikes
in thc MacKionon Peak Intrusives in the Takitimu Mountains, ....'CStern Soulhland, South Island
(Houghton, 1982).
NICARAGUA

Colorless to white, pointed and flat·topped stilbite crystals, up to 15 mm long, are found on
heulandite, quam., mordenite, and green clay in vesicular VOlcanics at Boaca, Department of
Boaca (Charles Trantham, pcrs. comm.). Volcanics along tbe Pan Amcrican Highway, south of
EsteH, Department of Estcli, contain colorless, flat-topped laths ofstilbitc, up to 4 mm long, on
Oat-topped stilbitc (15 mm long) and whIte mordcnitc (Charles Trantham, pers. comm.). Colorless, pointed stilbite crystals, up to 10 mm long, are found with heulandite, scolecite, mesoUte,
and chabazite in volcanics at La Cruz de la India, Department of Leon (Charles Trantham, pers.
comm.). Light brown, pointed stilbite occurs in volcanics at EJ Carmen, Rio Grande de Matagalpa, Department of ZClalya (Charles Trantham, pers. comm.).
NORTH KOREA

Stilbite occurs at Eui Ju (Akizuki and Koooo, 1985).
NORWAY

Cream-to brown-colored, radiating sheaves of stilbite,· up to 1 cm long, are found with
hculandite, biotite, gamet, and epidote at the Darbo Iron Mine, Arendal, OslO (passagHa et oJ.,
1978a; BritiSh Museum, RW1). Haay (1801) described blunt stilbite crystals, consisting of
pointed blades with a small, flat termination from Mount Abildgaard, near Arenda\.
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Colorless to wbite stilbite bow ties, up to 4 cm long, occur on quartz at SuHtjelma (British
Museum, RWl). Brownish-black, lustrous, radiating aggregates of stilbite, up to 3 cm in diameter, occur at Landsverk, Evje, Aust Agder (British Museum, RWl).
Reddish, sheaflike aggregates of stilbite are found with natrolite, heulandite, and laumontite
on joints in gneiss, at Ostland, Kragel'0 (Sae~ and Reitan, 1959). Carsten (1925) reports rcd,
radiating aggregates of stHbite on cracks in schist in the Trondhjem District.
Stilbite variety stellerite and laumontite occur on gneiss at Honningvag, Magero (Sae~ tt aI.,
1959). Stilbite was pan of the hydrothermal phase in a pegmatite at Elveneset, lnnhavet, in
Nordland County, northern Norway (Saeb0 and Sverdrup, 1959).
While to gray, sheaflike aggregates and thin, tabular crystals of st.ilbite, several millimeters
long, occur with heulandite, harmotome, and chabazite in miarolitic cavities in pegmatites in a
contact zone (30 meters wide) between Permian granite and sediments at Nedre Ecker Church,
west of Drammen, in the Oslo region. The zeolites were formed, ak>ng with chlorite, muscovite,
dickite, calcite, and opal, in tbe late hydrothermal period after the primary pegmatite minerals
(orthoclase, quartz, titanite, fluoritc, tourmaline, anatase, and brookite) had crystallized (Raadc,
1969).
White blades of stilbite varicty stellerile, up to 5 mm long, arc found on galena, in veins CUlling
across gneiss, in the mines at Kongsberg (Neumann, 1944; British Museum, RWl). Pointed
stilbite is found in veins crossing schists on the island of Magero (Sae~ et 01., 1959). Pale yelk>w
sheaves of stilbite occur in red syenite at Maridalen, near Christiania (Hintze, 1897).
PANAMA

Colorless, flat-topped stilbite, up to 5 em long, is found with chabazite on natroHte needles in
cavities in volcanics, northeast of La Pintada, Cocle (Smilhsonian, RWl).
POLAND

Lustrous, gOlden to dark brown, pointed or flat-topped sheaves of stilbite,· up to 7 em long, are
found with brick red chabazite on albite, orthoclase, smoky quartz., and epidote in pegmatitcs in
granite at Slrzegom (= Striegau), Wroclaw, (= Lower Silcsia) (zabinski, 1976; PassagJia tt 01.,
19783).
Stilbite occurs on phillipsite in vesicular basalt at the Wingendorfer Mine, near Lauban
(Hintze, 1897). Grayish-yellow to colorless sheaves of stilbite occur on the Rorschen Faull, near
Pilgram (Hintze, 1897). Yellowish aggregates of stilbite occur on hornblende gneiss at Pangelberges, near Nimplsch (Hintze, 1897).
Stilbite occurs in granite at Galgenberges, near Strehlen; in granite at Niclasdorf; in vesicular
basalt at Finkenhubel, near Glatz; at Hoffnunger; at FuchSbergen; at Muhlberg; at Tschirnitz; at
Kallhaus; and at Gross-Rosen (Hintze, 1897).
Compact bundles of stilbite occur on quartz and feldspar in pegmatites at Lomnitz and
Robrlach, ncar HirSChberg (Hintl'..e, 1897). Cok>rless, whitc, )'cllow, and yellow-brown slilbilC
crystals occur in pcgmalitcs at Abruzzen, near Kunnersdorf (Hintze, 1897). $tilbite and
apophyllite occur in chlorite veins in the Neu-adler Tunnel, near Kupferberg-Rudelstadt
(H.inl.ze, 1897).
ROMANIA

Fine specimens of pink to saimon-coiored radial aggregates of stilbite, up to 1em in diameter,
are found at Baila, Bihor District, Transylvania (British Muscum specimens, RWl). Passaglia tt
01. (19783) reporl pointed stilbite+ from Poiana, M.TIi Metalici and Oravita, Banatul. Stilbite
and calcite occur at Valia Sacca (British Museum, RWl).Passaglia tt aI. (1978a) report stilbite
variety stellerite· witb irregular terminations from Moldova.
SPAIN

Stilbite occurs in basalt at A1magro, in Ciudad-Real, and at Vera, in Almeria (Hintze, 1897).
SWEDEN

Yellow to brown, radiating, flat-topped groups of stilbitc, up to 3 mm long, are found with chalcopyrite on granite in the copper mines at Gustafsberg, near Falun, Jemtland (Dana, 1898;
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British Museum, RWf). PassagIia el aI. (1978a) report stilbite· with irregular terminations at
the Tuollavaara Mine, Kiruna.
Stilbite crystals, up to 2 em long, arc found with natrolite and chabazite in the Levcaniemi Iron
Mine, Svappavaara, GaUivare (Bjallerud, 1988). It is found with strengite, beraunite, fluellite,
cacoxenite, kidwcllitc, variscite, rockbridgeite, calcite, apatite, microcline, magnetite, hematite,
prehnite, chaloopyrite, pyrite, epidote, and quartz.
Golden to brown, flat-topped stilbite variety stellerite· forms radial spheres, up to 15 mm
across, on biotite and feldspar at the Malmbergetlron Mine, Lappland (Passaglia el aI., 1978a;
RWT).
SWIlZERLAND

Parker (1922) describes stilbite in the granitiC gnciss of Aar Massif. Whitc, radiating aggregates
of stilbite, up to 2.3 em in diameter, are found on smoky quartz and chlorite at Fiesch (RWT).
Colorless, pointed stilbite· crystals, up to 15 mm long, are found with epistilbite and heulanditc
on octahedra of fluorite and quartz in fractures in gneiss at Gibels Bacb, Fiesch, Wallis
(Passaglia el aI., 1978a; RWf).
Rat-tOpped stilbite· crystals are found at Untere Fellilucke, Uri; Maderanertal; and Schirstock, Felhtbal, Uri (Passaglia el aJ., 1978a). Stilbite· cryst.als (witb irregular terminations) are
found at Reintal, near Goscbenen, Uri (passaglia el aI., 1978a).
Stilbite is found on fractures in gneiss from Pedemonte, Bellinzona, Tessin (Gschwind and
Brandenberger, 1932). White to pink stilbite crystals, up to 8 mm long, occur with adularia and
chlorite at Drunravine TravclSCh Thai, Grisons (British Museum, RWf). PassagIia el aJ. (1978s)
•
rcport pointed stilbitc· from Val Nalps, GraubAnden; flat-topped crystals from St. Gouard;
flat-topped crystals from Bieliger Tal, Valais; and both flat-topped and pointed crystals from
Gross Tal Ueseren.
Tiny stilbite crystals are found with heulandite, adularia, and titanite on large quartz crystals at
Druntobel (British Museum, RWT). Tan to )'ClIow, flat-lOpped stilbite crystals, up to 12 mm
long, are found at Schatig Wichcl, near Bristenstock, Uri (British Museum, RWf).
Spherical aggregatcs of stilbite are found with hculanditc, quartz, and calcite at Tennera, near
Susten Pass; honey-brown sheaves of stilbite occur with smoky quartz and apatite at Fuorcla da
Crispalt; and stilbite is common in cavities with chabazite, heulanditc, smokl' quartz, calcite,
cblorite, apatite, fluorite, and other minerals at Piz Giuv (Parker, 1973). Small, yellow or greenish balls of stilbite occur with Chabazite, heulandite, laumontite, milarite, danburite, and scbeeIite
at Chli Mutsch, and witb soolecite, heulaodite, apophyllite, and chabazite at Schallig Wichel, in
western Pi2 Giuv (Parker, 1973).
Very good stilbite crystals are found with cbabazite, calcite, feldspar, epidote, chlorite, pyrite,
milarite, phenakite, and hematite at Val Val; ball-like aggregates of stilbite (colored yellowbrown, pink, or green from chlorite inclusions) occur with chabazite and heulandite on smoky
quartz crystals and in boll ow cavities (after anhydrite) at Reintal near Goscbcnen; and yellow
stilbite crystals are found with cbabazite on smoky quarlz, hematile, feldspar, pyrite, epidote,
and calcite at Bacheostock, Fellital (Parker 1973). Stilbite occurs at Caschle, Val Strem; Chruzli·
stoc,,"; Fellital; Val Mila; Piz Nair; and witb chabazite, beulandite, pink to oolorlcss fluorite, and
smoky quartz at Schijenstock (Parker 1973).
At Feldscbijen, near Goschenen, white to colorless stilbite crystals commonly cover quartz,
pink fluorite, calcite, galena, and cerussite (Parker, 1973). Cavities in biotite schist near Baregg,
Oberaar, oontain stilbite and heulandite on muscovite, hematite, quartz, and rutile (parker,
1973).
White sbeaves of stilbite arc found witb epistilbite, heulandite, chabazite, and laumontite on
fluorite octahedra in cavities of aplitie gneiss at Gibelsbach, ncar Fiesch, in the Rbone Valley
(parker, 1973). Slilbite occurs with heulandite, scotecite, chabazite, epidOte, quartz, chlorite, calcite, and adularia at Fieschergletseber; at Grosstal, near Zumdorf. Urserental; and witb
heulandile, laumontite, quartz, adularia, chlorite, apatite, and calcite at Druntobel, nortb of
SCdrun, upper Rbine Valley (parker, 1973).
White balls of stilbite are found with sooleeite and chabazite on garnet and quartz at Val Sogn
Place, north of Disentis, upper Rhine Valley (Parker, 1973). White sheaves of stilbite are found
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on prehnite, calcite, albite, and quartz at Piz Lai Blau, Val Nalps; with hcmatitc (Eiscn Roses),
beulandite, cbabazite, bertrandite, quartz, and hollow cavities (after anybdrite) at Pi2:lO Lucendro; and witb phenakite, calcitc, feldspar, chloritc, titanite, apatite, epidote, and biotitc in cavities
in granitic gneiss at Lucendrobrucke, near St. Gouhard (Parker, 1973). Stilbite occurs at Val
Casatscha; Val Crislallina; and Glatscber da Maighels (parkcr, 1973).
Radiating aggregates of stilbite, up to 2 cm in diameter, arc found witb scolecite, heulanditc,
and laumontitc, on fluorite octahedra, prchnitc, feldspar, quartz, and chlorite in cavities in
muscovitc·biotitc gneiss at Promontogno; wilh scoIecile, laumontite, beulandile, chabazite and
apophylLite on prebnite, fluorite, quartz, tourmalinc, calcite, and feldspar at Arvigo, Val Calanca;
and on gneiss with laumontite, bculanditc, apophyllite, and chabazile at Cencritunnel, southern
Tessin (parker, 1973). Stilbite occurs al Monte Camperio, near Olivonc; Passo dcl Corno, Val
Bedrcllo; DocIia, Valle Levenlina; Castaneda, Val Calance; Ofenhorn; Kriegalptal; and Meiggertal, near ZCrmall (Parker, 1973). Stilbite forms circular disks of thin, radiating crystals on
feldspar-rich gnciss at Pedcmont, in northcrn Daro, near Bcllinzona, Southern Tessin, and radiating aggregates, up to 3 cm in diameter, with scolecite, chabazitc, and laumontite, in a chloritcbearing rock at Serre de Vuibe, south of Arolla (Parker, 1973).

TAIWAN

Stilbite is found with natrolite, thomsonite, and heulandite in basalt at Taitung (Juan tt m.,
1964).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Excellcnt, honey-rolored, lustrous, flat-topped, bow tic and fanlike groups of stilbite, up to 8 cm
long, arc found with calcite on thc Kola Peninsula (RWl). Stilbite is covered with natrolitemcsolite needles, and is associated with calcite, analcime, and heulandite in thc basalt at Mt.
Papyakha and at tbe Dage and Tuktycha Forests, along the Lower Tunguska River, Siberia
(Kostyleva, 1916). Stilbitc· crystals (with irrcgular terminations) are reported from Niznjaja
TungUSka, Jakutija, Siberia (Passaglia et al., 19783). Stilbite, mordcnite, hculandile, thomsonite,
analc.ime, natrolitc, mesolite, laumontite, chaba7Jte, and calcite are found in cavities in basaltic
breccia and tuffs in tbe Lower Tunguska region (Shkabara and Sbturm, 1940).
Colorless, rectangular, flat-topped stilbite crystalS, up to 1 cm long, with triangular corners, arc
found at BOI7J!omi, Georgia (RWl). Stilbitc is found in veins crossing mica-schist in thc Middlc
Urals (Sbkabara, 1949).
Stilbite, calcite, heulandite, chabazite variety phacolite, and analcimc arc found in Ihe Magnilny Range, Crimea (Sbkabara, 1940). Flat-topped stilbite, chabazite, and hculandite are found
on mica gnciss at Mt. Mcdvczhyi, Mama-Vctim region, Siberia (Shkabara, 1941).
Stilbite is abundant in tbe lower portions of basalt flows at Utile Kunalei, in thc Kllilk basin, at
Selenginsk Dauria (Fcrsman, 1923). An.alcimc and chabazite are abundant in thc upper part of
lbe flows, while hculanditc, thomsonite, nalrolite·mcsolitc, cCladonitc, and calcite arc found
throughouttbc flow (Fcrsman, 1923). Stilbite and hculanditc are associated with feldspar,
sphene, magnclitc, biotitc, hornblende, fluorite, chalcedony, garnct, and scapolite in granite
pegmatites at U1ochkina, ncar Verkhne·Udinsk, in Sclcnginsk Dauria (Fersman, 1923).
Stilbite, brcwstcrite, hculandite, natrolite, and pyritc are found on joint surfaces CUlling aplitc
and albitizcd syenite in the Burpala pluton, North Baikal region, Siberia (Khomyakov et m.,
1970). Colorless to wbitc, rectangular, flat-topped stilbite variety stcllcritc+ crystals, up to 1 em
long (with triangular comers), arc found in thc Lakc Daikal arca, Siberia (Francis and
Mctropolis, 1985).
(Type locality) Stellcritc (the Ca-rich orthorhombic variety of stilbite) was first described from
sea cliffs of brecciated diabase tuff along the northwCSl cape of Copper Island, in the
Kommander Islands, in tbe Bering Sea (Morozewicz, 1909). The crystals arc light pink, pointed
laths, up to 5 mm long, with a dominanl {OtO} pinacoid (elongated in thc {loo} direction) with
dull, pointed {ill} terminations and small {Oil} and {ool} (Morozewicz, 1909). Thc crystals
Iioe lhe walls ofvcins, up to 3 em thick, and arc commonly covercd with native copper and calcitc. Nearby cavities contain analdme and quartz. The stellerite cryslals display parallel optical
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In the olivine basall, stilbite and heulandite arc found in the red vesicular tops while thomsonite is found in the interior of the flows (Walker, 19603). At Benanouran Head, a single flow is
found to be zoned due to porosity and permeability rather than from cooling of the f'I(7,V at the
surface (Walker, 19603). The red vesicular flow top contains chabazite and calcite, followed by a
zone of cbabazite and phillipsite. The upper part of the interior of the Dow contains celadonite,
stilbite, beulandite, Chabazite, and phillipsite while the center of the flow contains only
celadonite, chalcedony, quartz, opal, a.nd no zeolites (Walker, 196Oa). The lower half of the flow
contains no cavities or amygdaloidal minerals.
Rat-topped stilbite variety stellerite ocxurs at the Craigahullian Quarry, Portrush (Harry Fey,
pcrs. comm.). Bolh pointed stiJbite and tbe variety stellerile are found in the same cavities at
Dunseverick (Harry FCYj, pers. comm.). Rat-topped, rectangular erystals of stilbite variety stellerite, only 1 rom long, are found in rhyolite at Tardree, COunty Antrim (Harry Fey, pcrs.
comm.).
The Langford Lodge borehole was drilled through 789 meters of Antrim basall (Walker,
196Oa). It encountered Icvyne-phillipsite-chabazite-thomsonite in the upper 300 meters followed
by a predominance of stilbile-chabazile from 300 to 518 meters (Walker, 196Oa). Mesolitescolecite-chabazite was dominant below 518 meters with some laumontite present below 549
melers.
Stilbite crystalS, up to 5 mm long, are found with Chabazite, thomsonite, and calcile along the
western edge of the basalt at Knockeloghrim, norlhwest of castledawson, County Londonderry
(Walker, 196Oa; Harry Foy, pers. comm.). Slender, colorless prisms of stilbite, up to 10 mm long,
and black, platy aggregates, up to 2 em long, are found with natrolite on smoky quartz, mica, and
feldspar in granite pegmatites in Unclsay's Leap Quarry, Slieve Denard Mountain, near
Newcastle, COunty Down (Harry Fey, pers. comm.).
Scotland: Excellent specimens of bright red, pointed stilbite· are found in the loVt-er carboniferous altered andesites and basalIS around Glasgow (Passaglia e/ ai., 1978a; RWl). Heddle
(1901) reported bright red stilbite, up to 5 cm long, commonly covered with drusy quartz in the
Kilpatrick Hills. Exceplional specimens of bright red, pointed slilbite are associated with red
beulandite and quartz at COC,bno and Long Craig in Dumbartonshire (Royal Scollisb Museum,
RWT). Red stilbite was also found at campsie Fells and Touch l-Iills, Dumbartonshire, and
Earls Burn in Stirlingshire (Beddle, 1901).
Pink, platy aggregates of tbomsonite (= Cluthalite), up to 6 em across, have replaced large, red
slilbite crystals and aggregates in volcanic cavities in the Old Kilpatrick Hills, near Glasgow
(Hunterian Museum, RWI). These pseudomorphs are associated wilh large, white analcime,
long needles of tbomsonile, harmotome, and edinglonite (Hunterian Museum, RWI).
Cluthalite was erronexwsly considered to be a ferruginous variety of analcime. Hey (19323)
found elulhalite to be a siliceous thomsonite. The original red slilbite crystals (Ihat are replaced
by Ihomsonile) had broad {01O} and {001} pinacoids (deeply etcbed along the cleavage) and
poorly developed pointed terminations (RWI).
Red, pointed stilbitc cryslals are found embedded in calcite atlhe Bowling Quarry, Dumbar·
tonshire (Royal Scottish Museum, RWI). In the same quarry, cream-colored stilbite pseudomorphs (replaced either by albite or thomsonitc) arc found, up to 4 cm long.
Excellent, golden-brown to colorless, pointed and nat-topped stilbite crystals, up 10 2 cm long,
are associated wilh pink calcite, chabazile, and mcsolite needles in large pockets at Kilmalcolm,
Renfrewshire (R WI). Pink slilbite cryslals, up to 5 cm long, are found at Port Glasgow in Renfrewshire (Hunterian Museum, RWI). Heddle (1901) reports large sheaves of brick red stilbile
on heulandite and clay at Kinneff, Kincardineshire.
Small, colorless 10 white stilbite crystals are common in the Tertiary basaliS on Ihe Island of
Skye (RWI). Colorless, pointed or fiat-topped stilbitc plates and white sheafiike bow ties, up to
5 em long, are found in basall at the Storr, north ofPortree (Heddle, 1901). Small, white slilbile
plates, up to 10 mm long, are found with gyrolite and chabazite al Talisker Bay (RO)'al Scottish
Museum, RWI). Heddle (1901) reported white sheaves ofstilbite, up 10 5 cm long, al Sgurr
nam Doe, at Lock Brittle, and along Lock Eynorl. Passaglia e/ ai. (1978a) reported pointed slil
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bite· from Flodigarry and nat-topped stilbite· from Quirang, on the Island of Skye. StiJbite is
found on the islands of Mull, Staffa, Trechnicb, and Kerrera in Argyllshire, and on the island of
Eigg, in Inverness-shire (Heddle, 1901).
UNITED STATES

AJaska: Colorless, pointed or flat-topped stilbite crystals, up to 6 moo long, are found on altered
feldspar, epidote, and adularia at tbe Jumbo Mine, Copper Mountain, Prince of Wales Island
(Doug Toland, pers. comm.). Lustrous, white, pointed slilbite crystals, up to 3 coo long, are
found on drusy quartz in cavities in basalt on Kuiu Island (RWT).
Both pointed and flat-topped stilbite crystals are found with yugawaraJite, in a brecciated
quartzite xenolith, embedded in a quartz monwnite along tbe Chena River, southwest of Chena
Hot Springs, near Fairbanks (Eberlein el aJ., 1971). The minerals crystallized in the order:
quartz> yugawaralite > stilbite > laumontite> chalcedony> opal.
Flauened, hemispherical aggregates of stilbite variety stellerite, composed of crystals (Fig.
536), up to 2.5 moo long, are found on fault surfaces CUlling mineralized mica schist betwccn
masses of diorite in the Granite Creek Basin, west of Juneau (Wheeler, 1927).
Arizona: Light pink stilbite, chabazite, and mesolite occur in sulfide veins and vugs in altered
diorite in the contact zone with hydrothermally altered andesite at the Christmas Mine, Banner
District, Gila County (Anthony el 01.,1977). Stilbite is found with laumontite and copper silicates
in quartz veins at the Azurite Mine, Tortolita Mountains, Pinal County (Bideaux et oJ., 19(0).
Stilbite occurs on adularia in the Patagonia Mountains, WashingtOn Camp, Santa Cruz County
(Anthonyel 01., 1977).
Stllbite is reported in altered quartz monzonite at the Castle DOme Mine, Globe-Miami District, Gila County (peterson el al., 1951). Colorless, pointed stilbite, up to 3 moo long, is found in
tbe Azurite Mine, Owl BUIlCS, Pinal County (RWT).
Arkansas: Auractive, amber-brown, deep orange, and yellow, luStrous,flat-topped, rectangular
blades of stilbite, up to 6 mm long (with small triangular comers), are commonly found on green
aegirine needles, nepheline, orthOClase, and epidote and are covered by colorless trapezohcdra
of analcime, tiny, deep red heulan<lite, pyrite, nalrolite, apophyllite, calcite, and fluorapatite in
small miarOlitic cavities in brown syenite dikes and altered roof pendants in syenite on Granite
Mountain, Lillie Rock, Pulaski County (Barwood, 1989).
California: Stout, tabular, snow-white stilbite crystals, up to 4 crn long, and radial groups are
abundant in the Himalaya gem pegmatite-aplite dike in the Mesa Grande District, San Diego
County. Stilbite is associated with other late-stage hydrothermals (laumontite, heulandite, thomsonite, montmorillonite, and kaolinite) found on thc primary minerals (cleavelandite, pollucite,
quartz, pink to green elbaite tourmaline, and lepidolite) (Foord, 1977; Marcussen, 1985).
Small, brown, shcanike aggregates of Slilbite are found atthc Victor Mine, in the Rincon District (Rogers, 1910). White stilbite crystalS, up to 5 moo long, are fouod on quartz and tourmaline in thc gem-bearing pegmatites at the Tourmalinc Queen Mine and White Queen Mine,
near Pala, San Diego County (Smithsonian, R WI).
Gray to whitc sheaves and bow ties of slilbite, up to 10 moo long, are found with laumontite
and montmorillonite in pockets in a Middle Cretaceous granitc pegmatite dike at thc lillie
Three Mine and in the Spessartine-Hercules dike, in the Ramona District, San Diego County
(Foord el 01.,1989). The zeolites are the result of interaction between circulating, latc-stage,
hydrothermal fluids with the host tonalite.
Sheanike clusters of reetangular wbite stilbite crystals· (Fig. 536) (formcrly described as stel[erite), up to 10 mm long, arc found in cracks and cavities of Tertiary andesite at the calaveras
Quarry, near Oceanside, San Diego County (Pabst, 1939; Passaglia el 01., 19788). Yellowish-gray
to wllite, radial c.lustcrs ofstilbitc, up to 5 mm long, and heulandite occur in cavities in calciumsilicate skarn in thc contact zone with quartz monzonite on the Nelson Range, along San Lucas
canyon, lnyo County (McAllister, 1955). Grayisb-<>rangc sheaves of stilbitc, up to 5 mm long,
occur with quartz in vuggy parts of an aplitc-pegmatite zone near Big Dodd Springs (MeAllistcr,
1955).
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Stilbite is found with mordenite in vesicular basalt in Cabuenga Canyon and in pillow basalt at
Coldwater Canyon, in the Sant.a Monica Mountains, HOllywood, Los Angeles County
(Neuerberg, 1951; Sharp, 1959). Stilbite sheaves, up to 5 em long, are found witb epistilbite and
heulandite in vesicular Miocene basalt near lillie Sycamore Canyon, in the Santa Monica
Mountains, Thousand Oaks, Ventura County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.)
Colorless, divergent groups of stilbite, up to 1cm long, are very rarely found witb phillipsite in
pegmatites and in gamet-bearing rock in the contact zone between Upper Paleozoic limestone
and intrusive quaJtz monzonite in the Commercial Limestone Quarry, at Crestmore, near
Riverside, Riverside County (WOOdford et 01., 1941). Nearby rock contains laumontite, natrolite, scoIecite, cbabazite, phillipsite, thomsonite, gonnardite, mordenite, epistilbite, and many
other minerals (WOOdford et 01., 1941). In the same quarry, stilbite is also found with apophyllite, datolite, and prehnite in monzonite pegmatites (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.).
Small, colorless, f1at.topped stilbile cryslals are found wilh laumonlile and prehnite in massive
grossular in a contact zone between marble and an inlrusive tonalite at lhe Jensen Quarry, neaJ
Riverside, Riverside County (DeVilO and Ordway, 1984). Lilhium-bearing diorile pegmaliles in
lbe same quarry commonly produced Ian to pale brown colored, poinled, bow lie slilbite, up to
2.5 cm long, covered by beyerile and vanadinile and associaled wilh gooscreekile, mic.rocline,
albile, muscovite, and schorl (DeVito and Ordway, 1984; Fred DeVilo, pers. comm.). Crystal.
lization in the pegmaliles commenced wilb lhe magmalic minerals (microcline, quartz, gamel,
and biolile) followed by a replacemenl slage (lbat formed schorl, danburite, bambergite, albite,
elbaite, and muscovite) followed by lhe h)'C!rotheJmal minerals (calcite, stilbile, gOO5CCrcekite,
and slibiotanlalile) (DeVito and Ordway, 1984). Nearby cavilies also contain beyerite, clinobisvanile, vanadinite, hellandite, mic.rolile, monazile, pyrochlore, synchysitc, xenotime-(y), and
zircpn.
Groups of milky-colored, poinled stilbite crystals, up 10 3 cm long, are found near Cedarville,
Modac County (Smilhsonian, RWI). Tabular stilbite variety sleUerite crystals, up to 4 mm long,
occur in fissures wilh quartz and calcile in serpentine near Devil's Pulpil, allhe Geysers,
Sonoma County (Vonsen, 1946). Slilbile variety stellerite is reported in veins in the contact zone
of a quartz latite stock and the country rock on the South Fork of San Onofre Creek, San Diego
County (Larsen, 1948).
Colorado: Stilbile is scarce in the potassic basalts (;: shoshonite) at North Table Mountain, near
Golden, Jefferson County. Cross and J-lillebrand (1882) first reported small, wbite, stilbite
tablets forming part of a reddish-yellow, stralified, sandstonelike deposit on the floor of some
cavities. The stratified deposits are composed of small crystals of laumontite, stilbite, and
spheres of thomsonitc that appear to have crystallized rapidly and sellied as laycrs on the floor
of the pockets (RWI). Stilbitc blades, up to 12 mm long, are found on the surface of some of
tbe stratified deposits and rarely on thomsonite in other cavities (Pallon, 1900; Ellermeir, 1947).
Roselles of micro-sized stilbite cryslals are associaled with scolecite, prehnite, chabazite,
heulanditc, scolecite, Slilbite, tbomsonite, laumontite, apophyllite, vesuvianite, epidote, grossuIarite, fluorapatite, adularia, albite, diopside, and chlorile in conlact metamorphic skarn developed between limeslone and a quartz monzonile in tbe Italian Mountains, Gunnison County
(Cross and Shannon, 1927; Modreski, 1985; Kosnar, 1986).
Pale tan blades a.nd sheaflike clustcrs of stilbitc, up to 10 mm long, arc found on heulandite
and are associaled with pyrile, calcite, jasper, and apalile in the hollow areas of carbonized wood
in Upper Crctaceous to Paleocene sandstone (derived from eroded andcsitic VOlcanics) at
lakewOOd, Jefferson County (Modreski et 01., 1984). Nearby rocks contain Chabazite, analcime,
thornsonite, heulandite, and natrolite cementing pebbles in the conglomerate.
Stilbite and analcime occur in altered nepheline in phonolite at Cripple Creek (Modreski,
1985). Stilbitc, natrolite, thomsonite, and analcimc are found in an alkaline intrusive at Soulh
Park, Park County (Modreski, 1985).
Conne<:tic:ut: White to light brown, flat-lOpped fans, and poinled stilbite crystals, up to 2.5 mm
long, occur with heulandile, cbabazite, fluorite, barite, kaolin, harmotome, and apophyllite in
quartz-fluorite veins running tbrough SChist and gneiss at the Thomaston Dam, near
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Thomaston. Utchfield County (Henderson. 1979; Segeler and Molon, 1985). White. radiating
aggregates of stilbite are found with chabazite. heulandite. and laumontite on fractures in mica
schist and pegmatites at Watertown. Litchfield County (ZOdac, 1943; Marcelle Weber. pers.
comm.).
Colorless. golden. yellow. tan, and brown, pointed stilbite blades. up to 12 mm long, and hemispheres, up to 25 mm in diameter, are found on gneiss along Interstate 84 Freeway. near Newton (Smithsonian, R wr; Marcelle Weber. pers. comm.). Other veins contain chabazite.
heulandite, and laumontite.
Cream-colored. pointed stilbite crystalS, up to 8 mm long. cover quartz crystals, up to 4 cm
long. in large cavities along joints in gneiss near pegmatite veins in the a & G Quarry, Beacon
Falls, New Haven County (Wilfred Talbot, pers. comm.).
Stilbite is found with analcime. prehnite, pumpellyite, chlorite. and chalcopyrite in diabase at
East Haven, New Haven County; with analcime, apophyllite. Chlorite, and prehnite at New
Haven. New Haven County; and with chabazite. barite, Chlorite, prehnite, and quartz at Farmington, Hartford County (Ulrich, 1975). Stilbite is found with pumpellyite. quartz, analcime,
barite. chalcopyrite, datolite, epidole, and prehnite at the WoodbUry TraprOCk Quarry. Woodbury. Utchfield County (ULrich, 1975).
Stilbile lines cavities in granite and gneiss at TbachersviJle (Dana, 1898). Stilbite is found in
the pegmatites at Ridgefield; with heulandite in pegmatites at Branchville; and with hculandite,
laumontite. and scolecite on schist at Reynolds Bridge (Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.).
Brownish-orange stilbite is found on granitic rock at Waterford and with natrolite and harmotome at Georgetown (Marcelle Weber, pers. comm.). Stilbite is found with nalrolite, gonnardite,
and chabazite at the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Plant site, near Haddam Neck, and
with heulandite and chabazite from the Shepaug Dam site (Marcelle Weber, pers. coram.).
District of Columbia: Beige slilbile crystals, up to 4 em long, are found with calcite in veins in
volcanics at the Reservoir Shaft. Waterworks Tunnel. at Howard Universry (Smithsonian.
RWT).
Hawaii: Colorless stilbite was found with gismondine in basall during construction of the
Alexander Dam, on the island of Kauai (Dunham. 1933).
Idaho: Cream-colored. lXlinted stilbite blades line seams in volcanic rock along Lime Creek,
south of Challis, Custer County (Russell Boggs, pers. comm.).
White. sheaOike stilbite. up to 3 cm long, is found in cavities in Miocene basall along Race
Creek. northwest of Riggins, Idaho County (Ream, 1989). In the same area, small. colorless,
pointed stilbite blades, up to 5 ram long. arc found on thin mcsolite needles in a single cavily. 1.5
meters in diameter (RWT).
Prisms and divergenl groups of stilbite, up to 2 mm long. arc found with heulanditc and
chabazite coating joint surfaces in massive gamel-bearing rock on the Blue Jackel Claim, Seven
Devils Districl, Adams County (Shannon, 1926). Colorless slilbite crystals, up 10 4 mm long.
are found on fractures in shale in the Minnie Moore Mine, near Bellevue, Blaine CouOly
(Shannon. 1926). Slilbile is found wilh analcime and chabazite in vesicular basalt north of New
Meadows. Idaho County (Ream. 1989).
White to brown slilbile. up to 4 mm long. formed crusts on smoky quam.., microcline.
hematite, and aquamarine in miarolitic cavities in granite along Hell Roaring Creek, in the Sawtoolh Mounlains, in ccntralldaho (Ream, 1989). Amber to pinkish-orange stilbile crystals. up to
3 mm long, are rarely found on jOiOl surfaces of granite near Payetlc Peak. in the Sawtooth
Mounlains (Ream, 1989). Colorless to yellow, Oat-topped stilbite Cl)'Slals arc found with laumontite and prehnite in diabase dikes CUlling migmatites near Post Falls, Kootenai County
(Shannon, 1926; Ream. 1989).
Maine: White slilbite crystals. up to 4 mm long, arc found on prehnile at Calais, Washington
County ( milhsonian. RWT).
Maryland: Stilbite and red chabazile rhombohedra arc covered by heulandile on joint surfaces
in gneiss at Jones Falls, near Baltimore (Shannon. 1925).
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Massachusetts: GoIdcn-yellow stilbite crystals, up to 5 mm long, occur at thc Baycr-Mingolla
Quarry, Ashland (Smithsonian, R WI). Brownish-red stilbite crystals, up to 8 mm long, are
found at the TIlcon Quarry, Acushnet, Bristol County (Smithsonian, RWI).
Gray, spherical aggregates of stilbite variety stellerite, up to 1em in diametcr, are associated
with heulandite on chlorite schist at Berlin, Worcester County (Francis and Metropolis, 1985;
Smithsonian, R WI). Small stilbitc crystals are found on syenite from Olester and Somerville
(Dana, 1898).
Michigan: Stilbite is rare in lhe uppermost, low-tcmperature zone, in the regional hydrotbermally mctamorphosed vesicular Precambrian basalt. It is found witb analcime, natrolite, thornsonile, laumontitc, chabazite, datolite, prehnite, calcite, adularia, apophyllitc, native copper,
cbloritc, and saponile along the northern eoasIal strip at the east tip of the Keweenaw Peninsula,
atthc Copper Falls Mine and Phoenix Mine, in Keweenaw County (Broderick, 1929; Stoiber
and Davidson, ]959). After the lavas and conglomerates were tilled, the minerals formed, as a
result ofhydrolbermal solutions dissolving copper and other elements from vcry deep porIions
of thc flows, and were then carried up the porous tilted tops of the lava flows, where the minerals crystallized at temperatures of 36QO C in the deeper zones (suggested from liquid inclusions)
to 1330 C in the shallower zones (Stoiber and Davidson, 1959).
Montano: Luslrou , brown, flat-topped stilbite crystals, up to 15 mm long, are found associated
wilb heulandite on joint fractures crossing gneiss at tbe Cedar Knoll Quarry, near Bozeman,
Gallatin County (RWI). Crearn-colored, drusy blades of slilbite and bow ties, up to 3 cm long,
are found on laumontite and beulandite lining veins at Bozeman Pass, west of Livingston, Gallatin County (RWf). Light pink blades of stilbite, up to 4 mm long, are found at WolfCreek,
near Craig, north of Helena (Smithsonian, RWI).
Nevada: Colorless stilbite crystals, up to 3 mm long, are found in veins in the Comstock Lode,
Storey County (Smilhsonian, RWI).

New Jersey: Stilbite is the most common and widespread zeolile in the Lower Jurassic basalts of
New Jersey. E.xceptional sheaves and bow tics of stilbite· (Fig. C-l1) up to ] 0 cm long, are
found at the Upper New Street Quarry, Lov.-er New Street Qual"l)' (:;;;: Burgers Quarry), and the
Route 80 road cut in Paterson, and the Prospect Park Quarry (:;;;: Warren Brothers Quarry :;;;:
Vandermade Quarry :;;;: Sowerbull Quarry) in Prospect Park, norlh of Paterson, in Passaic
County (Peters and Peters, 1978; Peters, 1984; Passaglia et 01., 19783). Thc stilbite is colored
light brown, yellOW, and orangc to red from hematite inclusions, or, rarely, green from clay, or
blue from malachite or chrysocolla inclusions. The zeolites are found in large, spectacular cavities (sometimes reaching 3 meters in diameter) bet....'Cen basalt pillows. The cavities arc commonly lined with large botryoidal green surfaces of prehnite, transparent light green datolite, and
White, radiating needles of pectolite, and quartz. Other associated minerals include heulandite,
chabazite-gmelinite, natrolite, mcsolite, analcime, thomsonitc, calcite, laumontitc, apophyUite,
and, rarely, babingtonile, anyhdrile, gypsum, galena, greenockite, thaumasite, pumpellyite, co\'ellite, bornite, chalcopyrite, silver, barite, and chalcocite (Peters, 1984). ]n the Prospect Park
Quarry, zeolites and quarlz arc found in the highly mineralized top flow in cavities in the center
of pillOWS; in spaces between pillows; in breccia; and in vertical fault zones in the order of crystallization: quartz> prehnite > peelolile > heulandite > stilbite > laumontite, with calcite crystallizing throughout the sequence (Vitali, 19783). Under the zeolite-bearing flow is a lK'lS<1lt flow
that contains only prchnite and calcite that covers a dense flow without cavities and Triassic
sandstone (Vitali, 1978a).
Stilbite is the most common zeolite at McDowells Quarry (:;;;: 1I0udille Quarry), Upper Montclair, Essex County (Drake, 1943; Sassen, 1971; Peters, 1984). It is found in various colors from
cream, yellow, buff, deep orange-red, deep reddish-brown, brick-red (from hematite inclusions)
to blue-green( from chr)'socolla inclusions). The sheanike aggregates,S to 25 mm long, and
radiating hemispheres, up to 33 mm in diameter (composed of pointed stilbite crystalS), are seattered on the walls of large cavilies in Triassic basalt Wilh pale amber calcite rhombohedra, up to
50 mm acr05S, and wilh small, hculanditc crystalS. Othcr cavities contain dark red chabazite,
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datolite, prehnile, pectolite, analcime, laumontite, babinglOnite, chalcopyrite, apophyllite, gypsum, and an abundance of quartz casts after g1auberite. Brownish-orange, smooth-surfaccd baUs
of stilbite, up to 4 em diameter, arc found with calcite, chalcopyrite, heulandite, natrolite, analcime, and apopbyllite at Moore's Station, near Trenton, Mercer County (SmithsOnian, RWI).
Excellent specimens of beige-brown, yellow, orange, or white, radiating fans and smooth hemispheres ofstilbite variety stellerite,· up to 3 em in diameter, are found on beige-colored
heulandite or golden calcite in cavilies, up to 30 em in diameter, in Jurassic vesicular basal! flows
at the Fanwood Quarry (= SCoteh Plans Quarry = Weldron Quarry), Fanv.'OOd, Somerset
County (Francis and Metropolis, 1985; Cummings, 1987; Smithsonian, RWI). Nearby cavities
contain gmelinite, bornite, datolite, prehnite, albite, quartz, pectolite, chalcopyrite, and, rarely,
anhydrite and gJauberite casts.
.
Superb, lustrous, translucent, brown, yellow, orange, or white bow ties and radial hemispheres
of stilbile· (Fig. C-49), up to 10 em in diameter, are found with heulandite, prehnile, and datoIile in cavities, up to 30 em in diameter, in Jurassic vesicular basal! flows at Summit and the adjacent Interstate 78 road cut, Union Counly (Passaglia tt oJ., 1978a; Cummings, 1987; Smithsonian, RWI). Nearby cavities al'iO conlain chabazile, and, rarely, analcime, natrolite, albite, calcite, chalcopyrite, galena, grcenockite, apophyllite, quam., and pectolite.
Fine specimens of fanlike groups, radiating knobs, and bow ties of slilbite were found in large
pockets in basal! in the Franciso Brothers Quarry (closed in 1922), at Great Noteh, Passaie
County, southwest of Paterson (Sasson, 1971; Peters, 1984). The stilbite was especially attractive
when associated with bright orange heulanditc, gmelinite, natrolite, pectolite, datolite, analcime,
chabazite, laumontite, thomsonite, apophyllite, babinglOnite, calcite, greenockite, gyp5um.
prehnite, pumpellyite, quartz, and thaumasite.
Colorless, tabular stilbite e crystals (with an opaque white core) were found in the railroad cuts
and tunnels in diabase CUlling Bergen Hill, Hudson County (Manchester, 1931; Sasson, 1971;
Passaglia et aI., 1978a; Peters, 1984).lt was associated wilh analcime, natrolite, fluorapophyllite,
gmelinite,laumontite, chabazite, heulandite, mesolite, calcile, chalcopyrite, pryite, sphalerite on
datolitc, pectolite, prehnite, and quar17_
White to yellow, globul.ar aggregates, up to 0.6 mOl across, and sheaves and bow ties ofstilbite,
up to 3 em long, are abundant in zones, in flows of Triassic vesicular basalt, at the Millington
Quarry, near Bernardsville, Somerset County (Cummings, 1985). The lower (lows contain
quartz, datoli:e, and apophyllite, while the upper flows conlain nalrolile, analcime, thomsonite,
heulandite, chabazite, pyrite, pyrrhOtite, and hydrocarbons. The minerals crystallized in the
order: anyhydrite > ehalccdonY-<juartz > datolite > apophyllite > natrolite > analcime>
stilbite > calcite.
Allractive, radialing hemisphcres of pointcd cream-to golden-colored slilbite are found at the
Ferranti Quarry, at Bernardsville, Somerset County (RWI). Flat-tOpped stilbitc· is found at
Braens Quarry, Hawthorne (passaglia et aI., 1978a).
Colorless, White, yellow, and brown, sheaflike aggregates of sLilbite, up to 15 mOl long (that
exllibit eilher pointed or flattcrminations), are found at the Laurel Hill Quarry (= Snake Hill,
Penitentiary Quarry), Secaucus (Facciolla, 1981). Many of the transparent, colorless stilbile crystals display a white core or phanthom (RWI). The minerals crystallized in the order: prehnitedatolite > pectoJite > apophyllite > heulandite > stilbite > mesolite > gmclinitc > analcime>
natrolite> laumontite (RWI). Other cavities contain calcite, pyrite, chalcopyrile, galena, magnetite, sulfides, gyrolitc, and, rarely, levyne-offretite (RWI).
Stilbite occurs with tennantite, heulandite, natrolite, barite, epidote, and manganaxinite from
the 1200- and 1300-ft levels of the Sterling Hill Mine, Ogdensburg, Sussex County (Smithsonian,
RWI).
New Mexico: Colorless, (lat-topped, fanlike aggregates of stilbite, up to 8 mm long, are associ·
ated with chabazite, heulanditc, natrolite, analcime, and quartz in volcanics at Gila Springs
(RWI). White slilbite crystalS, up to 3 em long, are found with heulandite, chabazite, mesolite,
analcime, quartz, calcite, apophyllilc, and, rarely, levyne, gonnardite, and thomsonite in vesicular
andesite along the Gila River in Catron and Grant Counties (Haynes, 1982; Modreski, 1985).
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Stilbitc, heulandite, and chabazite arc found in vesicular rhyolite porphyry in Rabb Canyon,
Grant County (Northrop, 1959). Tiny stilbitc crystals are found in basalt in Bear Springs
Canyon, Mimbres Mountains, in the Cook Rangc, Sierra County (Northrop, 1959).
New York: Reddish·brown stilbite cryst.als are associated with analcime, harmotome, hculanditc,
thomsonite, laumontite, and chabazite in narr()\ll veins in gneiss at subway excavations along
Southern Boulevard, New York Oty, in Bronx and New York Counties (Chamberlain, 1888;
Manchester 1931). DruS)', ycllow to brown sti.lbitc crystals occur at the Chateaugay Mincs, Lyon
Mountains, near Chazy, Clinton County (Whitlock, 1907).
Brown stilbite crystals arc associated with hculanditc, laumontite, thomsonite, and natrolite on
gneiss at the Tilly Fostcr Magnetite Mine, near Brewster, Putnam County (frainer, 1938, 1939,
1942). Fanlike groups of stilbite crystals were found at Phillipstown; dull yellow stilbite crystals
occur at Peckskill; and tiny stilbite crystals were found on greenstone at Piermont (Dana, 1898).
Light yellOW, spherical aggregates of stilbite variety stellerite, up to 1 cm in diameter, are
reported with hculanditc on basalt at Hook Mountain, Rockland County (Francis and
Metropolis, 1985).
North Carolina: Golden·tan-colored pointed stilbite crystals, up to 1 em long, form tabular
blades, sheaves, hemisphcrical clustcrs, and bow ties with ycUow to red chabazite on joint frac·
tures in dioritc at the Woodleaf Quarry, Rowan County (Privett, 1985). Nearby rock contains
laumontite, prehnite, beulanditc, Ouoritc, scoleeite, cpidotc, and calcite.
In Guilford County, stilbite is found with ehabazitc, calcite, and laumontite on gneiss at
Stokesdale, and with calcite and laumontitc at Pomona (privett, 1985). Fine specimens of light
br()\IID to yellow, Oat-topped stilbite blades, up to 25 mm long, and hemispherical groups, up to
35 mm in diameter, are found witb heulanditc, quartz, laumontitc, and calcitc atthc Marlin
Mariella Quarry, near Jamest()\IID, Guilford County (Smithsonian, RWI).
Lustrous, crcam-colored, pointed stilbite crystals arc covcrcd with small, colorless quartz crys·
tals at Lexington (R WI). Small, opaque, cream-colored stilbitc blades, up to 2 mm long, arc
found in pcgmatites at the Lawson Minc, at Spruce Pinc (RWI). Flat.topped, crcam-colored
stilbitc crystals, up to 2 cm long, are found with cpidotc and actinOlite (= byssolite) between
Spruce Pinc and Bakersville, Mitchell County (RWI).
Oregon: Colorless, pointed stilbitc blades, up to 4 mm long, are found on deep amber-colored
calcitc and are covered by small cubes and pyritohcdra of pyrite, in veins in basalt, at Rainier,
Columbia County (R WI). The minerals crystallized in the ordcr: heulandite > amber calcitc >
stilbitc > chabazite> cream-colored calcite> pyritc.
Colorless to whilC, pointed stilbilC blades (Fig. 539), up to 15 mm long (wilh a fcw rcaching 3
em long), are common in vesicular Eocene olivine basall along Neer Road, near Goblc,
Columbia County (fschcrnich, 1973, 1986). StiIbite is commonly associated with druS)' hculand·
ite, thODl.'iOnite, mcsolite, chabazite, apophyllite, levyne-offrctitc, okenite, native copper, gar·
ronite, phillipsitc, clay, and calcite (Tscbernich, 1986). Nearby vesicles contain analcimc, cowles·
ite, mordenilc, quartz, opal, epislilbite, erionile, tschcrnichite, and boggsitc (Tschernich and
Howard, 1987; Howard el 01., 1990). The minerals crystallized in the order: smectitc > hculand·
ite > opal> chalcedony> quartz> celadonitc > okenite > calcitc > apophyllite-stilbite.
apophyllite > analcimc-cowlcsite-analcimc > smooth thomsonite > garronitc·phillipsite >
bladed tbomsonite-Ievyoe > mcsolite·whilc thomsonite > chabazite> calcile (fschernich and
Howard, 1987; Howard e/ aI., 1990).
Colorless, flat.topped blades ofstilbite (Fig. 548), up to 10 mm long, are found on drusy
heulanditc and covered wilh chabazite and calcite in Eocene basalt breccia in tbe Goble QuarC)',
Goble, Columbia County (RWl).
Colorless to white, pointed slilbite blades, up to 10 mm long, arc commonly covered with
small, colorless rhombohedra of chabazitc, thomsonitc, and mesolite in cavities in red volcanic
breccia belween Eocene olivine basalt Oows at Jaquish Road, south of Goble, Columbia County
(fschernich, 1990). A borizonta.ltubuk'lr cavily (possibly the hollow cast of a buried tree), 40 em
in diamcter and 4 mcters long, was lined with flal.topped stilbite blades (Fig. 535), up to 8 mm
long, with druS)' heulandite, mordenite, calcite, and an abundance of copper and green copper
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Slains (RWI). Other cavities comained analcime, mordenite, apophyHite, okenite, and chalcedony.
Excellent specimens of colorless to white stilbite blades (Fig. C-26) and bow ties, up to 5 cm
long, were found with drusy chabazite on carpets of tbin white undamaged mordenite needles, in
veins and pockets in dense basalt at the Roadside Quarry, south of Goble, Columbia County
(Tschernich, 1973).
Colorless to crcam-oolored !lat-topped stilbite blades, up to 15 mm long, form parallel bundles
of cryslalS (with triangular faces) in vesicular Tertiary basalt in Milwaukie, Qackamas County
(RWI). At the same locality, colorless, transparent, radiating flat-topped sphcrical aggregates of
stilbite (Fig. 549), up to 4 mm in diamctcr, were scatlered on a dark greenish-black clay and
were associated with chabazite, calcite, heulanditc. and erionile-o!Jretite-levyne-oricnted oycrgrowths (Wise and Tschcrnich, 1976b).
Cream-oolored pointed stilbitc blades. up to 8 mm long, and colorless, radial groups, up to 2
mm in diameter, are found on clay, on zoned needles of scolecite-mesolite-natrolite. and on
laumontite in vesicular basalt at New Era, Clackamas County (RWI). The minerals crystallized
in the order: thomsonite > stilbite > scolecite > mcsolite > natroHte > chabazite> laumomite
> tiny stilbite > calcite.
Colorless. transparent, fiat-topped stilbite blades, up to 3 mm long, coyer thin hexagonal plates
of calcite. colorless to amcthyst-oolored quartz, and heulandite in vesicular basa.lt at Shellrock
Mounlain, Hood River County (Howard, 1989). "I1le minerals crystallized in the order: pyrite>
chalcedony> clay> diopside > quartz> calcite> heulandite > slilbite > chabazite> calcite.
Colorless, cream, light pink. and orange, pointed stilbite crystals, up to 1cm long, are commonly covered by colorless, radiating groups and scepters of quartz, clay, amber calcite crystals,
and. rarely, apophyllite in elongated pockets and tubes in basalt at the Mill Creek Quarry, Mill
Creek, near Buell, Polk County (RWI). Some of the orange stilbite crystals are covered with
colorless Sl ilbite.
Fine specimens of milky-white stilbite aggregates, ufl to 8 em long (with offsct pointed terminations). are found on thin mordenile needles, riee-grain quartz. or large, amber, calcile rhombohedra and arc covered by milky-white to green apophyllite and white blades of calcite in cavilies, up to 50 cm in diameter, in basalt at the Rickreall Creek Quarry, ncar Dallas, Polk County
(RWI). Nearby cavities contain colorless to milky-white heulandite. pyrite, magnetite, and darl:
green clay.
Colorless to cream-oolored stilbite crystals. up to 1em long, are associated with analcime.
apophyllite. natrolile. calcite, and chabazite in pockets, up 10 50 cm across, in basalt at the Lambert Quarry, near I(jngs Valley, Benton County (RWI). Colorless to white slilbite crystals, up to
6 cm long, are found with analcime, thomsonile, natrolite. clay, apophyllite, and calcite in
Eocene marine basalt pillows and breccia in the Price Creek QuarT)', south of I(jngs Valley, Benton Counly (RWI). Colorless to light orange stilbite cryst.als, uflto 1cm long, are found with
apophyllite, calcite, chabazite, laumontite. analcime, and pyrite on a dark, blaCkish-green clay in
angular cavities in basaltic breccia north of Wren, Benton County (RWI).
Exceptionally large pockets or small caves (1 meter wide. 2 melers high, and 3 meters long)
were lined wilh stilbite in altered basalt on the south side of the Calapooya River Valley, ncar
Dollar, Linn Counly (RWI). One of these pockets was lined with cream-oolored, pointed stilbite
crystals, up to 8 cm long. The !loer of the pocket was composed of mounds and layers of closely
packed slilbite crystals (with only the terminations showing) while the walls and ceiling were coyered with scattered doubly lerminated stilbite crystals. Behind the back wall of the first pocket a
second pocket was encountered, in which the walls were lined with clean snow-while mordenite
needles, up to 2 cm long, and draperies, up to 1 meter long, hanging from the ceiling (RWI).
On the mordcnite were White, doubly terminated pointcd stilbite crystalS, up 10 7 em long. and
radiating, columnlike aggregates, up to 40 cm long. Across the valley, on the north side of the
Calapooya River. a basalt flow, completely weathered to soil, contained the remains of a mudfilled pocket, 3 meters across, filled with loose unaltered groups of white flat-topped stilbite crystals, up to 8 cm long.
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crcam<olored slilbite crystals, up to 3 cm long, arc found with heulandite and are covered by
small, white laumontite prisms in veins and vesicles in altered basalt near Cascadia, Linn County
(RWI). Stilbite is found with chaba7jte and heulandile in large, scallered vugs in lhe lower,
dense iXIrtion of a Miocene ol.ivinc basalt flow on Buck Mountain, north of Springfield, Lane
County (Kleck, 1960, 1972). The highly altered, vesicular, upper iXIrtion of tbe same flow contains thomsonite, mesclile, calcile, analcime, and nontronile.
Colorless, flal-topped stilbile is found wilh analcime, heulandite, pyrite, and calcite in hollow
iXIrtions of fossil gaslropods and pelecypods in Oligocene sandslOne (ncar diabase dikes) ncar
Eugene, Lane Counly (Staples, 1965). Colorless, transparenl, flat-topped slilbile cryslals, up 10 8
mm long, are found witb colorless cbabazite and hculandite suspendcd on thin mordenile needles althe Losl Creek Dam, Douglas Counly (R WI). The minerals cryslallized in the order:
mordcnite > heulandile > slilbite > chabazite. Poimed stilbitc· is found near Roseburg, Douglas County (Passaglia et aI., 1978a).
Crcam<o]ored iXIinted slHbile crystals, up to 7 em long, arc found in Ihc volcanics along Dead
Indian Road, ncar Ashland, and at BUlle Falls in Jackson County (RWI). Cream-colored slH·
bilc crystals, up 104 cm long, line hollow portions of green pelrified v..ood logs and limb seclions
near Hampton BUlle, Crook Counly (R WI).
Colorless, transparenl, iXIinted, doubly terminated slilbile blades, up to 10 mm long, were
found on mesolite needles and v..e re associated wilh analcime, chabazite, thomsonite, apophyl.
lile, and calcite cryslals in cavities in basalt easl of Spray, Wheeler Counly (RWI). The minerals
crystallized in the order: dark brown calcile > analcime> chabazite-mcsolitc-thomsonile·analcime > aiXIphyllile > stilbile > calcile. A similar occurrcnce of doubly Icrminaled slilbile cryslals on mesolile is found in cavilies, up 10 1 meIer across, in basall v.'CS1 of Spray, Wheeler
County.
StHbite and heulandile are very scarce in the zeolile-rich olivine basalt al Beech Creek north of
MI. Vernon, Grant County, and at Burnl Cabin creek north of Spray, Wheeler County. The
stilbile al botb localities forms colorless, flat-lopped blades, up 106 mm long, associated with
chabazile (R Wl). Olher cavilics conlain an abundance of thomsonite, mesoiite, analcime,
eowlesile, levyne-offrelile, phillipsile, calcile, and black clay.
Colorless, while and beige, smooth·surfaced plales ofslilbile variety slellerite,· up to 4 em
thick, and individual blades, up 103 mm long, are found on fault surfaces and in faull breccia
extending for 5 km from Ihe hOI springs al Rillcr, along road culS on the Middle Fork of the
John Day River, Granl Counly (Hewell CI aJ., 1928; William Wise, pers. comm., RWI).1be
slilbile plales are composed of parallel, flal-topped, vilreous cryslals and are associated wilh calcile, and, rarely, liny cbabazile rhombohedra. Nearby rock conlains natrolile, mesolile, Ihomsonile, analcime, philLipsile, tacbaranite, gyrolile, levyne-<>ffrelile, eowlesile, and aiXIphyllile
(RWI).
Colorless, iXIinled stilbite blades, up to 6 mm long, arc found on brighl blue cavansile and
penlagonile and are associated wilh colorless analcime, heulandile, light green 8iX1phyllile, and
calcile on a vertical faull crossing Late Miocene VOlcanic luff near Gordon Gulch, Owyhee Dam,
Malbeur County (RWI). The minerals eryslallized in the order: calcile > cavansile >
pentagonile> heulandite > Slilbile > pemagonite > calcilc > analcime> apophyllile (Slaples
et 01., 1973). Nearby vesicles also comain chabazite variety phacolile and offretile (Wise and
Tschernich, I 976b).
Pennsy1vonlo: Luslrous, orange, brown, and tan, sheaflike clusters of stilbite,· up to 8 cm long
(wilh either flat or pointed terminations), are commonly covered wilh pyrile and are associaled
with calcite and prehnile in fraelures in homfe·ls in tbe contact zone between intrusive Triassic
diabase and shale 81 the Kibblehouse Quarry, Perkiomenville, Montgomery County (Gregory,
1970; Keidel, 1978; Passaglia et aI., 19788). Other veins contain chabazite, harmOlome, gmelinite, heulandile, and natrolile.
Small, brown to pink, slilbile Cl)'Slals (covered wilh pyrile) are found along faults in Triassic
diabase in the Cornwall Number 4 Magnelite Mine, Cornwall, Lebanon County (Brookmyer,
1978). The magnetile ore was formed as a resull of contaCI melamorpbism between diabase and
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limestone and hydrotbermal solutions derived from tbe crystallizing diabase magma that formed
tbe ore minerals and later formed zeolites (Montgomery, 1969; Brookmyer, 1978).
Tannish-white, sheanike aggregates of stilbile, up to 25 mm in Icngt.h, and spherical aggregates
of radiating crystals, up to 3 cm in diameter, commonly line vugs and open fractures in hornfels
and skarn at the contact of shale and limestone witb a Triassic diabase sill at the Campbell's
Quarry, near GCttySburg, Adams County (Hoff, 1978). The minerals crystallized in the order:
epidote-chlorite > albite> laumontite> cbabazite > heulandite > stilbite-natrolile > bematite
> calcite. Stilbite occurs wilh natrolile, scolecitc, thomsonitc,laumontite, cbabazite, apophyllite,
and prehnite in Triassic diabase at Birdsboro, Berks COunty (Gordon, 1922; Montgomery,
1969).
Stilbite is found with natrolite, tbomsonite, chabazite, apophyllite, hculandite, and calcite on
joint surfaces of Precambrian amphibolitic gneiss (cut by granitic pegmatite and later altered by
hydrotbermal solutions) at the Lenni Quarry, Delaware COunty (Gordon, 1922). Stilbite is
found with natrolitc, mcsolite, laumontite, and heulandite on Precambrian gneiss attbe Wards
Quarry, Delaware COunty (Gordon, 1922).
Triassic diabase at Fritz Island, near Reading, Berks County, contains stilbite wilh mesolite,
chabazite, apophyllite, thomsonite, and gismondine (Gordon, 1922). Stilbite,· laumontite,
natrolite, analcimc, heulandite, chabazite, apophyllite, calcite, and prehnite are found on fracture surfaces on Precambrian amphibolilic gneiss (that was intruded by granitic pegmatites and
hydrothermal solu 1ions) al the William Quarry, Burbers Quarry, and Clark Quarry in the Frankford area; in the Rittenhouse Quarry near Germanlown; and at Fairmount Park in Philadelphia
COunty (Gordon, 1922; Montgomery, 1969; Passaglia eloJ., 1978a).
Stilbite, heulandite, and apophyllite arc found in Triassic diabase (in contact with magnetite
ore) in tbc French Creek Mine, southwest of Pottstown, Chester County (Gordon, 1922; Montgomery, 1969). Joint surfaces in gneiss at the Rock Hill Quarry at West Manayunk, near
Pbiladelphia, are covered with grayisb, radiating, fanlike clusters of slilbite and isolated, wbitish,
rectangular heulandite crystals (Montgomery, 1969). Milky-colored. pointed stilbite blades, up
to 4 cm long, and spheres are found at Gickersville, Berks County. Golden, flat-topped stilbite,
up to 4 mm long, form groups and spheres at Gibrallar, Berks County (Smithsonian, R WI).
Virainia: Clear to milky stilbite blades, up 10 7 mm long, occur on light green prebnite and are
covered by colorless to milk")', pscudocubie apopbyllite, laumontite, calcite, pectolite, gyrolite,
chabazitc, babingtonite, and sphaleritc in voids in vertical prehnite veins in a Triassic diabase sill
at the Bull Run Quarry, Loudoun County (Freeland, 1979). Bright yellOW, flat-topped stilbitc
crystals form spherical aggregates, up to 12 mm in diameter, with golden rhombohedra of
chabazitc in altered volcanics at the Luck Company Fairfax Quarry, Centreville, Fairfax COunty
(Smithsonian, R Wf).
Flat-topped spheres of slilbite, up to 15 mOl in diameter, are found on prchnite and apophyllite in diabase at the Chantilly Quarry, Arcola, Loudoun County (Smithsonian, R WI). Colorless
to milky, flat-topped stilbite blades, up to 8 mm long, arc found on epidote, aClinolite, augite,
prehnitc, calcite, and albite in the Virginia Stone COmpany Quarry, near Leesburg, Loudoun
COunty (Smithsonian, RWI). Milky-colored, flat-topped stilbitc blades, up to 1 cm long, occur
with colorless heulandite, and apophyllite at the Vulcan's Manassas Quarry, Manassas, Prince
William County (Smithsonian. R WI).
Washington: Exceptional specimens of colorless to creamy-white, lustro\Js bow ties of stilbitc·
(Fig. C.g), up to 10 em long (with offset prism faces which pinch at the middle and SVo'ell at both
ends), are found in pockets, up to 2 melers in diameler, in Tertiary basall al the Skookumchuck
Dam, near Tenino and Bucoda, Thurston COunty (Tschernich, 1972; Passaglia el 01.• 19783).
Flat-topped stilbite,· up to 5 mm long, is also prescnt (Passaglia eloJ., 19788). The stilbite
occurs on pink heulanditc, quartz, or a snOW-White, quartz-mordenite intergrowth and is covered
with coarse mcsolitc needles, analcime, apopbyllite, and bladed thomsonite (fschernich, 1972).
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The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> heulaodite > mordeoite-<juartz > okenite >
apophyllite > stilbite > mesolitc > analcime> thomsonitc > laumontite> chabazite> calcite
(fschernich, 1m).
Cream to white, pointed stilbite crystals, up to 3 em long, are found on hculandite and mordenite in the basalt along Cherry Creek, near Duvall, Kiog County (RWI). White, pointed stilbite eryst.als, up to 7 em long, are found with laumontite, hculandite, and calcite, lining fractures
in andesite at the Raging River Quarry, Preston, King County (Canoon, 1975).
White to tan-oolored, fiat-topped, fanlike aggregates of stilbite, up to 2 em long, are associated
wilh quartz, schorl tourmaline, epidote, natrolite, heulandite, prehnite, apatite, sphene, magnelite, and chlorite on joints and fractures in granodiorite at Mount Roosevelt, near Snoqualmie
Pass, King County (cannon, 1975).
Colorless, transparent, pointed blades of S{i1bite, up to 2 em long, are found with quartz, calcite, and laumontite in vesicular basalt at Quilcene, Jefferson County (RWI). Massive slilbite
from this quarry fluoresces and phosphoresces blue-white under long-wave ultravioletlighl.
White to pale orange, pointed S{i1bite crystals, up to 2.5 em loog, occur with scoleeite, apophyllite, and laumonlite in basalt at the Pioneer Quarry, Bremerton, Kilsap County (Cannon, 1975).
Colorless, transparent, poinled stilbitc··erystals, up to 6 em long, form groups, up to 20 em
across, in pockets, up to 1 meter long, in basalt northeast of Riffe Lake, east of Kosmos, near
Morton, Lewis County (Passaglia e/ a/., 1978a; RWI). The minerals crystallized in the order:
hcuJandite > stilbite > scolecite (RWI). A nearby locality contains colorless, flat.topped stilbite,
up to 6 em long, associated with quartz, mordenite, epistilbitc, chabazite, phillipsite, and calcite.
Colorless to White, pointed blades and bow lies of stilbite, up to 6
em long, associated with
•
mordenite, heulandite, scolccite, chabazite, calcite, apophyllitc, and quartz, in large pockets up
to 2 meters in diameter, were found in basalt during construction of the Mossyrock Dam, at
Mossyrock, Lewis County (RWI). Exceptional specimens of pink to White, lustrous, pointed
stilbite crystals, up to 10 em long, are found with sprays of coarse scolecite prisms, heulandite,
and quartz in large pockets in basalt along the South Fork of the Toutle River, near Mount
Saint Helens, Cowlitz County (RWI).
Milky-White, pointed, slilbite crystals, up to 2 cm long, are found on scolccite-mesolite needles
and are covered by laumontite, in pockets up to 30 em across, in basalt, near the summit of Elk
Mountain, Cowlitz Counry (fschernich, 19883). White S{ilbite cryslals, up to 3 cm long, are
found on drusy heulandite and are covered by calcitc, epistilbite, pyrite, greenish-White fibrous
datolile, and fluorite in cavities and seams in volcanic rock near Ihe junction of Quartz Creek
and the Lewis River, Skamania County (RWI).
Large, tubelike cavities, up to 1 meter in diameter and over 4 meters long (filled with basalt
breccia), are covered with creamy.white stilbite crystals, up to 8 cm long, at the junction of Poison Creek and thc Lewis River, in Skamania County (RWI). The tubes are covered with closely
grown stilbite 00 the floor while the walls and ceilings of the pockcts are scattered with doubly
terminated slilbite on drusy heulandite, thin hairlike needles of mordenite, and ricelike quart7~
Transparent, colorless to light pink, pointed, lhin blades of stilbite, up to 6 mm long, are found
on terminated mordenite needles and are covered by small, colorless, radiating groups of quartz
in volcanic breccia ncar Woodland, Cowlitz County (RWI). Excellent specimens of crcam-ool·
ored bow ties and flat-topped aggregatcs OfSlilbite, up to 6 cm long, were found on whitc mordenite needles in pockets during construction of the Interstate 5 Freeway south of Kalama,
Cowlitz County (RWl). The minerals crystallized in the order: mordenite > hculandite > stHbite> thomsonite > analcime> mesolite > chabazite> laumontite> calcite.
Opaque, cream-oolored, pointed stilbite crystals, up to 15 mm long, are found on drusy
beulandite and scolecite and are covered by laumontite and calcite in cavities in basalt at the
Livingston Quarry, near Orchards, in Clark County (RWI). The minerals crystallized in the
order: heulandile > scolecite > stilbite > laumontite> calcite> opal.
Milky.white, rectangular, flat-topped slilbite crystals, up to 7 mm long, are rarely found in the
heulandite-mordenitc·lined vesicular basalt along Rock Creek, nOrlh of Stevenson, Skamania
County (RWI). The minerals crystallized in the order: red hculandite > mordenite > quartzchalcedony> stilbite > heulandite > clay> calcite.
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Cream-rolored, pointed stiIbite blades, up to 5 mm long, are covered by a layer of black clay
and brilliant, emerald green autunite crystals (that quickly dehydrate to yellow-green meta·
autunite) in altered melamorphie rocks in the open pit Midnite Uranium Mine, near Wellpinit,
Stevens County (RWI). Flat-topped stiIbite, up to 2 cm long, is found with heulandite and
ehabazite in andesite breccia at Wellpinit, Stevens County (Cannon, 1975).
VIETNAM

Cream-colored, flat.topped fans of stilbite, up to 5 mm long, are found with heulanditc, quartz,
and calcite in volcanics at the University Quarry, near Bien Hoo, Bien Hoo Province
(Smithsonian, RWI).
YUGOSLAVIA

SliIbite is found with chaba1..ite in vesicular andesite at Bor, East-serbia (Majer, 1953). Stilbite,
chabazite, natrolite, mesolite, scoleeile, laumonlite, and thomsonite are found at the boundary
of a serpenl inc zone in Bosnian Hercegovina (Trubelja et al., 1976).
ZAMBIA
Light orange, poinlcd stilbite aggregates, up to 3 cm long, are found in vesicular basalt al
Victoria Falls (DUdley B1auwet, pers. comm.).

Thomsonite
Ca2Na[AJSSis020] 0 611 2

(Tom-son-ite)
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Named in 1820, by HJ. Brooke, in bonor of Dr. Thomas Thomson (1773-1852), professor of
cbemistyat Glasgow, Scotland, who had analyzed the mineral (rom Old Kilpatrick, Scotland,
during bis study of mcsotypes and needlestones.
Type Localities: Old Kilpatrick, Dumbartonshire, Scolland, United Kingdom
•

Obsolete Synonyms: bagotite, carphosti.lbite, clutbalite, comptonite, faroelite, farOlite, gibsonite,
karphostilbite, koodilite, lintonitc, mesole, mesolitine, melathomsonite, ozarkite, picrothomsonite, scoulerite, sphaerostilbite, tonsonite, triploclase, triplocklase, wincbellite
Nomenclature: Thomsonite has variations in the amount of the exchangeable cations, calcium,
sodium, and strontium, along with variations in silicon and aluminum due to disorder in the
framework.. Variations in chemistry or order/disorder should be handled by using adjective
modifiers (sucb as Ca-ricb, calcium, calcian, potassium, Sr-bearing, SOdian, ordered, disordered)
rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Orthorhombic (psuedotetragonal), Monoclinic (from oplics)
Space Group: Pcnn
CI')"Stal Axes: a = 13.00-13.09 A
b = 13.01-13.09 A
c = 13.22-13.26 A
Type of Structure:: The aluminosilicale framework of thomsonite (structural code THO) consists of long cbains of tetrahedra, rotated by 23 0 (similar to natrolite). but are cross-linked at two
levels (Alberti and Gollardi, 1975; Smith, 1983). Idealthomsonite has a bigbly ordered framework, with equal amounts of aluminum and silicon, tbat alternate in the Si04 and AJ04 tetrahedra. Because Si-O-Si bonds arc more stable than AI-O-AI bonds, random substitution of silicon
for aluminum can occur in some tctrahedral sites. Broad X-ray diffraction (XRD) peaks, in
silica·rich tbomsonite, indicate therc is some silicon-aluminum disordering in the structure (Wise
and Tschernicb, 1978b). The degree of silicon-aluminum disorder in tbe framework (disorder
indcx) is measured by diUerences between the Icngth of tbe b-axis and a-axis. In tbomsonitc, this
is only 5% to 10% (Gollardi and Galli, 1985). Two sets of channels, parallel to the c-axis, are
found in the framcwork of thomsonite. The first set of channcls is fully occupied by cqual
amounts of sodium and calcium while the second set of channels is only partly occupied (up to
50%) with calcium or strontium (Alberti et 01.,1981). Four fully occupied water sites are
present: tWO sites witb two water molecules (along with calcium and sodium) in the cbannel; and
the other two sites with two water molecules between the channels (Gotlardi and Galli, 1985).
Nawaz and Malone (1981) found a slight optical inclination of 0.1 0 to 2.1 0 in blocky thomsonite
crystals, which indicates that some thomsonite is monoclinic.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color. colorless, while, pink, red, grcen,
orange, yellow, blue
Streak: wbite
Luster. vitreous to pearly
Hardness: 5 to 5.5
Density: 2.25 to 2.44 gm/cm3
Fracture: uneven to subconchoidal
Cleavage: {tOO} perfect, {OlO} good

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.497-1.530
~
1.513-1.536
..., = 1.518-1.544
biaxial positive
2V = 420 to 750
..., = 3, a = b, ~ = c
moderate birefringence

=
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Morphology
Thomsonite has a wide range of babits ranging from the very common, tbin, rectangular blades
to blOCky prismatic crystals, and, rarcly, long, coarse, acicular prisms. Thomsonitc crystals are
elongated along the c-axis, and arc frcqucntly striated parallclto tbc c·axis due to alternation of
tbe forms {100}, {OlO}, and {11O}. In the past, thomsonite crystals have been indexed with the
a- and b-axcs interchanged. Nawaz.and Malone (1981) found tbatthin blades and tabular thomsonite are "aliened on {100}. Bladed aggregatcs are stacked parallel to the broad {100} pinacoid rather than {OlO}. This orientation is well illustrated at Yellow Lake, British Columbia,
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canada, where tbomsonite crystals display a wide range of crystal forms including thin, bladed
crystals, complexly terminated blades, octagonal crystals, and complex, blocky crystals that show
a consistent orientation with {tOO}. Crystal forms described by other authors have been changed
to be consistent with this orientation.
Thomsonitc from mOSI localities consists of simple rectangular blades composed of the forms
{tOO}, {OW}, and {ool} (Figs. 555,578.580). These blades may also be terminated by steep
sloping forms {WI}, {30t}, {40I}, {501}, {80I}, (14 0 0 o l},andthe {1l0} prism (Figs. 550564), which are tiny and inconspicuous. These simpfe rectangular blades crystallize into many
different types of aggregates, ranging from individual blades to radiating fans, diver$cnt groups
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of blades pinched in the center to form sheaves, or bow-tie-like groups, radiating hemisphcrical
and spherical aggregates (Fig.s. 582,581), and plnbeadlike aggregates (Fig. 577). Some of these
flat rectangular blades are cxtremely long and resemble needles. Three basic habits of bladed
thomsonite, smooth spheres (= faroelite) (Fig. 582); coarse radial blades (Figs. 578-581); and
White, randomly oriented blades (Figs. 588,589) are found to crystallize in the same cavity in the
order listed. The first habit is composed of very tiny, elosely packed, radialthomsonite blades
that form a very lustrous smooth-surfaced hemisphere or sphere, and display only the {OOl}
pinacoid. Coarse blades of the second habit commonly grow on, or extend from, the smoolh
hcmispheres or completely line cavities wilh colorless to gray, separated, rectangular blades. The
third habit of bladed thomsonite forms mounds of tiny, randomly oriented white blades commonly on a coarse, bladed, lhomsonite cavity lining.
Mesolite (less commonly, natrolite and scolecite) needlcs (with a square cross section) frequently grow epitaxially from the coarse rectangular thomsonite blades and radial aggregates.
The white thomsonite, of the third habit, also commonly covers mesolitc needles, and may com·
plctcly fill in lbe spaces between the needles, to form a large composite mcsolite-thomsonite
hemisphere. Thomsonitc frequcntly overgrows radial aggregatcs of gonnarditc and is overgrown
by Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolitc).
Prismatic, blocky, or oclagonal prisms ofthomsonitc (= comptonilc) (Figs. 583-586) arc much
less common than the bladed thomsonite. 'fbese crystals are composed of the dominant forms
{lOO}, {OlO}, {OOl}, and {llO} (Figs. 571,574,575) with many addilional forms (Figs. 565.576).
The very long prismatic thomsonite cryst.als found in tbe Glasgow area, Scotland, have the same
complex forms as do the blocky thomsonite crystals. Twinning on {llO} (Fig. 567) and {041} is
common.
Point Group: 21m 'Urn 'Urn = mmm
Crystal Class: Rhombic-dipyramidal
Form...:
Common {IOO}, {OlO}, {OOI}, {llO}
Scarce {lOl}, {401}, {SO!}, {Oolo48}
Rare {012}, {HI}, {705}, {334}, {502}, {30J}, {40l}, {02l}, {On}, {04l}, {O7l}, {08J},
{60I}, {Oo14 o
{O·1·50}

n,

Figure 577. Pinhead groups, 0.5 mm long,
com~ o( transparent, colorless., thomsonite
blades (rom Beech Creek. Ml. Vernon. Oregon.
U.S.A.; SEM photo by William S. Wise.

Figure 578. Thin reclangular blades 0( lhomsonite,
0.002 mm long. making up the pinheads in Figure
577: SEM photo by William S. Wise.
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Figure 579. Transparent, colorless, rectangular
blades of thomsonite, 2 moo long, on ~utandile
from Goble, Oregon; SEM pholo by Donald G.
Howard.

Figure 581. While aggregale o( Ihomsonile blades,
3 coo 3cross, on heulandilc (rom Prospect Park,
New Jersey, U.S.A; phOIO by Rock Currier.

f'lgure 580. Transparenl, colorless, slacked,
reclangular blades of Ihomsonite, 0.02 moo wide,
(rom Oak Grove pork of lbe Clackamas River,
Oackam8s County, Oregon,U.S.A.; SEM pholo by
Millon '- Speckels.

Figure 582. Colorless, smooth, luslrous thomsonite
spheres, up to 10 moo in dLlmeler, from the
Jaquish Road, Goble, Oregon, U.S.A; photo by
Rudy W. Tschemich.
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Flgun 533. Transparent, pink, blocl..y thomsonite
cryslals, 3 moo long, "'ilh complex {aces, from
Yellow Lake, Olalla, British Columbia, Canada;
SEM photo by Millon 1- Spcckels.

Figure 534. Transparent, pink, pseudohexagonal
lhomsonite crystals, 0.8 moo in diameter, from
Yellow Lake, Olalla, British Columbia, Carulds;
SEM photo by William S. Wise.

FJau~

FJaure 586. Transparent, pink, chisel.shaped
thomsonite crystals, 2 moo across, from Yellow
Lake, Olalla, Brilish Columbia, Canada; SEM
photo by Millon 1- Speckcls.

535. Transparent, pink, pointed thomsonile
prisms, 0.5 moo across, ~th complex {aces, from
Yellow Lake, Olalla, British Columbia, Canada;
SEM photo by WiUiam S. Wise.

Chemical Composition
Old Kilpalrick, Dumbarlonshire. SCotland. UK (Hey, 19323)
~.OONa 1.04[AJS.03Si4.970ZOJ 0 S.9SH20
Yellow Lake, Ollala, British Columbia, canada (Wise and Tschernich, 1978b)
cal.44Nal.0SSrO.S3[AJS.OSSi4.930ZOJ°xH20
MonIC Somma, Vcsuvius,llaty (Hey, 19323)
cat.98Nao.97[AJ4.93SiS.070ZOJ 0 S.61H 20
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Kaaden, Bohemia, Czechoslovakia (Hey, 1932a)
Ca1.9S Na 1.22[Al4.S7SiS.06020'°S.S2lI 20
Burnt Cabin Creek, Spray, Oregon, U.SA (Wise and Tschernich, 1975b)
Ca1.87Nal.08[AJ4.wSiS.12~OJ°xH20

Beech Creek Quarry, ML Vernon, Oregon, U.sA (Wise and Tschernich, 1978b)
Ca1.72Na I. I1[AJ 4.nSi S.33 0 20' oxH20
Whipple Quarry, Drain, Oregon, U.SA (Wise and Tschemich, 1978b)
Ca I.82Na 1.06(A14.6SSiS.31020]oxH20
Goble, Oregon, U.SA (Wise and Tschernich, 1978b)
Ca1.70Nal.09(Al4.4sSiS.52020]oxH20
Tyamyr, U.S.S.R. (Yefimov et 01., 1966)
Na 1.4cao.~rO.8( A14.84SiS.16020]o S. 46H20
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION

Thomsonite has a limited variation in exchangeable cations. It is commonly calcium dominant
with considerable sodium, and, rarely, small amounts of strontium. Na-<lominantthomsonite has
also been reported, as well as Sr-rich thomsonitc with up to 10% strontium contcnt. Dloclcy,
prismatic thomsonite cr),stals have a Si/AJ ratio ncar 1.00, indicating that aluminum and silicon
altcrnate in a very ordered framcv.'Ork. Coarse thomsonite blades with a Si/Al ratio up to 1.1S
are more silica·rich whilc very fine-grained crystals (that form smooth-surfaced hemispheres),
having a Si/A1 ratio from 1.18 to 1.3, are the moot silica·rieh and have the greatest disorder in thc
framework (Wise and Tschcrnich, 1978b). TSi = Si/(Si+A1) = 0.50 to 0.60; Si/A1 = 0.89 to 1.30

Identification
Simplc rectangular thomsonite blades are relatively easy to recognize. Thomsonite blades
resemble blades of ferrierile, rectangular slilbitc, boggsitc, and cowlesitc. Tbe refractivc indices
(Rl) of thomsonite are higher than all of those minerals and the XRD pattern is distinctive.
Rectangular stilbite is thickcr tban thomsonite blades and commonly has tiny triangular faces on
each corner. Ferrierite is commonly associated with quartz, chalcedony, or other high.silica

Figure: 587. Tiny, transparent, loosely grouped,
white l.homsonlte blades, on compact gray
lhomsonite blades, 2 rom thick, (rom Beech Creek,
Ml. Vernon, Oregon, U.S.A; photo by Volker
Bcl2.

Figure 588. White thomsooitc growths, 1 mm long,
(rom Beech Creek, Ml. Vernon, Oregon, U.S.A;
photo by Volker BCI~
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zeolites while thomsonite is nolo Thomsonite is easily distinguished from cowlesite by hardness
and surface characteristics. Thomsonite is much harder than cowlesite (which can be scratched
with a needle on the side of the group of crystals) while thomsonite cannot be scratched.
Rectangular thomsonite blades have a dominant {001} termination that appears smooth in
aggregates, while cowlesite is composed of steeply pointed crystals that appear rough.
Thomsonite can be distinguished from boggsite by RI or XRD.
Blocky forms of thomsonite that resemble brewsterite can be distinguished by careful observation of the angle between the {OOI} and {100} when viewed down the b-axis (perpendicular to
the cleavage). The angle betwecn {OOI} and {100} for thomsonite is 90" while for brewsterite
an inclination of about 6° can be observed.
Massive thomsonite can resemble many other zeolites. The RI of thomsonite is higher than
gonnardite, natrolite, mordenite, and gobbinsite. Mesolite is nearly isotropic while thomsonite
has a high birefringence. Soolecite and laumonlite have an optical inclined extinction angle up to
16° while thomsonite's is parallel. An XRD pattern is required to differentiate thomsonite from
garronite and gonnardite.
Thomsonite can have several different habits in a single cavity. Needles (square in cross sec·
tion) of mcsolite, natrolite, or scolecite commonly extend from thomsonite blades. Thomsonite
is a low-silica zeolite and is not found with free quarlz, or the high-silica zeolites, mordenite, fer·
rierite, dachiardite, or high·silica heulandite.

Cleaning
MOSIthomsonite cryslals only require running water or prc.ssurized water to rcmove soil and
rock debris. Mud can be loosened by soaking in Biz bleach and removed by an ultrasonic cleaner
or prc.ssurized water. Brushing bladed thomsonite will break the crystals. Thomsonite is a very
low-silica zeolite, SiJAI ratio near 1; therefore, it is easily allacked and frosted by hydrochloric
acid. Warm acetic acid can be uscd 10 remove calcite from thOmsonite. Oxalic acid removes iron
slains and vilamin C (ascorbic acid) solution dissolves manganese coatings.

Origin
Data from geothermal wells in basall in Iceland show that thomsonite crystallizes at depths from
100 to 550 meters and attcmperatures [rom 65° to 110" C (Kristmannsd611ir and T6masson,
1978). With increasing depth, empty cavities are fIrst encountered followed by chabazite-lcV)'I1c
> thomsonite·mesolite-scolecite > thomsonile-slilbite > laumontite> analcime-wairakite
(Kristmannsd611ir and T6masson, 1978).

Occurrence
Thomsonite is a very common zeolite found in low-silica basalts aU over the world. It is less
commonly found in contact metamorphic zones, pegmatites, and, rarely, in silica·rich tholeiitic
basalt. Thomsonite has never becn found in altered volcanic ash deposirs. Excellcnt display
specimens ofthomsonite are found in Scotland, Germany, Czechoslovakia, and in the U.S.A in
Oregon; Golden, Colorado; and New Jersey. Micro-sized lhomsonitc crystals are available from
many localities, particularly from Yellow Lake, British Columbia, canad.a; Oregon, U.S.A;
Czechoslovakia; Germany; Northern Ireland; Faroe Islands; Italy; and Scotland.

Worldwide Localities
ALGERIA

Milky-White thomsonite crystals are found in volcanics in the Dalis (= Dellys) region (Hintze,
1897).
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AUSTRALIA

New Sout.b Wales: Challcy.white thomsonite is found with gonnardite and chabazite in basalt on
Mt. Lyon, nonh of Kyoglc (England and Sutherland, 1988).
Tasmania: White glObular linings of stacked, platelike thomsonite blades are found with phillipsite and chabazile variety phacolite in cavities, up to 2 em across, in Tertiary basalt flows and
breccia that wcre extruded into freshwater rivers and lakes at Gads Hill, Mole Creek, near
Liena. The minerals crystallized in the order: phillipsite> chabazite> levyne > thomsonite >
tacharanite > apophyllite > tobermorite> nontronite > calcite (Anderson, 1984). Rarely,
natrolite and analcime arc present (Rowbollom pers. comm,).
Victoria: Colorless to White, yellow, and red, transparent, thin, rectangular blades and thiCk,
bloclcy thomsonite crystals, up to 5 mm long, with the forms {lOO} and {OOI}, {010}, and {llO}

(Fig. 556), compose fanlike bladed groups (slacked on {100}) in cavities, up to 30 em in diame·
ter, in the highly vesicular Eocene olivine basalt flows, of the Older Basalt, on the Moroington
Peninsula, from West Head (near Flinders) to lillie Bird Rock and Cairns Bay (= Simmons
Bay) (Cousell, 1980; Birch, 1988b; Hall, 1989). In some cavities, natrolite needles extend from
bladed thomsonite aggregatcs. Nearby cavilies contain analcime, gmelinite/chabazite intergrowths, phillipsite, calcite, aragonite, dolomite, copper, and montmorillonite (Birch, 1976, 1980,
1988b). In the Cairns Bay and Little Bird Rock areas, it is believed that zeolites forming near the
surface of an older basalt now were covered and reheated by a younger flow (Rew, 1969), The
reheating partly dissolved existing zeolites and redeposited new minerals as the solutions cooled.
On Phillip Island, white to cream<olorcd thomsonite blades, up to 2 mm long, line cavities
and form hemispherical aggregates with chabazite in vesicular Eocene olivine basalt at Sunder·
land Bluff (BirCh, 1988b; Leach 1989). Nearby cavities contain levyne, natrolite, stilbite, aragonite, and calcite. Rarely, colorless natrolite needles extend from pale pink thom..'ionite blades.
Vesicles, up to 2 cm across, in the Eocene Older Basalt suite near Jindivick, northwest of
Drouin, in West Gippsland, contain an abundance of radiating, translucent, pink to brownish·
gray, botryoidal thomsonite crusts, up to 0,5 mm thick (Birch, 1987). Coarser blades and white
needles of thomsonite are found on the hemispherical thomsonite clusters, Thomsonite also
forms irregular, twisted, tapering groups; wormlike prolrusions; pillars with levyne and
chabazite; and thin, spider-wcb.like veils (Birch, 1987). Adjoining vesicles contain chabazite,
levyne-offretite, phillipsitc, analcime, cowlesite, green montmorillonite, and calcite.
In the MelbOurne area, lustrous, smooth, translucent, gray thomsonite hemispheres, up to 3
mm in diamater, arc found witb natrolite, gonnardite, analcime, chabazite, phillipsite, aragonite,
calcite, barite, pyrite, and copper in vesicular Pliocene-Pleistocene basalt at Bundoora and
Clifion Hill (Vince, 1989). At Bundoora, coarse bladed tbomsonite aggregates are commonly
covered with goonardite·natrolite needles, extending from the thomsonite blades (Vince, 1989).
Transparent thomsonite spherules, up to 0.5 mm in diameter, are found in basaIt at Blue
Rock Dam, Soutb Gippsland (Haupt, 1989a). Tiny, radial, colorless thomsonite hemispheres,
up to 1 mm across, are found with natrolite at Howitt Plains, eastern Victoria (Haupt, 1989b).
Pale blue, lustrous, smooth spheres of thomsooite, up to 4 mm in diameter (somc covered by
coarse bladed tbomsonite or loog white thomsooite needles), are found witb chabazite, aragonite, and calcitc in vesicular basalt at Clunes (Henry, 1989). Smooth, lustrous, botryoidal thomsonite (covered by chabazite) lines cavities in vesicular basalt at Tylden (Henry, 1989). Ncarby
cavities contain gonnardite, natrolite, levyne, and phillipsite. Lustrous gray thomsooite spheres,
up to 1.5 mm in diameter (some covered by while thomsonite blades), rarely occur with analcime in vesicular basalt at cape Grant (Bosworth, 1989),
AUSTRIA
Salzburg: Thomsonite has been rarely found at Kaprunertorl, Riffikces, Stubachtal (Gernot

Wcisscnsteiner, pers. comm,).
Styrla: At KJOCh, thomsonite is very rarely found in basalt (Gernot Weisscostciner, pers.

comm.). Nearby cavitics contain gonnardite, natrolite, phillipsite, chabazite, gismondinc, tObermorite, apophyllite, thaumasite, ellringite, aragonite, and calcite.
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BRAZIL

Thomsonitc is rarely foond with heulandite, stilbitc, analcime, chabazite, mcsolite-scolecite, and
calcite in the Jurassic-Cretaeeous tholeiitic basalt near Pono Alegre, Rio Grande do Sui
(Murata e.t aI., 1987).
BULGARIA

Kostov (1969) reports thomsonite in alteration zones (associated with copper mineralization) in
Cretaceous trachytes and andesite intruded by monzonitc and granodiorite in the Srednogorian
Mountains. The zoning listed from highest temperature (nearest the intrusion) to lowesttemperature (funhest (rom the intrusion) is epidOle-prehnitc-albite > natrolite·mesolite-scolccitcthomsonitc-analcime·laumontite > stilbite.beulandite-mordenite-quart2.
CANADA

British Columbia: Small blades of thomsonite are found with analcime, levyne, offretite, stilbite,
cowIesite, mesolite, and clay in red vesicular basa.lt in tbe bills south of Monte Lake (Wise and
Tscbernieb, 1975). In basalt talus, along thc Douglas Lake Road, near Westwold, bladed thornsonite is found with phillipsitc, mesolite, chabazitc, cowlesite, calcite, hculandite, and stilbite
(Tschernieh, 1987).
Colorless blades of thomsonite are found with chabazite, natrolite, heulandite, analcime, stilbite, levyoe, and calcite in vesicular basalt at Burns Lake, and, rarcly, in Bull canyon, at Alexis
Creek (Mary Hillsdon, pcrs. comm.). Thomsonite occurs with chabazite, gmelinite, levyne, gyro·
lite, tacharanite, analcime, apophyllite, and calcite in basalt at Horse Lake near 100 Milc House
and with phillipsite, chabazitc, gmelinite, analcime, and calcite at Green Lake near 70 Mile
House (Tschernich, 1987). The basalt flows at Paintcd Chasm, north of Clinton, contain thom·
sonite, chabazite, phillipsite, analcime, aJagonite, and heulaodite (Tschernich, 1987). Thom·
sonite is found with chabazite, phillipsite, levyne, gmelinite, and calcite in basalt at Blakeburn,
near Coalmont (Mary Hillsdon, pers. comm.).
Pink, white, and colorless thomsonitc crystals (containing 10% strontium) are found in flattened vesicles, 2to 8 cm long, in Eocene trachyte along Yellow Lake, near Ollala (Wise amI
Tschernich, 1978b; Tealdi and Tschernich, 1985). Thomsonitc forms simple, flat blades; thick,
chisel-shaped blades; stout to elongated pseudotetragonal prisms; and ncedlelike pri ms with
complex terminations. The thomsonite crystals that range (rom 0.5 to 8 mm long in a few
instances were interrupted by thc C1)'Stallization of calcitc that preser....ed the early simplc gcnera·
tions of thomsonite. The earliest generation of thomsonite formed white to pink, radiating, thin
blades with the forms {loo}, {OW}, {llO}, {B01}, {502} , and {ool} (Figs. 551,555,562). In
some cavities, tbe blades are overgrown by bloc.ky pscudohexagonal.appcaring colorless thom·
sonite witb smooth {lOO}, {OlO}, {llO}, and {ool} (Figs. 571,574). Continued growtb of the
thomsonite (not covered by calcite) developed the complex additonal forms {101}, {41O},
{30t}, and (B01} on Chisel-shaped crystals (Figs. 552,554,557-559,561,563,586). Otber cavities
developed blocky, prismatic crystals (square in cross section) with dominant {100}, {OlO}, and
{ool}, with small {WI}, {502}, {lt0}, and frosted {02l} (Figs. 566,568,575,576,583-585).
Other crystals possess all the forms seen on the chisel and blocky crystalS, along with small {30t}
and {021} (Figs. 565,570). The complex crystallization history atl.his locality appears to represent shallow hot springs activity where the zeolites phillipsite> analcime> thomsonite >
scolecite-mesolite-natrolitc, crystallizing in vesicles, werc invaded by fractures, followed by solutions depositing Sr·bearing heulandite > brewsterite-yugawaralite-fluorite La-bearing
wakeficldite-(Ce) > laumontitc along with I.arge amounts of calcite (R WT). llJomsonitc blades,
up to 8 cm long, occur in the Ice River Complex, near Golden (Allen, 1911).
Novo Scotia: Compact, colorless to faintly pink, silky masses of thomsonite (rarely terminated)
are scarce in the Triassic basalt sea cliffs along the Bay of Fundy. Thomsonite, covercd with
natrolite, is found at Amethyst Cove. Rarely, tbomsonite is found on stilbite, heulandite, anal·
cime, chaba7jtc, gmelinite, and laumontitc along tbe coast from Cape Blomidon to cape Split
and at Port George and Digby Gut (Walker and Parsons, 1923). Thomsonite is found at Horse·
shoe Cove, at Cape d'Or and on Pinnacle Island, in the Five Island group (Sabina, 1964).
Sheaves of thomsonite are found in the North Mountains, Kings County, and long, thin columns
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of gray-whitc thomsonite blades are found witb apopbylJite, mesolite, and laumontite at Peter's
Point (Hintzc, 1987). The minerals along tbe Bay of Fundy crystallized in the order: quartz >
chabazitc-gmclinite > heulandite-stilbite-beulandite > laumontite> apopbyllite-analcime >
thomsonite > natrolite-mcsolite (Aumento, 1964; Walker and Parsons, 1922). Otber minerals
present in the volcanics include mordenite, prehnite, gyrolite, amethyst quartz, scolecite,
celadonite, and gypsum (Sabina, 1964).
Ontario: Colorless thomsonite, intergrown with white to brick-red natrolite and other unspecified fibrous zeOlites, form patches and veins between feldspar crystals, and replace nepheline in
nephclinc syenite in the Coldwell Alkaline Complex, on the north shore of Lake Superior, particularly between Port Coldwell and Redsucker Cove on Pic Island (Mitchell and Platt, 1982).
Thomsonite is abundant in augite-rich rock from Sextant Rapids, in the Timiskaming District
(Walker, 1932). Thomsonite occurs witb analcime, chabazite, cowlesitc, heulandite, cpistilbitc,
faujasite, garronite, gismondine, harmotome, phillipsite, laumontite, mcsolite. stilbitc, apophyllite, datolite, prebnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian mctapyroxenitc ncar Davis Hill and
Khartoum (Vellbuizen, 1991).
Quebec: Thomsonite occurs with analcime, chabazite, cowlcsite, heulandite. epistilbite. faujasite,
garronite, gismondine, harmotome, phillipsitc, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite, apophyllite, datolite, prehnite, and calcite in veins in Precambrian metapyroxcni!e ncar Laurcl; Hincks Bridge;
and Notre Dam dc la Salcttc (Velthuizen, 1991).
White, radiating tbomsonitc needles, up to 2 mm long, and calcite are found on pectolite at
the JefIrey Mine, Asbestos (Grice and Williams, 1979). Nearby rock contains prehnite, apophyllite, vesuyjanite, diopside, aragonite, grossular, and okenite.
PoitevJn (1936) reports colorless to milky-wbite, parallel aggregates of thomsonite, under 2
mm long, witb tbc forms {loo}, {OlO}, and {oo1}. in cayjties of altcred aplite and granite pegmatite dikes in asbestos-chromite mines in the Thetford Mine arca. In the Caribou Chrome Pit,
thomsonite is found with albite and grossularite, while at most of the other mines it formed on
fibrous diopside and is covered by large dogtooth calcite crystals. Small natrolitc crystals arc
associated with thomsonite in some dikes. with natrolite reaching ncarly 1 mctcr long and 10 cm
in diamctcr at the Johnston Asbestos Mine (poilevJn, 1938)
Dull. whitc, fibrous thomsonite blades, rarely form radiating balls, up to 8 mm in diamcter, in
calcium-silicatc xcnoliths, igneous breccia, and miarolitic cavities in the ncpheline syenite of the
alkaline gabbro-syenite complex at Mont Saint-Hilaire, east of Montreal (Chao el al., 1967; Hor·
vath and Gault, 1990). Nearby rock contains analcime, natrolitc, Na-rich gonnardite (= tetranatrolite), paranatrolite, chabazite, gmelinitc, harmotome, phillipsitc, cdingtonitc, gObbinsite, garronite, gismondine, mierocline, albite, serandite. catapleiitc, and many other minerals (Wight
and Chao, 1986; Marble and Regis, 1979).
CANARY ISLANDS (Spain)
Small. colorless blades of thomsonite form fan-shaped aggregates and hcmisphcriC<l1 groups, up
to 8 mm in diameter, that are frequently covered with zoned ncedles of mesolite (overgrown
with natrolite), drusy chabazite, and calcitc in vesicular Plioccnc basalt and tuff at Punta del
Aguila, Playa Blanca, near Yaiza, Lanzarote Island (Bctz, 1986; RWI). The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite> clay> levyne > offretite-erionite > analcime> pbillipsite >
chabazitc> thomsonitc > mesolite·natrolitc > drusy chabazite> calcitc (RWI).
COSTA RICA
Colorless to gray, radiating, fanlike groups of thin thomsonite blades, up to 4 mm long, and
allractive radial groups oflustrous prisms, with the forms {loo}, {OIO}, {ool}, {IlO}, occur
witb cbabazite and calcite in vesicular volcanics at Pucnte La Garita (Ronald Boyd, pers.
comm.). The minerals crystallized in the sequence: calcite> chabazite> tbomsonite > calcite.
Volcanics, at La Cruz, contain bladed thomsonite on heulandite, covered by mesoJite and
chabazite (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain analcime, stilbite, apophyllite,
and calcile. Colorless, coarse blades of thomsonite form radial groups, up to 8 mm in diametcr,
with phillipsite, clay, calcite, natroHte, mesolite, and chabazite in volcanics at Rio Barbilla
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(Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain levyne and offretite. Volcanics, at Rio
Viejo, contain tiny, colorless, fanlike groups of thomsonite blades scattered on analcime and
commonly form a base for long mesolite needles. Other cavities contain calcite, chabazite,
phillipsite, and clay (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.). Excellent, colorless, coarse thomsonite blades
form lustrous, smooth-surfaced, radial groups with chabazite in cavities in volcanics at Quebrada
Grande (Ronald Boyd, pers. comm.). Nearby cavities contain phillipsite, heulandite, analcime,
and calcite.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Colorless, blocky thomsonite (= comptonite) crystals, 2 to 3 mm long, are abundant at many
localities in Bohemia. Colorless to grayish.wbite, blocky, rectangular thomsonite crystals, up to 4
mm wide, ",ith the forms {loo}, {OlO}, {110}, and {oo1}, form single crystals and hemispherical groups in cavities and veins in basalt at secberg, NikJasdorf, Kadan (;;;; Kaaden) (Hintze,
1897; British Museum, RWf).
Colorless to White, radiating, acicular thomsonite crystals form hemispheres, up to 25 mm in
diameter, at Schieferberg, zalezly (= Salesl), Ustf nad Ubem (= Aussig) (British Museum,
RWI). Sheaves of thoOlsonite blades, up to to mm long, arc found with phillipsite at Radobil
Bohemia (British Museum, RWI). Blocky thomsonite is found at Hauenstein; Leitmeritz; Utomerice; Schichenbcrg, Decin; Mariancka Hora; and Mikulovice, all in Bohemia (British
Museum,RWl).
Colorless, transparent to yellowish thomsonite blades, up to 12 mm long, with the forms
{ool}, {tOO}, {OlO}, form fans, up to 3.5 em in diameter, within cavities in leucite volcanics at
Eulcnberg, near SChuttenitz (Hintze, 1897). Colorless, transparent, blocky thomsonite crystals
form botryoidal groups covering tablets of calcite in phonolite at Marienberg, Ustf nad Ubem
(= Aussig) (Hintze, 1897). Large. spherical aggregates and colorless linings of fibrous thornsonile crystals are found in basalt at Waltsch (Hintze, 1897). White, pale red, or yellow spheres
composed of radiating thomsonite fibers arc found with natrolite or mcsolite in basalt at Hauenstein (Hintze, 1897). Fans of thomsonite blades arc found on phillipsite near Ober-Kamnitz
(Hintze, 1897).
Two generations of thomsonite (separated by chabazite) are found at Neubauer-Berg (=
Kautner-Berg), Habstein, near teSka Upa (=BOhmish Leipa) (Hintze, 1897). Thomsonite
crystals, up to 10 mm long and 2 mm thick, with the forms {loo}, {1l0}, {OlO}, {oot} (Fig.
575), are found at Katzenburg (Hintze, 1897).
Thomsonite forms spherical aggregates, up to 25 mm in diameter, and columns encl05ing radiating, white, fibrous gonnardite, and is associated with calcite, phillipsite, chabazite, analcime,
natrolite, and pyrite in cavities in basalt at Vinaricka Hill (= Vinarice Hora), KJadno, Bohemia
(Antonin, 1942; Alberti el al., 1982). The minerals crystallized in the sequence: chlorite>
calcite-aragonite> phillipsitc > gonnardite > tnomsonite > chlorite.
Thomsonite occurs with analcime, natrolite, calcite, and prelmite in Silurian diabase at Budnany, southwest of Praha, Bohemia (KratOChvil, 1933). Aggregates of small, acicular or bladed
thomsonite crystals are found with levyne-<>ffretite in vesicular leucite volcanics at Farsky Hill,
Zd.ice, near Usti nad Ubem (= Aussig) (Rfdk~i1 and Dan~k, 1983). The minerals crystallized
in the order: analcime> thomsonite > levyne > offretite > calcite. Chabazite and phillipsite
are present in other cavities.
Thomsonite is found in basalt at Bohmishchen Bergel. near MiLleschau; Heidelberg near
Salesel; near Niemes; Wernstadlel; Habrowan; WannOWj Muekenhubcl, ncar Proboscht;
Quarkloch, ncar Schreckenstein; Morvan; Boreslau; and Stritzowitzer Berg, near Ustinad
Ubem (Hintze, 1897). Thomsonite also occurs in phonolite at Kelchberg, near Triebsch
(Hintze, 1897).
Fine.~rained masses of thomsonit~ replace albite-<>ligoclase erystals.i~ a quart~-<>Iigoclase:
pegmallte at VC-fnil, western Moravt3 (Cerny, 1965). Some of tbe caVllles contam thomsorute
crystals, up to 3 mm long, that changed during growth from simple blades Oallcned on {loo}
(with forms {OlO}, {loo}, and {ool} )(Fig. 555 to blocky crystals with the addition of {ltO}
(Fig. 575) and later development of {lOt} and {401} (Cerny, 1965).
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Small, colorless to gray-white, compact, radial aggregates composed of simple rectangular thomsonitc blades (= faroelite) commonly line pockets, up to 25 em in diameter, and isolated hemispheres, up to 12 mm in diameter, with a few reaching several centimeters across, and are associated with chabazite, mesolitc, levync, and analcime, in Tertiary basalt sea cliffs of the Faroe
Islands (RW1). Fine specimens of radialthomsonite blades are found with sti.lbite and apophyl·
lite at Skutin, Nolso (= N01soy Island) (Betz, 1981). Thomsonite is also found on the islands of
Eysturoy, Bordoy, Videroy, and Streymoy (Betz, 1981). Thick blades ofthomsonite form
sheaves in cavities in basalt at Dalsnypen, Sando Island (Hintze, 1897).
FRANCE

Radial blades of thomsonite are found with chabazite and phillipsite in basalt at Chauz de
Bergonne, Auvcrgne; and at Prudelles, Puy-<le-DOme (Hintze, 1897). Transparent, glossy-surfaced thomsonite hemispheres (commonly with a milky core) are found on garronite-phi.llipsitelined vesicular Pleistocene basalt boulders (that ....-ere used to build rock walls) east of Gignat, in
Puy-<le-DOme (Pongiluppi, 1976). Other cavities contain white spherulites of gonnardite and
chabazite variety phacolite (Hey, 19323; Pongiluppi, 1976; NaW37" 1988a). Hemispheres of
thomsonite are rarely found with phillipsite and chabazite near I.e Martinet, Clntal (pongi.luppi,
1976).
GERMANY

Radiating groups of colorless, transparent, blocky to needlelike prisms of thomsonite (With the
forms {loo}, {01O}, {no), and {ool} )(Figs. 571,575) and chisel-shaped crystals (with forms
{110) and {101}) (Fig. 552) form hemispherical aggregates, 10 mm to 25 mm in diameter, covering opaque-white gonnardite in vesicular Terliary basalt at Arensberg, near Zi\sdorf, 'ifel
(Hentschel, 19783). The minerals crystallized in the order: phillipsite> gismondine >
gonnardite > thomsonite > nalrolite > tobermorite> calcite, and other cavities contain meso·
lite, scolecite, chabazite, offretite, tacharanite, thaumasile, gyrolile, apophyllite, and heulandite
(Hentschel, 19783, 1982).
Hent.schel (1977,1983) reports thomsonite in basalt at Schellkopf, near Brenk, Eifel. Associated minerals include paranatrolite, gonnardile, gismondine, phillipsite, apophyllite, chabazite,
analcime, brenkite, zcophyllile, fluorite, apatite, aragonite, calcite, montmorillonite, and
thaumasite.
Thomsonite is found in volcanic rock of the Quarternary Dellerbcrg volcano ncar Mayen,
eastern Eifel (Hentschel, 1983). Associated minerals include levyne, fluorite, gismondine, calcite,
nordstrandite, montmorillonite, chabazite, Icvyne, apophyllite, analcime, tobcnnorite, phillipsite,
willhendersonite, ellringite, and thaumasite ((Hentschel, 1978, 1980, 1982, 1983; Peacor et al.,
1984).

Long, thin, colorless, prismatic thomsonite needles, covered with calcite crystals, are found in
cavities in phonolite at Oberschaffhausen, Kaiserstuhl, Baden (RW1). Bladed thomsonile, 3
mm thick and up to 25 mm long (with complex terminalions), forms radiating groups with calcite at Oberstein (RWI).
Colorless prisms of Sr-rieh thomsonite form aggregates, up to 4 cm across. with natrolite·
mesolite-scolecite and phillipsite in basalt at Rossbcrg (= Rossdorf), near Darmstadt (MOiler
and Dcisinger, 1971; Leyerzapf, 1978). Radial groups of blocky thomsonile are found with
natrolite, phillipsite, and gismondine in basalt at Teichelberg, Bavaria (Tennyson, 1978). Pink to
white translucent prisms of Ihomsonite (with the forms {tOO}, {OtO}, {110}, and {Ool o50})
form columns, up to 10 mm long, in nepheline basalt at Pflasterkaute, EisenaCh, Thuringia
(Hintze. 1897; GOllardi and Galli, 1985).
Radiating, fanlike groups or Ihomsonile blades, up 10 10 mm in diameter (with mesolite needles extending from the blades), are associaled with chabazite, phillipsite, nalrolile, levyneoffretite, analcime, and calcite in monlmorillonite-lined vesicles in basalt at Ober-Widdesheim,
near Vogelsbcrg, Hessen (Hentschel and Vollrath, 1977).
Thomsonite occurs with chabazite, levyne, offretite-erionite, faujasite. ferrierite, and phillipsite
at Hungen. near Yogelsberg. Hessen; with chabazite, gonnardite, phillipsite, gyrolite. apophyl-
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Ute, and calcite in basalt at Neidcrofleiden, near Vogelsberg, Hessen; and with analcime, phillipsite, apophyUile. nalrolile, and chabazile in basall al Ortenberg. near Vogclsberg. Hessen
(Willem. 1990). Thomsonile is found wilb chabazile and pbimpsite al Rainrod, Hessen
(Willem. 1990).
Thomsonilc occurs wilb analcime, cbabazilc, gonnardite. pbillipsilc. apopbyllilc, Dalrolite, calcile. okenile. opal, lacbaranile, and montmorillonite in basalt al Bramberg, al Adelebsen, near
Gollingen, Hessen (Willem, 1990). Colorless 10 while Ihomsonile crystals, wilh the forms
{loo}.{010}. {1l0}, {334}, and {Ool o48}, form columns. Ito 3 cm long, in vesicular basalt al
Mellweiler, near Saint Wendel, Rheinpreussen (Hintze. 1897). Thomsonite was found wilh calcile at Birkenffeld, Rheinpreussen (Hintze. 1897).
Tiny, bluish. hemispherical aggregates of Ibomsonile, up to 1 mm in diameter. are rarely found
embedded in okenile in Tertiary basalt, al the Zeilberg Quarry, near Maroldsweisach. Franconia, Bavaria (Wolfgang Hampel, pers. comm.). Other cavilies contain sodium-rich dachiardile,
silica-rieb heulandile, aragonite, phillipsite, rhodesile, lobermorite. bydroxyapophyllite. gmelin.
ite, nalrolite, cbabazile. analcime, tbomsonile, slilbile.laumontite, thaumasite, ellringile. calcite.
gyrolile, and others (Wolfgang Hampel, pers. comm.).
Colorless, Iransparent. lustrous. blocky or needlelike thomsonile cryslals, up 10 10 mm long,
wilh tbe forms {loo}, {OlO}, {1l0}, and {ool} (Fig. 575), arc found covering an opaque. while
to pink mineral and are associaled with natrotile, phillipsile, and calcile, in 10-10 15-cm cavilies,
in phonolile at Hammerunlerwicscnlhal, Sachsen, near Dresden (R WI). Thomsonite occurs
wilb olfrelite-erionile and monlmorillonile in vesicular basalt al Wiesau, Pfalz (Willem, 1990).
Thomsonile occurs in melilile-nephelinile basalt and pyroclaslics Ibal buill up a Tertiary volcano at HOv.'Cnegg. in Hcgau (Walenta, et al., 1981). Olher cavilies conlain amicile, merlinoile,
calcite-aragonile. garronite-phillipsile, harmolome, nalroUle, chabazite, pauUngite, stilbile,
mountainile, lorbermorite. and makalile (Walenta, 1974; A1berli et aI., 1979; Walenla et aI.,
1981).
Thomsonitc occurs wilh natrolile, anakime, phillipsite, apophyllile, and calcite at Roth, ncar
Herboro, Weslerwald, and with chabazite, natrotite, phillipsite. and calcite in basalt at Hergenroth. near Westerburg, Westerwald (Willern, 1990).

GREENLAND
Colorless 10 grayish.wbile, liny, tabular tbomsonile blades form small, radialing, spherical aggregates. Ito 3 mm in diameter. in cavilies in basalt al many localilies in Ihe districls ofUpernavick,
Umanak, and Rilenbenk (B0ggild, 1953). AI Skarvefjeld. thomsonile forms spberical masses, up
to 5 mm in diameler, covered by nalrolite-mesotile and apophymte (B0ggild, 1953).
In easlern Greenland. snow-while thin blades of thomsonite occur with the forms {loo},
{IlO}, {SOl}, {OOl}, {1OI}. {ooI}' {OI0} (Figs. 552,553,559,562) on levyne in basalt fragments
on tbe medial moraines on the Henry Glacier and on Mounl Henry (~ggild. 1909). Large
amounls of a grayish-brown, thin, reclangular, bladed thomsonile arc associated wilh ebabazite
in vesicular basall blocks in Ihe moraine al Gaasefjord, in Scoresby Sund (B91ggild. 1909).

HUNGARY
Thomsonile is found in Ihe Pliocene basalt. north of Balaton Lake (Koch. 1978). The minerals
cryslallized in the order: calcite> phillipsite> chabazite> analcime> slilbile > thomsonile >
oalrolile·mesoJite-scolecite > calcile-aragonite (Maurilz, 1938; Koch, 1978)
At Halap, ncar ZSlahalap, thomsonite is found with phillipsile. stilbile. Ihomsonilc, gismondine, nalrolile·mesolite, Ihaumasile, chabazile, gonnardite, and Na-gonnardile (= lelranalrolite)
(Mauritz. 1938; Koch, 1978; Alberti et al., 1983). Fanlike groups of thomsonite are found witb
laumonlite and chabazite al Slcphani-Schachtes, near SChemoitz (Hintze, 1897).

ICELAND
Thomsonitc is very common in the chabazile-Ihomsonite zone in Terliary olivine basall in eastern Iceland (Walkcr. 1960b). Thomsonitc forms colorless 10 while blades, up 10 5 mm long, lining cavities and forming radialing. ball-like aggregates, up to several centimclers in diameler. It
is commonly associated with chabazilc, Icvyne, phillipsitc, cowlcsitc. gismondine, calcile. and
apophyllitc. and is commonly overgrown by scolccite-mesolile.
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Thomsonite is associated with levyne, chabazite, and analcime in western Iceland near
Hvalfjordi Onundarfjord; and Dryrafjord (Hintze, 1897; Jakobsson, 1977). Thomsonitc is found
with chabazite in the upper parts oflow-temperature geothermal wells (at a depth of 500 meters
and a temperature of75° C) drilled in volcanics at Reykjavik in western Iceland. With increasing
deptb and temperature, a zone of scolecite-mesolite is found followed by a mordeniteheulandite-stilbitc zone and laumontite at the greatest depth (KristmallllSd6ttir and T6masson,
1978).
At Laugaland, Eyja.fjordur, in northern Iceland, geothermal drill holes, through 4 Jdlometers
of basalt, found alteration from low-temperature regional burial metamorpbism. Thc upper
levels contain empty cavities followed by a zone of chabazite and tbomsonite with zones of
scolecite-mesolite > laumontite> epidote at depth (Kristmannsd6ttir, 1982). High-temperature
geothermal wells or those in silica·rich rocks have not encountered thomsonite
(Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1978; Kristmannsd6ttir, 1982).
INDIA

Thomsonite is a very rare mineral in zeolite-rich tholeiitic basalt in western India. Hey (1932a)
mentions very small sphcrules of bladed thomsonite with epistilbite scattered on hairlike needles
of okenite from Sirur, northeast of Pune (= Poona). Sukheswala el af. (1974) report spherical
aggregates of tiny transparentthomsonite crystals on bluish chalcedony in tbe Nasik region and
earthy white thomsonite from the Pune region.
IRAN

White to pink, transparent, spherical aggregates of thomsonite, several millimetcrs in diamctcr,
are associated witb mesolite, chabazitc, analcime, slilbite, heulaodite, and phillipsite in veins and
vesicles in Upper Eocene to Oligocene K-rich basalt (= sh05honite) in the Meshkin Shar and
Ardebil Dislricts, northeastern Azcrbaijan (Comin-Chiaramonti el af., 1979b). The minerals
crystallized in the order: analcime> mesolitc-thomsonite > phillipsite> beulandite > stilbite >
chabazite> apophyllite > calcite.
IRELAND

Thomsonite is found with analcime and heulandite in the contact aureole of a dolerite dike at
Blind Rock, southwest of Mount Charles, County Donegal (NaW87., 1979). Cobbing (1961)
reports thomsonite and analcime in amygdules in olivine-dolerite dikes in west Conncmara,
County Galway. Contact zones of dolerite dikes at Killala Bay, Inishcrone, Count)' Sligo, contain
tbomsonite, analcime, and mesolite (Nawaz, 1974).
ITALY
Colorless, transparent, blocky or tabular thomsonitc (= comptonite) crystals, 2to 8 mm long
(with some up to IS mm long) display the forms {tOO}, {OlO}, {llO}, {OOI}, {SOl}, and
{0'1'48} and arc associated witb analcime or phillipsite in vesicular leucitc volcanics at Montc
Somma-Vesuvius, Naples (Hintze, 1897; British Museum, RWl). Tabular thomsonite crystals,
up to 4 mm long, with forms {tOO}, {OlO}, {00l}, {llO}, and {OI2}, arc found witb analcime,
pbillipsite, and natrotite in the basalt on tbe Cyclopean Islands, near Catania, Sicily (Hintze,
1897; Di Franco, 1932b).
Layers of hairlike thomsonite crystals are found on apophyllite, analcime, and calcite in fissures
in basalt at Bulla (= Puflerlock), Soutb 1}1'01 (Hintze, 1897; Passaglia and Moratelli, 1m).
Thomsonite is found with chabazite in the Monzoni Mountains, Trentino (Bellinzona, 1923), in
andesitc from Monlresta, Sardinia (Pongiluppi, 1974), and in basalt at Val Duron, AJpe di Siusi,
South Tyrol (Ve-aalini and Alberti, 1975).
White to rose-colored sbeaves of thomsonile (= pikrothomsonite) are found with a.ltered
laumontite at Montc di Caporciano, near Monte Catini, in Val di Cccina, Tuscany (Hintzc,
1897). White to transparent, needlelike clusters and columnar aggregates of thomscnitc are
found with calcite in flssures in melaphyre at Monzoni, Fassa (Hintze, 1897). Thomsonitc is
found on gneiss from Saint Vincent, Valle di A05ta (Abbona and Franchini Angcla, 1970).
Thomsonite occurs witb scoIccite at Bellolina, Val di Ayas, Monte Rosa, and at Valle di A05ta
and Valle di Lanzo, Piemontc (Gennaro, 1929).
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Radiating aggregates of blocky, prismatic crystals and blades of thomsonite form spherical
aggregates, 0.1 to 15 mm in diamcter (covered by chabazite or gismondine), and are associated
with stilbite, peClolite, prehnite, apophyUite, aragonite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite in veins and fractures in brecciated serpentinitcs and meta-volcanics found along a thrust fault zone between
Paigaro, near SCstri, and Molini, near Volt.aggio, in Liguria (Argenit et aJ., 1986). Thomsonite is
reported with natrolite in the meta-volcanics near Tiglieto, Liguria (Cortesogno et aJ., 1975).
JAPAN
Smallthomsonite blades form botryoidal aggregates with cowlesite, Icvyne. chaba7jte, phillipsite,
and chlorite in a Pliocene trachybasalt at the Kuniga Tunnel, Nishi·no-sruma, Dozen, Oki
Islands (Tiba and Matsubara, 1m). Thomsonite is covered with goonardite, natrolite, and anal·
cime in cavities, up to 10 em in diameter, in altered Middle Miocene olivine pillow basalt along
the seashore of Maze, in the lwamure District, Niigata Prefecture (Harada et aI., 1967). Nearby
vesicles contain phillipsite, chabazite, apophyllite, a.nd clay minerals. Overlying dacitic tuff and
basaltic tuff contain heulandite, erionite, mordenite, and quartz-chalcedony (Harada et aI., 1967;
Shimazu and Kawakami, 1967).
Thomsonite, natrolite, analcime, and pectolite occur in altered gabbro at Yani, Shinshiro,
Aichi Prefecture (Matsubara et aJ. 1979). Thomsonite is found with analcime in amygdaloidal
dolerite at Sanikotan and Tosanporo, on the northwest side of the Nemuro Peninsula, Hokkaido
(110, 1982). Thomsonite, gyrolite, analcime, nalrolite, and opal line cavities in olivine dolerite at
lrakawa, Yamagata Prefecture (Mizota, (1969).
MARTINIQUE (French)
Thomsonite and analcime are found in an intermediate zone of progressive melamorphism in
Pliocene submarine tuffs, pillow lava, and dikes and domes on the Island of Martinique, in the
West Indies (Westereamp, 1981). Thc zcolites are related to areas of shallow magmatiC intrusions, and zones of faulting, and form zones characterized by laumontite in the hOliest (1000 to
2000 C) innermost zone followed by a stilbite zone> analcime-thomsonite zone> and finally by
tbe outer, low.temperature mesolite-chabazite-heulandite-mordcnitc zone (Westcrcamp, 1981).
MEXICO
Baja California: Thin, white to colOrless thomsonite blades, only a few millimeters long, are
commonly covered with needles of nalrolite-mesolite and are associated with analcime, calcite,
and chabazite in vesicular voleanics in tbe San Felipe Desert (R WT).
Cbihuahua: Thomsonite is reported from Los Animas, santa Eulalia (Salinas, 1923) and lhe
san Antonio Mine, San Antonio de Grande, Municipio de Aquiles Serdan (pane-lIler, 1987).
JaUsco: Thomsonite is found in the Sierra de Perote, santa Maria, Municipio de Autlan
(Salinas, 1923).
NEW ZEALAND
North Island: In Auckland, small amounlS ofthomsonite are found throughout the basalt
between North cape and cape Reinga; small crystals of tbomsonite are found with scolecite at
Tairaua on the Coromandel Peninsula; and Ibomsonite occurs at the Waimomoku Beach Road
Quarry, Omopere, Hokianga (William Ulrich, unpublished report). Thomsonite, natrolite, and
laumontite occur at Tangiteroria, and thomsonite, analcime, gonnardile, mordenite, and nalrolite are found in cavities between breccia fragments in a nephelinile dike at Todd's Quarry, Dargaville (William Ulrich, unpublished report). Thomsonite is also found on the Rangiloto Islands
and with analcime and natrolitc at Hawke's Bay, on Red Island (William Ulrich, unpUblished
rcport).
Thomsonite, analcime, chabazitc, heulandite, natrolite, and stilbite are found at Kauaeranga.
Thomsonile occurs with analcime, natrolite, and slilbite at Maungaru, and with analcime,
chabazite, natrolite, and phillipsite at Waiwera; Whangaparoa Gap; and Maori Bay (Alun
Baines and Karl Von Blaramberg. pers. comm.).
Thomsonite, analcime, gonnardite, and nalrolite are found in a Miocene andesite plug (that
intrudcd into Tertiary limestone) at tbe Simpkins Quarry, near Tokatoka, southeast of Dargav-
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Leach and Brown Quarry, Durban Townlands, Ladysmith, Klipriver District, Natal (Hugh
Heron, pers. comm.; RWl). The minerals crystallized in the order: gmelinite-ehabazite>
gismondine > thomsonite > mesolite (RWl). Nearby veins contain soolecite and apophyllite.
SPAIN

White, rectangular blades of thomsonite, up to 8 moo long, are found with phillipsite, calcite,
chabazite, soolecite, mesolite, natrolite, tobermorite, and tacharanite in olivine basalt at Fogars
de Tordera, La selva, Catalunga, Girona (Barcche, 1988).
SWEDEN

Thomsonite occurs in basalt in the Anneklef Hills, at Schonen (Hintze, 1897).
SWITZERLAND

ZOned needles, up to 8 coo long, composed of a natrolite base overgrown by mesolite and thornsenitc" are associated with diopside, epi<lote, vesuvianite, gamet, apatite, hornblende, titanite,
magnetite, and chlorite io cavities along the contact of an ultrabasic mass, 4 km long, and
hornblende-rich rocks near Geisspfad (Parker, 1973).
TAHITI

Radiating fans of colorless, flat blades aod blocky thomsonite cl)'Slals are found with oatrolite,
analcime, and chabazite at Puoaruu (RWI).
TAIWAN

Thomsonite, tobermorile, and calcite are fouod in glassy basalt in the East Coaslal Raoge (Lo
and Chen, 1981). Thomsooite, soolecite, chabazite,phillipsite, and clay crystallized from late
magmatiC hydrothermal solutions in vesicles am! flSSures in basalt near Ilsin-jin, on Penghu
Island (Lio, 1979).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Thomsonite, mordenite, heutandite, slilbite, analcime, natrolite, mesolite, laumontite, chabazite,
and calcite are found io cavities in basalt breccia and tuffs in the Lower Tunguska region
(Shkabara am! Shturm, 1940). Shashkina (1958) reports thomsonite from VOlhynia. Thomsenite occurs in volcanics from Kurseki, Caucasus (Shkabara, 1948) and Sr-rich thomsonite is
found in alkalic rocks from Tyamir (Yefimov et al., 1966).
Thomsonite, natrolite, chabazite, heulandite, mesolite, aoalcime, neplunite, astrophyllite,
sphene, ancylite, ilmenite, aegirine, aod zircon occur in the Hibina and Lujavr-Toundra
nepheline syenite complexes, on the Kola Peninsula (Fersman, 1926). The thom.,<;onite is
believed to have crystallized from late-stage hydrothermal minerals (between 2000 and 3000 C).
Thomsonite is found with heulandite, natrolite, mesolite, celadonite, slilbite, chabazite, analcime, and calcite in basalt flows at lillie Kunalei, in the Khilk Basin, at Selenginsk Dauria
(Fersman, 1923).
The dominant mineral is pale pink, distorted, globular-shaped spheres and interwoven blades
of Sr-bearing thomsonite, in Iate-slage zeolilizalion of pegmatites in the Inagla alkalic pluton,
Soulh Yakutia (Yelimov et al., 1966). The thomsenite crystallized with natrolite, and, rarcly,
neptunite, ancylite, leuoosphenite, ramsayite, and catapleite bet....een orlhoclasc-microperthite
crystals (Yefimov et al., 1966).
The ncphelinc sycnitc plutons in the Fad'yu-Kuda River basin, central Taymyr, arc cut by
h)'tIrothcnnal stringcrs of calcitc; pink, randomly oricnted acicular and sheanike blades of Srbearing thom.,~nitc; or zoned veins composed ofwhitc,tabular, shcanike, Sr-bearing thomsonile, covered by a grayish-blue, coarsely crystalline aggregate of celestine (Yelimov et aI.,
19(6).
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UNITED KINGDOM

Northern Ireland: Thomsonite is a very common zeolite in vesicular Terliary basalis in County
Antrim, second in abundance only to chaba7Jte (Walker, 1960a). Most of the thomsonile forms
colorless, gray, white, and, rarely. pink, radiating, hemispherical aggregates eompcl5ed of closely
packed. bladcd crystals (= faroelite). Thomsonite commonly crystallized in the order: calcite>
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levyne > phillipsite> thomsonite<habazite > followed by the Na-rich :zeolites gmelinite >
analcime> natrolite > calcite (Walker, 1959).
Very delicate white blades of thomsonite (= sphaerostilbite) form 1<:lQISe aggregates on
chabazite and compact bladed thomsonite linings (Walker, 1951). Compact, pale brown,
smooth-surfaced spheres of thomsonite (= oolitic), up to 5 moo in diameter, commonly are covered by colorless bladed thomsonite and chabazite in basalt near Randalstown, Tcmplepatrick
and Bengore Head (Walker, 1960a).
Bk>cky, colorless crystals and thin blades of thomsonite are found in red vesicular basalt at the
Parkgate Quarry, Templepatrick, County Antrim (RWI). Nearby cavities contain Chabazite,
levyne, mesolite, scolecite, gismondine, cowIesite, calcite, and offretite-erionite (RWI).
Hintze (1897) reports thomsonite at Agnews Hill, near Portrush; Black cave, near Laroe; on
tbe Island of Magee; and as zoned, brownish-white hemispheres (= scoulerite) with a reddishbrown core from Portrush, County Antrim. Long, thin, colorless blades of thomsonite form
radiating ball-like aggregates, up to 3 coo in diameter, with aJXlphyllite and gyrolite at Dundrodj
Ladyhill Quarry, Tardree, near Antrim Town; and Ballynullo Quarry near Broughshane, .
County Antrim (I-farry Foy, pers. comm.).
Thomsonite forms colorless blocky prisms, gray bladed cavity linings, and while scattered
blades with calcite in red vesicular basalt at Moneymore, County Londonderry (RWI).
Brownish-while hemispheres of thomsonite (= scoulerite) with a reddish-brown core arc from
Downhill and Magilligan, County Londonderry. Bladed thomsonite, covered with calcite, is
found at Legannon, Sperrens Mountains, County Londonderry (Robe!t Ray, pers. comm.).
Scotland: (Type locality) Thomsonite, from the carboniferous andesitie-basalt volcanic flows
around Glasgow, forms long, colorless to red prisms, up to 10 moo wide and 12 em long. Thomsonite at Old KilpatriCk, Dumbartonshire, forms transparent, colorless, coarse, needlelike prisms
(tinted red or green due to hematite and clay inclusions) that bave lhe appearance of massive
scolecite or mesolite (Hunterian Museum, RWI). The crystals are elongated and striated along
the e-axis. The thomsonite prisms commonly completely filltbe cavities; therefore, terminatiOns
are rare. Thomsonite in open spaces is composed of dominant {tOO}, smaller {1I0}, {01O}, and
{ool}, and tiny {705}, {SOl}, and {40l} (figs. 564,569,573) (Goldschmidt, 1913). In addition
to the long, prismatic masses, thomsonite in the Old Kilpatrick Hills also forms terminated crystals, up to 5 moo long, associated with edingtonite on harmotome and large, milky-White analcime trapezohedra. Thomsonite also replaces JXlinted red stilbite, 4 coo long, to form flesh<olored platy pseudomorphs (= cluthalite) (Hey, 19328; RWf). The pseUdomorphs commonly
form mounds, up to 6 cm across, with a broad {01O}, deeply etched {ool}, and crude, JXlinted
terminations of stilbite. Ma.<iSive thomsonite is found at Lochwinnoch, Renfrewshire (RWI).
The Bowling Quarry, at Bowling, Dumbartonshire, has produced quantities of colorless to red,
coarse, massive thomsonite needles, up to 12 cm long, in prehnite veins and many smalltcrmi·
nated thomsonite crystals associated with analcime, erythrite, barite, harmotome, rarely edingtonite, and thomsonite pseudomorphs (= cluthalite) after stilbite (Hunterian Museum, RWI)
Colorless, red, and green, tinted, prismatic thomsonite needles, up to 10 em long and 3 to 10
coo wide, (with complex terminations), arc found with large, white analcime trapezohedra; large,
botryoidal masses of yellow-green prchnite; "dog-tooth" calcite; native copper; and lesser
amounts of hculandite,laumontite, natrolite, mesolite, and scolecite at the Boyleston Quarry, at
Barrbead, soutb of Glasgow (Bluck, 1973).lnomsonitc is also found at Kilmalcolm and Port
Glasgow (Royal Scottish Museum, RWI).
Exceptionaltbomsonitc blades, 2 em long and 1cm wide (comJXlSCd of a dominant {tOO},
smaller {110} and {ool}), form attractive sprays on grecn prehnitc or white analcime at the
Bishopton Tunnel, Renfrewshire (Royal Scottish Museum, RWI). 'Illick, prismatic terminated
thomsonite crystals, up to 3 em long, covered with mesolite needles, are found at the Gryfe
Tunnel, Rcnfrewshire (Royal Scottish Museum, RWI). Colorless to reddish prisms of thomsonite, up to 12 coo long, are found at Dumbarton and near Port Glasgow (RWI).
Colorless, white, pink, and red, massive, fanlike sprays of thomsonite, up to 10 em long, cover
fracture planes, up to 20 by 25 cm, in carboniferous basalt in the Loanhe.ad Quarry, near Beith,
Ayrshire (Meikle, 1989b). cavities in the basalt flows are lined with colorless, terminated thom-
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sonite prisms or white hairlike masses, up to 3 em long, in association with analcime, natroHte,
harmotome, and calcite. In the same quarry, a Tertiary tholeiitic basalt dike that cuts across the
otder basalt flows may have provided the heat for a second generation of mineralization. Cavities
near the dike are lined with small, colorless, chisel·shaped thomsonite prisms wilh complex terminations and sheaOike blades, up to 13 moo long that are covered or intergrown with low-temperature garnet (grossular and andradite), and with analcime, calcite, natrolite, harmotome,
hematite, prehnite, fibrous amphibole, epidote, clinopyroxene, and chalcopyrite (Livingstone,
19893; Meikle, 1989b). Chalky.white pseudomorphs of thomsonite after analcime are also found
in cavities in basalt near the tholeiitic dike (Meikle, 1989b).
Colorless blades of lhomsonile, up to 6 moo long, are found with chabazite, lining cavities in
basa.lt, on the Island of Skye, at Echoeing Craig, Quiraing. Small, thin blades ofthomsonite are
found in vesicular basalt at the Old Man of Storr, north of Portee (Heddel, 19(1).
UNITED STATES
Arizona: Small, colorless blades of thomsonite are associated with chabazite, analcime, cowle·
site, and garronite in vesicular olivine basalt in a Middle Tertiary cinder cone ncar Superior,
Pinal County (Wise and Tschemich, 1975; R WI).Thomsonite occurs in vesicular basalt ncar
Oatman, San Francisco District, Mohave County (Anthony el aI., 1977). Thomsonite, penninite,
pumpellyite, prehnite, epidote, and copper are found at Mount Fagan, Santa Rita Mountains,
Pima County (Bideaux el aI., 1960).

Arkansas: White, dark green, or reddish, minute thomsonite fibers (;; ozarldte) are associated
with wollastonite, phlogopite, nepheline, aegirine, and eudialyte in calcite-silicate metamorphic
rocks in the contact zone between sediments and pegmatite dikes from the nepheline-syenite
complex in the Ozark Mountains, at Magnet Cove (Landes, 1931).
California: Coarse, bladed thomsonite, followed by calcite> analcime> natrolite, occurs in
cavities in an intrusive Jurassic-Cretaceous diabase (;; tcschenite) at Point Sal, Santa Barbara
County (Wise and Tschcmich, 1978b). Radial groups of bladed thomsonite crystalS, up 10 13
mm long, are associated with laumontite, heulandite, stilbite, mOOlmorilJonite. and kaolinite on
the pocket minerals cleavclandite, pollucile, quartz, elbaite tourmaline, and lepidolite in the
Himalaya gem pegmatite-aplite dike, in the Mesa Grande District, San Diego County (Foord,
1977).
Prismatic and bladed thomsonite crystals occur in cavities in quartz and prehnite in the contact
zone between Upper Paleozoic limestone and intrusive quartz mon7.0nite and pegmatiles at the
Commercial umestone Quarry, Crestmore, ncar Riverside, Riverside County (Woodford el al.,
1941). Other rocks contain slilbite, phillipsite, natrolite, seolecite, laumontite, gonnardite, mordenite, epistilbite, and many other minerals (Woodford el aI., 1941; Jenni, 1957; Pemberton,
1983).
Radiating clusters of thomsonite are found wilh natrolite, mesolile, heulandite, and, rarely,
phillipsite in vesicular lava flows in Red Rock Canyon, Kern County (MurdOCh and Webb,
1942). Thomsonite is found wilh analcime, nalrolile, gyrolite, apophyllite, and prebnite, in basalt,
near Cold canyon Road and Mulholland Highway, in the Santa Monica Mountains, Los Angeles
County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Thomsonite, natrolite, analcime, laumonlite, calcite, and
prehnite are found in basalt at Cahuenga Pass and the BrUSh Canyon Quarry, Hollywood, Los
Angeles County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.).
Thin blades of thomsonite arc found with analcime, natroHte, laumontite, heulandite, and
chlorite in basalt at the Circle X Boy Scout Camp, Tapia Park, Agoura Hills, Los Angeles
County (Fred DeVito, pers. comm.). Thomsonite blades, up to 8 moo long, and prebnite are
found in basalt near the Malibu Canyon Road, Santa Monica Mountains, Los Angeles County
(Fred DeVito, pers. comm.).
Colorado: Thomsonite is the mC15t prominent zeolite in the vesicular potassic basalt (;;
shoshonite) at North and South Table Mounlain, ncar Golden, Jefferson County. It occurs in a
wide range of habits (aU composed of simple rectangular blades) that form compact radial
aggregates forming cavity linings and spherules, up to 14 moo in diameter; columns, up to 30
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mm bigh, composed of radiating blades around an axis; stacked parallcl groups or bundle.s;
wbite, randomly oriented aggregates commonly overgrowing mesolitc needles; and rcddishyellow, stratified sandstonelike deposits on tbe floors of some of tbe pockets (CrOl>S and
Hillebrand, 1885; Pallon, 1900; Ellermeir, 1947). The sandstOnelike deposits are composed of
reddish-orange thomsonite spheres, 2 mm in diameter, witb laumontite and stilbite, and appear
to h.ave crystallized rapidly and sellied as layers (CrOl>S and Hillebrand, 1882; RWI). Long,
narrow, thin, reddish-orange thomsonite blades, up to I em long, are found on some of the
stratified deposits (RWI). The minerals crystallized in the order: (laumontite, red thomsonite,
stilbite sandslOnelike layers) > cbabazite > gray, bladed thomsonitc > bladed thomsonite,
mesolite > white thomsonite > apophyllite-analcime > mesolite > aragonite crust (Cr05S and
Hillebrand, 1885; Pallon, 1900; RWI). Other cavities contain analcime, cowlesite, levyneoffretite, garronite-phillipsite, apophyllite, natrolite, and gonnarditc (Wise and Tschernich, 1975;
Kile and Modreski, 1988).
Very small tbomsonite crystals are an alteration product of lazurite in tbe contact metamor·
phic zone between an impure marble and graywacke witb quartz monzonite and quartz diorite in
tbe Italian Mountains, Gunnison County (Hogarth and Griffen, 1980). Fibrous parallel bundles
of tbomsonite are found in cavities in nearby rock. Thomsonite, natrolitc, slilbite, and analcime
are found in an alkaline intrusive at Soutb Park, Park County (Modreski, 1985).
Idaho: Thomsonite blades, up to 2 mm long, are found with chabazite, phillipsile, and calcite in
vesicular basalt along the Snake River, near Glenns Ferry, Elmore County (Shannon, 1926).
White, fibrous tbomsonitc is found witb chabazite in vesicular basalt along Warm Spring Crcck,
near Boise, Boise County (Shannon, 1926).
Bladed thomsonite is found with mesolitc, heulandite, calcite, chabazitc, stilbilC, gyrolitc, and
apophyllite in vesicular Miocene basalt at Riggins, Idaho County (R Wf). Colorless, bladed
tbomsonite is found witb chabazite, slilbitc, mcsolite, and calcite in vesicular Miocene basalt at
Horseshoe Bend, Boise County (R Wf).
Maine: Thomsonite is an alteration product of nepheline at Lichfield (Ilintze, 1897).
Massachusetts: Sheaves of thomsooite are fouod in diorite near Deerfield and Greenfield,
Franklin County (Hintze, 1897).
Michigan: Small amounts of thomsonitc, associaled with analcime, natrolitc, chabazite, laumontitc, datOlitc, prehnite, calcite, adularia, apophyllite, native copper, chlorite, and saponitc, com·
pletely fill amygdules, up to 2.5 cm in diameter, in the uppermost lOW-temperature zone in the
regional hydrotbermally altered Precambrian vesicular basalt/low-tops on the Keweenaw Peninsula and Lake Superior basin, especially along tbe nortbern coastal strip at the east tip of tbe
Kev.-eenaw Peninsula (Broderick, 1929; Stoiber and Davidson, 1959). Wbite, pink, and grecn,
zoned, fibrous tbomsonite (intergrown witb mesolile and prehnite) arc found as beach pebbles
at Fort Wilkins-Copper Harbor, and at tbe Ashbed Mine, near Eagle River (Smithsonian,
RWI).
After tbe lavas and conglomerates ....'Cre tilted, the minerals formed, as a result of bydrother.
mal solutions dissolving copper and other elements from very deep portiOns of the /lows, and
were then carried up tbe porous lilted lOps of the lava flows, where tbe minerals crystallized at
temperatures of 36QO C in the deeper zones (suggested from liquid inclusions) to 1330 C in the
sballower zones (StOiber and Davidson, 1959).
White, pink, and green zoned tbomsonite nodules reported at Thomsonite Beach. Todd Cove.
Hawk Island, and McCargo Cove, on Isle Royale (Lane, 1898; Dustin, 1931; Sinkankas, 1959),
have been found to be fibrous prehnite, colored pink by finely disseminated native copper inclusions (Huber, 1969).
Mlo.nesota: The banded, white, green, pink., black, orange, and red zeolite nodules, commonly 5
to 50 mm in diameter, that erode from Precambrian amygdaloidal basalt nows and are concentrated on tbe shores of Lake Superior, at Thomsonite Beach and Good Harbor Day, southwest
of Grand Marais, Cook County. are mixtures ofthomsonite, mesolile, scolecite, and prehnite
(He)', 1932; Hanley, 1939; Almquist, 1987).
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MODtaDa: Thomsonite forms tufls of brilliant radiating prisms and mosslike coatings with anal-

cime, on dalolite, prehnitc, and calcite in scallcred cavities, under 2.5 cm in diameter, at the top
of a vertical monzonite dikc crossing K-rich basalt (= shoshonite) along Bcaver Creek, in the
Bearpaw Mountains, near Havre, Hill County. A feldspar-rich zonc rims the cavities followed by
albite-magnetite.hornblende > actinolitc > epidote> axinite> chlorite> pyrite> calcitedatolite-prehnite > analcime-thomsonite (Pecora and Fisher, 1946).
New Jerse)": Although thomsonite is scarce in the Triassic basalts of New Jersey, some rcmarkable specimens have been found at Paterson. Thin, white blades of thomsonite form radiating,
shea.l1ike aggregates, generally under 15 mm long, wilh somc cxceptional aggregates reaching 8
cm across (RW1). Smooth spheres and globular aggregates of thomsonite, up to 5 cm across,
are found on green prehnite at the LQy,'er New Street Quarry, Paterson, Passaic County (peters
and Peters, 1978; Peters, 1984). Fine Ihomsonite specimens were found in the Route 80 road
cut, in West Paterson (Sasson, 1971).
Exceptionally large, while, bladed aggregates of thomsonite (Fig. 581), up to 5 em long, are
. found on white needles of pectolite and green prehnite spheres at the Prospect Park Quarry
(= Warren Brotbers, Vandermade, Sowerbull Quarry), Prospect Park, north of Paterson
(Peters, 1984; R WT). Nearby cavities contain analcime, stilbite, hculanditc, laumontite,
ehabazite, gmelinite, quartz, nalrolite-mesolite, nuorapophyllite, greenockite, galena, pyrite,
covellite, bornite, chalcopyrite, barite, babingtonite, pumpellyite, gypsum, anhydrite, and
thaumasite (Petcrs, 1984). In tbe Prospect Park Quarry, zeolites and quartz are found in cavities
in tbe center of pillows, in spaces between pillows, and in breceia in the highly mineralized top
now in the order: quartz> prehnite > pcctolite > heulandite > stilbite > thomsonite >
laumoOlite, with calcite crystallizing at all times (Vitali, 19788; RW1). Under the zeolite-bearing
now is another now, containing only prehnite and calcite, that covcrs a dense now without
cavilies and Triassic sandstone (Vitali, 19788).
Thomsonite is found at Franciso Brothers Quarry, Great Notch, Passaic County, and is rarely
found with prehnitc and natrolite at Bergen Hill, Hudson County (Mason, 1960). Thomsonite
was also found in the Interstate 78 road cut at Summit (Mason, 1960). Thomsonite is found on
native copper and is associated with clinohedrite, ellringite, xonollite, franklinile, willcmite, granophyllite, rhodonitc, rocblingite, barite, datolitc, and andranite at Franklin (Voynick, 1986).
New Mexico: Needham (1938) reports white thomsonite, associated wilh analcime and natrOlite,
filling cavities and cracks in altered Tcrtiary andesite at Valle del Ojo de la Parida, northeast of
Socorro, Socorro County. Pink radial clusters of thomsonite are found embedded in altcred bentonitic tuffin Blue canyon, in the Socorro Range, west of Socorro (Needham, 1938). Northrop
(1959) reports thOmsonitc west of Ladron Peak, Socorro County. Thomsonite is reported in
cavities in quartz l3lite near Deming, Luna County, and with heulandite in vesicular basalt near
Fort Cummings, Luna County (Northrop, 1959).
Small, compact, radiating aggregates of thomsonite, up to 2 mm in diameter, are associated
with natrolite and analcime in alkaline intrusives at Wind Mountain, Otero County (Modrcski,
1985; Russell Doggs, pers. comm.). Northrop (1959) reports thomsonite from the Cornudas
Mountains.
White to pink, radiating sheaves of thomsonite, up to 7 cm long, are found with calcite in
veinlet.s and breccia in andesite, syenite, and latite near Cub Mountain and Church Mountain,
south of carrizozo, Lincoln County (Northrop, 1959). Whitc, fibrous spheres of thomsonite arc
found wilh wbite, compact spheres of goonarditc, heulandite, chabazite, slilbite, analcime,
mesolite, and, rarely, Icvyne in vesicular andesite near the junction of the East fork of the Gila
River and tbe Gila River, in catron and Grant Counties (Haynes, 1982; Modreslci, 1985;
DeMark, 1989).
New York: Radiating needles of thomsonite, reaching 10 em long, withoUl terminal ions, are
found in tabular cavities after glauberitc and are followed by analcime in fractures in a sodalitesyenite near Dolton's Emery Quarry, cast of Peekskill, Westchester County (Phillips, 1924).
Thomsonitc, analcime, heulandite, stilbitc,laumontite, and harmotome occur on narrow fractures in gneiss in Manballen, New York County (Manchester, 1931; Chamberlain, 1988).
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Thomsonile, heulaodite, stilbitc,laumoolitc, and oatrolite are found atthc Tilly Fostcr Minc,
Brewster, Putnam County (Trainer, 1938, 1939, 1942). 1bomsonite is found at the Emery Minc
at Colabaugh Pond, near Croton, Westchestcr Couoty (Smithsonian, RWI).
Oregon: Three habits of lhomsonite (all composed of simple rectangular blades) are found in
vesicular Eocene olivinc basalt along Neer Road, north of Goble, Columbia Coullly (Tschernich
1973, 1986). The fi.rst gencration of thomsonile forms smooth, gray to bluc thomsonite hemi·
spheres (Fig. 582), up to 12 moo in diameter, composed of minute radiating blades that are
believed to have crystallized very rapidly (Wise and Tschemich, 1978b). These thomsonite
spheres are scauered 00 stilbite, heulandite, cowlesite, and tscbernichite and are never covered
by mesolite (R WT). TIle second geoeration of thomsonite forms colorless to gray.appeariog,
compact, coarse, bladed, radialthomsonite aggregates and fanlike groups (Fig. 579). The third,
and last, generation of thomsonile forms randomly orientcd, dendrilic, white aggregates and
cavity Iiniogs on the earlier generations of thomsonite and partially or completely covers large
balls of thin radiating mesolile needles. Thick coatings of while thomsonite on mesolile needles
form stiff, spiked mesolile·thomsonite aggregatcs (Fig.C·34), up to 4 coo in diameter, or when
heavily covered, form rough-surface mesolite·thomsonite hemispheres (Fig. C.37), up to 5 coo in
diameter, in pockets up to 1 meter across (Tschernich, 1973). The minerals cryslallized in the
order: calcite> copper> smectite> okenite > tscherniehile.boggsite > heulandite > levyoeoffretite > erionite > mordenite > epistilbite > heulandite > opal> Chalcedony> quanz >
celadonite > okenite > calcite> apophyllite-stilbite.apophyllite > analcime-cowlesite-analcime
> smooth thomsonite > garronite.phillipsile > bladed thomsonite-Ievyne > mesolite-white
thomsonite> chabazite> calcite (Tschernich and Howard, 1987; Howard er at., 1990).
Exceptional specimens of zoned, radialing lhomsonite aggregales were found in cavities in red
volcanic breccia between Eocene olivine basalt flows at Jaquish Road, south of Goble, Columbia
County (Tsehemieh, 1990). Colorless, smoolh-surfaced thomsonite hemispheres, up to 12 moo
in diameter, were covered with coarse thomsonite blades to form 2- to 4-cm hemispheres, fOllowed by long straight mesolile needles. Tmy, white thomsonile blades covered the mesolite and
were followed by a hard crust of drusy chaba7jte thai resulted in hemispherical aggregates, up to
5 em in diameter. Other cavities contained ehabazite<overed thomsonite balls, 1 to 2 em in
diameter, mounds of dendrilic white thomsonile blades, or plasticlikc, IUSlrous, smOOth thom·
sonile balls. Othcr minerals in the red breccia cavities included hculanditc, stilbitc, copper, analcime, and calcite, while in the denser part of lhe flow, large cavities lined with hculandite, mor·
denite, apophyllite, okenite, and chalcedony were encounlcred.
Compact, colorless, rectangular blades of thomsonite, covered by zoned white needles of
scolecite-mesolite·natrolite, line cavities in Eocene basall near New Era, Clackamas County
(Tsehernich, 1987). Othcr cavities contain stilbite, laumontite, and calcite.
-flJomsonile forms smooth, amber<olored spheres, under O.S moo in diameter, suspended in a
clay layer, at the bollom of cavities, in Iight<olored, vesicular Volcanics near Lake Harriet, on
the Oak Grove Fork of the Clackamas River, Clackamas County (1'schernich and Howard,
1988). Ncar the top of lhc clay layer, the lhomsonile spheres become the dominanl mineral and
",-ere followed by calcite> levyne > chabazite-thomsonile (colorless bladed groups) > gismon.
dine (Tsehcrnieh and Howard, 1988).
Thin, whilc blades of lhomsooitc, up to 2 em long, are covered by natrolitc, analcime,
apophyllite, stilbile, and calcite in Eocene marine basalt pillOWS and brcceia in the Price Creek
Quarry, south of Kings Valley, Benton County (R WT). Thomsonitc, analcime, calcite, nontron·
ile, and, rarely, natroHte, slilbitc, laumontile, and pyrile oceur in a brecciated zone in a Mioccne
diabase at Coberg BullC, ncar the McKenzie River, Lane County (Kleck, 1960,1972).
Vesicular olivine basalt flows, norlh of Springfield, Lane County, are predominantly thomsonitc and mesolite in lhe upper paIt of tbe f1O\'>', with ehabazitc and analcime predominant in
the 100000r ponion, and calcile, nonlronite, heulandite, slilbile, and copper scallered throughout
(Kleck, 1960, 1972). A Miocene olivine basaltllow, IS meters thick, found at Buck Mountain,
north of Springfield, Lane County, consists of a highly allered vesicular upper portion, containing thom.'iOnitc, mesolite, calcite, analcime, and nontronite, while the lower dense ponion has
large, scallered cavities containing chabazite, slilbile, and heulandile (Klecle, 1960, 1972).
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Vesicular basalt in the Old Springfield DUlle Quarry, Springfield, Lane County, contains small,
inconspicuous, colorless, radiating. bladed thomsonite aggrcgates that serve as a nucleus for a
thick I.ayer of radiating natrolitc in cavities up to 60 em across (K1eck, 1960). Other cavities contain rougb-surfaced hemispberes. up to 15 mm in diamcler. composed of radiating natrolite
needles coated with Ihomsonite. Other minerals present include heulandite, mordenite, phillipsite. analcime, chabazite, gmelinite, copper, and calcite.
Volcanic breccia in thc New Springfield BUllC Quarry, Springfield. Lane County, contains colorless to gray rectangular thomsonite blades, Ito 2 mm long, scallered on clay, copper. heulandite. analcimc, and stilbite, and a later generation ofwbite thomsonite covering mesolite-natrolitc needles (RWl).
Coarse, rectangular blades oftbomsonite (Figs. C-6,C31), up to 12 mm long, are abundant in
cavities, up to 30 ern in diameter, with exceptional pockets up to 1 meter across, in a finegrained, green. vesicular basalt at the Bear Creek Quarry (= Whipple Quarry), near Drain,
Douglas County (Wise and Tschernich, 1978b). Nearly alltbe cavities are lincd with thomsonite.
up to several centimeters thick, that are zoned from pink (from hematite inclusions) to white.
colorlcs.s, and green (from clay inclusions). Spherical radiating aggregates of thomsonite, up to 7
em in diametcr. commonly arc covered witb long, thin, colorlcs.s to red mesolite needles, doubly
terminated thomsonite blades, calcite, and laumontite in the sequence of crystallization: clay>
analcime> pink-white-green-<:olorlcss thomsonite > mesolitc > thomsonite-ehabazite > laumontite > calcite (R Wf).
Colorless, rectangular thomsonite blades are found with mesolite and white apophyllite in
vesicular basalt at Service Crcek. Wheeler County (TschCrnicb, 1987). Tiny. colorless, rectangular blades of thomsonitc arc found with long, thin, straight mesolite needles, doubly terminated stilbite. chabazitc, analcime, and brown calcite in cavities, up to 25 ern in diameter, in
basalt east of Spray. Wheeler County (RWf). The minerals crystallized in the order: dark amber
calcite crystals> thomson.itc > mesolite > analcime> apopbyllite > stilbite > yellow calcite.
Simplc, colorless, rcctangular tbomsonitc blades, up to 3 mm long, form gray pocket linings
associated with chabazitc, mcsolite, and clay in cavities, up to 1 meter across, in vesicular
Miocene olivinc basalt at Burnt Cabin Crcck, northeast of Spray. Wheeler County (Tschernich,
1978). Mesolite, when presenl, forms straight needles extending from the thornsonite blades or
dendritic growths with thomsonite and chabazite, that appear to havc grown almost simultancously (WISe and Tschcrnieh. 1978b). A later generation of thomsonite forms tbin, narrow, elongated blades, up to 10 mm long, on tbc gray, compactthomsonite lining. The minerals crystallized in the order: calcite-elay > cowlesite > IcvynC-<lffretite > analcime> phillipsite> thomsonite-ehabazite-thOmsonitc > mesolite > calcite (Tschcrnich, 1978). Nearby cavities very rarely
contain gyrolite. stilbite, or heulanditc. The mincrals thomsonite, chaba7jte, and mesolitc that
are so commonly found together arc never present in tbe same cavities as cowlesitc or levyneoffrctite (RWf).
Colorlcs.s, thin blades of thomsonite arc covered by mesolite and analcime in the top of a
dense Miocene basalt flow at Dig Bend, east of Kimberley, Grant County (Howard, 1990).
Othcr cavities contain gyrolite, apophyl1itc, tacharanitc, pbillipsite, natrolite, chabazite, clay, and
calcitc.
Colorless, reCtangular blades of tbomsonite form radial groups, up to 8 mm in diameter, on
drusy phillipsite in vesicular Miocene basalt along Wall Creek. north of Monument, Grant
County (RWf). Nearby cavities contain an abundance of chabazite and mesolite.
Colorless to white, thin, bladed thomsonite crystals, up to 10 mm long, are rarely associated
with tacharanite, gyrolite, apophyllite, analcime. gmelinite, cbabazite, natrolite, mesolite, phillipsite, and calcite in dense vesicular basalt at Devil's Backbone, along the Nortb Fork of the John
Day River. Grant County (Tschernich, 19898). Smooth hemispheres of blue thornsonite, up to 3
mm in diameter, are found with levync, offTetite, cowlesite, and chabazite near Deer Crcek,
along the North Fork of thc John Day River. Grant County (Tschernich, 19893).
Thomsonite is common in vesicular Tertiary basalt at Rillcr IIot Springs, Grant County
(Hewell el al., 1928). It forms colorless rectangular bladed mats and compact radial aggregates
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on chabazite and analcime, and is covercd by zoned natrolite·mesolite needles, stilbite, gyrolite,
apopbyllite, and laumontite (RWI).
Vesicular basalt along the Middle Fork of Ihe John Day River, east of Riller, contains inconspicuous, colorless, compact, bladed lhomsonite aggregates on drusy phillipsite that arc covered
by taeharanite, gyrolile, chabazite, analcime, natrolite-mesolite, stilbite, gonnardite, apophyllile,
and calcite (RWI). Nearby cavities also contain scolecite, cowlesite, levyne-offrelite, heulandite,
and clay.
several habits of thOmsonite (composed of colorless, simple, rectangular blades) are found in
cavities, up to 4 em in diameter, in highly vesicular Miocene basalt at the Deec·h Creek Quarry,
north of Mount Vernon, Grant County (RWI). The first generation of thomsonile forms radial
groups of coarse, colorless to gray blades that line the cavities (Fig. 587). A second generation of
thomsonite forms randomly oriented, loosely piled, white blades, mounds, or elongated pinheadlike groups (Fig. 587,588) scallered on top of the gray, compact thomsonite bladed linings.
Other cavities contain small, sm()()(h-surfaced, blue to gray, radial thomsonite aggregates, com·
monly with rootlike growths of thomsonite on the surface. These groups are composed of
minute, rectangular thomsonite crystals that are believed to have crystallized very rapidly (Wise
and Tscheroich, 1978b). Associated minerals inClude chabazile, mesolile, phillipsite, levyne·
offretite-erionite, analcime, cowlesite, calcite, native copper, and clay (Wise and Tschernich,
1975).
Colorless blades of tbomsonite covered by stilbite, chabazile, analcime, and apophyllite Line the
cavities in vesicular basalt on the ridge, west of Aneroid Lake, near J05Cph, Wallowa County
(Howard, pers. comm.). Some cavities show that thomsonite is preceded by cowlesitc,lcvyncoffretite, and garronite-phillipsile.
White radiating hemispherical aggregates of Ihomsonite, up to 3 cm across, are covered with
mesolite and are associated wilh heulandite, chabazitc. and calcite in vesicular and brccciatcd
olivine Miocene basalt near Oxbow Dam, Baker County (R WI). Small. colorless. radial groups
of thomsooite are found on drusy heulandite and are covered by long mesolite needles in vesicular basalt at Snively Gulch, north of Owyhcc Dam, Malbeur County (R WI).
PeDnsylvsDia: Thomsonite, natroHte, scolecite, laumontite, stilbite, chabazite, apophyllile, and
prehnite are found in Triassic diabase al BirdSboro, Berks County (Gordon, 1922; Montgomery,
1969). Colorless thornsonite blades arc associated with nalrolite, laumonlite, chabazite, apophyllite. stilbite, heulandite. and calcite on joint surfaces of Precambrian amphibolitic gneiss at Ihe
Lenni Quarry, Delaware County (Gordon, 1922). Small, white, waxy to pearly, sphcrical aggregales of Ihomsonile are associ8lcd wilh mesolite. chabazite, apopb)'lIile, slilbile, and gismondine
in Triassic diabase at Fritz Island, near Reading, Berks County (Gordon, 1922).

Wa hlngton: Tschernieh (1972) rcpons colorless, coarse, bladed, rad.ial aggregates of thOmsonite (Fig. C-41), up to 15 mm in diameter, covered with lhin needles ofmcsolile, in TCrliary
basall flows at Skookumchuck Dam, ncar Tcnino and Bucoda, Thurston County. One cavity,
over a meter in diameter, contained bladed thomsonite that crystallized in the order: apophyllite
> stilbite > analcime> lhomsonile > mesolite > chabazile > laumonlilc > calcile.
Small, colorless blades of Ihomsonite are found with mesolite, chaba;dte, analcime, calcile, and
apophyllite in basalt at Kennedy Creek, near Shcllon, Thurston County (Tschernich, 1987).
Tiny, colorless thomsonile blades Ihal formed closely packed, radial aggregates are commonly
covered wilh natrolite needles extending from Ihe Ihomsonilc blades and are covered by
chabazile and calcite in vesicular Eocene marine basallic breccia and pillows at Mount Solo.
Longview, CowIil.z County. Nearby cavilies contain analcime, gmelinile-chabazite intergrowths,
pyrite, and clay (R WI).
Smoolh, highly IUSlrous Ihomson.ile hemispheres, up to 15 mm in diameter, are composed of
minule radial blades and are associated with mcsolite, chabazite, hculandite, laumontite, stilbite,
and analcime in vesicular Eocene olivine basalt south of Kalama, Cowlitz County (fschemich,
1987).
Colorless 10 while, rectangular blades of thomsonite are found intcrgrown with, or covering,
fine-grained gonnardite hemispheres, up to 2 mm in diamcter, scaltCred on heulanditc. epistil·
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bitc; and laumontite, and are covered by mesolite, chabazite, and calcite in vesicular Eocene
andesitic basalt along Big Tree Creek:, Yacolt, Clark County (Tschemich, 1988b). Other cavities,
lined with chlorite, cowlesite, heulandite, and gonnarditc, are rarely intcrgrown with, and covered by, white altered·appearing tbomsonite. Other minerals present includc phillipsite, mordenite, stilbite, scolecite, levyne, chalcedony, and quartz.
West Virginia: Tiny groups of compact acicular thomsonitc crystals are, rarely, found associated
with phillipsite, analcime, chabazite, natroHte, calcite, and filiform pyrite, in smectite-lined vesi·
cles in basalt at Sugar Grove, Pendleton County (jules Bernhardt, pers. comm.).
WEST INDIES

White sheaves and sphcres of thomsonitc are found in basalt near Sandy Bay, I\nguilla (Hin12e,
1897).

YUGOSUVIA

Thomsonite i.~ associated with chabazite, natrolite, mesolitc, scolccitc, stilbite, and laumontite at
the boundary of a serpentine wnc in Bosnian Hercegovina (Trubclja et oJ., 1976).

Tschernichite
Ca (A12Si6016]· 811 2

°,

(Chur-nick-ite)

Z =8

Named in 1992, by Russell C. Boggs, Donald G. Howard, and Joseph V. Smith, in honor of
Rudy Warren Tsehernieh, mineralogist and zeolite specialist, who found the mineral in 1972,
during the study and description of cowIesite.

Type Locality: Neer Road Pit, Neer Road, Goble, Columbia County, Oregon, U.S.A
•

Nomenclature: Ifvariations are found in the chemistry or structural ordering of ions in
tscbernichite, adjective modifiers (such as Na-dominant, sodium, sodian, K·rich, disordered, or
monoclinic) should be used rather than creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: Tetragonal and Monoclinic (from optiCS)
Space Group: P4/mmm
Crystal Axes: a = 12.880 A
c

= 25.020 A

Type of Structure: The aluminosilicatc framework oftsehernichite (structural code TSC) Is the

natural analog of the synthetic zeolite Beta (Smith et aJ., 1991). The distribution of aluminum
and silicon in tsehernichite is disordered in two different arrangements, in approximately equal
amounts, that correspond to the ordering in the polymorphs A and B of 7.eo1ite Beta (Smith et
al., 1991).
Study of thin sections, cut perpendicular and parallel to the e-axis of tschernichite crystals,
indicates that some areas of tschernichitc arc at least monoclinic (Gerald Klein, pcrs. comm.;
R WT). Intergrown optical sectors within a tscherniehite crystal arc either biaxial or uniaxial,
probably corresponding to Ihe two polymorphs of zeolite Beta. The area near the surface of
tschernichite crystals displays polysynthetic twinning, with inclined optical extinction angles at 9"
and 140 from the a-axis that correspond to the external striations {IOI} and {502} (Gerald
Klein, pers. comm.; R WT). The core of a tsehemichite cryslal con ists of rows Of hollOW bubbles
in a chevron arrangement that correspond to lwinning on the (302) plane. A later general ion of
tsehernichite that overgrew the twinned core is filled with rows of elongated hOllow bubbles parallelto the a· and b·axes. Hollow octahedral bubbles (oriented to allthrcc axes of the surrounding tsehemichite crystal) are found along the (110) plane of the tsehernichile crystal
(Gerald Klein, pers. comm.).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colQrless to while
Stresk: white
Luster: vitreous
lIardness: 4.5
Densit)': 2.02 to 2.12 gm/cm3
Fracture: conchoidal, brittle
Cleavage: nonc

Refractive Indices:
w 1.483
f: = 1.484
uniaxial negative and biaxial negative
2 V = ()O to 35°
length fast
commonly twinned

=

Morphology
Tsehernichite common.ly forms steep, lustrous, tetragonal dipyramids {302} frequently termi·
nated by a small, basal {OOl} pinacoid (Figs. 590-592,598-600). A few crystals display the
dipyramid {104} along with {302} and {OOl} (Fig. 593). Tsehernichite is heavily striated hori·
zontally due to oscillation of pyramidal forms {WI} and {502} with the larger {302}.

I
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Figure 598. Colorless 10 while pyramid of
ISChemichilc,S mm long, wilh analcime, from the
Neer Road Pil, Goble, Oregon, U.SA; photo by
Rudy W. TM:hcmich.

Figun 599. Colorless. twinned lM:hemichile
pyramid$, 3 mm long, from the Neer Ro.~d Pit.
Goble. Oregon. U.s.A; photo by Volker Bel7..

Figure 600. Colorless multiple
twiru of l$chemichite, 3 mm
long. (rom Ihe Neer Road Pil.
Goble. Oregon, U .SA; photo
by Rudy W. Tschemich.

Point Group: 4/m 21m 21m = 4/mmm

Crystal Class: Dilclragonal-dipyramidal
Forms:

Common {302}, {OOI}, {tOl}, {S02}
Rare {t04}

Chemical Composition
Goble, Columbia County, Oregon, U.SA (Boggs et al., 1992)
Cao.97Nao.OsM80.OS[A12.Weo.02SiS.9S 0 16.001.7.96 H20 (large cryslal)
Cao.73Nao.llKo.02[A11.69FeO.02S~.33016.00J·3.98 H20 (druse)

•
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VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
Tschemichite is calcium dominant with traces of sodium, magnesium, and potassium. The siLicon content of tschernichite is greater in drusy samples that co-crystallized with boggsite.
TSi :: Si/(Si+A1) :: 0.74 to 0.78; Si/AJ = 2.94 to 3.71

Identification
Steep, striated dipyramids of lSChemiehite, terminated by a {DOl} pinaeoid, arc very distinctive.
Only montcsommaite has a similar morphology, but lacks striations and has a less steep dipyramid. Montesommaite also has refractive indices (RI) higher than that of tschemiehite, is dominant in potassium, and has a different X·ray diffraclion (XRD) pallem. Tschernichite also
resembles anatase (which is not found with zeolites) and apophyllite (which has prism faces and
excellent Cleavage). Smooth tscheroichile hemispheres can be distinguished from tbomsonite,
chalcedony, and offretite by its lower RI; from mordenite and opal by its higher RI; and from
erionite by being oplically negalive. Boggsite is length slow and tsehernicbite lenglh fast. XRD
pallerns easily dislinguish all of these species. In the field, drusy tschernichite resembles quartz
but close observations show a distinctly different morphology.

Figun 601. Transparenl, colorless, twinned

Figun 602. Transparent, colorless, cyclic twinned

pyramids of tschcmichile, 2 mm long. wilb small
{ool} (ace, on clay (rom the Necr Road Pit,
Goble, Oregon, U.S.A.; SEM photo by Donald G.
Howard.

Ischemichite crystals, 3 mm across, on day from
the eer Road Pit, Goble, Oregon, U.s.A.; SEM
phOIO by Donald G. H0\N'3.rd.

Cleaning
Mosttschernichite specimens only require washing wilh running water or soaking in Biz bleach
or a soap solution in an ultrasonic cleaner. Tschernichite is eleclrically charged and attracts dust.
Dust can be removed with a gentle stream of compressed air or running watcr. Tschcmichite
crystals are wC3kJy allached to a dMk black to green clay cavity lining and care must be taken not
to separate the crystals from the clay or the clay from the cavity walls. Dehydration of the clay,
and subsequent cracking, causes some allached tschernichite crystals to become dislodged.
Tschernichite has a high Si/A1 ratiO; therefore, it is resistant to hydrochloric acid. calcite can be
removed with hydrochloric acid, although the clay on which tschernichite is a1...."3ys found is
highly altered by the acid. Weaker acids such as acelic acid might be used to remove calcite. Soft
opal or okenite that can be found on tschernichite cannot be removed without dcstroying the
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Origin
Tschernichite has not been found in active geothermaI wells; therefore, temperature and pressure conditions needed for crystallizalion are not known. Tschemichite is found only in deru;c
basalt where the silica content was great, pH was high, and the fluids were stagnant. Adjacent
rock that was full of cavities and lower silica zeolites was probably sUbj&ted to flowing
hydrothermal water and did not develop tschemichite.

Occurrence
Tschemicbite is a very rare zeolite found in a fine.grained, poorly vesicular olivine basaI!. Display
sp&imens have not been found, although excellent microcrystaIs of individuals and twins, scattered on clay, are awilable.

Worldwide Localities
UNITED STATES
(Type loeality) Tschernichite is found in a fine-grained, poorly vesicular Eoccne olivine basalt in
a small, hand-<lug pit called the Neer Road Pit, on the southv.-est side of Nccr Road, north of
Goble, Columbia County, Oregon (Boggs et al., 1992). The ISChernichite.bcaring rock is in an
area no greater than 2 by 3 meters and 1meter thick that represents a transition zone between
the fine·grained, dense, central portion of a basall flow and the highly vesicular and basal breccia
of the same (low (Tschernich and Howard, 1987; Boggs et al., 1992). The largest tschernichite
crysta.lS,3 to 10 moo long, arc found in tbe rims of joint blocks of basalt (Fig. C-55). Associated
minerals in the joint block rims indude okenite, analcime, levyne, offrelite, erionite, opal,
chabazite, heulandite, mordenite, quartz, and tbomsonilc. As the rock becomes less vesicular,
and more dense, the amount of ISChernichite increases and the cryslal size decreases to a 1· to 200m-thick drusy cavity lining (Tschemich and Howard, 1981). The densest rock contains drusy
ISChemichite on clay, rarely associated with chalcedony, boggsite, copper, heulanditc, levyne,
opal, and analcime. The center of the flow is devoid of zeolites or clay. The minerals in
tscbemichite.bearing cavities crystallized in the order: copper> smectite clay> okenite >
tschemichite-boggsite > okenite > opal> mordenite > okenite > levyne-offretite > erionite >
heulandite > opal> analcime> okenite > chabazite (Tscbernich and Howard, 1987).
Colorless dipyramids of tschernichite (commonly with a milky-white phantom) are composed
of a dominant striated {302} with rough {OOI} pinacoid (Figs.598,599), rarely, combined wilh
{104} (Boggs et al., 1992). Twinning is very common on (101), (302), and (304), producing
complex groups, cyclic twins, and hemispherical aggregates (Figs. 6OO.(j()2). Tiny, colorless,
smootb-surfaced hemispheres of tsehernichite first formed in the drusy cavities, followed by crystallization of a single, fine-graincd, smoolh hemisphere of boggsite (TSChernich and Howard,
1987). Continued growth of tsehernichite enlarged existing hemispheres and rapidly lined the
cavities with small, radial, pyramidal crystals. Conditions became unfavorable to both
tschernichite and boggsite. Tschernichite crystals became etched, corroded, and frequently
turned partly white. Small amOunts of tiny, dark green, Fe-rich smeclite spheres formed on the
etched tschemichite. Conditions conducive to tschernichite-boggsite growth resumed, and a colorless overgrowth of tscherniehile enlarged existing white pyramidal crystalS, form.ing phamorns,
and grew around clay spheres. The basal breccia and highly vesicular poriions of tbe (low contain
an abundance of heulandile, stilbite, apophyllitc, okenite, mordenite, epistilbite, levync,
analcime, cowIesite, phUlipsite, garronite, thomsonite, mesolite, chabaz.ite, and calcite
(Tschernich and Howard, 1987; Howard tt al., 1990). Hydrolhermal l1uids appear to have
flowed aIong verlical faults. Upon encountering porous sections of (he basall nows, the nuids
flowed for a short distance horizontally, altering the basalt and depositing the zeolites (Howard

et aJ., 1990).

Wairakite

(Why-rack-ite)

(Ca,Na2)[AJ2SI4012]· 2H2 0, Z = 8

Named in 1955, by A Steiner, after the type locality.
Type Locality: Wairakei, North Island, New Zealand

Nomenclature: Wairakite has a wide variation in calcium, sodium, and order.<Jisorder of silicon·
aluminum in the framework that caused it to be clas.sed in several crystal systems. A complete
series bety,oeen wairakite and analcime is well established. In the past, wairakite has been defined
as the monoclinic calcium end member of this series. Wairakile is here defined as the member of
the analcime·wairakite series with greater than 50% calcium, regardless of the structure. Variations in chemistry or ordcr.<Jisorder in the framework should be handled by using 0plional
descriptive modifiers (such as Na·rich, sodian, sodium, potassium, disordered, isometric, mono·
clinic, or tetragonal) rather than creating new species.

Structure
CI')"Sta1 System: Monoclinic, Isomelric, Telragonal, Orthorhombic, Triclinie

Space Group: 12/a, la3d, 141/acd, Ibca
Crystal Axes: a = 13.69·13.70 A
b = 13.64·13-68A 13 = 90" to 90.5°
c = 13.56-13.58 A
Type or Structure: 'Ibe aluminosilicate framework ofwairakite (stru~tural code ANA) is the

same as analcime and poilucite. The framework is composed of 4.ring chains wrapped around
square prisms and interconnected to form cages (Gotlardi and Galli, 1985). lsomctric wairakite
has a disordered silicon and aluminum frame....,ork, while those with telragonal, orthorhombic,
monoclinic, and lriclinic frameworks arc partially or fUlly ordered. The aluminum is prefercn.
tially located in two tetrahedra sites near the calcium (Takeuchi et al.. 1979). Calcium is located
in onc sile with two sites empty or comaining sodium (Takeuchi et aI., 1979).

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless to white
Stre.ak: white
Luster: vitreous to dull
Hardness: 5.5 to 6
Density: 2.26 gm/cm3
Fracture: conchoidal
Cleavage: {Ioo} distinct

Refractive Indices:
a = 1.498-1.500
'Y = 1.502
biaxial
2 V = 700 to 105°
birefringent to isotropic
twinning lamellae are present in some
monoclinic varieties

Morphology
Wairakile commonly forms small trapezohedra (Fig. 605), rarely modified by a cube {loo}
(Figs. 603,604). an<l dodecahedron {IIO} (Figs. 606,607,608). A single partial wairakitc crystal,
described with an octahedronlike form (Steiner, 1955), may have been only a malformed crystal
trapczohedron with other faees. Most crystals are under 1 mm in diameter, with a few exceptional crystals up to 15 rom in di.ameter. Many crystals are malformed. LameUar twinning on
{IIO} is commonly seen in monoclinic varieties in thin sections viewed with polarized light.
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DOMIlIANT TRAPEZOHEDRON
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Figure 608. Transparent,
colorless trapezohcdra of
wairakite, up to 0.8 mm in
diameter, with tiny
dodecahedral faees and pilling
from debris in Drillliolc # 66,
Wairakie, Nonh Island, New
Zealand; SEM photo by
Donald G. Howard.

Group: 4/m ~ 21m = m3m and pseudo m3m
Crystal Cia : IIcxOClahcdral aod pscudohexoclahcdral
Point

Forms:

Common {2U}
Rare {lOO}, {l1O}

Fig. 60S

010

Fig. 607
DOMINANT TRAPEZOHEDRON
WITH DOOECAHEDRON AND CUBE
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Chemical Composition
Seigoshi Mine, Toi, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan (Aold and Minato, 1980)
Ca1.03NlI().03Ko.ozM80.03FeO.04[Alz.17Si3.81 IV· 2. 14HZO
CaO.80Na0:26Ko.o 1M80.01 [AI 1.88Si 4.11 121· 222.H20

°
°

Koriyama, Fukushima Prefecture, Japan (Aold and Minato, 1980)
Cao.97Na0.07[Al2.04Si4.0001V·2.67H20
Wairakei, North Island, New Zealand (Steiner, 1955)
Cao.roNao.14Ko.Ol[AI 1.95Si 4.03 0 1V·Z.04H20
Tanzawa Mountains, Japan (Seld and Oki, 1969)
Cao.65 Na0.59Ko.01[AI l.soSi4.100 121· 2. 18HZO
VARIATION IN COMPOSITION
There are considerable numbers of chemically anal)"LCd specimens that indicate a complete
calcium-sodium series betwecn wairakite and analcime (Surdam, 1966; Seld and Old, 1969;
Harada et aI., 19n; Aoki and Minato, 1980). Wairaldte is here defined as the member of the
analcime-wairakitc series with over 50% calcium, regardless of ordcring in thc framework. A
chcmical serics between wairakite and pollucite has not been found. TSi Si/(Si + AI) 0.68 to
0.70; SilAI = 2.07 to 2.28
Synlhetic wairaldlc has been produced from stilbite and heulandile at low pressures and at a
temperature of 3000 C, which simulates high-temperature geothermal areas (Harada et al.,
1966).

=

=

Identification
The distinctive trapezohedral crystal form (Fig. 603) distinguishes wairalcile, analcime, and pollucite from all other zeolites, )'et these three cannot be distinguished from each other by
morphology.
Rock type is useful in fie·ld recognition of wairaldtc, analcime, and pollucile. Analcime is the
member of this group most orten found in baSalt and pegmatiles. Pol!ucite is found only in
lithium-bearing pegmatilcs. Both wairakite and analcime are found in geothermal wells and
metamorphose volcanics.
Since wairaldte is defined as the member of the analcime-wairakite series containing grC3ter
than 50% calcium, chemical analysis is rcquired to positively identify it. Both analcime and
wairakite have the same variation in optics and structure. Presence or absence of crossed
polysynthetic twinning or varialion in X-ray diffraclion pattcrns docs not distinguish the ty,'Q
species.

Cleaning
Most wairakite crystals can be cleaned with running water or by soaking in a Biz bleach solution
or soap solution and rinsed with pressurized watcr or an ultrasonic cleaner. Wairaldte has a low
SilA! ratio; therefore, calcile should not be removed with hydrochloric acid. Calcite can be
rcmoved with warm acetic acid. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) solution will remove manganese
oxides and oxalic acid removes iron staios.

Origin
Data taken from geothermal wells, in New ZP.aland, Japan, Iceland, and the U.S.A, havc established the temperature. pressure, and solution composition for the crystallization ofwairaldte.
Wairakite generally forms at temperatures from 60" to 3000 C and at depths from
to 1600
meters. Most wairaldte forms at temperatures above 1750 C (higher than most zeolites)
although it has been reported to crystallize at surface temperatures. In geothcrmal areas, in New

n
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Zealand, wairaldte has crystallized from dilute alkaline solu lions wilh ncar neulral pH, low cal>
and low aluminum content (Browne et aI., 1989). The fluid in the geothermal ....'Clls contains
1200 ppm of chloride (Browne and Ellis, 1970).

Occurrence
Wairaldte is an uncommon zeolite, usually formed at a relatively bigh temperature, in shallow
geothermal areas, or low· to medium-grade metamorphic areas, although it has formed at sur·
face conditions. Display specimens of wairaldte are not known. Well·formed, micro-sized crystals
are not common since most specimens are from drill cores in active geothermal areas. The best
miero-sizcd crystals arc available from New Zealand and Japan.

Worldwide Localities
ARGENTINA
Wairakite., levyne, and epislilbite arc found in hydrOthermally altered basalt at Cerro China
Muerta. in the western province of Neuquen (Cortelezzi, 1973).

CANADA
Wairakite and analcime are found in Triassic tholeiitic pillOW lava, breccia, tuff. and vesicular
basalt flows in the Bullle Lake area, west of the campbell River, in the central part of
Vancouver Island, British Columbia (Surdam, 1966, 1968, 1970). This area has undergone low·
grade metamorphism in the zeolite facies and pumpellyite·prehnite facies. The vesicles are filled
with wairakite, analcime, natrolite,laumontite, montmorillonitc, Chlorite, prehnite, pumpellyite,
epidote, and potassium feldspar. Analcime, wairakite, and laumontite (along with minor
prehnite) are found in the upper half of the volcanics that were subjectcd to 0.5 to 1 kilobar of
pressure and temperatures from 50" to 150" C (Surdam, 1973). The lower half of the volcanics
contains pumpellyite, epidote, prehnite, and albite formed under 2 to 3 kilobars of pressure and
at temperatures from 230" to 330" C. Entrapped seawater was the main source of fluid. Zoning
of the minerals is due to hydration of glass and ionic activity of Na, ca, Mg, cac~, Si0 2, and
H+, rather than d.iITerences in temperature or pressure (Surdam, 1973).

ICELAND
Wairak.ite is found in the deepest and higbesttemperature levels in geothermal wells in western
and northern Iceland. It occurs with analcime, scallered in tbe zeolite zone (300 to 500 meters
depth and 200" to 230" C), and is dominant at depths over 1600 meters and temperatures from
200" C to 300" C (Kristmannsd611ir and T6masson, 1978). Zeolite zones in the geothermal wells
occur (with increasing depth) in the order: empty cavities> chabazite·levyne.phillipsite zone>
mesolite-scolecite.thomsonite.gismondine 7.one > stilbite·beulandite-epislilbite.mordenite zone
> laumontite zone> analcime·wairakite 7.one (Krist mannsd611 ir and T6masson, 1978).
Small amounts ofwairakite and analcime are found in the deeper portions of the high.tem.
perature geothermal wells on the Reykjanes Peninsula, in southwest Iceland (T6masson and
Kristmannsd611ir, 19n). Seawater has penetrated the basalt, up to 30 krn inland, causing pre·
cipitation of anhydrite followed by analcime, mordenite, stilbite, and mcsolite in the upper levels;
wairakite and analcime in a lower level; and prehnite and epidote at even greater depths
(T6masson and Kristmannsd611ir, 1972).

JAPAN
Many wairakite occurrences in Japan occur in low.grade, metamorphosed Miocene volcanic tuff
in contact aureoles around quartz diorite masses (Seki, 1973). Wairakitc is found in the deeper
parts of active geothermal areas and in eroded and cxposed parts of past geothermal areas that
are related to the postmagmatic activity of the Quaternary volcanoes (Seki, 1973).
Wairakite and ca·rieh analcime (with a wide range of calcium·sodium content) are associated
wilh yugawaralite, chlorite, prehnite, pumpellyite, calcite, and quartz, in veins and cavities, in
thermally metamorphosed aureoles, in Miocene submarine basallie and andesitic breccia that
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were healed from an inlrusivc quartz-diorile in Ihe Tanzawa Mounlains, central Japan (Scki el
aI., 1969a; Seki and Oki, 1969). The zeoliles are found in Ihe low-lemperalUre zones, funhest
[rom the inlrusion, in Ihe order: stilbite zone (belOW 1500 C) > laumontite zone (1500.28()O C)
> Na-wairakite-prehnite.pumpellyite zone (28()0.38()0 C) > aClinolile·greenshisl zone (38()0.
4000 C) > hornblende-andradite~uartz·magnetite zone (4000.QOOO C) > quartz-diorile (Seki et
al.,I969a).
Wairakile, epidote, ehlorile, prehnile, and quartz are found in Ihin veins in low-grade melamorphosed andesilic breccia in the Yugami District, Fukui Prefecture (Seki, 1966). Seki and
Onuki (1971) report wairakite, epidole, chlorite, and quartz in the low-grade metamorphosed
Miocene volcanics at the Kawaji Darn site, Tochigi Prefeclure. Wairakile occurs in Claslic volcanics at Hikihara, H)'ogo Prefeclure (Nakajima, 1983).
Wairakile, yugawaralile, laumontile, and mordenile are found in drill cores in Pliocene-Pleistocene dacile tuff, at depths over 141 meters and at temperatures reaChing 175° C, in the
Kalayama geolhennal wells, at Onikobe, northeasl Japan (Seki et at., 1969b).Milky.wb.itc trapezohedra ofwairakile, up to 8 moo in diameler, are found with epidote, prehnite, stilbite, calcile,
and quartz in veins CUlling Miocene andesilic pyroclastics at Bandaiatami, Koriyama Fukushima
Prefecture (Acki and Minalo, 1980).
Milky-white lrapczohcdra ofwairakile are found with laumonlile al Onnazaka, Kamiku-Ishiki,
Nishi-Yashiro, Yamanashi, Honshu (RWT). Trapezohedra of wairakilc, up 108 moo in diamcler, are found wilh calcilC in Miocene andesilic pyroclaslics al Ikadaba. Kawazu, Shizuoka Prefeclure (Aoki and Minalo, 1980). Wairakile oceurs with yugawaralile,laumontile, scolecile, 51 iibile, chabazile, epidole, calcile, and quartz, in veins 11030 moo Ihick, in Miocene andesile at
Seigohi Mine, Toi, Shizuoka Prefecture (Aoki and Minalo, 1980; RWT).

NEW ZEALAND
(Type locality) Wairakile was firsl found in drill cores in Pliocene 10 Pleislocene rhyolile breccias, welded glassy luffs, and luffaceous sandslones in Ihe Wairakci gcothermal area, al
Wairakei, northeasl of Lake Taupo, Auckland, in Ihc ecntral pan of Ihc Nonh Island (Sleiner,
1955). Wairakite fills pores, lines cavilies, forms veinleIs, and replaces andesine phenocrysts. The
wairakilc cryslals arc colorless 10 while Irapezohedra, 0.5 103 moo in diameler, wilh small {11O}
and {lOO} (Fi~. 603-608)(RWT). Sleiner (1955) and Coombs (1955) reporled (from Ihe same
sample) a parlial wairakile cryslal, 15 moo in diameler, wilh oclahedral- and Irapezohedral-like
fonn. Small cavilies are rarely lined wilh wairakile, followed by radialing cOllony mordenile
fibers, while larger cavilies are lined wilh wairakite alone. Olher parIS of Ihe drill cores contain
quartz, albite, or heulandile. Wairakile is found at deplhs of 183 10881 mClers, allemperalures
from 2()()0 10 2500 C, and al hydroslatic pressure from 55 to 265 atmospheres (Slciner, 1955).
Sleiner (1953) describes four overlapping zones at the Wairakei gcothermal area. The uppermost zone, of sulfuric acid leaching, extends from Ihe surface to 73 mClers. Temperalures range
between 46° and 580 C. This zonc is characterized by Ihe presence of kaolinile, opal, and alunilc
Ihat formed in Ihe original rock from inlense alleralion of lhe glass and feldspar phenocrysts by
sulfuric acid (Ihal formcd from hydrogen sulfide reacling wilh descending meleoric water). This
alteralion decreases wilh deplh, as Ihe solulion becomes weakly acidic or neulral, lcaving unaltered glass and feldspar phenocrysts.
With increasing deplh, the zone of argillizalion is encountered. This zone consislS of a neulral
10 alkaline pore solution (resulling from a mixture of ascending hydrothermal water and descending meleoric water) al depths from 43 10 152 meters and allemperatures ranging from 200
to 1640 C (Stciner, 1953). In Ihis zone, glass and ferromagnesian minerals are convened inlo
olive-green montmorillonile clay, whilc quarlz and plagioclase are left unaltered (Sleiner, 1953).
The zone ofzeolitizalion that contains wairakile and rnordenile is commonly superimposed on
the green clay minerals of the argillization zone. II contains alkaline solulions, rich in sodium,
calcium, and silica, al deplhs (rom 73 10 152 melers and allcmperalures ranging from 60" 10
164° C (Sleiner, 1953).
At the base of Ibe geolhermal wells (214 10273 melcrs depth and allemperalures from 1980
to 2130 C) is found Ihe zone of feldspathization (Steiner, 1953).11 contains a potassium- and
silicon-rich alkaline solulion that was derived by leaching of cvcn deeper rocks. This solulion re-
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places C3-Na-rich plagioclase feldspar wilhin Ihe rock wilh polassium feldspar (;;;; adularia), and
frees sodium and calcium from the plagioclase. The result is a C3-Na-rich hydrolhermal solution
that migrales upward 10 form zeoliles.
Trapezohedra ofwairakile, up 10 3 moo in diameler. Une fractures or replace plagioclase in a
few geolhermal drill cores al 457 melers (2320 C) a.nd 667 melers (2760 C) in the Ohaki-Broadlands geolhermal area, near the Waikalo River. Norlh Island (Browne and Ellis, 1970). The
chloride water (1200 ppm) found in the geolhermal wells allers un...."Clded. highly porous, Qualernary, quanz-plagioclase ignimbrite luffs and breccia, and cryslallizes wairakite, while impermeable zones are unallered. Mordenile is present in the geolhermal wells allower temperalures
Ihan Ihe wairakile.
Veins and vesicles in hsrd Qualernary ignimbritie breccia found in drill cores. al deplhs
belween 800 and 1586 meIers, are commonly lined with trapezohedra ofwairakile. 210 3 moo in
diameler. in Ihe Ngalamariki geolhermal field, noriheasl of Wairakei, Auckland (Browne el aI.,
1989). The minerals eryslallized in Ihe order: wairaldle > wairakil~pidote > prehnile. After
drilling one of Ihe geolhermal wells, il was capped and \era slanding for 472 days before use.
When Ihe well was opened, Ihe firsl discharge ejecled 1 kg of silicales (including wairakile) wilh
eurved surfaces conforming 10 Ihe pipe wall. The silicales Ihal had crystallized wilbin the pipe
while Ihe well was capped consisl of while 10 pale gray spongy aggregales of Irapczohedra of
wairakile (moslly 0.33 moo in diameter, wilh some reaching 1.5 moo in diameler) lnlergrown wilh
prehuile, epidole, quartz, and pyrile (Browne el aI., 1989). 111e minerals cryslallized in Ihe well
in Ihe order: wairakile > prehnite-wairakile > epidole-quartz, as heal in the geolhermal well
increased from 2100 10 2700 C (Browne CI aI., 1989). The silicales formed, al a depth of 1580 10
1600 meIers, from a dilule alkaline chloride liquid of nearly neulral pH and low COz COnlenl.
The low aluminum conlenl oflhe solulion limiled Ihe growth rate ofwairakile 10 a minimum
rale of 0.19 cubic millimeler per day (Browne el al.. 1989).
Wairakile is found in lhe Tui Mine, Te Aloha, Auckland, North Island (Weissberg and
Wodzicki, 1970). Wairaldlc is found in drill cores in the Waiolapu geolhermal area (Sleiner,
1963) and at Kawerau. Tauhara, and Te Kopis, in Auckland. North Island (William Ulrich,
unpUblished report).
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Wairakile is found al Pauzhelka, Kamchalka (William Ulrich, unpublished reporl).
UNITED STATES

California: Wairakile is found in hydrothermally altered rocks al the Geysers, Lake Counly
(Sleiner, 1958).11 replaces feldspar and lines cavilies and (raclures in greywacke samples
oblained from a drill hole al deplhs from 61 10 183 melers. Wairaldtc is found in clay beds al
the Paramount Pacific deposils, near Rosamond, Kern Counly (Kiss and Page, 1969).
Virgin Islands: Donnelly (1962) reports wairakile replacing albile phenocrysts and forming
chalky-while palches, slreaks, and rims around xenolilhs in pre-Upper Cretaceous low-grade
melamorphosed spililie volcanic flows on the island of SI. Thomas. The wairakile is believed 10
have resulled (rom a reaclion between albile and quartz (in Ihe xenolilhs) wilh andesilic magma.
Wash.lngton: Imergrown grains ofwairakile (of unknown calcium conlenl). up to 0.02 moo
across, wilh optical erossed lamellar twinning, complelely fill amygdules and replace plagioclase
in low-grade melamorphic volcanic tuff and breccia in Ihe Kecchelus formal ion in MOUn!
Rainier Nalional Park (Wise. 1959).
Wyoming: Wairakile is found in narrow zones in two geolhermal drill hOles in PleiSlocene Na-Krich rhyolile, in Ihe Lower Geyser Basin. Yellowslone National Park (Bargar el aL, 1981). Analcime is found al many levels in Ihe same drillholes. Zoned cryslals ofwairakile-analcime Ihal are
C3-t>earing analcime (13% calcium) in Ihe core become Na-bearing wairakile (86% calcium),
and are externally covercd by C3-t>earing analcime in drill hole Y-13 (Bargar el aI., 1981). Nabearing wairakile (66% calcium) forms tiny Irapezohedra, with small cube faces. on earlierformed quarlz cryslals al a deplh of 152 melers in drill hole Y-2 (Bargar and Beeson, 1981).

Yugawaralite

\(ou-ga-war-a-lite)

Ca(A1ZSI6 0 16] -4H 2 0, Z == 2
Named in 1952, by Kin-Ichi Sakurai and A Hayashi, after the type locality.
Type Locality: Yugawara Hot Springs, Kanagawa Prefecture, Honshu, central Japan
Nomenclature: A1tbough slight distortion in the silicon-aluminum in tbe framcwork creates both
monoclinic and triclinic variations of yugawaralite, the mineral is not divided into separate
species. Optional descriptive modifiers can be used (such as monoclinic, triclinic, ordered, disordered, ca·ricb, calcium, calcian, or socIian) to indicate thc type ofstructurc or variations in the
chemistry, rathcr tban creating new species.

Structure
Crystal System: MonOClinic and Triclinic
Space Group: Pc or PI
Crystal Axes: a = 6.70-6.730 A
b = 13.95-14.008 A ~ = 111 0 l1'to 111 0 30'
c = 10.03-10.54 A
Type or Structure: The aluminosilicate framework ofyugawaralite (structural code YUG) con-

sists of singly connected 4-rings, linked to form 5- and g.rings, with a single calcium cation in the
main channel that runs parallel to the c-axis, and is coordinated by four framework oxygen
atoms on one side and four watcr molecules on the other side (Kerr and Williams, 1969; Leimer
and Slaughter, 1969; GOllardi and Galli, 1985). Two of the sites for water molecules are fully
occupied whereas the other two have an occupancy of less than 20% (Kviclc et 01., 1986).
Perfect silicon-aluminum ordering is found in samples from Iceland (Kerr and Williams, 1969;
Kvick. et 01., 1986) and only partial silicon-aluminum ordering is found in yugawaralite from
Yugawara, Japan (Leimer and Slaughtcr, 1969). Akizuki (l987b) correlated optical symmetry to
silicon·aluminum ordering and found three possible variations: crystals that are monoclinic
througbout; triclinic throughout; and those that have both homogeneous monoclinic sectors
alternating with triclinic sectors. Yugawaralite, with alternating monoclinic and triclinie sectors, is
found in low-temperature hydrothermal veins because the unstable atom positions are frozen
inplace during growth. At higher temperatures, the atoms can more easily move to auain a stablc position on the growth surface and produce a homogeneous structure (Alcizuki, 1987).
Yugawaralite docs not belong to any recognized structural subgrouping within the zeolite group.

Physical Properties

Optical Properties

Color: colorless, white, pink
Streak: whitc
Lu "ter: vit reous
Hardness: 4.5 to 5
Density: 2.19 to 2.25 glcm3
Fracture: conchoidal, very brillie
Cleavage: {104} and {DOl} distinct
{101} imperfect, {010} parting

Refrnctive Indices:
ex = 1.492-1.500
~ = 1.497·1.505
-y = 1.502-1.512
biaxial negative
2V = 48" to 89"
Y"e = 60 to 120, X" a = 9"
Z=borZ"b=l°,

Morphology
Yugawaralite crystals are thin, tabular, glassY,lathlike blades, elongated along the c-axis, wilh a
broad {OlO} pinacoid. Crystals are commonly under 10 mm in length with exceptional crystals
up to 6 COl long. Yugawaralite has been described as oriented with the elongation parallel to the
e-axis and the a-axis. 11le original orientation, chosen by Sakurai and Hayashi (1952), as elanga-
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tion with the c-axis, is used in this boolc. Striations are commonly present on {OIO} parallel to
the c-axis. No twinning has been observed, although crystal aggregates are attached parallel to
{OIO}. Doubly terminated individuals are rare.
Point Group: 11m
Crystal Class: Prismat ic
llonns:
Commonly {OOI}, {OIO}, {lOO}, {Oll}, {l20}, {ill}, {IlO}
Rarely {l40}, {OI2}, {lOl}, {032}, {30!}, {727}, {lolOol}, {:J44}, {lll}
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617. Transparent, colorl~ blades o[

yugawaralilc, 2 em across, from Khandivali, north
of Bombay, India; photo by Rudy W. Tschemich.

FlgllU 619. Tronsparcnt, colorless blades of
yugawaralite, 1 moo across, from Yugawara Hot
Springs, Kanagawa Prefccture, Honshu, Japan;
SI!M photo by Millon 1.. Speckels.

FlgllU 618. Transparent, colorless blade of
yugawarolitc, 3 mm long, on quam [rom lhc
Craslu Muradu Quarry, Mount Craslu Muradu.
Osilo, Sassan, Sardinia, Italy; photo by William
Henderson, Jr..

Flgur~

620. Transparent, colorless blade of

yugawaT8litc, 1 moo long, with quam [rom
Hvalsgod, HYlllfjordur, 8orgafjardarsysla, north of
Reykjavik, western Iceland; SEM photo by Millon
1.. Speckels.

Chemical Composition
Yugawara Hot Springs, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan (Harada e/ al., 1969)
Cao.94SNao.037Ko.006[~.158FCO.OI4SiS.58S016104.25H20

Khandivali Quarry, Bombay, India (Wise, 1978)
Cao.97Nao.Q1[A1l.9SSi<>.OSOI6104HZO
OsHo, Sassari, sardinia, Italy (pongiluppi, 1977)
Cao.88Nao.02Ko.02[A11.94Si6.09016) o4.ZHZO
Yellow Lake, Ollala, Brilish Columbia, Canada (William Wise, pers. comm.)
Cao.95 SrO.06Na O.O1( A12.0 1SiS.99 0 16) o:<l120
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, U.S.A (Bargar and Beeson, 1981)
Cat.20Nao.09Ko.Ol[A1Z.63SiS.330161°xHZO
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Worldwide Localities
CANADA
Yugawaralite has been found in only one pocket in vesicular Eocene porphyritic trachyte at
Yellow Lake, near Olalla, in southern British Columbia (Wise and Tschernich, 1978b; Tealdi
and Tschcrnich, 1985). It forms stout, tabular, light pink to colorless, glassy crystals, up to 1 em
long, heavily striated parallel to the c-axis with the dominant forms {O 1O}, {lOO}, {OO I}, {Ol J},
{ilJ}, {120} and tiny {032}, {lIO}, {14{)}, {:J44}, {301}, {OI2},and {l02} (RWf). Yugawaralite occurs in the crystallization sequence: analcime> Sr-bearing tbornsonite > bladed calcite
> yugawaralite. The complex crystallization history at this locality appears to represent shallow
hot spring activity where zeolites (crystallizing in vesicles) in the order: phillipsite> analcime>
tbomsonite > scolecite-mesolite-natrolite were invaded by fractures followed by solutions
depositing Sr-bearing heulandite > brewsterite-yugawaralite-nuoritc, La-bearing wakefieldite(Ce) > laumontite, along with large amounts of calcite (RWf).
ICELAND
At Hvalsgod (= Klif), Hvalljordur, Borgafjardarsysla, north of Reykjavik, in western Iceland,
excellent, colorless, transparent, tabular, bladclike yugawaralitc crystals, I mm widc and up to 5
mm long (with a few rcaching 2 mm thick, 8 mm wide, and 22 mm long), are found on rhombic
calcitc crystals and drusy quartz, and arc associated with heulandite, stilbite, laumontite, and,
rarely, ilvaite in vertical veins, 2 to 25 em wide and up to 2 meters long, CUlling hydrothermally
altered basalt (Metropolis, 1986; Sigurour Jonsson, pers. comm.; Ernie Schlichter, pers. comm.).
The yugawaralite cryslals that are elongated along the c-axis have a dominant {OW} pinacoid
with small beveled edges displaying the forms {Oll}, {OOI}, {l20}, {I 11}, (Fig. 6J4,619,620),
and traces of other forms (RWf).
In wcstern Iceland, Jakobsson (1977) reports yugawaralite from Thorgeirsfell, Snaefellsnessysla. Rarely, tiny 1- to 3-mm yugawaralite crystals are found at Esja, Kjosarsysla (Sigurour
Jonsson, pers. comm.). Colorless, transparent to white, yugawaralite crystals, up to 9 mm long,
are reportcd in cavities in Tertiary plateau basalt at Skalafellsbnuta, Skaftafck.lcssyska, near
Heinabergsjokull, southeastern Iceland (Barrer and Marshall, 1965; British Museum, R Wf).
INDIA
The largesl yugawaralile crystals are found in large, drusy, quartz-lined cavities in the centers of
green pillow basalt in the prolilie zeolite-producing I<handivali Quarry, north of Bombay.
Yugawaralite forms excellent, colorless, transparent, thin, very britlle, tabular crystals, commonly 2 to 3 em long (with some up to 6 em in length), displaying the forms {lOO}, {DID},
{OOI}, {120}, {Oll}, {Ill} (Figs. 609-611,615,617). Striations commonly are on {OW} and arc
parallclto the e-axis. Associated minerals includc gyrolitc, prchnite, okcnitc, hydro:>.yapophyllitc,
and laumontite. The observed growth sequence includes quartz> calcitc > gyrolite > hydro>.]'apophyllite > laumontite> okenitc > yugawaralitc > gyrolitc > prchnitc > calcite (Wise,
1978). Nearby cavities rarcly contain epistilbite, heulanditc, stilbitc, babingtonitc, scolccitc, lind
gypsum.

ITALY
Small,2- to 4-mm-long, colorless to white, tabular yugawaralitc crystals, nallened on (010) and
elongated witb the c-axis (Figs. 615,616,618), occur in numerous cavities and fractures in allered
·Oligocene trachyandesite in the Crastu Muradu Quarry, on the slope of Mt. Crastu Muradu,
east of Osilo, near Sassari, Sardinia (Pongiluppi, 1977; R WI). The yugawaralite crystals commonly form parallel aggregates in contact on the {OlO}, and, rarely, dOUbly terminated individuals scattered on scalenohedral calcite and small groups of colorless to white quartz. Otber ass0ciated minerals include laumontite, analcime, heulandite, pale brown stilbite, small beige rbombs
of ankerite, and, rarely, mordenite, while nearby rock contains chabazite, epistilbite, and barite
(Pongiluppi, 1977). While to colorless, tabular yugawaralitc crystals, I to 4 mm long, are found
with amcthyst quartz and ankerite-dolomite in the Capurru Quarry, WCSt of Osilo, Sardinia
(Casagrande, 1982).
•

Zeolite Synonyms
The name after Ihe equal sign is currenlly Ihc acccpted namc.
abrazile = gismondine
acadiaIiIe = chabazile
acadialith = chabazile
acadiolile = chabazile
achiardilc = dachiardile
adipile = chabazile
amicchile = amicile
analcidile = analcime
analcile = analcime
analzim = analcime
•
andreasbergolile = harmolome
andreasbergolilhe = harmotome
andrcolite = harmolomc
antiedrile = edingtonile
anlrimolile = mix1urc of Ihomsonilc + nalralile + mcsolilc
apoanalcime = nalrolile + gonnardilc
apoanalcit = nalrolilc + gonnardile
arduinile = mordenilc
ashlonite = strontium.bearing mordcnite
bagotite = thomsonite
barreritc (accepled by lMA) = orlhorhombic sodium·rich slilbilc
barytkreuzstein = harmolome
bcaumonlile = heulandile
bergmannilc = nalrolite
blallc£7-cOlith = heulandite or slilbile
blallrigcr zcolilh = hculandilc
blalriger slilbite = heulandite
bolslC8lite = Ihomsonile
brevicilc = nstrolile
brilhynspal = cdinglonilc
bundcLzeolith = slilbile
cabasilc = chabazile
caesium·silicate = pollucile
cahlilith = impure Ihomsonilc
calciharmOlom = phillipsile
calciolhomsonile = calcium·rich Ihomsonile
calcium·analcime = wairakite
calcium-cdinglonilc = cahnilc
caporcianile = laumontile
carphostilbile = Ihomsonile
chabasie = chabazile
chabasin = chabazile
chabasile = chabazite
chabazie = chabazile
ehaJilile = impure Ihomsonitc
ehodrikile natrolile
ehrislianile = phillipsilc
clinoplilolile (accepled by lMA) = silica·rich heulandile

=

•
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clulhalite = thomsonite pseudomorph after slilbile
comptonite = blocky thomsonite
crocalile = natrolite
eubicilC = analcime
eubikite = analcime
cubizite = analcime
cUboite = analcime
cUboizite = chabazite
d'achiardite = dachiardite
dcsmine = stilbite
diagonite = brewsteritc
dollanite = analcimc
doranite = analcime
dorantite = analcime
cchcllitc = natrolile
edclite = nalrolite + prehnite
edclsforsite = laumontile + wollaslonite
eisennatrolith = impure nalrolile
ellagitc = scolecite
enzeolilh = heulanditc
epidesmine = nat-topped stilbitc
epinatrolite = natrolitc
cpiskolezilc = thomsonite
epithomsonite = thomsonite
ercinite = harmotomc
eudnophite = analcime
eunophitc = analcime
euthalith = analcime
euthallite = analcime
euzeolite = heulandite
euz.eolith = heulanditc
faerolith = thomsonite
fargile = red natrolile
faraelitc = lhomsonile
faroelith = thomsonile
farolilh = radial spheres of lhomsonilc
faserz.eolilh = impure nalrolile + thomsonite
ferrochabazilc = chabazite
feugasite = faujasitc
fibrous-zeolitc = nalrolite or mesolilc or scolecile or Ihomsonite
flokite = mordcnitc
foresile = slilbitc + cookcilC
galactite = natrolitc
galaktite = nalrolilc
garbenstilbitc = stilbitc
gibsonitc = thomsonitc
gismondite = gismondine
glOtlalite = chabazile or edingtonilc
•
groddeckile = gmelinite
haarcialilc impure thomsonite
harmOlOmitc = harmotome
harringtonitc = mixturc of mcsolile, nalrolite, and thomsonilc
haydenitc = chabazite
hcganite = natrolitc

=

•
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hegauil = nalrolile
hocganil = nalrolile
herschelilc = sodium-rich chabazile
hogauil = nalrolile
hyacinle blanche = harmOlome
hyacinlc blanche cruciforme = harmolomc
hydrocaslorile = stilbile + mica + pctalile
h)'drolilc = gmelinile
hydrolilhe = gmclinilc
hydronatrolile = nalrolilc
hydronephelile = nalrolilc or gonnardilc
hydrolhomsonite = lhomsonilc
hypodesminc = slilbile
hyposlilbile = slilbite or laumonlite
iron-nalrolilc = nalrolile
kalilhomsonile = ashcroftine
kalk-harmolome = phillipsile
kalkkrcU7.Slein = phillipsile
kalkmesolype = scolecile
kalklhomsonile = calcium-rich lhomsonile
kalk-Ihomsonite = phillipsilC
karphOSlilbile = Ihomsonile
kondrikowilc = impure natrolilc
koodililC = lhomsonile
kreuzkrislalle = harmolomc
kreuZSlein = impure harmOlomc
krokalil
natrolilc
kubizil = analcime
kUboil = analcimc
kuboizite = chabazitc
kuphonspal = slilbile
laubanilc = natrolile
laulbanilc = nalrolilc
laumonile = laumonlilc
Icdererile = gmclinile
lederile = gmclinilc
Ichunlilc = nalrolile
leonhardilc = parlially dchydratcd laumontilc
levynite = levyne
limc-and-soda-mesolypc = mesoJile
lime-mesolype = scolccile
lincolnine = heulandile
lincolnile heulandile
linlonile = lhomsonile
lilhoph = nalrolile
lomonite = laumonlite
lomontile = laumontile
magnesiolaumonlile = laumonlite
marbugite = phillipsile
mehlzeolilh = nalrolile
mesole = lhomsonile
mesolin
levyne
mesolilh = nalrolile or scolccile
mesoliline = lhomsonile

=

=

=

530 I ZEOLITE SYNONYM
mesOlype (group) = natrolite or mesolite or scolecile or thomsonitc
mctachabazite = partially dehydratcd cbabazite
metadesminc = partially dChydrated slilbilC
melaepistilbite = partially dehydraled epistilbilC
metaheulandilc = partially deh)'drated heulandite
metanatrolitc = partially dehydrated natroHte
metascolccite = partially dchydrated scoIecite
metasl:olecite = partially dehydrated scolecile
mClathomsonitc = partially deb)'drated thomsonite
monophanc = cpislilbite
moorabolite = natrolite
morvenite = harmOtome
Na-dachiarditc dachiardite
nadclzeolilh = nalrotite or mesolite or scolecite
natronchabasile = gmelinite
natrochabazite = grnelinile
natrolilh natrolite
natronite nalrolilc
natron-mesotype = nalrolite
normaline = pbillipsite
ori7jte = epislilbite
oryzile = epistilbite
ozarl:ile = thomsonite
palaeo-natrolilh = nalrolile
parastilbite cpistilbitc
phacolite = twinned chabazile
phal:olile twinned chabazitc
phal:olilh twinned chabazite
picrothomsonitc = thomsonite
pierre Cfuciformc harmotomc
pierrc dc croix harmotomc
pil:ranalcim = analcimc
pollux = poIlucitc
poonahlitc = scolccitc
poonalite = scolecitc
prismaloidiscb = stilbite
pseudomesolitc = mesolitc
pseudonatrolite mordenite
pseudophillipsitc = pbillipsite
ptilolilc mordcnile
pul1critc = stilbite
•
punahlitc scolecite
radiolit = natrotite
ranitc = gonnardile
reissitc = epislilbitc
retzite = laumontite
sarcolile gmclinile
sarl:olilh gmclinite
sasbachilc = phillipsite
sadite = natrolite
savilc = nalrolitc
schabasitc = chabazile
schn idcritc laumontite
scoIesite scolecite

=

=
=

=
=
=

=

=

=

=
=

=
=

=

=
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scoulcrilC :;;:: thomsonilc
seebachile :;;:: Na-rich chabazile
skolezil :;;:: seolecite
s10anile :;;:: laumonlile
snaiderite :;;:: laumontite
soda-mesorype ::: nalrolile
sodium dachiardile ::: dachiardile
spangilc ::: phillipsile
sphaerodesmine :;;:: slilbilC or thomsonile
sphaeroslilbile ::: lhomsonilc or slilbile
spharodesmine ::: stilbile
spreustein ::: nalrolite
staurolilh ::: harmolome
staurolide ::: barmolome
sleeleile ::: mordenile
slcclite ::: mordenile
slcllerilc (acccpted by lMA) ::: orlhorhombic calcium-rich slilbile
slilbile aoamorphique :;;:: beulaodite
slilbile octoduodecimal :;;:: bculandile
slrahliger zeolith :;;:: stilbite
slrahIzeolilh ::: stilbitc
svellozarile :;;:: dachiardite
syhadrite ::: stilbilc
syhedrite :;;:: stilbite
tetranalrolite (accepted by IMA) ::: sodium-rich gonnardite
tonsonite ::: thomsonilc
triploclase ::: thomsonite
IriplokJase ::: thomsonite
verrucite ::: mcsolite
weissian ::: scolecilc
willhendersonilc (accepted by lMA) :;;:: ordered chabazite
winchellite ::: thomsonile
wirfelzeolith ::: phillipsile + harmotome + chabazite + analcime
wellsile (accepled by IMA) ::: barium-bearing phillipsile
wurfelzeolith :;;:: analcime or chabazile
zcagonite ::: gismondine + phillipsite
zeolite cUbique ::: analcime
zeolite dure ::: analcime
zeolile en cubes ::: chabazitc
zeolite leucilique ::: analcime
zeoIithe efOoreseente ::: laumonlite

Symbols and Abbreviations
A = angstom
ct al. = and others
g/cm3 grams per cubic centimeter
ium = the suffice means that thC cation is subordinate to anolher cation
pers. comm. = personal communication
RI. = optical refractive index
R wr = Rudy Warren Tseheroich
SEM = scanning electrOn micr05COpc
(Smithsonian, RWI) = observation by the author at that museum
U.K. = United Kingdom
XRD = X-ray dil'fraclion
Z = number of formula units that make a unit cell
= equals
> = followed by (in sequence of crystallization)
> = greatcr than (all other places)
'" = makes an angle with
I = negative 1 (same for other numbers)
{ } = Crysl3 I form
( ) = crystal face (whcn used wilh Miller Indices)
(= name) = name in ide the parenthesis has been used but should be discontinued
0 = degrees
AI = aluminium
B = boron
fia = barium
Be = beryllium
C = carbon
ca = calcium
Ce = cerium
•
CI = chlorine
C02 = carbonate
Cs = cesium
F = fluorine
Fe = iron
H = hydrogen
H20 = water
K = pOIassium
La = lanthanum
Li = lilhium
Mg = magnesium
Mn = manganese
Na = sodium
= oxygen
OH = hydroxide
P = phosphorus
Pb = lead
P04 = phosphate
Rb = rubidium
Si = silicon
Sr = strontium

=

°

•
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